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The German Empire and its Inhabitants at the

End of the XlXth Century.

Preface.

The German Empire at the close of the XIX th century offers the picture of a well

regulated State in a condition of prosperous development. In striking contrast to the

close of the preceding century whidi witnessed the crumbling away of the last ruins

of an Empire of a thousand years, the year t900 marks an important epodi in the

internal consolidation of the State which has recently arisen in renewed nigour. Rt

the end of the first third of the century , the way had been prepared for the economic



welding together of the German Customs -Union. Rt the close of the second, the foun-

dation of political re- union had been laid by the florth German Confederation; in the

course of the third arose the new German Empire whidi by the establishment of uniform

regulations, providing a constitutional basis in the seventies, and by its social legis-

lation in the eighties created a progressive social organism. To this the crowning toudi

has now been put by the coming into operation of a new uniform code of law known
as the Citizens aw Book. Step by step the Empire has fought its way to its present

position by hard work and vigorous determination, and as on the occasion of the

international Exhibition at the close of the century, an account will be required of the

present capacity of Germany as regards industry, art and science, the following sum-

mary is intended to give a general survey of the diief figures and facts of that sphere
of industrial and social life in whidi German work and German thought are active.

Want of space will not permit more than a mention of the thief characteristics of the

following points: territory, population, occupations and classes of the community;

production, distribution and consumption, trade, commerce and transport; certain im-

portant regulations affecting life and affairs, State and private enterprises for the fur-

therance of every description of undertaking. These matters are treated of more in

detail in the special introductions to the separate sections of the catalogue; in a general

review they are only slightly glanced at, nevertheless this summary should prove
useful in furnishing answers to the most essential questions, concerning the Germany
of today.

Territory.

the eermanThe territory of the German Empire comprises an area of 54065T,6 sq.km; the German

Colonies contain an area five times as great, namely 2665316 sq.km in Rfrica: Togo
82 300 sq.km, the Cameroons 495000 sq.km, German West Rfrica $35 tOO sq.km, German

East Rfrica 995000 sq.km; in the South Seas: German Tlew Guinea or Kaiser Wilhelms-

land 1 79 000 sq.km, besides the Bismarck Rrdiipelago, a portion of the Solomon Islands,

Samoa, the Marshall Islands, the Carolines, the Marianne and Palau Islands, altogether

t6 islands and groups of islands worthy of mention, comprising T83T6 sq.km; in the

Rsiatic continent, the German leasehold of Kiautsdiou 540 sq.km and the surrounding

sphere of influence of 50 km in diameter.

Population.

t. The population of the Empire, according to the census of December 2nd t895,
inhabluntj numbered 522T990I; in the middle of 1898, according to the Birth, Death and migra-

tion Tables, it has readied 54300000; in the middle of 1899 in round numbers 55 mil-

lions, and at the end of t899 55 % millions. The population of the German



protectorates is reckoned at t3 millions, of which 5000 are Europeans, and of these

3400 are Germans.

In the actual territory of the Empire, the population has more than doubled itself tncrMSf of

since t$t6. More than three fifths (6t per cent) of the entire population of the Empire PoPula n

are Prussians, tt per cent Bavarians, 7 per cent Sasrons, and 4 per cent Wiirtem-

bergers.

The population of the German Empire has increased at a yearly average rate of t4 per

thousand during the present century. Excluding the cities, the increase was greatest

in Sa*ony (2,15 per cent), in Reuss (elder line), and in Rhineland; it was smallest in

Hohenzollern (0,25 per cent), in Mecklenburg -Strelitz (0,53 percent), in Wiirtemberg,

and in Hanover.

2. the figures relating to the density of population in the different quarters of the Density or

Empire exhibit considerable variation. Taking the Empire as a whole, the population
pPulaH<m

is estimated at t03,4 inhabitants to the sq. km. We may, however, divide it into two

extremes; on the one hand the regions with the densest population, viz. the industrial

districts of the Rhine Governmental Department of Diisseldorf with 400,4t inhabitants

to the sq. km, and the industrial centres of Sa*ony, Zwickau with 300,86 inhabitants

to the sq. km, Leipzig with 264,95, and Dresden. On the other hand, we have the

opposite extreme, viz. the country districts of the Pomeranian Governmental Depart-

ment of Coslin with only 40,95 inhabitants to the sq. km, the ftineburger Haide with

39,3 1, and lastly the two States of Mecklenburg with the least density of popula-

tion (34,66). This variation may be computed at the ratio of t to to.

3. Recording to the census of t$95, the population of Germany, as regards family, Households,

sex and age, showed the following subdivisions: tt
!

/4 millions of households,
S" anda9e

reckoning on an average 4,62 persons to each; out of these, however, a considerable

breach was made by the 800000 ,,bachelor establishments" (T per cent on the entire

number of households) consisting of one person only; besides which, in round num-

bers, 50,000 more were Institutions, Homes and similar establishments.

These households comprised 25 l

/2 millions of males and 26 y3 millions of females,
ofwhom t4,T millions were children under 12, nearly 4% millions children between the

ages of t2 and 16, and more than 2 millions young people of both se*es between

the ages of 16 and t8. Of the 30 millions of adults, one third were in the full

vigour of their youth between the ages of 18 and 30. There were- 8600000 men
between the ages of t8 and 40, and consequently liable for military service. Rmong
persons under the age of 40, males predominated. More than 4 millions could look

back upon two generations (60 years), and of these almost t
l

/2 millions had already

passed the biblical age.

There is an abundance of youthful vigour in the German people; three fifths of

them (6t per cent) have not yet passed the threshold of the first generation (30 years),

and as much as one half (44,1 per cent) are still in the period of childhood and youth

(under 20). That this youthful vigour offers good prospect of lasting stability, is

t*



shown by the following facts: firstly, the marriage rate has been steadily increa-

sing during the last 20 years, and in the last decade has regularly exceeded the

auerage of 400000 a year, being in the years 1891^1891 8,t per thousand; secondly,

thanks to an undiminished power of propagation, the population during the last

fifty years has been steadily growing at the rate of 3T per thousand, eadi marriage

producing on an auerage 4,1 diildren; thirdly, during the same period the death rate

shows a decrease from 28 to 23 and 22 per thousand, gluing a resulting surplus in

the birth rate of t3,6 per thousand during the years 189t-'189T as against 9,4 per

thousand in the years 18411850.
Tamuirs In the year t895, there were 8800000 married couples, three fifths of the popu-

lation, 1 5 800 000 males and 1 5 400 000 females, were unmarried; of these 1 500 000 youths
under t8, and 9500000 girls under t6 had not readied a marriageable age. Conse-

quently almost three fourths of the marriageable population are actually married. The

auerage marriage rate in the towns, especially in the large towns, is considerably

lower.

Rbout one dioorce occurs in euery 80 marriages. In t890, 25000 men and double

the number of women were lining separated.

There are nearly three times as many widows as widowers: 2200000 to TT6000.

Religion 4. With respect to religious belief, the population is diuided into two great groups:

the evangelical Christians numbering 34500000 souls (63 per cent), and the Catholics

numbering 19500000 (36 per cent). Other Christian denominations are redioned at

140000. The non- Christians number 568000 Jews and about 13000 persons of

other sects.

Citizenship and Migration.

oreigners 1. In 1895, there were Uuing in Germany about 500000 foreigners born in the

Empire, or nearly 1 per cent of the permanent population. Those not born in the

Empire were somewhat more numerous. In the course of the last generation the

number of foreigners has increased uery considerably, both absolutely and relatively.

By far the largest proportion come from Europe; 446000 (96 per cent) belonged to

European States; only 20000 came from beyond the seas, and of this number nearly

16000 were citizens of the United States of Rmerica, and were for the most part of

German parentage. Of the foreign settlers in the Empire, the greatest number are

Rustro- Hungarians, 223000 (46 per cent); at a long distance follow the Dutdi,

51000 (10 per cent); the Swiss, 45000; the Danes, 28000; the Russians, 2TOOO;

the Italians, 23000; the frendi, 20000; the British and Irish, 15000, &c. Only one

fifth of the foreign subjects of the Empire are women.

eermans 2. In contrast to the insignificant number of foreigners resident in the German Em-

pire, is theuery disproportionately large number of Germans resident in foreign
countries. The international statistics of 1890 gaue as a result 3

1

/, millions in round



numbers, but the actual figure must be considerably higher; consequently, in the

interchange of peoples the German Empire must suffer no small loss, seeing, it was
calculated, that at that time to one thousand German emigrants there were only
t3T foreign emigrants. This movement, moreover, is not of recent date but has been

going on during the whole course of the century. In the half century between the

years 1840 1 890, Germany has sacrificed through emigration (after deducting the im-

migrants) 4400000 or one fifth of the natural increase of population. This draining

away of the strength of the German population has resulted in a corresponding gain

diiefly to the United States of Rmerica, where the census of t$90 gave a return of

2800000 persons born in Germany, and 6850000 descendants of German parents.
One ninth, therefore, of the entire population of the United States of Rmerica is of

German origin. The nesrt most important gathering place of Germans, whether native

or adopted citizens of the Empire the difference is not always observed in the returns

of the various countries is Switzerland, 94000; Trance, 84000; Great Britain and

Ireland, 54000; British Rustralia, 50000; and Brazil, 44000.

3. This distribution of German stock over the whole world, with the accumulation emigration

which occurs in certain principal centres, is the result of the current of emigration
which has been going on among the Germans for many decades, especially to coun-

tries beyond the sea. The emigration which takes place over the home frontiers, it

is not possible to calculate statistically. The imperial statistics for the years t8Tt 1898

reckon the trans-oceanic emigration at the considerable figure of 2 460 000. The total

German transmarine emigration between the years 18201898 is set down at 6 mil-

lions, and the consequent loss of population at over 20 millions.

Recording to the tables in the Immigration Office at Washington, during the years

18201898, 5 millions of Germans emigrated to the United States. Rs will be clearly

seen from the above statements in reference to the Germans in that country, the

United States has been the great dumping ground of all European emigration during
the t9th century. Between the years 1 81 t 1898, it was the goal of 2

1

/, millions or

95 per cent of the total number of German emigrants; indeed, at times this proportion
rose to 98 per cent, as for instance in the years t88t and 1882 when German emi-

grants to the whole of the rest of Rmerica numbered only tOO 000. Brazil and Canada

alone exercised from time to time a note-worthy power of attraction, which, especially

in the case of Brazil, has increased considerably during the last decade at the esrpense

of German emigration to the United States. Since t894, a sudden decrease in the total

number of German emigrants has taken place; and at the same time the stream of

emigration has, in a proportionate degree, been diverted from the United States to

Brazil and to Rfrica. In the years 1894 1 898, the proportion of emigrants to the

United States sank to an average of 82 per cent, while that of emigrants to Brazil

rose to 4 per cent, and to Rfrica to over 3 per cent.

Rt the beginning of the eighties, the yearly emigration exceeded a quarter of a million;

in t898 it was in all only about 2t 000. Of these, 11300 went to the United States,



800 to Brazil, t300 to other parts of Rmerica, t too to Rfrica, 223 to Rsia, and t63

to Rustralia.

The diief months for emigration are from Rpril to June, and September and October.

75 to 80 per cent of German emigration goes ma Bremen and Hamburg.
The chief sources of the German emigrant stream are Hanover, Brandenburg, Ba-

varia, Posen, Sdilesurig-Holstein, Wurtemberg, Sa*ony , Rhineland, and West Prussia.

Rs regards se* and calling, the band of German emigrants is made up as follows:

out of every hundred emigrants, as a rule 55 are men; two thirds of the whole

number of emigrants are in the best years of life, between t4 and 40. Up to the

year t893, out of every tOOOOO Germans between the ages of 2t and 30, 400 to

500 men, and more than 300 women emigrated every uear. Rt the present time

the proportion of both se*es together has sunk to some t30.

In the middle of this century, 60 per cent of the number of emigrants were handi-

craftsmen and artisans, and 40 per cent agricultural and day labourers;
whereas at the present time the latter classes are in a still smaller proportion to

the former.

4. It is a diaracteristic feature of German emigration that it does not essentially

attract the lowest classes, but rather those standing a little above the lowest. For

the lowest stratum of all, emigration is partly too costly, partly it is outside their

sphere of thought. This movement of emigration has, however, been for more vio-

lently interrupted by another great movement, whidi of late years has radically

altered the settlement of the German Empire; namely, the migration whidi has been

taking place within the limits of the Empire, from one province to another, from

the country to the towns, but especially from Cast to West. For esrample, the de-

velopment of the three Hanseatic towns shows us the result of this migration; for to

this movement must chiefly be ascribed the increase in their population, amounting
to IT and 18 per thousand as against an average increase in the whole Empire of

tt,2 percent. Moreover, Berlin, Potsdam, Dresden, Hanover, Bremen, and Upper Ba-

varia are indebted for a third of their increase in population to migration. In all

parts of the Empire where the increase of population is reported as not attaining the

average (with the exception of Central Franconia), this fact must be attributed to the

loss of population consequent on migration. The most striking instances of this are

the provinces of East Prussia and of East Pomerania, whidi, in spite of their surplus

birth rate of t3 per thousand, shew an increase of population of only 3 per thousand,

in consequence of migration. The same holds good in West Prussia.

The universal diffusion of industrial and commercial activity, and the creation of more

favourable opportunities for labour has, however, lately led, even in the flat country,

to a relative decrease in the migration from country districts, and in the grown of

urban populations. The decrease also of trans-oceanic emigration is clearly shewn in

the diminished migration, especially from the East as a comparison of the different

censuses will prove, nevertheless, agriculture is still no inconsiderable sufferer from



this draining away of labourers. The main point of the question today no longer
lies so much in emigration and in the migration from East to West, as in the inter-

change of population between toum and country .

5. Whereas up to the year t8Tt, 64 per cent of the German population liued in

the country and only one third (36 percent) in the towns, in t895 the numbers
of the urban and rural population were almost identical, the rural population showing
only a slight superiority, 262t66$0, as against 26 063 22 1 in the towns. Rt the

present time, the urban population is without doubt in excess. During the last 30 years
the rural population has remained stationary, while the urban population has in-

creased by t2 millions.

6. R glance at the large towns of the present day confirms this statement. Twenty- urge towns

fiue years ago there were only to towns in Germany with more than 1 00 000 inhabi-

tants. Rt the present day, there are 2$ of these, of which to haue a population of

more than 200000; T of more than 300000, and 4 of more than 400000. In t895,

there were liuing in these 28 large towns t3 per cent of the population, or more than

T millions of persons; in t50 medium sized towns (with from 20000 to 1 00 000 in-

habitants), there were liuing more than to percent of the population, or 5400000;
in T96 small towns (of 5 000 to 20 000), there were liuing more than t3 per cent of

the population, or the same number as inhabited the 28 large towns; in 2 068 country
towns (with from 2 000 to 5 000 inhabitants), there were 12 per cent of the population
or 6

!

/3 millions.

The number of dwelling places of more than 2 000 inhabitants has increased since

t882 from 2 TOT to 3042.

Berlin, the capital city of the empire which in the middle of this century had only scrim

500000 inhabitants, can now boast of t TOO 000, without counting the population of

the suburbs.

Classes and Occupations of the Community.

t. The deuelopment of the different occupations and classes of the German
community is closely connected with the phenomena of the distribution and moue-
ment of the population, and is strictly related to them by the action and reaction of

cause and effect. Rt the dawn of the century, Germany was sparsely inhabited by
an agricultural population and was moreouer capable of supporting only a compara-

tiuely small number of people. In t849 Dieterici giues for the Germany included in

the Customs Union, a proportion of seuen tenths of the population employed in agri-

cultural occupations, to three tenths employed in non- agricultural occupations. Since

then, howeuer, a reuolution has taken place in the economic structure of the State which,

finally, after the foundation of the Empire, has placed Germany in the front rank of

industrial nations.



Formation or This transition of the population from an industrial minority to an industrial

mistrial maj or jjy nas been accomplished in the last quarter of the present century, and is

reflected in the results of the two Cabour Census of t882 and tS95.

In 1882, of the 45 y4 millions of inhabitants of the Empire, t9
l

/4 millions (42,5 per cent)

still earned their living by agriculture, as against t6 millions (35,5 per cent) supported

by manufacture and building, and 4 l

/2 millions (to per cent) by trade and commerce;
whereas in t$95 the number of those employed in agriculture, with their dependents,
had fallen to t8'/2 millions (35,74 percent of the total population), and the number

of the manufacturing population had risen to 20 !

/4 millions (39,t2 per cent), while

trade and commerce supported 6 millions (tt,52 per cent). The total population had

increased t4,48 per cent; the agricultural population had decreased 3,TT per cent, while

the number of the manufacturing classes had increased 26, 1 2 per cent, and that of

the trading and commercial population actually 3t,6t per cent. The centre of gravity

of German industry has shifted from its old position, and now no longer lies in the

direction of agriculture, but in that of manufacture and commerce.

2. The decrease in the population of agricultural and forest districts does

not apply so much to principal (hauptberuflidi) workers as to labourers and depen-

dents. In fact, the number of agricultural enterprises and of spaces employed agri-

culturally has steadily increased; but more scientific methods and the employment
of madiinery, by doing away with the necessity for so many hands, has made it

possible to reduce the number of farm labourers; and above all the greater liberty

and the higher wages to be obtained in towns and manufacturing districts have

combined to produce the depopulation of the flat lands and the decrease of the agri-

cultural population.

In t$82, agriculture supported 8236000 principal workers, 425000 labourers and

to
1

/, million dependents; in t895, there were 8293000 principal workers and only

315 000 labourers; the dependents numbered about 9834000.

Population Manufacture, together with trade and commerce, shews a very favourable and

in some respects a kindred development. In manufacture, the increase in the (hief

wa9e earners numbered t,9 millions, in their dependents over 2 y4 millions; the in-

crease in the persons employed was inconsiderable, amounting only to t8000. Rs

in the agricultural population, the decrease is less among women than among men,

so in manufacture, trade and commerce the increase of wage earners is likewise

greater among women. In trade and commerce, the increase in the head wage earners

amounted to almost TTOOOO, that of the dependents to 680000, while the number

of persons employed had decreased by as much as ttOOO.

this proportion of growth is repeated to a certain esrtent, though less strikingly, in

other callings; among persons of independent professions, among officials, among
hired labourers, and among those who haue no calling.

of The duef wage earners in every department haue increased on an average t8 per cent

(about 3 millions); the dependents only about half as much, namely one tenth (about

an

mm7'

other

$



2
l

/2 millions); and the number of persons employed only about t per cent (less

than 15000).

The number of persons who have no calling, including those who have only secondary

occupations, has more than doubled; and, without reckoning their personal establish-

ments and dependents, they are reckoned at about $00000.

In 1895, there were 20 3

/4 millions of principal wage earners, or two fifths of the

population of the Empire; besides these, there were fully 2 millions of independent

persons of no calling, or rather more than 4 per cent; t y, millions of persons (or

2
l

/2 percent of the population) were employed by these two classes. The dependents
of all classes, 27'/2 millions, make up more than half the population, 53 per cent.

These figures naturally do not give an accurate picture of the combined earning activity

of the German people. Tor to begin with the activity of the married women, which

cannot be regarded or set down statistically as profit earning, is not included in the

computation. Secondly, we have not distinguished the proportion of the population,

which is under 14 and over 60 years of age (
2

/5 of the entire number) and which is

naturally therefore less productive.

3. The share which women take in wage earning, so far as we are able to grasp Tnau

it, may be summed up as follows: four fifths of the female se* must be classed

among dependents: more than 5
l

/4 millions, however, are already engaged in earning
their Utring, and among these we include neither the t y3 millions of domestic servants,

nor the whole number of those who carry on secondary occupations. This figure of

5'/4 millions, moreover, shows an increase in women's labour of 23 per cent within

13 years, while in the same time men's labour has increased only about t6 per cent.

In t895, of t8 millions of women over 14 years of age, 29 per cent were employed
as principal workers, and 7 per cent as labourers. When contrasted with the sta-

tistics relating to the male population of the same age, 9t per cent of whom are

wage earners, the rest being included among dependents and persons of no occu-

pation, these figures are very significant. They show that the number of women

employed as principal workers has already attained one third of that which has pre-

vailed among men for ages.

The two sesres were distributed as follows among the different departments of labour.

In t$95, of the number of persons (hauptberuflich) actually engaged in agriculture,

5 300 000 were men and 2 TOO 000 women; in mining and manufacture there were

6 750 000 men and 1 500 000 women; in trade and commerce 1 760 000 men and 580000

women. R field for labour is now for the first time opening up for women in the

public service. There are the general characteristics which bear witness to the great in-

crease in the labour producing activity of the whole population.

4. This picture will, however, become still clearer by an examination of the details Details or

of the different classes of occupations. cSfi
The imperial statistics distinguish 22 principal occupations; at the head of the list

"uPaHons

comes agriculture and its subsidiary employments of gardening and cattle breeding, with
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a proportion of 43 per cent of the entire number of principal wage earners; then folloio

the clothing and cleaning trades urith $ per cent and the building trade urith 6 per cent.

Commercial businesses, textile industries, the manufacture of food and articles of con-

sumption, are comparatiuely voell represented, as is also the manufacture of metals,

whidi claims at least 4 5 per cent of the total army of wage earners. The remaining
classes of industry, especially leather, paper and diemical manufactures, and the poly-

graphic industries show a medium proportion of t per cent. The turning to account

of the bye products of forestry and the manufacture of lighting materials, fats and

oils, are among the least widely diffused classes of industry.

5. If we examine the geographical distribution of employment, we see confirmed

the fact whidi was indicated aboue in the statement as to the density of population :

namely that agriculture may be considered the principal source of labour and means

of liuelihood, especially among the populations ofPosen, East and West Prussia, and

Pomerania; and that, moreover, in MedUenburg, Oldenburg, Bauaria, Wurtemberg,

Baden, and Hanouer agriculture is still the occupation most widely followed, while

in most of the remaining districts manufacture predominates. This is more parti-

cularly the case in the Kingdom of Sa*ony, in Westphalia, Rhineland, Sa*e-Rlten-

burg, and of course in the large towns, aboue all Berlin. In these places more than

half the population Hues by manufacture, the industries of trade and transport predo-

minate more especially in the Hanseatic towns, where one third, and in Berlin, where

one fourth of the population lines by trade. Trade is uery meagrely represented in

Wiirtemberg, West Prussia, Posen, East Prussia, and ftppe, where barely $ in 1 00 pursue
this calling.

The different classes of occupation are still more sharply separated in town and country,

than in different districts of the country. Only one tenth of the agricultural population

does not Hue in the country; two thirds of the manufacturing population and of per-

sons of no occupation are grouped round town communities; three fourths of the

commercial population and of persons employed in the public seruice with their depen-

dents, Uue in towns; persons employed in domestic seruice are a preponderating

feature of towns, only one fifth of their total number being found in the country.

These proportions readi a climasr in the 2$ large towns where in t$95 altogether

3200000 wage earners and employes were liuing; of these 50 per cent were engaged
in manufacture, 24 per cent in commerce and transport, tO,6 per cent in the public

seruice and in the liberal (freie) professions, 4,4 per cent in domestic seruice and uarious

kinds of hired work, t,4 per cent in agriculture and forestry; 9,t per cent were ser-

uants liuing in the household of their employer.

6. This uiew of the occupations of the German people will be completed by a glance

at the different classes of the community. In t995, in the three great diuisions

of employment, agriculture, manufacture, commerce and transport, out of altogether

t$900000 wage earners, there were 5500000 (29 per cent) independents (Selbst-

standige), 622000 (3,3 per cent) persons employed as the actual trading and tedi-

to



nical staff, and 12800000 (61 per cent) labourers. These are diuided among the

diief divisions as follows: in agriculture, 2 600 000 independents, 96 000 staff, 5 600 000

labourers; in manufacture, 2 million independents, 264000 staff, and 6 million labourers;

in commerce and transport, 844 000 independents, 262 000 staff, and t y4 million labourers.

Therefore commerce and transport have relatively the largest number of employers
and manufacture the smallest. In t895, to every hundred independents there were

245 staff and labourers together.

The male se* preponderates throughout all three classes; the proportion of women
among the independents is one fifth, among the staff a little over 6 per cent, and

among the labourers fully 29 per cent. Female labourers are especially numerous in

agriculture in tuhidi they form two fifths of the entire working community.
The picture dianges slightly if besides these three classes we consider also those per-

sons engaged in the public service, in the liberal professions, household servants and

persons employed in domestic seruice and in various kinds of hired work.

Out of the total number of 22 millions of wage earners and servants in Germany,
15532000 are men and 6578000 women. There are 26,8 per cent independents,

3,T per cent staff, and 69,5 per cent labourers. To every hundred independents there

are 2T3 staff and labourers.

Employers are relatively most numerous in the clothing and cleaning trades (56 per

cent of all wage earners and servants), in commerce (48 per cent), in art and in the

artistic trades (36 per cent), in hotels and eating houses (36 per cent), in the wood
and carving manufactures (32 per cent), and in agriculture (3t per cent); they are

mudi less numerous in the manufacture of dtemicals (to per cent), and in the earth

and stone industries (T per cent) , and they are in the smallest proportion of all in

the mining and foundries' industries (0,50 per cent), in whidi occupations there are

the greatest number of large concerns. Persons employed as staff are most numerous

in the insurance (66 per cent) and transport industries (t6 per cent), least numerous in

agriculture (0,96 per cent), and in the hotels and eating houses (0,49 per cent), labourers

are most numerous in the mining and foundry industries (95 per cent), in the earth

and stone industries (9t percent), in the polygraphical trades (85 per cent), in the

building trades (8t per cent), and in the metal and diemical industries (80 per cent).

They are least numerous in commerce (40 per cent) and in insurance businesses

(5,8 per cent). In the majority of occupations, there has come about a decrease in

the number of independent workers and an increase in the number of those employed;

this is especially the case in the textile industries and also among handicrafts, sudi

as potters, smiths, cast and wheel wrights, tanners, joiners, coopers, turners, hatters,

glaziers, britkmakers, and brewers.

Those who assist in the occupation followed by the family of which they
are members, form a fourth category and number 3400000. Most of these

assistants are to be found in agriculture (2960000), and only 129000 and 284000

respectively in manufacture and commerce.
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sondan, T. There are a large number of Germans who, besides getting their livelihood from
5

one principal occupation, earn wages also in other branches of work. Thus in

1895 about 3 millions of wage earners (t5 per cent of the whole number) and 200000

of persons with independent means (9 per cent) had a secondary occupation, besides

about one eighth of the diief wage earners employed in agriculture, a bare fifth of

those employed in manufacture, and nearly a sisrth of those employed in commerce.

Tlearly one third of these secondary occupations are of one agricultural nature, more

than 45 per cent are connected with manufacture, and t2 per cent with commerce.

One tenth of those employed in these secondary occupations are women.
R9e of The wage earning activity of the people in certain classes of occupation, begins at

the earliest age. In t$t453 cases the workers had not yet readied the age of t4.

nearly 4 millions of wage earners are between the ages of t4 and 20, and nearly

t5 millions between 20 and 60; t'/s millions were over 60, and of these not quite

half a million were already past TO. Of the t'/j millions of servants nearly 600000

were under 20, and more than five si*ths under 30 years of age. The profit pro-

ducing capacity of the people is distributed diiefly among those between the ages of

t6 and 60 of whom nearly two thirds are wage earners.

Of the total number of men between the ages of tS and 60, nine tenths are wage earners.

In the female se* the centre of gravity of wage earning activity lies between the ages of t6

and 20, when nearly one half of the entire number follow some calling; after this period

the proportion of women earning wages falls to one third, on account of marriage,

chiw labour Child labour is most frequently employed in agriculture and forestry, 135000 or

1,63 per cent of all persons employed in agriculture; whereas diildren employed in

manufacture (3$ 000) and in commerce and transport (5300) number barely
!

/f per cent.

In the same manner persons of advanced age (namely 50 years and upwards)
form a comparatively large proportion of those who earn wages by agriculture; as

for example 3,03 per cent of persons over TO. The ages between 20 and 40 are only

slightly represented in agriculture, whereas in manufacture they form the largest

proportion. Two thirds (TO per cent) of all employed in the latter occupation are

between the ages of t4 and 20, 28 per cent are between the ages of 20 and 30;

commerce and transport employ a relatively larger proportion of persons advanced in

years; nearly two thirds of all persons employed in these occupations are between

the ages of 20 and 50.

Rgriculture.

trauma- t. In the last quarter of the present century, Germany, from having been a corn

Be^ni'to exporting country, became a corn importing country, in consequence of whidi German

imp""?
a9r*cutture entered upon a severe crisis, from the results of whidi recovery is but

agricultural slow. Rbout the year t850 the German export trade in agricultural produce exceeded

the import -trade by t2t3 millions of thalers, and home agriculture still supplied
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cerns

certainly 95 per cent of the food demand. Rt present a considerable portion of agri-

cultural produce comes from foreign markets. In t$9S Germany required from abroad

2 milliards of marks worth more agricultural produce than it sent away; and this,

in spite of the fact that an enormous aduance had taken place at home in technical

methods and in the efficiency and quantity of production. From t860 1$65, the

mean maximum limit of the corn yield was on an auerage 1 5002000 kg to t ha*) of

the best soil; today with the best methods of cultivation and manuring the German
farmer grows from 3 0004000 kg, and sometimes, with wheat produce, as mudi as

from 5000 6000kg. The auerage yield from soils of all kinds is computed at from

1 000 1 500 kg.

2. In t$95, of the entire area of the Empire (in round numbers 54 million hectares)

50 million hectares were employed for purposes of agriculture and forestry. Of

the remainder, whidi consists actually of spaces denoted to industry, dwellings,

roads, railways, waste and barren lands, another 3

/4 million hectares could be re-

claimed for purposes of agriculture by bog culture and drainage.

Of the entire agricultural area, oner one quarter is forest land. Of this,

6y3 million hectares are distributed among 22000 forestry concerns, pure and

simple; Ty2 million hectares are portions of agricultural concerns; including therefore

the latter, 43 !

/4 million hectares fall to agriculture.

This total area, whidi comprises four fifths of the territory of the Empire, is dinided Distribution

among 5
1

/, million concerns whidi are diiefly agricultural; three fourths of the area Jura?'

(32 million hectares) are actually under the plough or in cultiuation as meadows,

pastures or hop-gardens;
!

/4 million hectares are used for market, gardening purposes,
and 1 26 000 ha as uine yards. The 2

!

/4 million hectares whidi remain, consist of

waste and barren lands; and nearly t million hectares fall to houses, yards, pleasure

grounds, roads, and water.

Forest lands are distributed among 950000 concerns, for the most part small; only
t

1

/, per cent are big concerns, of whidi 2000 belong to the State and Crown, with

nearly 5 million hectares. Rn agricultural area of tT million hectares is attadied to

9T 2

/j per cent of these concerns, so that they may be reasoned as really belonging
to agriculture, whidi has been done aboue. The number of agricultural concerns with

forest lands attadied is declining, owing to the increasing efficiency of farming;
whereas forest lands show a considerable increase.

Forest land is to be found diiefly in the mountainous parts of the country, especially

in Silesia, also in Rhineland, in Westphalia, in large portions of South Germany,
and in Thuringia. In Brandenburg, the State and Crown forests are particularly

estenstoe.

Cult urable land with ridi meadows and pasturage prevails conversely in Brunswick,

Sdileswig-Holstein, ippe, Rlsace and orraine, and in the province of Sairony. The

lha = 3,4Tl acres.
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cultivation of nursery-gardens is to be found in Middle and West Germany
but it is diiefly prevalent in Oldenburg and ippe. The vine country lies in the

South West of Germany.
3. The agricultural area of Germany is distributed among various farms and hold-

ings in the following manner. The peasant holdings of from 2 too ha in extent form

the kernel of German agriculture; they extend over nearly three quarters of the area

employed in agriculture, and include more than two fifths of all agricultural concerns.

They are subdivided into one million small peasant holdings of from 25 ha in

extent, comprising a total area of 3 y4 million hectares; one million medium sized

peasant holdings of from 520 ha in extent, with a total area of 9
3

/4 million

hectares; and 280000 properties of from 20 1 00 ha with an almost similar area.

One twentieth of the whole area employed in agriculture 1 800 000 ha is

split up into very small plots (Parzellen) and divided among 3y4 million farms of

whidi 2V are exceedingly small with less than t ha. The 25000 large concerns
include one fourth of the agricultural area; 4t80 estates above 500 ha belonging to

noblemen (Rittergiiter) alone possess 3 */ million hectares.

cocai dis- Medium sized peasant holdings are spread over the whole of Germany but are

tefifhoii' drttfty * De found m South and Middle Germany. In these regions are also to be

ings found the smallest holdings; whereas the large peasant proprietors occupy for the

most part Horth Germany, and the large agricultural concerns are to be found in the

East Prussian provinces and especially in Medilenburg.

proportion
^n far the largest number of agricultural concerns, the land is farmed by the owner

w'rtrtoK
of ^property- two fifths of all these farms (2% millions) make use of their own
land exclusively; besides these, however, there is a good fourth, about t

l

/2 millions,

that have leased a larger or smaller piece of land in addition to their own. Of the

total area, mu<h more than four fifths (3T million hectares) are the property of the

occupier, while only 5V million hectars fall to the share of the 2 l

/2 million farms

whidi consist partly or entirely of leaseholds, leaseholds are most numerous in

West and Horth Germany, and freeholds in Bavaria. Rlthough the number of farms

held jointly on allotment land is considerable, yet, on account of their small size,

they comprise barely 2 per cent of the total area. Rbout 400000 ha of open
pasture land and a quarter of a million hectares of partitioned land still belong to the

category of common lands, without counting !'/ million hectares of wood land.

cultivation
Tne distribution of landed property shows that a large number of freeholders and lease-

of land as a holders, viz. those persons who occupy the very smallholdings, and a certain pro-

o'crapaHra portion of town agriculturists, do not make a living entirely by the produce
of their land. Only 58 per cent of the 5 1

/, million agricultural concerns are in the

hands of actual farmers and agricultural day labourers; another 1 00 000 are held by
market gardeners, foresters, and cattle raisers. The owners of the remaining 2

l

/4 mil-

lion concerns follow some other brandi of industry as their chief occupation. R million

and a half are employed in manufacture and commerce; 1 34 000 in traffic and trans-
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port (railway officials, &c.); 143000 are shop people and tradesmen, and ?3000 inn-

keepers. One third of a million of agricultural concerns belong to public officials, pro-

fessional men, independent gentlemen, and so forth.

These persons who are not farmers by profession play an important part in agri-

culture only so far as regards the uery smale plots; of these they manage more than

three fifths. Of the small peasant holdings only one quarter are in the hands of per-

sons who are not peasants. Of the large concerns only T per cent are in the hands

of persons who are not farmers.

4. By means of the cattle census of t$9T, it was ascertained that there were in cnst*

the entire German Empire 4 million horses, of which more than four fifths were

4 years old and upwards; tS l

/2 million heads of osren, nine tenths of which were

upwards of si* months old; 14 y4 million pigs and to 900 000 sheep,

the stock of horses has increased one fifth in the last quarter of a century, that of

o*en one si*th; pig holding has more than doubled and sheep breeding decreased by
more than half. In all these groups the quality has considerably improued.

In the census returns of t$95, there were 4 2

/3 million farms with cattle; 3
l

/3 million its

horses, tT million cows and o*en, t3 l

/6 million pigs, rather more than 13% million

sheep and 3 million goats. Only 810 000 farms haue no cattle. Whereas small Hue

stock, with the exception of sheep bred for meat, belongs almost entirely to agricul-

tural enterprises, one tenth of the large Hue stock is found in town enterprises.

In two thirds of all these concerns pig holding is found, and large Hue stock in

far more than half; namely, horses and cattle in more than a million; horses

alone in T3 000, cattle alone in more than two millions. arge Hue stock show a ten-

dency to decrease, but it is quite insignificant in comparison with the decrease in

sheep raising. The increase in pig and goat holding was all the more considerable.

Three fourths of the small concerns haue at least one pig in the sty.

The centre of grauity of cattle holding lies in the large farms, especially in the large

peasant farms of from 2050 ha, among which not t per cent is to be found
Uoesl

without cattle. The largest amount of capital invested in cattle is to be found

among the medium sized and large peasant farms; namely, 3,85 milliard marks, reckon-

ing the total ualue of farm Hue stock at 6,t milliards. The total ualue of horses

alone is t,65 milliards, of cows and o*en more than 3,45 milliards of marks.

arge cattle are used for tilling the ground on 2'/4 millions or in four tenths of all

agricultural concerns. If we omit the uery small holdings we may calculate that

large cattle are used for field work in nearly nine tenths of the remaining farms.

(Compare also the special introduction Agriculture and agricultural industry".)

Industry and Commerce.

The uast number of different industrial groups corresponds with the preponderance
of industry in the German Empire.
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t. In the year t$95 more than 3'/2 millions of industrial undertakings were
undertakings

asceYfa[n \Q \x (n existence, and 320 kinds of industry toere classed under

2t heads. In these industries were employed toy4 million persons of which

T 900 000 were men and 2 300 000 women. t4 per cent of these undertakings were

carried on as secondary occupations.
The industrial centre of gravity lies in t'/2 million undertakings with their staffs

of helpers, whidi together employ $500000 persons or 83 per cent of the total

number of persons employed in industry. The number of single handed busi-

nesses (t
2

/j million) is gradually decreasing.

classification 2. Of the two great groups whidi can be distinguished in the sphere of industrial

actiuitu, that of actual manufacture and handicrafts takes the foremost place

with a good two thirds of all industrial concerns and with four fifths of all persons

employed in industry. The other great division of commerce and transport, with

lodging and inn-keeping, includes one third of all industrial concerns and one

fifth of all persons employed; barely t per cent more of industrial activity is employed
in market gardening, cattle breeding, and fisheries.

One single branch of manufacture, namely the manufacture of clothing, comprises

more Business undertakings and persons than the whole commercial division; viz.

2T per cent of all business undertakings and t3,5 per cent of all persons employed
in industry, whereas the commercial division comprises only 20 per cent of the under-

takings and t3 per cent of persons employed. Most other brandies of manufacture

are equally developed. The building trade includes 6,3 per cent of all business under-

takings and tO,2 per cent of all persons employed in industry; the manufacture of

food and articles of consumption, $,6 per cent of all business undertakings and to per

cent of all persons employed; the textile industries 6,5 per cent of all business under-

takings and 9,1 per cent of all persons employed. With the exception of the non-

manufacturing artistic, polygraphic and insurance trades, the manufacture of lighting

materials, soaps, fats and oils, and the manufactures of chemicals and of paper give

the smallest returns, comprising altogether only about t per cent of all business under-

takings and 2 y4 per cent of all persons employed in industry. The most remarkable

position is held by mining with its accessory foundries and salt works; it com-

prises only yto per cent of all business undertakings but employs more than 5 per

cent of all persons engaged in industry. Thus in the mining industry the average
number of persons employed in eadi undertaking is t34; whereas under the

nesrt heads of porcelain and cement works, &c. and under that of the manufacture

of diemicals, the proportion is tt persons to each undertaking; in the manufacture

of lighting materials, soap, fat and oils, in the polygraphic trade and in the manu-

facture of paper, the proportion is about 9 persons to each undertaking. The aver-

age proportion therefore in all undertakings is from 34 persons to each under-

taking. The following industries (apart from cattle raising and fisheries) have a pro-

portion lower than the average: the artistic industries (2,t persons to each undertaking),



the lodging and inn-keeping trade, the manufacture and cleaning of clothes, and the

wood and earning -material industries.

3. RU these various industrial groups are dovetailed together into the following frame industrial

work. Of the total number of 3 l

/T million business undertakings, more than nine

tenths are small concerns tohidi employ at the outside 5 persons. On the other

hand, of the total number of tO l

/4 million persons engaged in industry, only 4800 000

or less than half are employed in these small concerns. The remaining T per cent

of the total number of business undertakings employ 53 per cent of the persons en-

gaged in industry, so that really large concerns (i.e. those employing more than

50 persons) include only
8

/to per cent of all business undertakings, though they em-

ploy 30 per cent of all persons engaged in industry. In its t9000 large concerns

Germany employs 3 million persons. In t895, of the gigantic concerns (i. e. those

employing more than 1 000 persons) there were 255 which employed 450 000 persons.

In all brandies of industry the medium sized concerns are represented in simitar pro-

portions; they comprise one eighteenth of all business undertakings and employ a quarter

of the persons engaged in industry. The large concerns chiefly, the gigantic concerns almost

entirely come under the head of actual manufacture; they employ more than one third

of all persons engaged in industry. In commerce, on the other hand, the small concerns

are in the majority and employ seven tenths of the persons engaged in industry.

Of the persons engaged in the small concerns, one third figure as independent em-

ployers; in the medium sized concerns one tenth; in actual manufacture a much

smaller proportion; in large manufactures there are 92 labourers and T employes to

barely two employers.
4. Home industries (i. e. work carried on at home for an outside business), though Home

now on the decline, still form a characteristic feature of certain brandies of industry.

These home industries number 300 000 concerns, of whidi TO 000 work with a staff

of assistants and give employment to a total number of 460 000 persons, of whom
200 000 are women. Wore than four fifths of all home industrial concerns belong to

the textile manufactures and kindred trades; and nearly two thirds of all textile con-

cerns (which, howeuer, comprise only one fifth of the total number of tesrtile workers) are

of a home industrial character. Home industries are also much diffused in the clothing

and cleaning trades, in the manufacture of paper, and also in artistic industries.

5. The development of modern German economic life attains its greatest height in the Highest

89200 combined businesses, which under one direction and management unite
d
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a large number of the most varied establishments and industries. This is especially un
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the case with gigantic private concerns. Of 3650000 principal and accessory

businesses in the whole Empire, TOO 000 are worked together in combined businesses.

The combination under one head of diverse industrial activities, among small concerns,

certainly shows only a backwardness of enterprise and an imperfect division of labour;

as for instance among small innkeepers, shop people, and handicraftsmen. In large

concerns, however, this combination of different industrial undertakings betokens the
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highest point that has been readied in the concentration of capital and of technical

means, and is the high water mark of efficient production. While these combined

businesses do not yet make up 3 per cent of the tohole number of large concerns,

yet they employ no less than t 696 000 persons or one skth of all persons engaged
in industry, and indeed one fifth of all persons engaged in manufacture. The im-

portance of these undertakings is further illustrated by the figures that follow later

on dealing with the employment of machinery (seep. 1 9). Most of these combined

businesses are to be found in the manufacture of food and articles of consumption

(265tO), in actual trading businesses (t634t), in hotels and eating houses (13207),
and in the building trades.

proportion of 6. lastly, the picture will be completed by considering the proportion of owner-

ship among \fa \^3 millions of undertakings and joint undertakings with their staffs

of assistants. By far the larger number (1280000) are the property of a single
owner; only 5 per cent (TO 000 in round numbers) belong to seueral partners
or to companies. What, howeuer, do these undertakings represent in German in-

dustry? They comprise no less than one third of all persons employed as assistants

or more than 2 4
/5 millions; and in actual manufacture where the 40 000 joint enter-

prises do not constitute euen 5 per cent of businesses carried on by means of as-

sistants, they include 36,8 per cent or nearly 2y2 millions of persons; insurance

businesses and the manufacture of lighting materials and oils employ more than

two thirds of these persons, and mining as many as nine tenths. Rmong the TO 000

joint undertakings more than 55 000 or nearly four fifths are companies which employ

altogether nearly ty2 millions of workers; the other tSOOO are the undertakings of

associations (Gesellschaft), co-operatiue societies (Genossenschaft), and municipal bodies

(Gemeinde), &c. with a total staff of more than t
1

/, million workers. In 1895, 3500

joint stock companies employed in round numbers 800000 persons in 4T50 under-

takings. Besides these large capitalist undertakings and 800 limited liability companies,
there are also the undertakings of Co-operatiue Societies. These play an important

part in German industry, and although up to t895 they had not much exceeded the

number of ten thousand, and included only 22t2 large concerns carried on by the

help of t8000 persons, yet they haue of late years immensely developed.
I- Rttiong State undertakings, a number of railway workshops in Rlsace and

Corraine, the Imperial Printing Office, the military workshops, and the imperial dock-

yards, altogether 43 combined businesses, belong to the Empire. Besides these the

imperial Bank occupies a middle place between imperial and priuate undertakings

(see p. 35).

Information as to post and railway undertakings is to be found in the traffic and

transport section.

We find t34654 persons employed in T63 undertakings of uarious States. Of

these, mining and smelting are in the front rank. Half of all the mining undertak-

ings and one eighth of the workers in mines are under State control, nearly 35 000



persons are employed in coach and ship building, in locomotive works and workshops.
In 1895 municipal undertakings were increasing, though still unimportant in

extent. Of these 1642 undertakings, the greater number were lighting concerns em-

ploying 21000 officials and work people. In money and credit affairs, municipal

savings banks and pawnshops play an important part.

R number of productive commercial undertakings, such as municipal breweries, brick

kilns, saw mills, and laundries, were also working for the benefit of the common purse.
8. tatterly the formation of Wasters' Unions for the regulation of the conditions

of supply and demand has been a phenomenon of steadily increasing importance.
In 1896, there were about 250 of these Unions (Kartelle); one quarter in the chemical

and iron industries; one sisrth in the working of earth and stone, and one ninth in

the textile manufactures. Today this form of association is considerable more im-

portant both as regards the total number and the strength of individual bodies, the

fact, moreover, that in t895 German manufacturers participated in more than 40 inter-

national cartels" is of great weight.

9. these statements about the classification of industries and occupations receive their

true significance, and enable us to grasp with accuracy the people's power of pro-

duction, only when we consider in addition the machinery existing in certain bran-

ches of manufacture for making use of mechanical power. In t895 altogether
164500 concerns (4

l

/2 per cent of the total number in the Empire) employed machi-

nery which yielded work to the amount of nearly 3
1

/2 millions horse power, taking
the unit of horse power, according to Engel, as equal to 24 men, this represents the

work of 82 million men.

Close upon four fifths of this work is accomplished by steam power, and not quite a

fifth by falling water. Other motive powers are gas, petroleum, air pressure, wind,
and electricity, this latter, however, is not included in the census of t895. Most

undertakings (58 000 or nearly one third of all concerns employing mechanical force)

make use of steam power, but nearly as many (54 000) use water power, about one

tenth wind power, and some 8 per cent gas power.
Steam mostly obtains in the large concerns, and water in the small, the industrial

employment of mechanical power is increasing rapidly; the more efficient heat power
is dislodging wind and water.

Between the years 1895 and 1898, the amount of horse power in the -Empire increased

40 per cent, and has now reached at least 5 millions.

Most concerns employing machinery belong to the industrial group of the manufac-
tures of food and articles of consumption, these include flour mills, bakeries, brew-

eries, distilleries, and sugar manufactories. Rlmost half of these (42 per cent) have

a mechanical anne*. the saw mills which are so very numerous in the manufac-
tures of wood and carving, cause this group to occupy the second place among con-

cerns which employ machinery, then follow the transport and shipping industries,

and the textile and metal manufactures, these five branches of industry comprise

2*
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nearly three fourths of all concerns employing machinery. Mining and smelting em-

ploy the largest amount of mechanical power, namely 994000 horsepower or 29 per

cent of the total amount used. These industries together with the manufacture of

food and articles of consumption and the textile manufactures employ more than two

thirds of all the mechanical power in use.

combined to every hundred industrial workers we reckon on an auerage 33,3 horse power, and

POW "Sen to ttjery industrial business we reckon on an average 2,8 persons and 0,9 horse

power, or reducing it to the unity of work, 24,4 working power.

If we divide all undertakings (counting combined businesses as one) into four classes,

according to the number of persons employed, the tst class with from t to 5 per-

sons, the 2nd with from 5 to 20, the 3rd with from 20 to 100, the 4th with

too and upwards, we find they stand in the proportion of 93,2 to 5,3, to t,2,

to 0,3; whereas we find that in each of the four classes the united working

strength of men and machines,- taken together, stands in the proportion of t5 to tt,

to 19, to 55.

Hence the centre of gravity of industrial production lies in the large undertakings.
Distribution thus much as to the amount of working power. R consideration of mechanical work

'and implements will give some information as to the direction in which this power
is applied. Mechanical implements are most numerous in the textile industries; in

1895 there were 10 million fine spindles, over 300000 silk spools, aboue y4 million

looms, 40 000 Jacquard looms, all worked by machinery, besides T5000 looms and

23 000 Jacquard looms worked by hand. R long way after the textile industries come

the flour mills with 114000 grinding machines, and the saw works with nearly 120 000

saws. Besides these, there are a large number of circular saws and band saws

(42500), carding machines (38600), metal cutting machines (34800), and kilns for

bricks and earthenware (2T 600). Machine work has also much increased among arti-

sans who formerly used only hand work, such as carpenters, coopers, turners,

brush makers, bakers, and printers.

or to. Castly, though we reckon together all the working power of men, machines, and

animals, which is employed in agriculture, in commerce and industry, in sea and
itry coast navigation, and in railways, yet there remain many public undertakings which

do not figure in statistics, such as water works, slaughter houses, the imperial print-

ing press, and others, as also agricultural steam engines used exclusively for tilling

the ground, none of which is it possible to reckon.

Taking a man's power of production as the unity of work, and reckoning mechani-

cal horse power as equal to 24 such unities, the power of a horse and of an ox as

equal to T, and that of a cow as equal to 5, we find that the collective power of pro-

duction of the German people in the year 1895 was equal to 342 millions, and at the

beginning of the year 1900, to 400 millions. Therefore, making allowance for the

non-working population, the German Empire represents the power of production of

one milliard of men working without cattle or machinery.
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Industrial Rctitrity and Production.

t. The productiveness of German industry has, to say the least, kept pace with

the increase of applied mechanical power and the expansion of industrial enterprise,

as is proved by the accompanying returns. It becomes at once apparent, when we

compare the number of persons employed in the mining and agricultural industries

with the amount of their out-put. For instance, between the years t882 and t895,

the number of persons employed in the treatment of iron ore was reduced by nearly

one third to 20 TOO, while the out -put increased by exactly one half, or from SV4 to

t2 !

/j million tons. This development was surpassed by the beet- sugar manufacture

whidi in t895 gave employment to 95000 persons, or 4t per cent more than in tS82,

while the production was almost tripled. The out -put of coal and pig iron has in-

creased threefold in the last quarter of a century, and in tS98 amounted to t28 million

tons of coal and 47 million tons of pig iron whidi, however, did not suffice for the

home demand; consequently an import of 400 000 tons was necessary, while the export

was only 270 000 tons.

The development of certain prominent export trades justifies the expectation of a con-

siderable increase in production. Between the years t882 and 1895, the exports in

certain brandies of the diemical industry increased in bulk three and a half times

and more than doubled in value, whereas the number of persons employed in these

brandies has not yet doubled. We see a parallel development in many brandies of

the metal industry and in medianical engineering whidi show an increase of two

thirds of the persons employed. R still more satisfactory development is visible in

the manufactures of paper, of cement, porcelain, and glass, and others. The most

satisfactory advance of all, however, is shown by the polygraphic trades whidi in-

creased the bulk of their exports by 62 per cent, whereas their value rose 133 per

cent, and the number of persons employed increased only 86 per cent to 1 233 000.

The following figures will give some information as to the actual condition of pro-

duction in the German Empire; they are extracted from the statistical returns for the

year 1897 prepared in the Imperial Home Office.

Production of certain German industries in t897.

I. Wining and iron industry.

Wining. Bulk Ualue

Pitcoal 90451497 t 732 7t9 450 marks

Browncoal 26914996- 78037418 -

Ore tt 938 080- 134702 OtO -

Salt 3 t55 696 - 38 647 t50 -

Turnaces, 598U44- 326900795
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Forging and blasting manufac-

tures, rolled iron works. Bulk

Raw rails ingots 5 555 509 t

Partly manufactured 1653915-

Entirely manufactured 5 06 1 792 -

Foundries t 583 876 -

Manufacture of machines 886272-

Ualuc

442 55T 212 marks

144084342 -

686536591 -

3U552TU -

619509463 -

II. Quarrying.
Total production 86 396 159 -

III. Cement manufactures.
Total production 74 189 538 -

IV. 6lass manufactures.
Total production 52490T- U52t5000 ~-

V. Ceramic manufactures.
Total production U377T456 -

VI. Chemical manufactures.
Total production 83U279- 94T9025TO -

VII. India rubber gutta-percha and cellu-

loid manufactures.
Total production t5896- T9 132000 -

VIII. Textile manufactures.

Partly manufactured (yarns) 524 OTt - 835344204 -

Entirely manufactured 19t460t3t4 -

IX. Paper manufacture.
Wood cutting T69000- 26427906 -

Cellulose manufactures 250698- 484t4t69 -

Paper and cardboard 777976- 204700764 -

Manipulation of paper 27t 654894 -

X. Ceather manufactures.
Total production 336252946 -

XI. Tobacco industry.
Total production 324996000

out-pujof2. The increasing consumption of the home market and the aspiration of large

classes to attain a higher standard of comfort, are facts whidi are exercising a more

and more important and fanourable influence on the economic life of the nation. The

following statements show the results of production in uarious branches of

industry. The out-put of 2000 (in round numbers) mining undertakings, employing
on an auerage 470 000 men, amounted altogether to t49 million tons, representing a

ualue of 938 million marks. This included 96 million tons of coal, worth 7 to million
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marks, 32 million tons of brown coal, worth T3 million marks, as well as 16 million

tons of iron ore, worth 6t million marks, t
1

/, million tons of zinc, lead, and copper

ores, worth 55 million marks, and 2 V4 million tons of salts of potassium, worth

30 million marks. In t898, in 120 important concerns employing 6 400 men, the quan-

tity of salt, treated by solution, amounted to 900 000 tons, worth 4T million marks.

In nearly 250 smelting works and 50 secondary businesses, which in 1898 were em-

ploying more than 55000 men, there were treated altogether 8300000 tons of metal,

worth 561 million marks; of these, T
1

/, million tons of pig iron were smelted to the

value of 3T4 million marks, and 416000 tons of zinc, lead, and copper ores, to the

value of 105 million marks, the further treatment of iron which was carried on in

about 250 furnaces, with a working staff of 30000 men, produced 19 million tons of

iron ore, giving a total out-put of 6 900 000 tons of pig iron, worth 350 million marks

(189T).

Out of these, in 1898, were manufactured in 1 200 foundries employing 800000 men,

1'/2 million tons of cast iron, worth 2T2 million marks.

the weld iron industry of 190 works employing 80000 men, produced more than

t % million tons of weld iron and weld steel worth in round numbers 155 million marks.

Iron and steel made by fusion, in 160 works employing more than 90000 men, gave

a total yield of TOO million marks.

Patents.

the protection of intellectual property and inventions, afforded by the patent laws of protection of

18TT and 1891, was of no small importance for the expansion of German industry. prop'SJInd

Prom 18TT to the end of 1898, 101 T60 patents and 118 T91 provisional protections
1BOenH01

were granted. Of these the largest number (4 000 patents and about 2 500 protections)

were taken out under the heading of metal works. Rn almost similar number of

patents and 4000 protections fell to the manufacture of instruments; 3900 patents

and 900 protections were granted for the construction of steam boilers and steam

engines; the same number of patents and more than 3 000 protections for that of

electric apparatus; and almost as many for railway construction.

That agriculture and forestry and smaller domestic concerns also benefit by the spirit

of invention, is shown by the fact that 3 TOO patents, as well as 4600 and 12 500 pro-

tections respectively, have been granted to inventions in these departments.

Besides this protection which was legally afforded under these two heads, the trade-

marks law of Octobre 1st 1894, enabled about 35 000 commodities to be registered

as the goods of recognised firms and of special quality.

Cost of luring.

1. The total increment of the German nation which consists of a fortune of from national

210 to 220 milliard marks (T5 millions of which is floating capital invested in stocks)



yields, according to the most favourable calculations, a total yearly income of 26 mil-

liard marks, and according to the least favourable calculations, a total yearly income

of 2t milliard marks; this amounts to an average income of 500 marks per head of

the population.
Distribution Recording to May this is distributed in the following manner among the different

classes of the community. To those classes of the population amongst whom the

workers earn an average yearly income of under 900 marks, there falls a total in-

come of t2
3

/4 milliards; to those workers with their families who earn from 900 to

3 000 marks per annum, a total of 6
!

/2 milliards; 5
3

/4 milliard marks is the total

income of the well-to-do classes, where the bread winner earns more than 3000 marks

per annum. Recording to these calculations, about half the total income of the nation

belongs to those classes (altogether about IS 1

/, million persons) whose yearly in-

come is under 900 marks; a good quarter falls to the nesrt wealthiest class of 3 2

/j million

workers, with incomes up to 3 000 marks.

employment Rbout one seventh of the total income is invested in business, stocks, and savings

banks. Of the remaining 22 milliard marks, which represent the cost of living, 66 2

/3 per

cent fall to the consumption of four fifths of the population; the other fifth, therefore,

which includes workers paying income tasr on upwards of 1 050 marks, and their fami-

lies, claim about 33y3 per cent of the total requisites of German life.

incomr of 2. R more accurate picture of the distribution of income is afforded by the taxation

tables of Prussia and Sasrony for 1 89 7/9 8.

Of altogether t4 million Prussians following a calling, 2'/4 million individual (physi-

schen) taxpayers contributed a sum of 6400000 marks as income tasr.

Half a milliard marks were reckoned as interest on loan and similar legal deductions;

and 2000 co-operative tasr-payers (non-physischen) were tasred on an income of more

than 200 million marks.

More than seven eighths of the total number of tasr-payers belonged to the lowest grade

of taxable incomes, from 900 to 3000 marks; about one twelfth belonged to the nesrt

grade of persons with incomes up to 6 000 marks; 2y5 per cent of the tasr- payers pos-

sessed a yearly income of more than 6 000 marks.

Whereas the population of Prussia increased 8,2 per cent between the years 1892/93

and 1 898/99, the number of income tasr-payers (with at least 900 marks) increased

during the same sisr years t9,5 per cent.

income or The income tasr statistics of Sasrony which pass in review 1 5 years and, up to the

year t894 include the small incomes also, show that with a growth of population

equal to 28 per cent and an increase in the number of persons tasred, equal to 3T,5 per

cent, the small number of persons with an income of less than 300 marks had in-

creased at the rate of 8,5 per cent; the numerous persons with incomes of between

300 and 800 marks, at the rate of t8,3 per cent; and the not inconsiderable number

of those with incomes of between 800 and 1 400 marks, and of between 1 400 and

2200 marks, had increased by more than too per cent.
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The tax on property in Prussia gives an approximate picture of the possession of capital m

capital by the Prussians, that is to say two thirds of the German people. 1'/4 mil-

lion inhabitants of towns, and nearly 2 l

/2 million inhabitants of the country (inclu-

ding their dependents) had at their disposal taxable property of more than 6 000 marks,
or a total sum of 65 2

/3 milliard marks as against 64 milliards in the previous year.

The bonds included in this sum represented a capital worth t0 4
/5 milliard marks. Half

of the total number of persons assessed are small owners of capital with property

ranging from 6 000 to 20000 marks. Three tenths of these own sums up to 50000 marks;

5440, or 4,4 per cent of the number of tax-payers, have a total fortune of T milliard

marks and may be counted as millionaires.

Taxation of capital in Bavaria shows, within t4 years, an increase of 9 per cent in caP ai in

the number of persons who derive an income of between 40 and too marks from

capital; of t9,5 per cent in the number of those with revenues of between too and

400 marks, and of t2,5 per cent in the number of those with revenues of between

400 and TOO marks. During this same period the population of Bavaria has increased

tO,5 per cent.

3. The number of savings banks points also to the more general diffusion of sauin 9S

prosperity.

The number of savings bank books in Prussia has more than doubled in the t5 years
between t$82 and t$9T, and in t$9T they represented the sum of T

2

/j million marks.

Tlearly one, therefore, out of every four inhabitants possessed a savings bank book

in that year; whereas in 1882 the proportion was only one in eight. The amount
saved has tripled during this period, and in t89T had grown to nearly 5 milliard marks.

28 !

/j per cent of this sum consisted of quite small deposits of less than 60 marks;
one sixth went up to t50 marks, nearly one seventh were from 150 to 300 marks,
and only about 4 per cent exceeded the limit of 3000 marks.

In the savings banks of Saxony the total number of current accounts during the

period t8T9 1895, increased by t25 per cent to 1940000 marks; so that to every
too inhabitants there were 5t,4 savings bank books. The sums deposited increased

by t33 per cent to T42 million marks.

In Wiirtemberg we remark this same phenomenon of the rapid growth of deposits,

by nearly 2 per cent yearly, although up to the present time only one person in five

possesses a savings bank book.

4. The rise of wages, whidi it is possible to follow up to a certain point, by means * of

of the contributions to insurance societies for old age and sidmess also gives a sure

standard for the measurement of the increase of prosperity throughout all sections

of the community. The relative share of the lowest class of wage earners has been

steadily decreasing since t89t. Rmongst this lowest class of persons earning up to

350 marks a year, the weekly contributions diminished 25,3 per cent in t89t, and

in t89T 2t,4 per cent. Rmong the second class of persons earning wages up to

550 marks, the contributions diminished 38,4 per cent in t89t, and 31,9 per cent
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in t89T. On the other hand the proportion of the contributions of the third class in-

creased from 2t,T to 24,2 per cent, and those of the fourth class of persons earning

wages of more than $50 marks, rose from 14,6 per cent to t6,5 per cent.

When we consider, moreover, that in t888 the average amount of the rateable wages
in 64 trade associations was 6t2 marks, and in 1891 as high as T04 marks, and

that in the Ruhr districts, during the to years 1 889^1899, the average days wage
has risen among the whole body of workers from 3,05 marks to 3,86 marks, or a

yearly increase of income from 94t marks to t tT5 marks (t898), when we consider

this, it becomes clear that the advantages of the continuous progress of civilisation in

Germany are benefiting all classes of the community.

consumptions. The increased consumption of commodities only serves to confirm this. R
mudt larger average proportion of the necessaries of life is now consumed per head

of the population than 20 or 30 years ago.

Reduce of This greatly increased consumption is in the first place connected with the growing

purdiasing power of the people; secondly it is due to the improvement in modern

tedinical methods, to the vastly developed productiveness of industry, and to the in-

creased facility of transport, whereby the prices of numberless commodities can be

immensely reduced.

During the last 20 years, 30 of the diief articles of demand, food, textile goods, and

raw materials, ore, coal, and petroleum have experienced an average reduction of

2t to 22 per cent. In certain articles the reduction was even greater, sudi as sugar,

two thirds; cotton 40 per cent; beet oil 43 per cent; raw silk and wool 33 per cent;

maize and rye meal 30 and 29 per cent. R slight increase in price (less than

t5 per cent) is shown only in hemp, Westphalian coal, and zinc. On the other hand

the price of meat has gone up, and rent has everywhere risen.

Foreign Trade in the year t$98.

t. In the year t899, according to the current returns of foreign trade, more than T6 mil-

lion tons, worth in round figures to milliard marks, passed through the German

customs house. To sudi a pitdi has German foreign trade attained, in a course of

development whidi has been continuing for 40 years without interruption, and whidi

is increasing by leaps and bounds every decade. The trade of the territory belonging

to the German Customs Union was as follows:

1895

1896

l$9T

t898
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In the year t898, the total trade proper*) of the territory within the German

Customs Union toas T4T054T6 t, worth to 056 200 000 marks. Tn this total the pre-

cious metals amounted to t59S t, worth 6t3 million marks. The imports amounted

to 436t$T30 t, worth 5 T45 million marks, of whidi t096 t of the precious metals

were worth 359 million marks. The exports amounted to 3 1 086 746 t, worth

4 3t 1200 000 marks, of whidi 502 t of the precious metals were worth 254 million

marks.

The special trade**) was constituted as follows: Imports 42T29839t, worth

5 439 TOO 000 marks, of whidi 1 095 t or 359 millions' worth of marks consisted of the

precious metals; esrports 300943t8 t, worth 40t0600000 marks, of whidi 50t t or

254 millions' worth of marks consisted of the precious metals. The special trade,

therefore, comprised T28t4t5T t, worth 9450300000 marks, or deducting t096 t of

the precious metals, worth 6t3 million marks, T2 823 06 1 1, worth 8 83TTOO 000 marks.

Within the last ten years the tonnage of foreign trade has increased by two thirds,

and the ualue by nearly one third, the ualue of the foreign trade has increased far

more rapidly than the population.

the ualue of the foreign trade per head of the actual population within the Germans

Customs was as follows:

In t880 = t30 marks, 65 marks of imports and 65 marks exports
- t890 = t56 8T - - 69 -

- t895 = t4T $t - - 66 -

- 1896 = t5T 86 - - Tt -

- t89! = t6t 89 - - T2 -

- 1898 = tT4 - tOO - - T4 -

Tn 1899, it will be about t82 marks per head.

2. Owing to the geographical position of Germany in the centre of Europe, it is not

always possible to procure accurate information as to the place of origin or of

destination, of the goods whidi pass the German frontiers. Tor goods are trans-

ported between Germany and foreign countries by Belgium and Holland, by the Frendi

harbours, and by Trieste and the St. Gothard to and from Genoa. On the other hand

England is often falsely indicated as the place of origin or of destination of numerous

*) Total trade proper (Gesammteigenhandel) includes: t. Imports not liable to duty (with the ex-

ception of imports from depots and store houses), imports of raw material, and imports to de-

pots and store houses; 2. Exports not liable to duty, including certain home-made articles of con-

sumption, sudi as beer, brandy, salt, tobacco, and sugar, tohidi are under customs control and pay

duty; exports of raw material, and exports from depots and store houses.

**) Special trade (Spezialhandel) includes: t. Imports either direct or with invoices not liable to duty,

imports from depots and store houses not liable to duty, imports of raw material for home manu-

facture; 2. Exports not liable to duty, including certain home-made articles of consumption, sudi as

beer, brandy, salt, tobacco, and sugar, whidi are under customs control and pay duty, and exports
of manufactured articles for home use.
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commodities. Castly the free port of Hamburg still occupies a very misleading posi-

tion in German trade, nevertheless the statistics of German foreign trade of the

present time are rjery well drawn up, and give us a relatively accurate picture. Wore

than t per cent of the total special trade of Germany was with the following countries:



Great Britain

Rustro Hungary , , . ,

Russia and Finland , ,

United States

Hetherlands

Switzerland

France (Rlgeria and

Tunis)

Belgium
Denmar

Sweden

Italy

ftorway
Free ports Hamburg and

Cu*hauen

Millions

of marks

803,$

453,1

440,5

334,6

280,t

255,9

b. Exports.

Percentage

of carport

20,0

tt,3

tt,o

8,3

Millions

of marks

T,0

6,4

205,9



In the trade of group IV there is a uery high percentage of maritime trade, especially

as the trade here represented as being with Holland and Belgium is in reality to be

regarded in great measure, only as a trade of passage through these countries.

R comparison of the maritime trade of group IV urith the land trade of group III

shows that the maritime trade of 1898 amounted in round numbers to TO per cent

of the total trade, uiz. 72,6 per cent of the import trade, and 65,5 per cent of the

esrport trade. These figures are the result of an increasing deuelopment of the maritime

trade, as opposed to land trade whidi must suffer a proportionate loss.

4. Rfter the increase in its quantity, the most note worthy point in the deuelopment
* ^erman foreign trade, is the complete change which has taken place in its

character, this has concerted Germany since the beginning of the seventies from

its preponderating position as an exporter of agricultural produce, to an equally pre-

ponderating position as an importer of the same. In former days the agricultural

esrports serued to pay the cost of the imports of manufactured articles and tropical

produce. Rs against this, in t898, in addition to the 6'/2 to T milliards of home

agricultural and forest produce, we find a farther importation worth about 2,3 milliards

marks. This comprises t050 million marks' worth of crops, 900 million marks'

worth of cattle and farm produce, and 350 million marks' worth of forest produce.

The surplus imports amounted to 34 per cent of the production or 26 per cent of the

demand. These surplus imports represented a demand of t4,t million persons or of

26 per cent of the population in t898.

of The most important categories of goods (aboue the ualue of 300 million marks)
-m fne imp rt an(j export trade of t898 were as follows:

Imnnrtc* Millions Millions

of double cent of marks

Corn and other agricultural produce Tt,6 932

Grocery, confectionery, &c t3,T T29

Garths, ores, precious metals, asbestos, &c 61,5 5tt

Wool and woollen goods 2,3 41 1

Cotton and cotton goods 4,2 3TT

Wood, earning, &c 53,0 37t

Esrports:

Grocery, confectionery, &c t8,0 3T6

Iron and iron wares 16,3 363

Drugs, druggists wares, and colours 7,4 357

earths, ores, precious metals, &c 54,8 3t9

Wool and woollen wares 0,7 306

f 5. The balance of trade whidi gaue on an auerage the following figures:

t89t t895 = tOt7,2, 1 896 = 804,2, t897 = t078,4, t898 = t429,t million marks,

and in t899 will probably giue 12001300 million marks, shows a negative result.

To counterbalance this we must set against it the following sums: an additional 300 mil-
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lion marks from the shipping trade; the interest on capital across the seas*), amount-

ing to many hundred millions of marks; the German capital invested in European
works and enterprises; the earnings of German capitalists from foreign stodis and

loans dealt toith in Germany, and from dealings on foreign exchanges; the profits

from insurance companies; and finally, the receipts accruing from the steadily in-

creasing stream of foreign travellers in Germany.
The comparison of the growth of foreign trade with the increase of the power of

production at home, show that the products of German labour are benefiting home Foreign trade

consumption at an increasing rate and that, owing to the power of consumption of
"JJ, rlJ*

e

greater masses of persons, the home market has increased even more rapidly than

foreign trade.

Transport.

a. The advancement of civilization in Germany is most clearly seen by studying the

organization of the posts and the traffic by rail road and water,

t. Within the jurisdiction of the Imperial Post, whidi covers more than 4
/s of the rht ,mpfrwl

whole empire, the population has increased 38 per cent since t8T3; within the last
JJ^'JJJ

25 years the number of post offices has become 5 times as large, the number German

of people employed in them 3 times as large, and the total number of despatches by

post and telegraph between 4 and 5 times as large as formerly. The receipts and

expenses have correspondingly increased to nearly four times their former amount.

The number of money payments through the post increases slowly. One department
alone (i. e. travelling post) of the postal administration has considerably diminished

in importance since the spread of railways and the increase of other convenient means
of travelling. Since t8T3 the number of travellers by post waggons has shrunk to

one fourth of what it was, and this mode of travelling will soon cease altogether.

The postal systems of Bavaria and Wurtemberg have been similarly developed.

The German postal system at the end of t898 was constituted as follows: in round p os tat

numbers 35500 post offices (i. e. one to t5,3sq. km or to t4TT inhabitants), and
staHfH"

*) Recording to enquiries instituted by German consuls in 1898, the amount of German capital inuested

across the seas was as follows:

Rmerica 4 2
/j milliard marks

Turkey 400500 million -

Rsia 500550
Rfrica t'/2 milliard

Rustralia 2
/?

-

Summa I l

/2 milliard marks

It is fair to presume that about the same amount of capital is inuested in Europe, seeing the oast

sums of German money whidt are noio in use in Russia, Rustria- Hungary, the northern States of

Scandinavia and Switzerland.
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H2000 letter bo*es, besides 6900 station offices, served to carry on the business

connected with 4,6 milliards of postal despatdies. Moreover, the postal vans and

employes had to travel over 2t4 million kilometres on about 50000 Kilometres of

railway, 89 million kilometres over 1 00 000 kilometres in round numbers of streets

and roads, besides t
2

/3 millions kilometres by water.

four fifths of all postal despatdies travelled only within the boundaries of the Empire;
fu

only tTO million despatdies came from foreign countries and German protectorates,

whereas over 300 million were exported. In addition, about t90 million foreign

despatdies traversed the Empire before readiing their destination.

of The majority of all postal despatdies was made up of letters (ty2 milliards, ofwhidi
"

3T million were registered) and post cards (680 million). Tn consequence of the

ever -increasing number of picture post card collectors, there was in one year an in-

crease amounting to ttO millions in the number of post cards sent. Besides these,

there were 3

/s of a milliard of padiages containing printed matter, and 50 million

packages containing samples and patterns. There were t30 million despatdies, worth

over 8 milliards of marks, which had to do with the exchange, collection or reim-

bursement of money. The total worth of the t44 million registered communications

by post (parcels, letters, and bills of exchange) amounted to 25 l

/2 milliards; the total

weight of the t86 million parcels sent by post was Ttt million kilograms.

In the year t898 there were more than 3T letters and post cards per head of the

population, 38 printed circulars, &c., newspapers and packages of samples or patterns,

and nearly 6 parcels and registered communications; in all 8t despatches per head,

the total of travellers by post was 3 millions.

telegraph 2. Telegraphy, the second great means by which thought is interchanged, is an in-

vention of the second half of the t9th century; this department is scarcely less im-

portant than the postal system. There is already a telegraph office to every 23,6 sq. km
or to every 2283 inhabitants. In t898, on the 160000 km of lines with 600000 km
of wires 42 million telegrams were sent from 22900 telegraph offices; 30 million of

these were inland, that is there were 68 telegrams to every too of the population.

telephone in the last decade, in addition to the telegraphs, the telephone service has been

wonderfully developed; at the end of 1898 there were almost 30000km of town

telephone lines with a total length of wire of 354000 km in 900 places; and 22 000 km
of connecting lines of telephone, with t2900 km of wire, between t250 places. In

1898, by means of the 212000 exchanges 563 million messages were carried, T2 mil-

lion of which were between places at a distance from one another. The capital of the

Empire, with more than 40 000 exchanges and 68 000 km of connecting wires, on which

380000 messages are sent daily, has now as formerly the largest telephone service

in the world.

There are 21 telephone connections between places in German and foreign stations

which make possible the exchange of international messages: these international tele-

phones are distributed as follows: 9 with Rustria; 8 with Switzerland; 3 with Hol-



land; 3 with Belgium; 2 with Hungary; 2 with Denmark. Besides these 2 lines with

Trance are projected.

There are also 55 German post offices and t2 telegraph offices, with T60 km of wire,

in the German protected states abroad and in Shanghai, Tientsin, Tschifu (Chefu),

Constantinople, and Jaffa.

Rmong the German telegraph lines the submarine cables, which serve for inter- submarine

national communication, deserve special notices; of these there are at present 5 e*-
tabu

clusively German, with a total length of 2 580 km, and 5 others, with a length of

650 km, over which Germany shares the control with other countries. There are be-

sides 4 private cables, 3 000 km in length, which have been taken over by the Im-

perial Telegraph Department. R large transatlantic cable between Germany and north

Rmerica is in process of construction.

The total length of submarine cable under the control of the Imperial government is

at present $ 230 km.

3. Rlmost 200000 people were required to carry on the extensive work of the postal official staff

and telegraph services; there were 8T 000 officials, 92 000 subordinates, and t8 000 as-

sistants. 6 000 to 7 000 of the staff are women.

In 1898, the total receipts of the posts and telegraphs amounted to 395,6 million Receipts

marks, as against an expenditure of 350,6 million marks. The surplus of the last

three budgets averaged 34 million marks.

R special public task has been assigned to the Post Office by the provisions of

German legislation for the protection of the working classes. The Post Office

sells insurance stamps and pays old age pensions and allowances in cases of acci- in*uran

dent or illness; in t898, the Post Office sold 444 million insurance stamps of a total

value of 96 million marks; the following payments were made in the same year:

60 million marks in allowances for accidents to more than half a million recipients

in 4'/4 million instalments; 24 million marks as old age pensions to almost 200000 re-

cipients in over 2 million instalments; and 32 1

/2 million marks as sick allowances to

300000 recipients in 2y2 million instalments.

b. Railways. 4. Rt the end of the industrial year 1897-^1898 the German govern- Railways

ment controlled more than 4T 33T km of broad gauge railroads, more than one third

of which (t 6 546 km) had two or more lines. More than two thirds of the rails

belong to main lines. These are almost exclusively the property of, or, at least, ad-

ministered by the state; only 1 300 km are under private management; in like manner Ra^ay ad-

far the greater part, t2 900 km, of the branch lines is under state control, while only
mi

2200 km are worked by private enterprise. Only 7 percent of all broad gauge

railways are privately controlled. The Prussian -Hessian State Railway Company is

the largest railway concern under one direction not only of Germany but of the world;

it comprises a network of about 30 000 km of lines.

Germany stands fourth of European countries as regards the multiplicity of rail- Multiplicity

roads compared with area and population. There are 81 km of line to every 1 000 sq.km,
of

n

i ay



or $T,9 km to euery 1 00 000 inhabitants. Hot counting the toion states, the railway

system is closest in the kingdom of Sasrony whidt has t59,T km of line to 1 000 sq. km,
in Rhineland whidi has t34,2 km to tOOO sq. km. In the thief industrial centre of

Germany, the Ruhr district, the amout of line increases to 336 km per tOOO sq. km.

The railroads are fewest compared with area in East Prussia (5t,t km), in West Prussia

(5T,4 km), and Hanouer (64,6 km to euery 1 000 sq. km). (See also the special preface

,,Railway System".)
inland c. Water Carriage. 7. The inland water traffic of Germany has increased enorm-

ftc

ously of late years. German water transport is for the most part carried on by
means of the large natural water ways, but latterly, owing to the rapid increase of

commerce, the riuers haue necessarily been greatly supplemented by artificial canals

and many of them haue been canalized.

water ways The length of nauigable water ways in Germany, inclusive of the riuer mouths,
amounts to t3 $00 km. Of these 9 300 km are natural water ways, 2 300 km canalized

riuers, and 2 250 km canals. 1 900 km of water way are nauigable by uessels draw-

ing t,T5m, 3000km by uessels drawing t,50m, TOOO km by uessels drawing tm
of water, and 1 850 km for uessels with a draught of 0,15 m and less.

wd9 ht of The total weight of goods transported on the inland water ways in tS95 was
s

46,7 million tons; the exports exceeded the imports by 5 million tons.

tramc The goods traffic of the German waterways amounted to T,5 milliards of ton-kilo-

meters, that is T50 000 tons to euery kilometer of water way. Rlmost 4
/5 of the goods,

namely 5 920 million ton -kilometers, trauelled on the seuen great riuers whidi make

up a length of about 3 000 km; these are the riuers Memel, ttistula, Oder, Elbe, Weser,

Rhine, and Danube. Only
2

/s of the goods, namely ouer 3 milliards of ton -kilometers,

trauelled on the 566 nauigable kilometers of the Rhine; more than one fourth of the

total traffic, 1952000 ton -kilometers, trauelled on the 6t5 nauigable kilometers of the

Elbe. The highest traffic returns are shown by the three great ports of the Rhine-

Ruhr district whidi all lie near together. These ports of Ruhrort, Duisberg and Hodi-

feld haue nearly 2 million tons of up-stream traffic and 5
l

/2 million tons of down-

stream traffic; Berlin stands nesrt with 4,6 million tons of in -coming goods and

V2 million of out -going; Hamburg follows with a shipping traffic of t,6 million tons

in -coming and t,9 million tons out -going goods; then come Mannheim, Magdeburg,

Stettin, and Breslau.

The commercial ualue of German water ways was redioned at more than ty2 mil-

liard marks in t895.

Rs compared with the goods traffic of the railways, the goods traffic of the water ways
"'"* also shows a startling deuelopment. In t$95, the total traffic was diuided as follows:

22 per cent was carried by water and T8 per cent by rail; T50 000 tons were re&oned

to euery kilometer of water way and 590 000 tons to euery kilometer of railway.

Modes of In t89T, the transport ouer the inland water ways was carried on by 22 564 uessels
transport w^ an aggregafe tonnage of 3,4 million tons; 2 505 of these uessels had a tonnage
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of under 20; TT93 of between 20 and tOO; 9t28 of between tOO and 300, and 25t9

of 300 tons and oner.

206tt vessels were sailing boats urith a total tonnage of 3
l

/4 million tons; t953,

with a total tonnage of 1 04 360 tons, mere worked by steam or petroleum.

8. (For sea -shipping see special section.) Sea

Concerning money -credit-shares and stock e*diange.

a. Money matters, t. From the foundation of the Empire and up to the end of the coins

budget year 1898/99 and in accordance with the decrees of 4th December 1 81 1 and 9th July

t8T3 money has been coined to a total value of 4 milliards and 69 millions of marks,

of which 52 millions have been already withdrawn. The amount now in circulation

is 343T million marks in gold, 501 million marks in silver, 58 l

/2 million marks in

nickel, t4 million marks in copper coin in all. Besides the Imperial currency there

is a presumptive sum of 400 million marks still in circulation and legal tender con-

sisting of the German one thaler piece and the Rustrian confederation thaler.

In addition to this bullion there are in circulation 6900000 Imperial bank no tes Pap er money

representing a total amount of t20 million marks comprising notes of 5, 20, and

50 marks.

Furthermore in t898 there were in circulation in the Empire apart from the 5'/2 mil-

lion marks of Brunswick and Bautzener Provincial bank notes with local circulation

bank notes of the 8 authorised banks amounting to t54T million marks comprising

notes of too, 500, and tOOO marks, and of these in t898 on an average 320 millions

of marks were issued in esrcess of any bullion reserve.

b. Bank affairs. 2. the German bank system exhibits two singular features: the uanh affairs

function of the Imperial bank and of the great public securities banks.

The Imperial bank was established for the whole Empire on March t4th, t8T5 in sue- capital of me

cession to the bank of Prussia, and the 60 millions of capital was increased to t20

millions. The Imperial bank law of 1899 gives liberty for a further sum of 60 million

marks capital whidi is to be issued one half on December 3tst, t900, the other half

December 3tst, t905. The reserve fund amounts to one quarter of the original capital

consequently 30 million marks and is to be increased to two fifths of the capital.

The Imperial bank has branch banks attached to the Imperial Berlin- bank, 15 prin-

cipal banking places, 52 sub-banking places, one Imperial bank branch, 195 Imperial

bank places with cash facilities, t2 bank branch places without cash facilities, and

t6 goods' depots banks, altogether 294 bank offices.

Their purpose is to serve as a mainstay to the whole country in the transaction of

monetary business and to carry on business in all directions.

The extent of business done by these banks is shewn by the following statement.

The total transactions amounted in the year 1898 to 169,4 milliards of marks, an

increase in round numbers of 350 per cent within 23 years. It consisted in the pur-

s'
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chase of bills of exchange 2,9 milliard local bills, 4 milliards of marks consignment

notes, and $t,4 million marks foreign bills Combard loan 1 520 million marks, and the

turnover cash business t20,8 milliards of marks, the daily liabilities 4T5 million

marks. In the to settlement offices which exist since t883, business was trans-

acted in t$98 to the amount of 2$ milliards of marks; the total turnouer was
distributed as follows 5T,8 milliards of marks at the Chief Imperial Bank and 105,6

milliards of marks at the bank branches. Profits were 38,2 million marks dividends

8,5 1 per cent, the Imperial bank operated for the government of the various confederated

states, turnouer to the amount of 1 8,4 millions.

In accordance with the Imperial bank law of 1 81 6 an uncovered and untaxed issue of

notes to the amount of 385 millions was granted to the Imperial bank and to 32

note banks authorised to issue their share of these was originally 250 millions of marks.

But since then 25 banks have relinquished issuing notes consequently their share reverted

to the Imperial bank. By the law of t899 the total amount allowed on uncovered notes

was raised for t90t to 49t,6 millions and 54t,6 millions respectively. Of these 400 to

450 millions fall to the share of the Imperial bank. The total circulation of Imperial
bank notes reached in the year t898 an average of U24,6 millions.

The total returns of the principal banks were as follows: Heart to the Imperial bank

with 5T,8 milliards of marks comes Hamburg with t5,3, Trankfort-on-the-lVlain with

tO,5, Cologne with 5,t, Leipzig with 4,4 and Breslau with 4,4 milliards of marks.
note 3. the seven private banks issuing notes had in t898 an average note circu-

lation of 1 82,2 million marks, of which 9t,5 millions were uncovered in addition to

various daily liabilities to the amount of 4T,4 millions, the operations were conducted

upon an original capital of altogether too millions, and gave in t898 an average divi-

dend of 6,T per cent. In common with the Imperial bank they are subject in the

management of their business to the restrictions imposed by the Imperial bank law,

and like that institution can only carry on their business in dealings, in gold and

silver, bills, granting of loans against moveable funds, trade in bonds, the collection

and payment of moneys, sale and purchase of securities for foreign account, accept-

ance of money deposits and endorsements, receiving on deposit and taking charge of

articles of value.

4. It is different with the other German banks which being entirely subject to the

general stipulations of the trade aw Book and the Shares' aw have developed in
banks

jneir m0(je O f carrumg on business to a remarkable position, and but for the excep-

tion of the privilege of notes to one of unlimited power, they frequently combine

in their operations business which in other countries is not connected with banking

business, such as deposit bank, securities issuing institution, and banks

giving merchants' facilities for the transaction of business. Partly following the

example of the Imperial bank, they have also created a network of affiliated businesses

not only within the limits of the Empire but have founded branch establishments

abroad which have grown into gigantic institutions occupying foremost rank.
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The following share banks take leading position by reason of their size prinlpal

and importance. t08 German deposit banks and banks of issue eadi possessing a banhs

share capital of upwards of one million marks, and in their business turnover resemble

these Million banks (Nillionenbanken) , control aboue 5
2

/3 milliards of their own and

foreign capital. The increase of capital in tS9$ alone amounted to nearly t milliard

(955,5 millions). Their own capital is made up as follows: t688 million marks in

shares and 330 millions reserue fund (t9,6 per cent of the share capital), foreign moneys
to the amount of 2

l

/2 milliard of marks had been entrusted to them by creditors and

depositors. Their portfolios held acceptances to the amount of t milliard (984 million

marks), the total liabilities of the banks, including net profits, amounted to 3% milliards

as opposed to nearly 2
3

/4 milliards of marks (T9 per cent of all liabilities) against securi-

ties immediately available cash, bills, lombards, securities, &c. The gross profit

of the banks amounted in t898 to 2 1 8,38 million marks. The net profit was t62,8 mil-

lions. On the share capital an auerage diuidend of T,86 per cent was paid.

Although the material obtainable permits no reuiew of figures as to the total returns of

the banks, yet it shews clearly that the German banks haue worthily fulfilled their duty

by aiding industrial advancement and financially backing up the German spirit of enter-

prise. The seuen large banks for general business reueal in the most striking Thegreaf

manner the importance of the German financial market. In t898, they possessed a Berlin banhs

share capital of T65 million marks nominal ualue, a compulsory reserue fund of

t40 million marks, and a special reserue fund of 40 millions in round numbers.

But the total turnover of 5 banks attained the sum of tOt,6 milliards, their dealing in accep-

tances amounted to 4T3 3

/4 million marks. Obligations inclusiue of net profits amounted

to a total of tT06 million marks as opposed to assets tOT5 million marks. The

banks gaue on an auerage 9,t per cent diuidend, altogether 63 million marks. Besides

these seuen large banks the Empire can boast of ten banks with upwards of 30 million

marks capital which for certain brandies of business, for instance securities, must
be added to the two great mortgage banks Bauarian Mortgage and exchange Bank
and the Uniuersal German Bank.

Side by side with this increase in Berlin general banks we must note the remark-

able deuelopment of the deposits transaction and general cash business in the

Berlin cash unions. The total returns, in 1 89 8, amounted to t5 l

/2 milliards, diuided

into half by two equalising processes, deposit and cheque turnouer, and 92 % per cent

by some agreed subsequent settlement. The paid in business by collecting deliuered

acceptances, balances, bills, &c. has increased to t5,2 milliard marks. Rs far as refers

to the large banks there is no definite information as to the balance of amounts paid,

on account of the rapid expansion of certain institutions through the medium of

affiliated branches, and these are steadily increasing throughout the land. It is just

as difficult to estimate by figures the business particulars of the great German pri- Priuate

uate banks, of which more than one dozen do hardly less business than the great

share banks, whereas the smaller priuate banks relatiuely increase in importance but



are still to be counted by hundreds; among the transmarine banks, the four

brandies of the great Berlin and Hamburg general banks with 55 million marks ca-

pital and eleven brandies in South Rmerica and Eastern Rsia only represent a rela-

tively small fraction as opposed to the numerous German private banks,

c. Real credit institutions. The institutions which have been started for the pur-

pose of aduancing money to the owners of real estate, sudi as mortgage banks,

mortgage banks for ground property, and country states banks are not less remark-

able than the credit associations for business in personal property.

Mortgage In t89S, 40 mortgage banks were operating in Germany with a share capital of

544 million marks and a reserve fund of t60 million marks. They had undertaken

mortgages to the value of 6 milliards of marks, of these about two thirds were under

4 per cent, t900 million marks at 4 per cent and hardly 15 million marks at a

higher percentage. The loan consisting diiefly of town mortgages and municipal
loan scarcely one eighth fell to the land amounted in t898 in all the 40 banks

to above 6
1

/3 milliards of marks. The profit accruing to the banks was constantly in-

creasing. The net profit from the mortgage business and other brandies amounted

in t$9$ to T2,3 million marks; 42,6 million marks was for dividends which was on

an average 8 per cent.

p^ndai To these proposed 6 milliards of marks must be added 3 milliards of marks in mort-
*

gages which were undertaken by other credit banks. This concerns partly old in-

stitutions of a provincial and states character dating back into the last cen-

tury. There are in existence today twelve provincial and noble (ritterschaftlich) credit

institutions which with the Prussian central provincial are used exclusively by the large

land owners and have advanced 2 !

/3 milliards of marks in loans. Rkin to them but

limited to a definite field of operation is the town mortgage institute of Berlin

which undertakes mortgages to the extent of upwards of 200 million marks; further

t5 so-called country banks or country credit institutions with a state commu-

nal or provincial liability having a total amount of 548 million marks in mortgage
loans and 235 million marks in corporation loans. Three of these procured their

working funds by means of provincial or state debt bonds. The total amount of obliga-

tions in circulation belonging to these country credit banks is TOO million marks.

The other necessary funds for the vouchers or loans were provided for by the addition

of the paid up capital to the amount of too million marks. Besides these two chief

institutions for procuring credit there are a number of company institutions actively

employed in a similar way.
statistics of d. Concerning shares. 6. In the last half of a generation from t883 to t898

issues

Germany has issued securities amounting according to the statistics ofthe,,6erman

Economist" to above 20 milliards of marks. The yearly increase of wealth of the

German people, which may be estimated at 6 milliards of marks, is up to about one

third invested in securities. In round numbers one quarter of German wealth in ca-

pital is at present employed on the share market. During the last t5 years German



capital was invested to the amount of 6
2

/3 milliards in foreign loans exclusive of in-

vestments in bank and industrial shares. Consequently two thirds of German capital

investment went for the benefit of the home money market and German inland under-

takings, and for the most part side by side with municipal and states' loans and

mortgage business, industrial and bank shares. Of latter years, yearly amounts to

the ualue in security of 200 million marks were introduced to the stock exchange

business, in the first si* months of 1899 upwards of 500 million marks alone. Rn

enormous increase in the issuing of securities has taken place owing to the large in-

dustrial combinations for bank or commercial purposes; this is best expressed by the

advance in premiums which have now readied an average never before attained of

6T 69 per cent for industrial and 40 per cent for bank shares.

I. The number of all German share companies was redioned up to the middle Share com.

of t$99 at 5000. To the number of about 4600, they could shew a paid up share Panies

capital of 6,8 milliards, to which must be added t milliard for preference shares. The

reserve funds were issued on an average with a premium amounting to one

sisrth of the share and preference capital. $5 companies were founded before t850,

but it was only after the foundation of the Empire that their activity was attended

with results. Rs far as it is possible to ascertain the year of foundation, t600 out

of about 4000 share companies were founded in the last decade. In the year t898

alone, 329 share companies were founded, the year t899 will close with 400 500.

nearly nine tenths of the share companies were engaged in manufacturing, build- DisfribuHon

ing, and mining, the remainder with the exception of t50 insurance companies,
in bank and various credit establishments, but the capital in these cases is

placed differently, for nearly one third of the shares and preference capital falls to

banks and insurance companies. The reckoning now-a-days is a capital of t,4 mil-

lions to one share company, only about one seventh of the companies in t896 controlled

a smaller sum than 1 00 000 marks, or from 1 00 000 250000 marks; one tenth of

the companies had a capital of 2V2 to millions and rather more than too compa-

nies exceeded this amount.

The net profit given by 3249 share companies in t895 was 692 millions of marks ProMs

which then corresponded to tO,T per cent of their capital as opposed to deficits to the

amount of 62 millions of marks.

The average net profits is highest in the insurance companies 42 per cent (1896).

During the last years activity in promotion was not limited to new companies Prom0KonS

but shewed itself particularly strong in the increase of capital and reconstruction

of existing firms and trading companies converted into share companies, for which

latter purpose special institutions are founded. This was developed with the greatest

intensity in the direction of the treatment of metals and building of machinery, to

which fell one si*th to one fifth out of 800 promotions and including the electric

companies considerably over one fourth, whereas another surth came to the benefit

of food stuffs and articles of consumption, too breweries alone being founded by
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companies. R strong spirit of company promotion ruled also in the stone and stone

goods, in the textile and tissues, in the building of railways and in bank businesses.

tte*t to the building of machinery and the manipulation of metals which secured one

seventh of the total promoting interest, the electric branches exercised the greatest

power of attraction for share capital, in which on an average during each of the last

years at least 50 millions was invested; banking affairs absorbed one ninth of the

total investments, not much less than the light railways and tram roads,

e. Stock exchange. In the last century the stock exchanges have increased con-

siderably both in number and importance, thanks to the fact that they are experts in

the traffic of securities and products and also sensitive judges and valuers of all the

above named undertakings and their creditable value.

number By the decree of the stock exchange bill there were in Germany in t896 29 exchanges,

t6 in Prussia, 2 in Bavaria, 4 in Sa*ony, t in Wiirtemberg, t in Baden, 2 in Rlsace-

orraine (besides a wine exchange in Colmar), and one exchange in each of the three

Hanseatic cities. But it is alone the exchanges of Berlin, Hamburg and Tranhfort-on-

the-Maine which influence the money market to any extent outside local limits.

funds- The Berlin exchange list quotes 1 374 securities chiefly German and foreign funds, go-
*ang tjernment stocks, mortgages, railway preferences and bonds, bank and industrial

shares; the Frankfort exchange, which influences the South German market, quotes

t OT6, and the Hamburg exchange 433 securities. Recording to the Imperial statistics

of t$9T, 3 T88 million marks inland and $90 million marks foreign securities (accord-

ing to the nominal amount) were admitted to the German exchanges, and in 1898

2093 million marks and 2 534 million marks respectively. In the year t89T, this in-

cluded altogether t400 millions, and in t898 945 million marks for the conversion of

former securities.

The Hamburg exchange occupies the leading place in the products' market. The ope-

rations of the coffee trade and the general goods' trade take place there, the Bremen

exchange is specially important for tobacco and cotton goods, Leipzig is the great

centre for textiles and at the same time the seat of the great publishing market, &c.

Up till recently the Berlin corn exchange was the first in the land.

In order to secure an increase of credit for their business, the outside brokers doing
banhs

business on the exchange have founded in common such institutions. Of these the

most prominent are the three stock broking banks of Berlin with 3 million marks

capital each and altogether t
1

/, millions reserve fund, and the Hamburg brokerage

bank with t
l

/2 millions. The first three made a profit of over TOO 000 marks during

their term of business.

Insurance affairs.

rands t. Insurance affairs have reached a higher state of development in Germany than

anywhere else. They include the most varied spheres of operations in industrial
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life and furthermore are growing into one of the weightiest factors of social politics.

From the oldest brandies of sea and fire insurance, expansion in uarious other di-

rections has occurred uiz, damage by hail, storm, or water, transport, glass, cattle, si(k-

ness, accident, life, dowry, military seruice and war risks. The complicated many-
sidedness of modern life and the growing need for security against contingencies

of euery kind haue deueloped insurance against trade risks and losses in the redemp-
tion of bonds, and the shrinkage in public securities, also against theft and burglary

and for guarantee, credit and responsibility. This protecting edifice was crowned by
the mission inaugurated by H. M. the emperor William I (ttth Houember t$8t), and the

ground work laid by H. M. the Emperor William II for a continuous social insurance,

a system gradually and steadily being extended to a further strata of the public.

2. In the direction of life insurance, priuate insurance shews the largest results, tuaw
24 shareholding and 34 mutual companies were in existence in Germany in tS9$,

ranct

2t of these had a share capital of tt5 million marks. Rltogether the t3t6000 death

policies of 44 companies were for 5T69 million marks, an auerage of 4384 marks

for eadi insurer.

Heart come the death and burial money insurance companies with 4t962T po-

licies and a total amount of t2t,4 million marks -^ the policy averaging 289 marks

as shewn by 20 companies in actiue operation.

The insurance of the working classes is undertaken by t3 companies with a

total capital of 2,4 million policies, amounting to 428,5 million marks combining there-

with death insurance.

48 companies for dowry insurance returned 30 1 185 policies for suruiuorship couer- Dowry and

ing 565 millions, and insurance against military seruice gaue a total of
1

JJ*7

253222 couering upwards of 29T,T millions of running policies among 6 companies,
and running policies for rent guarantee amounted to 48985 couering t6,T millions

diuided amongst 35 companies.
The insurance of human life is the object of 2T share and 2 mutual accident insu- tnsuran

ranee companies, and these are not limited like those already enumerated to one brandi,

but with a uiew to the promotion of wider and more secure business operations

haue added sundry kindred groupings, cases of injury, contingent on occupations,

nearly all liability or guarantee insurance, as well as accident insurance.

The magnitude of their work is shewn by the amount of the sum total of premiums
whidi diuided among 26 companies, exceeded in t898 2T million marks, compensation

hauing been paid to the amount of to million marks. The surplus profit in rough
numbers was 47, million marks.

3. Whereas these companies were diiefly limited to insurance of human life, the majo-

rity were operating in the direction of merchandise and risks Tire insurance H

taking foremost rank. Here the State and the municipality haue taken the lead in the

establishment of insurance offices. The 5T existing public fire insurance offices had in

189T moueable and immoueable property insured to the amount of 44,4 milliards of marks.
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The 29 priuate share companies, whidi haue also been started exceeded their business,

returns by one moiety. The amount insured by 25 companies readied in 1898 nearly
68 milliard marks urith a gross premium of 145 million marks in all. Claims to the

amount of 41 million marks were paid. The share capital employed amounts to

183 million marks in addition to a reserue fund of to million marks.

The operations of the remaining t5 mutual fire insurance companies were mostly
limited to locality (in 9 cases). Only 6 of them extended their business oner the

whole Empire and shewed a total sum insured of 6 milliards. 20 l

/2 million marks

in premiums and income from other sources as opposed to 3,8 million marks

claims. The other 9 companies including two fire insurance unions of Prussian

forests' and railway officials couered amounts of upwards of 2,t milliard marks

with premium income of 6,8 millions. Claims hauing been paid to the amount of

3y3 million marks.

traffic 4. The goods traffic insurance business has attained almost equal dimensions.
insurance Qf tT companies working in this brandi, but not limited to this one brandi, t4 of

them declared premium income of altogether 35,6 million marks, and 14,8 million

claims for injury leaning a profit of 2,t million marks. Rnother 30 share companies,

only taking up transport insurance, had a capital of 65 l

/2 million marks whidi brought

upwards of 50 million marks for premiums, 22 3

/4 million claims for injury and

surplus receipts to the amount of ty2 million marks.

The enormous demands of these two last insurance groupings, whidi increase by

leaps and bounds, haue rendered necessary the re-insurance of great establishments.

39 share companies with tOO million marks capital are employed in these brandies

of re-insurance and united insurance as well as insurance direct; 36 of these with

upwards of 155 million marks re- insurance premiums paid claims to the amount of

45 million marks, and the total amount of their profit was 6
2

/3 million marks,

canu and 5. Rnother field of great importance for insurance business is the agricultural crops
hai

'an

ur and ca^le s*0(k CaW* and nail damages insurance are especially adapted for

agricultural purposes. This is diiefly carried on by means of co-operatiue associations,

upwards of 6000 sudi cattle insurance unions are scattered ouer the Empire. The im-

portance of this private cattle insurance business is shewn by the magnitude of the sums

insured, in 18 of the larger mutual cattle insurance unions namely t68 million marks

with premiums amounting to 4 2

/3 million marks and claims 3,9 million marks.

5 share companies undertake insurance against hail to the amount of t milliard marks

with premiums of 9
l

/4 million marks, claims for damage of nearly 8y2 million marks,

also by tt mutual companies with a general organising sdieme extending ouer the

whole Empire, and further by 8 companies working locally or limited to specially

designated districts. The total ualue insured by the former amounted to 1 358 million

marks with premiums amounting to t,4 million marks and claims for injury attained

the height of t2 3

/s million marks, whereas the latter declared t3T,9 million marks

insured t
f

/4 million premiums and t,t million marks claims and ualuation.
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6. Insurance of glass is kindred to insurance against hail; this is carried on e*- insurance or

clusiuely by 5 share companies, by 13 others as brandies and by 3 mutual companies.
9lass

Of these fiue first named 4 declared premiums amounting to l
!

/3 million marks,
claims 3

/4 million marks and profits 9tOOO marks; 9 others urith glass insurance as

a branch only declared premiums
2

/3 million marks, claims fully
l

/3 million marks
and profits 94000 marks. The 3 mutual offices declared premiums

3

/5 million marks,
claims 364000 marks, and profits 42000 marks.

7. There is no information at hand as to the other numerous branches of insurance Foreign

against damages to goods. The acturity of the foreign insurance companies is
cotnPani"

remarkable and their admission into the imperial territory is becoming less and less

difficult; we find 23 foreign death insurance, 8 fire insurance, 8 accident and fide-

lity, and 6 traffic insurance companies chiefly of Rustrian, Swiss and British natio-

nality.

$. For importance and results of social insurance compare the special introduction

Imperial insurance affairs".

Unions and Rssociations.

Side by side urith the individualism, which permits each man to go his own way,
there exists in German intellectual and industrial life a strong tendency towards

union for the promotion of common ends. This has been working for diuers

purposes during all time, and to-day there is no branch of social, industrial or in-

tellectual life which has remained quite untouched by its influence,

t. In euery large and small place there are countless social unions making a
social,

centre of recreation and amusement for the uarious sections of society. Some of these pa^i

"
i

c

c .J

nd

are formed for special purposes by certain classes; some are associated with old tra- associations

ditions, such as the social unions of shopkeepers and seafaring men, the manifold

associations of artists and students, and the shooting guilds, some again are concerned

with the more modern development of life and its latest manifestations such as gym-
nastic and singing societies, sports', cyclists', and card-playing clubs, &c.

the warriors' union (Kriegeruerein) with t
l

/2 million members, haue in mew both

social and patriotic aims; and besides the purely political party associations, there

are uarious other of a patriotic and political character, such as the. German Colonial

Society, the RU- German Society and uarious associations for the preservation of Ger-

man characteristics, such as the Eeague for the general diffusion of the German language,
the Schools' Union, and the nauy eague.

Darious fraternities and lodges haue likewise duties to perform both of social and
Codgfs

.

public utility, uarious sorts of societies are for charitable and philanthropic
*arlt

purposes; sometimes for the speedy relief of temporary necessity by the organising
of charitable festiuals and bazaars; sometimes again by the establishment of perma-
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nent institutions working both preventively and directly, such as numerous associa-

tions for the care of the sidi, hospital unions, the Red Cross Society, and the Women
of the Fatherland Rid Society, &c.

task 2. R great social duty is incumbent upon these associations, namely to supplement
'

the public task of caring for the toilers and workers. Besides peoples' kitchens, coffee

palaces, Kindergarten, creches and institutions for the care of tiny children, there are

homes for aged persons, public baths, holiday clubs (Ferien-Kolonien), and homes

for the treatment of lung diseases for the working classes. These societies have also

founded employment agencies and workmens' colonies (29 for men, $ for women),
and residential and convalescent homes.

social rnief Religious and social considerations have worked together to bring about a reform

in the public and private mode of relief of the poor, and haue prepared the way
by classifying and collecting for organised associations and unions. These haue

found their intellectual centre in the German union for the relief of the poor and for

general diaritable purposes, also in the extension of the so-called Elberfeld system
whidi has rendered possible the co-operation of public and priuate effort. Under this

head we must include the formation of prouidence clubs and unions for combined
insurance against sickness and death, which besides the old voluntary clubs for in-

surance against sickness and death, haue initiated new and compulsory associations

for uarious classes and conditions, and haue thus transferred the power of answering
certain requirements from the priuate to the public sphere of action.

women*' 3. On the other hand, since the so-called womens' question has arisen, uarious
societies

assOCiati0ns nai3e oeen ^\\^ into being to represent the social interests and to pro-

tect and minister to the working world of women, among these are the General

Society of German Women, the Womens* Welfare Society, and the Womens' Pursuits

Society, &c.

trade * The associations representing interests of trades and professions haue had
associations

j a(j pj neuj anfl SpeciaiUj organised methods in accordance with the demands of

modern industrial and business life and here also we find countless associations

and organisations called into existence not only by the State but also to a large extent

by priuate initiatiue out of already existing associations. The further development of

these reueals already certain characteristics of a future comprehensiue combining and

grouping together. This development is entirely at variance with the opinions pre-

vailing at the beginning of the t9th century as to the complete and inevitable reso-

lution of society into units, which it was thought, would be likely to take place at

the approach of the 20th century.

We must now consider the representation of professions as regulated by the

State.

Germany up to the present time has t45 chambers of commerce and trade, and to of

agriculture; around these are grouped the peoples' industrial council, the German agri-

cultural council, and the land economy colleges, the interests of traffic are represented
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by the Home railways' council, the learned professions are regulated by councils of

doctors and lawyers. Besides these are uarious independent associations to protect

the interests of manufactures trade and traffic and other unions to represent the

interests of special classes and callings; uiz. the union of German smelters, the great

associations of ardiitects and engineers, the German fishery union, the inland shipp-

ing union, the householders' and tenants' unions, all of whidi haue been established

throughout the land for all the more important occupations and brandies of industry.

It is not alone the independent workers who haue thus banded themselues together

for the promotion of general as well as of special industrial interests, but the moue-

ment has spread and now includes unions of officials, commercial unions and asso-

ciations of workmen of euery description. It is diiefly for the promotion of industrial

objects that the cartel or union of masters (seep. 19) has been formed; then we
haue associated enterprises of uarious groups and classes and finally the co-operatiue
societies of the working classes.

5. German co-operatiue societies and associations can look back upon half a

century of successful actiuity. In t$49 SchuUe founded in Delitzsdi the first co-

operatiue society for carpenters for buying and selling raw materials, and in t850

the co-operatiue society for aduancing payment, about the same time Raiffeisen
founded the Hammersfeld Rssociation for the relief of poor agriculturists and sowed
the first seed of that magnificent institution, the Rgricultural Sauings and Credit Bank
Rssociation. Rt present the self- aided trades and industrial co-operatiue societies

number altogether upwards of 1 7 000 local societies, of which about 9000 are agri-

cultural, and number more than a million peasants. 14000 co-operatiue societies are

comprised in 29 unions. The most prominent of these are the following: the general
union of the self-aided trades and industrial associations whidi has its head quarters chier groups

at Charlottenburg and consists of 32 affiliated unions and t37t associations, the

general union of agricultural associations at Offenbach with 28 affiliated unions

and 6505 associations, and the General Rgency Union at Heuwied with 322$ as-

sociations.

In the year t$98, the 1435 associations connected with the Charlottenburg union had statistics

94tOOO members. Iheir share capital amounted to t33 l

/4 million marks, the capital

of non- members to 550 millions; the reserue fund was equal to one third of the

capital. The associations lent their members 2 022 million marks worth of raw ma-

terials, necessaries of life, dwelling, &c.

In t89T, the Offenbadi General Union numbered 4050 credit bank associations with

2TTOOO members a share capital of 6
l

/4 millions, a reserue fund 4 3

/4 millions, and

a total turnouer of 4t9 millions. They aduanced their members about 84 million marks

on credit and for the ualue of raw materials sold. In the year t896, the t865 brandi

associations of the Heuwied General Union with 1 73 000 members had a total turn-

ouer of 202 millions, and in t897 the Heuwied Central Credit Bank with 2700 asso-

ciations shewed returns of 269 millions of marks.
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of Besides these three gigantic societies there are smaller ones of some importance as
oity will be shewn by a review of the collective activity of the entire number of tT 000 Ger-

man associations. On March 3t, t$99, they were classified thus: to 800 credit co-ope-
rative societies, peoples' and industrial banks, societies for advancing loans, savings
and credit bank associations were carrying on business with the aid of 40 central

banks. Most of the others were employed chiefly in buying and selling, some also

in producing goods; they were divided into 3T6 industrial associations, half of these

being producers, and 3 900 agricultural associations, the majority of which were oc-

cupied in production on their own account, such as dairy work, vine and fruit cul-

ture, &c. In round numbers t200 were for the purchase of raw materials, about

too were occupied in the sale of goods, and nearly 500 were work associations (Werk-

Genossenschaft). Of other associations the most important are the 1375 co-operative

supply associations, and the importance of the steadily increasing building and dwell-

ings' societies (about 250) must not be underrated. Only 628 of these associations

are not subject to the associations' law of the other registered associations, three fourths

have unlimited liability, and only 3600 limited.

central The Central Prussian Co-operative Bank was founded to serve as a centre of
Co

'B
p
ank

Hw
cre M for *he various Prussian associations; its original capital was 20 million marks

which was afterwards raised to 50 millions. The total turnover in 1 897/98 amounted

to t900 millions, and in the middle of t897 it had a registered list of 7000 asso-

ciations (chiefly agricultural) with nearly a million members.

6. Of workmen's associations there are three chief groups, industrial, trades unions,

"'and Christian workmen's societies.

industrial These first included in t898 59 organisations with almost 500 000 members (nearly

one fifth more than in t897), and they were connected with 16000 others of local

organisation. The budget of this immense union amounted to to millions with a

capital of 3 millions in round numbers, and 4 1

/* millions fell to expenditure. This

sum was distributed as follows: 6,7 million marks for the relief of the needy, 3,4 mil-

lions as funds for strikes, and 2,t millions for the press fund. So far working women
have taken but an inconsiderable share in the industrial movement (t898: 13500).
The largest list of members belonging to industrial unions are those of the metal

workers (75 000), the wood workers (60 000), the textile workers (27 000), and the

miners (28 000). The most perfect of these work unions is the book printers', con-

sisting of about 24000 members. Of the others, the carpenters numbers about 20 000,

the persons employed in the tobacco trade, and the workers in manufactories, shoe-

makers, harbour and stone workers furnish severally from to 000 to t5 000 members.

The second group, the so-called Hirsch-Duncker trade unions, numbers at the

present day 86 500 members in 1 700 local unions. Of these 34 000 belong to unions

O f engineers and metal workers, and t6 500 to handicraftsmen and workers in manu-

factories. The entire property of the trades unions amounted at the end of 1898 to

2,7 million marks. Since their foundation and up to 1895 they have distributed
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t$ million marks for sickness and burial mono), in relief for the disabled and needy,
in aid to provide legal protection as well as for educational purposes.
We find industrial and religious forces working together in the third grouping. Christian

Rbout 660 evangelical workmen's societies with upwards of tSOOOO members are

working side by side with fiue large catholic societies having half a million mem-
bers. These latter include, moreover, persons of other classes, the actual workmen's
societies number 1 53 000, and those whidi are not limited to Germany have T6000
members, the Christian Social trades unions have secured a footing chiefly among
the textile workers; and of these 2tOOO are divided into si* groups.
T. Besides these three chief groups there are many special societies of workmen,
shop assistants, and officials.

In the middle of the nineties there were t40 journeymen's societies with half

a million members, their funds amounted to IT million marks, and they had given

away a sum of 32 million marks for charitable purposes.
Social and educational interests play an important part in the associations of offi- shopkeepers

cials and mercantile people; the largest of the latter is the German mercantile

association with 121000 members, of which 25000 are employers, the chief object

of this and three other large associations with 61 000 members is, besides the social

side, to procure information as to situations, to distribute relief, and to prouide funds

for education and technical instruction. In addition there are four large associations

of shopkeepers' assistants of an almost exclusively industrial tendency.
Of a kindred character with the mercantile associations are the associations of Prmte

private officials, numbering tSOOO members, with a capital of 3 million marks at
ofncials

their disposal for relief in cases of accident and sickness. The working masters'

association is made up of private and government officials and has 35000 mem-
bers. The post and telegraph office association is limited to government officials and Government

employes and consists of 1 00 000 members.

8. The various unions of masters represent one more phase of the modern in- or9ant-

dustrial effort at organisation. "'I
8

,?'
The oldest association representative of the common interests of the mercantile and For the

manufacturing classes is the German mercantile court (Handelstag). Side by side
pr

^n

"
ra

n

,

of

with this we find the Berlin society for the protection of the industrial interests of intmsts

trade and commerce with 650 members and corporate bodies (Korperschaften), the central

union of German manufacturers with 44 1 members and works, the manufacturers'

league with 1 500 members, and the German manufacturers' society for protection against

liability with 226 members.

Certain industrial branches shew a strong inclination to combined representation, for e Pm or

instance in mining and smelting there are 9 associations with more than 400 clubs ; Uni

b r

n

a

s

n*
a(h-

in the iron trade there are 4 with about 2000 members and works; in the remaining
industries upwards of 30 larger and smaller unions principally in mechanical engi-

neering, in shipbuilding, and in the chemical, textile, leather, paper, brewing, spirit,
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milling, and tobacco trades. The exchange association of German booksellers is not

limited to Germany, whereas the central union of German ,,Colportage" booksellers

is exclusively imperial. The small shopkeepers are banded together in ttO associations

with nearly 1 000 members; the hotel keepers with 200 associations and U 000 members,
and most of these large associations are built up by local organisation.

Rmong associations of masters must be included TT50 guilds urith 2t8tOO handi-

craftsmen (besides 44 000 handicraftsmen incorporated into trades unions).

union or the 9. For the protection of special interests as opposed to the workmen, there are
em

ubou
r

r

sof
unions for the employers of labour. In the foremost rank is the Hamburg
league for the employers of labour with IT large associations which comprises the

most various branches of industry and extends to a number of neighbouring places,

the next in importance is the Berlin league of employers of labour, &c. Tn addition

to these general leagues there are others for special branches of industry, sometimes

these are organised locally and sometimes they extend over large portions of the

country; 3 are for mining and smelting concerns, tt for metal manufactures, 4 for

breweries, 4 for the textile trades, 9 local and t central league for the building trade,

2 in the hat trade, and t in the manufacture of tapestry, besides 3 leagues of handi-

crafts' masters in the manufacture of wood,

tariff to. In the German book printing trade we find associations of principals and
association

appren Hces for the promotion of mutual agreement as to a tariff.

tt. Kindred leagues representing especially the industrial side of professional interests

also exist in the liberal and learned professions; as for example the various

German authors' societies, associations of journalists, musical societies, the German

stage union, and the stage association, the artists society, uarious arts and crafts'

societies, banks for the relief of teachers, and societies for female teachers. These

societies not only watch over the interests of the different classes, but also promote
charitable objects and offer their collective services for the organisation of exhibitions

and performances.

t2. The last division is represented by the church societies, formed partly on entirely

for re iigiOUS an d scientific ends, and for the furtherance of knowledge serviceable

to the societies. In addition to the institution of the states' synod, there are the great

voluntary religious associations, such as the protestant league, the Gustav Rdolf

society, the evangelical league, the German catholic diet, the societies of home and

foreign missions, the religious orders, and the numerous associations of different

religious societies, both local and corporate for promoting religious objects.

academies, Rrt and science are encouraged by the states' academies, assisted by commissions,

institutes, and branch scientific societies, such as the diet of German jurists, the

attorneys' society, various medical societies, societies of naturalists, geographers,

historians, philologists, engineers, innkeepers and social economists. RU these societies

belonging to localities, to the separate states and to the nation at large are constantly

employed in the endeavour to give to the public the results of their labours and
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scientific researches either by means of publications or by the holding of congresses,

and in this manner to lead the way to the necessary comprehension and classification

of individual effort and efficiency .

School and Education.

t. nine and a half million persons, that is more than a si*th of the German popu- 5*001

lation, are yearly taught in schools; and, if we add those persons receiving military
'

training and education, we may authoritatively assert that the fifth part of the popula-

tion is attending educational establishments. Germany is indebted for this

condition to the development of the last century; during this time education has been

made a state affair, special ministries and boards of education have been founded;

and the relations of pupils and teachers, and the separate brandies of instruction

and their connection with one another have been thoroughly set in order by the me-

thodical enlargement of the entire system of teaching.

The earlier sdiool method ivas reformed; numerous neiv brandies were introduced new

into the sdiool curriculum in accordance with the altered needs of the time. The
edu

aTmS

nal

appearance of a demand for real culture and the development of tedmical training

for the various special careers are, combined with the national educational spirit, the

diaracteristic causes of the modern German system of education.

The German system of education consists of three main divisions: primary, middle, classification

and high sdiools, with the last of which in some cases certain special technical schools

are connected.

2. 8
2

/3 million children are now being educated, by far the greater majority free, by pnmar

13T500 male and female teachers in 59300 German public primary schools.

28 per cent of the 342 million marks required are provided by the State; the muni-

cipality or parish pays the larger part. Each child in a primary school costs the com-

munity 39,5 marks. R public primary school is assigned to every 9t5 inhabitants,

and for every to 000 inhabitants 25 teachers were appointed who had on an average
63 children to teach.

The language ofthe schools is of course almost entirely German.

The teaching staff is trained in more than too preparatory institutions and t8$ teachers

men's and women's colleges. In these establishments in 1898, t8900 male and

2 too female pupils were being taught by 2000 qualified professors. In this way for

every 1 9 or 20 teachers one new teacher is yearly trained. The education of this

fresh growth of teaching power costs from tt to t2 million marks.

3. The middle educational system includes ttOO middle class schools, com- middle

posed of modern-side schools (Realschulen) , modern-side and classical schools (Real-

gymnasien), and classical schools (Gymnasien). 288000 boys receive a sound edu-

cation in the chief branches of knowledge under the direction of 16800 trained and
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certificated university teachers. Each establishment has on an average 260 pupils, and

eadi teacher little more than tT pupils.

The total expenditure amounts in round numbers to TO million marks which is, for

the greater part, paid by the community and by the school -fees of the pupils, of whom
only 8 per cent receive free education: the total cost of the pupils came to 242 marks

per head. Rt the present day there is on the whole a tendency in favour of a classi-

cal rather than a modern education; for every to 000 of the population there are about

30 boys attending the Gytnnasien to only 25 boys attending theRealgymnasien, and

higher modern -side sdiools.

ems- sdioois The middle school system for girls is up till now the system least affected by

reforms; it is still the special domain of private school methods. There are only 300

available public girls schools, for which only we have statistics. 15 000 girls are

taught in these sdiools by 2 too women and t 925 male teachers. They require an

expenditure of from tt to t2 million marks.

Ht9h scoots 4. The coping stone of the German system of education is formed by the high
schools, the universities, the technical high schools, the schools of agriculture, forestry,

and mines, the veterinary colleges, and the art schools for painting, sculpture, and

music, nothing indicates better the position of these schools in the education of the

world than the fact that no other country can show nearly so large an attendance-

register. Every tenth student of the German academies is a foreigner.

nniersities The 22 universities included a teaching -staff of 2500 professors and tutors and a

body of 32 000 students. Their funds amounted to 22,5 million marks. The students

were divided among the faculties as follows: law 28 per cent, medicine 21 y, per cent,

mathematics and natural science t5 per cent, philology t4 per cent, protestant theology

to per cent, and catholic theology 5
l

/2 per cent

ttOOO students, under the care of 850 professors and tutors, worked in the 8 tech-

nical high schools, to which before long another will be added on a larger scale.

6 million marks were required for the maintenance of these high schools. There

were in the remaining t8 technical high schools 350 representatives of art and science

actively employed as teachers of a body of students ten times as numerous. The

cost of these educational establishments amounted to 4 million marks.

In all therefore, without counting the colleges for military and naval officers,

46000-^41000 students were attending German high schools, and lately there has

been among them an ever increasing number of women and girls. In 1899 there

were over 600.

The total cost in t898 for maintaining the high schools exceeded 32 million marks.

5. The commercial high schools which have been so far established in Ceipzig, Rix-la-

Chapelle and Freiburg and the collegiate course for business men in Frankfort-on-

the-Main are in connection with the high schools.
hiQn school

course R large number of private colleges and popular high schools contribute also

to no small extent to the wider dissemination of culture.
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One branch of the educational system which is particularly fruitful of good results for

German industrial life is manifested by the flourishing development of the special
schools which, by means of their unusually rich and manifold organisation, are

extremely well adapted to meet the demands of the various industries and to the

satisfaction of local needs.

There are now in Prussia alone 259 schools of agriculture which are attended by more

than to 000 pupils and maintained at a cost of t
2

/, million marks; besides these
"'

there are well over 1 00 schools and other places of instrution for the industries allied

to agriculture, and about tOOO agricultural continuation schools.

The Prussian government expended on middle and lower technical schools almost */

of a million, while the provincial and municipal corporations supplied 850000 marks;
the remaining 600 000 marks were for the most part furnished by school fees.

In the rest of the Empire there were ttt agricultural schools, and about 50 for in-

dustrial pursuits allied to agriculture, in addition to T60 working continuation sdiools;

the cost for maintaining these schools was nearly ty8 million marks,

tlo complete account of the industrial school system exists; it includes in its mani-

fold branches nearly all kinds of industry and handicraft and strives to satisfy the

various special needs by means of craft schools and polytechnics as well as special-

izing schools, such as those for navigation, mining, building, manufacture, weaving,
basket making, ceramics, industrial art, materia medica, architecture, smelting, bobbin

lace making, drawing, modelling, commerce, music, and other special subjects; there are

besides general and special continuation courses.

6. astly the development of the system of instruction with a view to neglected, 5*001$ for

blind, deaf and dumb, and idiot children is peculiar to Germany. These children nm^mind
are instructed by specially thought out methods in all subjects suitable to their ca-^

orbody

pacity.

T. The total expenditure of public money on education and instruction in Germany
amounts to half a milliard of marks. The examination of recruits for the army
illustrates the gratifying results of this work; out of 250000 selected recruits for

the army and navy there were in t898 only 200 who had not been at school; the

ratio therefore of those who cannot read to those who can, is now t to t250;

whereas ten years ago it was t to t4t, and 20 years ago t to 59.

8. Hardly anything reveals the development of the intellectual life of Germany more

significantly than the production of books. Germany has in the last half century

produced at the lowest computation TOO 000 new works; there are now about 24000

new publications yearly, of which 18000, published by the Imperial firms, are ad-

vertised in the booksellers' exchange. Far more than half this number are brought
out by local and private firms, including about 3000 university pamphlets and about

t050 school syllabuses, so that in all there is published every year one new book

to every 3000 Germans, or speaking generally, one printed composition of literary

worth to every 2 000 persons. Taking the average number of copies in an edition at
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tOOO, there is yearly to every 3 Germans one copy of a book, and to every 2 Ger-

mans a literary printed composition.
Book trade In t$98, Germany imported 20 million marks worth of books, and exported TO million

marks worth. The larger part of the esrports, to the amount of 30 million marks,
went to Rustro- Hungary.

publishing The trade census of 1895 shewed in the German Empire $500 business houses for

setters! **.' the sale of literary artistic and musical publications in about 1400 places, t93 cir-

culating libraries, t T50 newspaper offices and book stalls, and 6 000 printinghouses.
The number of newspapers appearing in Germany was in 189S estimated at 3400
whidi were published in 1884 different places; tTT of these places contained less than

2 000 inhabitants. In Berlin, Munich and Posen, respectively, more than 20 newpapers
are published. Hot reckoning Berlin and the Hanseatic towns, the number of in-

dependent proprietary newpapers in proportion to the population is least in Rlsace

and Lorraine and East and West Prussia; not reckoning the thinly populated province
of Mecklenburg, the number of newspapers in proportion to the population is greatest

in Thuringia, Schleswig-Holstein and Rnhalt. In the whole German Empire one in-

dependent newspaper is published to euery t5354 persons. Wore than tOOO of these

newspaper offices have si* weekly issues. The average number of copies to an issue

amounts to 3660 (in 189T/98) but in the case of three fourths of the newspapers,
the issue consists of less than 3 000; the total daily issue must amount to about

12 million copies.

(For Rrt, see under the special headings German Rrt" and industrial Rrt".)

Drama and Music.

cocai thea- t. Rs in the case of the subjects discussed above, the organisation of the theatre differs

ni"! dtaiST mu(h fr m to** f ther countries. In many parts of Germany there are not only
p la^ s numerous dramatic clubs recruited from a small section of society, but the whole

community combine for theatrical representations: Oberammergau, Rothenburg, the

Schlier take Peasants' Theatre, and the uther and Gustav Rdolf festival plays, which

are performed in many different places, are all evidence of this. R number of dra-

matic companies make a study of the local dialect plays.

training Travelling dramatic companies are welcomed everywhere; there are about two dozen
;

in Ttorth and South Germany. These strolling players are in vogue also in other

countries, but in Germany most towns make efforts to have besides a theatre of their

own, in which, for at least the larger part of the year, plays are acted by a resident

company.
permanent The German theatrical almanac gives TOO German theatres, of which 550 are in the

Empire. There are among these too so-called Town Theatres, artistic institutions

(which are either the property of the corporation or at least subsidized by it), and
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40 Court Theatres. Rbout 80 of the State theatres are indeed open only in the summer

during the bathing season.

In the German Empire 40 municipalities haue two theatres, to of the larger toums

three, and si* toions more than three. In Berlin there are 27 theatres, including the

large theatres, only open in the summer.

In the year 1897, about 13350 people were employed in German theatres, of whom staff

about to 000 were in the Imperial theatres. These numbers include actors, ordiestras,

and members of the choruses.

In the years t89T to t898, there were 6TO new dramatic pieces brought out on these P tays

famous stages; one sisrth were operas, operettas, and comic operas. In the same year
the works of 9tO authors, translators, inuentors of ballets, and of 250 composers
and musical compilers were produced on the stage or, at least, accepted with a mew
to production. Rltogether 1 400 dramatic writers and 400 composers haue in the last

few years gained a hearing on the stage.

2. Rt present we haue no trustworthy information about the ridily developed mu- MUSK

sical life of Germany, where music is studied and enjoyed more than in any other

country by means of State, military, municipal, and priuate orchestras in addition to

the aboue-mentioned musical clubs.

Rrmy and Fleet.

Recording to the calculation for t900, the German army comprises 2t6 regiments of tue standing

infantry besides t instruction battalion, 9 schools for non-commissioned officers, and amy

2 musketry sdiools for infantry, amounting in all to 39 1 603 men; t4 battalions of

light infantry with tt T34 men, and 293 local companies with 6642 men; 93 regiments
of caualry besides 3 military riding -schools with a total of 69452 men and an esta-

blishment of 65t35 horses; 88 regiments of field artillery and t field artillery sdiool

including 68258 men and 328T9 draught horses; U regiments and t battalion of

foot artillery, the military school, and the company for artillery trials with 242 1 3 men
and 43 horses; 25 battalions of pioneers with 15484 men, 4954 men for railway
and balloon seruice, 6358 telegraph serwce, and 23 battalions army service corps,

with 2T6t men and 4872 draught horses, 5226 men detailed on special seruice,

2985 officers of the medical seruice or unattached; altogether 600510 men composed
as follows: 23844 officers, 80556 non-commissioned officers, 49U36 priuates,

2 165 army medical corps, t044 pay masters, band-masters, inspectors of workshops,
67 1 ueterinary surgeons, toot gun makers and armourers, 93 saddlers, with an

establishment of 102929 horses.

The German nauy for the year t900 comprises tt ships of the line, of 96 800 t, The Bert

manned by 5730 men, to which will be added 6 more of 66 000 1, now in process
of construction; 8 coasting iron dads, in all of 28 400 1, and manned by 2 240 men;
9 large cruisers (from 5600t upwards) of in all 59 800 1 and with 4770 men to



which before long twill be added 2 larger, of t9400t; 24 smaller cruisers (from 9001

upwards) with a total of 46900 1 and 44TO men, besides 3 of 2600 1 each, now being

built; lastly t3 iron-clad gun boats each of t too t with 90 men, that is a total of

14300 1 and ttTO men; 4 gun boats of 3500 1 with 490 men, t2 training ships of

3t500t, 7 yachts and ships for surveying of t0600t, and lastly to torpedo-boats
of from 250 to 450 1, with 40 men each, and $0 torpedo boat destroyers of from 90 to

tTOt, and with from t6 to 20 men each.

The total amount of men employed in the nauy, according to the computation for the

year 1900, is 28204, diuided as follows: 1 195 officers, t53 nauy surgeons, 1 206 quarter-

masters, 56t3 petty and warrant officers, t903T seamen, 1 000 ship boys. The men

employed, exclusive of officers, number 26 $56 and are diuided as follows: t2200 sailors

and ship boys, It 55 men employed in the dodi yards, 2819 men employed in the

torpedo works, 2t98 marine artillery, H99 marine infantry.

Die Finances of the Empire, the States, and the Municipal Bodies.

The position held by the state in the national life of Germany can only be under-

stood, if we consider each of the following three great divisions: the Empire, the

Federated States, the municipal bodies. It is under these divisions that are dis-

tributed the various services and objects of public life.

imperial t. The importance of Imperial unity in the economic life of the German people

becomes clear by a glance at the expenses and receipts of reuenue, whidi it is esti-

mated the Imperial administration will employ for public purposes, in the

closing year of the century.

In these estimates for the year 1 900 the expenses and receipts balance each other

with the sum of 20587, million marks. Of this 2TO million marks represent extra-

ordinary expenses (of whidi 19 millions go to meet the demands of an exceptional

budget), and tT83 million marks are employed in ordinary expenditure.

The total expenses are distributed as follows: to million marks for ordinary ex-

penses and 450000 for extraordinary are required by the supreme central power,

comprising the Emperor, the Bundestag (Federal Council), the Reidistag (Imperial

Parliament), the Imperial Chancery, and the departments of finance and Imperial

administration; foreign affairs, the representation of the Empire and the administration

of the protectorates, &c. require tt
J

/4 million marks for ordinary and 3t,5 million

marks for extraordinary expenses.

2y2 million marks are spent on the administration of the law, and more than half

a million on matters connected with the public health.

Scientific and artistic pursuits require an ordinary expenditure of fully t
l

/2 million

marks and an extraordinary of t million.

The departments of industry, of commerce, of transport, of fisheries, and of cattle
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breeding require, besides an ordinary outlay of nearly t3'/2 million marks, an extra-

ordinary outlay of t,T million marks.

Public insurance and similar objects demand as mudi as 3t l

/2 million marks. For

the first time 1
l

/2 million marks are destined in the budget to the foundation of a

museum for the benefit of the working classes.

The defence of the country defrays its diief expenses from the Imperial finances, and

shows an ordinary outlay of 48t !

/4 million marks and an extraordinary outlay of

89 million marks; besides whidi there is the Bavarian contingent whidi requires

60 '/ million marks of ordinary and to million of extraordinary expenditure; the

whole of this is spent on the army and on the maintenance of fortifications. There

is moreover the further exceptional expense of 25 2

/3 million marks for the completion

of the net work of strategical railways. The ordinary expenses of the Imperial nauy
are 14 million marks, the extraordinary 38 l

/s million marks, and there is besides

an exceptional expenditure of 40 millions. To this must be added 96 2

/3 million marks

for military pensions and the invalid fund. R sum of TT 2

/5 million marks is set

apart for the sinking fund and for payment of interest on the national debt of

2400 million marks.

To this financial necessity for 862 1

/2 million marks for ordinary expenses, tT2y4 million

marks for extraordinary, and 66 million marks for exceptional expenses must be

added the following: the legal grants of the Empire to the States whidi are made

out of the customs receipts and tobacco duty (355,4 million marks), out of the duty
on brandy (t05,8 million marks), out of the stamp receipt (52,8 million marks), and

amount altogether to 5t4 million marks; the working expenses of the posts and

telegraphs, of Imperial railways, and of the Imperial Printing Office, making altogether

406 1

/2 million marks ordinary, 23,8 million marks extraordinary, and t3 l

/5 million

marks exceptional expenditure.

The Imperial expenses are covered by receipts from the following sources: the customs

receipts, estimated at 4T3 1

/, million marks; the duties on tobacco, sugar, salt, and

brandy, and the north German brewery tax, estimated altogether at 3t6 T

/2 million

marks; the stamp receipts (64,6 million marks); the receipts of the posts and telegraphs,

and of the Imperial Printing Office (40! million marks); the Imperial railways

(86
1

/5 million marks); the profits of the Imperial bank, and the tax on bank notes

(t4,9 million marks); the Imperial invalid fund (30 million marks); sundry other small

profits; and lastly the surplus of 30 3

/4 million marks from former years.

Tar more than one quarter of the receipts (526
J

/4 million marks) is derived from the

contributions of the Federated States. R further sum of T6 million marks is to be

raised by loan for special purposes of re-imbursement.

2. The Imperial budget, however, in conformity with the constitution of the German

Empire, includes only a certain number of the various brandies of the public finances.

Other important brandies lie within the sphere of the separate states and

belong to different departments of their administrations. To this end in
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each of the 25 federated States and in the territories of the Empire, different methods

have arisen corresponding with the different objects of the various administrations.

In this paper we intend to deal and that in very general terms only toith the

finances of Prussia which is the largest of the Federated States and represents three

fifths of the Empire, and with the municipal budget of the capital city of the Empire.

Prussian The financial year tS99/t900 shows as the gross expenses of Prussia, 2 1ST million
Iud9et marks ordinary, and t39 million marks extraordinary expenditure. 3t4 million marks

of this, including 290 million marks contribution to the Empire, are set down only
as items of current expenditure; 1 052 million marks must be counted for the working

expenses of crown lands, forests, mines, foundries, salt works, railways, lotteries,

and tax collecting. The remaining actual financial requirements comprise 823,9 million

marks of ordinary, and 136,4 million marks of extraordinary expenditure; they include

an extra expenditure of 8 million marks whidi, according to the estimates, Prussia

must contribute to the Empire ouer and above what she receives; and also 4t million

marks whidi are granted to provinces and departments (Kreise) for purposes of self

government, the immediate expenses of the Prussian state itself, in the year t899/t900,
amount to TT5 million marks ordinary, and t36V, million marks extraordinary ex-

penditure. By far the larger part of this latter sum is deuoted in the first place to

promoting the economic life of the people, and secondly to the care of their intellectual

and moral existence. One third of the ordinary expenditure (269 million marks) is

employed in liquidating and paying interest on the public loan for railway construc-

tion; t33,6 million marks are to be re&oned for instruction, education, and religion;

t54'/2 million marks for the administration of justice and the police; t42 million marks

for the supreme central power of the State and its general financial administration,

including the civil list of the royal household. Rgriculture, trade, commerce, and trans-

port receive 58 million marks from the public revenue; the remainder is distributed

among the different departments of social economics (Sozialpolitik), sanitation and

foreign affairs.

The total expenses are covered for the most part by receipts from the private industrial

undertakings of the Prussian government: namely crown lands, forests % railways,

mines foundries, salt works, &c. which yield a gross sum of t659 million marks.

Other sources of revenue are as follows: certain administrative receipts (H7 million

marks), a number of fees, successive duties and stamp taxes (4t million marks), direct

taxation (on land buildings, industrial concerns, income, and capital) t83 million marks,

and finally the share of the Imperial grant (328 '/2 million marks).

Benin 3. The financial position of the Imperial capital is shewn by the most ex-

budflet tensile municipal budget of the Empire; this puts the ordinary expenses of the city

at t36y2 million marks, and its extraordinary expenses at t6,3 million marks.

tt,2 million marks ordinary and extraordinary expenditure is devoted to purposes of

general administration; 4y2 million marks to police; nearly to million marks to the

care of the public health; 207, million marks to education and to the encouragement
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of the arts; 2T million marks to the making of streets, roads, and public buildings;

to million marks to the care of the poor and to economic regulations (sozialpolitisch) ;

I6
2

/j million marks to the management and payment of the debt, and upwards of

52 million marks are employed in the working expenses of building department, of the

municipal gas and water works, of drainage works, and of markets.

The revenue is derived from the following sources: firstly the ta*es on land, on

industrial undertakings, on income, and on some smaller taxable items (56 million

marks); then the management of funds and of municipal works (t9 million marks);
the management of buildings (5

3

/4 million marks); the administration of the exchequer

and of the departments of education, public health, public charity and police (8
1

/, mil-

lion marks); and the disposal of public refuse, &c. (4
2

/3 million marks). The pre-

ceding year left a surplus of 5 million marks, and further more there is at the disposal

of the city for building purposes a sum of t
2

/3 million marks derived from loan.

Conclusion.

What are the chief characteristics of the industrial and social condition of the German

people? national strength that is rapidly developing, as is shown by a growing popu-

lation, by an increasing capacity for labour, by a standard of comfort which constantly

tends to become higher, and by the greater power of consumption which is spreading
in ever wider circles; to this must be added a well organised and efficient industry

which endeavours to give healthy stability to economic life, by means of carefully

planned combinations into groups and associations; earnest efforts to help agriculture,

by means of proper internal remedies, through the critical period which is the result

of the universal expansion of industry; a growing comprehension of the duty of fram-

ing adequate regulations, which this age of machinery imposes alike on individuals,

on groups, on classes and on the community at large, all this distinguishes the social

and industrial condition of the German Empire at the close of the century.

Industrial and political prosperity does not depend on the accidental development of

arbitrary forces, but on the earnest endeavours of a conscious purpose, based on a

well regulated and many sided system of education and culture; the nation does not

seek to develop only in the direction of the indiscriminate enjoyment of material ad-

vantages; and the movement for fostering and spreading artistic knowledge and intel-

lectual cultivation shows a healthy tendency to increase.

The century has bequeathed heavy responsibilities and large demands. On its threshold

stand Kant, Schiller, Goethe and Beethoven; Stein and Scharnhorst; midway we find

the Humboldts, Gauss and Ciebig, Semper, ist and Ranke, Bismarck and Moltke;

at the end are Helmholtz, Bunsen, Mommsen and Uirchow, Friedrich Krupp and the

Siemens, Richard Wagner and Brahms, Menzel and Cenbach. These men stand as

the embodiments of the most varied expressions of German intellectual power. To
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emulate and be true to them, as the guardian of internal and external peace, as the

promoter of the great ciwlising, social and moral objects of the age, by uigorous

work undertaken in common with and side by side with other nations, sudi is the

high and noble mission of the German Empire under William II. May it continue

under the guidance of its emperor and its princes, worthy of its ancestors and deseru-

ing well of posterity!
rn$t
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IH HOUSE

The building destined for purposes of reception and entertainment for the Empire is

constructed after the manner of the earlij German renascence from the designs of

Johannes Radhe, Imperial inspector of the post office construction department and
one of the ardiitects of the Imperial commission. The house rises from its basis of

TOO square- meters to a height of 37 meters to the coping of the roof, and the prin-

cipal tower is T5 meters aboue the lower quay of the Seine.

The glass -roofed hall is t6 meters in height and contains the staircase, and around
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GERMRn HOUSE

this hall are the various rooms containing special exhibits, for instance on the ground
floor a collectiue photographic exhibit, also an exhibit of the German book trade, the

upper floor is given up to the Society for promoting social and domestic Wellbeing, and

the remainder of the exhibit of the book trade. The whole front of this building,
which looks on to the Seine, is demoted to the reception of works of art and of artistic

industry of the tsth century, graciously lent by His Majesty the Emperor from his

private collections,

these apartments also serve as reception and entertainment rooms for the Imperial
commissioner.

The lower floor opening on to the quay of the Seine and built in the form of ar-

cades, contains the collectiue exhibit of German wine culture and wine restaurants.

The construction of the house was carried out by the firm ofPhilipp Holzmann
& Co., Frankfort -on -the -Wain; the decorative work in colour on the facade is from the

hand of the painter R. Bohland of Berlin, the author of the proverbs and legends
introduced is Dr. Heinrich Dierordt of Carlsruhe.

The staircase and floor of the central hall are in Bavarian marble executed by the

Marble Industry Company Kiefer of Kiefersfelden in Upper Bauaria, the paint-

ing of the ceiling is by Gustav Wittig of Charlottenburg, the wall paintings are

by Professor Gussmann of Dresden; the large window is from the workshops of

the glass painter A. iit hi of Frankfort-on-the-Wain. The wooden figures surrounding
the upper gallery of the staircase from the hall of the Confederate Council in the

German House of representatives
-* are executed by the firm of 6.01m from the

sketches of Do gel the sculptor, both of Berlin.

On the west side of the reception rooms is a round cabinet copied from the one in

Frederick's library at Sanssouci; this was made by the court purveyor Ferdinand

Dogts, and he has likewise carried out the decorations of the reading room on the

ground floor. Others who have assisted in the decorative work are Miss Grete

Waldau of Breslau who executed the wall paintings of Mayence and Leipzig in the

room containing the German book trade exhibit; the Royal Institute of Glass

painting in Charlottenburg, the windows of the room containing the exhibit of the

Society for promoting Wellbeing, and the firm of Spin n & Co. in Berlin, the glass
windows in the room devoted to artistic reproductions (upper floor).

Darious contributions to the exterior and interior appointments of the house have been

made gratis by the following firms: F. Herz & Co., Berlin, mineral colours for the

decoration of the facade; PaulKriiger, Berlin, candelabras; Franz ieck & Heider,

royal purveyor, Berlin, tapestry and hangings; 6. owy, Berlin, gilded and silvered

bronze ornaments and fittings; Rug. Michels, Berlin, furniture and portieres; the

German Cinoleum and Oil cloth Company, Risrdorf near Berlin, floor cloth;

C. F. Rochlitz, Berlin, the tower clock; Rommel & Hotting, Berlin, tapestry and

hangings, and Ulrich, Rpolda, bells for the clock tower; the United Smyrna Carpet
Manufactory, Berlin, stair carpets; Doltz & Wittmer, Strassburg, Rlsace, lavatory

fittings, and P. Wimmel & Co., Berlin, marble mantelpiece and stove for the large

reception hall.

To all these firms we again take the opportunity of tendering special thanks.

The following firms were also concerned in the construction, appointments, and fittings
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of the house I C. Bodenstein, Berlin, painted work; Brettschneider & Kriigener,
Pankow near Berlin, the iron work for the tower; Hess, master tin maker, Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, copper work and lightning conductor, fittings and apparatus; Mayer,
Berlin, roofings tiles, &c.; C. Ro'hlich, Berlin, gilded and silvered fittings for the

reception saloons, such as panels, mirrors, toall ornaments in the principal saloon;

C. Schaeffer, Friedrich lode Successor of Hamburg, silk wall hangings; W. C.

Schleicher, Berlin, marble chimney piece; Schulz&Holdefleiss, Berlin, the wrought
iron balustrade on the Seine platform, the balusters on the south stair case, and

the bronze candelabras and fittings of the stair case in the central hall; Spinn & Co.,

lighting fittings for the reception rooms, sudi as holders, pendants, brackets, &c.;

Taubert, sculptor of Berlin, the mirror in the reception room of the Imperial com-

missioner; C. trost, Berlin, panels and frames; Eeyer & Drechsler, Berlin, all the

carued work and the applied stucco ceilings of the reception rooms; Zinstag of Kareth

near Ratisbon, tiles for the roof.

The firm of Siemens & Halske in Charlottenburg fitted up the house with electric

light, and the water and ventilation arrangements are by the firm of Korting Bro-
thers of Hanover, with a branch in Paris.

The following facts must not be overlooked:

The hall containing the exhibit of the Society for the promotion of Wellbeing was de-

signed by the painters Herwarth in Gross -Ochterfelde and Danneberg, Berlin, in

collaboration, and the work was executed by Bernhard Schaede, architect, Berlin.

Rnother Berlin architect, Bruno Mohring, designed the rooms set apart for the wine

exhibition and the wine restaurant on the lower floor, the smith's work was carried

out in the workshops of Gduard Puts, Berlin; the wooden cask and barrel bottoms

in the wine restaurant were designed by Rrno Koernig and carued by Kaehler,
Berlin. Hermann Gerson, Berlin, supplied all the appointments for the wine restau-

rant; the kitchen requisites are by the firm of Senking, Hildesheim.

The coloured decorative work in the outer halls is by the Dresden artist Mannchen,
the wall paintings were executed by three artists: Miiller-Schoenefeld, Hansche,
and Julius Wolff, both of Berlin.

The furniture for the retrospective exhibition of books is by the firm of 1. Groschkus,
Berlin; Henry Gun del, eipzig, supplied the furniture for the rooms containing the

industrial book exhibits; 6. Olm, Berlin, for the room set apart for photography, and

Reinhold Beck that of the Imperial printing press.
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me coaecuon
07 TR6D6RTCK THE 6R6RT

Exhibited by gracious permission of His Majesty the German Em-

peror in the reception rooms of the German House

The collection of French works of art of the t8th century in the possession of His

Majesty the German Emperor and King of Prussia is almost entirely due to the rage
for collecting which was one of the characteristics of Frederick the Great. R walk

through the Potsdam palaces more than suffices to proue the great King's preference
for Frendi art of that period. Everywhere we are greeted by works of the most re-

markable artists France possessed in the first half of the tsth century, whether in

the town palace of Potsdam, in the palace and park of Sanssouci or in the Hew
palace. The apartments formerly occupied by Frederick are filled with paintings,

sculpture, and furniture, countless marble figures peep out from behind the bushes

in the park or are reflected in the water of the fountain basins.
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This predilection of the King can be traced bad* to his earliest youth and goes
hand in hand with his literary inclinations and his relations to Doltaire, d'Rlembert,

d'Rrgens, and many others.

His rooms in Rheinsberg even, were filled with the works of Watteau and his school,

and the Trench Court painter Rntoine Pesne was almost exclusively occupied in painting
the ceilings of this little castle built by Frederick, thus bequeathing to posterity masterly
portraits of the Croum Prince and his friends. On ascending the throne the young
King was in a position to give full vent to these inclinations, for the newly con-

structed residences and palaces in Charlottenburg, Berlin, the town palace of Potsdam,
and later on the Hew palace, all required furnishing and filling with works of art.

There is a special fascination in following Frederick in this branch of activity, wherein
he sought recreation from State affairs, and from the fatigues of campaigns; and we
can but arrive at the conclusion that art, particularly French contemporary art as well

as poetry and music, exercised a much greater influence upon his intellectual life

than one was hitherto disposed to believe. R curious impression is made by the

correspondence of Frederick with his minister in Paris, Count Gothenburg, and later

on with his agent; with his own hand he gives detailed instructions as to purchases,
measurements of rooms and walls which he wishes to have decorated with paintings
and other works of art. Dery important additions to these collections were presented
to him, perhaps the most magnificent of these were the five marble groups by Pigalle
and JCambert-Sigisbert Rdam, given to him by Couis XV. But he also endeavoured
to acclimatize French art in his own country, and a number of painters, such as
Rntoine Pesne and Charles-Rmedee- Philippe van 00, and of sculptors, such as
Francois -Gaspard Rdam, Sigisbert Michel, and Tassaert were permanently employed
in Potsdam and Berlin, and here amid the sandy Brandenburg plains, works of art

were created which to this day adorn the royal palaces, and are of the utmost value
and importance in the history of artistic development in Berlin.

This love of art Frederick shared in common with his brothers and sisters, and Prince

Henry especially gave proof of the same preference as the King for the art and culture

of France. This Prince twice visited Paris, bringing home with him valuable presents
of porcelain and tapestry from the French king. He likewise formed ties of friend-

ship with various Paris artists, the sculptor Houdon for instance, and the portrait

painter Madame Uigee ebrun visited him in Rheinsberg during her exile.

By gracious permission of His Majesty the Emperor a selection has been made from

among these works of art to decorate the reception saloons of the German House",
and no finer, no more artistic ornament could have been imagined. This adornment
seems the more appropriate and ingenious if one calls to mind the immense influence

exercised by French art and by French taste upon German artistic development in the

tsth century; thus at one and the same time rendering homage to Frederick the Great,

the warmest admirer and friend of French art, science, and philosophy, as well as
to the glorious artistic history of the French people.
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This limited selection of works of art uouchsafes naturally little more than a glimpse
at the contents of the royal palaces. The difficulties of transport and the purposes
for which the saloons containing them are intended, rendered it impossible to send

mamj art treasures which would haue been specially welcomed in Paris, nevertheless

the selection comprises a group of French works of art of the tsth century, sudi as

could not be met with again in one collection. In the foreground are paintings by
Watteau, Cancret, Pater, and Chardin, the great King's four fauourites. The Emperor
owns t3 pictures by Watteau, of these four are exhibited, and are all of considerable

importance, although art lowers deeply deplore the fact that the two greatest artistic

creations of the century are missing, namely the Embarquement pour Cythere" and

the ,,nseigne". The four pictures exhibited are: ,,Theesson in oue", ,,oue in the

Country", ,,The Shepherds", ,,The Concert".

The selection of paintings from the hand of Hicolas ancret is more comprehensive, and
French lowers of art will rejoice at hauing access to to out of the 26 pictures in the

Emperor's possession, more especially as some among them may be regarded as

masterpieces. In foremost rank is ,,e Moulinet" and ,,The Party in a Garden Pa-

vilion" which Count Rothenburg purchased for the King at the sale of Prince Carignan's
effects in H44, and whidt adorn the tea room in Frederick's apartments at the Potsdam

palace. R special interest will also be felt in ,,The Country Dance", dated H32, ,,The

End of the Feast", ,,BUndman's Buff", ,,The Dancer Camargo", ,,The Peep Show Man",
and Dance at the Fountain of Pegasus".
Jean -Baptiste-Joseph Pater was a pupil of Watteau, and his work perhaps bears

more resemblance to his master's, than that of any other of his pupils. Frederick

the Great possessed 38 examples of this master, and si* of the finest have found their

way to the Exhibition besides t4 painted illustrations by Pater for Scarron's Roman

Comique". The picture entitled ,,The Open Rir Festival", dated tT33, with about one

hundred charmingly executed figures, is in an excellent state of preservation, and is

unique among the works of this painter, taking up the same position as the ,,Em-

barquement" among Watteau's pictures. Other excellent examples in the best manner
of this artist are ,,The Dance out-of-doors", Girls Bathing", ,,The Bath", and Blind-

man's Buff".

Jean- Baptiste-Simeon Chardin painted four of the pictures in the Emperor's collection,

and three of these are exhibited. The ,,ady sealing tetters", dated H33, with life sized

figures (which one is unaccustomed to see in the works of this painter), unfortunately
could not be included. ,,The Draughtsman", dated tT3T, is one of the charming single

figures of this artist, and friends of art will find special pleasure in his two small

pictures ,,a Pourvoieuse" and ,,a Ratisseuse" made familiar to us by the engravings
of epicie. R replica of the first picture, dated tT38, is to be found in the ouvre,

bearing the date tT39.

The pictures of these four painters form the most valuable portion of Frederick the

Great's collection exhibited here; other fine pictures, though less important, are ,,ove's

Rvowal" by de Troy, two genre pictures by Ch. R. Coypel, pictures by Rntoine Pesne -*

including a bust portrait of Frederick from the Royal Museum and by Charles

R. Ph. van 00.

The difficulty of transport was specially felt with regard to the statuary. Pigalle's
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Mercury" and his ,,flenus", the large groups of Eambert-Sigisbert Rdam, the diarming

figures of emoyne, Uassee, and the younger Coustou could not be moved on account

of their weight, and consequently must be sought for in Potsdam and Berlin,

the Exhibition therefore only profits by the smaller works such as C.S.Rdam's busts of a

Heptune, bronze busts by Bouchardon of Charles XII., King of Sweden, one of Cardinal

Richelieu, wrongly attributed to Girardon but actually the work of Bernini, and a small

marble figure by Tassaert. The Empress Frederick has also graciously permitted Houdon's

bronze bust of Prince Henry to be exhibited, and the Rcademy of Science in Berlin has

likewise lent Houdon's marble bust of Doltaire presented by Frederick the Great.

The Emperor possesses a fine collection of Gobelin and Beauvais tapestries, but of

these only two specimens could be lent, two portraits of Couis XVI. and Henry IV.

The first is striking on account of the excellence of its technical execution; both are

worthy of notice by reason of their fine carved and gilded frames. Prince Henry
makes mention of these two tapestries in a letter to his royal brother from Paris

as being gifts presented to him by the French king.
The marble and porphyry vases with bronze ornamentations which the great King
had purchased for him at auctions in Paris will be found to be remarkable specimens.

Rmong other pieces of furniture acquired by Frederick from Paris, the clocks are

specially deserving of mention; two in particular are quite exquisite and unique both

as to shape and the bronze of which they are made. The best known is the beautiful

Sanssouci Cartonnier purchased for Frederick in Paris at a cost of 2000 thalers in tT46.

This was on mew at the Rococo Exhibition in Berlin in t$93. The royal palaces could

not supply sufficient furniture of French origin to form an appropriate background
for all the works of art already mentioned, and in order to carry out the idea

thoroughly it was necessary to have recourse to the great King's own creations.

Frederick was too much of a domestic politician not to endeavour to acclimatize in-

dustrial art in his own country. The internal decorations of the Potsdam palaces
were almost exclusively executed by Swiss and South Germans assisted by a few

Prussians; scarcely any Frenchmen were engaged upon this work although French

taste served as the model. The Rococo of Potsdam has developed certain features

of its own, especially in the adaptation of bronze to decorative purposes, and has

given results which have not been obtained even in France, the mother country of

this branch of art, as for instance the bronze saloon in the Potsdam palace and the

library at Sanssouci. The adaptation of tortoise shell, rare woods, and gilded bronze

to purposes of furniture was practised by a large number of skilled artists, amongst
these in foremost rank was Welchior Kambly, a Swiss, whose industry must at least

have equalled his skill, judging alone by the work executed for the King, of which

a few specimens from the Potsdam and Hew palaces are now exhibited. But for

fine and exquisite workmanship the most remarkable example is the cedar wood

writing table richly ornamented with silver fittings in the place of bronze from

Frederick's bedroom in Potsdam palace. This master piece was made by the cabinet

maker Tullmann in collaboration with Kelly the silversmith in the year H50.
The various seats, sofas, chairs, &c. are almost entirely from Frederick's apartments
in Potsdam palace, and give substantial proof of the perfection attained in the art of

wood carving in Potsdam and Berlin.
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The fact that His Majesty the Emperor so generously throws open this fine collection

to the public, naturally stimulated the desire to prouide an appropriate background
for these treasures in the uarious saloons set aside for their reception. It was im-

possible to transfer the rich decorations of the Potsdam palaces to the representatiue

building of the Empire; neuertheless uarious subjects haue been borrowed from these

models introducing Frederick's fauourite combinations of colour, thus enabling the

many works of art and pieces of furniture to be seen to their best advantage, in the

proper light, and with suitable surroundings.
The well-known subject from the music room in Sanssouci greets us from the ceiling

of the large saloon, only that in this instance siluer so e*tensiuely used by Frederick

for the decoration of his apartments has been selected in order to harmonize with

the other ornaments and fittings of the furniture. In the small boudoir nesrt to the

saloon are seueral subjects from the Sanssouci library, and an admirable copy of the

library mantelpiece by Wimmel of Berlin is to be found in the saloon.

The beautiful carpets in these rooms haue all been kindly placed at the disposal of

the authorities by the firm of Herrmann 6erson of Berlin.

Side by side with the importance this exhibition must haue for the history of art, it

may also aduantageously claim to giue proof of the grateful memories cherished

by the German people for the instruction and stimulus receiued from France in the

tsth century.
Dr. Paul Seidel.
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t. economical and Technical Rspect.

For about the last 20 years, all those trades which are directly or indirectly connected

with the production of a book, the printing, publishing and selling, have been united

under the name of the ,,Booh Industry".
The German Book Trade Union for all these brandies was founded at leipzig in

t$$4 for the artistic and tedinical promotion of the entire German book industry.
Suda is also the object of a museum, which with the Royal Sasron Bibliographical
Collection as a base, under the name of the ,,6erman Book Industry Museum",
contains everything of special value in the way of the artistic, technical and graphical

development of the book. Besides the permanent exhibition in the building, circu-

lating exhibitions haue been instituted for separate branches of the graphic arts and
crafts. By a generous gift on the part of the town of eipzig of a plot of ground,
valued at 200 000 marks, near the booksellers' house, and help from the members of

the book trade, the Union was able to build a place suitable for their requirements,
the cost of which amounted to t million marks. In this building there is a hall dedi-

cated to the memory of Gutenberg, the great inventor, and all the other men of all

nations famous in the trade, the official journal of the Union is called the ,,Rrchiv

fur Buchgewerbe" and was founded in t$63. For the promotion of industrial art and

5*
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taste, the Union established the ,,Pattern Exchange" which is carried on on the following

principle. Every member must supply a certain amount of copies of a pattern sheet,

a lithograph, chromolithograph or a proof of an autotype or heliograph, one for

each member, and receives in return an equal number of pattern sheets. R great

many foreigners take part in the exchange, since 1897 the lists which have come out

show t02 foreign firms against a total of 252.

In t893 the German government confided the arrangements for the Collective Exhibition of

he German Book Trade, for the World's Fair in Chicago to the Union, and in t89T they ma-

naged the book trade department of the Saxony-Thuringia Industrial Exhibition, where a

space of 2 000 square meters was allotted to that branch. Rs a special mark of confidence

it mat) be mentioned that the German Book Industry Union has been entrusted urith the

book trade department of the German division for the Great Exhibition in Paris.

The following branches of the book industry must be specially mentioned:

The Publishing trade. This is the business of buying, printing, and selling literary

productions. The German book trade is divided up into the actual publishers and

booksellers, music, art and map publishers. The chief branches of the book trade are

as follows: the publisher, the bookseller, the colporteur or itenerant bookseller, and

the second-hand bookseller who is generally in connection with a retail bookseller

and includes agencies and auctions. The address book of the German book trade at

the beginning of 1899 gives a total of 9 tt3 booksellers in and out of the country,
of which t 230 are publishers only, 302 art publishers, 342 music publishers, t39 with

artistic work as the chief article in stock, 369 with music principally, 2t7 with second-

hand books only, 5375 with books, second-hand books, small publishing under-

takings. Itinerary, music, maps, paper, and writing materials, and 239 newspaper
agents and publishing offices.

The foreign and home German booksellers are divided up as follows:

German Empire t 352 towns with 7 083 houses

Rustria and Hungary 253 822

The remaining European states 225 - 1 008

Rmerica 50 - t59

Rfrica 7 - - 12

Rsia t2 - - 22

Rustralia 6 - 7

The publisher is the originator of the trade, inasmuch as he buys the manuscript from

the author, undertaking to have it printed and offered to the public. In a contract

between publisher and author the number of copies of the edition, the price of the

work, the printing, binding, and date of the appearance of the book have to be regu-
lated. In many cases the publisher undertakes work on foreign account, this kind

of work is known as the commission publishing trade. It must be borne in mind
that in many cases the publisher gives the idea of the work, and thus becomes to

some extent the originator of it. The production of the book publishing trade as far

as it is known in the regular course of business is as follows:

iS94 1895 1896 1897 18$$

Works, 22570 23607 23339 2386t 23739
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The bookseller is the link between the publisher and the buyer; he orders the books
which suit his business and speciality from the publisher, sends them to his custo-

mers, selects those tohorn he supposes will take an interest in the work, and procures
such works which he has not got in stock. The colportage bookseller tries selling
books by sending his travellers to the customers directly, this itinerant bookselling
business has grown very much of late years and deserves our consideration as long as

it is used for selling good books and periodicals. The second-hand dealer sells older books
whidi are no longer in print, though of late years the trade has been extended to the

sale of modern second-hand books, the second-hand salesman does his business by
means of scientifically arranged catalogues, whidi he offers to the public, booksellers and
other second-hand dealers, he also undertakes auctions, and trades in autographs.
The music publishers' business is done on the same lines as the book publishers'; be-

sides bringing out new modern music, he publishes new editions of classical works in all

kinds of forms from the most splendid to the cheapest People's Edition. Editions of

Standard works have been so carefully arranged within the last ten years that they are

now first in the market of the world. The following figures show the briskness of the

music publishing business in the last five years and the number of novelties offered:

1894 1895 1896 1891 1898

Works published , , , 10814 10936 t3ttt t2274 12596

The music sellers business is done mudi in the same way as the booksellers.

The commission agents do the business in the trade itself. The centre of the book trade

is Leipzig, and the publisher and seller are in constant communication with that place
all the year round. Every man engaged in the book trade must have a commission

agent in Leipzig, whom he must publicly adinowlege as his representative. The agent
then does the business of the principal on the spot.
In Germany the book agencies were as below in t$98:

Leipzig . , , . t58 commission agents with $385 clients

Berlin 42 440 -

Stuttgart , , , t5 666 -

The newspaper publishing trade is very thriving. Rt the end of t$98 there were
about 1 500 periodicals and newspapers; the publication of scientific periodicals is very

important and Germany is probably unrivalled in this branch; among the political

papers are some of the oldest in e*istance such as the frankfurter Journal" founded

t6t5, the ,,lYlagdeburger Zeitung" t626, and the ,,Leipziger Zeitung" t660.

The organization of the German book trade consists in the combination and regulation
of the business between the publisher and bookseller, at the central market Leipzig
circulars are sent to the commission agents of all new publications and announce-
ments issued, they send them on to the booksellers; vice versa the bookseller sends
back through the commission agent to the publisher, and all payments are done through
him. RU lots have to be sent free of charge to Leipzig and all moneys paid through
the agents on the same principle.
R great part of the book trade correspondence in the trade is done by way of the

Order Institute for Book trade Papers" founded by the Booksellers Union in Leipzig

1842, which is in the Booksellers' House. This is a very important department, for
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there are t5 sorters occupied in putting the papers in order. The number of circulars

order forms and contracts amounted to 3t millions in t898.

The official periodical of the German book trade, sent to members only, was founded

in t834, appears si* times a week and is called the ,,Borsenblatt fur den deutschen

Buchhandel".

The co -operative esrertions of the German book trade are centred in the Exchange Union
of German Booksellers founded on the 30th Rpril t825 which affects the whole world

as far as any trade is done with the German book industry. In a great many places
the district and parish unions act as organs for the union, though in nearly all larger

milages and small towns there are booksellers societies. Rt the beginning of t$99

the Exchange Union numbered 2 809 members. The Exchange union building belonging
to the German booksellers, the,, German Booksellers' House", was finished in t888 at

a cost of t million marks and is ne*t door to the Book Industry building.

The booksellers' fair takes place once a year. On the fourth Sunday after Easter

there is a general meeting held of the German Booksellers Union". The following

days are taken up with the comparing and adjustment of the bills and business done

in the preceding year.

The united efforts of the music sellers resulted in the German Music Sellers' Union,
which was founded on the 23rd May t829, and exercises its influence whereuer the

German language is spoken. Rt the end of 1898 it numbered 280 members. For

the professional training of the booksellers' apprentices there is in Leipzig a public
Booksellers' Training Institute supported by the Booksellers Union of that town.

TheRrtofPrinting. In Germany, where it was inuented, the art of printing has been

brought to sudi a state of perfection that it is quite able to compete with the pro-
ductions of other lands. In the first place there is the press work; the setting up of the

type and printing of the works to be published, the excellence of this is proued by the great
number of foreign works, especially oriental ones, sent to Germany to be printed.

3ob work, whidi comprehends the making of letter-headings, bills, inuitations, pro-

grammes has made a good start and probably offers the best to be had with respect
to artistic worth, especially when we remember that for such job work uery little

time is allowed for supplying the article ordered. R great many firms are supplied
with printed forms, &c., whidi greatly facilitate business and form a new and spe-
cial branch of the trade.

Illustration printing stands uery high in Germany, the illustrations for newspapers cannot

be surpassed. The three-colour printing process whereby any original colour can be

printed from three plates only, red, blue, and yellow, is uery much in use. R few firms

haue turned out such good work that foreign firms are ordering work from them.

R great deal of this perfection in the art is due to the industrial training which can

be acquired. In the German Empire there are at present training schools for the

different branches in Berlin, Dresden, Hamburg, and Leipzig, besides which there are

not only courses in typographical drawing at the Royal school for Rrts and Crafts

in Leipzig, but departments for wood engrauing, lithography, steel engrauing and

etching. In euery great printing centre there are typographical societies which look

after the further instruction of the workmen, and afford great help by arranging
courses for the higher education of the apprentices.

TO
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The trade interests and wages question is regulated in Leipzig by the German Book

Printing Union numbering 99 1 members. The interests of the employe's are repre-

sented by the German Printer's Union in Leipzig consisting of 25 000 members. The

State Rccident Insurance is carried out by the German Trade Union in Leipzig; at the

end of t$9S there were 5t62 establishments with 9T329 persons insured, and the

amount of damages paid in the same year amounted to 2t0452 marks.

R great many firms are employed in producing lithographs and chromolitho-

graphs, which have a targe circulation over the whole world; a few large firms

work for foreign custom only, particularly for England and Rmerica. Original litho-

graphs have become very popular, especially since the new poster art came in.

Type Founderies, Brass Line Factories, Electrotype and Stereotype Waking
are on the increase. The two first mentioned branches export largely, especially the

founderies which send out ornamental work made under the supervision of artists. The

German type founderies have afforded great assistance to the inventive talents of the

home and foreign job -compositor. Wood engraving is technically at its zenith without

having lost anything of its artistic value. The most important branch is the news-

paper illustrating and the production of tedmical plates. In the publishers' business

the photomechanical methods are being adopted.
The Photomechanical Methods (Photo-engraving, Heliotype, Half-tone etching) have

been for many years more and more developed, so that now their productions are

of the finest. Besides the above mentioned Royal School for Rrts and Crafts in Leipzig,

there are two priuate schools for experiments and teaching that branch of the trade.

Wholesale Bookbinding. The uncommonly brisk state of the publishers' business

has resulted in the development of what may be called wholesale bookbinding, a

trade which is chiefly represented in Berlin, Leipzig, and Stuttgart, though its customers

are not only to be found throughout the Empire, but also over the whole world. In

Leipzig there are establishments which have over tOO machines and employ 300 people.
The turnover of these factories is enormous. One of the companies in Leipzig (The

,,LeipzigerBuchbinderei-Rktiengesellschaft vorm. HugoFritzsche") supplied in the year 1 898

ouer t y, million covers and used up a total of V2 million marks worth of raw

materials; consisting of cardboard, cloth, leather, coloured paper, colours, &c. Other

bookbinders' establishments also do very good work in which they are assisted by
the existing si* private schools for bookbinders.

The Rrt of Engraving. There is only a small number of establishments for this

art, as far as it is concerned with the bookbinders' trade, but the results are all

the more excellent. Tor some bindings no less than 30 or more engraved plates are

required, which have to be so exactly executed that no irregularities are to be seen on the

finished cover. The requirements of the book trade have given rise to a special machinery

industry in Germany, which has quite a large working area, and provides both foreign

and home firms. The printing machines made by Konig & Bauer in Kloster Oberzell

near Wurzburg, by the Waschinenfabrik Rugsburg in Rugsburg, by the Maschinenfabrik

3ohannisberg by Klein, Forst & Bohn Tlachf. in Geisenheim on the Rhine, are to be

found everywhere, and Karl Krause in Leipzig has customers all over the world for his

bookbinding and papershaping machines, of which the firm has made a speciality.

R few statistics will help to show the present state of the German book industry:

Tt
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the t3 6reat Printing Centres of the 6erman Empire with a Cist of

for the

Place
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the Booh Industry establishments, and the Persons occupied in it,

year 1895.

Colour Printing
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2. Rrtistic Considerations.

the art of making a book an object of beauty has neuer stood higher than it did in

Germany at the time when the art of printing was first indented. Hone of the suc-

cessors of Gutenberg and his associates either at home or abroad haue euer surpassed
in strength or harmony the work, which they executed, closely following the traditions

of the old Gothic manuscripts. The German book art reached a second era of per-

fection at the time of the early renaissance when masters like Dtirer, Cranach, and

Holbein made an artistic use of the wood cut, which had been indented and perfected
in Germany, for the pictures and ornamentation of books. Their example was followed

until the thirty years War broke this flower like it did so many others. In the books of

the tSth century the German copper plate engrauer rarely equalled his French prototype.
The German book art began to reuiue in the first decades of the t9th century, and

has been progressing rapidly euer since. The fashions changed with the historical

styles in architecture and all decoratiue arts, and followed each other in quick suc-

cession. These changes of style are still partially reflected in the German book in-

dustry of the present day.
The Classical Style which regulated the taste of the beginning of the century did

not go deep enough to influence the types and composition uery emphatically, the

printers kept to the pleasing traditions of the Gothic letters and the simple composition.
On the other hand, this style showed its influence strongly in the illustrations. The

fresco painters and cartoon draughtsmen Cornelius and his friends compelled the

copper -plate engrauer to giue up all picturesque effects and confine himself to outlines.

This outline mode has, howeuer, fallen into disuse, in the German book industry, and

now the outlined engrawng is only to be found in a few costly books on architecture,

compiled by authors who considered it a particularly distinguished kind of technique.

The effects of the romantic time which began in the thirties were more lasting.

The artists who illustrated the old legends, fairy tales and young poets of the romantic

school, Woritz uon Schwindt, Eugen Heureuther, Rdolph Schroedter, and others, particu-

larly Cudwig Richter, the darling of the German public, knew how to suit their pic-

tures to the ornament and type of the time. To the Gothic running pattern they added

firm medieual type, in pleasing contrast to the thin Gothic letters. They treated the

illustrations from a draughtman's and not from a painter's point of mew either

etched in copper or drew on stone or had their designs reproduced by wood cuts.

Rethel, Schnorr uon Carolsfeld and others compassed the reuiual of the outlined wood

engrauings for larger works and pictures. Rdolph Menzel, who had serued his time

to the art of book making as a young lithographer, struck out a new line with his

illustrations to the History of Frederick the Great with a picturesque style of drawing
which created a new school for wood engram'ng.
Book printing and type foundery were at first more confused than helped by the many
technical innouations, such as brass lines and the refinement of the type cut. Fairly

good typographical work was produced at this time in Berlin, chiefly by the court

printer Decker.

In the sixties, the classical and medieval taste was relieved by the new renaissance.
Since the founding of the new German Empire the style called ,,0ld German" has
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come off victorious. The rise which industrial art took in those years has borne
fruit also for the artistic development of the book, which still lasts.

The letter founderies returned to the old form of German type especially to the strong
and picturesque ,,Schwabacher". Rrtists such as Rudolph Seitz, Peter Halm, Otto Hupp,
6. Doepler jun., and others who had devoted themselves to the study of the old masters,
mere found to reform the book ornament both in drawing and type. In Munich,
Mainz, Leipzig, Berlin, and other places the old German style has been cultivated and

adopted by the better printers for job-work and print, and is still popular. The
wholesome principles and the lively effect of this renaissance style has been used
for many editions of the classical and modern poets, the more severe and Gothic

art has been retained for ecclesiastical and liturgical work.

The German bookbinding art took part in this rise. The old patterns stimulated the

idea of working single samples with hand gilding and leather mosaic. Rs the number
of rich book lovers is small, the artisans have confined themselves more to occasional

work suitable for testimonials and presentation copies than to costly bindings. Publishers

began to bring their products to the market in a more ornamental and decorated form,
in covers of linen and half- calf bindings. The old patterns were imitated and hand-

gilding in neat pressed work was sometimes done by very skilful hands. Besides

the work of the bookbinder the art of leather cutting has been carried to great per-

fection, since the seventies, when it was first revived.

Side by side with the taste for old German print, the appreciation of the atin type
has been nourished, and Catin and German type is no longer mi*ed indiscriminately.
It may be remembered that Jacob Grimm, the old German philologist, was greatly in

favour of the atin letters. Since then that type has been very much used for scientific,

business and many other purposes. The artists and the type founders took up the

study of the capital letter to which Rlbrecht Dtirer had already given so much thought
The hard cut of the modern Roman letters was replaced by the softer and more re-

gular medieval and renaissance shapes. The Imperial Printing Office has set a good
example in this.

The different tendencies of the letter press found a large field for expansion in the

growing greatness of the publishing trade, and went hand in hand with the progressive
movement of the illustrating techniques.
The picturesque wood engraving has been toned down to great refinement through the

work of good artists and influential schools. The illustrated papers in Ceipzig, Stutt-

gart, Munich, and elsewhere take the lead particularly in the wonderful reproductions
of pictures and water-colour drawings.
Berlin is the home of the coloured wood cut. The wood cut ranks as a more difficult

and more artistic work than the cheaper photomechanical processes which have obtained

for all kinds of simpler illustrations. Zinc -etching and half-tone -etching done by
means of a net, the invention of Meisenbach in Munich and grain -etching done in

copper and zinc have been brought to great perfection. Of late years much work was
done in reference to the exposure, the etching and the printing from etchings in several

colours and more especially in three colour photography.
The heliotype process developed more quickly in Germany than half-tone etching.

Rrchitectoral plans and designs for industrial objects of art were freely circulated
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by that means, and the process was successfully applied for the reproduction of

coloured pictures and drawings by old masters and modern painters. Some fine results

haue been obtained by photomechanical copper printing. Rfter hairing been success-

fully employed for the reproduction of old engrauings, which were hardly to be dis-

tinguished from the originals, this fine process was used for the reproduction of old

pictures by old and modern masters, and great publications of pictures belonging to

public galeries haue been brought out. The Imperial print works haue done exquisite
work in that line. Publishers haue taken up photograuure uery keenly, especially
for the large, so-called editions de tee". Besides these medianical processes whidi

in spite of their photographic base require constant artistic superuision, the hand work
of the lithographic colour print has not only kept its place but euen greatly increased,

the German chromolithographs haue been celebrated for years for their faithfulness

of reproduction and their exactness in scientific and artist work, aduantages,
which haue been useful in the production of the facsimiles of oil and water colour

paintings. World -wide fame has been gained for this industry by the production of

small aduertisement cards. Though these must conform to the wishes of the firms

ordering them, the taste and skill of the workman producing them is improuing. Of

late photography has been used as an auxiliary to lithography.
RU these processes, in which progress is still being made, haue procured the German

publishers a good repute which is not confined to one branch only. In the last de-

cades all branches of the book trade haue made use of the increased facilities for illus-

tration. Scientific literature has been enriched by the beauty and correctness of the

plates, and the faithful reproduction of object lessons from nature, technical engineering,

art, history, and euery other kind of learning. Hot only books but also periodicals

and dictionaries haue been greatly improued by the new methods. The literary pub-
Usher was able to haue artistic ends in uiew when he brought out illustrated editions

of German or foreign classics and modern writers, editions de lu*e were published
of patriotic and historical works, of essays on countries and nations, art and nature.

Colour-printing has also specially influenced the production of children's picture books.

The popular illustrations by uon Werner, W. Friedrich, P. thumann, and others led the

public taste in drawing as well as in painting. The cleuer caricaturists Busch and
Oberlander restricted themselues to drawing.
In the meantime the typefounders and printers haue enriched their store of technique
and forms. They took up the Baroque and Rococo styles and successfully applied the

so-called free -hand" which had been started in other countries.

The latest turn in the German book trade is a result of the opposition to that; it is

intimately connected with the new mouement in industrial art and aims at the sim-

plification of the hyper -refined technique and the limitation of the ouergrown orna-

mentation. Seueral artists, who had themselues been interested in graphic art, gaue
the impetus in this direction. The art of etching was reuiued by Ma* Klinger and

introduced into the book industry. The coloured wood cut after the Japanese was
taken up by Cckmann, Behrens, and others. ttthography is cultiuated by a set of

artists in Carlsruhe and Dresden. The coloured posters offered a new sphere on a

large, the e* libris on a small scale for the draughtsman. The decoratiue turn

euident in all these branches of art has been turned to good account everywhere and
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euen influenced the processes of mechanical reproduction. The consequence of the

success of the poster is that book couers, music title pages for newspapers are all

ornamented with a feu? bright colours. The periodicals ,,Pan" in Berlin and ,,Jugend"
in Munich struck out a new line with regard to book illustration. Some draughtsmen
like Joseph Sattler haue followed the old masters, but in general the line drawing is

preferred as being more appropriate for books. The works whidt haue come out till

now all belong to fine literature. "Following Klinger's example of the illustrations to

Brahms' Phantasy seueral musical works haue been published with illustrations, the
comic papers in whidi the wood cuts formerly reigned supreme haue also gained by the

new processes and style of drawing, and haue brought out some talent of first rank.

Printing itself has likewise been influenced by the artists and their new doctrines.

The better kind of printers striue to obtain a strong print, surface ornamentation, and

harmony of type and decoration. The type founderies produce letters of a broad cut,

and endeavour to suit the Gothic forms to the new requirements. R wealth of new
ornamentation all in the surface style represents the fashion of the new decorators.

The wholesale bookbinding follows this movement, the coarse effects produced by the

coloured prints and ouer-mudi gilding haue been eschewed of late, and the carefully dyed
solid materials with a moderate amount of decoration been adopted in their place.

So far, howeuer, bookbinding as an art -industry works with only moderate success.

Taken all round, the German book industry in the year t900 is much in the same
state as German industrial art, it is going through a crisis. Traditional taste is on the

wane, while the new is not yet ripe, but a healthy fermentation has set in and

promises well for the future.

Peter Jessen.
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Collective Exhibit of the German Book Trade.

(Gr. Ill cl. tt~t4.)

Rrranged by the Commission for the exhibition of the German Book trade in Paris 1900. Ceipzig.

Deutsches Budihandlerhaus. Rrtistic arrangement by Johannes Radhe, Kaiserlicher Post-Bauinspektor
in Berlin.

Group III.

Rppliances, Instruments and Rccessories

for Science and Rrt.

Class tt.

Book Printing * Various Prints.

(Rccessories, Processes and Products.)

t Historisdie Russtellung der Universitats-

bibliothek Gottingen und anderer offen Hi (her

Bibliotheken * type and old prints from the

XVth and XVI th century.

2 H. Berthold, Messinglinienfabrih und Schrift-

giesserei, R.-6. Berlin S.W., Belle -RUiance-
str. 88 * Specimen books and pages of ordi-

nary, title and decorative type, and brass

lines.

3 Oscar Brandstetter * Ceipzig * Book and music

printing establishment. Machine type. Prints

and type from rotating presses, music print-

ing. Collection of music titles.

4 Breitkopf & Hartel, Buchdrucherei * Ceipzig *

Specimen pages of type and lithographic

printing. Printed books and music. See also

cl. t3 p. 80.

5 W. Buxenstein * Berlin * Printing establishment.

Editions de hare. Printing of illustrations and
colour etchings. Specialty: three-colour pro-
cess.

6 B. Dondorf * Prankfort - on - the - Main * Chro-

molithographic establishment and playing card

factory. Calendars, cards for congratulation,

patterns for painting, playing cards. See
also cl. t3 p. 8t and gr. XV cl. 92 p. 339.

I Eckstein & Stahle Stuttgart * Konigliche Hof-

kunstanstalt. Coloured printed placards, ad-

vertising cards and illustrations for publi-
cations on natural history, founded 1852.

See also cl. 13 p. 8t.

S eisassische Drucherei und Uerlagsanstalt (vor-
mals 6. Tischbach) * Strassburg in Rlsace *

Book printing, lithography, colour printing.
See also cl. 12 p. 80.

9 0. Telsing * Berlin * Hof-Kunsthupferdruckerei.
exhibit: ,,Hundert Jahre imDienste derKunst",

printed in commemoration of the hundred-

year jubilee of the firm; containing etchings,

engravings and heliotypes.

Porster & Borries * Zwickau in Saxony * Graphic to

art establishment. Specialties: three-colour

prints. Congratulation cards. "Forms of all

kinds. Diplomas. Securities.

Rlbert Trisch * Berlin W. 35 * Photomedtanical tt

art establishment. Specimens of three-colour

prints and zinc etchings imitating heliotype.
See also cl. 12 p. 80.

Genzsch & Heyse * Hamburg * type foundry. 1 2

established 1 833. Brandt establishment: Sdirift-

giesserei e. 3. Genzsdi, 6. m. b. H., Munich*
On wall: Application of selected type in va-

rious styles, drawn by first class artists,

engraved by the firm: Sduuabacher, Renais-

sance, Medueual Gothic, Roman Rntiqua and

Cursiu, Modern German types and ornaments.
On table: Special specimen books and pages
of application, showing book-, title- and or-

namental-type in many sizes and styles.
See advertisement page 29.

ouis Glaser * Ceipzig Cithographic printing 13

establishment. Specimen prints of chromo-

lithography, autochromoprinting, &c.

WilhelmGreve * Berlin S.W. * Condon W., 9 Hills 14

Place * Paris, 15 rue d'enghien * Konigliche Hof-

lithographie. Printing and lithographic esta-

blishment. Rrt chromoprinting. Map printing.
See also cl. 14 p. 83.

Dr. Haas'sche Drucherei Mannheim * Rrtistic 15

post -cards.

Henriette Hahn * Hamburg * Coloured wood- t6

cuts.

Heinrich Hoffmeister Ceipzig -Plagwitz, Carl tl

Heinestr. 4t type foundry and graphic art

establishment. Carious specimen books, frame

with specimens of exceptional productions.
Show case containing type.

3. 6. Huch & Co. Brunswick Xylographic t8

establishment. Specimen prints or technical

woodcuts.

Kast & ehinger, 6. m. b. H. * Stuttgart * typo- 19

graphic, lithographic and copper prints in

black and colours, executed with the colours

of the firm. See also gr. XIV cl. 8T p. 291.

See advertisement page 56.
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20 6. Kreysing * Ceipzig * Printing establishment.

Oriental printing. Specialty: Production of

scientific works and periodicals.

21 Kunstanstalt und Drudtereien Kaufbeuren *

Kaufbeuren, Bavaria * Established 185$. Re-

productive establishment and lithography.
Photomedianical reproductions printed by
registered process of the firm; absolutely
faithful reproductions from nature, oil paint-

ings, water colours, &c. Brandt establish-

ment in Munidi. Upwards of 400 workmen
and artists employed. See also cl. t2 p. $0.

22 Kiinstlerbund Karlsruhe * Carlsruhe * Rrt

printing establishment. Calendars, menus,
post-cards, advertisements, congratulating
cards. Cabels, letter-paper headings, &c.

See also cl. 13 p. $2.

25 Dr. Covinsohn & Co. * Berlin 0. 34 * factory
of typographic and lithographic colours. Prints

executed with the colours of the firm.

24 B. Mannfeld, engraver * Trankfort-on-the-Main *

etdiings.

25 Mius leaser * Ceipzig * Book and art print-

ing establishment. Sdiool for printers, re-

cognised by the State. Publications and prints,
executed by the pupils of the school.

26 .6. Way Sohne * "Frankfort -on -the -Main *

Cithographic art establishment and printing
office. ,,the letter writer" by Professor
W. won Czadiorski in Munidi and ,,St. Rnthony"
by Professor Martin Teuerstein of Munidi in

fac-simile reproductions. Established 1845.

21 Meissner & Budi * eipzig * ChromoUthographic
establishment. Chromos for artistic and
commercial use. Studies for copying, con-

gratulation, dinner, menu, ball and post-cards.
See also cl. 13 p. 82 and gr. XV cl. 92 p. 339.

28 OsnabrMer Papierwaaren - Tabrik (Cowen-
stein & Tormstedier) * Berlin S. 42 , Ritter-

str. 90 * Paper articles. Menu, dinner, dan-

cing, congratulating cards, calendars, post-
cards.

29 Rugust Osterrieth * Prancfort-on-the-Main *

Cithographic and typographic art establish-

ment.
Cithographic prints for illustrated

works, type -printed securities, cigar -bo*

trimmings , books , printed and bound by the

firm. Established 1831.

30 mil Pinkau & Co. * Ceipzig * Manufacture
of lithographic productions. Post- cards in ten

different styles. Cigar bo* trimmings of a new
kind, Rdvertising placards of a new style.
Established 1813. 16 large printing machines,
about 200 workmen. See also cl. 12 p. 90.

3t Kaiserlidi Deutsdie Reidisdrudierei * Berlin *

Specimens of book, lithographic and copper
printing in one and several colours, of book

binding , collotype and heliotype printing and
other photomechanical processes, established

1819 by a combination of the former Royal
Prussian Printing establishment and the 6e-

heime Ober-HofbudidrutHerei (R. u. De&er).
the work of the Imperial Printing Office is

diiefly devoted to the wants of the empire
and the federal states for the production of

their printed matter, but under certain con-

ditions it may also do work for other offices

and corporations. It has a staff of officials,

artists and workmen numbering altogether 1 600.

Josef Reinhart, wood engraver in the Im- 32

perial Printing Office Berlin * Carge size

woodcut ,,Kaiser Wilhelm II."

C. 6. Roder Ceipzig * Music engraving and 33

printing. Speciments of music and book

printing. Office in Paris: 51 rue le Peletier.

See also cl. 12 p. 80.

C. Riiger * Ceipzig-Reudnitz * Brass line fac- 34

tory. Brass lines and ornaments for book

printing, established 1819. Rwards at Rmster-

dam, London, Brussels, Ceipzig.

3. 6. Sdielter & Giesefte * Ceipzig *
Graphic

35

institute. Specimen books and prints of type
in lead, wood, brass. Frames, vignettes,
three-colour prints and half tone etdiings.
See also cl. 12 p. 80 and gr. HI cl. It p. 135.

See advertisement page 28.

Gebruder Sdimidt * Trankfort-on-the-Main- 36

Bochenhetm * Manufacture of typographic and

lithographic printing inks. Specimen prints

produced with the inks of the firm.

Rnsgar Sdioppmeyer * Sdioneberg near Berlin, 31

Hauptstr.126 Collection of miniatures of the

VII till the XVI centuries in fac-simile repro-
ductions.

Sdiupp & nierth * Dresden * Cirhograpic esta- 38

blishment and printing office. Cigar bo*

trimmings, artistic post-cards and views.

Ma* Seeger * Stuttgart * Cithographic printing 39

and publishing office, established 1811. Rr-
tistic placards , diromos and illustrations of all

kinds. Publisher of water colour studies,

congratulation cards, artistic post-cards.

Mius Sittenfeld * Berlin W., Mauerstr. 44 * 40

Printing office. Specimens of book printing
and three-colour printing.

Rudolf Stark, wood engraver- * Stuttgart, 41

Waditerstr. 9 Woodcuts: ..Portrait of a Cady"
from a

picture
of professor von Cenbadi,

,,Rnita" from a picture of Benner.

Cwald Steinmetz & Co. * Hanover * Prints of 42

woodcuts.

trowitzsdi & Sohn * Trankfort-on-the-Oder * 43

Rrtistic establishment for coloured dialk prin-

ting. Publishers of standard works of pain-
ters of the classical period (done by hand)
in frames copied from the originals or model-

led by first class artists for the purpose.
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General representative for Trance: Willy Ganshe,
Paris, 15 Boulevard de Cltdiy. See also cl. t3

p. 83.

44 J. J. Weber * eipzig * typographic specimens,
woodcuts. See also cl. 13 p. $3.

45 Werner & Winter * "Frankfort -on -the -Main

lithographic art establishment. Illustrations

for works on natural history. Mercantile

work of a better class.

Class 12.

Photography.

(See also collectiv eihibit of photography p. $890.)

6 1 Elsassisdie Druckerei und Uerlagsanstalt (uorm.
6. Tisdibadi) * Strassburg fRlsace) * Collo-

types, diromo- collotypes, photo -diromotypes
by special process. See also cl. tt p. 18.

62 Rlbert Trisdi * Berlin W. 35 * Photomediani-
cal establishment and printing office. Collo-

types, diromo-collotypes. Three-colour prints,
zinc etdiings and fac-simile reproductions. See
also cl. tt p. 18.

63 Kunstanstalt und Druchereien R.G.Kaufbeuren *

Kaufbeuren in Bavaria * Photodiromos (coloured

photographs). See also cl. tt p. 19.

64 tlenke & Ostermaier * Dresden-Rltstadt * Rr-
tistic establishment. Coloured photographs

(photodiromos) of all kinds, produced by spe-
cial process. Specialty : Photodiromo post-cards.

65 Emil Pinkau & Co. * Leipzig * Photo -litho-

diromos , copied on stone and printed from it.

Postcards in to varieties. Cigar bo* trim-

mings. Rdvertising placards, printed by new
process. Highest award, Chicago 1893. See
also cl. tt p. 19.

66 Kaiserlidt Deutsche Reidisdru&eret * Berlin *

See el. II p. T9.

61 C. 6. Roder * Ceipzig *
Collotype. Specialty:

Rrdiitecture, industrial art * Illustrated cata-

logues. See also cl. tt p. 19.

68 Martin Rommel & Co. * Stuttgart * establish-

ment for collotype printing. Collotypes of

various sizes and various kinds of execution.

69 X 6. Sdielter & Giesedte * Ceipzig * Graphic
institute. Three-colour etdiings, zmc etdtings.
See also p. 19 and gr. Ill cl. tt p. 135.

See advertisement page 28.

10 Dereinigung der Kunstfreunde fur amtliche

Publikationen der Koniglidien Hational-Galerie*

Berlin W., Markgrafenstr. 51 * Coloured collo-

types, copied from master pieces of painting.

Class 13.

Book Selling, Book Binding, Periodicals,

Placards.

Iheodor Rthermann * Munidi * Kontglidie Hof- 9 1

budihandlung. Publications.

Rllgemeiner Uerein fur Deutsche itteratur, 92
Hermann Paetel, Uerlagsbudihandlung , pro-

prietors : Kommerzienrath Dr. Hermann Paetel

und Rlfred Paetel * Berlin W. 30, Elssholz-

str. 12 Books.

Ma? Babenzien * Rathenow * Publisher. 93

Knotel's Uniformenkunde. ose Blatter zur
Gesdiidite der Entwidielung der militarisdien

Tradit.

Karl Baedeker * Ceipzig Publisher. Travel- 94
lers' guides, German, frendt and English.

Baumgartel's Htstorisdier Uerlag * Berlin S.W. * 95

Edition de lure.

Rrnold Bergstrasser, Uerlagsbudihandlung (H. 9$

Kroner) * Stuttgart * Works on architecture

and tedinology. Prospectuses free on appli-
cation.

Theodor Beyer * Dresden-Rltstadt, Winchel- 91

mannstr. 23 * Cithographic art establishment
and printing office. Modern placards. Esta-

blished 1890.

Bibliographisrfies Institut (Meyer) * Ceipzig * 98

Meyers Grosses Konversationslesikon; Meyers
Kleines Konversationslearikon. Works on na-

tural history, geography, litterature, art his-

tory and history. Meyers editions of classic

litterature, travellers' guides, books for the

people, po&et atlas.

T. 6. Bilz *
Ceipzig

* Paris, 14 rue d'Hautevtlle * 99

Publisher. Btlz, Das neue Tlaturheilverfahren.

T50 000 copies of this dictionary of health

have been sold.

Georg Bondt * Berlin * Publisher. Dast9.3ahr- 100
hundert in Deutsdilands Entwi&elung. Uo-

lumes 1^4.
J. T. Bosenberg * Ceipzig * Wholesale book 10 1

binding by machinery. Specialty: Hymn and

prayer books, bibles, &c. Established 1842.

Boysen & Maasdi , Hamburg * Publishers of 102

works on architecture and technology, whidt
are exhibited.

Braun & Sdtneider , Munidi * Publishers. 103
Uarious publications. Periodical: ,,Tliegende
Blatter".

Breitkopf & Hartel Ceipzig * Book, art and 104
music publishers; book, stone and copper
printers; type founders, stereptypers and gal-
vano makers, book binders, lithographers and
music engravers. Exhibits : Music. Only exist-

ing collection of musical classics, musical en-

cyclopaedias, popular editions of classic and

$0
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modern composers. Practical libraries for

home and concert use. Established til 9.

Brandt offices in Brussels, ondon, flew Uork.
50 tnadu'nes and 30 hand presses, staff TOO.

See also cl. tt p. 7$.

105 T. R. Brockhaus * eipzig * Publisher, printer
and lithographer. Berling, Meissner Porzellan ;

Turst Uchtomskij, Orientreise des Kaisers uon
Russland, Chinese edition.

106 Buchhandlung der Rnstalt Bethel* Bethel near
Bielefeld * Prof. D. C. 6. Pfannsdimidt's pictures

illustrating holy scripture, 24 collotypes in

portfolio; Stine Rndresen's poems.
tOT Budihandlung des Waisenhauses * Halle-on-

the-Saale * Hew works on philology, history
and geography, litterature and history of lit-

terature.

108 C. Busch-du Tallois Soehne * Crefeld * litho-

graphic and printing office, die sinking, pa-
per fancy articles. Samples of lithographic
printing.

109 Martin Biilz * Chemnitz * Buchhandel. Cata-

logue of collection of
prince Bismarck's por-

traits. Kohl-Penzler, Btsmarck-Gedenkbuch.

tlO uon Canstein'sche Bibelanstalt * Halle-on-the-
Saale * Specimen copies of bibles with old
and reuised test and of the Tlew Testament.

tit W. Collin * Berlin * Bookbinder to His Majesty
the Emperor. Bindings, gilt by hand, in leather

mosaic, carued leather and leather stained with
carious colours (Collin-leather). See also gr.XV
cl. 9$ p. 362.

U2 DeutscheUerlags-Rnstalt* Stuttgart* Illustrated
and other periodicals. Illustrated editions of
classical writers and editions de lure.

113 Dr. Deuens , Rmtsrichter * Dusseldorf * Rn edi-

tion de lure.

114 Eugen Diederichs, eipzig * Publisher. Books
on art, music, history of civilisation and philo-

sophy. Monographs referring to the German
history of civilisation.

Its B. Dondorf * Trankfort-on-the-Main * Chromo-

lithographic establishment. Coloured placards.

Playing cards. See also cl. 1 1 p. 18 and gr. XV
cl. 92 p. 339.

116 Heinrich Echardt * Kiel * Publisher. Rlt-Kiel
in Wort und Bild uon H. Eckardt.

1 1 T Eckstein & Stahle, Stuttgart * Rrtistic establish-
ment. Placards. Rduertisement cards. See
also cl.lt p. 18.

118 Elwert'sche Uerlagsbuchhandlung * Marburg *

Theology. Medicine, natural science. Juris-

prudence. Modern philology. Classics. Perio-
dicals : Tlora ". lleuere Sprachen ".

1 1 9 Ensslin & aiblin's Uerlagsbuchhandlung, Reut-
lingen in Wurtemberg * Illustrated family bible.

Edition de lure 55 marks. Cheaper editions,

bound, at 21, 34, 40 marks.

S. Tischer, Uerlag * Berlin W. * Books published. 1 20

5. R. Tischer * Berlin W., Trobenstr. 1 4 * Publisher 1 2 1

of: Deutsche Industrie, Deutsche Kultur".

Fischer & Tranhe * Berlin W. 30 * Book and art t22

publishers. Tristan und Isolde. Zwolf Bilder
zu Wagners Tondichtung uon Stassen. Edition
de lure 500 marks. Books in modern style.

R. Gerhold's Grauiranstalt * Ceipzig * Engraued 123

plates and brass type for book gilding, for
coloured and relief printing and specimen
prints done with this type.

T. C. Glaser * Berlin S.W., Cindenstr. 80*5 uo- 124
lumes of the periodical: ,,6laser's Rnnalen
fur Geiuerbe und Bauioesen".

Moritz 66hre*eipzig * Bookbinder. Bindings 125
in incrusted leather, handgilt. School for gild-

ing by hand and machinery, making marble
edges, &c.

6.6rote'scheUerlagsbuchhandlung*BerlinS.W.* 126
Editions de lure; works on art history, etch-

ings.

Hahn'sche Buchhand lung * Hanouer * Monu- 121
menta Germaniae historica, folio- and quarto-
edition. Two specimen uolumes of the former
and all finished uolumes of the latter.

Harmome, Derlagsgesellschaft* Berlin W. * Rei- 128
mann's illustrated monographs on composers:
Saint-Saens, Brahms, Handel, Haydn, oewe,
Weber, ortzing, Jensen, Derdi, Strauss. 34
marks each.

Heinrichshofen's Uerlag* Magdeburg * Music 129
of euery description, principally songs and
singing books for schools. Established t!9T.

Triedrich Rugust Herbig, Berlin W. 35, Schone- 130

berger lifer t3 * Publisher. School grammar
books of modern languages.

Bruno Hessling, Uerlagsbuchhandlung* Berlin 131

S.W., Rnhaltstr. t6/tT * Hew york, 64 East
1 2h Street * Pattern books for architecture and
art industry.
6. Hirth's Uerlag* Munich, Tarbergraben 24 * 132

Jugend", an illustrated weekly. Pattern books
and publications on art history and art in-

dustry.
S. HirzeU eipzig Publisher. German diction- 133

ary by the brothers Grimm, continued by M.
Heyne, R. Hildebrand, M. esler, R. Weigand
und . WuUker. Twelue uolumes.
Julius Hoffmann* Stuttgart* Publisher. Works t34
on art and art industry in black and coloured

printing.
Wilhelm Hoffmann, Kunstanstalt auf Rktien* 13$
Dresden * Rduertising Placards from originals
of German masters of the modern school.

Hubel & Dench, eipzig * Bookbinders. Bind- t36

ings for books and catalogues in simple and

elegant style.
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t3T Tranz Jager * Berlin W., Schoneberger Ufer 29

part * Rrt publisher. Editions de lu*e on
art history.

138 Otto Kaestner * Crefeld in Rhineland * Engraver
and type founder. Brass type and stamping
dies for gilding. High brass type for hand

gilding, factory supplied with electric pouter,

exclusively devoted to the wants of book-
binders. 4 gold medals.

t39 3. U. Kern's Uerlag (Mar Mullerl * Breslau *

Dr. Terd. Cohn, Die Pftanze. Uorfrage aus dem
Gebiete der Botanih. Illustrated. 2 edition.

2 volumes, bound 24 marks.

140 dm. Koch & Co. * Magdeburg * Engravers
and brass type founders. Gothic, Catin,
Russian and Hebrew Type. Engravings in

bell -metal for bookbinder's gilding press.
Brass type, dies, rollers for hand gilding.
Pattern books in four languages.

t4t Wilhelm Kohlhammer * Stuttgart * Publisher
and printer. Works published printed in the

firm's own office. Specialty : Old Persian (Zend).

t42 Gerhard Kuhtmann * Dresden * Publisher.

Works on art, art industry, ardiitecture,
technics and handicraft.

143 Kunstlerbund Karlsruhe * Carlsruhe * Rrt

printer. Modern placards. See also cl. 1 1

p. 19.

t44 M. Kunz, Dtr. lllzach-Mulhausen * Rsylum
for the blind, natural history illustrations

and books for the blind. Pamphlets.

145 Prof.Dr.Herm.Candois * Munster inWestphalia
test books on natural history and zoological

specimens in books. Rwards at Uienna,

Chicago 1893, &c.

146 Rlbert an<jen * Munich * Publisher. Citte-

rature, science, art and music. Illustrated

weekly ,,SimpUcissimus".

t4T Cangensdieidr'sdie Uerlagsbuchhandlung (Prof.

6. Cangenscheidt) * Berlin S.W. 46, Hallesche-

str. IT * Grammars for Germans, based on
the original toussaint-Cangenscheidt method,
tetters of instruction, dictionaries, &c.

t48 1. T. Cehmann's Oerlag * Munich * Medical
and German national publications. Principal
work: Cehmann's medizinische Handatlanten.
22 volumes, translated into Danish, English,

Trench, Dutdi, Japanese, Italian, Magyar,
Rumanian, Russian, Swedish, Spanish and
Bohemian.

149 Cipsius & tisdier * Kiel * Uerlag. Works on
natural history, medicine and naval technics.

Editions de lusre and litterature.

150 Maas & 3unguogel * Crefeld * Engravers. En-

gravings for the bookbinder's press.

151 Rloys Maier * Tulda * Publisher for sacred

music, oratories and music for the organ.
Rwards at Chicago 1893, Rntwerp 1894.

M. & H. Marcus * Breslau XIII, Kaiser Wil- 152
helmstr. 8 * Publisher. Uarious scientific

works.

Meissner & Buch Ceipzig * Chromolithographic 153
establishment. Studies for painting, cards
of congratulation, dinner-, menu-, ball- and
postcards. See also cl. II p. 19 and gr. XV
cl. 92 p. 339.

3. B. Metzler * Stuttgart * Publisher. Pauly- 154

Wissowa, Encyclopaedia, modern languages,
mathematics.

Mey & Widmayer * Munidi * Publishers. 155
Pattern books for fret-saw work, poker work,
carving, inlaid and metal work. Uarious
instructions.

H. Moedebech *'Strassburg in Rlsatia, Kalbs- 156

gasse 3*2 volumes of periodical: ,,lllu-

strirte Reronautische Mittheilungen".
Ernst Morgenstem * Berlin W., Dennewitz- 151
str. 19 * 2 volumes of

graphic monthly
,,Deutsdter Buch- und Steindrucker".

Rudolf Muchenberger * BerlinW. 10, Dornberg- 158
str. I * Publisher. Boohs and periodicals.

Publishing office of Prometheus".

PaulHeff * Stuttgart * Publisher, test books 159
of modern languages for private and sdiool

use. Works for artists, industrial artists

and architects, also treating art history.

Genossensdiaft Pan (Oerlag : T. Tontane & Co.) 1 60

Berlin W., Sdiinkelplatz 5 * Rrt periodical

,,Pan". Several numbers exhibited. Pro-

spectus. Rppears since 1895, quarterly.

Gebruder Paetel * BerlinW., Ciitzpwstr.
I * 161

Publishers. Proprietors: Kommerzienrath El-

win Paetel und Dr. phil. Georg Paetel. Books.

C. T.Peters (Edition Peters) * Ceipzig * Music 162

publisher. Music.

Photographisdie Gesellsdiaft * Berlin C. * Photo- 1 6 3

engravings from master-pieces of the galleries
of Europe and from modern pictures. R com-

plete collection of the works published may
be seen at the brandi office or the Photogra-

phische Gesellsdtaft in Paris, 10 rue Divienne.

See also cl. 12 p. 90.

Triedridi Pustet * Ratisbon * Publishing 164

office with printing and book binding esta-

blishment, &c. Catest editions of Uturgic
books in red and black printing, also choir

books in rich bindings approved by the apo-
stolic chair. Brandi offices in Rome and
Hew Uorh.

Kaiserlidt Deutsche Reichsdruckerei , Berlin * 165

See cl.lt p. T9.

Paul Sdtettler's Erben * Cothen in Rnhalt * 166

Publishers and printers. Works published,
illustrated sporting periodical ,,St. Hubertus",
bound 12 marks.
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161 Schmidt & Giinther * eipzig* Publishers. Dayot,

tlapoleon I., in Wort und BUd. Uebertragen
uon Marschall uon Bieberstein. Contains ouer
500 illustrations, full page illustrations, car-

ricatures and autographs, some of which ap-

pear for the first time.

168 B. Schott's Sohne * Mayence * Music publishers
and printers. Rutographs from Beethouen and
Richard Wagner. Original editions of orchestra

music in leather binding. Prom Beethouen:
Missa solemnis and I)C Symphony. "From

Wagner: Die Meistersinger uon Tlurnberg. Der

Ring der ftibelungen (4 parts). Parsifal,

Meistersinger, German and Trench.

169 W. Schultz- Engelhard, chromolithographer *

Berlin W. 35 * Rrt publisher, architecture, art

and art industry. Studies and patterns for

painting, poher work. Picture postcards.

t TO Karl Siegismund * Berlin S.W., Dessauerstr.13 *

Publisher. Works published: Portrait-Galerie,
Deutscher Soldatenhort, Gartenbau-Bibliotheh,
&c.

tit Sigm. Soldan'sche Hof-, Budt- und Kunsthand-
lung, Inn.: Rugust 2emsch * Tluremberg *

Complete collection of Rlbr.Diirer's engrauings.
Tac- simile reproduction. Price 35 marks.

H2 Otto Spamer * eipzig * Publisher. Popular
science books. Publications for instruction and
amusement. Juuenile litterature for all ages.

H3 H. Sperling & I R. Hraog * eipzig * Book-
binders. Bindings of all descriptions from
the simplest to the most elegant, leather

bindings with hand gilding.

114 3os. Thum * Keuelaer in Rhineland * Prayer-
book publisher and bookbinder. 80 different

editions of prayer-books in German, Trench
and Dutch. eather- mosaic bindings. Rward
at Chicago 1893. Works driuen by electricity,
85 hands, special establishment for Old Ger-

man leather -mosaic work.

1 15 trowitzsch & Sohn * Trankfort- on - the - Oder *

Printers and publishers. Books and periodi-
cals on fruit and garden culture, colonial
matters and travelling. See also cl. tt p. 19.

!T6 Uelhagen & Klasing * Bielefeld * eipzig *

Publishers. Illustrated books in fancy bind-

ings, illustrated periodicals. See also cl. 14.

ITT Uerlag des Deutschen Reichs-Rdressbuches
6. m. b. H. * Berlin S.W. 19 * Das Deutsche
Reichs - Rdressbuch fur Industrie, Gewerbe und
Handel. 2 uolumes, cloth. Price 30 marks.

tT8 Uerlagsanstalt T. Bruckmann Rct.-Ges. * Mu-
nich * Die Rrchitektur der Renaissance in tos-

cana, Die Markus-Saule in Rom, Periodical:

,,Dekoratiue Kunst".
H9 Uerlagshaus Salis . Munich * Collection of

artistic postcards.
1 80 Triedr. Uieweg & Sohn * Brunswick * Publishers

and printers, &c. Works belonging to all

sciences, chiefly to the e*act natural sciences:

chemistry, physics, anthropology, ethnography,
mathematics, medicine, hygieine, &c.

Tranz Uogt, in Tirma C. W. Uogt & Sohn * t8t
Berlin S.W. * Bookbinders. Hew Testament
with ornamented cut.

3.1 Weber, Uerlagsbuchhandlung,Buchdruckerei, t82
Galuanoplastisdte und Xy lographische Hnstalt *

eipzig * Illustrirte Zeitung, woodcuts, works
published. See also cl. tt p. 80.

Weidmannsdte Buchhandlung * Berlin * Monu- t83
menta Germaniae historica. 4. 18 uolumes.

. Werner * Munich, Manmiliansplatz t3 * Rr- 184
chitectural publisher, bookseller and second-
hand bookseller. Rrchitectural books published.

George Westermann * Brunswick * Publisher, t85

printer, map engrauer. ,,Westermann's Monats-
hefte", dictionaries, atlasses.

Georg Wigand * etpzig * Publisher. Rn edition t86
dehure: Das Rheingold. Btlderzu Rich. Wagners
gleichnamigem Werke uon Wilhelm Weimar,
mit Sang und Sage uon H. P. uon Wolzogen,
bound in ash -wood. Price 45 marks.

Uerlag des Tabrtkantenadressbuches des Konig- t8T
reiches Sachsen und der thflringisdten Staaten
uon 0. Tlohr * Dresden (Saarony), Konigs-
briickerstr.3T * Contains the esract addresses of
about 20 000 manufacturers and people engaged
in industry in upwards of t500 places.

Class t4.

Geographical and Cosmographical Maps
and Rppliances.

Wilhelm Greue, Geographisdtes Institut, Konigl. t95
Hof-ithographie, Hof-Buch- und Steindruckereu
Berlin S.W. * Rrtistic chromo printing and

cartography. See also cl. tt p. T8.

Dir. M. Kunz , Hlzach-Mulhausen * Rsylum for t96
the blind. Rtlas, illustrations, globus, relief

maps also for persons not blind. t2 first class

awards. Great gold medal of the Prussian State.

Justus Perthes tha * Geographic institute 191
and publishing office. Maps, atlasses and books.

Dietrich Reimer (Ernst Uohsen) * Berlin S.W., t98
Wilhelmstr. 29 * Geographic publisher. Wall

maps, books, globusses. Publisher of ,,Carte

geologique Internationale de 1'Europe, 49 feuil-

les a I'echelle de t: 150 000".

Uelhagen & Klasing , Bielefeld * eipzig * Rn- t99

dree's hand atlas. See also cl. t3.

H. Wagner & 6. Debes * eipzig * Geographical 200
institute and publishing office. Rtlasses, wall

maps.
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pRitinne PROCESSES 111-

Through the discovery of the photographic dry plate, photography has made a quite

unanticipated advancement, as owing to this, wide public circles became interested

in it, and a general adaptation of photographic processes to all brandies of in-

dustry and science was made possible. Thus to-day photography is not alone one of

the most important means of researdi, but has also a wide employment as a re-

creation and form of art. But this only exhausts a very small part of its uses.

Photography has become a means of illustration in euery form, owing to the fact

that the photographic printing industry is continually developing, and has replaced,

in some respects completely and everywhere considerably, all the previous illustration

processes; and it is just its importance in this subject whtdi can hardly be over-

rated. The possibility of obtaining perfect impressions at a very dieap rate and of

copying these in the ordinary typographic presses has benefited both science and the

fine arts; on the other hand the highly artistic photographic printing processes whidi

have replaced the costly and sometimes not even applicable copper engraving, and

almost entirely done away with lithography, have won an ever increasing importance
as a means of educating the taste of the masses. Hand in hand with this remarkable

progress, a photographic industry has grown up, for the wholesale production of the
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apparatus, utensils, diemicats, &c. for the use of photography whidi provides remu-

nerative occupation for many people.

Professional photography, whidi is principally occupied in portrait making and whidi

in the earliest days of the development of the industry had gained a very prominent

position, is to-day, though always expanding, still when compared to the whole photo-

graphic industry of minor importance. 9et its productions may be said to be ex-

cellent in every respect. It cannot be denied, that the activity of amateur photo-

graphers of scientific training and artistic taste has had a highly beneficial influence

on photography as a profession, the truth of this is more and more acknowledged
in professional photographic circles; and while, in former times, professionals and

amateurs were often in opposition, to-day the relations between them are, in Germany
at least, on the whole favourable and eadi profits and learns from the other.

The artistic products of German photographers especially as regards portraiture must
be regarded as excellent. Our exhibition gives an idea of what has been accomplished
in this subject in Germany, though on account of the limited space allotted to the

photographic department, only what may be called a sample collection of such pro-
ducts could be brought together, whidi shows the mere outlines of the domain, cul-

tivated by the German professional photographers.
Rn extremely important position is taken in Germany by reproduction photography.

IVlany reproduction processes, sudi as zinc etdiing and the heliotype process are German

inventions, and developed with great zeal in Germany. The start, whidi for a long
time the etdiing processes especially had won in Rmerica, and whidi was to some
extent due to the excellent Rmerican paper specially prepared for the printing of illu-

strations, is to-day to be looked upon as equalised. Some Rmerican improvements
have also operated fruitfully on the development of this important reproduction pro-

cess, these consist in the substitution of printing plates of brass and copper for those

of zinc; the former metals are now in general use for better work in Germany; in

particular the printing of the etdiing from the sensitive substance itself (fishglue pro-

cess) shows an immense advancement.

The German heliotype process has received wonderful development, but perhaps also

some degradation through the rage of the public for picture postcards. Even small

firms of heliotype printers have applied themselves with success to this brandi of

photographic illustration, and for years the demand has been markedly greater than

the supply so that the heliotype industry has had a quite unexpected development.
The most perfect art of photographic reproduction too, the copper etdiing, is success-

fully practised in Germany, and large firms make a specialty of this process, of whidi

the exhibits give a sufficiently comprehensive idea.

Just as everywhere in the diemical industries Germany takes a prominent position in

the markets of the world, so the industry whidi has made the production of photo-

graphic diemicals its object, has been extremely successful in Germany. Hot only the

salts of the precious metals whidi are used in photography, and gelatine whidi is a

very important component in the manufacture of dry plates, but also the diemicals

necessary for developing, fixing and intensifying photographic negatives are prepared
in large quantities in Germany and form a very important article of export.
In the early days of the dry plate manufacture Germany was diiefly dependant on
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the import from abroad. England supplied the greater part of the German market

voith her high class, yet cheap plates, whilst a considerable amount also came from

Belgium, where the production was lightened owing to the specially good glass, pro-
duced in this country. But this state of things has now greatly changed. Germany
produces not only all the plates she needs, but also largely exports diiefly to the

Scandinavian countries, Rustria, Russia and Italy, and of late to China and Japan,
while England and Rmerica and to the greater extent also Trance, cover their own
needs. The manufacture of dry plates, originally a very small industry, is now-a-days

diiefly in the hands of large and financially strong joint stodi companies, who work
with fruitful results and an evergrowing output.

What has just been said is even still more true of the production of photographic

papers. In this branch Germany had taken a leading position in the world's markets

from the beginning, owing to the enterprise of the Associated Photographic Paper
Manufactories in Dresden, whidi position, however, seemed to be threatened when
albumen paper, whidi for years had been practically the only one in use, began to be

gradually replaced or at any rate limited in its use by the so-called celloidin paper.

During the period of the exclusive use of albumen paper Germany had been pract-

ically without competition and the Dresden firms supplied nearly the whole world with

their productions, but this has now been altered to some extent, the celloidin paper
allows the employment of less pure raw materials than those formerly monopolised

by the Dresden works, and accordingly a very energetic competition has sprung up
both in Germany and abroad. On the other hand the production of paper specially

manufactured for photographic use has been greatly developed by the ever increasing

demand; large works for the manufacture of celloidin paper have been established in

many places, especially Berlin, Leipzig, Munich, Cologne, Frankfort and Wernigerode,
whidi still find an advantageous market for their goods.
The making of cameras and lenses forms a specially interesting brandi in the de-

velopment of the photographic industry. Rs regards camera making England reigned
for a long time supreme. English cameras, particularly the more expensive ones,

completely held their own in the market and the home industry could only be de-

ueloped slowly and by degrees. Rt present excellent work is done in this brandi in

Germany; not only the most expensive and best cameras for professional purposes,

reproduction and scientific and artistic investigations are manufactured, but also an

astonishingly large number of dieaper apparatus for amateurs and tourists. In ad-

dition to the older factories in Berlin mudi camera construction is carried on in

Dresden and Gorlitz; in the latter town there are several factories and in Dresden
four large firms, one of whidi has shown great extension during the last few years.

eipzig and Berlin diiefly manufacture costly apparatus for reproduction and scientific

research, Dresden and Gdrlitz make cameras to suit all requirements; here too there

is a big production of hand cameras which are also manufactured in Trankfort-on-

the-Main and Stuttgart.

The subject of lens making is of interest, if only on the grounds that scientific research

has been brought to bear here with so much advantage. Quite since the very earliest

days of photography Germany has led the way in lens making. The laborious re-

searches of that splendid investigator Ernest Rbbe of Jena have opened a new and
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undreamt of field to photographic optics. Crnest Rbbe in connection with Dr. Schott

and with the substantial support of the Prussian gouernment established in the seven-

ties an experimental glass works in Jena in order to extend and promote the optical

industries; both his and Sdiott's labours mere crowned by unhoped-for success, and

it was not long before the industry applied the results of their researches to its own

problems: the splendid acquisitions to photographical optics in the last fifteen years are

the fruits of this excellent work. The perfecting of photographic lenses has obtained

a remarkable measure of success, the firms of Zeiss in Jena, Uoigtlander in Bruns-

wick, 66rz in Schoneberg near Berlin, and Steinheil in Munich in particular possess
the most approved formulae for the construction of photographic lenses and produce
a large part of the better- class glasses now in use over the whole globe. Rn idea

of the extent of this industry can be obtained when it is realised that these four firms

alone produce yearly some t5 20 000 first class photographic instruments representing

an extremely large value. The manufacture of dieaper instruments, an industry at

one time diiefly carried on in France, has now firmly taken foot in Germany. The

Cmil Busdi Company of Rathenow is worthy of mention; their goods are remarkably

good for the price and find a large sale, both at home and abroad.

It is unfortunately not possible to give accurate statistical data of the number of per-

sons employed by the photographic industry; but the following details may seme to

give some idea of its extent. Recording to the statistics for 1895 there were 4936

photographic establishments. These gave employment to tt 90 1 persons, distributed in

the following manner: 2tOS shops working with t assistant, t03t with from 35,
295 with 6 to, 60 with tt 20; and lastly 2T establishments employed more helpers.

In 2 T33 establishments employing 22 $05 workers zinc etching and lithographic print-

ing, in t6t with 853 hands copper printing, and in 293 with 6800 hands printing

in colours was carried on. When it is considered that to-day photography plays the

chief role, just as much in lithography and zinc etching, as in copper and colour print-

ing, and that a great part of the work formerly carried out by hand is now done

by photographic processes; if to this the importance of the photographic three colour

process be added and if lastly it be remembered that in wood engraving the work

is aided by photography, then the rough estimate of from 22 00028 000 hands find-

ing occupation in photography will not be considered excessive.

Further statistical material has been obtained from various private sources and by

personal investigation for the years t89T and t898. From this material the following

can be concluded: at present there exist in Germany nearly 4000 photographic stu-

dios giving employment to about t2 000 persons; and about 200 engraving works

with perhaps 2 000 hands. In some too establishments photographic retouching and

enlargement are carried on, also photographic printing by purely chemical processes

(amongst others continuous bromide printing). This probably gives occupation to some

600800 persons: photographic accessories are manufactured in about 750 factories.

The number of persons employed in their manufacture and retail is probably under-

estimated at 4000. Camera construction is carried on in 69 special factories, which

employ about t TOO hands. 21 chemical works make the production of photographic

chemicals their principal or accessory object. The number of persons employed here

is not easy to estimate but may be put down as 1 5002 000. Photographic lenses
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are made in 26 factories and here at least 2 000 hands are employed, without in-

cluding the scientific staff. There are a good 50 dry plate works employing perhaps
1 000 hands, and as many works for the production of photographic papers; but as

in these mu<h work is performed by machinery, the number of hands may therefore

be limited to 500.

The ualue of photographic production cannot be estimated, it is undoubtedly large and

may readi some t$ 20 million marks if the number of hands employed be made the

basis of the estimate. Though all the statistics are uncertain, they suffice to prone
that photography in Germany is one of the most important lesser industries; that it

has not only attained an honourable and euen a leading position in the pursuits to

which it has been applied, but that it also giues full promise of a healthy develop-

ment and expansion for the future.

Rdolf Miethe.

Collective Exhibit of Photography.
Manager: Prof. Dr. R. Miethe. Charlottenburg, Kantstr. 42.

Rrtistic arrangement by Johannes Radhe, Kaiserlicher Post-Bauinspehtor in Berlin.

Class 12.

Photography (Apparatus, Processes,

Products).

2 1 6 Rctien-Gesellsdiaft fur Rnilin-fabrihation (Pho-
tographische Rbtheilung) * Berlin S.O. 36 *

Chemical preparations for photographic use;

Specialty: Photographic developers, dryplates
or all hinds and roller films. See also gr. XIV
cl. 81

p.
294 and special catalogue of chemical

collective exhibit.

2ii 6eorg Rlpers junior (Inhaber: Georg Rlpers &
Eduard Meissner) * Hanover * t plate photo-

lithographs.

2t8 Ottomar Rnsdiutz * Berlin, eipzigerstr. 116 *

the Emperor's and Empresses journey to Pales-

tine. Serial and instantaneous photographs.

219 Heinridi Rrtmann * puuen i. Uogtl. (Sairony) *

Photographer to H. R H. Prince Johann of

Sa*ony. t
plate

of
photographs

from nature.

RU the pictures are originals, not enlarged,

produced by special process, tohidi is to be

sold. Positive prints produced partly by the

pigment-, partly by the platinotype process.

Eduard Blum * Tranhfort-on-the-Main * Berlin * 220

Studios with artificial light and establishment

for the production of large portraits, a. Pho-

tographs produced by artificial light (Kost's

process, German Patent 694tl). b. Enlarge-
ment from bad original in four stages of the

process, done by the air-brush retoudting

process. Silver medal, Brussels 1891. Bronze

medal, Photogr. Esrhib. "Freiburg 1891. Silver

medal, Photogr. *hib. Tranhfort. Gold medal,
E*hib. of reproductive art, Munich 1898.

Hermann Brandseph * Stuttgart * Photographic 22 1

portraits. Produced by artificial light, Kost's

process.

Georg Biurenstein & Comp. * Berlin S.W., Tried- 222
ridistr. 240/24t * Three-colour prints. Photo-

engravings, etchings. Rdvertisement page 23.

Georg D. W. Calhoey * Munidi * Publisher. 223

,,Photographisdies
Zentralblatt" and ,,Rllge-

meinePhotographenzeitung", one yearly volume
of eadt.

Camera-Gesellsdiaft m. b. H. * Stuttgart * Manu- 224
facturers of hand cameras. Brandt office in

Paris, 3 rue Martel. Hand camera for plates
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9x12 cm; roller film camera 9x9 cm. Spring
camera with curtain shutter 9x12 cm.

225 R. Cobenzl. diemist * Wiesloth (Baden] Pho-

tographs on velvet, voood, leather, satin, linen

and silk by special process. ,,Photoclas"

patent hand -dark -room. Rwards from all

exhibitions.

226 Wilh. Dreesen * Tlensburg (Sleswito-Holstein) *

Photographer. Landscape photographs.

221 Heinridt Ernemann, Rhtiengesellsdiaft fur Ca-

mera-Fabrikation * Dresden * Brandi business:
Ernst Herbst & Firl, 66'rlitz. Specialty: Hand-,

travelling-, studio- and drawing -room ca-

meras. Pricelist in three languages. Reci-

pients of Royal Saxon State medal.

228 Fabrik photographisdier Rpparate auf Rktien
normals R. Hiittig & Sohn * Dresden, Sdian-

dauerstr. 16 * Photographic apparatus of every

description. Warehouses in Berlin and Uienna.
Rbout 500 workmen and 200 HP. employed.

229 Falz & Werner * Leipzig * Universal camera
for use with the etdiing and three-colour

processes. Uarious appliances. Established

1884. Manufacture with steam power, pro-

ducing first class work of precision.

230 Rlbert Frisch * Berlin W., Lutzowstr. 66 * Rr-
tistic establishment. Rrt printing of euery de-

scription: Chromo-heliotype, three-colour helio-

type, three-colour zinc etdiing, &c. See also

cl. 1 1 (Book industry) p. T8.

23 1 Edmund Gaillard * Berlin S.W., Cindenstr. 69 *

Glass nets for etdiing, both granulated and
with crossed lines. 3 gold and 2 silver state

medals and 35 other awards.

232 C. P. Goerz * Berlin-Friedenau, Rheinstr. 4350 *

Paris, 22 rue de I'Entrepot. Optical institute.

Photographic objectives, apparatus and shutters.

(Goerz's Double Rnastigmatic lenses, Goerz-

Rnschutz cameras, Goerz's Photo-Stereo-Binocle,
Goerz's Sector-shutter, prisms and cuvettes).
800 hands employed. Golden state medal 1896
and first class awards from almost all ex-

hibitions. See also gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 145.

233 Tranz Grainer * Bad Reidienhall (Bavaria) *

K. B. Hofphotograph, Recipient of high orders
and golden medals for art and science. ,,Rus
freier Wildbahn", animal life in the moun-
tains. Instantaneous photos taken in the

wilderness (not in parks?).

234 1. Hauff & Co., 6. m. b. H. * Feuerbadi in Wur-

temberg * Chemical works. Salicylic acid pre-

parations, sulphocyanides, picric acid, carbolic

acid. Patented photographic developers: Wetol,

Rdurol, Rmidol, Glycine, Ortol.

235 Hof-Rtelier Eloira * Wunidi, Don der Tann-
str. 15 Owner: Sophia Tl. 3. Goudstihker,

photographer to the Court. Rrtistic photo-

graphs.

R. Kriiss * Hamburg * Optical institute. Can- 236
tern slides for scientific instruction of euery
description. See also gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 146.

C. 6. Kleffel & Sohn * Berlin W. 35, Potsdamer- 231
str. 29 * 1 elegant studio camera with stand
of walnut wood with brass fittings.

Wilhelm Knapp * Halle -on- the -Saale * Pub- 238
Usher. Periodicals and books referring to

photography.
Prof. Dr. C. Koppe and Medianic 0. Gunther * 239
Brunswidi * tedinisdie Hodisdiule. Photographs,
drawings, plans and photogrammetric instru-

ments used in surveying and mapping out a

railway on the Jungfrau mountain, the steep
descent of the Eiger necissated an inclination

of the optic axis of the phototheodolite up
to an angle of 40. The measurements of the

glass photographs were done by applying the

objective lens of the camera according to the

new process described by Prof. Dr. C. Koppe.
Curt Kubica, photographer * Heilbronn * Stu- 240
dies on illumination: 1. Fisherman on the

beadi. 2. Dusk. 3. Rt the writing table.

4. Portrait. 5. Full of cares. Original photo-
graphs. Rward at Stuttgart 1899. Prize medal
and gold medal.

Franz Kullridi * Berlin, Koniggratzerstr. 199 * 241

Pictures from the stage, taken by magnesium
light.

Gebruder Cutzel, Koniglidi Bayerisdte Hofpho- 242

tographen * Munidi * 3 photographic portraits,

printed by the pigment process.

Meisenbadi , Riffarth & Co. * Berlin * Leipzig * 243
Munidi * Graphic art establishments. Black and
coloured prints, produced by photodtemical
means, zinc etdiings, diromotypes, photo-

engravings, aluminium prints, &c.

Dr. Meydenbauer, Geheimer Baurath, Uorsteher 244
des Denkmalerardiivs * Berlin * Photogram-
metric views of buildings and drawings ob-

tained from them. The collection of views
of monuments contains at present about 6 800

photogrammetric negatives obtained from 453
architectural monuments, also many draw-

ings executed from them. Further information
can be obtained gratis by applying Ber-

lin W., Sdtinkelplatz 6.

Fritz Moller (i. Firma : C. Hopfrter Tladiflg.J.pho- 245

tographer * Halle -on -the -Saale, Rite Prome-
nade 1 * Frame with pictures and album with

physiognomic studies. Cast award: Leipzig,

gold medal.

Friedridt Muller, Hofphotograph
* Munidt * 246

3 portraits taken by the gum - arabic process,
2 portraits sepia platinotype.

Tleue Photographisdie Gesellsdiaft, Rctiengesell- 24T
sdtaft * Berlin -Steglitz *

Rotationsphotogra-
phien (photographs copied on bromide paper

by artificial light and mechanical appliances).
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248 Dr. R. fleuhauss * Berlin * Photographs in na-

tural colours, Oppmann's process. Snow-

crystals, enlarged 30 diameters. Cloud studies.

249 I B. Obernetter * Flunidi, Sdtillerstr. 20 *

Rrtistic establishment for heliotype and photo-

engraving. R collection of fine heliotype prints
in two colours and more; crayon, glac and
mate prints on Chinese and Japanese paper.

250 H. Persdieid, Koniglioh Sadisisdier Hofphoto-

graph * Leipzig * 12 artistic photographs
printed by the carbon, pigment and gum-
arabic processes.

25t Otto Perutz, trotoenplattenfabrik * Munidi *

Proprietors : C. P. Boehringer & Sohne in Mann-
heim. Specialty : Dogel-Obernetter's permanent
eosin-silverplates, to be used without yellow
screen. Highest awards. Prospectuses and

specimen photos gratis.

252 Photodiemisdte Industrie * Cologne -Hippes *

Rppliances and preparations for fl. Hofmann's
coloured photographs. Cardinal films.

253 Photographisdie Gesellsdiaft * Berlin C., Stedi-

bahn t * Rrt publishers. Brandt establish-

ments: in Paris (La Socie"t Photographique)
10 rue Uivienne; Condon W. (the Berlin Pho-

tographic Company) 133 Hew Bond Street,

Hew Uork (The Berlin Photographic Company)
14 East, 23rd Street. See also cl. 13 p. 82.

254 Rheinisdte Emulsionspapier-Tabrih, Heinridi

Stolle, 6.m. b. H. Cologne -Chrenfeld * Pho-

tographs obtained with the products of the

firm. Rttention is drawn to: Silver bromide

papers with coloured emulsion, silver bromide

papers for military pigeon -post. Bronze me-
dal Treiburg in Baden 1891. Gold medal
Geneva 1899. See advertisement page 48.

255 C-rwin Raupp * Dresden, Pragerstr. 34 Rrtistic

photographs, produced with Rpollo dry plates
from the dry plate factory or linger & Hoff-

mann, Dresden.

256 Secco-Tilm-GeseUsdiaft Dr. Hesehiel, Woh & Co. *

Berlin Tl.0. 18, Candwehrstr. 40 a * negative
and positive prints on Secco -"Films, an in-

combustible and highly advantageous sub-
stitute for the photographic dry plate.

See advertisement page 35.

251 1 C. Sdiaarwaditer * Berlin * Photographic art

studio. Photographs of the German Imperial
family in platinotype.

258 3. Sdtober, Inhaber Karl Obrist * Carlsruhe

(Baden) * Grossherzoglidi Badisdie Hofkunst-
anstalt fur Oditdrudi. Several frames with

heliotype prints in one and several colours.

259 Selke, Photoshulpt-GesellschafU Berlin Photo-

sculptures and their production. Patents to

be sold for Trance, Belgium, Rustria-Hungary,
Switzerland, Russia, England, United States

of Rmerica, and Denmark.

Siemens & Halske, Rht.-Ges. *Berlin-Charlotten- 260

burg * Rontqen pictures. See also gr. Ill cl. 15

p. 141, gr. IV cl 21 p. 165, cl. 22 p. 166, gr.V
cl. 2321 p. 114 116, gr.VI cl. 29 p. 194.

R. Stegemann * Berlin S. 42, Oranienstr. 151 * 261

t. Photographic travelling outfit padied in

trunk. 2. Hand camera 9 x 12 cm with double
roller shutter and changeable slit, padied with
double ba&s in yellow leather case. 3. Hand
camera 9x18 cm for stereo and single views
with double roller shutter and diangeable slit;

padied with double backs in yellow leather

case. The factory was established in 1850
and has been in the hands of the present
owner since 18T2. Highest awards, also a
silver state medal have been granted for its

products. Specialty: Hand cameras, outfits

for tropical countries, cameras for studios and

photomedianical establishments.

C. R. Steinheil Sohne * Munidt * Optical and 262

astronomical establishment. Uarious con-

structions of photographic objectives and ac-

cessories.

D. 1 Steinsdmeider * Berlin * Dry plate factory. 263

Photographs taken with German Sandell plates.
Several awards.

Oscar Su<h, Hof-Photograph * Carlsruhe in Ba- 264
den * Trame with portraits and photos. Pig-
ment process.

Uereinigte Tabriken photographisdaer Papiere , 285
Dresden * Photographs on papers manufactured

by the firm.

Uoigtlander & Sohn, R.-6. Brunswick * Optical 266

institute. Photographic objectives, reversing

prisms, instantaneous shutters. See also

gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 141.

Wilhelm Weimer * Darmstadt * Photographic 261

pictures.

Carl Winkel * Gottingen Photographic pictures. 268

Prof. Dr. M. Wolf * Heidelberg * Carge astro- 269

physical observatory. Rstronomical photo-

graphs taken with lenses of short focus and

exposures of 2-16 hours in the years 1890

to 1899.

Carl Zeiss, Jena * Optical establishment. Pho- 2TO

tographic objectives and optical appliances for

photographers. Chief exhibit of the firm Carl

Zeiss in collective exhibit of optics and
mechanics (gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 148). See also gr. X
cl. 55 p. 252. See advertisement page 10.
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Wine culture in the German Empire is of a uery great politico -economical importance
in spite of the fact that only one 450th part of the total area of the country is used
for this purpose and the further fact that the northern limit of uine growing is uery

nearly readied, this can best be seen by a comparison with other European urine

producing countries. Although Germany ranks no higher than tenth in the list from
the standpoint of area deuoted to wine culture neuertheless it has advanced to fourth

place in the list based upon the money ualue of the output, this because of the re-

markably excellent diaracter of the wines from certain portions of the country in good
years, the following table shows this uery clearly:

Rrea denoted to toine Nearly average yield, Ualue,

culture, hectares hectoliters marks

Italy 3430000 30,1 millions 6t4,0 millions

Trance t T6t 000 30,5 - 490,0

Spain t 605 000 29,0 493,0

Hungary 365000 5,0 t20,0

Rustria 210000 3,T
-

. 46,5

Portugal 200 000 t,0 20,0

Russia 186000 tO,0 ?

Roumania t3T 000 2,5 t9,0

Greece t25 000 2,0 36,8

Germany U6000 2,6 t25,0

Bulgaria 50 000 t,9 ?

Switzerland 35 000 t,2 26,2

Senna 30 000 0,6 ?

European Turkey , , , , ? 2,t ?
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This very good showing is due, as wilt be more clearly shown later, to the produc-
tion in certain districts in favorable years of extremely fine wines whidi cannot be

surpassed and are marketed at the highest prices.

Germany has been far more successful than other European wine growing countries

in fighting the ravages of phylloxera. The method used is one of extermination.

It consists of a thorough inspection of all vineyards. RU vines found infected with

phylloxera, together with those in the immediate neighborhood are destroyed and the

thus desinfected area is not used for vine cultivation for several years. The primary
object of this is to confine the evil to sudi narrow limits that wine culture as a whole
can be farther carried on in the old approved manner. This purpose has been accom-

plished. From IST4 on, the presence of phylloxera in vine nurseries, gardens, &c.,

was recognised. Its first appearance in the wine district was in 1881 on the Rhr,
and subsequently was discovered in the various wine producing regions of Prussia,

Bavaria, Wiirtemberg, Hesse, the Thuringian States and Rlsace Corraine. Between tST4
and t89$ a total of about 360 ha was subjected to this extermination treatment, that

is, only 0,27 per cent of the total area for wine culture has suffered. The cost of

this treatment during 25 years has been T'/ million marks, but this seemingly large
amount is only 0,23 per cent of the value of the vintage during the same period. The
German wine culture has therefore suffered no more from phylloxera thanks to the vi-

gorous measures taken. In spite of this favorable showing, no efforts will be relaxed

in testing all those methods, either of vine improvement or use of varieties of vines

not affected by phylloxera, whidi can serve to the future carrying on of wine culture,

in spite of the presence of phylloxera, without the severe method of extermination.

Recording to the statistics of 1893 the total area of the German Empire devoted

to wine culture was t325TT,5ha. The areas under cultivation and vintages
for the years 18831898 are shown in the following table:

year In cultiuation

1898

t89T

t896

IS95

1894

1893

1892

t89t

1890

1889

1888

1887

1886

1885

1884

1883

ha

U7279
1 17042
116405

U6 t37

1 16548
115 T66

118292
119294
120300
120935
120588
120210
120301
120485
119974
120037

Vintage
hi

1406818
2 775 643

5 050 874

2011 637

2824422
3820352
1 673626
748 462

2974593
2021 569

2 859 998

2 392 042

1 503 072

3727366
3358017
3 195967

making an average for one year of 118 725 ha and 2 646 528 hi.
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Circumstances influencing the Wine Culture; and Wines of the

uarious Wine growing Districts.

On account of weather uariations both the quantity and the quality of the products
of the German urine culture vary greatly in different years; the same holds true in

both respects not only for the various districts but also for the several localities in

the same district. On account of climatic conditions good urine years are not very
numerous. The best years during this century were t$02, t$04, t807, tstt, t$t5,

t8t9, t$22, t825, tS2T, 1834, tS35, tS42, 1846, 1848, t85T, t858, t859, t86t, t862,

1865, 1868, t8T4, t8T5, t884, t886, t889, t893 and t895. These dates do not hold

good, however, for all the districts. The better the quality of the urine the smaller

the yield. Reckoned upon the basis of the best quality of urine, one hectare urith

14^16000 nines produces in one year about 48 hi of urine. In various German
urine culture districts, especially on the larger estates, the most extreme care is taken

during the gathering of the crop to separate the grapes according to their quality.

In this way a very excellent vintage is obtained even in years producing only an

average quality of wine. German wine culture exists diiefly in the western provinces
of the Empire, the principal districts being in the neighbourhood of the Rhine and
its tributaries. In the northern districts are hill and mountain slopes with southern

exposures whidi on account of favorable conditions of climate and soil are especially

adapted to the cultivation of the Riesling vine. It is believed that this variety of

vine arose as a wild stock in the valley of the Rhine or one of its tributaries. In

addition to other splendid qualities it possesses a remarkably fine and characteristic

bouquet", and this too, in spite of the various methods of cultivation. It has brought
world -wide fame to the German wines, and is noticeable in so fine and pronounced
a manner only in the vintages of the chief German wine growing provinces. The

Riesling wine of other countries can scarcely be recognized as a product of the same

variety of vine. Climatic and geological conditions alone are not responsible for this

difference. To the shaping hand of nature is joined the intelligent oversight of the

wine grower, and only through the harmonious blending of these two factors can the

highest results be readied. In the chief German wine growing districts not only is

the cultivation and care of the vine attended to during the whole year with a solicitude

rarely found elsewhere, but the grapes are gathered with a care and punctuality quite

unusual in other vineyards in order to obtain the very best material possible. R
further factor enters, i. e., skilfulness whidi follows long experience in carrying out

all those wonderful transformations whidi take place in the grape juice during and

after the process of fermentation, in such ways that the total highly prized properties
whidi diaracterize the final product shall be brought out to the fullest extent.

Germany produces white wines most largely, for which grapes from Riesling, Sylvaner,
Traminer and Gutedel vines are used. Red wines are not largely made if we except

some parts of Baden and the Metzer district.

Prussian Wine Culture,

from the standpoint simply of area ranks fifth among the wine growing states of the

German Empire, IT 932 ha being cultivated for this purpose, but it is entitled to first
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place because of the excellent mintages of several of its districts. Prussia, with an

area of about t62ha, possesses more vineyards than any other state in the German

Empire. Of these t62ha, tOOha lie in the Wiesbaden district, the remaining 62 ha,

all of which is not yet laid out, in the Trier district. The entire tract lies in the most
favorable position and may be considered the most valuable toine estate in the toorld.

In t898, Prussian tuine culture was distributed among the several provinces as fol-

lows: Hesse tlassau, including the Rheingau, 302tha, Rhineland, including the dis-

tricts of the Mosel, Saar, Hahe, Rhr and the so-called Rhine valley, 1 2 309 ha,

Sasrony Its ha, Silesia 1 338 ha, Posen t45 ha, Brandenburg 405 ha. From the stand-

point of the wine trade only the first two of these are of great importance,
the Rheingau, lying along the right bank of the Rhine, between Schierstein and

Caub, occupies first place in the whole world as regards the value of the wines pro-

duced. Of late the most excellent mintages have brought at public outcry prices never

before readied. The prices per butt (t200l) of the mintage of 1893 were as follows:

eitmlle t6tOO marks, Erbach 33000 marks, Geisenheim t4020 marks, Hollgarten
tSTOO marks, Hattenheim 35t40 marks, Johannisberg 24020 marks, Kiedrich

20200 marks, Mittelheim 13800 marks, Rauenthal t4 640 marks, Riidesheim 24 000 marks,
Winkel t5280 marks. To the Rheingauer wines belong also those of Hodiheim, a

small city lying further up the Rhine near the mouth of the Main. The familiar term

,,HocH", an abbreviation of Hodiheimer, is used in England and Rmerica to include

all Rheingau wines. In t893, Hodiheimer was sold, at the highest, for 20060 marks

per butt. For earlier years the following maximum prices per butt are worthy of

notice: Mintage of 1868 in Rauenthal Ut43 marks, Erbadi U3t4 marks, Kiedridi

25020 marks. Mintage of t884 in Erbadi 23090 marks, Hattenheim 33460 marks.

The highest offers for the vintages of t895 were: Erbach 6200 marks, Geisenheim 6000,
Hattenheim 8240, Johannisberg to t40, Riidesheim T200 marks. The Rheingauer wines

are characterized by their elegance, pleasant fruity taste, generous yet mild quality,

ridiness in body and fine bouquet. The diversity whidi they show in one and the

same year delights every connoisseur. Rssmannshausen, on account of the late Bur-

gundy grape, produces the most excellent German red wine whidi in good years equals
the best Burgundy wine. It is therefore quite easy to understand that in this beauti-

ful district, so ridily endowed by nature, very high prices are paid for the vineyards,

prices ranging from 96000 to 120000 marks per hectare. Based upon an average

price of 8000 to tOOOO marks per hectare, the wine growing area of this small dis-

trict, about 2 160 ha, represents a value of from tT 22 million marks. In latter

years its wine growing area has in certain parts increased.

There the Riesling vine flourishes on gently sloping hills and the terraced mountain

sides, in soils of argillaceous, slaty diaracter or of ,,Cyrenen
u

marl. In favorable

years TO 00080 000 hi of wine with an average value of from 8 to million marks
are produced. Frankfort -on -the -Main, Mayence, Bingen, Coblenz and Cologne have

for many years been important centers for the Rheingau wines. This trade has

greatly increased during the last few years. Even now it is constantly increasing.
Its principal centers are in Rudesheim, Hodiheim, Geisenheim, Oestridi-Winkel, Johannis-

berg, Hattenheim, Eltville, Wiesbaden and torch.

In the Rhineland district of Cobleni, the area under cultivation for wine producing
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purposes is $273 ha, in the district of Trier, 38t5ha. These districts are preemi-
nent because of the extraordinary Riesling vine growing upon the slaty soil of the

Mosel and Saar provinces. This wine is characterized by its light colour, lightness,

fineness, freshness, pronounced bouquet and aromatic taste, the better grades surpass
in these respects all other German wines. The market for these urines, likewise the

price, has greatly increased on account of the development of these specialities. For

these reasons the extent of this tuine culture has greatly broadened, many woodlands

adapted for wine culture having been cleared and laid out as vineyards. The average

yield of the two above named districts for the years t$93 1$9$ amounted to 266 968 hi

valued at 12 million marks.

R graphic picture of the prevailing popularity of Moselle and Saar wines can be ob-

tained from the prices paid at public sale of the Trier wines. This is shown by the

following figures, in which the net proceeds of each ,,fuder" (9T5 1) are given. In tS93,

Griinhauser held first place with t2T50 marks. Hext, Piesporter, 9 060 marks, Gies-

berger, $020 marks, Scharzhofberger, T9TO marks. In t$95 Scharzhofberger led with

T050 marks, BooXsteiner being second with 1 000 marks. In t$9T Zeltinzer led with

90TO marks, then followed Griinhauser with S6tO marks, Piesporter with $500 marks,

Scharzhofberger with T9TO marks and Bernkasteler with T530 marks. The total

amount of the Trier sales for the following vintages are of interest:

number of ,,fuder" Total oatue Ruerage price per fuder

in marks in marks

t$93 t567'/2 5004250 3 t95

t$95 t Ot2 2 $42 300 2 $09

t$9T $t6'/2 2T$6020 3412

The last vintage exceeded considerably the average price, this is to be accounted for,

not in the quality of the wines, but because the number of markets had considerably
increased. The chief vineyards lie along the middle Moselle from Trier to Cochem,

being not only the largest in area, but producing the finest varieties. Other Moselle

wines worthy of notice in addition to the above are 3osephshofer, Graacher, Ohlis-

berger, Karthauserhofberger, Caseler. Somewhat inferior are the Uerziger, rdener,

Kinheimer, Trarbacher, Trabener, Wintricher, Throner, Cueser, Cieserer, ttiederemmeler,

Winninger, &c. Of the Saar wines, Oberemmeler, Wawerner, Kanzemer, Ryler, &c.

The most noted centers of the wine trade on the Moselle are Trarbach, Traben,

Trier, Miilheim, Bernkastel, Dusemond. On the Rhine Coblenz and Cologne are the

main centers.

Wine culture in the river district of the Hahe is quite important; in the neighbourhood
of Kreuznach, whose wine growing area has considerably increased in latter years,
the average yield for the years t$93^t$9$ was 59670 hi, valued at tTt5t64 marks.

The principal vines grown here are the Riesling, Sylvaner, Rulander and Traminer

vines; the soil is gravelly, slaty, loamy or dense clay. The flahe wines are partly

full and juicy, partly thin, fine wines. Important production centers are Kreuznach,

including Kauzenberg, Roxheim, fliederhausen, tlorheim, Munster,aubenheim,angen-
lonsheim, Monzingen, &c., while Bingen and Kreuznach are the chief commercial cen-

ters for this wine trade.
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The best white wines of the so-called Rhine valley are Badiaradier, Steeger, Wanu-
bacher and Oberweseler, of the red wines should be mentioned those from Camp,

Osterspai, Horchheim, and further down the Rhine those of the Cinzer region.

On the Rhr, far famed red wines are produced chiefly from the late Burgundy vines,

the vineyards are mostly on slaty soils, cover an area of $40 ha, and are often laid

out in artistic terraces. These urines have a fine aroma and a more or less beautiful

colour. The (hief of these are from Walporzheim and Rhrweiler, both places being
at the same time important commercial centers for the traffic.

Bavarian Wine Culture

embraces a total area of 24689 ha, the average area actually under cultivation during
the last 25 years being 2 1986 ha with a yield of 545 149 hi. In the Rhenish Palatinate
on the plains and sloping hills of the Haardt mountains mudi wine is produced.
The average yield for the last ten years on an area of t2690 ha has been 436532 hi

of wine valued, from t893^t898, at t2420T09 marks. In Bergzabern, Franhenthal

and Ueustadt on the Haardt there has been an increase of 824 ha in the wine culture

area between the years 1893 and t899. Throughout the whole Rhenish Palatinate can be

easily seen the successful results of the long continued efforts to perfect wine culture.

Fair wines are produced in even the most unfavorable years, while in good years
all kinds are produced from the inferior grades to those whidi cannot be outranked

in quality. The principal vines are the Riesling and the Traminer whidi are planted
in the best localities, the Sylvaner, the chief white grape producer and indeed the most

largely planted vine in this section, the Rulander (called there Tokayer) and the

Gewurztraminer, this latter being a specialty of the Rhenish Palatinate wine cultur. The

principal wines produced are Torst, Deidesheim and Ruppertsberg. The great worth

of these wines is shown by the amounts paid for eadi 1 000 1 of the vintages of se-

veral years. For example, of the vintage of t893 Ruppertsberg brought t2030,
Forst tTOOO, Deidesheim tT 200 marks; of t89T Ruppertsberg T TOO and Forst T 800 marks.

Indeed Forst wine of t8T5 and 1883 brought 13000; of t889, 12600 marks, and Deides-

heim of t889 brought UTtO marks. Far famed wines of the middle Haardt moun-
tains are those produced in Wachenheim, Konigsbadi, Ungstein, Durkheim, &c. In

the lower Haardt mountains Kallstadt is the diief center while the region from Tleu-

stadt to andau is noted for the production of large quantities of wines of inferior and
medium grades. The chief centers of the Rhenish Palatinate wine trade are tleustadt,

Deidesheim, Dtirkheim and Eandau. Enormous quantities of wine are shipped from

these places for export.

In the Franconian wine culture district the average yield for the last ten years has

been 124938 hi, valued at 359894T marks. ower Franconia with an area of

T83T ha is especially prominent. White wines whidi have long been famous are

produced in Wiirzburg, Randersadier, Horstein, Schloss SaalecK, &c., made chiefly from

Riesling vines. R form of wine bottle called ,,Bocksbeutel" is a specialty of Fran-

conia, whose wines came into the trade chiefly from Wiirzburg, Kitzingen, Buchbrunn,

Warktbreit, &c., and from there exported far and wide.
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The Wine Culture of Hesse

embraces an area of 1243T ha, of these T08 ha belong to the Bergstrasse and 1 1 TtT ha
to Rhenish Hesse. The latter showed an increase of TOSha between 1893 and 1899.

This increase was for the most part in the neighbourhood around Warens, Oppenheim,
and Rlzey. The auerage yields for the last ten years were: Rhenish Hesse 210 239,
the Bergstrasse 96TOhl of wine, with a yearly ualue from 18931898 ranging from
8898000 to 331 000 marks. By far the greater part of this section produces white

wine from sudi nines as the Riesling, Syluaner, and Rulander, the only exceptions being

Ingelheim and seueral of its neighbourhoods, where a uery pretty red wine is made
from the late Burgundy uines.

The wines from the Riesling uine grown in the most fauored portions of Rhenish
Hesse are of extremely fine quality, aromatic and ridi in bouquet. In contrast with

the aboue mentioned wnes the Syluaner has the great advantage of ripening earlier;

this assures a uniform quality in the mintages of the uarious years; further, to this

uine is ascribed the (hief properties of the wines of Rhenish Hesse and the ability
to produce a uery fair wine euen in unfavorable years.
One of the uery best of these wines is the fragrant ,,Sdiarladiberger" from near

Bingen. ttext in order come those from flaoXenheim, Hierstein, and Oppenheim, whidi

are in turn followed by Caubenheim, Bodenheim, and Biidesheim, these latter being
the leaders among the uarious other well known wine localities.

The highest prices offered at the wine sales for eadi t200l are:

1893 1895 1891

Sdiarladiberger ... 8 too 5360 4 TOO marks
tlackenheimer .... to 040 4000 13000
fliersteiner 13 660 8 000 9 800 -

The ,,iebfraumil(h", produced on a small area in the neighbourhood of Worms, is far

famed for its delightful quality. Bensheim, Ruerbath, and Heppenheim produce the

well known wines of the Bergstrasse. Wayence and Bingen are the diief commercial

centers for the wine trade of Rhenish Hesse, almost one half of the amount handled

being exported. Worms and Oppenheim also occupy important positions among the

wine trading cities of Germany. There is also a brisk wine trade in Bensheim and
other places of the Bergstrasse.

The Wine Culture of Baden.

Of a total area of 19670 ha during the last 25 years an auerage of 19530 ha haue

been under actiue cultiuation producing 438090 hi of wine. But in certain years far more
than a million hectoliters were produced consisting partly of uery good wines but in-

cluding also extraordinarily (heap white and red wines; the total yield for 18T5 was
133691Thl. The auerage product of the last ten years was 3536TOhl, ualued at

11 386 300 marks. Of this amount 287 910 hi were white wine, 33 OTO red wine, and
32 690 Sdiiller wine, ualued respectiuely at 8 T59 505, 1 4T3 5TO, and 1 153 230 marks.
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Chief among the white urines are Gutedel, Riesling, Trammer, and Sylvaner; among
the red urines late Burgundy is the most conspicuous. The urine culture area has

during the last ten years more or less decreased, this applies particularly to the

regions of the Wain, tauber, and Cake of Constance. On the other hand the Kaiser-

stuhl shows an increase, the very fiery urines of the latter thriving upon basalt

soil together urith those of Warhgraflerland, the Ortenauer and the Rffenthaler red urines

are famous far beyond the borders of their native land.

Wiirtemberg,

urith a total urine culture area of 2 1524 ha, has produced on the average annually

during the last ten years 254014 hi of urine, valued at to 038139 marks. Up to the

present, very little of this urine is exported, the very marked decrease in the wine

culture whidi has marked former years, has in the last four years amounted to

only 0,9 per cent. Wore ordinary so-called table urines" are produced than fine

urines, and more white than red and Sdiiller wines. The greatest wine growing area

is in the district of the lower and middle Hediar, the diief localities being Cannstadt,

Pellbadi, Heilbronn, aufen, Hediarsulm, Stuttgart, and Weinsberg.

Rlsace -Eorraine Wine Culture,

with a total area of 32 $60 ha, showed in t899 30885 ha actually under cultivation,

t085t ha lying in Upper Rlsace, 14230 ha in Cower Rlsace, and 5 804 ha in Corraine.

In Cower Rlsace the area has increased 8,05 per cent since t8T8. The average yearly

yield for the years t893^t898 were: for Rlsace T38262 hi, value t8 t5t2tt marks,
for Corraine 113438 hi, value 464826 marks. In Rlsace -Corraine the average yield

for t8T5-'t897 approadied t million hectoliters; the highest yield was in 1875 amount-

ing to 2059293 hi, the lowest, due to winter frost, in t880 amounting to only
208 000 hi. Recording to the statistics of 1893, the wine culture area of Rlsace em-
braced y,, of the total area of the province and, from a geological standpoint, included

the most various kinds of soil. For the so-called noble vintages" are used Ries-

ling, Edler, Traminer, Klevner, and Wuskateller; for the ordinary vintages 6utedel,

Kniperle, Sylvaner, Sibling, Rauschling, Trollinger, and Olwer. The best qualities of

white wines are produced at Reidienweier and Rappoltsweiler, Heiligenstein, WoUheim,
Molsheim, Tiirkheim, Thann, and other places, but they come very little into commerce.

Delicious table wines are an important product of the Rlsace wine culture; these are

to be found in great quantities and in numerous wine places, the best lying along
the mountain diain from Thann to Marlenheim. The fine varieties of red wines,

whidi, however, are produced only in exceptional cases, come from Tiirkheim, Kaysers-

berg, Reidienweier, Rappoltsweiler, Rodern, St. Pilt, Ottrott, and St. Ceonhardt. In Rlsace

the culture of the wine is far advanced, but not enough attention has been paid to

the treatment of the wine and the commercial side of the question. In the last ten

years, howeuer, a noticeable improvement has been made in these respects. The

principal wine products of Corraine are red wines, especially table wines, made from

Burgundy, Muller and Gamay vines. The white wines are made from Rulander,
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Elbling and, occasionally, Riesling grapes. Practically all of the wines of torraine are

sold for local consumption, and in most years the supply is not adequate for this

local demand. During the last twenty years a considerable quantity of grapes has

been sent to the German manufacturers of sparkling urines, being well suited to this

brandt of the industry. It is estimated that about 25000 hi of sudi urines are annually

produced.
Of the other German States the

Kingdom of Sa*onij

possesses a urine culture area of 340 ha, the

Thuringian States

a total of t94ha. Their products, howeuer, are of quite minor importance.

The German Wine Trade.

The German urine trade is in a uery flourishing condition. It occupies quite an im-

portant position in the commerce of the world, its foreign markets hairing largely

increased during latter years, as shown by the following statistics:

Imports and Exports of Cider, Wine and Sparkling Wine.

Import:
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haue been awarded them, especially by the committees of award at the most renowned
world expositions. Pull recognition was accorded them in Paris in t86T. In t8T3, in

Dienna it was confessed by the French themselues that seueral of the inferior German

sparkling wines were better than the inferior French wines, while those of better

quality were placed side by side with the higher grade French wines. High praise
was received also in Sidney, Melbourne, and Chicago. Sparkling wines are produced
for the most part on the Rhine, Main, and Moselle.

H. W. Dahlen.

Collective Exhibit of the Wine Culture and the Wine Trade.

Business manager: Kb'niglicher Oehonomierath H. W. Dahten, General secretary of the Society of

German Wine Culture in Wiesbaden.

Hrtistic arrangement by Bruno Mohring, architect in Berlin.

6roup X.

Rrticles of Food.

Class 60.

Wine and Spirits.

W.= wine, sph.= sparkling wines.

295 6eorg Rnderson * "Frankfort -on -the-Main *

Purveyor to the Court. Established 1813. Owner
of uineyards in Johannisberg, Winhel, Mittel-

heim, and Oestridi. Partner in WinkelerHasen-

sprung. 3 to.

296 Rnheuser & Tehrs * Kreuznach - on - the -Rahe *

Established 1869. Rhine, Hahe, Pfalz, moselle
and Saar wines in casks and in bottles,

export to all parts of the world. Registered
trade mark. Owners of the registered trade
mark: ,,Kreuznadier Steinberg Riesling, own
growth". 10 w.

29 T Joseph Rugstein
* Bingen- on -the -Rhine *

Owner of uineyards and wine trade. Business
established 1864. Wine pressers and exporters.
Rwarded prize at Chicago exhibition 1893. 4 to.

298 S. Bach * Tleustadt (Rhenish Palatinate) * Pur-

ueyor to the Royal Prussian and Bavarian
Courts. Wine merchant. Specialties: Pfalz,
Rhine and Moselle wines. Carport to all parts
of the world. 6 w.

C, Bastian * Cndingen - on - the - Kaiserstuhl 299

(Baden) * Owner of uineyards and wine mer-
chant. Carge cellars in Cndingen, Konigschaff-
hausen, Botzingen, and Weisweil. Cargest ex-

portation in Kaiserstuhl wine. 2 w.

Ceon: uon Beckerath * Crefeld * Riidesheim 300

(Rhine district) * Berlin * established 1193.

Rhine and Moselle wines in all qualities up
to the choicest brands, export to all parts of

the world. 4 w.

Berger & Geyl * Beblenheim (Upper Rlsatia) * 301
Wine agency, t w.

emil Boeckel * Mittelbergheim near Barr (Cower 302

Rlsatia) * Owner of uineyards. Pure and un-
adulterated Rlsatian wines. 3 w.

Rene Boehler * Molsheim (Cower Rlsatia) * 303
Owner of uineyards. Specialty : White wines
in bottles and casks. 3 w.

Gebriider Bott * Rappoltsweiler (Upper Rl- 304

satia) * Wine agency and merchants. Owners
of uineyards in the best sites of Rappolts-
weiler. 3 w.

ernst Breitel * St. Pilt (Upper Rlsatia) * Owner 305
of uineyards. 2 w.

Burgerspital zum heiligen Geist * Wurzburg 306

(Bauaria) * Owner of uineyards. Sale of

Steinwein in Boarbeutel. 3 w.

F. P. Buhl * Detdesheim (Rhenish Palatinate) * 301
Owner of uineyards. to w.

t02
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308

309

Heinridi Dahmcn .
, ..

* Cologne -on -the -Rhine *

Owner of vineyards and Court purveyor. Re-

cipient of highest awards. Specialty : Moselle,
Saar and Rheingauer wines. Carport to all

carts of. therworld. 8 w.
Demnard & Co. _ . . .. _. .

* Coblenz- on -the -Rhine and
Moselle * Wine merdiants and cellars of spark-
ling wines. Owners of vineyards at Riides-

heim and Oestridi-on-the-Rhine. Established

1194. Since 1820 own business house and
cellar in Condon. Brandt houses in Berlin

and flew 9orh, representatives in all impor-
tant towns. Rverage export 6000 bottles

P. E. Gillet
* Ingersheim (Upper Rlsatia) * 320

Owner of vineyards and wine merdiant. Esta-

. .

310 * Mayence and tlier-

stein-on-the-Rhine Owners or vineyards and
wine merdiants. Hwarded: 1861 golden medal

, TV3tt * Wiesbaden Wine merdiant
and owner of vineyards in Caubenheim, Odien-

u .

312 * Pranhfort-on-the-Mam *

Wine merdiants and purveyors to H. T. VI. the

German Emperor, H. I. M. the Russian Emperor,
H. I. M. the Rustrian Emperor, and to many

3t3 * Kreuznadi (Rhine-

land) * Wine merdiant and owner of vine-

yards at: Waltershof, Grafenstein, Klosterberg,
Pelsenedi, Eccardt's Kauzenberg, and several

others. Twelve of the highest awards. Esrport
house of German wines (Rhine, Moselle, Tlahe,

Pfalz), especially for the United States of

Rmerica. Purveyor to H. R. H. the Grand duhe
Rtearis of Russia. T w.

Pinck.Haffner M
See advertisement page 5.

3t4 * Mayence -on -the -Rhine and
Caubenheim -on -the -Rhine * Wine merdiant
and owner of vineyards. Rward Chicago

C
$
pfe<k

4 w -

315 * Turkheim (Upper Rlsatia) * Owner

316 * Oppenheim-on-
the-Rhine * the family Prpwein in Elberfeld

has owned since 1822 the vineyards in Oppen-

&."Pu chf, "feurgkellerei
3tT * Dattenberg near Cinz-

on-the-Rhine * Dattenberger ,,Burgberg". These

vineyards are the sole property of this firm.

y^&m^im*fc 2uj -

318 * Treves-on-the-

Moselle * Owner of vineyards in Coenen-on-
the-Saar. Saar clarets 1893. Coenener Tlonnen-

berger recommended for invalids and persons
suffering from anaemia and stomadi com-

plaints. Representative in Paris: W. P. Wein-

itoPfr'tfeW
des PeHtes Buries 15. t w.

3t9 * Beblenheim (Upper Rlsatia) *

Owner of vineyards, t w.

,Trarbadi-on-the-Moselle * Owner 32 1

of vineyards, wine merdiant and exporter.
Own vineyards in Berncastel, Graadi, Trar-

badi, and Iraben. Highest awards for wines
from own vineyards: in Paris, Melbourne,
Rmsterdam, Chicago, and elsewhere. Specialty :

Moselle and Saar wines in bottles and casks

lip Jo the ueru finest qualities. 4 w.

* Kolbsheim (Cower Hlsatia) * 322

Bensheim-on-the-Bergstrasse 323

(Hesse) * Wine grower and merdiant. Pounded
1825. Export in Rhine, Rhinepfalzer, Moselle
and Bergstrasser wines. 10 w.

P. Hellwig & Co.
Sce advertisement page 2 1 .

* Mannheim * Wine merdiants. 324

& Winfcler
* Prankfort-on-the-Main 325

4uj -

* Geisenheim- on -the -Rhine * 326

Champagne cellars. Purveyors to the Courts

of Bavaria, Italy, and Roumania. Established

1868. Sparkling Hock and sparkling Moselle.

Trade marks : Kaiserblume and Steinberger Ca-

* traben-on-the-Moselle * Owner 32T
of vineyards and wine merdiant. Established

JiAb t&tibohl
* Steeg near Badiaradi-on-the- 328

Rhine * Own growth of finest wines of the

Rhine valley. Export to all parts of the world.

flflfoolut Kern
* Bergweiler (Upper Rlsatia) * 329

Owner of vineyards and commission agent
for the wine trade. Pirm established 1851.

ftefftisgraflidi von Kesselstadt'sdies Majorat
* 330

treves * Owner of about 50 ha vineyards in

Casel, Oberemmel (Raul, Rosenberg, Sdiarz-

berg, and others), Piesport, and Josefshof. The
last is solely the property of the family estate.

5oWann Klein
* Johannisberg- on -the -Rhine * 331

Owner of vineyards. Purveyor to H. 1. M. the

German Emperor, and H. R. H. the Hereditary
Grand duke of Oldenburg. Owning vineyards
in: Johannisberg, Winkel, Geisenheim, Oestridi,

Rhrweiler Owner of 332

Rhrweiler and Prank- 333

fort -on -the- Main * Owners of vineyards and
wine merdiants. The red clarets exhibited are

made from the (Pinot) ,,Spatburgunder" grapes,
and are grown on the southern slopes of the
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Rhr valley (Rhine Province). These wines are

in quality and character similar to good Bur-

gundy wines. 6 to.

334 Kiihlwein & Co. * treves * Wine merdiants. 2 w.

335 R. und . Kuhff & Co. * Strassburg in Rlsatia *

Wine merdiants. Purveyors to H. I. VI. the

German Emperor. 4w.
336 Chr. Rdt. Kupferberg & Co. * Mayence * Cellars

ofsnarhling wines. Established 1850. Purveyors
to H. R. H. the 6rand duke of Hesse. 2 sph.

331 1 Cangenbadi & Sohne * Worms- on -the-Rhine
and Enhirdi-on-the-Moselle * Court purveyors.
Owners of the Ciebfraumildi-Kirdienstudi and
other very fine vineyards. Highest awards.

Export. Established 1852. 3 to.

338 Treiherrlidi Eangwerth pon Simmern'sdie Guts-

verwaltung und Kellerei zu Cltville (Rheingau) *

2 w.

339 R. Caugel * St. Ceonhardt near Oberehnheim

(Cower Rlsatia) * Owner of vineyards. St. Ceon-

hardt counts amongst the finest sites whidt

produce Ottrotter claret, t w.

340 C. Cauteren Sohn * Mayence- on -the -Rhine *

Wine grower, wine merdiant, sparkling wine
cellars. Established 1T90. Rwards: Darm-
stadt 1842, Condon 1862, Cologne 1865, Paris

1861, Stockholm 1868, Breslau 1869, Cassel

I8TO, Diennat8I3, Offenbach 1819, Cin2t880,
Melbourne 1880. Purveyor to H. 1. M. the

German Emperor. 6 w. 6 spk.

34t Ph. ederhos Sohne * Oberingelheim-on-the-
Rhine * Owners of vineyards and wine mer-
chants. 4 w.

342 6. W. eoni * Mayence- on -the -Rhine * Owner
of vineyards and wine merdiant. Purveyor
to the King of Belgium. Rhine, Moselle,
Saar and Haardt wines. Price lists and

sample bottles sent gratis on application to

the firm in Mayence. 5 w.

343 3ahob Cintz * treves * Owner of vineyards
in Wawern-on-the-Saar. 1 w.

344 Cokalweinbauverein * Oppenheim. 4 w.

345 H. und 0. Marquardt * Stuttgart * Hotel

proprietors and wine merdiants. Specialty:
Wurtemberger wines. 6 w.

346 Rud. & Wilh. Maudier * Heustadt (Rhenish
Palatinate) * treves -on -the- Moselle * Berlin,
Triedridistr. 60 Purveyors to the Bavarian
Court. Owners of vineyards. 6 w.

341 Turstlidi von Metternidi'sdie Domane * 3ohan-

nisberg Castle -on -the -Rhine * Sdiloss Johan-

nisberger Kabinetwein. Rwards: Paris 186T

gold medals and others. Original castle bott-

ling. Price list to be had on application to

the inspector of the domain. 4 w.

348 X W. Meusdiel senr., Inhaber Wilhelm Gottlob

Meusdiel, purveyor to Bavarian Court * Budi-

brunn (Cower Tranconia) * Owner of vineyards
and wine merdiant. I w.

See advertisement page 34.

X W. Meusdiel senr. * Rudesheim - on - the- 349
Rhine * Owner of vineyards and wine mer-
diant. 12 of the highest awards from uni-

versal and other exhibitions. 5 w.

R. Meyer * Winzenheim (Upper Rlsatia) * 350

Rgency. Owner of vineyards in Winzenheim
and Turkheim. The firm exists since 1855,
and is purveyor to H. R. H. the Grand duke
of Baden. 2 w.

Meyer & Coblenz * Bingen- on -the -Rhine * 351

Wine culture and wine trade. Export to all

parts of the world. Established 1822. 64 prizes
at universal exhibitions. Chicago 1893, mem-
ber of the jury. Representative B. Cauriez,

62, Taubourg Poissonniere, Paris. 10 w.

Egon Muller * Sdiarzhof near Wtttingen-on- 352
the -Saar * Owner of vineyards. 4 w.

XTleus * Oberingelheim -on -the- Rhine * Sole 353
owner of the Oberingelheimer Sonnenberg.
Wine merdiant. Export to all parts of the

world. 3w. See advertisement page 13.

W. Tlicodemus & Co. * Wiesbaden * Owners of 354

vineyards and wine merdiants. Purveyors to

H. H. the Duke of Rnhalt. 9 w.

Tlohn& Sohne * Waldhilbersheim near Bingen* 355

Owners of vineyards. 4 w.

H. Pabstmann * Hodiheim - on - the - Main * 356

Owner of vineyards. Owner of ,,Konigin

Uiktoria-Berg". Purveyor to H. R. H. the

Prince of Wales and the Grand duke of Hesse.

Prize medals : Darmstadt , Metz , Condon , Paris,

Breslau, Uienna, nice, Chicago. 2 w.

Rappoltsweiler Winzerverein * Rappoltsweiler 351

(Upper Rlsatia). 6 w.

Gemeinde Reidienweier * Reidienweier (Upper 358

Rlsatia). 4 w.

B. Rosenstein * Wiesbaden * Wine merdiant. 359
Established 1845. Carge cellars, extensive

connections. Rwards at the exhibitions in

Uienna, Philadelphia, Rmsterdam, and Chicago.

Export diiefly to Trance, Belgium, Holland,

Rustria, Great Britain and Ireland, United

States of Rmerica, and the colonies. 6 w.

Sdioll & Hillebrand * Rudesheim on-the-Rhine * 360

Owners of vineyards and wine merdiants. Pur-

veyors to the : C Internationale des Wagons
Cits et des Grands Express Europeans and to

the 0* Internationale des Grand Hotels. 5 w.

Theodor Sdiueller * Hausern near Egisheim 361

(Upper Rlsatia) * Owner of vineyards. 3 w.

Priedridi Sigrist * Beblenheim (Upper Rlsatia) 362

Owner of vineyards and wine agent. Upper
Rlsatian wine agency. Direct

delivery
from

the cellars of white and red clarets, Riesling,
and Rulander. 3 w.
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363 Carl Spaeth * Kreuznadt-on-the-Tlahe * Owner
of vineyards. 3 w.

364 Joh. Bapt. Sturm * Rudesheitn-on-the-Rhine *

Owner of vineyards in Riidesheim, ^ohannis-

berg, and Rssmannshausen. Brandt houses:
Berlin S.W. 61, eipzigerstrasse ; Hamburg 4,

Rdolphsplatz; Condon 6. C. 36, Crutdied "Friars.

Rgents: flew Uorh, 50 Park Place; Paris,
6. Jaccard, 4 rue Sainte Rnne. 4 10.

365 Ireuheit's Weinhellerei * tturemberg * Esta-

blished 1880. Hans Treuheit. Specialty : Pure
wines of the best quality. 3 w.

366 P. J. Uahhenberg * Worms-on-the-Rhine * Oumer
of vineyards, toine merchant. Established tI86.
8 w.

36T Gebruder Wagemann * Wiesbaden * Wine mer-
dtants. Brandt houses: Condon, flew Uorh,
Bremen. Specialty : Rhine and Moselle wines.
I w.

Dr. W. Weber, Oberlandesgeridttsrath Colmar 368
(Upper Rlsatia) * Owner of vineyards, t to.

WeinbaugenossensdtaftdesWet2erandes *Metz 369

(orrainej * 2 u. t sph.

Carl Weissenburger * Oberehnheim (otoer Rl- 310
satia) * Owner of vineyards. 2 w.

Winzergenossensdtaft fur das elsassisdte Wein- 3 1 1

land * Colmar (Upper Rlsatia) * Founded for
the sale of Rlsatian wines, warranted to be

pure and unadulterated. 5 w.

Eduard Witter *tleustadt (Rhenish Palatinate) * 3T2

Purveyor to the Courts of Bavaria and Wiir-

temberg. Owner of vineyards and wine
merdtant. 6 w.

Wilhelm ais * Wiesbaden * Wine merdtant 313
and Hotel zu den vier Jahresseiten. Rward
at the Universal Exhibition in Philadelphia
1816. tw.

VI. Eimmermann * Ballbronn (ower Rlsatia)
Owner of vineyards. 2 w.

314
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By the term ,,Social Prouident Institutions" the Paris exhibition authorities understand

the most various institutions taken as a whole which are intended to raise the

position, economically and socially, of the poorer classes.

Rs far as the German conditions are concerned, in order properly to understand the

importance of all these arrangements, we must consider the min connexion with certain

public juridical institutions whidi are excluded from representation in this group of

the exhibition.

On the one hand, Germany is the one country in which the law provides the greatest

protection to the workman, this is especially true as regards the so-called social

assurance legislation which giues the working classes legal claim to medical treatment

and money in case of illness, and to pensions in case of their being out of employment
through accident, illness or old age.

The institutions belonging to this category will be specially exhibited by themselues.

thus as far as Germany is concerned, a number of institutions are kept apart from

this group which in other countries belong to purely provident institutions or charit-

able organisations owing to the fact that in these countries they are not of a publicly

juridical character.

On the other hand, in Germany it is recognised on principal as the duty of the State

and hence of the different communities to provide a minimum amount of money for

the keeping of all poor people totally or partially incapable of earning their Uwng.
To the category of philanthropy therefore belong on the one hand, so far as the

working classes are concerned, only those measures which supplement the protection
and assurance by law of the workmen, and on the other hand the institutions arising

from priuate initiatiue which support the public care of the poor, especially those of

more preuentiue character, which wish to prouide against the need for support but

haue not as their aim the support of those already in distress.

We haue seen in Germany of late years especially since the spread into all circles of

the understanding of social political legislation, which by the way is based on the

toe
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same foundation that the aim and object of all endeauours has been directed towards

remouing from all these organisations the character of charity pure and simple. The
character of prow'dent institutions is therefore, according to the present manner of

looking at the question, represented more clearly in its true light the less there remains

any aftertaste of almsgiuing in it, whilst the consciousness on the part of the indi-

uidual concerned that he has by timely care on his own part taken precautions against
times of need, is calculated to raise the leuel of the poorer classes. Accordingly we
see that the old system of patronage, prevalent in Germany a feu? decades ago, is

being more and more removed from the whole region of prowdent organisation by
the endeauour to let those who are to benefit from such institutions participate in

the formation and administration thereof, and thus educate themselues up to helping
themselues in a rational manner. Rs for the institutions based on the pure principle
of self help, sudi administrations so far bear the character of prowdent institutions

that members of the moneyed classes be they employers themselues, or forces

enclosed in certain forms of organisations
-*

place their experience in business and
their credit at the seruice of the matter, and according to circumstances directly or

indirectly, by giuing up a possible gain by the purely business working of the under-

taking, make certain material sacrifices. In accordance with this uiew we are justified
in also reckoning the co-operatiue and trades -unionist endeauours in a certain sense

amongst the prow'dent institutions.

Ihe Supporters of the Provident Institutions

in the sense here pointed out are: I. State and community; II. Unions for the general

benefit; III. employers and employers' unions; IV. Unions of the needy themselues.

R sharp line cannot, of course, be drawn as to which especial tasks accrue to one or

to the other of these categories, we see rather on the other hand in many cases all

four factors participating in the solution of one and the same problem.
I. State and community. Io the share of the State, in so far as it does not itself

come into consideration as an employer, fall certain general organisatory tasks, the

solution of which forms the groundwork for the appliance of priuate actiw'ty and
which can only be carried through on the broadest basis of legislature. Rpart from

the aboue mentioned legal regulation of the duty assurance on the part of the workman

against illness, accident, and incapacity for work through illness or old age, we must
here mention in the first place the interference of the State in the ,,dwellings question",
a department in which the tasks of the State are brought into contact with

those of the community, the co-operation of which in the solution of the dwellings

question is beginning to take an euer greater extent. Foundations haue been formed

by legislation for a number of further prowdent institutions for the sailings banks

and for all co-operatiue institutions. Rlso certain branches of education which can

be reckoned under the heading of prow'dent institutions, as for instance the manage-
ment of continuation schools, are under legislate regulation in certain of the German
Federal States.

II. Unions for the general benefit. One form of actiuity in the direction of

prow'dent and especially of charitable institutions, the history of the origin of which

tor
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readies far badt, was for a time the sole supporter of all these endeavours, namely
the organisation of unions. R number of central unions with ramifications all oner

Germany are entirely demoted to the theoretical furtherance and discussion of questions
on this head by the holding of periodical meetings and by the editing of writings.

Rmong the most important organisations of this kind are the union for social politics,

the evangelical -social congress, and the free ecclesiastical -social conference, the German
union for the aiding of the poor and for diaritable work, the German society for

the guarding of the public health, &c. The periodical publications of all these unions

afford ridi material for the study of all questions of this nature.

Good and practical work is being done in the direction of furthering provident
institutions by the two unions on the basis of their respective creeds: namely the

central committee for the interior mission of the German Evangelical Churdi, and the

,,Charitas" union for Catholic Germany whidi has its headquarters in Berlin and

another at Freiburg in Baden. Similar, though interconfesstonal in diaracter, is the

union of German women's clubs, the headquarters of whidi are in Berlin.

Besides these unions whidi cover the whole ground of the general furtherance of

providence there is a large number of central organisations eadi serving its particular

object; amongst these the following are the most worthy of mention: the central

headquarters of the union for the summer holiday country trips (headquarters Berlin);

the German union for boys' handwork (headquarters Ceipzig); national committee of the

German euangelical young people's union and young men's Christian society (head-

quarters Elberfeld) ; union of evangelical young women's union (headquarters Berlin) ;

euangelical deaconesses' union (headquarters Zehlendorf near Berlin; object: training
of women helpers for invalids and social provident institutions); union of German

registry offices (headquarters Berlin); German savings union (headquarters Hanover);
German workmen's home union (headquarters Bethel near Bielefeld); Rhinish union

for the improvement of dwellings (headquarters Dusseldorf) ; society for the extension

of popular education (headquarters Berlin); German union against the abuse of

spirituous drinks (headquarters Hildesheim); Comenius society (headquarters Berlin;

object: extension of popular education); Central committee for German workmen's
colonies (headquarters Potsdam); German journeymen's union (headquarters Bethel

near Bielefeld); combined union of German nursing stations (headquarters Wiinster

in Westphalia); union of German clubs for the protection of released prisoners (head-

quarters Carlsruhe); Rhinish-Westphalian prison company (headquarters Dusseldorf).
While the above mentioned unions with all their different aims have as their ultimate

object the furtherance of the welfare of all the poorer classes of society, a number
of others limit their endeavours to the classes of hand workers in the narrower

sense, as for instance the central union for the welfare of the working classes whidi

has its headquarters in Berlin, and the Mayence ,,Concordia" union for the furtherance

of the workmen's welfare.

Besides all these centralised organisations there are innumerable local unions, sudi

as the ,,Union for the public welfare", ,,tlnion for the welfare of the people", whidi

have both general and particular aims in view. Thus there is an enormous network
of sudi organised unions throughout Germany whidi would be able to attain their

object, namely the relief and above all the prevention of distress, were it not for
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the want of unity that often prevails, a circumstance which in other countries too

unfortunately very often leads to dissipation of forces.

The endeavours to work in unison are of rather modern date but are gradually be-

ginning to gain ground.
Such central headquarters for all endeavours of common interest were formed in t$9t

on the initiative of the Prussian minister for trade and industry and with the

co-operation of the Imperial government as toell as that of the German Federal States

together urith a number of central unions already mentioned and other central insti-

tutions for workmen's prouident institutions urith their departments for philanthropy
in the country and for the poor and charity, and their task according to statute is

to collect and sift material about institutions for the good of the poorer classes, to

impart intelligence of sudi to the boards, unions, and private persons, and to incite

people to spread the knowledge of all these matters by press articles, meetings, and
so forth.

It is to the energy of these central headquarters that the banding together of most
of the above named clubs and central unions is to be traced which will result in

closer co-operation of the very scattered efforts. One of the first tasks undertaken

by this union will be to draw up exhaustive statistics as to the diaritable efforts in

Germany which at present are unfortunately ladling.

Partly the same aims are followed by the institute for the common weal at Trank-

fort-on-the-Main, the 6ehe institute at Dresden, and the central management of the

Charitable Union at Stuttgart which is limited to Wurtemberg.
III. Employers and Employers' Unions. The activity of the employers in the

direction of provident institutions must be judged from a standpoint different to that

of purely humanitarian endeavours in the direction of general welfare.

When we see that in Germany perhaps more than in any other land in the world

the employers betray anxiety as to the welfare of the poorer classes, we may be sure

that self interest influences their action to no inconsiderable degree. It is above all

the anxiety on the part of the workmen to obtain suitable employment that renders

it extremely easy for a manager of an industrial business to attract and keep a

supply of useful workmen, and it is certainly owing to this that just this branch of

philanthropy has been taken up so extensively by employers. Rt the same time it

must not be denied that purely human sympathy has been largely the motive for

this activity regarding the welfare of the working classes, and that the committee

entrusted with the management of this part of the exhibition has been careful to

have types of this latter nature well represented. Besides the care bestowed on the

erection of family dwellings and lodgings for unmarried working men we notice that

especial prominence is given to the provision of the most important needs of life and

to the savings bank arrangements over and above the provisions made by law which

are mostly to be met with in the factory philanthropic endeavours.

Moreover, there are arrangements made respecting the bringing up of the younger

generations on the one hand, and on the other endeavours to spare invalids the necessity

of working in their old age. Then as a crowning point to all these efforts we would

point out those institutions destined to provide for the working classes not only
material benefit but also opportunities of improving themselves in regard to culture.
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In this direction too the need for centralisation has been evidenced, in so far that

many far reaching tasks proved themselves to be possible only by the fusion of indi-

uidual forces. R number of unions have arisen in Germany for this object, entirely

or at any rate chiefly composed of employers and these must of course be kept
distinct from the industrial unions representing purely their own interests which

follow the express object of improving by means of provident institutions the economical

and social position of the working classes. Sudi unions are the Catholic union of

industrials' and workmen's friends ,,Workmen's weal" at Munich -Gladbach, the union

of Rnhalt employers at Dessau, the union for the furtherance of the welfare of the

working classes in the district of Waldenburg in Silesia, &c.

IV. Unions of the needy with the object of promoting self help. Rmongst
the supporters of the most various philanthropic endeavours in Germany even if

not carried to so great an extent as in England and Rmerica where legislation does

not permits more extensive organisation amongst the working classes themsetoes in

the direction of self help are the trades -unionist unions of workmen. These

organised at an early date important assurance and relief institutions, as also

institutes for the furtherance of education, and with considerable success. Similar

aims have been pursued too by the evangelical workmen's and young men's unions

and Catholic workmen's and prentices unions.

How far we can reckon under this category the industrial and economical unions based

on the principle of self help, whose aims when accurately mewed are contrary to the

meaning of the term provident institutions", has been already discussed at the be-

ginning.
It is especially worthy of mention that they have begun to play a very important

part in the dwellings question, and that in very many other directions too their acti-

vity has been very nearly allied to the province of philanthropy. Rmongst the most

important of the unions which centralise this branch of economical self help are the

following: the general union, founded by Schulze-Delitzsch, of German industrial

and commercial unions with its headquarters in Berlin, the general agencies' union

of country unions for Germany, founded by Raiffeisen, with headquarters at Tleu-

wied, and the union of German agricultural societies with headquarters at Offenbach-

on- the -Main.

Rfter this general survey of the most important forms of organisation of the system
of philanthropic undertakings in Germany, there only remains to be pointed out given
a short systematic survey of the different kinds of philanthropic institu-
tions represented in the exhibition.

R proposal was made by the French heads of the exhibition to the exhibition com-

missioners from the various countries interested, that this survey should be published
in the form of statistics comprising all the nations in question of all the provident
institutions existing.

This proposal was considered by the German Imperial commissioner, but it turned

out that there was not material enough at hand for such statistics, and that there was not

time enough to collect more then, the proposal in question not having been made till

Rpril 1899. On Germany's part therefore objection had to be taken thereto. On the

other hand an attempt has been made to give the most important information under
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this heading to all interested in the German department of the group for social phi-

lanthropy in a small treatise in the German and Frendi language which will be handed
to all who wish to have it in the German exhibition building.

Rs already explained it does not aspire to statistical perfection, but the characteristic

types of the different categories of provident institutions are as far as possible illus-

trated and expounded. Whatever statistical data there were at hand were utilised to

give a fairly complete survey of the state of things at the present day in Germany.
The exhibition acts in itself to a certain degree as the illustration to this description

containing as it does the most important types of the individual categories of pro-
vident institutions in picture or plastic form. Mention hairing been made of this

treatise it may suffice here to give a quite short and summarising survey of the

different hinds of provident institutions.

I. Provision for Children and 9oung People.

R. Provision for young children. To this department belong the institutions

founded partly by the administration, and partly by unions for the regulation of the

maintenance of diildren and the private nursing in so-called cribs", and the support
of lying -in-women and of families by the provision of unobjectionable infants milk,

and so forth.

B. Provision for children of the age when they have to attend infants'

school. To this category belongs the provision for orphans belonging really to the

poorest classes, the placing of children in children's homes, temporary children's in-

stitutes, and kindergartens; in connexion therewith too the training of nurses and

kindergarten manageresses.
C. Provision for children who have to attend schools. The school as a com-

pulsory institution cannot be included in the category of provident institutions proper.

Supplementary institutions, however, which are here considered are children's homes
and children's retreats where children are taken in and occupied in their leisure time,

boys being taught trades and girls needlework, &c., domestic training institutions for

girls as long as they have to attend school, Sunday schools, children's libraries, places
for amusement and games, so-called summer holiday trips", school eating rooms,
children's kitchens, school savings banks, and special arrangements for the provision
of neglected children and for reclaiming lost children.

D. Provision for children after leaving school. This concerns the most dan-

gerous age, the limit of which, as far as concerns philanthropy, cannot be so strictly

defined as it is by the legislation for the protection of workmen, namely which limits

the age to the end of the t6th year. The provision for all the age here classified

both by the medium of unions and by that of the employers is partially applied to

both sexes, in that it provides institutions for the supplying of suitable employment
as servants or apprentices, and encourages the young people to lay by their money.
In most cases, however, a difference is made in the sexes of the protege's. The in-

stitutions for young girls are especially numerous in view of the need required for

such. There are too special unions to provide for young women, workwomen, &c.,

and many homes for girls have also been instituted. Still more important is the
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endeavour to provide teaching for the daughters of the working classes in all domestic

duties, in order to make them in the future better wives and mothers. There are

too special institutions for the training of teadiers for this department. Connected

therewith are the supplementary institutions for the obligatory national sdiool handi-

work teaching. Then there are institutions for the improvement of the position of

the poorer classes both as regards education and industry. Special arrangements are

also made for neglected and fallen women. The young men's welfare is looked after

(hiefly by the various ecclesiastical institutions of all creeds, such as the young men's

(hristian society and the catholic unions for apprentices, assistants, and workmen.

Uery important too are the homes for temporary relief or employment which are

founded by unions and also by individual employers. Seamen's homes are also being
erected after the pattern of those in England. Corresponding to the teaching in domestic

duties and employment for girls are the continuation classes for young men, which

is partly a public foundation, and partly too dependent on private efforts on the part

of the employers, and even estented by some to a higher technical education. Some

employers are especially active in the promotion of physical exercise and music for

their employe's in the latters' leisure time.

II. Provision for 6tmun People.

R. There are a number of institutions and organisations having as their aim the regu-
lation of the relations between workmen and their employers, which, though
not perhaps exactly belonging to the category of provident institution, yet are connected

with the same general idea.

Rmongst these we reckon the trades unionist and confessional organisations of work-

men, the workmen's secretariats on the one hand, boards of arbitration and con-

ciliation, impartial popular bureaus, industrial tribunals for mediation purposes, and

on the other hand regulations on the part of the employers regarding work and

wages, which latter are very nearly connected with provident institutions granting as

they do bonuses and participation of the workmen in profits.

B. By far the most important place amongst the institutions for the raising of

the economical and social position of the workmen is taken by the mani-

fold endeavours in the direction of improving the conditions of the dwellings of the

poorer and especially of the working classes. In this most lively competition has

followed of late amongst all the factors affected, the State, the community, the unions,

private founders, employers, organisations by these in need of good dwellings them-

selves. RU are doing their best to solve this important question, and the total result

of their labours is very satisfactory.

Part of the dwellings question is the provision of house room for unmarried work-

men, and this has been especially taken up by private employers. Connected with

this is the provision of periodical quarters for season workmen, persons with no

fisred headquarters, such as railway officials, for men employed in building and
street work during cessation of work, the provision of shelters against the weather,

shelters and refuges for the homeless, warming halls, and so forth. R second im-

portant group of similar institutions is that containing means for the provision of
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victuals and necessities of life: peoples' kitchens, dining halls, coffee halls, factory

eating rooms and canteens, arrangements for the transport of food, and for the warm-

ing of food brought from home, and for the cheapening of victuals and necessities

of life.

The third group pertaining thereto consists of measures calculated to further the in-

dependance of the poorer classes; to these belong above all all those arrangements

facilitating the saving of money, credit and loan clubs and so on.

C. Furtherance of higher civilisation. Many are the endeavours made through-
out Germany to give the workman an opportunity to raise himself spiritually aboue

the mere material enjoyments of life. This is done by providing reading unions,

lectures, social evenings, opportunities of visiting museums, concerts and theatres,

thus improving upon the doubtful pleasure afforded by visiting the public house and
other places of so-called amusement.

Unions and employers have built splendid houses for such objects, and at many re-

unions employers and workmen may be seen together, thus contributing towards a

better knowledge of each other than would be afforded by acts of charity.

D. Provision for especial cases of distress. In this category we come to where

philanthropy and charity are very closely allied, and where it is very hard to find

the line of demarcation between the two. that which bears the most the character

of philanthropy is the support given by all employers, supplementing as it does the

assurance legislature and encouraging instalments and administration on the part of

the workmen themselves. Rmongst this class we find arrangements for the granting
of e*tra sums in addition to those drawn from the assurance, assistance and treat-

ment of members of workmens' families, granting of leave for recovery of health,

maintenance in convalescent homes, support of lying -in-women and maintenance of

the latter in lying in hospitals. Further, supplementary arrangements for the members
of sick and old age pension funds; partial employment given to those not quite fit

for work, additional sums granted to receivers of sick and old age pensions, support
of fatherless children and widows, provision by life insurance, support of invalids

and old people in special asylums and homes. Rs compared with these institutions

another group bears almost exclusively the character of charitable institutions, namely
the arrangements essentially supported by unions for the provision of people of less

worth morally speaking, who are sent to working colonies and such places of refuge,

further the provision for released prisoners and so on. The care of invalids and

physically incapable people in hospitals, convalescent homes, madhouses, homes for

the blind and deaf and dumb and so on must be considered as quite apart from

this subdivision.

Dr. H. Rlbrecht.
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Collective Exhibit of Social Welfare.

Comprising the classes 101 H2.

Manager: Working Committee for the Collective Exhibit of Social Welfare at the Universal Exhibition

in Paris 1900. Berlin W., Kothenerstr. 23.

Rrtistic arrangement by Bernhard Schaede, ardiitect in Berlin.

Group XVI.

national Economy * Hygiene, Social Welfare.

39t Centralstelle fur Rrbeiter-Wohlfahrts-Einridt-

tungen * Berlin * Collection of drawings and

printed matter relating to social welfare.

392 Herwarth, artist * Gross - Oditerfelde * Exhibit

of dioramas, models and views of the exhibition

of the German undergroup for social welfare.

393 Koniglidies Institut fur Glasmalerei lu Berlin

in Charlottenburg * Window of the exhibition

room. See also gr. XII cl. 61 p. 322.

394 Carl miller, nfgr. B. Burchardt * Berlin W.,

tlurnbergerstr. 9/tO * Easy diairs and lounges
for the exhibition room. See also gr. XII

cl. 69 p. 324.

395 Bernhard Sdiaede, ardiitect * Charlottenburg
Design and execution of the decorative part of

the exhibition room of the German undergroup
for social welfare. See also gr. XII cl.66 p.32t.

Class tot.

Rpprenticeship * Protection of Children's

Work.

399 Koniglidi Preussisdies Ministerium der offent-

lidten Rrbeiten * Berlin * Illustrations of

apprentices workshops. See also gr. VI cl. 29

p. 193, cl. 106 p. 115 and cl. 101 p. 116.

Class 103.

Carger and Smaller Industrial Enterprises *

Financial Corporations * Professional

Syndicates.

406 Rllgemeiner Uerband der auf Selbsthilfe be-

ruhenden deutsdien Erwerbs- und Wirthsdiafts-

genossenschaften * Berlin * Printed matter
and statistical reports relating to the union.

Class 104.

Carger and Smaller Farming Enterprises *

Rgricultural Syndicates * Country Credit.

Kpniglidie
Generalkommission fur die Pro- 411

vinzen Brandenburg und Pommern * Tranh-
fort-on-the-Oder * Description of ,,Rentenguts-
verfahren" and plans and drawings of all

appertaining to it.

Class 106.

Cabourers' Dwelling Houses.

Rkttenbaugesellsdiaft fur kleine Wohnungen * 416
Frankfort -on -the- Main * Plans of labourers'

dwelling houses.

Rders'sdie Wohnungsstiftung * Dusseldorf * 41 T

Plans of labourers' dwelling houses.

Rltendorfer Spar- und Bauuerein, e. G. m. b. H. * 41$
Rltendorf * Plans of labourers' dwelling houses.

C. R. Baldus & Sohne * Triedridtsthal near Doll- 419

merhausen, Reg.- Bez. Cologne * Plans of la-

bourers' dwelling houses and of a home for

girls.

Graflidt von Ballestrem'sdie Guterdirektion ,420
Ruda in Upper Silesia * Plans of labourers'

dwelling houses. See also cl. 108 p. 111.

Basse &Selve, rollers of ni<hel, copper and 421

of other metals Rltena in Westphalia Model
of a labourers' home. Description of their

different systems of labourers' dwelling houses.

BauvereinSdtudiert'sdaerRrbeiter.e.G.m. b.H. * 422

Tluremberg*Plan of labourers' dwelling houses.

Berliner Spar- und Bauverein, eingetragene 423
Genossensdtaft mit besdirankter Haftpflidtt *

Berlin Model of a group of labourers' dwell-

ing houses. Plans of labourers' dwelling
houses.

Bodaumer Uerein fur Bergbau und Gussstahl- 424
fabrikation * Bodium * Plans of a dwelling
and eating house for unmarried workmen and
of a house for four families.

Ceopold Cassella & Co., Rnilinfarbenfabrik * 425

Mainkur near Trankfort-on-the-Main * Plans
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of sleeping halls and labourers' dwellings.
See also cl. 101 p. U6 and gr. XIV cl.$T p. 295.

426 Centralstelle fur Rrbeiter-Wohlfahrts-einridi-

tungen * Berlin * Description of labourers'

dwellings in Germany.
421 Deutsdier Uerein ,,Rrbeiterheim" Bethel near

Bielefeld Plans of labourers' dwellings.

428 Grfurter Spar- und Bauuerein, e.G.m.b.H.

Erfurt * Plans of labourers' dwelling houses.

429 Eushirdiener Spar- und Baugenossensdiaft, e. 6.

m. b. H. * Euskirdien * Plans of labourers' dwell-

ing houses.

430 C-uangelischer Dtakonieuerein * ehlendorf near
Berlin * Plans of a home for girls.

43 1 Tarbwerke normals Meister, Cucius & Bruning ,

H6dist-on-the-Main Plans of labourers' dwell-

ings. See also cl. tOT p. 116 and cl. 108 p. Ill,

gr. X cl. 56 p. 253, gr.XIV cl. 81 p. 296, also

Uincennes p. 402.

432 Gemeinniitzige Rktien-Baugesellsdiaft Duis-

burg Plans of labourers' dwelling houses.

433 Gemeinnutzige Baugesellsdiaft * Berlin * Uiews
of labourers' dwellings and of a home for

girls. See also cl. 1 10 p. It 8.

434 Gemeinnutzige Baugesellsdiaft fur Radien und
Burrsdietd * Ri*-la-Chapelle * Plans of la-

bourers' dwelling houses.

435 Gemeinnutziger Bremer Bauuerein Bremen *

Plans of labourers' dwelling houses.

436 Generaldirektion der Koniglidi wurttember-

gisdien Staatsbahnen * Stuttgart * Plans of

lower officials' dwelling houses.

431 Gladbadier Rktien-Baugesellsdiaft * Munidv
Gladbadt * Plans of labourers' dwelling houses.

438 Hamburger Bau- und Spar-Uerein, e. 6. m.

b. H. * Hamburg * Plans of labourers' dwelling
houses.

439 Harburger Gummi-Kamm Co. (Inh. Dr. Heinr.

Iraun) * Hamburg - Harburg * Plans of la-

bourers' dwelling houses. See also cl. 108

p.m.
440 fr. Kardier & Co. * Bedungen-on-the-Saar *

Plans of a home for girls. See also cl. 108 p. t IT.

441 Katholisdtes Rrbeiterinnen-Hospiz * Bodiolt *

Plans of a home for working women.

442 Katholisdies Rrbeiterinnen-Hospiz , Munidi-
Gladbadt * Plans of a home for working women.

443 Koln-flippeser Bau- und Spargenossensdiaft,
e. 6. m. b. H. * Cologne-ttippes * Plans of la-

bourers' dwelling houses.

444 Koniglidi Preussisdies Kriegsministerium ,

Berlin * Diorama of the home for girls close

to the Gunpowder Factory in Spandau. Plans
of labourers' dwellings and of the school house
in the labourers' colony at Haselhorst near

Spandau. See also cl. 101 p. 116, gr. XVIII

cl. 120 p. 388 and Dincennes p. 402.
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Koniglidi Preussisdies Ministerium der offent- 445
lidien Rrbeiten * Berlin * Model of a nights'
shelter for officials in Cologne. Plans of dwellings
under the railway administration, also of la-

bourers' dwellings belonging to the Broduuer
Bau- and Sparoerein in Breslau, also of the

Erste Erfurter Baugenossensdiaft for labourers

and officials, ^md of the Bau- and Sparuerein
of the railway servants in Wilhelmsburg near

Hamburg, associations, whidi have been taken

in hand by the railway administration. See

also cl. lot p. H4, cl.tOI p. tie, andgr.VI cl.29

p. 193.

Koniglidi Preussisdies Ministerium fur Handel 446
und Gewerbe * Berlin * Plans of labourers'

dwellings , night lodgings , and other diaritable

institutions For labourers belonging to the

administration of the mining district in the

Saar province and in Upper Silesia.

Koniglidi Preussisdies Ministerium fur and- 441

wirthsdiaft, Domanen und Torsten * Berlin *

Plans of workmen's houses on Royal estates.

Koniglidie Generaldirektion der sadisisdien 448

Staatseisenbahnen * Dresden * Plans of watting
rooms and night shelters for railway servants

on the principal railway station in Dresden

Dresden -Rltstadt, and on the station Dresden-

Triedridisstadt.

Kreis Merzig a. Saar * Plans of small cottages 449

for workmen belonging to the Kreis Merzig-
on- the -Saar.

Tried. Krupp * Essen -on -the -Ruhr * Plans of 450

labourers' dwellings, and of a lodging house

for unmarried workmen. See also cl. tOT p. 116

and cl. tos p.m.
Gebruder aurenz, Baumwollbuntweberei und 451

Spinnerei * Oditrup * Plans of a home for girls.

See also cl.t08 p.m.
tinner Rktien-Baugesellsdiaft , inn Plans 452

of labourers' dwelling houses.

Mulheimer Bau- und Spargenossensdiaft, e. 6. 453

m. b. H. * Mulheim- on -the -Rhine * Diews of

labourers' dwelling houses.

D. Peters & Co., medianisdie Weberei * tleviges 454

near Elberfeld * Uiews of labourers' dwellings,
and of a laundry for workmen's families.

See also cl. 108 p. m.
M. Pommer, ardiitect * abourers' dwelling 455

houses belonging to the firm of the publisher

H.J.Meyer in Leipzig -Eutritzsdi.

R. Rediberg * Hersfeld * Plans of labourers' 456

dwellings. See also cl. tOT p. U6.

Reidis- Marine -Rmt * Berlin * Diorama of the 451

labourers' colony of the Imperial Torpedo Dodis

in Triedridisort near Kiel, and plans of the

settlement of the ,,Rrbeiterbauuerein" in

Gaarden. See also cl. t08 p.m.
8*
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45$ Schoeller, Bucklers & Co., Tlachsspinnerei * Diiren

(Rhineland) * Plans of a home for girls.

459 Spar- und Bauuerein, eingetragene Genossen-
schaft mit beschranhter Haftpflicht * Dortmund *

Plans of workmen's dwelling houses.

480 Spar- und Bauoerein, e. 6. m. b. H. * Diisseldorf *

Plans of workmen's dwelling houses.

4$ t Spar- und Bauuerein, e. 6. m. b. H. aar near

Ruhrort * Plans of workmen's dwelling houses.

452 Stadtgemeinde "Freiburg i. Breisgau * plans of

small flats to be let to small families and
built by the town.

463 Stadtrath der Stadt Ulm a. Donau * Plans of

small cottages built by the town and which

the working classes can gradually buy up for

themselues.

464 Uerein fur das Wohl der arbeitenden Klassen *

Stuttgart * Diorama of the colony Ostheim-

Stuttgart with workmen's dwellings. Be-

coming the property of the occupant on the

hire system. See also cl. 10$ p. 117.

465 Herein zur Tursorge fur die weiblidie Jugend.
Under the patronage of Her Majesty the Em-

press * Berlin * Plans of a home for girls.

466 Uereintgte Maschinenfabrih Rugsburg und Ma-

schinenbaugesellschaft Hurnberg R.-6. flurem-

berg Works * Plans of labourers' dwellings.
See also gr. HI cl. H p. 135, gr. IV cl. 19 and 20

p. 164, gr.VI cl. 29 p. 194.

467 Uilleroy & Bodi , Mettlach-on-the-Saar * Plans
of labourers' dwellings. See also cl. 10$ p. 117,

gr. XII cl. 66 p. 321 and cl. 72 p. 337.

468 Wegmann & Co. , Cassel * Plans of labourers'

dwellings. See also cl. 107.

469 Herman Wuppermann Pinneberg inHolstein *

Plans of labourers' dwellings. See also cl. 108

p. 117.

410 2ellstofffabrih Waldhof b. Mannheim * Plans
of labourers' dwellings. See also cl.107 and

gr. XIV cl. $$ p. 306.

Class tOT.

Provision Societies.

48i Badisdie Rnilin- und Sodafabrth %, udwigs-
hafen-on-the-Rhine * Plans of an eating house.
See also cl. 10$ p. 117 and gr. XIV cl. $7 p. 295.

488 R. Beringer * Charlottenburg near Berlin *

Plan of a dining hall. See also gr. XIV cl. $7

p. 295.

489 Briichmann & Co. , Dusseldorf * Illustration
of a cart for transporting food.

490 Leopold Cassella & Co., Rnilinfarbenfabrik
,

Mainkur near Trankfort-on-the-Main * Plans
of a dining house for workmen. See also
cl.106 p. 114 and gr. XIV cl. $7 p. 295.

Tarbwerhe normals Meister, Cucius & Bruning 491
Hochst-on-the-Main * Model of an eating
house and plans of a store house. See also

cl. 106 p. 115 and cl. 10$ p. 117, gr. X cl. 56

p. 253 and gr. XIV cl. $7 p. 296, also Uincennes

p. 402.

Treiwilliger Rrmenuerein * Diiren * Plans of 492
a soup kitchen fitted with steam arrangements
for cooking, and work rooms for the un-

employed.

GesellschaftfurWohlfahrtseinrichtungen *Trank- 493
fort-on -the -Main * Plans of a soup kitchen.

Gladbadter Uereinigung fur gemeinnutzige 494
Zweche * Munich -Gladbach * Plans of a coffee

house for the working classes.

Hildesheimer Sparherdfabrik, R. Senking * Hil- 495
desheim * Plans of a soup kitchen, containing
a long kitchen range with seueral hermetically
sealed coppers with steam condensation,

Senking's patent. Many thousands supplied
to the German army, clubs, hospitals and
other public buildings. Rgent: G.Hoppenstedt,
Paris, Passage des petites dairies 9*>s.

Kdniglich Preussisches Kriegsministerium * 496
Berlin * Plans of the domestic offices belonging
to the Tire Brigade in Siegburg, and the Gun-

powder "Factory near Hanau. See also cl. 101

p. 114, cl. 106 p. 115, gr. XVIII cl. 120 p. 3$$,
also Dincennes p. 402.

Koniglich Preussisches Ministerium der offent- 491
lichen Rrbeiten * Berlin * Plans of the dining
house for the workmen of the Chief Engineering
Works in Herrenhausen near Hanouer. See
also cl. 101 p. 114, cl.106 p. 115 and gr.VI
cl.29 p. 193.

Tried. Krupp * Essen -on -the -Ruhr * Plans of 49$
a provision store. See also cl.106 p. 115 and
cl. 108 p. U T.

Magistral der Koniglichen Haupt- und Resi- 499
denzstadt Breslau plans of an eating house
for the working classes. See also cl. 10$.

R. Rechberg * Hersfeld * Plans of an eating 500

house for workmen. See also cl.106 p. 115.

Uerein der Berliner Uolkskiichen won t$66 * 501
Berlin * Plans of a soup kitchen.

Uerein fur Uolkskaffeehallen * Hamburg * Plans 502
of coffee and dining rooms for the working
classes.

Uolkskaffee- und Speisehallen-Gesellschaft * 503

Berlin * Plans of coffee and dining rooms for

the working classes.

Wegmann & Co. * casse i * plans of domestic 504
offices with school for cooking and eating
house attached. See also cl. 106.

Zellstofffabrik Waldhof b. Mannheim * Plans 505

of an eating house. Rrranged to prooide for

500 workmen. See also cl. 106 and gr. XIV
cl. $$ p. 306.
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Class tOS.

Hrrangements for the Intellectual and
Moral Rduance of the Workmen.

521
Rktiengesellschaft der Gerresheimer Glashiitten-

werke, uormals Ferd. Heue * Gerresheim * Plans
of an infirmany and or an elementary school.

522 Badische Rnilin- und Sodafabrih * Cudwigs-
hafen (Rhine) * Plans of a school for work-
men's daughters to learn housekeeping, of a
house for trained nurses, of a conualescent
home, and of a lying-in hospital. See also
cl.tOT p. 116, and gr. XIV cl.8Z p. 295.

523 Graflich uon Ballestrem'sdie Giiterdirektion *

Ruda in Upper Silesia * Plans of a home for

widows. See also cl. 106 p. U4.
524 F. Brandts, Fabrih won wollenen und halb-

luollenen Buckskins, Cheuiots und Kammgarn-
stoffen * Munich-Gtadbach *Plan of ,,St. Joseph's
Home".

525 Ducherhoff & Sdhne. Portland-Cement-Fabrih *

Rmoneburg near Biebrich-on-the-Rhine * Plans
and descriptions of a school for learning
housekeeping for worhmens' daughters of
this firm.

526 eisenhiittenwerh Marienhiitte bei Kotzenau in
Schlesien * Plans for educational, teaching,
and conualescent buildings.

52T R. w. Faber * Stein near Huremberg * Plans
of the church erected by this firm. See also

gr. Ill cl.t5 p. t45 and gr. XV cl.92 p. 339.

528 Farbwerhe normals Meister, ucius & Briining *

Hdchst-on-the-Main * Plans of an assembly
room for workmen, of a school for house-

keeping for workmen's daughters, of a Kinder-

garden school, and of a conualescent home
,,Rrbeiterheim". See also cl. 106 p. H5 and
cl. 101 p. tt6, gr. X cl. 56 p. 253 gr. XIV cl. 81

p. 296 and Uincennes p. 402.

529 Gesammtuerband der euangelischen Rrbeiter-
uereine *Munich-61adbach* Plans ofthe Christian

Society Home in Dortmund.
530 Harburger Gummi-Kamm Co. Hnh. Dr. Heinr.

Iraun) * Hamburg-Harburg * Plans of a home
for inualids. See also cl. 106 p. U5.

531 Fr. Karcher & Co. * Beckingen-on-the-Saar *

Plans of a factory hospital. See also cl. 106

p. tt5.

532 Katholische Rrbeiteruereine * Berlin * Plans of
the roman catholic home for workmen ,,St.

eo-Hospiz" in Berlin.

533 Katholischer Gesellenuerein * Cologne * Plans
of a home belonging to this society.

534 Katholischer Gesellenuerein * Essen * Plans of
a home for workmen belonging to this society.

535 Fried. Krupp * Essen-on-the-Ruhr * Diorama of
the home for inualids ,,Rltenhof", and plans

of a school for learning housekeeping and of
a conualescent home. See also cl. 106 p. 115
and cl. 101 p. lie.

Gebriider Caurenz, Baumwollbuntweberei und 536

Spinneret
* Ochtrup * Plans of an orphanage

for children left by workmen belonging to this

factory. See also cl. 106 p. 115.

Magtstrat der Koniglichen Haupt- und Residenz- 531
stadt Breslau * Plans of houses of shelter for
street labourers. See also cl. 10T.

D. Peters & Co., mechanische Weberei * Tleuiges 538
near Elberfeld * Plans of the ,,Haus Wohl-
fahrt", and of the handicraft school for boys.
See also cl. 106 p. 115.

Reichs- Marine -Rmt * Berlin* Plans of the con- 539
ualescent home for the workmen employed at
the Imperial docks in Gaarden near Kiel. See
also cl. 106 p. 115.

Schultheiss' Brauerei Rktien-Gesellschaft * Ber- 540
lin * Diorama of a home for children in Dessau.
Plans of a children's home in Berlin and
Dessau.

W. Spindler, Farberei, -Drucherei. Bleicherei, 54!

Rppretur und Waschanstalt. Established 1832 *

Spmdlersfeld near Copenick * Plans of the con-
ualescent home, and of a summer tent for

a ,,Kindergarten" for children of the factory
workers.

Uerbandsanstalt euangelischer Rrbeiteruereine 542
fur Rheinland und Westfalen * Uolmarstein *

Plans of the home. (Conualescent home.)

Uerein fur das Wohl der arbeitenden Klassen * 543

Stuttgart * Plans of a home for workmen.
See also cl. 106 p. 116.

Uerein zur Forderung des Wohles der arbeiten- 544
den Klassen imKreiseWaldenburg i. Schlesien *

Plans of the labourers' gardens.

Uilleroy & Boch * Mettlach-on-the-Saar * Dio- 545
rama of a conualescent home. See also cl. 106

p. 116, gr. XII cl. 66 p. 321 and cl. 12 p. 331.

R. Wolf, Maschinenfabrih und Kesselschmiede * 546

Magdeburg -Buckau * Plans of a conualescent
home for inualid labourers at Braunlage in

Harz. See also gr. IV cl. 19 p. 164, gr. VI
cl. 33 p. 211.

Hermann Wuppermann *Pinneberg in Holstein * 54T
Plans of a hall for drilling. See also cl. 106

p. 116.

Class ttO.

Public and Priuate Institutions for the

Welfare of the People.

Rachener Derein zur Beforderung der Rrbeit- 568
samkeit * Riir-la-Chapelle * Plans of an in-

fant's home where small children are taken
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care of whilst their mothers are employed
in going out to work.

569
Aktienbaugesellschaft fur hleine Wohmmgen *

Tranhfort-on-the-Main * Plans of a society
house with a large soup hit<hen attadted.

5*0 Riesrander Schoeller-Stiftung
* Duren * Plans

of a home for girls.

5 It Rmalienhaus, Christlidte Haushaltunqssdwle
und Diahonissenmutterhaus * Berlin WC * Plan

of this society's building.

512 Berliner Hausfrauenuerein * Berlin * Plans

of a sdiool for cookery belonging to this

society.

5T3 Berliner Uerein fur Uolhserziehung
* Berlin *

Under the patronage of Her Majesty the Em-

press Prederick. Model of the Pestalozzi-Prb'bel-

Haus in Berlin and plans of the sdiools for

cookery and housekeeping.

5T4 Christlidier Uerein junger Manner * Berlin *

Plans of the building belonging to this so-

ciety.

515 Deutscher Uerein fur Knabenhandarbeit * Leip-

zig * Plans of the German seminary for handi-

craft for boys in teipzig.

5T6 st. Elisabethen - Uerein * Wurzburg * Plans of

the infant's home in Grotnbuhl, where mothers
who go out to work can place their children

and have them taken care of.

5TT Elisabethpflege fur Rrme und Kranke * Qued-

linburg * Plans of the ,,Krippe" belonging to

this order.

5T8 Euangelisches Johannesstift * Plotzensee near
Berlin * Plans of the buildings belonging to

this society.

519 Euangelisches Uereinshaus ,,Uord-Ost" * Prank-
fort-on -the -Main * Plans of the building be-

longing to this society.

580 Gemeinnutzige Baugesellschaft
* Berlin * Plans

of a home where small infants are taken
care of in their mother's absence. See also

cl. 106 p. us.

58t Gesellsdiaft ,,Seemannshaus fur tlnteroffiziere

und Mannschaften der Kaiserlichen Marine" *

Kiel * Plan of a sailor's home in Kiel.

582 Haushaltungspensionat Grosshonigsdorf near

Cologne * Plans of the building belonging to

this society.

583 HeiHgegeist- und Johannis-Hpspital-Stiftung
*

Quedlinburg * Plans of this institution.

584 Johannesstift * Cracau near Magdeburg * Plan
of a hospital for the disabled (Kruppelheim).

585 Jugenduerein* Stuttgart * Plans of a home for

young apprenticed tradesmen belonging to this

sociefy.

586 Junglingsuerein
* Elberfeld * Plans of the build-

ing oelonging to this society.

Kaiser Wilhelm-Stifhmg * Berlin * Plans of 581
the home for inualids, belonging to this

association and intended for the reception of

inualid soldiers of
I81p/It who are unable

to earn their own liuelihood.

Katholischer Junglingsuerem * Eupen * Plans of 588
the home belonging to this society.

Kindergartenuerein * Breslau * Uiews of the 589
home Belonging to the Kindergarten-society,
and of a Christmas celebration in one of the

eleuen homes belonging to the society.

Cette-Uerein zurPbrderung hohererBildung und 590

Erwerbsthatigkeit des weiblichen Geschtechts *

Berlin * Plan of the building belonging to this

society, and of the school of housekeeping be-

longing also to the society.

Maria Rpollonia-Krippe
* Duren * Plans of the 59 1

,,Krippe- house" belonging to this order.

Oberlinhaus, Diakonissenanstalt * Tlowawes 592

near Potsdam * Plans of the ,,0berlin -house",
and of the asylum for crippled children.

Rath der Koniglichen Haupt- und Residenzstadt 593

Dresden * Plans of the cookery school belonging
to the town in the ,,25 Bezirks-school", and of

the town park with the high pressure water
tower.

Rauhes Haus * Horn near Hamburg * Plans of 594

the home buildings and of the interior arrange-
ments.

Joseph Seiler, Kommerzienrath Dessau * 595

Model of the Coangeltcal Society House in

Dessau.

Uerein fur hausliche Gesundheitspflege. Pro- 596

tektorin Ihre Majestat die Kaiserm Triedrich *

Berlin * Model of the ,,mperor and Empress
Triedrich" summer home in Colberg.

Uerein ,,Uolksheim" * Bremen* Plans of a home 591

for the working classes.

Uerein ,,Uolkswohl" * Dresden * Plans of homes 598

for poor people, of homes for tradesmen, of

homes for girls, and of playgrounds for children.

Uerein zur Erziehung armer schulentlassener 599

Madchen fur Haus und andwirthsdtaft * Berlin *

Plans of the home, and of the school for house-

keeping belonging to this society in Marien-

felde near Berlin.

Class U2.

Public Institutions for nursing the Poor

and Sift.

Badischer Trauenuerein, under the patronage 6t6

of H. R. H. the Grand Duchess of Baden
Carlsruhe in Baden * Plans of the asylum and
home Scheibenhardt.
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61 T Berliner Rsyluerein fur Obdachlose * Berlin *

Plans of an asylum for destitute men.

618 Bethabara-Stiftung * Berlin * Plans of the build-

ing belonging to this institution (women's
colony).

619 Bezirksuerein Berlin und Umgegend des deut-

schen Uereins gegen den Missbraudi geistiger
Getranhe * Berlin * Plans of the asylum for

inebriates in Berlin.

620 Centralleitung der badisdien Schutzuereine fur

entlassene Gefangene Carlsruhe in Baden *

The reform sdtool Tlehingen. Puchs, Die 6e-

fangenenschutzthatigheit und Derbredtenspro-
phylare.

62 1 Centraluorstand deutsdier Rrbeiterholonien *

Potsdam * Plans of labourer's colonies.

622 Deutscher Herbergsuerein * Bethel near Biele-

feld * Plans of buildings belonging to this

society , homes of shelter and nursing insti-

tutions.

623 Deutsche Reidts - Techtschule * Magdeburg *

Plans of the ,,Reichs"- orphanage in Salzwedel.

624 Dibzesan - Waisenanstalt ,,duardstift" * He-

lenenberg neartreues * Plans of the orphanage.

625 Erziehungsanstalt der armen Bruder worn h.

Pranzishus
Ri*-la-Chapelle

* Plans of the

building belonging to this society.

Trauenheim uor Hildesheim Plans of this 626
home for women (women's colony).
Kloster Christi Hilf , Plans of this building 62T
in Diisseldorf.

Canduurthschaftliche erziehunosanstalt und 628
Haushaltungssdiule ,,St. niholaus - Stift" zu
Kloster Tiissenich , KreisDiiren * Plan of this

building.

magdalenenstift , Plotzensee near Berlin * 629
Plans of this building.
Orden uom gutenHirten plans of the cloisters 630

belonging to this order in Cologne -Melaten,
Junherndorf, Irenes, Coblenz and Ri*-la-Cha-

pelle.

Stadtmagistrat Hurnberg * plans of the Town 63 1

work house for holding 4050 men.
trinherheitanstalten zu Cintorf (Rheinland) * 632
Plans of the building of the home for inebriates

,,Bethesda".

Herein fur innere Mission * eipzig * Plans of 633
the women's colony ,,Trauenheim", Borsdorf
near eipzig.

Uersorgungshaus Beth-Elim * Berlin * Plans 634
of the home for rescuing deserted dtildren

and their mothers.

St. Uincenz-Haus und eo- Stift Oberhausen 635

(Rhine Prouince) * Plans of these homes.
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The German art has developed and lived in the t9th century under conditions different

from those of the Frendr or English art.

Trance and England have enjoyed for centuries the possession of a centre of national

life whidi attracted the majority of the productive forces of the country. Rrtists and

literary men who entered the capital found in it their intellectual home and felt im-

bued with the concentrated vital energy of their nation. Their creations not only

represented the maximum of their own power, but were enhanced by the collected

spiritual force of their country.
In Germany no such centre of national artistic life was formed. There was no city

in whidi all powers collected, in order to develop to their highest degree, by continuous

intercourse and competition. Quite a dozen larger and smaller cities attempted in-

dependently of eadi other the cultivation of high art, and ea<h of them tried to find

a comprehensive expression for the artistic power of the nation.

The natural result of this state of things was the production of a greater variety com-

bined with a smaller productivity caused by the division of support. The art cities
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of Germany differed materially at the beginning of the t9th century; a difference caused

by the variety of the daaracteristic features of the cities where they lined, these old birth

places of mediaeval art take no part in the artistic movement of the t9th century.
Between the civic culture of the times of the reformers and the no less civic art of

the 1 9 th century, we find a period in which the numerous princes of Germany collected

around themselves the trital forces of their territories. When in the t9th century, the

political constitution of the State created a new opening for the development of civic

life, it was everywhere confronted by the surviving admiration of the times of ab-

solute rule which it adapted to its own purposes. If we want to understand the

material and spiritual condition of German art in the t9th century, we must bear in

mind this peculiar historical development.
In the tlth and t8th century, the princes had to fulfil every task of the State and

consequently also the protection of art they even required art as the highest means
of representation. But very little of the art of former times was left after the 30 Hears'

War; artists, who during the high development of mediaeval life had by a supreme
effort separated from the ordinary professions, had fallen bach into the fetters of cor-

porative existence during the decline, and if ever one of them attempted a release from

this miserable existence, he was rapidly forced back into it by the jealousy of his

colleagues.

Under such circumstances the German art of the time could satisfy in exceptional cases

only the requirements of the princely rulers, who found occasionally what they wanted
in architecture and sculpture, but very rarely in the pictorial art. this led to the im-

portation of artists for the special purposes of the princes who were bent on adorning
their palaces and churches. This is the origin of the numerous academies created every-
where in Germany during the tlth and t$th century strictly upon the pattern of

foreign institutions of the kind.

What was taught in the academies did not come from the old civic culture but from

abroad; the wants of princely courts turned the face of German art towards Italy,

the Hetherlands, and in the t8th century towards Trance, thus the essence of German
art became a redevelopment of Trench, Italian, and Hetherlandish thought, and the

originators of this development were not only Germans but just as often foreigners.

The result was very different for the three different arts in painting the national

inventive power was suppressed, in architecture and sculpture it rose to a high de-

velopment. The buildings of Trederick the Great, the architecture of Dresden, the palaces
of the clerical principalities of Western and Southern Germany, Schliiter's works, and

the smaller plastics of porcelain are all proofs of independent development of im-

ported thought.
It need hardly be mentioned that the princes started their academies in their own
residences, and not in the old civic centres which had been the bearers of national

life in the previous epoch. These residences which at the time of the reformers were

still small and unimportant country towns, vastly inferior to the great civic centres,

became imbued with artificial life and lived for a long time by the grace of their

princes and their courts. The system of their streets was arranged for the sake of

representation, the very facades of their houses were not adapted to the wants of

their occupants, but for the decoration of the ,,capital and residence".
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These facts must be remembered in order to understand the peculiar development of

German art in the t9th century.

Rfter the wars of the napoleon epoch the middle classes came into better circum-

stances, and developed national feeling, the old curie centres woke up from their

long sleep, and in the second half of the century their financial power surpassed

again that of the majority of residences, with only the exception of Berlin. By the

side of such commercial centres such as Huremberg, Rugsburg, Frankfort, Cologne,

Leipzig, Hamburg, Bremen, new industrial centres in Sa*ony and Westphalia claimed

their lights. arge individual fortunes and a high average of prosperity amongst the

middle classes were found in places where the old productive power had gone to

sleep, and a new one had not yet been developed.

In the meanwhile everywhere the new State had taken the place of absolute princely

rule, preserving the institutions of the latter and developing what the princes had

begun.
The academies became institutions of the State, and the number of the old ones was

enlarged by several new ones, which were created upon the same pattern. The ma-

jority of these new institutions remained in the place where they had been established

by the will of their founder; they were not found in the places where they should

have been according to the financial development and, above all, not in the old capitals

of national life.

This is the cause why Germany became possessed of so-called art cities, where art

is taught and developed in a similar manner to the teaching and development of

science in the small German universities far from the movement of the times

and in a somewhat abstract manner.

Many peculiarities of German art in the t9th century may be explained by this par-

ticular fact. Rbove all, two of them, viz. the small resistance of German art against

foreign influence, and the loose connection between art and the most important class

of the people the citizens.

If Germany had been possessed of one great economic and intellectual centre its power
of resistance against thought imported from Paris would have been greater. Im-

ported from Paris for if we speak of foreign influence in the Germany of the

t9th century we have to consider Trance in the first instance. The influence of Eng-
land came much later and more indirectly.

The fact that modern German art has an insufficient connection with the life of the

people is proved by the circumstance that portrait painting is the weakest point of

the German art of today. How many names of great portrait painters can Germany
boast of by the side of the one tenbach of Munich.

The difficulties above described have been felt at an early date, and already in the

twenties some lovers of art tried to mend matters. Rt that time there existed no

dealers in art who took serious notice of modern productions, and the artistic exhi-

bitions of that period were not worth speaking of; but at the same time the aca-

demies which in the previous century had produced artists for the service of the princes,

continued to send into the world crowds of artists, for whom the modern State and
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the middle classes had no tasks, whilst the few remaining princes had greatly di-

minished their artistic requirements. Rs a remedy art societies mere formed, which
utilised the aggregate small contributions of their members for cultivating a low class

of art, such as was sympathetic and comprehensible to the somewhat crude taste of

the majority of their members.
The art societies had the merit of cultivating and developing the system of exhibitions,

which was finally taken up by the State, and which growing steadily ended by im-

porting the products of foreign countries. Germany became a large international market
which by the quantity and variety of its goods endangered the development of refined

taste and even the artistic home production.

Rcademies, out of feeling with national life and far removed from the economic centres

of the country, art societies as patrons of an indifferent or even low class of art,

exhibitions of ever-growing dimensions and, in connection with them, a highly de-

veloped art trade, badly developed direct connection between artists and the public
>

such are the conditions under which the development of artistic production has taken

place in the second half of the t9th century.

*
*

*

The first rank amongst the academical cities of Germany must be attributed to Berlin,

capital, first of north Germany and later on of the whole Empire, and to Munich,
the capital of the South. next to them stand Dresden, Carlsruhe, Stuttgart, Weimar
and Dusseldorf the latter a very artificial centre of art, which received its academy
as an exchange for its famous gallery, which had been transplanted to Munich.

But aided by some great masters such as Rchenbach, Knaus, von Gebhardt,
Janssen, Dusseldorf has been able to hold its own by the side of the other academies

and even to gain high repute. Only "Frankfort -on -the-Wain and Hamburg have been

able to develop a characteristic art unaided by academical influences.

Munich and Berlin are as different from each other as the German north and South,

and Prussia and Bavaria. For decades Munich has been the artistic capital of Germany;
here the community of artists almost formed a State in the State. From Munich impulses
went out which carried with them all Germany, and here art found a close contact

with the life of the people, for Munich has still the characteristic features of the

capital of an agricultural country. Rn important, in the opinion of some the most im-

portant part of Munich art, the highly developed caricature, has been born out of the

intimacy of academic art and the genius loci of that city, nowhere in Germany this style

of art has been developed so early, so perfectly, and so universally as in Munich.

From Kaulbach, the great pupil of Cornelius, from Schwind, the masterful in-

ventor, from Spitzweg the caricaturistic art goes uninterruptedly down to the greatest

of its living representatives, RdolfOberlander; and if some day the life work of

Fritz Rugust von Kaulbach and Franz Stuck will be reviewed, then their cari-

catures cannot be omitted. In Munich the most important German comic papers

appear, the ,,FUegende Blatter" dating from a previous epoch, and the more modern

,,3ugend". Even witty Berlin in spite of many attempts has never been able to pro-

duce something similar. The reason for this singular fact is, that the Munich artist

lives amongst a people of jocular propensities and full of fun a people which created
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the characteristic class of poetry knoum as ,,Schnadahupfl". We must remember the

peculiarities of the Bavarian race if we want to do justice to the Munich Genre

painting" urith Defregger as its principal representative, and euen the greatest of

the Munich painters of modern times, eibl, is a true Bavarian.

The peculiar spirit of Munich art euen takes possession of artists who come from

other parts of the Empire and settle in the Bavarian capital. Even in such artists

as Fritz von Uhde who to all appearances remains uninfluenced by Bavarian fun,

the local Munich influence may easily be traced.

Many favourable circumstances have been at work in Munich to produce and foster

this predominance of art. Since the twenties, the kings of Bavaria have applied

themselues enthusiastically to one of their regal duties, the cultivation of art they

planted the seed of the present artistic life in Bavaria. The erection of the Crystal

Palace in t$54 has had a great influence on the development of exhibitions and the

art trade. For decades the exhibitions in Munich were leading events in the art of

all Germany, and only in later years the exhibitions of Berlin and Dresden have

assumed similar importance.
The development of artistic life in Berlin has been very much slower. Even as late

as in the beginning of the eigthies the art exhibitions of Berlin were of but small

importance. They were arranged every two years by the academy and created little

sensation at home and none abroad. Continuous exhibitions arranged by the art trade

did not yet exist at that time; the intellectual life of the city was devoted to other

purposes; of late a great change has taken place in these circumstances, and Berlin

begins to be one of the greatest centres of the art trade on the continent. Its archi-

tecture which for some time has been influenced from Munich, and its sculpture have

become predominant throughout the north of Germany. Even in Frankfort the Berlin

style is predominant, though one of the most original Berlin architects, Wallot, is a

native of that city. Only one city of the North presumes to compete with Berlin in

its architecture, viz. Hanover, whose brick architecture has found favour for the erection

of some of the Berlin churches. Enormous commissions for the plastic art have de-

veloped sculptural activity to an undreamt of height. The art protection of the Emperor
is chiefly devoted to plastics. ReinholdBegas in Berlin and Schilling in Dresden

may be mentioned as the leaders of monumental sculpture.

Berlin painting as far as it was original has often swayed from academic rules.

Menzel is the classic characteristic of such attempts, and it is characteristic of Berlin

as compared to Munich, that this great master-spirit did not take his subjects from the

life of the people, but rather from the history of the ruling dynasty. Only after touching
modern ground in his coronation picture of King William he has also devoted him-

self to a description of the life of his own time. Rnton vonWerner is at present
the recipient of official tasks in the domain of painting. Taken as a whole the present
race of Berlin painters is rather devoid of a uniform character. iebermann though
born in Berlin is under French and Dutch influence. udwig vonHofmann might

just as well live in Dresden or Munich. Similar to the sculptor RdolfHildebrand
who lives in Munich and Florence, and to the rising group of sculptors Diez, Geyger,
Dolkmann, Tuaillon, he lives in an ideal world of his own which is connected

with reality only by means of the portrait.
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Tn science and literature 'especially in dramatic art Berlin is undoubtedly already
the capital of the Empire; and no doubt it will assume in that near future a pre-
dominant position in the domain of productive art. Tn architecture it has already
created a style of its own in the works of Wai lot and Mess el.

Rdmitting so much we must not forget that the last decade of the century has given
new impulse to art and the love of art almost everywhere.
Tn the old centres of the race, and in the residential towns alike, fresh life is at

work. Much has been done in Cologne, Hamburg, Frankfort to raise the forgotten
art of previous times from the grave, and to render new homage of its productions,
so long underestimated. The distinct purpose of creating a new artistic life in the

heart of the people has been connected with such endeavours. The intelligent favour
of the government is devoted to the artistic education of the people and the artists;

in cities like Dresden where Prell and Kuehl exert their energy in the development
of the system of exhibitions, Carlsruhe where Dill, and Stuttgart where Kalckreuth
stand pre-eminent.
Some artists shew a tendency to leave academical cities and to find artistic peace by
returning to the places of their birth. Max Klinger to whom we owe the revival

of black and white in Germany has left Berlin and Rome and returned to his native

city of Ceipzig, where he works in quiet seclusion. Hans Old e never leaves his quiet

country house in Holstein. Tn solitary and remote places, such as Worpswede and
Dachau, new schools of painting have suddenly been formed. Tn Frankfort Hans
Thoma lives whose peculiar art rooting in the artist's home, the Schwarzwald (Black

Forest), has only of late been fully acknowledged. Tn some respects Thoma resembles
his Rlemannic congener Rrnold Bocklin, who, though Swiss by birth, has found
his artistic home in Germany and whose influence now rules supreme over the fra-

ternity of youthful artists.

Thus the artistic development of the rising century may be expected to form conflict

of powers which draw life towards the capital of the Empire, and others which aim
at decenttralisation.

UNIVERSITY
There is no want in meritorious attempts to depict the history of German art during
the t9th century.
But in spite of the most diligent utilisation of the existing material they have fallen

short of an adequate evaluation of the importance of the subject.
We do not know as yet the full extension of artistic work of our times; a register
of the names of the masters of academies is far from doing justice to the energy of

the artistic life of Germany. Everywhere, even in academical cities, artists have been
at work who are already more completely forgotten than if they had lived in the

t5th century. Uet the names of some of these will in future times claim equal
rank with some who are now considered as leading. Wherever in late years earnest

inquiries have taken place such artists have been discovered. Their peculiarities ren-

dered them incapable to enter into competition with their more fortunate colleagues, yet

history will recognise their greatness. Even in Paris, the home of centralisation,

original spirits have been known to stand apart from popular and official art. How
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mudi more so in Germany where an artist could mudt more easily fall a victim to

the fate of being overlooked or forgotten. In Paris Frendi life incessantly reviews

and observes its oum progress. In Germany toe are so busy in studying art and

life abroad, that toe are apt to oversee many and important things at home.

The time has not yet come for registering the names of the overlooked and forgotten

ones. When the work of thorough searching will be done, then the German Rrt His-

tory of the 19th century luill have to treat in many of its diapters, of other men and

other works than now.

Det that Hew Rrt History will not be poorer than that of today, in spite of the

difficulties and the conflicting influences under whidi German art had to grow up,

she may on the day of reckoning of the greatest artistic feats of the time, proudly
hold up her head by the side of Frendi and English art.

Rlfred ichtwark.

6roup II.

Works of Rrt.

Rrtistic arrangement and decoration by Professor Emanuel Seidl in Munich.

Class T.

Oil Paintings * Cartoons * Drawings.

6t t Prof. Rndreas Rchenbadt, artist * Dusseldorf *

Oil painting: ,,Seascape", in artist's oion pos-
session.

6Z2 Prof. Oswald Rchenbach, artist * Dusseldorf *

Oil painting: ..Landscape", property of Mr. d.

Schulte, Dusseldorf.

613 Prof. Carl Rlbredtt, artist * Hamburg * Oil

painting: ,,R village street" property of the

Royal Bavarian tleiu Pinahotheh in Munich.

614 Prof. C. Bantzer, artist * Dresden * Oil painting :

,,Dancing", in artist's oion possession.

615 Prof. Hans von Bartels, artist * Munich * Oil

painting: ,,Sea shore scene", property of the

Royal Bavarian flew Pinakothek in Munich.

6T6 P- Baum, artist Dresden * Oil painting:

,,tjening", in artist's oion possession.

Prof. Carl Becker, Honorary President of the 611

Royal Rcadetny of Rrts, artist * Berlin, War-

garethenstr. 4 * Oil painting : ..Smiling heirs",

the property of H. M. the Emperor.
Carl Becker, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil painting : 818

..Seascape", the property of Mr. Hans Ciiche,

Dusseldorf. See also gr. VI cl. 3 3 p. 209 and 2 to.

Benno Becker, artist * Munich * Oil painting: 6T9

..Landscape", in artist's own possession.
Prof. Bergmann, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil paint- 680

ing: ,,the sea of reeds", in artist's own pos-
session.

Karl Bios, artist * Munich * Oil painting : Rrtist's 681

portrait in artist's own possession.
Prof. 6. von Bochmann, artist * Dusseldorf * 682

Oil painting : ,,Sea shore life in Holland", the

property of the Royal Bavarian new Pinakothek
in Munich.

Hans Borchardt, artist * Munich * Oil painting: 683

..Sempstress", in artist's own possession.
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684 Prof. Cugen Bracht, artist * Berlin, Kurfiirsten-

damm 234 * Oil painting: ,,Mouing clouds",

the property of the Grand Ducal Rrt Gallery

in Carlsruhe.

685 T. N. Bredt, artist * Munidi * Oil painting:

,,Susanna", in artist's own possession.

686 Prof. Filbert Brendel, artist f * Weimar * Oil

painting: ,,Sheep in a pen", the property of

Mrs. Brendel.

681 Carl Rterander Brendel, artist * Weimar * Draw-

ing: ..Rrtist's portrait", property of Mrs. Bren-

del, Weimar.

688 Prof. Briitt, artist * Tranhfort-on-the-Main * Oil

painting: Jurymen", in artist's own posses-
sion.

689 Tranz Bunhe , artist * Weimar * Oil painting :

,,andscape", the property of the Permanent

Exhibition, Weimar.

690 Rudolf Dammeier, artist * Berlin, Sdiles-

wiger lifer 16 * Water colour: ,,Bladi dyer's

works", property of Geheimrath Spindler,
Berlin.

69 1 Prof. Tranz uon Defregger, artist * Munidi *

Oil painting : ,,R war counsel", property of

the Royal Bavarian flew Pinahotheh in Munidi.

692 Prof. udwig Dettmann, artist * Berlin, utzow-

platz
to * Oil painting: ,,The ord's supper",

in artist's oum possession.

693 Julius Diez, artist * Munidi * ..Drawing", in

artist's own possession.

694 Prof. Wilhelm uon Diez, artist * Munidi * Oil

painting: ,,the attafc", in artist's own pos-
session.

695 Prof. Gugen Diidier, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil

painting: ..Tlorthwest", in artist's own pos-
session.

696 R. M. eidiler, artist * Munidi * ..Drawing",

property of the periodical ..Jugend", Munidi.

691 Rlois Erdtelt, artist * Munidi * Oil painting:
,,R girl's head", property of the Royal Ba-

uarian Hew Pinahotheh in Munidi.

698 Julius Carter, artist * Munidi * Oil painting:

,,Tlymphs in a lahe", property of the Royal
Bauanan Hew Pinahotheh in Munidi.

699 Prof. Hanns Tediner, artist * Berlin, Sdione-

berger Ufer 40 * Original drawings on stone:

,,t portfolio with 12 drawings", in artist's

own possession.

TOO Prof. Walter Pirle, artist * Munidi * Oil paint-

ing: ..Women at Christ's cross", in artist's

own possession.

TO I Georg Tlad, artist * Munidi * Oil painting:

,,andscape", in artist's own possession.

T02 Prof. Paul Tlifcel, artist * Berlin, Habsburger-
str. 10 * Oil painting: ,,By the town wall",

property of Mr. M. Tinhe, Sdioneberg.

Oscar Trenzel, artist * Berlin, Kteiststr. 36 * T03

Oil painting: ,,Cows at the water side", pro-

perty of Mr. R. Mannheimer, Berlin.

Uictor Treudemann, artist * Berlin, Kurfiirsten- T04

damm 25 * Oil painting: ,,Hot house", pro-

perty of Mr. Conti, 66'rlitz.

Prof. Ridiard Triese, artist * Berlin, Cuther- T05

str. 48 * Oil painting: ,,?or life and death,

eihs in East Prussia", in artist's own pos-
session.

Mar Tritz, artist * 6ross-iditerfelde near Ber- T06

lin * Water colour: ,,Street in a small town",

property of Mr. Edwin Huldsdiinshy, Berlin.

Prof, uon Gebhardt, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil TOT

painting : ,,Rwahening of Cazarus", property
of Mrs. Oelbermann, Cologne.

Walter Georgi, artist * Munidi ,,Coloured T08

drawing", in artist's own possession.

Treiherrudwiguon Gleidien-Russwurm, artist* T09

Weimar t oil painting: ,,Spring's song", the

property of Count R. uon Gleidien-Russwurm,
Bonland near Wiirzburg. t water colour:

landscape", property of Preiherrn R. uon
Gleidien-Russwurm. See also p. t3t.

Otto Greiner, artist * Munidi * Drawing: TIO

,,Pastel", property of Mr. 6. Weigand, Munidi.

Prof. Hikolaus Gysis, artist * Munidi * Draw- Ttt

ing: ,,rhe new century" (sepia), in artist's

own possession.

Prof, niholaus Gysis, artist * Munidi * Two Tt2

oil paintings: t.,,Spring's symphony", 2. ,,Still

ife", in artist's own possession.

Prof. Treiherr uon Habermann, artist * Mu- U3
nidi * Oil painting: ..Portrait of a lady", in

artist's own possession.

Prof, theodor Hagen, artist * Weimar * Oil 114

painting: ,,0n the Ilm", the property of Mrs.

Riedel, Weimar.

Karl Haider, artist * Munidi * Oil painting: T15

,,andscape", the property of Dr. Bayers-
dorffer.

Prof. Count Terdinand uon Harradi, wirk- 116

lidier Geheimer Rath, excellence, artist *

Berlin, Pariser Platz 4 * Oil painting : ,,Portrait

of udwig Passini", property of Justizrath

Herrmann.

Prof. Robert Haug, artist * Stuttgart * Oil TIT

painting: ,,Sunrise", property of the Royal

Gallery, Dresden.

Hetdiert, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil painting: T18

,,Mourners at the death -bed of a diild",

property of the Dusseldorf Gallery.

Prof. Ernst Henseler, artist * Zehlendorf near T19

Berlin, Querstr. * Oil painting. ..Portrait of

Hoffmann uon Tallersleben", property of the

Royal national Gallery in Berlin.
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120 H.Hermanns, artist Dussetdorf * Wafer co-

lour: ,,Rn interior", property of Regierungs-
rath uon Watjen, Diisseldorr

12 1 Hans Herrmann, artist * Berlin * Db'mberg-
str. I * Oil painting: ,,0ld Dutch town", pro-

perty of the Royal Rrt Gallery in Dresden.

122 Prof. Filbert Hertel, artist * Berlin, u. d. Heydt-
str. T * Oil painting : ,,Still life", property of

the artist.

123 Prof, tudioig Herteridi, artist * Munich * Oil

painting: ,,Hutten", property of the artist.

T24 Hubert won Heyden, artist * Munich * Oil paint-

ing: ,,Turheys", property of the Royal Baua-
rian flew Pinakotheh, Munich.

125 Otto Hierl-Deronco, artist * Munich * Oil

painting: ,,Portrait", property
of the Royal

Bavarian tlew Pinahotheh, Munich.

12$ Tranz Hodi, artist * Munich * Oil painting:

landscape", property of the Royal Bavarian
Hew Pinakotheh, Munich.

T2T Rdolf Hoelzel, artist * Munich * Oil painting:

,,andscape", property of the artist.

128 Johann B. Hofner, artist * Munich * Oil paint-

ing: ,,Still life, the fowls", property of the

Royal Bauarian flew Pinahotheh, Munich.

129 Prof. Hugust Holmberg, artist * Munich * Oil

painting : ,,R scientist", property of the Royal
Bauarian flew Pinahotheh, Munich.

T30 Iheodor Hummel, artist * Munich * Oil paint-

ing: ,,uening landscape", property of the

artist.

I3t Prof. Julius Jacob, artist * Berlin, Hallesche-

str. 19 * Water colour: ,,0ld Berlin", property
of the artist.

T32 Rngelo Janh, artist * Munich * Oil painting:
,,6enre", property of Dr. Metz, Munich.

133 Rngelo Jank, artist * Munich * ,,Drawing",

property of the artist.

T34 Gerhard Janssen, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil

painting: ,,the singer on the Rhine", pro-

perty of the town Gallery, Dusseldorf.

135 Richard Kaiser, artist * Munich * Oil painting:

,,andscape", property of the artist.

T36 Prof. Graf Eeopold uon Kalckreuth, artist *

Stuttgart * Oil painting: ,,0ld age", property
of the Royal Gallery, Dresden. See also p. 13 1.

T3T Prof. Triedrich Kallmorgen, artist * Carlsruhe *

Oil painting: ,,Street at nighttime", property
of the artist. See also p. t3t.

138 Prof. Rrthur Kampf, artist * Charlottenburg,
Tasanenstr. 98 * Oil painting: ,,Parting", pro-

perty of the artist.

139 Kampf, artist * Dusseldorf Oil painting:
,,ifeldorf", property of the Royal national

Gallery, Berlin.

Prof. Gustau Kampmann, artist * Carlsruhe * 140
Oil painting: ,,Rising of the moon", property
of artist. See also p. 13 1.

Prof. Tritz Rugust uon Kaulbach, artist * I4t

Munich. * 3 oil paintings: t. ,,Dance", pro-

perty of Mr. Passauant, Basel; 2. ,,Portrait";

3. ,,Portrait", in artist's own possession.

Prof. Rlbert uon Keller, artist * Munich 142

3 oil paintings: ,,Portrait" and ,,2 sketches",

property of artist.

Prof. "Ferdinand Keller, artist * Carlsruhe * 143

Oil painting: ,,Walkiire", property of artist.

Prof. Conrad Kiesel, artist * Berlin, Hohen- 144
zollernstr. 18 * Oil painting: ,,Portrait of a

lady", property of Mr. Eugen Sduueitzer,
Berlin.

Prof. Paul Kiessling, artist * Dresden * Oil 145

painting : ,,R man's portrait", property of the

Royal Picture Gallery, Dresden.

Prof, tudiuig Knaus, artist * Berlin, Hilde- 146

brandtstr. IT * Oil painting: ,,the yews'

quarter", property of Mr. 6. Henneberg, Zurich.

Prof. Georg Koch, artist * Berlin, Rnhalt- T4I

str. 14 * Oil painting: ,,Uisiting the stud",

property of Baurath Bochmann, Berlin.

Prof. Ma? Koner, artist * Berlin, Belleuue- 148

str. 10 * Oil painting: ,,PortraitofHis Majesty
the Emperor of Germany", property or the

artist.

Prof. Christian Kroener, artist * Dusseldorf * 149

Oil paintinq: ,,uening in the Upper Hartz",

property of Mr. Ed. Schulte, Dusseldorf.

Erich Kubierschhy, artist * Munich * Oil T50

painting : ,,andscape", property of artist.

Prof. 6. Kuehl, artist * Dresden * Oil painting: 151

,,St. John's church in Munich", property of

Komtnerzienrath Hahn, Dresden.

Rdam Kunz, artist * Munich * Oil painting: 152

,,Still life", property of the Royal Bauarian
Hew Pianahotheh in Munich.

Prof. Wilhelm eibl, artist * Munich-Ribling * 153

Oil painting: ,,R prouincial tovun", property
of the Royal Bauarian Hew Pianothek, Munich.

Walter Ceistikow, artist, * Berlin, Klopstoch- 154
str. 52 * Oil painting: ,,Pine forest", property
of Rrchitekt M. Diilfer, Munich.

Prof. Dr. Tranz uon Eenbach, artist * Munich * 155

5 oil paintings: 1. ,,Portrait", 2. ..Portrait of

a ladu", 3. ,,Trau uon Tabrice", 4. ,,Mother
and child", 5. ..Portrait", property of artist

Reinhold Cepsius, artist * Berlin * Oil painting : T56

,,rnst Curtius", property of artist.

Prof. Ma* Ciebermann, artist * Berlin, Pariser- T5T

platz T * Oil painting: Woman with goats",

property of the Royal Bauarian Hew Pinakotheh,
Munich.
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T58 Hellmurh ieseganq, artist * Dusseldorf *

Oil painting: ,,Rn autumnal auenue", property
of artist.

159 Rdolf tins, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil painting :

,,6eese at the stream", property of artist.

T60 Hans oosdien, artist * Berlin, Rchenbach-
str. 12 * Water colour: ,,R forest inn", pro-

perty of Mr. P. Michelet, Berlin.

T6t udwig ton 6'fftz, artist * Munich * 2 oil

paintings: t.,,andscape", 2. ,,andscape", pro-

perty
of the Royal Bavarian flew Pinakothek

m Munich.

T62 Prof. Carl udwig, artist * Berlin, Magdeburger-
srr. 28 * Oil painting: ,,the Jews' churchyard
in the Swabian Jura", property of Mr. Pflaum,
Stuttgart.

T63 Guido uon Maffei, artist * Munich * Oil paint-
ing: ..Stags", property of the Royal Bavarian
flew Pinakothek in Munich.

164
prof. Gabriel Mar, artist * Munich * Oil paint-

ing: ,,Monheys", property of the Royal Ba-
varian Dew Pinakothek in Munich.

165 Prof. Rdolf von Menzel, Wirklicher Geheimer

Rath, fcrcellenz, artist * Berlin, Sigismund-
str. 3 * 2 gouaches: t. ,,In a railway carriage",

property of Mr. J. Rosenbaum, Berlin; 2. .Con-

fectionery in Kissingen", property of Mr. Rr-

nold, Berlin. 2 drawings: t. ,,the studio",
2. ,,Rt the monument", property of the artist.

T66 Prof. Claus Meyer, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil

painting : ,,The visitor", property of artist.

T6T Prof. Paul Meyerheim, artist * Berlin, Hilde-

brandstr. 22 * Oil painting: ,,The menagerie",
property of the Royal Picture Gallery, Dresden.

T68 Hugo Muhlig, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil paint-

ing: ,,Winter afternoon after shooting", in

artist's own possession.

T69
Geprq Muller-Breslau ,

artist * Dresden * Oil

painfmg: ..Birches", property of artist.

TTO Richard Muller, artist * Dresden * Oil painting :

,,Sister of mercy", property of the Royale
Picture Gallery, Dresden. See also p. t3t.

TTt Wilhelm Hagel, artist * Carlsruhe * Oil paint-

ing: ,,R winter's evening", property of artist.

TT2 Rudolf Tlissl, artist * Munich * Oil painting:
,,6enre", property of artist.

TT3 e. Oehme, artist * Dresden * Water colour: ,,R
funeral in the Erzgebirge", in artist's own
possession.

TT4
Georg Papperitz, artist * Munich * Oil painting:
,,Study or a head", the property of the Royal
Bavarian flew Pinakothek in Munich.

ITS Prof. Hans Petersen, artist * Munich * Oil paint-

ing: ,,R seascape", property of artist.

TI6 w. Petersen, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil painting:
..Portrait", property of Treiherr von fursten-

berg in Herdringen in Westphalia.

M. Pietschmann, artist * Dresden Oil painting: TTT

,,R summer's evening", property of the Royal
Picture Gallery, Dresden.

Hermann Pleuer, artist * Carlsruhe * Oil TT8

painting: ,,Evening time", property of artist.

Heinrich Pluhr, artist * Weimar * Oil painting: TT9

,,Portrait of an old lady", property of Baron
von Kaufmann, "Florence.

Prof. eon Pohle, artist * Dresden * Oil paint- T80

ing: ..Portrait", property of the Royal Picture

Gallery in Dresden.

Otto Rasdt, artist * Weimar * Oil painting: T8t

,,the concert", property of the Permanent Ex-

hibition at Weimar.

Graf Reichenbach. artist * Dresden * Oil paint- T82

ing: ,,Intoaricated Silen and Taun".

Otto Reiniger, artist * Stuttgart * Oil painting : T83

,,Morning mist over the river", property of

artist.

Prof. Caspar Ritter,
artist * Carlsruhe * Oil T84

painting: ,,Salome , property of artist.

Wilhelm Ritter, artist * Dresden * Oil painting: T85

,,In May", property of artist.

Carl Rochling, artist * Charlottenburq , Harden- T86

bergstr. 24 * Oil painting: ..Storming of the

churchyard at Ceuthen", property of the 1st Toot

Guards, Potsdam.

Prof. Ualentin Ruths ,
artist * Hamburg -Uhlen- T8T

horst * Oil painting : ,,andscape of a heath",

property of Mr. Heye, Hamburg.
Prof. Carl Saltzmann, artist * tleu-Babelsberg T88
near Potsdam * Oil painting: ,,Catching

whales", property of artist.

Ceo Samberger, artist * Munich * Oil painting: T89

..Rrtist's portrait", property of the Royal
Bavarian Hew Pinakothek in Munich.

Prof. Joseph Scheurenberg artist * Charlotten- T90

burg, Kanrstr. t64 * Oil painting: ,,Mary meet-

ing the shepherd boy", property of the Royal
national Gallery in Berlin.

Robert Sdileich, artist * Munich * Oil painting: T9t

,,6enre", property of artist.

Prof. Dr. Ma* Schmidt, artist * Konigsberg in T92
Prussia * Oil painting: ,,Coast of England",
property of artist.

Prof. Gustav Schqnleber, artist * Carlsruhe * T93
Oil painting: ,,Besigheim", property of Mr.
Erhard Junghaus, Schaumburg.

Rudolf S<hramm-2ittau, artist * Munich* Oil T94

painting: ..Poultry", property of artist.

Schreuer, artist * Dusseldorf * Oil paintinq: T95

,,Cossacks on the Rhine", property of Mr.
W. Petersen, Dusseldorf.

Prof. Carl Seiler, artist * Munich * Oil painting: T96

,,TredericK the Great on a journey", property
of the Royal Bavarian new Pinakothek in

Munich.
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191 Tranz Sirnm, artist * Munich * Oil painting:
,,Concert for music lowers", property of the

Rrt Museum, Weimar.

T98 Prof. Tranz Sharbina. artist * Berlin, Konigin
Rugustastr. 41 * Oil painting: ,,RU souls' day"
property of artist.

199 Ma? Slevogt, artist * Munich * Oil painting:
,,Sdteherezade", property of artist.

800 toni Stadler, artist * Munidt * Oil painting:

,,andscape", property of the Royal Bavarian
neu> Pinahotheh, Munidi.

80t Max Stahlsdimidt, artist * Weimar * Oil paint-

ing: ,,Rt the milking ground", property of

Mrs. Badier, Stuttgart.

802 Prof. Withelm Sleinhausen, artist * Tranhfort-

on- the -Main * Oil painting: ,,Saint Christo-

pher", property of Treiherr von Bethmann,
Tranhfort-on-the-Main. See also p. t3t.

803 R.Sterl, artist * Dresden * Oil painting: ,,Shep-

herds", property of artist.

804 R. Stremel, artist * Dresden * Oil painting:
,,Tlemish room", property of the Royal Pic-

ture Gallery in Dresden.

805 Prof. Tranz Stuck, artist and sculptor * Mu-
nith * 3 oil paintings: t. ,,Bacdius and his

train", property of Mr. K. tolle, Barmen;
2. ,,War", property of the Royal Bavarian Heio

Pinahotheh; 3. ,,Study of a head", property
of artist. See also cl. 9 p.t33, gr. XII cl. 66

(room Seidl) p. 318, cl. 69 p. 324 and gr. XV
cl. 91 p. 361.

806 Prof. Ma* Ihedy, artist Weimar * Oil paint-

ing: ,,Portrait of Grafin Gortz", property of

Sr. Erlaudit des Grafen von Gortz, Weimar.

80T Prof. Hans Thoma , artist * Tranhfort-on-the-
Main * Oil painting : ,,andscape ivith Figures",

property of artist.

808 Prof. W. trubner, artist * Tranhfort-on-the-
Main * Oil painting: ,,Rrtist's portrait in

armour", property of artist.

809 Paul tubbeche , artist * Weimar * Water colour:

,,Water colour", property of Mr. 6. Weidiberger,
Weimar.

8tO Prof. T. von Uhde, artist Munidi * 2 oil paint-

ings: t. ..Children", property of artist; 2.

,,Christmas eve", property of the Royal Picture

Gallery in Dresden.

8tt Prof. Hugo Uogel, artist * Berlin, Keithstr. 2 *

Oil painting: ,,Double portrait", property of

the Raven^ Gallery in Berlin.

8t2 Hans von Uolhmann, artist * Carlsruhe * Oil

painting: ,,0atfield", property of the Royal Ba-
varian fteu> Pinahotheh in Munidi. See p. 132.

8t3 Wilhelm Uolz, artist * Munidi * Oil painting:
,,Ihe angel of the grave", property of artist.

Eduard Weidiberger. artist * Weimar * Oil 814

Bainting.
,,Interior of forest", property of

r. med. Dulpius, Weimar.

Prof. Utctor Weishaupt, artist Carlsruhe * 815
Oil painting: ,,Covos", property of artist.

6. Wendling, artist * Diisseldorf Oil painting: 816

,,lnside of a diurdi", property of Mr. ouron,
Diisseldorf.

Prof. Josef Wenglein, artist * Munidi * Oil 8tT

painting: ,,andscape", property of the Royal
Bavarian Heiv Pinahotheh in Munidi.

Prof. udioig Willroider, artist * Munidi * 8t8
Oil painting: ,,andscape", property of the

Royal Bavarian new Pinahotheh in Munidi.

Prof. Ernst Zimmermann, artist Munidi * 819
Oil painting: ,,Tish still life", property of the

Royal Bavarian Tleiv Pinahotheh in Munidi.

Prof. Heinridi Eugel, artist * Munidi * Iioo 820
oil paintings: t. ,,Picture of an animal",
2. ,,Pigs", property of artist.

Class 8.

Engravings and ttthographs.

Ma* Barenfanger. etdier Munidi * C-tdiing: 836

,,3ohn Chambers, Physician to King Henry VIII

of England" after Holbein, property of artist.

TritzBohle, etdier * Tranhfort-on-the-Main * 831

Etdiing: ,,Etdiing", property of artist.

Eduard Budiel, engraver * Dresden * Engraving : 838

,,St. Uirgo Siartina", property of artist.

Walter Conz, etcher * Carlsruhe * 2 Etchings: 839

t. ,,Portrait", 2. ,,Evening"; tvoodcut: Moon-
light", property of artist.

Rugust Dieffenbadier, artist * Munidi * itho- 840

graphs: ,,R serious case", original lithograph
in artist's possession.
Prof. Gustav Eilers, engraver * Berlin, 84t

Buloiostr. 24/25 * Engraving: ,,St. Caeciliae",

after P. P. Rubens, property of artist.

Otto Tihentsdier, etdier * Carlsruhe, at present 842

2iiridi * Etching : ,,Teldmann", property of artist.

Otto Tisdier, artist * Dresden * ithograph: 843

,,R summer's night", property of artist.

Prof. Ernst Torberg, etdier * Diisseldorf * 844

Etching: ,,Portrait", property of artist.

Otto Gampert, etcher * Munidi Etching: 845

,,andscapes", original etchings in possession
of artist.

Hermann Gattiher, etcher * Carlsruhe * Etching: 846

,,6rave of a hero", property of artist.

Prof. E. M. Geyger, etcher * Tlorence * Etching: 841

,,Spring" after Sandre Botticelli, property of

artist. See also p. 132.
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848 Freiherr udwiguon Cleidten-Russwurm, artist

and etdter * "Weimar * Etdiing: ..Etdting",

property of Freiherr Rle*ander uon Gleidten-

Russwurm, Bonland near Wiirzburg. See also

p. 121.

849 Prof. Carlos 6rethe, artist * Stuttgart * itho-

graph: ,,Morning", property of artist.

850 Prof. Franz Hein, artist * Carlsruhe * 2 litho-

graphs: t. ,,Fairy tale", 2. ,,Water nymph",
property of artist.

85 1 Georg Hensinger, wood earner * Munich * Wood
cut: ,,0riginal toood cutting", property of

artist.

852 Prof. Heinridt Keyne, artist * Carlsruhe *

2 lithographs: t. ..Uillage pond", 2. ,,Flute

player", property of artist.

853 Karl Hofer, artist * Carlsruhe * Othograph:
,,Culprit", property of artist.

854 Felir Hollenberg, etcher * Stuttgart * 3 etdiings :

l.,,uenmg", 2. ./Falling night", 3. ,,twilight",

property of artist.

855 Josef Michael Holzapfel, etdier * Munidt *

2 engrauings: t. ..Madonna" after Quentin

Massys, 2. ..Portrait of a talbot" after Petrus

Christus; t etdiing: ,,oue" after 6. Bencztir,

property of artist.

856 Prof. ouis Jacoby, copper engrauer * Colonie

Grunewald, Caspar teyssstr. 19 * Copper en-

grauing : ,,Marriage of Rlearander and Roarane"
after Sodoma, property of artist.

85T 6eorg 3ahn , copper engrauer * Dresden * Copper
engrauing: ,,My mother's portrait", property
of artist.

858 Prof. 6raf eopold oon Kalchreuth, artist *

Stuttgart * 2 lithographs: t. ,,Return home",
2. ,,6irl's head", property of artist. See also

p. 12$.

tM Prof. Friedrich Kallmorgen, artist * Carlsruhe *

ithographic edition de hure: t. ,,ln the land
of the midnight sun", 2. ,,Diary of an artist",

property of the publisher 6. R. Seemann,
teipzig. 2 lithographs: ,,Wet weather", 2.

..Summer", property of artist. See also p. 128.

860 Prof. Gustau Kampmann, artist * Carlsruhe *

3 lithographs: t. ..Starry night", 2. ..Morning
sun", 3. ..Mountain forest in snow", property
of artist. See also p. t28.

86t Prof. Karl Kopping, etdter * Berlin, Kurfursten-
damm 6 * Etching: ,,the Mennonite preadter
Rnsloo comforting the toidoio", property of
6. Grotesdten Derlagsbudthandlung. See also

gr. XII d. 13 p. 338.

862 Oswald Kresse, uiood caruer * Munidt * ,,2 toood
cuts" after Marold, property of artist.

863 Rlbert
Kru^er, copper engrauer and etdter *

Berlin, Brudienallee 4 2 copper engrauings :

t. ,,Musical angel", 2. ,,Rngel singing", after

uan Eydi, property of artist.

udtoig Kuhn, etdter * Munidt * etdting: 864
..Portrait of Mrs. uon H.", after T. R. uon Kaul-

badt, property of artist.

Wilhelm aaae, artist * Stuttgart * Othograph: 865

,,0n the heath", property of artist.

Karl anghein, artist Carlsruhe * ithograph: 866

..Hight", property of artist.

6eorg uhrig, artist * Dresden *
ithpgraph: 861

..Snoto sweepers", property of Koniglidte

Hofhunsthandlung uon mil Ridtter, Dresden.
1 booh of t2 lithographs: ..Poor azarus",

property of Koniglidte Hofhunsthandlung uon
tmil Ridtter, Dresden.

Prof. Hans Meyer, copper engrauer * Berlin, 868
Oitzoiostr. 60 a * Copper engrauing: ,,War",
after T. 6eselsdtap, property of artist.

Ridtard Muller, artist and etdter * Dresden * 869

etdting: ..Tlursery plantation near Dresden",

property of Mr. Ernst Seeger, Berlin, t album

containing 9 etdtings, property of Koniglidte

Hofhunsthandlung uon Gmil Ridtter, Dresden.
See also p. 129.

Original -Radir-Derein * Munidt * t album 8TO

containing about 20 etdtings.

udtoig Otto, artist and etdter * Dresden * 8T1

Etching: ,,My portrait", artist's property.

Doris Raab, etcher and copper engrauer * 8T2
Munich * Etching: ,,Madonna", after Holbein,

property of artist.

Robert Raudner, etcher * Munich * Etching: 8T3

,,Study of a head", property of artist.

Otto Reim, copper etcher * Charlottenburg, 814
Sdtlossstr. 68 * Copper etching: ,,the freast of

Plato", after Teuerbach, property of artist.

Wilhelm Rohr, etdter * Munich * ,,3 original 815

etchings", property of artist.

Triedridt uon Sdtennis, artist and etdter * 816
Berlin * Etdiing: ..Roman allegory", property
of artist.

Heinridt Sdilumpredtt, wood caruer * Munich * 811

,,2 wood cuts from Tliegende Blatter", after

Wenzell and Marold, property of artist.

Heinridt Seufferheld, etcher * Carlsruhe * 818
2 etchings: 1. ..TJhe cool forest", 2. ..Summer",

property of artist.

Prof. Wilhelm Steinhausen, artist * Frank- 819

fort -on -the -Main'* ithograph: ,,the lord's

supper", property of artist. See also p. 130.

Konrad Strobel, wood caruer * Munidt * ,,two 880
wood cuts", after Rene" Reinicke and Triedrich

Stahl, property of artist.

Hugo Struck, copper etdter and engrauer * 881

Charlottenburg, urolmanstr. 36 Etching:

,,Bon soir, Messieurs" after R. uon Menzel,

property of artist.

Uerein fur Original-Radirungen * Berlin, Bulow- 882

str. 24/25 * t album containing 23 etdtings.
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883 Hans won Uolkmann, artist * Carlsruhe *

4 lithographs: t. ..Weather clouds", 2. ,,Castles

in the air", 3. 6s<henallee", 4. ,,Peldbreiten",

property of artist. Complete edition de lure:

..Rfrica, studies and ideas of an artist", pro-

perty of Breithopf & Hartel, Ceipzig. See

also p. 130.

884 Heinridi Wolff, etdier * Munidi * etchings:

..studies", original-etdiings property of artist.

885 Heinridi Wilhelm Wulff, artist * Stuttgart *

ftthograph: ,,the burning milage", property
of artist.

Class 9.

Sculptures * Medals and Cameos.

904 Cipri Rdolf Beermann, sculptor * Munidi *

Sculpture: ,,Centaur" (bronze), property of

artist.

905 Prof Reinhold Begas, sculptor * Berlin, Stuler-

str. 4 * 4 sculptures: t. ..Electric sparks"
(marble), 2. ,,6raue memorial Strousberg"

(bronze), 3. ..Prometheus group" (bronze),
4. ,,Cain and Rbel" (bronze), property of artist.

906 Werner Begas, sculptor * Berlin, Stulerstr. 4 *

Sculpture: ,,Wilhelm Wolff-bust".

90T Prof. Peter Breuer, sculptor * Berlin, Gnei-

senaustr. 65 * Sculpture: ,,Rdam and Cue"

(marble), property of artist.

908 Prof. Rdolf Brutt, sculptor * Berlin, Kahh-
reuthstr. 12 * Sculpture: ..Sioorddancer"

(bronze), property of artist.

909 udioig Cauer, sculptor * Berlin, o. d. Heydt-
str. T * Sculptures: t. ,,Ielemadios" (bronze),
2. ..thirst" (bronze), property of artist.

910 Tritz Christ, sculptor * Munidi * Sculpture:
,,Sins", property of artist. See also gr. XV
Cl. 91 p. 359.

9tt Prof. Robert Diez, sculptor
* Dresden * Sculp-

ture: ..Storm" (bronze), property of artist.

912 C-mil Dittler, sculptor * Munidi * sculpture:
,,Melusine" (bronze), property of artist.

9t3 Prof. Gustao Eberlein, sculptor * Berlin,
t). d. Heydtstr. tt * 3 sculptures: t. ,,Rdam
and Epe" (bronze), 2. ,,Rdam and Eoe" (bronze)
3. ..Pieta" (bronze), property of artist.

914 Prof. Heinridi Epler, sculptor * Dresden *

Sculpture: ,,tioo mothers" property (bronze),
of artist.

915 Hans Euerding, sculptor * Cassel *
Sculpture:

..Bronze bust", property of Mr. Edward Habidi,
Cassel.

916 Reinhold Telderhoff. sculptor * Charlottenburg,
Grolmanstr. Sculpture: ..Diana" (bronze),

property of the Royal Rational Gallery , Berlin.

Joseph Tlossmann, sculptor * Munidi * Sculp- 91T
ture: ..Mariele" (marble), property of artist.

Ernst Treese, sculptor * Berlin, Genthinerstr. 15* 918

Sculpture: ,,Girl bathing" (bronze), property
of the Royal Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Ricolaus Triedridi, sculptor * Berlin, Siegmunds- 9 1 9

hof 1 1 * ..Sandal Binder", property of artist.

Ruqust Gaul, sculptor * Berlin -Wilmersdorf, 920

ilhfandstr. 156 * 2 sculptures: l.,,Roman Goats"

(bronze), 2. ..Running Ostridi" (bronze), pro-

perty of artist.

Prof. Ernst Moritz Geyger, sculptor * Tlorence, 921

Dia di Marignolle per Soffiano 8 * Sculpture :

,,R bull of the Campagna" (marble and ioory),

property of artist. See also p. 130.

3ohannG6tz, sculptor * Charlottenburg, eib- 922

nizstr. 33 * Sculpture : ,,Water Carrier" (bronze),

property of artist.

Hermann Hahn, sculptor * Munidi * 3 sculp- 923

tures: l.,,3udith" (marble), 2. ,,Rdam" (bronze),
3. ,,oe" (bronze), property of artist.

Bernhard Heising, sculptor * Berlin -Wilmers- 924

dorf, Konigshoferstr. * Sculpture: ,,the lost

son" (bronze), property of artist.

Prof. Ernst Herter, sculptor * Berlin, Budien- 925
strasse3 * Sculpture: ,,Sea tyrant" (bronze),

property of artist.

Rdolf Hildebrand, sculptor * Munidi * 3 sculp- 926

tures: 1. ,,Bust of duhe Carl theodor of Ba-

uaria" (marble) , property of the Herzog Carl

theodor in Bauaria; 2. ,,Bust of Sr. *cellenz

uon Pettenhofer" (marble), 3. ,,Bust of R.

Bodilin, artist" (bronze), property of R. Bocklin.

See also gr.XV cl. 91 p. 360.

Hosaeus, sculptor * Berlin, Siegmundshoflt * 921

Sculpture: ,,Rrter the fight" (bronze), property
of the Royal Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Prof. Eridi Hosel, sculptor* Dresden* Sculpture: 928

,,Hun" (bronze), property of the Royal Rational

Gallery, Berlin.

Prof. Gerhard Janensdi, sculptor * Berlin, Sieg- 929

mundshof 11 * Sculpture: ..Portrait of three

diildren" (terra -cotta), property of artist.

Prof. C. 3anssen, sculptor * Dusseldorf * tioo 930

sculptures: 1. ..Bust of Eiethen", 2. ..Statuette".

Hugo Kaufmann, sculptor * Munidi *
Sculp-

931

ture: ,,t)enus Rnadyomene", (bronze), property
of artist.

Tritz Klimsdi, sculptor * Charlottenburg, Knese- 932

bedtstr. 93 * Sculpture: ..Dancing girl" (bronze),

property of the Royal Rational Gallery, Berlin.

Prof. 3osef oon Kopf, sculptor * Rome, Dia 933

nazionale 243 * Sculpture: ,,Rorbert Benedict,
bank director in Oienna" (bronzebust).

Ma* Kruse, sculptor * Berlin -Wilmersdorf, 934

Oetzenburgerstr. * Sculpture: ,,yuthful loue"

(wood), property of artist.
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935 Prof. Otto essing, sculptor * Colonie Grune-

toald, Wangenheimerstr. 10 * Sculpture: por-
trait bust of udu>ig Knaus" (marble), pro-

perty of the Royal national Gallery, Berlin.

936 Prof. udvoig Manzel. sculptor * Berlin, 6lss-

holzstr. tt * Sculpture :,,eoening song" (marble),
property of artist.

931 Hubert lletzer, sculptor * Munich * Sculpture:
,,Eue" (bronze), property of artist.

938 Peter Poppetmann, sculptor * Dresden * Sculp-
ture: ,,Bathers" (bronze), property of artist.

939 Wilhelm oon Rumann, sculptor * Munich *

2 sculptures: 1. ,,Bust of H. R. H. Princess
therese of Bauaria" (marble), property of H.
R. H. Prince Regent Euitpold of Banana;
2. ,,Bust of archaeologist Dr. Brunner", property
of the Imperial German embassy in Rome.

940 Johannes Schichtmeyer, sculptor * Berlin,

Tempelhofer Ufer 22 Sculpture: ,,6retchen"

(coloured marble), property of artist.

941 Prof. Johannes Schilling, sculptor * Dresden *

Sculpture: ,,trout" (bronze), property of artist.

942 Prof. Walter Schott, sculptor * Berlin, Rns-
bacherstr. 50 * 2

sculptures: t. ..Juggler"
(marble), 2. ,,Double children's bust" (marble),
property of artist.

943 Constantin Starck, sculptor * Berlin-Wilmers-

dorf, nassauischestr. 35 * Sculpture: ..Homage"
(bronze), property of artist.

944 Rtois Stehle, sculptor * Munich * Sculpture:
,,otte" (bronze and marble), property of artist.

945 Rugust Streitmuller, sculptor * Dresden *

Sculpture: ,,6ambling" (bronze), artist's pro-
perty.

946 Prof. Franz Stuck, sculptor and artist * Munich *

4 sculptures (bronzes) : t.,,Rthlete", 2. ,,Rma-
zon", 3. ,,Dancing girl", 4. ,,Rstonished Cen-

taur", property of artist. See also p. 130 and
gr. XII cl. 66 (room 6. Seidl) p. 3t8, cl. 69 p. 324
and gr. XV cl. 91 p. 36t.

941 Ignaz Taschner, sculptor * Munich * 2 sculp-
tures: t. ,,St. Martin" (bronze), 2. ..tramp",
(coloured wood), property of artist.

948 Couis tuaillon, sculptor Rome, Uia sis-

tina 126 * Sculpture: ,,Rmazon" (bronze), pro-
perty of the Royal national Gallery.

949 J. Uphues, sculptor * Wilmersdorf, Pfalzbur-

gerstr. 86 * 2 sculptures: t. ,,Rrcher" (bronze),
2. ..Frederick the Great" (bronze), the artist's

property.

950 Rugust Uogel, sculptor * Charlottenburg, eib-

nizstr. 14 * Sculpture : ,,Rudolf uon Habsburg"
(bronze). See also gr. XV cl. 91 p. 361.

951 Prof. Hermann Dolz, sculptor * Carlsruhe *

Sculpture: ,,Statuette" (bronze), property of
artist. See also gr. XV cl. 94 p. 350 and cl. 91

p. 362.

Heinrich Wadere, sculptor * Munich * 2 sculp- 952
tures: t. ,,Rosa mystica" (bronze), 2. ,,9oung
girl" (bronze relief), property of artist. See
also gr. XV cl. 94 p. 350.

Prof. Willi Widemann, sculptor* Berlin, Mag- 953

deburgerstr. 9 * Sculpture: ..Kaiser Maximilian"

(bronze). See also gr. XV cl. 94 p. 350.

Georg Wrba, sculptor * Munich * Sculpture: 954
,,uropa" (bronze), property of artist. See
also gr. XV cl. 91 p. 362.

mil Wunsche, sculptor * Munich * Sculpture: 955
..terriers" (bronze), property of artist.

Class to.

Rrdiitecture.

L Becker, architect * Mayence * ,,Marienkirche 912
in Dusseldorf."

H. Billing, architect * Carlsruhe * ,,Melanchthon- 9T3
Haus in Bretten.

CremerundWolffenstein, architects * Berlin * 9T4

,,Synagoge indenstrasse in Berlin."

C. Doflein , architect * Berlin * ,,Church in 2ioei- 915
bruchen."

Prof.Dr.Durm, Oberbaudirector * Carlsruhe * 9T6
,,Kaiserin Rugusta-Bad in Baden-Baden."
M. Dfilfer, architect * Munich * ,,Kaimsale", 911
Munich.

B. Ebhardt, architect * Berlin * Restoration of 918
the Burg Salzburg in Pranken."

Prof. H. Eggert, Geheimer Baurath * Berlin * 919

,,toumhall in Hanooer."
Prof. H. nde, Geheimer Regierungsrath * Ber- 980
lin * ,,Rauen's house in Berlin."

erdmann und Spindler, architects * Berlin * 981

,,Uilla Cbeling, Wannsee near Berlin."

Th. Tisdter, architect * Munich * ,,Tacade, girls' 982
school in Munich."
Prof. 6. Prentzen , Ri?-la-Chapelle * ..Central 983

railway station, Cplogne-on-the-Rhine."
H. Grisebach und Dtnklage, architects * Berlin * 984
,,Peter's church in ?rankfort-on-the-Main." See
also gr. XII cl. 66 p. 320.

Haller und Genossen, architects * Hamburg * 985

,,toion hall in Hamburg."
Prof. 6. Hauberisser * Munich * ,,toion hall in 986
Munich."

Prof. Ch. Hehl * Berlin * ,,6arrison church in 98T
Hanouer."
Heilmann und ittmann, architects * Munich * 988

,,Hofbrauhaus in Munich."

Helbig und Haiger, architects * Munich * ,,Mu- 989
seum and labourers' dwellings."
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990 Prof K Hodieder * Munich * ..Public baths in

Munich."

991 Prof.K.Hofmann, Geheimer OberbaurattuDarm-
stadt * ..Rhine-bridge at Worms."

992 Kauser und tjon Grossheim, architects * Berlin *

,,mgh schools for music and art in Berlin."

993 Klingenberg und Weber, architects * Olden-

burg * ..Courts of justice, Bremen."

994 H. Krause, architect * Berlin * ..Warehouse

Spittelmarkt in Berlin."

995 J. Kroqer, architect * Berlin * ..Jahobikirdie in

Dresden."

996 Prof. H. icht, Baurath * eipzig * ,,toum hall

in Ceipzig."

991 0. March, Baurath * Berlin * ..Kalmuth Castle-

on-the-Rhine."

998 . Mochel, Geheimer Baurath * Doberan *

..Standehaus in Rostock."

999 B. Mohring, architect * Berlin * ..Station of the

suspension railway Elberfeld." See also gr. XII

cl. 66 p. 320.

tOOOProf.Sc.nechelmann, architect * Stuttgart *

andes-6eu>erbemuseum in Stuttgart."

tOOt Prof. 3. Otzen, Geheimer Regierungsrath * Ber-

lin * ,,utherkirche, Berlin."

1002 J. 6. Poppe, architect * Bremen * ,,Toun library
in Bremen."

1003H. Pylipp, architect * tluremberg * ,,Ihe new
building of the toton hall in tluremberg."

t004Johannes Radhe, Kaiserlicher Post-Bauinspek-
tor * 6ross-ichterfelde near Berlin * ..German
house at the Paris exhibition t900."

tOOSReimer und Korte, architects * Berlin * ..Office

building Borsig, Berlin."

Retnhardt und Sussenguth, architects * Berlin * 1006

..Tovon hall, Charlottenburg."

Dr. R. Rossbach, Baurath eipzig * ,,eipziger tOOI

Bank, eipzig."

Schilling und Grabener, architects * Dresden * 100$

,,andhtrchen."

Prof. Preiherr H. oon Schmidt * Munich * 1009

,,St. Maximilian church" in Munich.

Prof. Josef Schmitz * Duremberg * ..Church in to 10

Sanderau - Wurzburg."

Prof. H. Schneider * Cassel * ..Plan of fountain toil

in Bremen."

T. Schwediten, Baurath * Berlin * ..Kaiser Wil- 1012

helm-Gedachtnisskirche, Berlin."

Prof. Gab. Seidl * Munich * ..tlationalmuseum to 13

Munich." See also gr. XII cl. 66 (room 6. Seidl)

p. 3t8.

Solf und Wichards, architects * Berlin * ..Office I0t4

of the Berlinisdte ebensuersicherungsgesell-
schaft in Berlin."

W. Spannagel, architect * Munich * Ta?ade of tots

a house.

M. Spitta, GeheimerBaurath * Berlin * ..Gnaden- tote

kirche, Berlin."

Georg Thielen, architect * Hamburg * ..WatertOtI
colour of the nautical Exhibition Paris 1900."

See also gr.XII cl. 66 p. 32t.

Prof. T. pon Ihiersch * Munich * ..Courts of tots

justice (interior), Munich."

Prof. C. Walther * tluremberg* ..Tucher- House, tOt9

Berlin."

6. Weidenbach, architect * eipzig * ,,Reformt020
church in eipzig."

Eaar und Uaal, architects * Berlin * ..Entrance 1021

of the Zoological Gardens, Berlin."
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Group III.

Appliances, Instruments and Rccessories for Science and Rrt.

Rrtistic arrangement by Professor Otto Rieth in Berlin.

The collective exhibit of the booh trade, embracing
classes tt 14, is in the German House.

See there page 1$ to page $3.

Class tt.

typography * Darious Impressions

(Rppliances, Processes and Products).

Individual Exhibitors.

t049 Friedrich Krebs * Trankfort-on-the-Main * Ma-
chines for printers and lithographers. See
German Machinery building Tlr. 16T1.

1050 Julius Post * Hamburg * Manufacturer of

paper in rolls. Paper in rolls for telegraphic

apparatus, cigarette machines, match boar ma-
machines, Post's patent copying machines and

copying rollers. (Rdjoining the exhibition of

music.)

1 05 1 Rochstroh & Schneider Hachf .
* Dresden-Heidenau

(Saxony) * Engineers. Patent platen presses
,,Uictorta". Patent typographic printing ma-
chines. See advertisement page 23.

1052 J. 6. Schelter & Giesecke * Leipzig * Established
t8t9. 900 workmen, typefoundry. 300000kg
type in stock. Hew fittings in the course of
a feui days. Brass rules, wood and brass

type factory, establishment for zinc and three-

colour etching. Engineering works: Platen

press ,,Phonix", cylinder printing machine

,,Windsbraut". numbering machines. Racks,

type cases. Typographic utensils. ifts for

passengers and goods. See also Collective

exhibit of the book trade cl. tt p. 19 and cl. t2

p. 80. See advertisement page 28.

1053 Sdmellpressenfabrtk Prankenthal Filbert & Co.

Rkt.-Ges. * Trankenthal (Rhenish Bavaria) *

Exclusive manufacture of: Printing machines
for book printing, lithography, collotype and
tin printing, also rotary machines, exhibits:

t cylinder job-press ,,Rhenania" nr. 6, t simple

illustration printing machine nr. 2$, t rotary
machine for newspapers of 4 and 2 pages,
and t rotary machine for various sizes.

Sdireibmaschinenfabrih Sundern, Sdieffer-Hop- 1054

penhdfer * Sundern in Westphalia*typewriters.
See also gr.XVcl. 92 p. 339.

Crich Schvoanenberg, architect * Hanover * Rrti- 1055
ficial

lithographic
stones. Rrttficial facing

lime stone. See also gr. VI cl. 28 p. 192.

Uereinigte Maschinenfabrik Rugsburg und Ma- 1056

sdiinenbaugesellsdiaftnurnberg. R.-G. * Rugs-
burg-nuremberg * t. One rotary machine for

several colours. 2. One flat printing machine
for delicate work in several colours. See also

gr. IV cl.t9 p. t64, gr.VI cl. 29 p. 194, gr.XVI
cl. 106 p. H6 and Uincennes p. 389.

Class t2.

Photography.
the photographic collective exhibit of this class

is in the German House.

Class t3.

Book Selling, Book Binding, Periodicals,

Placards.

Individual exhibitors.

Gebruder Brehmer * eipzig-Plagwitz * Cn-t068

gineering works. Machines for stitching with
wire or thread, for folding and leather sharp-

ening. See advertisement page 24.

Reinhard Dieffenbacher, bookbinder * Heidel- 1069

berg * The Golden Book of the city of Heidel-

berg. See also gr.XVcl. 98 p. 362.

Karl Krause * Ceipzig * Machines for the paper lOTO

industry, established 1855. Rbout 1 000 work-
men. Rnnual output about 5000 machines.

1 R. Pecht * Constance * Piano edition of small toil

opera: ,,Mopsius".

Wilhelm Peiler * Crefeld * Book bindings. SeetOI2
also gr.XVcl. 98 p. 362.
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The World's Exhibition arranged for the close of the century gives occasion for a

retrospective glance. It requires but brief reflection to perceive that mechanics and

optics have contributed in no small degree to the progress made during this century
of scientific and tedmical development. If a comparison be made between the fun-

damental elements of all scientific measurement, weights and measures, in their present

perfection, and those of a hundred years ago; and further, between the masterworks

in the manufacture of astronomical and geodetic instruments, and their original forms

at the commencement of the t9th century; if we consider the present physical and

electrical instruments in their exactness, and reflect that they were scarcely in existence

a hundred years ago, we shall immediately be led to the conclusion that a rapid

progress, benefiting the whole of the e*act sciences, has been made in the manu-
facture of scientific instruments of precision. In this development German mecha-
nics and optics have in no small degree participated.

Rt the beginning of the t9th century, Germany's industry for the manufacture of

instruments of precision was insignificant, though the accomplishments of certain

sdiools of German industry for mechanical art, in Munich, under the direction of

Fraunhofer and Reichenbach, Repsold in Hamburg, Pistor in Berlin and

others, were recognised by the scientific world, the manufacture of instruments of

precision in England and Trance was further advanced than in Germany , and satisfied

almost entirely the need in whidi the world stood of scientific instruments. This

superior position induced the young German mechanic to proceed to Prance and

England, that he might acquire a fundamental knowledge of his profession. Many
of the prominent German medianics still living have to thank French and English
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masters for a considerable portion of their knowledge; and even at the present day
the young and struggling German mechanic is wont to turn his attention to both

these countries. The cause of the former pre-eminence of the Trendi and English
manufacture of instruments of precision lay in the fact that in both countries this

industry was supported by the State. England had shown much precaution, to further

the interests of her nauy and mercantile fleet, in improving the astronomical and
nautical instruments of measurement, the marine chronometer, and astronomical

cloths, thus giving to this brandi of technical art a powerful impulse. In France

the same effect was produced by the longitude and latitude determinations of Cassini,
and especially about the close of the last century, by the admirable and comprehensive
labours which furnished mankind with the metric system of weights and measures,
and which gave rise, in the manufacture of instruments of precision to a considerable

improvement of weights and measures, of astronomical and geodetic instruments,

and of physical and chemical apparatus.
In Germany the State did not direct its attention to the advancement of the industry
of instruments of precision until about twenty years ago. Then, however, it set to

work with the utmost enthusiasm, and achieved complete success. The expenditures
whidi the German authorities have made for science and art during the last thirty

years, the establishment of numerous large physical and diemical laboratories, the

building of new observatories, and extension of old ones, the requirements whidi

surveying and geodesy made of the construction of geodetic and astronomical instru-

ments, the influence whidi the introduction of the metrical system of weights and

measures, together with the development of the navy, had on the making of accurate

instruments of measurement all these influences imposed great problems on the

German industry.
In addition to this, it was soon obvious that intimate cooperation between men of

research and men of practice was imperative. In t8T9 several scientists, mechanics

and opticians, assembled in Berlin for the purpose of forming an union whidi

developed in t88t to the German Society of Mechanics and Optics, and spread
over the whole German Empire, and whose task it is to promote the scientific, tech-

nical and economic advancement of the manufacture of instruments of precision, like-

wise in tSSt the ,,Zeitschrift fur Instrumentenkunde" was started as the organ
of this society; and it was in this way that theorists and practicians, by working
in conjunction, promoted scientific instrument making. It was first in Berlin, then

in Frankfort-on-the-Wain, and later in many other towns, that technical schools
were established, in whidi men of learning worked hand in hand with practicians

for the education of the younger generation. 9et another consequence of this earnest

ffort in the direction of scientific development was the admittance of men of learning

by German mechanics and opticians into their laboratories and workshops; and at

present most of the larger German firms count experienced theorists among their

permanent collaborators.

the most important advancement made in the German industry of instruments of

precision is due to the Imperial Physico-Iechnical Institute founded in t$8T,

the first or scientific department of whidi carries on purely physical research, whilst

the second or technical department has the task of directing and helping the in-
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dustry. The excellent services rendered already by this institution to German industry,

and also the many incitements and new methods which originated therefrom, have

borne good fruit.

In consequence of all these extensive and carefully planned provisions, the German

industry of instruments of precision takes at present a prominent position in the

world's market. Proofs of this were given in tSS$ at the World's Exhibition in

Brussels, and still more in t$93 at the Columbian exposition in Chicago, and also

at the Exhibition in Berlin in tS96 the Collective Exhibit of the German Society for

Mechanics and Optics gave proof of excellent performances.
To show the high development of our industry at the Centenary Exhibition in

Parts must of necessity be a grateful task for all parties concerned. The uniform

character, obtained by the industry of instruments of precision in consequence of its

development under scientific guidance, called for equal uniformity in the manner of

its exhibition. Consequently the Collective Exhibit for Mechanics and Optics
has refrained from the customary introduction of individual firms. The firms who

participate in this collective exhibit have worked in cooperation and have tried to bring

into prominence what can be done at present in Germany in each particular branch

of this industry, through this arrangement of the Collective Exhibition, which also

permits of a better utilisation of space, it has been found possible to bring under

observation the present achievements of German mechanics and optics as a whole.

The German Collective Exhibition for Mechanics and Optics is divided into

the following departments, according to the separate branches of the industry:

I. Metrology and gauging.
II. Rstronomy.

III. Geodesy and nautics: a. Geodesy and geophysics, b. field-, mining- and

travelling instruments, c. nautical instruments.

IV. Meteorology, terrestrial magnetism and thermometry.
V. Optics: a. Photometry, b. spectroscopy and optical instruments of measurement,

c. microscopy and accessories, d. microphotography and projection, e. photo-

graphy, f. hand- telescopes and terrestrial telescopes, g. crystallographical optics,

apparatus for the representation and observation of luminous phenomena.
VI. Electrical instruments of measurement for scientific purposes.
VII. Electro-medical, biological and physiological apparatus.
VIII. Rpparatus for chemical and physico-chemical investigation. Cabora-

tories and apparatus for instruction; means of teaching.
IX. Drawing and calculating instruments.

X. Rpparatus for the testing of materials and for particular purposes;
special tools and aids to mechanics and optics.

Starting from this classification we will attempt to give a short sketch of the present
state of the German industry of instruments of precision.

I. German mechanics had for the first time been put to greater tasks in the de-

partment of metrology and gauging when the great astronomer Bessel under-

took the establishment of original measures for the Prussian State in the thirties.
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Mechanics had already attained good results at that time which were, however,

considerably increased when the normal IVletrological Commission began its

useful work by the introduction of the metric system of weights and measures, the
numerous suggestions and hints which German industry owes to the works of the

Metrological Commission, have enabled it to play a prominent part in the introduc-

tion of the metrical system at home and abroad. Rn opportunity was afforded for

the construction of the finest comparators and dividing engines, of accurate instru-

ments for measuring lengths, of delicate balances, all of which have been greatly
beneficial to German mechanics. The appliances adopted by the ,,Bureau international

des poids et mesures" haue proceeded in no small proportion from German workshops.
In the Collective Exhibition for Mechanics and Optics, the special exhibit of the

Imperial IVletrological Commission gives admirable proof of the efforts

of Germany in the branch of metrological instruments and apparatus.
II. next in order to weights and measures the indispensable foundations of all

accurate research we may mention astronomical instruments. The largest and
most costly instruments, the large refractors, will always suffer from the fact that

they can only be exhibited under particularly favourable circumstances. German

industry has been at work in the construction of large refractors almost exclusively

abroad, and has participated therein to no small extent; it has lately had an opportunity
of proving its capabilities by constructing in Potsdam the new large refractor

the first large instrument built for a German observatory and one of the largest
in Europe, and the proof has been undergone with brillant success. In the main, the

German mechanics have been engaged in the manufacture of astronomical instruments,

refractors, meridian circles, circles of elevation, and heliometers, all of medium and
smaller size, but with the result that Germany, as regards the fineness and perfection
of the separate instrumental contrivances, enjoys universal recognition. Rn important

step of later times in the branch of astronomical instruments is the manufacture of

astronomical objectives. The first optician who paved the way in the important
branch of melting astronomical glasses was Fraunhofer. Rfter his early death

there was a long standstill, and finally in large astronomical glasses opticians had
almost attained the border-line of possibility, at least so far as the optician's art is

concerned. Rbout twenty years ago, Professor Rbbe and Dr. Schott in Jena took

up the work precisely at the point where Fraunhofer had left it, and they succeeded

so admirably in producing new kinds of optical glasses that the chromatic differences

of spherical aberration are almost abolished. Through this, on the one hand, the

optical properties of astronomical telescopes, and on the other hand, the Jena glass
works have become so capable of producing excellent material that the German opti-

cians can now entirely supply their wants in their own country. R further agree-
able improvement of an indispensable aid to astronomy has been made with regard
to levels. It is owing to the successful efforts of the Imperial Physico- Technical

Institute that the causes of the defects in levels were recognised to consist in de-

posits forming in the liquid. Ready means were afforded the mechanics for quickly

discerning unqualified glass tubes in which the appearance of such deposits may be

expected, and moreover the way was shown how to obtain good kinds of glass
for levels.
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HI. In the ne*t department, geodesy and nautics, we have first to consider a

subject bordering on astronomy and geodesy, i.e. astronomical instruments used in

geodesy. In consequence of the manifold suggestions of international geodesy,
and particularly of the Geodetic Institute and its present director, Helmert, important

improvements have issued from German factories. We would mention the replace-

ment of the friction rollers of transit instruments by balance levers, by which the

error of collimation was completely removed; uje would also mention Rep so Id's

contrivances, likewise in transit instruments, by which the observations are made
almost free of the physiological momentum of the personal equation. We would lay

stress on the improvements in zenith telescopes, and would not omit the innovations

made in the specifically German level testers. The geophysical works of inter-

national geodesy have promoted the production of the most accurate instrument of

precision of the present day the horizontal pendulum whidi owes its origin and

completion to German investigators and mechanics. Great improvements aiding the

manufacture of instruments have lately been made in Germany in the important

geophysical brandi of the study of the motion of sea -water, set forth most com-

pletely by Seibt-Fuess. Remarkable progress has been made during the last

decades in the making of geodetic instruments; the numerous requirements of

field surveying, of the cadastre and engineering have had great influence on the

construction of theodolites, levelling instruments and tachymeters. The making of

geodetic instruments in Germany is widespread, and the reputation of these pro-
ductions of German industry has secured for them an uncommonly large sale in all

quarters of the globe. Moreover, the smaller compendious astronomico- geodetic instru-

ments of travel, owing to the numerous German travels of researdi, have been

materially improved. In the last ten years, the German industry for the manufacture

of instruments of precision, in consequence of the development of the commercial

navy and the growth of the German fleet, has turned its attention to the manu-
facture of nautical instruments and apparatus. Whilst Germany in this brandi

was formerly dependent on foreign countries, especially on England, she is now
able to supply all nautical instruments.

IV. The development of meteorological instruments and apparatus for

calorimetry is a typical instance of the progress made by German medianics in *

intimate cooperation with theoretical science. This applies in particular to thermometers.

Rbout twenty years ago the German manufacture of thermometers was at a stand-

still; the question was the removal of the old error of thermic depression,
whidi was inherent in all thermometers made by the old -established methods. Ela-

borate investigations of the Imperial Physico- Technical Institute and the glass works
at Jena finally led to success after great difficulties. Chemical investigations and

carefully executed glass -melts combined with e*act measurements elicited the fact

that pure potash glasses and pure soda glasses show only the most minute thermic

depression, while glasses containing both alcalis are subjected to such high depressions
that they are absolutely useless for thermometrical purposes. The result of all these

researches was the production in the glass works of Jena of an excellent sodaglass,
which only showed a depression of t (C.) for tOO; later a still better glass, a boro-

silicate glass, has been invented, registering a still lesser masrimum depression
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(only 0,05), and what is particularly important, it agrees admirably with the

hydrogen thermometer. The advantages of this discovery not only for meteorology,
but also physics, (hemistry and medicine can easily be estimated, neither was the

industry excluded from beneficial results; for, with the aid of certain more recent

glasses, and an artifice which made it possible to subject the mercury in the thermo-

meter to a pressure of about 20 to 25 atmospheres, it become possible to construct

thermometers, capable of registering accurately the temperature in tenths of degrees

up to 550 and upwards, the temperature of incipient red heat. In consequence of

sudt progress, the German manufacture of thermometers has made an unexpected
advance, and at the present day predominates in the world's market. German
thermometers are universally bought with all the greater confidence because they
can be provided with state testing certificates. The institute for testing thermometers

in llmenau tests yearly about 40000 thermometers, the Imperial Physico- Technical

Institute about tBOOO in the same time. The German barometers, too, both mer-

curial and aneroids, enjoy a high reputation, and are everywhere valued on account

of the fineness of their mechanical arrangements, and their reliability; the aneroid

barometers, which have acquired increased importance through the need felt by tra-

velling investigators, are tested by the Imperial Physico-Technical Institute. The
excellent accomplishment of the German registering metrological instruments
on the Sprung-Fuess principle, and also of the thermographs and barographs,

windgauges and raingauges are too well-known to need further mention here. The

meteorological observatories of the whole world use these admirable contrivances.

Finally the pyrometers and calorimeters may be mentioned as having under-

gone in later times many similar improvements.
V. The successes of German mechanics were quite equalled by the prodigious advance-

ment of optics. Here we would gratefully mention the name of Rbbe, for it was
he who influenced, improved and conducted the development of our whole optics
of the present day. Rbbe's great merit is the clearness with which he explained
the theory of the microscope, thereby placing the construction of the microscope
on quite a new foundation, and through the labours which he directed in conjunction
with the manager of the Jena glass works, Dr. Schott, towards the improvement
of optical glass, numerous new kinds of which have been made accessible to the

practical optician. Thus many a difficult problem was solved successfully. The new

phosphate and barytes glasses made at Jena have brought about manifold improve-
ments in the microscope. We mention the apochromatic lenses of Zeiss, which, in

connection with the compensating oculars, show a material advance towards a com-

plete correction of the chromatic and spherical aberration
'

of such instruments. We
believe that we are not underrating the other important German opticians when we

say that it is to Professor Rbbe that the German industry of microscopes owes its

world wide fame. But this fame is not limited to the microscope itself, but also

includes all its accessories, the microtome, the microphotographic apparatus
and the like. Ho small progress has also been made in the domain of the photo-
graphic objective; the construction of which has undergone important improve-
ments through the introduction of the new Jena glasses. The increased need of

light in our days has brought about essential progress also in photometers. In
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this the labours of the Imperial Physico- Technical Institute haue smoothed the way
for industry, and haue led to the manufacture of photometers capable of measuring
the intensity of light urith an accuracy of about l

/2 per cent. Rs a consequence of

this the illuminating industries prefer to use German photometers. That Germany,
the birthplace of spectralanalysis, takes a prominent position in the manufacture of

spectroscopes is no great matter for wonder. In fact, the construction of spectro-

scopes, the largest and finest instruments for astronomical, physical and chemical

research, instruments for chemical and photographic work, euen to the smallest hand

instruments, busies a large number of mechanical and optical workshops. The same
is the case with instruments of polarisation, which haue a great reputation,

and command an enormous sale, particularly in the sugar industry, Ho less pro-

minent are the optical measuring instruments for particular purposes of the

physicist, chemist, and mineralogist, &c., which correspond to the increased wants of

accuracy in modern science and haue taken astronomical accuracy as a pattern. We
mention only the crystalloptic instruments and the instruments for the inuestigation

of the fundamental laws of light. The German industry for the manufacture
of telescopes, besides the progress made recently in other ways, can record a

great triumph, which has secured for it a great advantage; namely the making of

double telescopes, by means of which, and with the aid of prisms, the size of

the terrestrial telescopes has been successfully reduced to a minimum, at the same
time increasing considerably the clearness and plasticity of the image and the strength
of light. The army and nauy offer a wide field for the employment of German tele-

scopes. By no means last of importance are the accessories of optics, prisms, quarz
and Iceland spar preparations, which are admirably made in Germany and haue a

large sale.

VI. The making of electrical instruments of measurement for scientific

purposes has become widespread in Germany, and corresponds to the prodigious
aduancement made by the electrical industry. R number of prominent firms are

occupied in this branch of industry, and haue acquired a great reputation. The

Imperial Physico- Technical Institute has also aided the German industry in this

branch by its inualuable ground work, particularly by the establishment of standards

and by important inuestigations. We mention the standard resistances and sets of

resistances, and the introduction of new materials for resistance coils, which are not

influenced by temperature (manganin and constantan). These are now put on the

market in connection with the standard elements which haue effected the widespread

employment of the so-called method of compensation for measuring accurately the

strength and tension of electric currents. The influence of science on technical prac-
tice has also in this branch led to good results.

VII. The manufacture of electro-medical instruments has likewise extended in

Germany, and they are exported to all countries. The increasing application of the

electric current as a remedy and for the examination by light of the interior of the

human body, has secured for this kind of apparatus a wonderful deuelopment and

increased sale. Owing to their application in medicine, we may here be reminded

of the apparatus which owes its existence to the Roentgen rays. Roentgen tubes, &c.

are manufactured in astonishingly large quantities and brought into the market.
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Rlso the manufacture of biological and physiological instruments does a large

trade, and busies many prominent workshops.
VIII. The apparatus for instruction has made great progress, in consequence
of the development which demonstrate instruction has taken in elementary as well

as in higher schools. It is very extensive material for demonstration which the

German workshops of today can offer. In the German apparatus for instruction

special attention is given not only to cheapness but also to practicable and simple

adjustment, and to suitable dimensions. In laboratories of course and for

scientific purposes the finest and most costly instruments are used.

IX. The making of drawing and calculating instruments occupies a great
number of German mechanics. The excellent compasses and other accessories used

in drawing find their way to all foreign countries. The German industry has also

succeeded in perfecting the old calculating machine of Thomas.
X. But the industry for the manufacture of mechanical instruments of precision has

not turned its attention to science alone. Its manufacturers are in constant demand
for the construction of special apparatus for technical investigations, and

this branch of activity secures for many a mechanic well paying work. The in-

genuity of the mechanic has also to serve the purposes of his own workshop. For-

merly every German mechanic made his own tools, and to some extent this is still

the case. The influence of the Rmerican methods in the development of which

Germans participated to a large extent has brought about many a change: Pro-

minent mechanics and practicians have turned their attention to the manufacture of

special tools for instrument-making. First rate mechanics have deuoted their

entire attention to the construction of tools, and an important branch of industry
has thus been established.

In conclusion we would mention the particular exhibition of the Imperial Phusico
Technical Institute, which has not been included in the collective exhibit. The

object of the Imperial Institute the first institute of its kind in the world has

been already mentioned.

The branch of surgical instruments is closely allied with mechanics, and their

manufacture busies a great number of workshops which have combined, side by side

with the industry for the manufacture of instruments of precision in class t6, to

form a collective exhibit. The high position of German surgery has aided this

special industry to attain great prosperity. The instruments and accessories of the

surgeon, the arrangements of the operating theatres, the making of artificial limbs,

and all utensils for nursing purposes are improved and perfected to the highest

degree of excellence, and are exported to all countries.

The good reputation of German mechanics and optics as well as that of the industry
of surgical instruments, is quite in keeping with the financial success of this

industry which is best shown by the following statistics of the export of such

goods:
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1108 3. & R. Bosch * Strassburg in Rlsatia * Ba-
lances and weights of precision, geophysical
instruments.

It 09 R. Brunne"e (i. F. Uoigt & Hochgesang) * 66't-

tingen * Microscopes for mineralogists and
dtemists, ground slides of minerals and crys-
tals, analytical balances.

tttO Paul Bunge * Hamburg, Ottostr. 13 * Mecha-
cal institute. Established 1866. Specialty:
Physical and analytical balances and weights.

tttt Rrth. Burchhardt Glashiitte in Saxony * First
German calculating madtine factory. Calcu-

lating madiines for every description of work.

1 1 1 2 R. Burger Berlin * Glass uessels for scien-
tific work.

1 1 13 Georg Butenschon . Bahrenfeld near Hamburg *

Workshop for scientific instruments. Spe-
cialty : Geodetic and astronomical instruments,
Measuring appliances.

Ut4 6. Charitius . Weimar Calculating and draft-

ing instruments.

1115 Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Medtanik und Optik *

Berlin * Originator of collective exhibition of
mechanics and optics. Official papers of the

society, years t $911898.
1116 Carl Diederichs .

Gottingen * Workshop for
scientific instruments of precision. Magnetic
uniuersal travelling instrument.

HITS, eister * Berlin * Photometric apparatus.
Factory for all apparatus required for the
internal outfit of gasworks. See also p. 236
nr. 2241.

11181. Ertel & Sohn * Munidi * Geodetic and mathe-
matical instruments of precision.

1 1 19 R. W. Faber Stein near Huremberg (Bavaria) *

ead pencil works. The factory exists since
1161. RU kinds of lead and coloured pencils
for artists, architects, engineers, offices, schools,
&c. RU kinds of mechanical pencils with lead
and coloured fillings, flew rulers, angles,
measures, calculating rulers, squares, slates
and slate articles made of natural and arti-
ficial slate. See also gr. XV cl. 92 p. 339 and
gr. XVI cl. 108 p. Hi.

*

1 120 6. Falter & Sohn * Munich * Geodetic apparatus.
Specialty : Franks hydrometric tubes for the
direct measurement of the velocity of water
currents.

1121 Otto Fennel Sohne Cassel * Manufacture of
geodetic instruments. Theodolites, Wagner-
Fennels tachymeter, levelling instruments,
mining theodolites, mining compasses.

1122 R. Fuess * Steglitz near Berlin * Division I.:

Optical instruments of all kinds. Division II :

Meteorological and geophysical instruments.
Division III: Hydrotechnical instruments, Seibt-
Fuess System.

Paul GebhardUBerlin .Instruments forschools, 1123
workshop and warehouse of physical, electric,

optical and chemical apparatus. Illustrated

catalogues on application.
C. P. Goerz * Friedenau near Berlin * Telescopes 1124
and apparatus for photographic optics. Branch
office: Paris, 22 rue de I'Entrepot. See also
collective exhibit of photography, cl. 12 p. 89.

F. 0. R. Goetze * Ceipzig * Thermometers and 1125
physico-chemical apparatus.
J. C. Greiner sen. & Sohn * Berlin * Metrological 1126
apparatus.

Grimme, Hatalis & Cie. * Brunswick *
Calculating 1121

machines for all kinds of single and combined
reckoning operations. Rdding machine with
printing arrangement.

Grossherzogliche Psychiatrische Klinik * Giessen 1128
*
Psychopathological instruments.

H. Haecke * Berlin * nautical instruments. 1129

Bernhard Halle * Steglitz near Berlin * Optical 1130
instruments. Optical preparations for the

polarisation of light, &c.

Gustav Halle * Rixdorf near Berlin * Hermann- 1131
str. 53 * Workshop for scientific and technical
instruments of precision. Specialty : Rppa-
ratus for measuring the angle of prisms.
Delicate calibres; sphaeroscopes, heliostates.

Demonstrating microscopes of all kinds. Rstro-
nomical telescopes.
Ch. Hamann * Friedenau near Berlin * Geodeti- 1132
cal instruments. Calculating and drafting in-

struments.

W. Handke * Berlin * Measuring instruments 1133
for sporting purposes. Counting apparatus.

Hartmann & Braun * Frankfort -on -the -Main- 1134
Bockenheim * Electrical measuring instruments.

Rpparatus referring to terrestric magnetism.
See also gr. X cl. 55 p. 251.

E. Hartnack * Potsdam * Microscopes. 1135

Hans Heele * Berlin 0. 21 * Workshop for op- 1136
tical and mechanical instruments of precision.
Spectroscopes, spectrometers, refractors, &c.,

objectives, prisms, mirrors. Rsk for catalogue.

M. Hensoldt & Sohne * Wetzlar * Telescopes. 1131

Max Hildebrand > Freiberg in Saxony * Rstro- 1138

nomical, geodetical and miners instruments.
Established 1T91.

Otto Himmler * Berlin S. 42, Brandenburg- 1139
str. 9 Optical and mechanical workshop.
Specialty : Microscopes, microscopical object-

glasses and appliances. Established 18TI.

W.R.Hirschmann*Berlinn.,Johannisstr.t4/t5*1140
Electromedical apparatus. Rpparatus for radio-

graphic work.

H. Hommel * Mayence * Manufacture of guages 1141
for normal -verification and workshop use.

10
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1142 R. 3ung * Heidelberg * Microtomes, physiolo-

gical and ophtalmological apparatus and models.
See also gr. VII d. 38 p. 238.

H43 Junkers & Co. * Dessau in Rnhalt * Special

factory for Prof. Junkers calorimeter; bath-

stones heated by gas, rapid water - heaters.

German and foreign patents.

1 144 Kaiserlidie normal - Ridiungs - Kommission *

Berlin * exhibition of metrological apparatus.

1145 Keiser & Schmidt * Berlin * Electric measuring
instruments, physical apparatus, thermoelectri-

cal appliances for measuring high and low

temperatures.

U46 Gottl. Kern & Sohn, Inhaber der Pirma Rlbert

Sauter * Ebingen in Wurtemberg * Balances
of precision and weights.

H4T Ma? Kohl * Chemnitz * Optical, acustic, calori-

metric instruments and physical apparatus
for instruction. Tittings for physical collections.

1t48R. Kruss (Inhaber Dr. Hugo Kruss) * Ham-
burg * Optical institute. Spectroscopes, spectro-

meters, spectrophotometers, photometers, Hef-

ner's lamps, optical lanterns and sciopticons.
See also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 89.

1149 . eitz * Wetzlar *
Optical institute, established

1850. Brandi establishments: Berlin n.W. and
new Uorh 4tt W. 50th street. Microscopes,
microtomes, photographic objectives, optical
lanterns. Over 50 000 eitz's microscopes in

use. Warehouse: Paris, 6. Cogit & Co., Boule-
vard St. Midiel 49.

It 50 1). inhof * Munidi * Optical and physical

apparatus.

1151 Ernst oewe * Zittau in Saxony * Metal man-
mum thermometers for clinical purposes with
certificate from Imperial Physical Institute.

Only made in gold and silver.

U526. ufft * Stuttgart * Rneroids.

U53R. Meissner * Berlin * Geodetic apparatus.

tt54JahobMerz * Munidi * Specialty : Rstronomical
and optical instruments.

U55 Em. . Meyer * Hamburg * nautical
apparatus.

Specialties: Sextants, octants, logs with works
accessible for oiling.

1156Gustav Miehe * Hildesheim * Microtomes.

ItSZMoller & Sander * Rltona * Rneroids.

ll58RidiardMuller-Uri * Brunswidi * Instruments
made of glass. Chemical and physical appa-
ratus for lecturing and laboratory purposes.
Specialty: novelties.

1159W. niehls * Berlin n. * Royal Prussian State

medal. Mercury thermometers up to 580C.
ow temperature thermometers till 200 C.

niehls' glass gauge. Glass apparatus of various
hinds.

E. nohden, Medianiher * Berlin * Paalzoiv- H60
Rubens' dynamobolometer. Rnn. de physique
XLII p. t54. 1891.

Julius Peters * Berlin * Polarimeters for 1161
scientific and tedinical purposes. Berthelot-

Mahler's calorimeter, Dr.Krdher's system. See
also gr. X cl. 55 p. 25 1.

Wilh.Petzold*eipig* Physiological apparatus. U62

Physihalisdi-tedinisdie Reidtsanstalt * Char- 1 163

lotfenburg * Exhibition of objects and espe-

cially of instruments of precision for physical
and physico

- tedinical purposes.

Julius Pintsdt * Berlin 0., Rndreasstr.T2/T3* U64
Guldter's thermo-electric battery heated by gas;
an advantageous substitute for galvanic ele-

ments. Representative in Paris: S. Grauer &
Cie., 14 Boul. Ridi. enoir.

See advertisement page 41.

Randhagen * Hanover * Geodetic instruments. 1165

C. Reidiel * Berlin * length measures of pre- 1166
cision. Construction of calibre gauge (executed

by H. Heele).

R. Repsold & Sohne * Hamburg * Rstronomical 1161
and metrological instruments.

C. Riditer * Berlin * thermometers and instru- 1168
ments made of glass.

Clemens Riefler nessehoang * Munidi * Ma- 1169
nufacture of mathematical instruments. R. In-

struments of precision for drafting. B. Rstro-

nomical clodis with Dr. Riefler's escapement
and compensating pendulum. Established 1 841 .

"Five workshops, 100 hands employed, yearly
production 160 000 instruments. 23 prize
medals. Export to all civilized countries.

Owners of firm : Dr. Sigm. Riefler, engineer
in Munidi, Rd. Riefler, Commercienrath in

nesselwang and Th. Riefler, manufacturer in

nesselwang.
Th. Rosenberg * Berlin, Chausseestr. 95 * Work- 1 1 TO

shop for geodetical instruments.

Georg Rosenmuller, medianidan and optician * 1 1 1 1

Dresden - newtown * Specialty : Rnemometers
for tedinical and scientific purposes.

1. Sartorius * Gottingen * Balances. 1112

Rugust Sauter (Inhaber: ouis Rrmbruster) * 1113

Ebingen in Wurtemberg * Rccurate balances

and weights for chemists, apothecaries and
merdiants.

Karl Sdieurer, i. T. C. Si&ler * Carlsruhe in 11 14
Baden * Geodetical instruments. Theodolites,

tadiymeters, levelling instruments, instru-

ments for measuring inclines.

Tranz Sdiilling * Gehlberg * Thermometers. tlT5

Tranz Schmidt & Haensdi * Berlin S., Stall- 1116
sdireiberstr. 4 * Workshops for instruments of

precision and optical appliances. Specialty:

apparatus for polarisation, spectroscopy, pho-
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j, projection.
See also gr. VII d. 39 p. 240

and gr. A cl. 55 p. 251.

ItTTCouis Sdiopper
* Ceipzig * Manufacture of all

apparatus and instruments for testing yarns,
textile fabrics and paper, corn balances and
corn testers corresponding to official require-
ments.

11T8Sdiott& Genossen, Glaswerh * Jena * Optical

glass: Carge glass discs for telescope objec-

tives, prisms, plates. Jena tubing and labo-

ratory glass. Jena thermometer tubing. Water-

gauges. Jena cylinders for incandescent gas-

light and petroleum lamps. See also gr. X
cl. 55 p. 251.

1119 W. & H. Seibert * Wetzlar * Microscopes and
other optical apparatus.

1 180 Nidi. Sendtner * Munidi * Geodetical and astro-

nomical apparatus. Self-registering apparatus.

1181 Wilh. Siedentopf, Kdnigl. Universitatsmedtani-
ker * Wiirzburg (Bavaria) * Workshop for phy-
sical and physiological instruments of pre-
cision.

1182 Gebruder Siemens & Co. * Charlottenburg * Rl-

coholometers for revenue purposes.

1 183 Siemens & Halske, Rhtien-Gesellsdiaft * Berlin*
Scientific and tedmical measuring instruments.
Induction coils for Rontgen photography. See
also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90, gr. IV cl. 2t and 22

p. 165 and p. 166, gr.Vcl. 23 2T p. 1Z4 tI6,

gr.VI cl. 29 p. 194.

1 1 84 Sommer & Runge * Berlin * Physical and mathe-
matical apparatus. See also gr. VII cl. 38 p. 238,
cl. 39 p. 240 and gr. X cl. 55 p. 25t.

1 185 Wilh. Spoerhase i. Tirma C. Staudinger & Cie. *

Giessen * Balances and other metrological in-

struments. Measures for forestry.

U86Dr. Steeg & Reuter * Homburg-at-the-H6he *

Rpparatus and preparations referring to crystal

optics. Preparations of quartz, Iceland spar,

gypsum and mica. Rppliances for the spec-

troscope.

118TC. R. Steinheil Sohne * Munich * Optical and
astronomical institute. Instruments and op-
tical parts for astronomical and physical pur-
poses. Objectives and their appurtenances
for photography. See also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90.

11 88 Hermann Stern * Oberstein * normal mea-
sures and weights made of rock- crystal.

1189Heinr. Stieberitz * Dresden * Electrical mea-
suring instruments.

1190W. Stiegel * Cassel * Institute for mathema-
tical and geodetic instruments. Universal

instruments, mining theodolites, travelling
theodolites, levelling instruments of every
description, galvanometers.

1191C. Stollnreuther & Sohn Munidi * Metrolo-

gical apparatus.

Strasser & Rohde * Glashutte in Saxony * Spe- 1192

cialty: second pendulum clodis of precision,
nautical dironometers. Einc and mercury com-

pensating pendula. Measuring instruments:
micrometer gauges, showing '/too and Ysootnm.
Tenth- and twentieth -measures, allowing to

read off '/to and Vzo mm. Watdv and coun-

ting medtanisms, wheels, gears, radis.

Paul StMrath * Triedenau near Berlin * Ba- 1193
lances. Instruments for measuring the earth.

Emil Sydow * Berlin n.W. * Ophtalmological 1194

instruments, eye mirrors, &c. Many awards.
Established 1869. Illustrated price-lists.

Eudtuig tesdorpf * Stuttgart * "Furnisher to 11 95

many government offices at home and abroad.

Specialty : astronomical and geodetical observ-

ing and measuring instruments. Established
1882. Highest awards at Chicago 1893; Cubed*

1895; Stuttgart 1896. Export to all countries.

Ottotoepfer * Potsdam * Instruments referring 1196
to astrophysics and terrestrial magnetism.
Established 1813. Ocular spectroscopes, pocket

spectroscopes, nebular spectroscopes, star

spectrometers, protuberance spectroscopes,
spectrographs, heliographs, spectroheliographs,
photographic appliances, telescopes, Zollner's

photometers, wedge photometers, spectral

photometers, sensitometers, measuring in-

struments, micrometers, registering appliances,
magnetometers, helioscope eye -pieces, helio-

states, oculars and lenses.

Wilhelm Uebe * Eerbft (Rnhalt) * factory for 11 91

medical and diemical thermometers. Uebe's
minute maximal thermometer with aluminium-
scale, D.R.6.M. 25 406 and 31 613. Uebe's maxi-
mal minute thermometer with mica scale,
D.R.6.M. 84289 and 89903.

R. Derbeek & PerAholdt * Dresden * Balances. 1198

Doigtlander & Sohn R.-6. * Brunswidi * Op- It 99

tical institute. Brandies: Condon E.C., 92 Hat-
ton Garden; new 9orh 461 West, 14*h Street.

Products: photographic objectives and tele-

scopes of all kinds. Price- lists on application.
See also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90.

Julius Wansdiaff * Berlin * Metrological, astro- 1200
nomical and geodetic instruments. Tools for

medianics.

Warmbrunn, Qirilitz & Co. * Berlin * Collection 1201
of extracting apparatus for sugar tests. See
also gr.XIV cl. 81 p. 299.

Paul Waedtter, optical workshop * Triedenau 1202

near Berlin * Microscopes for bacteriological
and other purposes, examination of meat, &c.

Photographic objectives and apparatus.

6ebr. Wichmann * Berlin n.W., Karlstr. 13 * 1203

Specialists for drawing materials. Uarious
kinds of compasses. Dividing compasses with

rectangularly bent points, facilitating measure-
ments and adjusting. Compasses with globular

10*
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heads. Ruler compasses, stocks made of one

piece rolled German silver. Micrometer drawing
pens and curve draining pens, made of one

piece
of metal. Ho castings used for these

instruments.

1 204 Ernst Winter & Sohn Hamburg - Eimsbiittel *

Diamond tools for mechanics, &c.

1205 Otto Wolff * Berlin * Electrical measuring
instruments.

1206 War Wolz * Bonn * 6eodetical instruments.

Optical measuring instruments. Calculating
and drawing appliances.

1 201 Carl 2eiss * Jena * Optical institute, micro-

scopes and accessories, also apparatus for

projection and microphotography. Photo-

graphic objectives and optical appurtenances
to photography. Optical measuring instru-

ments, telescopes. Distance meters. Rstro-

nomical objectives for observation and
photo-

graphu. See also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90, gr.X cl. 55

p. 252. See advertisement page to.

1208E- Zimmermann
teipzig, Emilienstr. 2t *

Psychological and physiological apparatus.
Microtomes.

1209 R. E. Esdiau * Hamburg * nautical apparatus.

12toRd. 2wiAert * Kiel Optical institute. Me-
dtantcian to the Royal Physiological Institute

of the Kiel University. Gold medals: Brussels

t89T, Kiel t896. Diploma of honour: Kiel 1896.

See also gr. VII cl. 38 p. 238.

Class t6.

Medicine and Surgery.

Collective exhibit of Medical, Dental
and Veterinary Instruments.

Managers: Committee for the organisation of

a collective exhibit of the German surgical in-

strument industry in Paris 1900. Berlin n.W.,
Cuisenstr. 53.

1231 H. M. Rnton * Berlin S.O. * Rubber works.

Specialty: surgical articles such as air cushions,
automatic and self-filling, rubber tubing,

irrigator parts, hearing tubes, syringes.

1232 Dr. Benninghoven & Sommrr * Berlin H.W.,
Thurmstr. 19 * Rnatomical models and prepa-
rations. Diverse animal models. Bone pre-

parations.

1 233 Rudolf Dtfert , Berlin n.W., Karlstr. 9 * Esta-

blished 18T1. Instruments for throat, nose-

and ear-operations. Collections of instruments
in case.

1234 Hermann Prommholz* Berlin n.,Elsasserstr.82*

Specialist for seemless tubes for surgical in-

struments and hollotu needles of steel, gold
and platino-iridium. Exhibit: surgical hollow
needles of various metals, sizes and shapes,
mounted and unmounted for injections of
all hinds.

C. Geffers * Berlin n.W., Schirfbauerdamm 2 * 1235
Rrtificial limbs, cases with instruments for

oculists (Burchardt's system), and for other

surgical purposes.
Triedrito Haaga * Cannstatt * Pressed hollow 1236
metal handles and metal cases for surgical
instruments.

Georg Haertel Breslau, only Rlbreditstr. .1231

Surgical instruments (u. Mihulicz, Breslau).

Gynaecological instruments (Tritsdi , Bonn and
Kiistner, Breslau). Georg Haertel's wire saws,
registered. Orthopaedical apparatus with cellu-

loid leather casings. 4 silver medals of the

Prussian State.

Hermann Haertel * Breslau, Weidenstr. 33 * 1238
Established 1819. Manufactory of surgical
instruments. "Fittings for operating rooms.

Original wire saw, Dr. Gigli system. Specula.

H. Hauptner * Berlin n.W. * Instrument fac- 1239

tory for veterinary purposes and agriculture.

Specialty : veterinary instruments. Established
1851. 180 workmen.

Ejrport
to all countries.

Complete collection of instruments in aseptic
execution. Rnatomical, microscopic, trepann-
ing &c. instruments. Instruments for ope-
rations on the eyes, teeth, larymr, windpipe,
urinary organs and members. Rpparatus for

veterinary hygiene and animal nursing. Special

catalogue with 3000 illustrations. Rwards
for excellence of products: 2 Prussian State

medals. See also gr.VII cl.35 p. 243.

See advertisement page 3.

Knoke & Dressier * Dresden * Purveyors to 1240
the Royal Saaron Court. Manufacturers of all

hospital appliances of the latest forms. Speci-

alty: operating tables and medico -medianical

appliances. See price list. Exhibit: Stelzner's

aseptic operating table with patented inclining
medianism.

Ernst Kratz * Tranhfort-on-the-Main * Sur- 1241

gical needles, hollow needles, instruments for

oculists.

T. & M. Cautensdilager * Berlin, Oranienbur- 1242

gerstr. 54 * Complete fittings for bacteriological
and microscopical laboratories. Tittinqs for

operating rooms, arranged according fo the

newest ideas.

Oeberg & Meyerhof Cassel * Injection syringes 1243
of glass.

Couis & H. Coewenstein * Berlin n., 6rossel244

Hamburgerstr. 3 * Manufactory of surgical
instruments and electro -medical apparatus.
Specialty: cystoscopes, dilatators, phantoms,
urethroscopes, storage batteries, incisors, &c.
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1245 Meyer & Kersting
* Carlsruhe in Baden Manu-

factory of platinum for surgical and artistic

purposes, injection, aspirating, and subcu-
taneous syringes, bougies, puluerizers,&c.made
of metal.

1246 T. Rd. Muller Sohne * Wiesbaden * Rrtificial

eyes of uarious description, Germ. pat. 52 190.

Reform" eyes, Germ. pat. 101 044. Repro-
ductions of diseased eyes. Turnisher to all

German uniuersities.

1 241 Stanislau) Sadis * Berlin W., Jagerstr. 63 *

Orthopaedical ball -joints of a neto system.
Rctiue and passiue movements of all parts
of the body for gymnastical purposes. Proved
to be of ualue as an after-treatment for bone-
fractures and stiff joints, also for general

strengthening of the muscles (training for

sport) and for an exercise and enlargement
of the respirating organs with sidily persons
or inualides. Royal Prussian State medal.
Patented in all countries, exhibit: foot joint

apparatus.

1248 RdamSdineider* Berlin Tl. 31,Bernauerstr. tot *

Manufactory of dental appliances. Established

1883. Wholesale export. Dental operating
diairs, madtines and apparatus.

1 249 . Simonis * Berlin Tl. 24, Oranienburgerstr. 38 *

Dental apparatus, madiines and operating
diairs. fillings. Electrical apparatus for

dentists.

Uereinigte Fabrihen fur medizinisdten Bedarf
T. R. Esdtbaum * Bonn -on -the -Rhine * Esta- 1250
blished 1840. Instruments of the surgical
institutes of the uniuersity, Professors Tritsdi

and Schede. Orthopaedical apparatus made
of aluminium bronze etc. Mouement apparatus.
Schede-Esdibaum table, 99 model for LU*. cong.
and spondyl. calot.

Paul Holland & Co. * Berlin SW., Triedridt- 1251
str. 19 * Patent electric boring-madtines for

dentists, sioitdi-boards, storage batteries, re-

flector and other instruments, caloric motors.
See also gr. V cl. 25 p. 175.

Wilhelm Walb * Heidelberg * Maker of surgical 1252

instruments. Microtome hniues. Microscopic
instruments made of nickel and platino-
iridium.

Weber & Hampel * Berlin Tl., Sdiulzendorfer- 1253

str. 26 * Upper parts, mouable angles, filling

hammers, cables, &c. for dentist's boring
madtines.

H. Windier * Berlin Tl. 24, Triedrichstr. 133 a * 1254

Koniglidter Hoflieferant. Surgical instruments.

Instruments for the eye, ear, larymr, for am-

putation, gynaecology and obstetrics. Ban-

dages, protheses, Orthopaedical apparatus.
Bronze medal, tondon 1862. Siloer medal,
Paris 186T. Gold medal, Moscow 18T2. Gold

State medal, Berlin 1879. Medal and diploma,

Chicago 1893.
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insiRumenis

Judging from the many factories, the uaried kind of manufacture, the number of their

products, and the high esrport, the industry of musical instruments takes up an im-

portant position in the German Empire. RU ouer the world German musical instruments

are certain of finding a ready market, and in the high number of their esrport whidi

during the last years has risen to the ualue of an auerage sum of 3840 millions

of marks per year, no other country has come up to Germany.

Dery worthy of notice is the rise whidi has come ouer this industry during the last

30 years, and whidi has been a means of transforming small workshops into factories

of great importance.

Though the manufacture of German instruments, particularly piano-making, could boast

already in the last century of many uery worthy firms who^hawe donejnudi to im-
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prove and develop this trade, the industry was a very small one till after the middle

of the t9th century.

With the exception of Markneukirchener and Nittenwalder violins, and the Dogtlandische
musical instruments which in t85t found great favour at the Condon exhibition, the

German musical products were in general very little known in the international

market.

R very marked difference was to be seen in the second Condon Exhibition in the year
t862. It was wonderful how every branch of the musical instrument industry had

developed in so comparatively short a time. The German piano industry had espe-

cially made great strides in its improvement, and it was then that the foundation

stone of the export to England was laid which now brings in to Germany the yearly
sum of tt millions of marks.

Several years later followed the political changes and the founding of the German

Empire which made trading with foreign countries much easier; the use of steam-

power and mechanical means of working brought the industry to such a rise in the

seventies and eighties, as has never been paralleled before or since.

Whilst the exports of musical instruments from the German Customs Union in

the year tS62 only amounted to 844550 kg, it attained in the year t86T already
1 631200 kg, and the further increase of the export trade is to be seen from the

following list of figures which are taken from the export statistics:

Meter zentner to 100 kg Ualue in marks

1873 . , . 29300 16 ttOOOO
1880 , , , 63632 21 65T 000

1898 , , , 151 350 37948000
How the value of the export is distributed oner the different countries is to be seen

from the following data, taken from the export statistics of the year 1897:

Ualue in marks Ualue in marks

Great Britain-lrland , , 13401000 Denmark 440000
British Rustralia , , , , 4 260 000 Mexico 434 000

Russia 3 301 000 Chili 414000
United States of Rmerica 1877000 Roumania 236000
Rustrian Empire , , , . 1 695 000 Portugal 201 000

Holland 1 530 000 Peru 151 000

Cape Colony 995 000 Transvaal 137 000

Switzerland 922 000 the dutch East Indies . , 137 000

Brazil 831 000 Central Rmerica 121 000

Belgium 800000 British florth Rmerica, , 106000

Rrgentine Republic . , , 760 000 United States of Columbia 95 000

Italy 635 000 China 92 000

tlorway 628 000 Spain 87 000

France 621 000 Uruguay 80 000

Sweden 618000
The industry of the manufacture of musical instruments is more or less spread all

over Germany, but in spite of this some important centres have sprung up and become

famed for certain branches of the industry which are carried on there.
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The most important of these centres is the Uogtland in Sa*ony with its principal

places of Warkneukirthen and Klingenthal; here an extensive domestic industry and

a number of factories are engaged in the production of string and wind instruments,

harmoniums &c., whidi are sold by the resident export firms; the number of hands

employed in this neighbourhood is hardly overrated if estimated at 5000.

Recording to the official census of the year tS95 the industry of musical instruments

in Germany is made up of 6T45 establishments with 29272 workers; this number
does not include, however, the large number of carpenters, and the commercial staff

who are counted in other groups. The distribution of the establishments is as follows:

number of number of persons
establishments employed

Manufacture of pianos and organs t $62 t5 92 1

~ Violins t 137 t T82
- harmoniums t 649 3 9T2
- other musical instruments , , 2 09T T 59T

Of these establishments t96 employ steam, 26 employ water power, 89 employ gas-

engines, 9 employ benzine-engines, and t2 electricity. Thus 333 establishments em-

ploy motive power amounting to 3 544 horse-power.

the Manufacture of Pianos

is a proof of what German intelligence, skill and patience can lead to. From quite a

small industry it has become one of the most important and worldfamed, and turns

out every year about 80000 instruments.

In the t8th century a great improvement was made in Germany in the hammer

medianism, and soon after this the manufacture of pianos gradually began to increase

in France and England.

During the following years a gradual improvement and development went steadily

on in the German industry of piano-making, and in the latter half of the t9 th century,

especially in the seventies, the industry took a sudden great rise, and whidi has not

yet attained its culminating point.

In the year t899 there were 435 piano-factories of whidi 140 were in Berlin, 2T in

Stuttgart, 2t in Dresden, t6 in Leipzig, 15 in Hamburg, to in Ciegnitz, 9 in Zeitz,

whilst the remainder were dispersed all over Germany. More than the half of their

products is exported to foreign countries, the proofs of the rapid increase of the

esrportation may be seen from the following figures based on the Imperial statistics.

Ready made pianos and parts of pianos were exported:

Meterzentner to 100 kg Ualue in marks

tSSO . . , 36288 7982000
t886 , . , 64676 14875000
1890 . . . 79863 18369000
1898 , , , 111 631 25675000

The principal markets for German pianos according to the statistics of 1897 were:

Great Britain and Ireland for 10589000 marks, British Rustralia for 3818000 marks,
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Russia for 20T6000 marks, Holland for 1 090 000 marks. Rlso the South Rmerican

Republics, South Rfrica, Belgium, Italy and Scandinavia.

The success of German pianos is greatly due to the fact that they are comparatively cheap,
and possess all the qualities a good piano must have. They are full and rich in tone, the

construction is of the most modern, and great attention is paid to the frames, so that

they are solid and durable, and are fitted up with quiet elegance and good taste.

The branches for making the different mechanical parts of the piano have also

increased. The most important of these special branches is the manufacture of piano
mechanisms which in the year tS99 had 30 establishments, counting amongst their

number the important factories in Berlin, Hamburg, Leipzig, and Stuttgart. Then
follows the key-board manufacture with 48 establishments, whilst the manufacture

of making and covering hammers has about 24 rather smaller establishments.

These special branches not only manufacture for the German piano industry, but they
do a large export trade with foreign countries.

Besides these, there are a great many other factories in the year t899 there were

as many as 250 which are not counted to the industry of musical instruments,

though they manufacture the different parts belonging to the piano, such as:

cast steel strings, wires, felt, plates, bronze, iron, and wooden parts of the piano,
wooden carving, &c.

In wire strings and felt Germany also carries on a large trade with foreign countries.

The oldest and most important firm for making felt for pianos has its seats in

Wurzen and Leipzig. Pivots and pins are principally made in Westphalia (Plettenberg,

tleuenrade, Werdohl), candle-sticks, pedals and handles in Iserlohn, Dresden and Berlin;

the decorative wooden parts of pianos, wood carving, &c. are chiefly supplied b

Berlin and Zeitz.

The Manufacture of Organs and Harmoniums

has attained a high stage of perfection in Germany. R great deal of the improve-
ments of the organ manufacture may be justly put down to German masters.

In the year t899 there were 265 factories for the manufacture of church-organs, of

which the greater number were small establishments, working only for home -use.

Still there is a considerable number of large and important factories whose products
are both for home and foreign markets. The pneumatic system has almost entirely

pushed out the old mechanical one.

The manufacture of harmoniums, which in the year t899 was estimated at having
40 establishments, has risen considerably of late years." The Rmerican (sucking)

system has a soft full tone, and produces altogether a more pleasing instrument than

the old-fashioned one of former years. II is only natural that this has increased the

manufacture, and a great many of the old and new factories which have taken it up

are^now doing a flourishing business. Leipzig with its surrounding districts is the

chief seat of this new manufacture of organ-harmonium which successfully rivals

with the Rmerican firms.

Harmoniums built on the old (compressing) system are still appreciated by the con-

noisseur, and are chiefly manufactured in South Germany.
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The Manufacture of Mechanical Musical Instruments

which embraces all instruments which are made to giue forth sound by means either

of pin-rollers, perforated or metal discs, &c. is confined in the main to only a few

districts.

The diief seat for the manufacture of flute-organs and orchestrions has been now
for almost a century the Black Torest in Baden with the places of Freiburg, Uillingen,

Furtwangen, Dohrenbach and Unterkirnach, and all the various parts belonging to

these instruments are also manufactured there. Lately, however, the manufacture of

these articles has also been carried on in other towns, such as Berlin and Leipzig.

In Rugust 1899 there existed 28 factories in Germany. The esrport of these instruments,

especially to Russia and India is a very considerable one.

The manufacture of barrel-organs with pipes and pin-rollers is chiefly carried on

in Waldkirch in Baden (the oldest seat of this industry), Berlin, Zitlau in Sasrony and

in one or two isolated factories. In t899 Germany had 32 factories. Barrel-organs
with a clarionet-voice and perforated music-sheets, socalled hurdy-gurdy", are

manufactured chiefly in Leipzig, Gera (Reuss) and Berlin in considerable numbers.

The branch which is financially most important is the manufacture of mechanical

organs, fitted with a steel-comb and perforated disk, which has been indented

in Leipzig, and retained its seat in that city.

These instruments are made in the shape of musical bo*es, penny-in-the-slot apparatus,

cup-boards and clocks, in all sizes and at varying prices, and are exported in large

quantities to all parts of the world.

The manufacture of these and similar musical instruments in the year t899 was car-

ried on in 16 factories and employed 2000 hands.

SHU to be mentioned are the piano -organs; the chief manufacturing districts are

Leipzig, Berlin and Zittau.

This industry has also increased considerably of late years. Electricity is very often

used to work these self- playing instruments.

The Manufacture of Stringed Instruments and Strings

is spread all over Germany, and is chiefly carried on in small factories, and in the

homes of the workers. The products of the old Italian school are still the models

for the present manufacture. The numerous attempts to alter the normal shape of

the violin have always proved unsuccessful. The chief centres for the wholesale manu-
facture and export of stringed instruments are Markneukirchen in the Sasron Uogtland
and Mittenwald in Upper Bavaria.

In Warhneukirchen this industry is greatly helped by the patronage of the Sa*on

government, and a technical school for learning this trade has been built, and is under

control of the state.

The manufacture of the different parts of the violin and other stringed instruments

is chiefly carried on in the workers own homes. The manufacture of bows of varying

prices is carried on in Markneukirchen and the neighbouring districts, and its products
have attained a high state of perfection.
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For the manufacture of guitars, mandolines, zithers, banjos and such like instruments
Marhneukirchen and its neighbourhood has almost a monopoly, though Klingenthal
in Sasrony, Johanngeorgenstadt in the rz mountains, and Dresden haue started the

manufacture of accordions with great success. Concert zithers of the best kind are

supplied by South Germany.
The manufacture of gut strings has risen considerably in IVlarkneukirchen and its

neighbouring districts.

The trade statistics of the year t$95 shew that the 90 factories in the Sa*on Dogtland
produced enough to more than couer the half of the demand of the international

market after hawing supplied their own.

The Manufacture of Harmonicas

in'.Germany in the year tS99 counted t35 large factories, without including the smaller

ones. Klingenthal in the Sa*on Dogtland with its neighbouring districts is the great

manufacturing seat for accordions, concertinas, then follow 6era (Reuss), Rltenburg

(Sasron-Rltenburg), Berlin, Magdeburg, Ceipzig, and other places with only single fac-

tories. In t899 there existed for the manufacture of the different parts of the harmonica
50 factories alone.

the only places of note where mouth harmonicas are made in great quantities are

Klingenthal, whidi is the diief centre, and Trossingen in Wurttemberg.
i

The Manufacture of Blowing, Striking and sudi like Instruments with

their Rppurtenances.

Brass and wooden wind instruments are made in great quantities by smaller factories

all ouer Germany; but in the Sa*on Dogtland a centre has formed in the places Mark-

neukirdien, Klingenthal, Rdorf, and Schdnech.

German wind instruments haue grown uery much in fauour, and haue entirely con-

quered the former prejudice entertained against them.

Some of the firms produce excellent instruments, quite works of art. In the year tS99
it was estimated that t60 establishments were employed with making brass wind
instruments (some uery large factories were included) and ttO establishments with
the manufacture of the wooden wind instruments; the workshops for repairs, of which
there are seueral are not included in this estimate.

Drums and other such instruments are manufactured by some uery large firms in

IVlarkneukirchen, Berlin, Erfurt, Weissenfels, &c., and in the year t$99 there were
35 establishments, generally in connection with uellum skin factories.

RU the different parts of the wind and stringed instruments (such as cases, bores,

mechanisms, mutes, rosin, &c.) are made in the manufacturing districts of the Sasron

Dogtland. Implements for tuning pianos and zithers are made in Stuttgart, Suhl

and Wehlis in Thuringia. These last two places besides their principal manufacture
of ringing instruments, such as: tuning forks, triangles, chimes of bells, $c. also do

a large trade in metal music stands and the mounts of drums.
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Childrens' instruments (whida are now no longer included in the esrport statistics of

musical instruments) in the shape of
toy

harmonicas, trumpets, flageolets, fiddles,

drums, &c. are made in enormous quantities in the uicinity of Klingenthal in Sasrony;
steel pianos, smaller peals of bells and other instruments are made in the rz mount-

ainous districts of Borstendorf, Eppendorf, and Grunhainidien; musical bosres and dolls

are made in Sonneberg in Ihuringia; diildrens' trumpets and jews' harps in Fiirth

and Huremberg.
* *

*

In bringing this article to a close, it is only necessary to add the Trade Unions report
on the statistics of the year t$9t and 1898 of the industry of musical instruments,

and whidi according to the regulations of the Trade Union only embrace really in-

dustrial establishments.

Whilst the Trade Union in its three sections Ceipzig, Berlin and Stuttgart in the year
t89t counted altogether 824 establishments with t6TOt hands who in wages receiued

16932251 marks, the year t898 shewed that in these three sections there were

896 establishments with 22TT8 hands who received in wages 2485tOOO marks.

Prom these reports, whidi in the seuen years shew sudi a considerable increase of

the establishments and number of hands, is to be seen and uerified the statement

made at the beginning of this article: that the production of musical instruments in

Germany is in a highly flourishing condition.

Paul de Wit.

Class tT.

Musical Instruments (Material, Processes

of Manufacture and Products).

t29t T. Rdam * Crefeld * Pianoforte factory, t Piano.

Established 1864. 4 gold, 2 stlber and other

Royal Prussian medals.

t292 C. Bedistein * Berlin, Uohannisstr. 5 'I * Grand

piano
and pianino factory, furnishers to His

Majesty the German Emperor. 4 grands and
2 pianos. Grand gold medal 1896. See also

gr. XII cl. 69 p. 324.

t293 Otto Beuer-Rahnefeld * Dresden * Piano in

Couis XVI style (white and gold). E*port.

Specialty: Pianos for extreme climates, the

construction of plates instead of the ordinary

staying screws. Nearly production: 500 pianos
and grands.

Julius Bliithner Leipzig * "Furnisher to Her 1294

Majesty the German Empress, His Majesty the

Rustrian Emperor, His Majesty the Russian

Emperor, His Majesty the King of Sairony,
His Majesty the King of Denmark, His Ma-

jesty the King of Greece, His Majesty the King
of Roumania, Her Royal Highness the Prin-
cess of Dales. Grands and cottage pianos.
Rioarded the highest medals.

See advertisement page 33.

Giuseppe Piorini, oiolin maker *Munidt, Thai 13* 1295
2 uiolins. Established in Bologna t88t and
in 1889 remoued to Munidi.
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1296 Matthias Hohner * trossingen in Wiirtem-

bcrg * Mouth harmonicas.

1291 F. Jtihling * Dresden * Manufacture of instru-

ments, repair workshop and instrument strings.
Manufacture of stringed instruments, full-

toned guitars, elegy and concert zithers. Manu-
facture of accurately made couered strings.

Specialty of strings of pure sound. Siluer

medals 1883 Rtnsterdam, 1885 London, golden
medal 1 89 1 Brussels, different German medals.

t298 R. F. Kochendorfer * Stuttgart * 2 zithers in

ebony and iuory. From the drawing of Ro-
bert Knorr, Stuttgart.

1299 Kollehtiuausstellung der Drehorgelfabrihen 6e-

bruderBruder, R.Ruth&Sohn, WilhelmBruder
Sohne * Waldkirch in Brisgow (Baden) * Con-

cert organ, suitable for roundabouts and mu-
seums, &c.

1300 F. Canger & Co. * Berlin 0., Blumenstr. 28 *

Ciiben (Silesia) * Condon E.C., 6 Eldon Street

Finsbury * Mechanisms for pianos, and couered

hammer heads. Hearty Production: 21000
mechanisms.

1301 th. Mannborg * Leipzig, Kornerplatz 3/4 *

Organ -harmonium factory. I. t organ-har-
monium with 3 keyboards and pedal, 2t stops.

(1. Keyboard with pressure, 2. keyboard
with suction, 3. keyboard with labial pipes.)
II. t harmonium, I keyboard, 5 stops. It re-

gistered patents for inuentions in the manu-
facture of harmoniums. Rwards at Rntwerp,
Cubed*, Borna, Ceipzig, Berlin. First specialty

factory in Germany for the sucking system.

1302 Ch. Messner & Co. * trossingen in Wiirtem-

berg * Mouth harmonicas.

1303 Polyphon'Musihwerke, Rktien-Gesellsdtaft *

Wahren near Ceipzig * Manufacture of mechan-
ical musical works with changeable pieces
of music. Established 1890. 800 workmen.

Uearly production of about 40000 instruments.

See advertisement page 44.

1304 F. Rd. Riditer & Cie. * Rudolstadt, Principa-

lity of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt * Imperial and

Royal Court furnishers, t drawing room

instrument ,,Cibellion", steel uoice with long
music sheets, t libellion with clock, t libellion

boar and t automatic apparatus ,,Imperator"
with a round plate.

W. Ritmuller & Sohn, Inhaber Hans Herr- 1305
mann & Rlbert Schulz * Gottingen * Pianoforte

factory. Established 1195. t semi-grand,
2 pianinos. See also gr.XII cl. 66 p. 311 under

,,Raum Macco".

C. Rich. Ritter , Halle-on-the-Saale * t pianino. 1306

Established 1828. Export to all countries.

Golden medal Rntwerp 1894 and Brussels 189T.

Carl Ronisdi Dresden Pianoforte makers. 1301

Furnishers to the Court. 1 grand, 1 pianino.
Branch factory in St. Petersburg.

,,Schiedmayer, Pianofortefabrik" oormals 1& P. 1308

Sthiedmayer, Court furnishers * Stuttgart,
tleckarstr. 12 * Grand piano from the drawing
of Robert Knorr, Stuttgart. See also gr. XII

cl. 66 p. 319 under ,,Raum Wolfel".

Eduard Sponnagel, fruher Selinke & Spon- 1309

nagel * Ciegnitz * Established 1866. Export
to all parts of the world. Rwarded at 8 ex-

hibitions. German patent Hr. 105835. t grand
and 1 pianino.
M. Welte & Sohne * Freiburg in Baden * Hew 1310

Uork, 49 West 30^ Street * Court furnishers.

Established 1833. Patent pneumatic orchestrions

with adjustable music sheets (,,Patent Welte").

Specialty : Cottage and concert orchestrions in

all sizes, with clock or motor mouement,
with the finest symphonic and concert music.

Eartensiue export.

Class is.

Theatrical Rppliances and Rpparatus.

Oerch 8e Flothow, Inhaber'Ceopold Oerdt * Char- 1321

lottenburg-Berlin, Ceibnizstr. 81 * Court fur-

nishers. Complete stages made in own work-

shops, and all other necessary fittings. Cos-

tumes, armours, arms, leather apparel, jewelry,
and all kinds of cowering for the feet, &c.
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It seems to be the wish of the authorities at the Paris exhibition to arrange all the

exhibits before the visitors in a to a certain degree genetic order.

It has been proved in the course of the last century by restless activity in industrial

tedmical directions and by the progress made in all brandies of natural science that

the objects of the outside world owe their existence not to the caprice of fortune nor

to blind chance, but that the production of the very simplest article, natural or arti-

ficial, is dependent on the succession of circumstances and effects which, ouring to

their identity in the most various domains, has been recognised as a common prin-

ciple, namely the principle of evolution. In technics this is selfevident; it is the na-

tural result of the conception of work and of the fact that it is only by work that

bodies can change their place or shape. In machinery the principle has already long
held good that for euery new form to be produced new forms are also necessary in

the tools and in the madiines holding or mowing those tools,

the new discoveries made by the great scientists engaged in research during this

century and the development of a science of technics have proued the connexion be-

tween natural and artificial products showing that the principle of evolution and

adaptation is the standard for both hinds. The unconscious effect of the forces of

nature and the conscious activity of man work according to the same great uniform

principle of gradual evolution and adaptation to all aims or conditions.

This is the thought that seems to pervade the whole Paris exhibition; it is meant to

herald the victory of the recognition of nature at the close of the t9th century.
This leading thought can be traced in the regulations of the exhibition, some of which

seem incomprehensible to many and also bring certain difficulties in their train.

In accordance thereto the raw materials, the work and method of obtaining, refining,

and changing them into products fit for use must be exhibited in one and the same
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place. Were it possible to create on this basis a perfectly complete exhibition, we
should haue indeed a picture of human actiuity better than which none could be

imagined. Since, howeuer, in euery exhibition account must be taken of the wishes

and uiews of euery individual exhibitor, and as all these latter are free to choose

and will choose those of their products which they in their own interests consider

worth their while to show, it is possible that the end aimed at will not be in all

cases quite attained.

One result of the classification adopted and of the further fact that auxiliary machines

and motors are used in most brandies of industry is that the products of the madiine

industry of one and the same country cannot be united in one great complex but

must be distributed ouer the whole extent of the exhibition, and for this uery reason

a suruey of the whole working capacity of one and the same country is necessarily

rendered difficult. Machines of German origin are exhibited in:

Group III: Implements, instruments and so forth for science and art.

IV: Wadiinery.
V: electricity.

VI: Implements for engineering and transmission.

VII: Rgriculture.
X: IVleans of nutrition.

XI: Mining and metallurgy.
XIII: Ham, weauing, and articles of clothing.

XIV: Chemical industry.
XV: Various industries.

XVIII: Haual and marine matters.

the exhibits of German machinery are thus distributed ouer eleuen different groups
most of which are widely separated from one another.

The limited space allowed in the exhibition is another drawback for a fairly complete
exhibition of German machinery. In order to remoue this defect at least to a certain

degree the Paris authorities haue obligingly placed at the disposal of the German
commission a site situated near the auenue Suffren at which a two storeyed exhibi-

ting hall has been erected at the cost of the Empire, in which about 30 exhibitors

haue found room for the most uaried kinds of machines. For the same reason the

authorities haue set aside for the exhibition of rolling stock, automobiles, cycles, pe-

troleum motors, &c., a part of the suburb of Uincennes, east of Paris, where German
machines or products of machinery are to be exhibited in fiue different places. Thus
the German machines will be diuided amongst IT different places.

It is neither possible nor desirable to discuss within the limits of a short introduction

to the exhibition of group IV the whole industry of machinery, as corresponding re-

marks are made in the introductions to the other groups aboue mentioned. But at

least the fundamental features of the deuelopment of German machinery and the con-

dition of it at the present time can be shortly characterised. The object of all ma-

chinery without exception is the production of industrially useful work.

Work is produced when a force is exerted along a giuen direction; in scientific language
work is the product of force into direction. In accordance with these two factors of

the conception of work, namely force and direction, or better, force and motion, all
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machines are divided into generating and working machines, and the directions of

the improvements in both these hinds correspond thereto. In generating engines the

forces of nature, heat, water power, and wind, are forced into definite directions; their

task is the production of work, of kinetic energy in directions determined before-

hand, or in other words the adaptation of the energies present in nature to the

objects of industrial life. The duty of the working machines, on the other hand, is

to utilise the energy thus turned into definite directions for the production of in-

dustrially useful, that is, saleable products.

The value of motors or generating engines is judged usually by their effective power.
This standard of judgment is onesided, for no less important is regard for the reliability

of their working, which is essentially conditional on rational construction, cleuer

arrangement of the distribution of the working masses, resistance of the whole machines

to inner and outer influences, judicious general structure with a mew to lightening

the service, and forms suited to the working forces, attention to all physical conditions

necessary for the lasting work of the machine. The economical standard for the

establishment of a motor is not the same for all countries, circumstances or times.

In Germany the greatest importance is attached to a high degree of economy as it is

necessary to be economical in the utilisation of the energy present in nature. Therefore

in all motors of German origin great heed is always paid to the above considerations.

In steam engines, for instance, we endeavour to obtain high effective power both by

using perfect heating arrangements with boilers suited to the absorption of heat, and

by a clever construction of the engine itself. Safety of construction is apparent in

the forms and proportions of the working parts of the machinery while that of the

motion is apparent in the manner in which the moving parts check each other. Due

regard is paid to the economy of steam engines by adapting them to the number of

revolutions of the working machines or to the effect of the masses to be set or kept
in motion.

From the recognition of the fact that in the case of heat- motors only a small useful

effect (about t2 15 per cent) can be gained, if steam be used and owing to the need

of other kinds of small motors the construction of gas motors has been developped
connected with the celebrated name of Dr. Otto.

These motors have become the pattern for petroleum and especially benzine motors,
which have lately been used to a great extent for motor-cars. In respect of heat-

technics this kind of motors means a rise in useful effect, for they turn to account

about 15^20 per cent of the heat contained in the gas or petroleum. For certain

purposes, especially for work on a small scale, they possess the advantage of econo-

mising space, for they need neither boiler nor chimney. Great attention is being

constantly paid to the increase in the effect of these machines. In the Diesel motor

already as much as 28 per cent of the heat used was converted into effective work
and 40 per cent into indicated work. The gaspower machines served the purpose at

first of work on a small scale. The development during the first decade is characterised

by machines of 5, to and t5 horsepower. This gradually rose to 50 or too horse-

power. Of late years the use of gas machines in blast furnace work led to the con-

struction of engines of tOOO horsepower. There are some such machines already

working in Germany, others are still in the course of construction.
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The increase in the need of power resulted naturally also in the building of large
steam engines. The making of marine engines of several thousand horse power trans-

mitting their whole force uninterruptedly day after day, on an unsteady foundation

too, to the screw shafts, was rendered possible only by the introduction of great im-

provements in the engines themselves as well as in the methods of building them.

This development can, to a certain extent, be measured by the degree of perfection

attained by marine engines. Marine engines with balanced movements (Schlich's

patent) give a speed hitherto unexcelled to German steamers.

Keeping pace with marine engines are those
;

for use on land, in factories, urban

institutions, especially electrical power stations, irrigation works and waterworks, &c.

The large metallurgical establishments require engines of great strength and rapid
rotation. Rll these requirements could be answered only by perfecting the construction,

by excellence of the material used, and by care in the building of these engines.

The other side of engineering, the construction of working machines whidi act as tools

and produce objects of commercial value, is evidenced in madiines of all kinds. There

are numerous branches of the industry in Germany whidi work at the perfection of

sudi machinery. The end and aim of all endeavours in this domain is the introduction,

as far as it possible, of purely automatic action.

This is possible for many articles of great consumption, whida have to be produced
in very large numbers and one exactly like the other.

Though engineering is of an international character yet the views of the constructors

and the habits of the workmen and the outward surroundings result in a type pe-

culiar to the country whence the machines in question originate.

The machines for the working of wood and iron in Germany resemble in many par-

ticulars those of other countries, but still many peculiarities have arisen especially

as regards the tools, the fashioning, the fitting of protective arrangements, the en-

closing of the working parts of the machinery, partly caused by due regard to the

customs and social position of the workmen. In Germany a tendency is prevalent

to enclose the working parts ot the machine partly with a view to their own pro-

tection and partly for the protection of the workmen, without of course allowing this

tendency to be prejudicial to the working capacity of the machine itself. The recog-

nition of the fact that in a self-contained machine dependent only on its own elements

the rise in the working speed depends only on the safety of construction, has had

great influence on the development of the constructions with respect to the forces

and frictions liberated in the machine.

This is not only true of those machines which consist for the most part of rigid

bodies, but applies also to pumps, compressors and so' on. Here, too, the rise in

working speed has brought about progress to an extent never dreamed of, as is

shown in the Riedler pump.
In accordance with the spirit of the times in all industries all frequently repeated

mechanical work which does not require high intelligence is being more and more

taken out of the hands of the workman and relegated to machinery. This principle

has been fully developed in the textile, paper, and bookprinting industries, and in the

manufacture of meal, cement and other commodities, and their example is being fol-

lowed in other industries. The metal and food industry, pottery and brickmaking

it
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are making continuous progress in the introduction of labour- and pouier-sawng ma-

chinery. Examples of this can be seen in the madiines on show at the exhibition.

It is impossible in a short introduction to estimate the importance of the engineering

industry in euery direction. But some idea of the present state of things may be

gained from some statistics of the export of German machines.

Recording to the Statistical yearbook of the German Empire" the export of German
madiines is represented by the following numbers:
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Group IV.

Machinery.

Class 19.

Steam Engines.

t355u)ald Berninghaus * Duisburg-on-the-Rhine *

Boilers works
, ship building yards and engi-

neering works. 4 boilers of 12 ahn. pressure;
I tri- tubular boiler of 12 ahn. pressure, these
boilers are fitted with corrugated tubes by
Ihyssen & Co. ofMulheim-on-the-Ruhr and with
safety valves by Math. Stinnes, also with
gas rester of the firm 6. R. Sdiultze, Berlin.

t356R. Borsig
* legel near Berlin. Borsigwerh in

Upper Silesia * Established 1831 * t vertical
steam engine of 2 000 HP., coupled with Siemens
& Halshe dynamo. 6 000 hands, the tegel works
produce: ocomotive and steam engines, boilers,

pumps, mammutpumps, ice- and refrigerating
machines, machinery for rubber- and cement-
works, forging presses, steam- and electrical

ploughs. The Borsigwerk in Silesia produces:
wrought iron of all kinds and cast steel. See
also gr.VI cl. 32 Uincennes p. 401.

See advertisement pages 14 and 15.

13516. Busdi * Berlin, Mtihlenstr. 65/65 a * Packing
for stuffing boxes.

1 358Rudolph Chillingworth * tturemberg * See gr. XI
cl. 64 p. 267 and cl. 65 p. 268.

See advertisement page 32.

t3596runzweig & Hartmann *udwigshafen-on-the-
Rhine * agglomerated cork plates and fittings,

agglomerated infusorial earth and cork.

t360Rugust Hering, Engineer * Iluremberg * 2 steam
superheaters , connected with the 4 boilers ex-
hibited by Ewald Berninghaus. the works
manufacture exclusively steam superheaters
capable of being regulated and made of
Swedish seamless steel tubes.

t36lHemrich anz * Mannheim Over 3500 work-
men, locomobiles, steam threshing madiines
and smaller agriculture engines. Exhibit: Lo-
comobile of 200, max. 380 HP. See also gr.VII
cl. 35 p. 243. See advertisement page 45.

t362Maschinen- und Rrmatur-Pabrik, vormals Klein,
Schanzlin & Becker * Prankenthal in Rhenish Pa-
latinate * R compound steam pump with an
effect of about 25 cub. metres p. h., making
60 revolutions p. minute. This pump feeds
the group of boilers exhibited by the Electricitats-

Rctien-6esellschaft ,,Helios" of Cologne
- Ehren-

feld.

H. Paucksch, Rktien-Gesellschaft, Maschinen- 1383

bau-Rnstalt, Eisengiesserei und Dampfkessel-
fabrik *

andsberg-pn-the-warthe * Boiler,
Paucksch's system, with too sq. metres heating
surface and 12 atm. pressure for the firm

,,Helios", Elehtrizitats -
Rktiengesellschaft.

See advertisement page 31.

Petru-Dereux, 6. m. b. H. * Duren in Rhineland * 1364
Established 1854. 260 hands employed. Mac
nicol boilers, Petry-Dereux boilers, tubular
boilers, Cornwall -boilers, steam superheaters,
steam tubing and fittings. Prussian State
medal, the boiler exhibited belongs to the
2 000 HP. electrical plant of the Elektrizitats-

Rktiengesellschaft ,,Helios" in Cologne -Ehren-
frld. See advertisement page I.

Petzold & Co., Maschinenfabrik und Eisen- t365

qiesserei, 6. m. b. H. * Berlin * t steam boiler
Tor the 2 000 HP. electrical plant of the Elek-

trizitats-Rktiengesellschaft ,,Helios" inCologne-
Ehrenfeld. See advertisement page 6 6.

Rheinhold & Co., Uereinigte tlorddeutsche und 1366
Dessauer Kieselguhr

- Gesellschaft * Hanover*
Branch establishments in Berlin S.O., Trank-
fort-on-the-Main, Stuttgart, Breslau, Celle,

Klieken, Coswig in Rnhalt, UiennaX, Buda-
pesth VII. Mines of infusorial earths. Manu-
facturers of heat saving appliances and ag-
glomerated cork. Execution of work relating
to these articles. German patents Tlrs. 103 534
and 103180 for fire- proof wrappers for co-

lumns and bearers * Heat savinq appliances,
agglomerated cork and models of work done.

Franz Seiffert & Co. * technische Bureaux Berlin 136T
S.O. 33 ; engineering works, iron foundry and
boiler works in Eberswalde * works specially
devoted to the production of high pressure
tubing. Diverse tubing and fittings for steam
plants. Steam .pipes for electrical plants made
a specialty. Russian address: J. Ceuzinger,
St. Petersburg, Ertelew 4.

Simonis&anz *Tranhfort-on-the-Main-Sachsen- 1368
hausen * Boiler works. Tubular boiler for the
firm ,,Helios", Elektrizitats -

Rktiengesellschaft.

P. Suckow & Co., Inhaber Robert Meuer *t369
Breslau * See German Machinery building.
Hr.1616.

Sdiaffer & Budenberg * Magdeburg -Buckau * 1310

Engineering works, established 1850. Rbout
3000 hands employed. Branch establishments :

tt*
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Paris, Cille, Mandtester, Condon, Glasgow,
Hew yorh, Milan, Cuttidt, Ziiridi, Hamburg.
Deposits of goods: Uienna, Prag, St. Peters-

burg, Berlin. Specialties : Pressure and uacuum

gauges, ouer 2300000 delivered, injectors,
about 125000, regulators, about 40000 in use,

indicators, lubricators, taps and ualues of

euery description, pumps, thermometers, tacho-

meters, &c. Export to all countries. See also

gr.IV cl. 2t p. 165, gr.Vl cl. 33 p. 210.

1311 6. R. Sdtultze * Berlin, Sdtonebergerstr. 4

testing and gauging apparatus for furnaces,
boilers and engines.

1312 C. & C. Steinmuller * Gummersbadt in Rhine-

land Tubular boiler works. 5 Steinmuller

boilers, supplying electrical power plant of

the firms R. Borsig of Berlin and Siemens &
Halske of Berlin. Specialties: Steinmuller

boilers and Steinmuller superheaters.

13 13 Math. Stinnes * Mulheim-on-the-Ruhr * Rohr-
brudt safety ualues attached to the boilers ex-

hibited by Eiuald Berninghaus and H. Pauchsch.

t3T4t)ereinigte Masdtinenfabrik Rugsburg undMa-
schinenbaugesellsdiaft Tlurnberg, R.-6. * Rugs-
burg -Huremberg I horizontal triple -expan-
sion steam engine (2 000 HP.), driuing dynamo
of the firm Helios", Elektrizitats - Rktien-

gesellsdtaft, Cologne -Ehrenfeld * I vertical

triple -expansion steam engine (2 000 HP.) for

the firm Elektrizitats -Rktiengesellsdtaft norm.
Sdtudiert & Co., Tluremberg. I vertical com-

pound steam engine (1500 HP.) for the firm

Elektrizitats -Rktiengesellsdtaft uorm. W. Cah-

meyer & Co., Frankfort -on -the -Main. I uer-

tical steam engine (500 HP.) driuing dynamo
of the firm electricity et Hydraulique Soc

Rny, Charleroi. See also gr. Ill cl. 11 p. 135,

gr. IV cl. 20, gr. VI cl. 29 p. 194, gr. XVI cl. 106

p. 116.

1315 R. Wolf * Magdeburg-Budiau * Masdtinenfabrik
und Kesselsdtmiede. Established 1 862. 1 com-

pound locomobile, standing on feet, with

condensation, 200 HP. I high-pressure loco-

mobile on trudi, 12 HP. Brandt establish-

ments: Berlin W., Breslau, Trankfort-on-the-

Main, Cologne -on -the -Rhine, St. Petersburg,
Moscow. 1100 officials and workmen. Export
to all countries. Specialty : Cocomobiles from
4 to 200 HP. Steam engines, tubular boilers,

centrifugal pumps, ship screws for low depth
steamers, deep leuel borers. See also gr. VI
cl. 33 p. 211, and gr. XVI cl. 10$ p. 211.

Class 20.

Power Engines of Uarious Kinds.

t386Gebriider Korting Kortingsdorf near Hano-
uer * 1. gas motor, coupled with continuous

current dynamo in main building, Champ de

Mars; 2. spirit motor, coupled with continuous
current dynamo in Uincennes. See there p. 389
and gr. IV cl. 21 p. 165, gr. V cl. 23 p. 114 and
cl. 25 p. 115.

Triedr.Krebs "Frankfort -on -the -Main* Born- 1381
heim Engineering works. SeeUincennesp. 389.

Masdiinenfabrik Kappel Rct.-6es. * Kappel- 1388

Chemnitj * See German Madiinery building
p.m.
Uereinigte Masdiinenfabrik Rugsburg und Ma- 1389

sdiinenbaugesellsdiaft Mrnberg R.-6. Rugs-
burg -Tluremberg * See Uincennes p. 389.

Class 2t.

Uarious Rppliances for Engineering.

Collectiue exhibit of the Union of the

German Driuing Belt Manufacturers.

Manager: Uerband derCedertreibriemen-Tabrikanten

Deutsdilands. Berlin tl., Grosse Hamburgerstr. 32.

X T. Tudis Ceipzig * Driuing belt factory. 1401

Specialty: Belting for dynamos and heaoy
madtinery, sewing and binding straps. Rll

kinds of cord, grinding and polishing leathers.

Rll leathers for tedmicat purposes.
C. Otto Gehrdtens * Hamburg * Established 186T. 1402

Driuing belt factory. Tedinical leathers. Rings
for hydraulic presses. Special belts for dyna-
mos, half-crossed and angular transmission,
cone gears, selfactors, iron planes, wood
planes , centrifugal engines, &c. Belts made of

serpent leather. See aduertisement page II.

3. Kaulhausen & Sohn * Rix-la-Chapelle * 1403
Established 1842. Specialty: perforated leather

belts for dynamos, Kaulhausen's system, re-

gistered, and other leather articles for spin-
neries. See aduertisement page 2.

Tr. Moller, 6. m. b. H. Brackwede in West- 1404

phalia * Chrome leather belts , tanned by the

firm. 3 belts , 1 compound belt and samples
of other belting * Rduantages of darome leather

as compared with the old tanning process:
a. double tensile strength and consequently
diminished weight; b. better adhesion, elasti-

city and softness, causing dirome belts to

adhere more closely and to run noiselessly;
c. greater insensibility to heat and chemical

attacks.

Tranz Pretzel & Co. , Berlin n., Grosse Ham- 1405

burgerstr. 32 * Brandt establishments in Essen-

on-the-Ruhr and Codz (Russia). Manufacturers
of belting, military leather goods and tedtni-

cal appliances. Exhibits: Belting up to 1,8m
breadth and 48m length, articulated belts,
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dynamo belts, also perforated, leather straps
and cords, belting fork ,,triumph", belting
locks, &c.

Individual Exhibitors.

1 42 6 Berlin-Rnhaltische Masdiinenbau-Rctien-Gesell-

schaft, Eisengiesserei und Maschinenfabriken *

Berlin * Dessau * Portico of Gentian Machinery
diuision, made of parts of machinery. Special
manufacturers of lifts for passengers and

goods, cranes, wholesale fitting of gas-works
(Berlin); of transmissions, bearings (about
TO 000 supplied), friction gearings, Dohmen-
teblanc system (ouer 5 000 supplied) (Dessau).

Rgencies in all countries. See also gr.VI
cl. 29 Tlr.1891.

1421 Berliner Maschinen-rreibriemen-Fabrik Rdolph
Schwartz & Co. Berlin, Mullerstr. lZla/112 *

Ceather belting cut up to greatest width of the

skin, for roller works and dynamos, camel
hair driving belts. Eeather tubing for ships,
leather packings for hydraulic presses and

pumps. Incombustible Pho'ni* stuffing bo*

packing, for superheated steam engines up to

13V2 attn. pressure. Established 1858, enlarged
1896. First awards: Moscow 1 812 and Uienna
1813 gold medals, Berlin 18TZ siluer state

medal, &c. See aduertisement page 51.

1428 Biernatzki & Co. * Hamburg, Grasheller 6 *

Spur wheels, worm wheels and helical wheels,

produced by new patented process.

1429 C. Bube * Hanouer * Manufacturer of length
measures. Specialty: Precision measures of

all kinds, Export to all countries. Rwards:
Hanouer, Moscow, Dienna, Hanouer, Chicago.

t430 X Bundsdiuh * Magdeburg -Sudenburg Engi-
neer. Speedometers: a. I horizontal tacho-

meter, b. I vertical tachometer, combined with
stroke counter, D.R.6.M. Rr. 63 12T.

t43t Rudolph Chillingworth , nuremberg * See gr. XI
cl. 64 p. 267 and cl. 65 p. 268.

See aduertisement page 32.

1432 Deutsche Rettungsfenster
- Rktien - Gesellschaft

,,Patent Scherrer" * Beuel- on -the -Rhine See
Uincennes p. 389.

1433 6. C. Flader * Manufactory Johstadt in Sa*ony *

Sorgenthal in Bohemia * See Uincennes p. 389.

1434 Ferdinand Flinsch Rkt.-6es. fur Masdiinenbau
und Eisengiesserei * Offenbach -on -the -Main *

See German Machinery building p. III.

1435 Carl Flohr * Berlin * Engineering works. I large
crane driuen by electricity, in motion in

western machinery hall.

1436 Conrad Gautsch * Munich * Chemical and tech-

nical laboratory. See Uincennes p. 389.

1431 Hebezeugfabrik (Georg Kieffer) * Cologne Cifts,

cranes, tackles, capstans and chains.

Dr. Ih. Horn* Grosszsdiocher-Ceipzig * Manu- 1438
facturer of tachometers, for belt and hand
use. Registering tachometers, teletachometers,
counters. Electric measuring instruments for

continuous and alternating current, ohm meters,

registering uolt- and ampere-meters. See also

gr. V cl. 21 p. 1T6.

Gebriider Korting * Kortingsdorf near Hanouer* 1439
1. Compressing air pump for 30 HP. gas engine
(cl. 20, 23 and 25). 2. Uentilator coupled with
electromotor. See also gr. IV cl. 20 p. 164,

gr. V cl. 23 p. 1T4 and cl. 25 p. 115.

3. 6. teb * Biberach (Wurtemberg) * Manu- 1440
facturer of fire brigade appliances. See Uin-
cennes p. 389.

6. D. Magirus * Ulm- on -the -Danube * Manu- 1441
facturer of fire brigade appliances. See Uin-
cennes p. 389.

MannheimerMaschinenfabrihMohr&Federhaff* 1442
Mannheim -on -the -Rhine * Electric crane. Spe-
cialties: Cranes of all kinds, testing machinery,
balances, lifts.

Hans Reisert * Cologne * Branch establishment 1443
in

Ceipzig. Established 1819. Erport to all

countries. Plants for the purification and fil-

tration of water, Deruau* Reisert's patents.
Water meters, Reisert's patent. Cubricating
cocks, injectors ..International", patented, stop
values with water separation, patented Mo-
ueable water gauges and other steam fittings,
lubricators of all kinds, oils and fats. Rwards:
Frankfort 1881, Rntwerp 1885 (Siluer Medal),
Rugsburg 1886, Milan 1881, Munich 1888,
Frankfort 1891, Erfurt 1894, Rntwerp 1894

(Siluer Medal), Como 1899 (Gold Medal 1st

class). See aduertisement page 61.

Richard Schapler, Branddirektor * Frankfort- 1444
on -the -Main * See Uincennes p. 389.

Scha'ffer & Budenberg * Magdeburg -Buckau * 1445
Maschinen- und Dampfkesselarmaturen. See
also gr. IV cl. 19 p. 163 and gr.VI cl. 33 p. 2 10.

Siemens & Halske, Rctiengesellschaft * Berlin * 1446
Diuision for water meters. Water meters of
uarious sizes and constructions with fittings.

Testing station and tools. Registering water
meters. Water meters for boilers, in use in

boiler station of German Machinery diuision

(electric power station). See also gr. Ill cl. 12

p. 90 and cl. 15 p. 141, gr. IV cl. 22 p. 166, gr. V
Cl. 23 21 p. 1T4 1Z6, gr.VI cl. 29 p. 194.

Carl Schenck, 6. m. b. H. * Darmstadt * Engi- 1441

neering works. Balances of all kinds: oco-

motiue engine scales; automatic scales for

grain, &c., automatic controlling balances for

narrow gauge railways.
Friedridi Stolzenberg & Co. * Berlin -Reinicken- 1448
dorf * Special works for gear wheels of all

kinds with correctly cut teeth. Spur wheels,
toothed rods, cone wheels, spiral cogwheels,

tea
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spiral wheels, complete worm wheel gears
with oil bath, ring lubricators and reduced

pressure. Motor wheels for tram cars, differ-

ential gears and crown gears.
See aduertisement page 53.

1449 Wagenbauanstalt und Waggonfabrih fur elek-

trisdte Bahnen (uorm. W.C.F.Busdt) * Bautzen

in Sa*ony * See Dincennes p. 389.

Class 22.

Marine Tools for Wood and Metal.

1464 Collet & Engelhard, 6. m. b. H. * Offenbadt-

on- the -Main * See German Madtinery build-

ing Tlr. t695.

1465 Deutsdte Werkzeugmasdtinen-Fabrik uormals

Sondermann & Stier Chemnitz * Makers of

all hinds of madtine tools up to the biggest

patterns and in modern constructions, espe-

cially for the production of steam engines,
for shipbuilding yards, arsenals, locomotiue

engine works and car factories. The firm,

whidi esrists since I860 employs about 600

hands. Exhibits: Planing madtine of uery
solid construction for uery broad

objects,
uer-

tical long -hole boring madtine, slide lathe,

with lead screw for screw cutting.

1466 Dresdner Bohrmasdtinenfabrih, Rkt.-6es. uor-

mals Bernhard Tisdter & Winsdt * Dresden

Madtine tools.

1461 Droop & Rein * Bielefeld Manufacturers of

madtine tools and iron founders. Hotdting
madtine with 1 000 mm lift and mooement of

beater by means of a screw , milling madtine

with 2 uertical spindles, shaping madtine with

t oertical spindle for ordinary shaping work,

centering madtine with treble tool, Germ. pat.

105880; driuen by motors of Elektrizitats-R.-6.

uorm. Sdtudtert & Co., Tluremberg.
See aduertisement page 18.

1468 DusseldprferWerhzeugmasdtinenfabriku.Eisen-
giesserei, Habersang & Einzen * Diisseldorf-

Oberbilk Phoni* boring madtine, patented in

all countries. See aduertisement page 1 6.

1469 Elsassisdte Masdtinenbau-Gesellsdtaft * Grafen-

staden in Rlsatia * Mulhausen in Rlsatia *

Belfort (Trance) Madtine tools for metal

work, lathes, boring madtines, straping and

milling madtines. See also gr. XIII cl. 16 and
18 p. 2IT. See aduertisement page 20.

14TO Frankfurter Uhrmadter-Werhzeug-Tabrik, Cordt,

Sdtmidt & Co. * Frankfort - on - the- Main - BooXen-

heim Precision lathes. See also gr. XV cl. 96

p. 358.

1411 C-rdmann Kirdteis * Rue in Sasrony * Engineer-

ing works and iron foundry. Specialty: ma-

dtine tools and punches for metal plate work.

Ouer 850 hands employed. Established 1861.

Many high awards. Export to all countries.

Rgent in Paris: . Bady, rue St-Rmbroise 4.

See aduertisement page 59.

Kirdtner & Co., R.-6. * Ceipzig
- Sellerhausen * 1412

Madtinery for saw mills and wood work.

Patent iron planes. 64 gold, siluer and State

medals. Exhibit: machinery for saw mills

and wood work and patent iron planes. Brandt

establishment with large stodi : IT, rue Manin,
Paris. Rbout 100 madtines may be seen work-

ing. Brandt in Condon: 118 Queen Uictoria

Street, where a large number of madtines is

kept in stodi. See also German Madtinery

building Tlr. 1696.

Ceipziger Werhzeug-Masdtinen-Fabrik uorm 1413

W.u.Pittler,Rktiengesellsdtafteipzig-Wahren
and Berlin C. 2, Kaiser Wilhelmstr. 48 * Makers
of W. u. Pittler's patent medal working ma-

dtinery, reuoluing lathes cogwheel shaping
madtines and precision lathes.

See aduertisement page 54.

Masdtinenfabrik Kappel Ret. - Ges. * Kappel- 1414

Chemnitz See German Madtinery building
nr. 1691.

Masdtinenfabrik Pekrun (0. Pekrun, R. Eisold) * UT5
Coswig near Dresden Specialty: precision
madtine tools and annealing ouens. Exhibit

automatic cogwheel shaping madtine, double

shaping madtines and other madtine tools,

also annealing ouens.

I . Reine&er * Chemnitz - Gablenz (Saarony) * 14T6

Established 1859. 11 50 hands employed, number
of madtines at work 800. Maker of tools: screw

dies, screw borers, broadtes, spiral borers,

calipers and rings, straightening plates, rules,

angles, cutters of all kinds. Madtines : shaping
madtines of euery description, grinding ma-

dtines, madtines for shaping gear wheels of

all kinds, spiral borers, &c.

Siemens & Halske, Rct.-Ges * Berlin Selfacting 14TI

notdting madtine for andtor plates. See also

gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90 and cl. 15 p. 14T, gr. IV cl.21

p. 165, gr. V cl. 23 21 p. 114 116, gr. VI

cl. 29 p. 194.

Triedridt Sdtmaltz * Offenbadt-on-the-Main 1418

Grinding madtines and emery wheel factory.

Specialty: automatic sharpeners for saws of

all kinds and uarious other emery grinding
madtines. Patent automatic suction for grinding
dust. Motor plant exhibited by : Elektrizitats-

Rktiengesellsdiaft uormals Sdtuchert & Co.,

Tluremberg.
. Sdtuler * Goppingen in Wiirtemberg* Madtine 14T9

tool factory. See German Madtinery building
Hr. 1698.

Frederic Sdtultz * Mulhausen in Rlsatia 1480

Engineering works, established 18 14. Specialty:
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precision machine tools and roller engrauing
machinery. Rioards: Uniuersal Exhibition at

Rntioerp 1885, gold medal, Brussels 1888

diploma of honour, Paris 1889 two gold medals
and Strasburg 1895 diploma of honour.

1481 Werkstatte fur Maschinenbau uormals Ducom-
mun * Mulhausen in Hlsatia * Machine tools

for metal voorh, machines for roller engrauing,
printing machines, driuen by electricity, steam

engines, dynamos for lighting and power-

MRin BUUDine

transmission, Roots bloioers. Houelty : friction

gearings
for gradual starting, aduantageous

for electric driuing. See also gr. V cl. 23 p. H4
and gr. XIII cl. T8 p. 218.

Werkzeugmasdiinenfabrik ,,Union" (uormals
Diehl) * Chemnitz Manufacture eiclusiuely:
slide lathes, planing machines and horizontal

boring machines, fcrhibit: lathe, ,,Courier"

pattern constructed by their chief engineer
Triedrich Ruppert in Chemnitz.

I6T



If we pass in review the great tedmical adiievements of the last
century,

our gaze
is arrested by the newest and most remarkable acquisition obtained during that pe-

riod by the workings of the human mind, Electrotedmics, luhith, supported by the

foundation of esract science, developed at first in the application of weak currents.

In t$33, Gauss and Weber in 65ttingen erected the first telegraphic plant connecting
the Observatory with the Physical Caboratory. Prof. Steinheil of Munich shortly after-

wards improved the telegraph, being the first to use the earth as a return circuit.

The discovery of electro -deposition by Jacobi occured at the same period. In placing
the date of the birth of electrical -engineering in the same year as that of the first

practical use of the electric current, it is clear that what is now -a- days understood

by electrotedmics could by no means have grown from those beginnings only.

The connecting link between electricity and engineering was missing. The means of

obtaining great working power from electricity was unknown, in short, the way to

connect electricity with mechanical engineering was still a question of the future.

Ho practical use of the arc light, invented by Davy in t8tO, or of the electro motor,

constructed by Dal tlegro in t834, could be made as long as this gap existed. It

was in t866 that Werner Siemens established the dynamo -electrical principle, and
thus found the missing connection. By building the first dynamo he gave rise to

the possibility of generating a large quantity of electrical energy by a dieap and simple
method.

engineering then obtained a new form of energy as a working power, we may say

energy in a more refined and versatile condition, whidi, owing to its cleanliness

16$
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and easy manipulation, soon made its way and took possession of a large field of

operations.
Werner Siemens toas no nouice at electricity and electrical engineering. He had been

occupied early with the study of Jacobi's inuention of precipitating copper from a

solution of cupric sulphate, and had hit upon the inuention of gold and siluer electro-

plating. It is well knoum that we haue to thank him for many improuements in

telegraphy, especially in the submarine branch. It was he tuho introduced the con-

denser for use in submarine telegraphy, and laid the cable between Sardinia and Rlgiers.

His theories on cable laying haue been considered as fundamental euer since that time.

His name is closely connected with researdies on purely scientific subjects, and he

was stimulated in his work by the intimacy he enjoyed with Hetmholtz, du Bois-

Reymond, Clausius and Wiedemann, he was the author of many scientific improue-

ments, of which the most important and fertile was the introduction of the mercury
unit for electrical resistance called after him. Science further owes him a number

of important measuring instruments, which are still in use, though the forms haue

been somewhat altered.

His connection with the mechanic Halske led to the establishment of the world -famed

firm of Siemens & Halske. Their first uenture was the construction of telegraphic appa-

ratus, and they put up the first wire in Europe from Berlin to "Frankfort.

The dynamo machine could only be used for electric light on a limited scale, as, in

spite of the improuement of the ring armature inuented by the Belgian Zenibe Gramme,
no one knew how seueral arc lamps were to be fed from a single circuit, or how
to ,,diuide the electric light" as it was called. When regulating one lamp the others

were sure to be affected or there had to be a separate machine for each light. Jablooh-

kow practically solued the problem by hindering the mouement of the carbons towards

each other by fUing them firmly side by side.

Through the inuention of incandescent lamps by Edison, and at the same time the

first use of a parallel arrangement, whereby euery lamp was independent of the

others, in contra -distinction to the series connection, electric light was suddenly

turned into a formidable riual of gas light.

It was again Edison who furnished the Columbia" in t$T9 with a parallel arrangement

plant for tt5 incandescent burners. In the following year he built the first municipal

central station in Hew Uork for electric light, which euen at that time presented all

the characteristics of a large central station of the present day. We owe to him and

Hopkinson the inuention of the three -wire system, which allows of a much greater

distance being trauersed without any increase of tension. This system was, howeuer,

not efficient for carrying the current ouer uery long distances nor for supplying uery

large districts. With the knowledge that the costs of distribution are diminished by in-

crease of tension, the transmission of currents at a high tension was tried. Rs how-

euer the tension of the lamps was giuen, it was found necessary to reduce the tension

of the current before deliuering it to the consumer. The first to come forward with

a practical arrangement for this purpose, was Cucien Gaulard, who used an induction

coil; there were, howeuer, a great many drawbacks to this system, which were only

remoued in 1885 by the distributing system of the engineers Zipernowsky, Deri and

Blathy, and by the introduction of their poleless transformers. The new system was
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brought out at the andesausstellung in Budapesth in t885, and urith it the alternating

current machine, xuhidi had fallen into disuse, came into favour again. This system
has been successfully developed and improved especially by the Elektrizitats - Rktien-

Gesellschaft ,,Helios" in Cologne -Ehrenfeld. The monophase current has by this com-

pany been employed for the illumination of the Kaiser Wilhelm Channel and has

given entire satisfaction.

The use of the three -wire system with continuous currents led to the invention of

the multiphase system for alternating currents by Tesla and Ferraris. The three-phase
current is the most common form of this, and has been adopted by nearly all the

larger German firms.

Germany and the diligence of German engineers have contributed considerably to the

further development of electrical engineering.

The constructive deficiencies of the ring -armature invented by Gramme, ivhida proved
unsuitable for the generation of any particularly heavy currents, ivere removed by
von Hefner- Rlteneck, ivho was at that time diief engineer of Siemens & Halske, by
the invention of the drum armature. This he brought out at the Berlin Industrial

Exhibition in t8T9 together ivith his differential lamp, a practical, useful lamp ivhich

for the first time allowed of several lamps being connected in series. The firm of

Siemens & Halshe created a great sensation at this same exhibition by the first

electric railway. When the first incandescent lamps became known in Europe at the

Paris Exhibition of t$St, they were soon introduced into Germany by the engineer

. Rathenau, who secured the Edison patent for Germany, and founded the German

Edison Company which was afterwards transformed into the Rllgemeine Elektrizitats-

Gesellschaft. The German firms had the opportunity of showing the German public

this new light at the Munich Exhibition in the following year. This was an important

exhibition, made specially interesting by the fact, that here the Trench engineer Marcel

Deprez made a first trial of transmitting electricity over a distance of 60 km. Rlthough
this attempt must be considered a failure from a technical point of view, the effi-

ciency of the transmission being only 25 per cent, it still had an encouraging effect

upon the development of the electrical transmission of power, and shortly afterwards

Brown, the head engineer of the works at Oerlikon, in Switzerland, effected a trans-

mission of 50 HP. between Kriegsstetten and Solothurn, a distance of 1,5 km with a

total efficiency of T5 per cent. The electrical transmission of power was, however,

not defmivetely adopted as a working factor in engineering before the Frankfort Exhi-

bition of t89t, when Brown together with von Dolivo-Dobrowolsky, chief electrician of

the Rllgemeine Elektrizitats -Gesellschaft made a brillant success of the celebrated trans-

misson of power from Caufen to Frankfort-on -the-Wain, a distance of T5km.

Electricity has gone on developing in every direction, even the invention of Ruer's

incandescent gas light has more helped than hindered the victorious progress of elec-

tricity by increasing the taste for brillant illumination amongst the public. Rttempts
have been made to secure the advantages of the Ruer gas light for electric lighting,

and it is evident that the solution of this problem would result in a powerful im-

petus for the electric light. Prof. Hernst of Gottingen has lately called fresh

attention to 3ablo<hkow's almost forgotten discovery, viz., that certain substances be-

come conductors of electricity at high temperatures and emit a brillant light under

tTO
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sudi circumstances. amps constructed on this principle require only half the amount

of energy consumed by the Edison incandescent bulb, the Rllgemeine Elektrizitats-

Gesellschaft has so far worked out the idea of Hernst lamp , that it may be said to be

practical. Though it will hardly supersede either the incandescent or the arc lamp,
it may proue to be a useful link between the two.

the greatest success electricity has obtained is its application to street railways, and it

seems probable that electricity will supplant euery other kind of motiue power for

this purpose. In this respect also the German electric industry is far advanced. The

number of towns with electric railways was up to the end of 189t . . . 3

- - - - t892 . . . 5
'

- - - - t893 . , , tt

- - - - t$94 , , . t9
- - - - t895 . . . 32
- - - - t896 , , , 44
- - - - IS9T , , . 6t

till tst September t89$ , . , 68
- tst January 1899 , , , TT

In addition to this, 35 of the towns provided with electric railways, were extending

their plants.

On the tst of September t898 the entire system of electrical railways in Germany
was as follows: the entire length in kilometers , . , 1 429,55

of rails -
, . , t 939,06

number of motor cars 3 190
- tow cars 2 t28

Rdditional lines of t089 km, with rails to the length of t336 km, were in course

of construction. The total power used by the electric railways was > exclusive of

storage batteries * 33 205 kilowatt. There were also storage batteries in use, re-

presenting a power of 5tt8 kilowatt, so that the total amount of working power in

dynamos and batteries for street railway purposes came to 3845t kilowatt.

Of late years the use of electricity for diemical purposes has rapidly gained ground,

owing to the increased utilisation of water power, facilitated by electrical engineering.

The manufacture of aluminium at a dteap cost price was made feasible by the use

of the electric current. Tt is likewise used for the extraction of copper, gold and ni&el

from the ores, for the production of caustic soda and potash, and especially for the

manufacture of calcium carbide.

The increasing use of electricity in euery direction has giuen a powerful impetus to

electrical engineering, and that again has re -acted on the already existing industries.

In Germany for instance, more than half the steam engines and turbines turned out,

are used for driuing dynamos. The steam engine has been pushed on to new lines

by the requirements of electrical engineering, particularly those of the alternating

current system with regard to speeds and precision of regulation. In other industrial

brandies also electricity acts as a stimulus, offering new problems, in the solution

of whidi German engineering takes a prominent part. In fact it stands first in Europe,

and is by no means behind the great Rmerican industry with respect to either the

working capacity or quality of its productions.

tn
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There are SO electrical engineering joint-stock companies in Germany, urith a total

capital of 520 millions of marks of which about 250 millions of marks go to manu-

facturing companies and about 210 millions are invested in companies for financing

and operating plants.

These companies carry out orders for 300 millions of marks annually, most of which

come from abroad as the requirements in Germany alone would of course not nearly

amount to that sum.

Rmong the first companies are the following: Siemens & Halske, noio a joint stock

company with a capital of t25 million marks, employing about $000 workmen; the

Rllgemeine Elehtrizitats-Gesellschaft capital 300 millions of marks employing
about 13000 workmen; the eiektrizitats-Rktien-Gesellschaft formerly Schuchert & Co.

capital H3 million marks, about 8000 workmen; the Elektrizitats-Rktien-Gesell-

schaft Helios" in Cologne -Ehrenfeld capital Tt million marks and 2000 work-

men; the Union eiektrizitats-Gesellschaft capital 6$ million marks; the eiektrizitats-

Rktien-Gesellschaft formerly tahmeyer; the Rctiengesellsdiaft Elehtrizitatswerke formerly

Kummer & Co.; the Deutsche Elektrizitatswerke formerly 6arbe, Cahmeyer & Co.; the

Waschinenfabriken 6ebr. Korting, Hanouer, and the Berliner Maschinenbau-Rktiengesell-
schaft formerly Schwartjhopff & Co.

If we inquire how German electrical engineering came to gain such a leading position

in the world's market in such a short space of time, we discover as the principal

cause the profound scientific training of the German engineer. In the works of the

above named 'firms there are about t 950 engineers employed, who have received

their training at Technical high school. Of these 340 or IT per cent are directors or chief

engineers; about 5 per cent are employed in the laboratories for testing machines and

apparatus, for examining new indentions, testing and examining material; about

3 percent are engaged in the calculation of machinery, apparatus, resistances and

windings; about t9 per cent are occupied with the construction of machines, apparatus,

switchboards, and railway appliances; about 4 per cent in the actual manufacturing, as

heads of the workshops, or as managers of the works; about 5 per cent as managers
of central light stations; about 9 percent as superintendents of electrical installations;

about 54 per cent are engaged in computing plans and estimates for central stations,

transmissions of power, and railways; of these 33 per cent act as representatives of

their firms abroad, and 2t per cent are working at home, t per cent takes ouer the

literary part, such as publications, statistics, and the preparation of catalogues.

Trom this list it is evident that a division of labour has been carried out even in

the intellectual part of electrical engineering; a similar process has been accomplished
in the Technical Highschools, where now -a- days a great many lectures are held upon
the different branches of electrical engineering, and large laboratories are fitted up,

suitable for practical work; whilst formerly the entire teaching consisted of theo-

retical courses and a few lecture-room experiments.
The training of the electrical engineer keeps pace with the development of the science

itself, thus the conditions are fulfilled, for enabling the German electrical engineer to

successfully retain the distinguished position he has reached by his industry and per-

severance.

6, Klingenberg.
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Group V.

Electricity.

Rrtistic arrangement of the German section in the electrical court of honour by Professor Carl Hoff-

acker in Berlin, artistic arrangement of the German exhibition on the gallery in group IV and V by
Bruno Mohring, architect in Berlin.

Class 23.

Mechanical Production and Utilisation of

Electricity.

1515 Rctien-Gesellschaft Sachsische Elehtricitatswerke

uprtn.
Poschmann & Co. Heidenau (Dresden

District) 3 continuous current dynamos with
3 resistance coils.

1516 Rllgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellschaft * Berlin

Rotatory current dynamo for 3000 kilowatt,

coupled with exciting dynamo. See German

Machinery building p. III. See also gr. V
Cl. 2521 p. 114 116, or. VI Cl. 29 p. 192, cl. 32

Uincennes p. 402, gr. XI cl. 63 p. 261.

See aduertisement page I.

1511 Elektricitats-Rctien-Gesellschaft, uorm. W. ah-

meyer & Co. * Trankfort-on-the-Wain * I. 1 ro-

tatory current dynamo, furnishing 1 000 kilo-

watt with 5000 uolt chain tension, 94 reso-

lutions and 50 periods p. second, coupled with

exciting dynamo. II. I continuous current

dynamo, furnishing 350 kilowatt with 440 to

550 uolt tension, 94 resolutions p. minute.
III. Diuerse rotatory and continuous current

dynamos for uarious power engines. IV. 23

transformers for reducing high tension. See
also gr. VI cl. 29 p. 192.

See aduertisement page 49.

151$ Elektricitats-Rktiengesellschaft norm. Schuckert

& Co. Huremberg Established 1813. Work-

ing capital 60 millions of marks. Nearly pro-
duction 66 mill, marks. 1 400 hands, 1130 of-

ficials. ITO electric power plants and TO rail-

ways built. 1 continuous current dynamo
1090 HP., 500 uolt. 1 rotatory current dynamo
1220 HP., 5 000 uolt, each making 83 reuolutipns
p. minute, with switch board, 1 synchronism
gauge with fittings, 29 transformers for re-

ducing from 5000 to 110 uolt, 14 continuous
current motors with fittings for working ma-

chinery.
In the central electric hall the firm exhibits :

1 large glass parabolic mirror, 2 glass parabolic
mirrors G. 60, l search light 6. 90, I search

light 6. 15, 1 automatic shunt regulator with

relay , 1 automatic main current regulator with

relay, 1 automatic minimum cut-out, I auto-

matic maximum cut-out, 1 automatic trans

former cut-out, t double accumulator switch

with automatic starter and relays, uarious elec-

tricity meters. R historic collection consisting
of dynamos , arc lamps and measuring instru-

ments. R graphic tableau showing deuelop-
ment of factory. 4 continuous current differ-

ential arc lamps 8 ampere. See also gr. V
cl. 25 p. 115 and cl. 21 p. 116, gr. VI cl. 29

p. 192, cl. 32 Uincennes p. 402, cl. 33 p. 209

and gr. XVIII cl. 118 p. 388.

See aduertisement page 13.

Elektrotedinisdie Tabrik Rheydt, Max Schoecht519
& Cie. * Rheydt [Rhenish Prussia) * Electro-

motors for Cudorf & Co., Barmen. (Gr. XIII

cl. II p. 211.)

Telten & Guilleaume, Carlswerk, Rctien-Gesell 1520
schaft * Mulheim-on-the-Rhine 5 000 hands,
80 000 tons yearly production. Iron, steel,

copper and bronze wire, wire ropes, spike
wire, wire gauze, wire mats, wire chains,

weauing appliances, isolated wires and cables

for telegraphs, telephones, electric lighting and

power transmission , tension and trolly wires
and rail bonds for electric railways. See also

gr.V cl. 24 26 p. 114 115, gr. VI cl.32 p. 195,

gr. XI cl. 64 p. 261.

See aduertisement pages 40 and 41.

,,Helios", Elektricitats -
Rctiengesellschaft Co- 1521

logne
- Ehrenfeld * ,,Helios"- dynamo for one

phase alternating current and rotatory current,
2 000 uolt, 10 reuolutions per minute, this

engine yields: 2 200 kilouoltampere one phase
alternating current or 3 000 kilouoltampere

rotatory current or simultaneously t 200 kilo-

uoltampere one phase and 1 500 kilouoltampere

rotatory current. This engine is driuen by
horizontal triple expansion steam engine of

the ,,Maschinenfabrik Rugsburg". The steam
is generated in a special battery of fiue boilers

of uarious systems. Rlso 1 continuous current

shunt motor 2 HP., 220 uolt, 610 reuolutions

with starting resistance. See also gr. V cl. 25

p. 115 and gr. VI cl. 29 p. 192.

See aduertisement page 39.
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15226ebr. Kb'rting
* Kdrtingsdorf near Hanover

two continuous current dynamos coupled with
t gasmptor (in mainbuilding, Champs de Mars)
and spirit motor (exhibition at Uincennes). See
also gr. IV cl. 20 p. 164 and cl. 21 p. t65 gr. V.

cl. 25 p. 115 and Uincennes p. 389.

1523Dr. Ma? evy
* Berlin H., Chausseestr. 2 a *

Manufacture of electric apparatus. Special pro-
duction of small motors and ventilators.

Starting resistances , &c. Rontgen's apparatus.
See also gr. V cl. 21 p. 116.

t524Masdiinenfabrihsslingen * Esslingen * Electro-

motors for madtine toorhs ,,zum Bruderhaus"
and C. terrot. See also gr. VI cl. 29 p. 193

and cl. 32 (Uincennes) p. 401.

t525Dr. Paul Meyer Berlin, ynarstr. 56 * Engi-
neer. Measuring instruments and switdi

boards. See also gr. V cl. 21 p. 116.

l526Reiniger, Gebbert & Sdtall, Elehtrotedmisdie

Tabrik * Erlangen * Electromotor for ?. H.Sdiule.

(6r. X cl. 55 p. 258.)

152ZSdiumanns Elektricitatswerke * eipzig-Plag-

witj Continuous current motors for Carl

Krause, eipzig. (6r. Ill cl. 13 p. 135.)

1528Siemens & Halske R.6. * Berlin * Rotatory
current dynamo for 2 000 HP. in motion in

the electric power station of the exhibition.

Continuous and alternating current dynamos
and motors from 0,1 200 HP. Rlternating
current and rotatory current transformers.

Safety and regulating appliances for dynamos,
motors and circuits. Starting resistances.

Electric vacuum pump with automatic switdi.

Isolated conductors and lead cables. Isolators.

Cightning conductors for high tension currents.

ightning conductor in use. See also gr. ill

cl. 12 p. 90 and cl. 15 p. 141, gr. IV cl. 21 and
22 p. 165 and 166, gr.Vcl. 24 21 p. 114 IT6

and gr. VI cl. 29 p. 194.

t529Uoigt & Haeffner "Frankfort -on -the- Main-
Bo&enheim Switdi boards for electric high
tension work of all kinds. See also gr. V
cl. 21 p. tI6.

1530Werhstatte fur Masdiinenbau normals Du-
commun * Mulhausen in Rlsatia * Continuous
current electromotors driuing their oion ma-

diinery. See also gr. IV cl. 22 p. 16T, gr. XIII

cl.T8 p. 2T8.

Class 24.

Electro-chemistry.

l545Rccumulatoren-Tabrik, Rctiengesellsdiaft * Ber-

lin, uisenstr. and Hagen i. w. Storage-bat-

tery of 2 sq. meters and sample of plates.

t546Rccumulatoren-Werke, System Pollak (Rctien-

gesellsdiaft) Trankfort-on-the-Main * licenced

factories : Hancy and Marly-le-6rand (Switzer-

land). Brandt establishment in Uienna. Rccu-
mulator plates and cells of various sizes.

Established 1891. 200 hands.

Teiten & Guilleaume, Carlswerk, Rctien-Gesell- 1541

sdiaft * Mulheim-on-the-Rhine Electric cables

and conductions, toires, wire ropes and wire

goods. See also gr. V cl. 23, 25 and 26 p. 113

to 115, gr. VI cl. 32 p. 195, gr.XI cl. 64 p. 261

and cl. 65 p. 268.

See advertisement pages 40 and 41.

W. C. Heraeus * Hanau Electrodiemical appa- 1548

ratus for laboratories, electrical heating appa-
ratus. See also gr. V cl. 21 p. 116, gr.X cl. 55

p. 251, gr.XI cl. 64 p. 261 and gr. XIV cl. 81

p. 299. See advertisement page 48.

Kqnicjlidaes Institut fur jjhusikalisdte Chemie * 1549

66'thngen * Electrodiemical apparatus for labo-

ratories.

. ieybold's Uadtfolger *
Colpgne-on-the-Rhine 1550

Chemical and electrochemical apparatus for

laboratories.

Reinhardt * Hanover * Electrodiemical appa- 1551

ratus for laboratories.

Siemens & Halske R.-6. * Berlin * Drawings 155 2

of Siemens & Halske's electrolytic furnace.

Products of the same. Products of the reaction

of calcic carbide on metal o*ydes and salts.

Sample of iron, covered with zinc bu electro-

lysis. In the Exhibition of the court or honour.

See also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90 and cl.15 p. 141,

gr.IV cl. 21 and cl. 22 p. 165 and 166, gr.V
cl. 23 and cl. 25 2T p. 114 116 and gr.VI
cl. 29 p. 194.

Siemens & Halske R.-6. * Berlin * In con- 1553

junction with Siemens' Elektrolusis 6. m.b.H. *

Berlin and the Rand Central Ore Reduction

Company im. * Johannesburg * Electrolytic

gold recovery by the Siemens' cyanide process,
in work at the exhibition of the Transvaal,
trocadero.

CUSS 25.

Electric flighting.

Rllgemeine Elehtricitats-Gesellsdiaft * Berlin * 1568

Pavilion with Tlernst incandescent lamps,
dynamos, motors, transformers, portable tools,

ventilators, electricity meters, measuring in-

struments, arc lamps, starting resistances and

switdies, resistances, fittings, railway material,

heating apparatus, incandescent lamps and

Rdntgen apparatus (court of honour). See
also gr.V cl. 23, 26 and 21 p. IT3 116, gr.VI
cl. 29 p. 192 and cl. 32 Uincennes p. 402, gr.X
cl. 55 p. 251, gr.XI cl. 63 p. 261.

See advertisement page 1.
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t569Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Intensiubogenticht m.
b. H. neheim-on-the-Ruhr Electric inten-

sity arc light for arc lamps and search lights.

ISZOeiehtricitats - Gesellschaft Hansen m. b. H. * Leip-

zig * German and foreign patents. Specialty:
Rrc lamps with small bell for weak currents

and tOO candle power.

1 51 1 Elektrizitats -
Rktiengesellschaft uortn. SdiucHert

& Co. * TTuremberg * 4 continuous current arc

lamps of 8 ampere ; court of honour. See also

gr. V cl. 23 p. 113 and cl. 21 p. 116, gr.VI cl. 29

p.I92, cl.32Uincennesnr. 5393 andcl.33p.209,
gr. XVIII cl.U8 p. 3$$.

See advertisement page 13.

t5T2Felten & Guilleaume, Carlswerh, Rctien-Ge-
sellsdiaft * Miilheim- on -the -Rhine * Electric

cables and conducts. See also gr. V cl. 23,

24 and 26 p. 113 115, gr.VI cl. 32 p. 195 and

gr. XI cl. 64 p. 261.

See aduertisement pages 40 and 41.

t5T36ebriider Siemens & Co. Charlottenburg,
Salzufer 2/3 * Carbon rods for electric arc

lamps. Rrtificial carbon for all electrotechnic

purposes.

1514,, Helios", Elehtricitats -
Rktiengesellschaft *

Cologne -Ehrenfeld * Lighting plant for German
machinery building. See also gr. V cl. 23 p. tT3,

gr.VI cl. 29 p. 192.

See aduertisement page 39.

15I56ebr. Korting * Kortingsdorf near Hanouer *

Lighting appliances, manufactured by Karl
Klinke & Co., Magdeburg. See also gr.Vcl.23
p. 114, gr. IV cl. 20 p. 164 and cl. 2t p. 165.

l5T6K6rttng & Matthiesen * Leutzsch near Leipzig *

Rrc lamps. Oldest arc lamp factory. 8 awards.
First prize Chicago 1893. Ouer tOOOOO lamps
manufactured.

15ZT,,Orlow", Gesellschaft fiir elehtrische Beleuch-

tung (m. b. H.) * Electric incandescent lamps
,,0rlow" mounted on brackets and pendants.

15T8Sachsische Broncewaarenfabrih Rktien- Gesell-

schaft * Wurzen Lighting appliances for elec-

tric light in the exhibit of Gebr. Korting,

Kortingsdorf near Hanouer.

15T9Siemens & Halske R.- 6. * Berlin * Continuous
and alternating current arc lamps with all

fittings. Projection of arc of uarious lamps.
Search lights. Reflectors for special effects

and for photographic use. Carbons supplied
by Gebr. Siemens, Charlottenburg. Incan-
descent lamps, regulators and resistances for

the illumination of theatres, incandescent

lamp carriers for theatres and other purposes.
Electricity meters, switdies and safety fuses
for switch boards and house installations,

tlormal lamp (Hefner -unit) for photometric
purposes. Storage battery switches, also with
automatic action. Electric lighting of the

German House and German diuision of main-

madiinery building. See also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90,

cl. 15 p. 141, gr. IV cl. 2t and 22 p. 165 and 166,

gr.V cl. 23 2T p. 114- tT6, gr.VI cl.29 p. 194.

PaulUolland&Co. * Berlins.W.,Friedri<hstr.t 9 1580
Manufacturer of machinery and instruments
for dentists. Electric apparatus for lighting
the mouth and for cauterisation. See also

gr. Ill cl. 16 p. 149.

Class 26.

telegraphy and telephony.

Rllgemeinc Elehtricitats -Gesellschaft * Berlin 1593

Lead cables for telephone circuits. See also

gr.V cl. 23 p.tI3, cl. 25 p. 114 and cl. 21 p. 116,

gr.VI cl.29 p.t92andcl.32Uincennesnr.5392,
gr.X cl. 55 S. 25t, gr. XI cl. 63 p. 261.

See aduertisement page 1.

,,Elehtrischer Ferndrucker" G.m. b.H. * Berlin * 1594
Electric distance printer, Siemens & Halske's pa-

tent, a machine capable of transmitting printed
characters at a distance and of being used by
euerybody without preuious instruction.

Felten & Guilleaume, Carlswerk, Rctien-Gesell- 1595

schaft Mulheim-on-the-Rhine * Electric cables

and conducts, wires, wire ropes and wire

goods. See also gr.V cl. 2325 p. 113 115,

gr. VI cl. 32 p. 195, gr. XI cl. 64 and 65 p. 261

and 268. See aduertisement pages 40 and 41.

Paul Hardegen & Co., Comm.-Ges. * Berlin *1596

telephonic and telegraphic apparatus, electric

clocks, electric water gauges, signalling

apparatus.

Meirowsky & Co. * Cologne -Ehrenfeld * Isolat- 1591

ing materials made of mica. Isolating uar-

nishes, oil cloth and oil paper, mica powder.

Siemens & Halske, R.-6. * Berlin* Type-printing 1598

and Morse telegraphic apparatus. Distance

printer. Telephone stations. Multiple? switch

for 1400 subscribers. Loud telephone, tele-

phone station with safety apparatus against

high tension currents. Diuerse lightning safety

appliances. Ouerground and underground
circuits for telegraphy and telephony. See

also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90 and cl. 15 p. 141, gr. IV

cl. 21 and 22' p. 165 and 166, gr.Vcl. 23 2T

p. 114 1T6, gr.VI cl.29 p. 194.

Stuttgarter Telegraphendraht- und Kabelfabrik 1599

R. Kreidler Stuttgart, Boblingerstr. 52 * Spe-

cialty: Silk wires, incandescent lamp cords,

isolated wires and cables for lighting, tele-

phones and telegraphs.
See aduertisement page 13.

Julius Otto Zwarg * Freiberg in Saarony Electro- 1 600

technical factory. Safety appliances against

lightning, demonstrated on house models.
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Class 21.

Uarious Rpplications of Electricity.

16i4fltlgemeine Elehtricitats-Gesellschaft Berlin

Rrmour-clad lead cables for tensions up to

20000 volt, naked and isolated conducts,

ebonite tubes, isolating materials made of

rubber, guttapercha, micanite, mica, stabilite,

uulcan - asbestos , ebonite - accumulator - cells.

See also cl. 23, 25 and 26 p. 113115, gr. VI

cl. 29 p. 192 and cl. 32 Uincennes p. 402, gr. X
cl. 55 p. 251, gr. XI cl. 63 p. 261.

See advertisement page t.

1615 H. Rron, Elehtricitatszahlerfabrih, 6.m. b. H. *

Berlin * Manufacturer of Rron's electricity

meter.

1616 Prof. Dr. M. Th. Edelmann, physikalisch-mecha-
nisches Institut Wunidt, flymphenburger-
str. 82 Physical measuring apparatus.

1611 Elehtrizitats-Rhtiengesellschafttjorm. Schuckert

& Co. * nuremberg Uarious electricity meters.

See also gr. V cl. 23 p. IT3 and cl. 25 p. 115,

gr. VI cl. 29 p. 192, cl. 32 Uincennes p. 402 and
cl. 33 p. 209, gr. XVIII cl. 118 p. 388.

See advertisement page 13.

1618lehtrogravure, 6. m. b. H. * teipzig
- Seller-

hausen Machine for Josef Rieder's electro-

chemical relief -
etching process, capable of

producing stamping dies, matrices, cutters, &c.

patented in Trance, Rustria, Hungary, Italy,

England , Rmerica. Germ. Pat. 95081.

16l9Hartmann & Braun * Tranhfort-on-the-Main-
Bodienheim Electric measuring apparatus.
See also gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 145 and gr. X cl. 55

p. 251.

1620W. C. Heraeus * Hanau * Collection of fine

siloer, platinum and iron wires; electric

resistance materials. See also gr. V cl. 24,

gr.Xcl.55 p. 251, gr.XIcl.64p.26I andgr.XIV
cl. 81 p. 299. See advertisement page 48.

1621W. R. Hirschmann * Berlin * Tor exhibits see

gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 145.

Dr. Ih. Horn * leipzig Electric measuring 1622

apparatus. See also gr. IV cl. 21 p. 165.

Keiser & Schmidt * Berlin Tor exhibits see 1623

gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 146.

Konigliches Tnstitut fur physihalische Chemie * 1624

Gotttngen Work table of the institute.

Dr. Via* tevy Berlin * Manufacturer of electric 1625

apparatus. Rontgen- apparatus, electric uen-

tilators and small motors, electric resistances.

See also gr. V cl. 23 p. 114.

u*'sche Industriewerhe R. G.Beizzig*udwigs- 1626

hafen-on-the-Rhine Wunidi Electricity meter.

See aduertisement page 48.

Dr. Paul Meyer, Rktien - Gesellsdiaft * Berlin, 162T

ynarstr. 5/6 * Measuring instruments and
sujitdies. See also gr. V cl. 23 p. 114.

R. Muller-Uri * Brunswick * Paalzoto- Rubens' 1628

dynamobolometer. Rnn. de Physique XI. II.

p. 154. 1891. See also gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 146.

. tlohden, Medianiker * Berlin * Tor exhibits 1629

see gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 146.

Wilhelm Siedentopf * Wurzburg Tor exhibits 1630

see gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 141.

Siemens & Halshe * Berlin Current indicator, 1631

tension gauge, and other measuring apparatus
for tedinical and scientific purposes , precision
resistance coils. Mirror galvanometers. In-

duction coils. Signalling apparatus for the

marine and for mines, railways and industrial

purposes. Tire signals, apparatus for firing

mines. Electric rock borer for hard and soft

rock (special exhibit
in German mining group,

cl. 63). Electric heating apparatus. See also

gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90 and cl. 15
p. 141, gr. IV cl. 21

p. 165 and cl. 22 p. 166, gr. V cl. 2326 p. 1T4

to 115, gr. VI cl. 29 p. 194.

Uoigt & Haeffner Bockenheim-Trankfort-on- 1632

the -Main Switch boards. See also gr. V
cl. 23 p. 114.

Otto Wolff * Berlin * Tor exhibits see gr. Ill 1633

cU5 p. 148.
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German Madiinerij Building.
Built by Henri Fiuaz in Paris.

Champ de Mars.

(Western Division * Ruenue Suffren.)

Group III Class tt.

teitFriedrich Krebs * Frankfort -on -the- Main -

Bornheim * Engineering works. Machinery
for engrauing of various kinds, pantographs
and reduction apparatus. See also Ttr. U6T
and Uincennes p. 389.

Group IV Class t9.

1616 P. Suchow & Comp., Inhaber Robert Meyer *

Breslau * engineering works and manufacture
of boiler fittings. Reid-proof, lead cowered

ualues, outer parts, iron or bronze. Dalues,
made entirely of Dr. Kiinzet's original phosphor
bronze. Safety ualues for sulfurous acid.

Cead couered pumps with china plunger. See
also cl. 32 and cl. 88 of this section Tlr. 1108
and Hr. tTT9.

Group IV Class 20.

1683 Masdiinenfabrik Kappel Hct.-Ges. * Kappel-
Chemnitz * Factory for embroidering machinery,
tulle looms, mechanical saios and wood working
machinery, tools, gas and benzene motors.
Exhibit: t Gasmotor of 12 HP. See also tlr. t69I
and gr. XIII cl. II p. 211, cl. 19 p. 218.

See aduertisement page 60.

Group IV Class 2t.

1689 Ferdinand Flinsch, Rht.-Ges. fur Maschinen-
bau und Cisengiesserei * Offenbach-on-the-
Main * exhibited machinery: Driuing pulleys
and calanders. Specialties: Machinery for

paper dyeing, tobacco cutting, tobacco drying,
tobacco cooling, tobacco packing; machinery for

coating paper on both sides; machinery for
the production of baryta-art engrauing-chromo-
and stained paper; for photographic, glass and
emery paper and emery cloth; machinery for

pounding emery, &c.; for the manufacture of

wall papers, playing cards, tin foil and me-
tallic capsules, smoking and chewing tobacco
and snuff. See aduertisement page 12.

Group IV Class 22.

Collet & Engelhard, 6. m. b. H. * Offenbach-on- 1695
the -Main Machine for shaping locomotiue
frames. Portable Universal Radial boring ma-
chine, portable boring and screw cutting ma-
chine. Portable electric boring apparatus.
Kirchner & Co., R.-6. , Ceipzig-Sellerhausen *t696
Wood work machinery. Planing machines for

iron and other metals are exhibited in the

main building, champs de Mars. See there

p. 166.

Masdtinenfabrik Kappel Ret- 6es. Kappel- 169 1

Chemnitz * Exhibits: t neneer cutting machine,
t wood planing machine, t automatic shaping
machine, diuerse wood working machinery,
driuen by electricity. See also fir. 1683 and

gr. XIII cl. II p. 211, cl. 19 p. 218.

See aduertisement page 60.

L Schuler * Goppingen in Wiirtemberg * Me- 1698
chanical tool works. 450 workmen. Machi-

nery for working sheet metals. Hydraulic
press (protected by seueral patents) for the

manufacture of drawn goods. Driuen by
24 HP. motor by Schuckert & Co., Tluremberg.

Machinery for sinking , wheel press , eccentric

press, leuelling machinery, &c. Machinery
for making tin boares, consisting of uarious

parts (patented) driuen by 12 HP. electromotor

supplied by Schuchert & Co., tluremberg. See
also gr. XI cl. 65 p. 269.

See aduertisement page 69.

Group V Class 23.

RUgemdne Elehtricitats-Gesellschaft* Berlin * 1103

Reuoluing current motor for 5 000 kilowatt,

coupled with exciting dynamo. See also gr. V

12
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cl.25 2T p. 114 H6, gr.VI d. 29 p. 192,

d. 32 (Dincennes) p. 402, gr. XI cl. 63 p. 261.

See advertisement page I.

Group VI Class 32.

tZOSP. Sudiow & Comp., Inh. Robert Meyer * Bres-

lau * Rpparatus for measuring uelocity of

locomotiue engines with or without registering

appliance. Rpparatus for measuring the bend-

ing and abrasion of rails. Rrrangement for

heating railway tyres. Sandstrewer for loco-

motiue engines. See also tlr. 1 61 6 and tIT9
of this section.

11093ulius Rutgers * Berlin * Impregnated railway
sleepers. See also Dincennes p. 402.

6roup VII Class 31.

1 1 1 3 Koeber's Eisenwerk * Harburg (Elbe) * Hamburg,
with drafting office * Paris, rue Weber 8 *

Rpparatus for seed crushing mills, t. arge

compound reuoluing press with 3 sieues,
400 atm. 2. Press for portable sieues, 350 atm.
3. Small

press.
4. Etage press, 300 atm.

5. Hydraulic pump for storage battery use.

6. Hydraulic pressure divider. I. Small three

roller crusher.

Group X Class 55.

1120 6. W.Barth.Fabrih fiirPatent-Sidierheitsroster *

udioigsburg * t roasting apparatus ,,Sirocco",
I roasting apparatus Tornado", I patent sa-

fety roaster, I pebble selecting madiine ,,Per-

fecta". numerous German and foreign patents.

Rgent for the Exhibition: W. F. Weinsdienh.
Rue des petites ^curies 15.

See aduertisement page 62.

tI2t Herrmann Bauermeister, Masdiinenfabrik und
Muhlenbauanstalt, 6. m. b. H. * Rltona-Otten-
sen * Roller crushers for grain and cocoa.

Sieues of all hinds. See also tlr. 2941 p. 25$.

tT22Cannstatter Misdi- und Knetmasdiinen-Fabrih,
Cannstatter Dampf-Bachofen-Fabrik, Werner &
Pfleiderer * Cannstatt (Wiirtetnberg) * Brandies:

Paris, Berlin, Dienna, ondon, Moscow, Sa-

ginaw U. S. R. * Universal" hneading and

miring machines for soft and uery hard doughs,
dough presses, rollers, steam bahing ouens.

Specialty: Complete outfits for all alimentary
industries. 88 highest awards.

See aduertisement page 6.

1123 Filter- und Brautedmisdie Masdiinen-Fabrik
Rct.-6es., normals . R. Enzinger * Worms-on-
the- Rhine * Specialties: Filtering apparatus
for beer, wine, spirits, uarnishes, oils, for

powder and jewelry factories. Tsobarometric

cask and bottle filling apparatus, pressure

regulators, air compressors, bottle washers,
filtering materials and papers and apparatus
for washing and sterilizing them. Export and

patents in all countries. Brandies: Paris, Ber-

lin, Uienna, Hew Uorh. Rgents in all the

larger towns.

Ferdinand 6othot . IMuhlheim-on-the-Ruhr * H24
Rpparatus for roasting coffee, cocoa, &c., free

from smell. See also tlr. 2945 p. 258.

Richard ehmann * Dresden * Engineering 1125
works. Baking ouens and dough kneading
madiinery. Chain biscuit ouens. Water ouens
for large and small production. Kneading
madiinery. Section II: Ouens for uarnishing
and drying sewing madiines, cycles and tin

boxes.

Group XI Class 65.

J. M. Caron & Co. * Barmen - Rittershausen * 1130
Established t8l9. Factory for automatic me-
tal button making; patented in all countries.

Medianical button works.

Eisenwerk 3oly * Wittenberg * Joly's patent! 13 1

staircases, made of wrought iron, couered
with wood or stone. 50000 steps supplied.
Rwards in Chicago and Rntwerp.

Group XII Class 68.

Ferdinand Flinsdi, Rkt.-6es. fur Masdiinen- H38
bau und Cisengiesserei * Offenbadi-on-the-
Main See tlr. 1689.

See aduertisement page 12.

Group XIII Class 18.

Erste Ihitringer Wasdimasdiinenfabrik Otto tI44
Horhold * Coburg * Washing madiines for hand
or power. Patented in many countries.

3oh. Kleinewefers Sohne * Crefeld * Madiine H45
and roller engrauing works. Specialty : Calan-

ders and accessories for the paper and textile

industries. Engrauings on rollers and plate
for all purposes. Exhibits : Ten roller calander

for smoothing paper;
Fiue roller calander for

the textile industries; Eight roller reuoluing
calander for leather tissue or paper pressing;
Three roller calander for similar purposes;
Two roller calander for the same purpose.
Emit Martin. 6.m.b.H. * Duisburg * Madiinery 1146

for steam laundries. Complete outfits. Steam

disinfecting apparatus.

Group XIII Class T9.

,,Columbus", Hakel-Stridi-Masdiinen-Oesell- list

sdiaft m. b. H. * Berlin Combined crodietting,

knitting and sewing madiine.

m
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1152 Deutsch-RmerihanischeMaschinen-Gesellschaft*
Franhfort-on-the-Main * Established 1862. 450
workmen and officials. Own iron and metal

foundry. Specialty : Machines and outfits for

the leather and shoe industry. 80 patents,
not including registered trade -marks and

bought licences. See also Hr. IT8T.

See advertisement page 8.

tT53 L 0. Dietrich * Rltenburg in Sa*ony * Sewing
machine factory and iron foundry, established

1811. Erport to all parts of the world. Pro-
duction 80000 sewing machines per year.

Systems : Singer, circular shuttle , Desta U. S.,

Sasronia. Silver and gold medals.

tT54,,6toria", Rhtiengesellschaft fur selbstthatig
arbeitende Kurbelstickmaschmen Berlin * Six
automatic embroidering machines.

U55 H.Grossmann*DresdenSewing machine works.
Machines for trimming and sewing hats, felt

and straw, outfits for straw hat factories.

U56Cintz & Echhardt * Berlin, Griiner Meg 20 *

Embroidering machines of every description
for all kinds of use. Established 18ZT. Re-

cipients of gold and silver medals, Royal Ba-
varian State Medal, Munich 1898. 100 work-
men, export to all parts of the world.

1151 Maschinenfabrik Gritzner, Rctien-Gesellschaft *

Durlach in Baden * Established t8T2. 2300
workmen. Specialties: Sewing machines of
several systems, with circular, swinging, &c.

shuttles, suitable for family and industrial

use. yearly production 9 0000. Cycles for men
and women, of the most approved make.
Rlso makers of hot steam machinery super-
heaters, steam engines of all kinds, pumps,
,,niagara" pumps and machinery for iron
foundries. See also gr. XII cl. 69 p. 324.

Group XIV Class ST.

tI66 Cannstatter Misch- und Knetmaschinen-Fabrtk,
Cannstatter Dampf-Backofen-Fabrik, Werner &
Pfleiderer * Cannstatt in Wurtemberg * See
Hr. 1122.

tieiFriedrich Krebs Frankfort-on-the-Main-
Bornheim * Machine factory. Capsule machine
for chemists and glue -cutting machine. See
also Tlr. ten and Uincennes p. 389.

Group XIV Class 88.

Ferdinand Flinsch, Rkt.-Ges. fur Masdiinenbau t IT4
und Eisengiesserei * Offenbach -on -the -Main *

See fir. 1689. See advertisement page 12.

Ferd. Emil 3agen.berg * Diisseldorf * Branch 1 115
factories: Berlin n.O. 55, Dienna VH/t, Paris,
and Condon. 58 patents. Machines for covering
bo*es with paper, gumming and labelling
machines, small paper rollers, serpentines and
confetti, sewing wire. See also gr. XV cl. 92

p. 339.

Joh. Kleinewefers Sohne * Crefeld * See Hr. 1 145. 1 1 16

Koniglich Wurttembergtsche Hiitten-Uerwaltung, till

Kdnigsbronn, gemeinsam mit der Maschinen-
fabrik zum Bruderhaus-Reutlingen * Hard iron
rollers of 440, 230, 200, 200, 200, 400, 300 mm
diameter, 1 600 mm length, for the paper in-

dustry.

Friedr.Muller*Potschappel- Dresden (Sa*ony) * 1118
Machine works, making a specialty of ma-
chinery for the manufacture or chromo, glazed,

ffVV fc* v ItVlllW IHI114 MVI UUM.

See advertisement page 51.

P. Suchow & Comp., Inhaber Rob. Meyer * Bres- 1IT9

lau, Cohnstr. 1 1 * Boiler fittings. Fittings and
pumps of acid proof materials for chemical,
cellulose and paper factories. See Tlr. 1616
and 1708 of this part.

Group XIV Class 89.

Deutsch-RmerikanischeMaschinen-Gesellschaft tl8T
Frankfort -on -the -Main * Machinery for the
manufacture and working of leather. See
also tlr. 1152 of this part.

See advertisement page 8.

Group XIV Class 9t.

Julius Wilhelm von Pittler * Ceipzig-Gohlis, 1194
Bottcherstr. to * Machine for the production of

compressed cigars and cigarettes with air

channels.

R. Roller * Berlin * Machine works, exclusive 1195

specialty: Machinery for the production of

safely matches,' bo*es, and packings of the

same. Established 1855.

12*
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R. the Production of the most important Building Materials.

Iron and Cement.

Rnuone wishing to form for himself a clear conception of the deuelopment of engi-

neering in Germany during the last decades need only cast a glance at the euer in-

creasing quantities of the two diief building materials produced there: iron and cement,

t. Iron. In the German blast furnace works the deuelopment in the produce of pig
iron is as follows:

1884 36006t2t 1889 4 524 558 t 1894 55593221
1885 368T434- t890 4658451- t895 5T88T98-
1886 3528658- 1891 4 641 211- 1896 6360982-
t88T 4023953- t892 493T46t- t89T 6 889 061 -

t888 4337421- 1893 4953 t48 - t898 7402717-

Ihat is to sau, the produce of pig iron has more than doubled itself in the last

t4 uears.

180
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The produce for instance of the German blast furnaces in Way t$99 was:

Puddle pig iron 136448 t

Bessemer pig iron 45 689 -

Thomas wrought iron . . , 3T8 097 -

foundry pig iron 118332 -

Total . , , 678566 t

The produce of basic wrought iron in Germany has increased as follows:

In the Siemens-
In the converter

Martin furnace
total

t894 , . . 2342161 t 899tttt 3 24t 2T2 t

1895 . .. 2520396 - t 018807- 3539203-
1896 .,, 3004615 - 1292832- 4297447-
1897 ,,, 3234214- 1304423- 4538637-
1898 ... 3 606 737 - 1 459 159 - 5 065 896 -

These data extend only to Thomas wrought iron, not to Bessemer wrought iron, nor

to ingot steel of any hind. We can say therefore that the produce of wrought iron

has nearly doubled itself in the short period of 6 years.

2. Cement. The produce of Portland cement in Germany can be seen from the fol-

lowing figures:

u number of Manufacture. u number of Manufacture,

factories Casks (HO hg) factories Casks (t TO kg)

1877 29 2400000 1890 60 9150000
1882 32 3050000 1891 60 9950000
1883 34 4000000 1892 62 10550000
1884 37 4700000 1893 62 11350000
1885 42 5000000 1894 60 11500000
1886 42 5700000 1895 63 12400000
1887 45 7500000 1896 63 13150000
1888 52 7950000 1897 66 14700000
1889 60 8800000

Within 21 years the number of factories has more than doubled and the amount pro-
duced has increased more than tenfold, while within the last decade the manufacture
of cement in Germany has nearly doubled.

These facts respecting the doubling of the manufacture of wrought iron and
Portland cement during the last few years sufficiently testify to the enormous

development of engineering in Germany.

B. Building.

1. Iron bridges. It is to the tremendous development of traffic that is immediately
due the progress in the art of bridge building. Traffic knows no bounds: it is ever

demanding the solution of greater problems, no matter whether the river mouths or

valleys be so broad or deep as to exclude all possibility of setting up firm scaffolding
for the required building. On the other hand, in cases for instance of ship canals
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or large railways, traffic is ever demanding more and more space and urill not brook

any limitation by means of piles and pillars of its free development.
How the favourable formation of the ground in Germany has allowed of the narrow-

ing of the network of traffic without making at the outset specially great demands

respecting space. In the building of their bridges the Germans were therefore in the

happy position of being able to occupy themselves with executing minor tasks, thus

perfecting themselves so thoroughly in the theoretical and constructive formation
of bridge girders as to have in many respects taught other nations useful lessons

in their greater tasks.

Ritter, Culmann, Schwedler, Gerber, Winkler, Wuller-Breslau, and many other

theoreticians young and old found out the right means of making statical calculations

for even the largest spans, and these calculations have been proved by experience to

be consistent. In later times endeavours have also been made to build in artistic

form all that, owing to the requirement of the most favourable distribution of material

and cheapest method of execution, is necessarily simple in shape and outline.

Side by side with this development marches that of the produce of iron, commencing
with cast iron, whidi greatly limited the span and only readied any importance at

the very commencement and then only soon to dwindle, continuing with wrought
iron, now used exclusively for bridge building, and finally ending up with the manu-
facture of nicheliferous steel and the steel cable, whidi promise even in their first be-

ginning to play a part in the future of bridge building. The testing of material
has become important as a pioneer in the science of gauging the strength of indi-

vidual portions of bridges. This too has in the last 50 years become a special science,

the names of Bauschinger and Bach standing forth before all others. Rs early
as in t854 fairly large rods, such as are actually used, were torn to pieces at Mu-
nich and thereby the knowledge of the tenacity of iron and its laws was so completed
as to be able to be made the groundwork of calculations. Wtihler found that es-

pecially the difference in the tension called forth by varying strain was determinative

of the disturbance of the cohesion of material, so that now-a-days the strain admissible

is regulated according to the relation of variable passing load to permanent load and
to the manner and duration of the variable load. Great attention is also being paid
in Germany to the perfection of cross section. Especial value is attached to a good
distribution of material round the lines of force with an exact centric junction of the

individual rods in the points of junction, on a suitable execution of the impacts, and
other details, as for instance the good disposition of rivets at the points of junction
so as to avoid all side tension. "While in the fifties building was still done by the

superficial stay, whidi in consequence of the inflection of the girders pressed the

edges of the walls on one side, we find already in tS54 the tangential stay intro-

duced, the principle of whidi is now-a-days everywhere recognised as right and used;
the later bolt stay is only a secondary form of this principle. To meet the extension

of bridge girders caused by diange in temperature, the pendulum and roller bearings
have come into use in Germany, and they in later years have been improved in the

case of broader bridges by the use of longitudinal rollers on diagonal ones or by the

placing of rollers slantwise on account of the diagonal expansion. These German
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constructions are being more and more introduced. The bolt connection of all the

rods meeting in one point of junction so as to giue a jointlike effect to the connection

has never been thought muda of, more use being made of carefully thought out

rivetting whidi have proved safer and more capable of resistance in cases of accident.

In more recent days on the other hand in cases of broad span bridges jointlike over-

lyings of cross girders were introduced first in Germany so as to avoid the very con-

siderable additional tension caused by firm rivetting. In fact the Germans have been

ceaselessly and thoroughly studying and improving every detail not only of build-

ing but also of the calculations necessary therefor. Especial and systematic atten-

tion is being paid to the examination of the influence exerted by a single load on the

individual parts of the bridge oner whidi it is passing. These methods are so im-

proved that novu-a-days any scientifically trained constructor of mature age will succeed,

without meeting with insuperable difficulties, in accurately determining by means of

calculations and with the help of lines of influence" the most unfavourable distribution

of load for every possible system of girder, and thus the greatest conceivable strains

on the portion of construction can be examined. With the help of the representation
of the elastic and other dianges of shape in the individual portions of the statically

indefinite" forms of girders, whidi often also suffice for the higher aesthetic demands,
the play of forces can always be followed from their point of application as far as

their disappearance in the ground. When Germany had become commercially stronger
her engineers were able easily to undertake the greatest problems in building and
solve them with a masterliness only seen in those who have had thorough schooling
in theoretical learning and practical knowledge. This is best demonstrated by a list

of all the iron bridges of over TO m span, eighteen of which have been built in the

last decade.

Older Iron Bridges. Before 1890.

no.
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no.
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Cength Breadth

tn m
Bremen bourse 3T,0 34,0

Charlottenburg palmhouse 69,5 3T,6

Frankfort-on -the-Wain palmhouse , , , 54,0 32,0

Frankfort -on -the-Wain bourse 38,82 28,26

Hamburg concordia 50,5 25,0

Carlsruhe festival hall 60,0 29,0

Mayence townhall 52,8 21,6

Berlin cathedral cupula 35,65m diameter.

especially interesting is the lastnamed cupula constructed by Wutler of Breslau

1 897/1898, which measures from the circumference at the base to the top of the

cross nearly 60 m.

The following are the chief measurements of the large railway stations in Germany:
ength Breadth

m m
Schlesischer railway, Berlin 201,28 3T,T

Rnhalter t6T,8 60,1

Bremen t3t,0 59,3

Frankfort -on -the-Wain, 3 halls, each t88,0 56,0

Cologne, central hall 255,0 92,0

Wayence 300,0 42,4

C. Hydraulic engineering.

experience plays a greater part in hydraulics than in any other branch of engi-

neering.
It is on the lessons learnt from such experience and the benefits obtained therefrom

through the medium of literature, congresses and meetings; by the reports of the

technical representatives at the different German embassies, and on their scientific

examination and confirmation by experiment in general and particular that the theoretical

foundations of hydraulics have been especially laid. The execution of the ideas lies

in the hands of state administration, or large communities or even of capable con-

tractors, the number of which latter has considerably risen of late, a fact that has

greatly conduced to the advance of economical science. The ever increasing demands
of traffic supplies the incitement for new undertaking and new problems, and pro-

portionate thereto is the progress made in technics in other directions, especially in

that of the manufacture of machinery, causing the continual perfection of implements
and machines which in their turn render it possible to work cheaper and faster than

before and incite people to attempt fresh fields of work.

Dredging both on dry ground as well as under water has made great progress in

Germany, and has resulted in the improuement of the sucttondredger. This is proved

by the fact that the cost of dredging has been reduced by a tenth, amounting under

favourable circumstances now -a- days in Germany to not more than 0,t6 marks per

cubicmetre, while the working capacity of large dredgers has risen to several thousand

cubicmetres per hour.

1SS
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t. Riuer regulations, The object of all work connected with the regulating of

riuers is the improuement of shipping and the facilitation of the abduction of the

highwater. With the aid of groins and parallel works, of fascines and macadamization,
and many other means, the riuerprofile is uniformly regulated and definitely limited

so that it is exactly filled by moderate quantities of water. These works can be

regarded as complete in nearly all German riuers. On the other hand those for the

regulation of low water and high water are as yet incomplete. The first steps are

now being taken, after e*haustiue and e*tensiue preparations, towards the retaining
of the high water of the Oder in the hills in dam pools, in order to obuiate sudden

danger and to dam up supplies of water for times of drought. R splendid achieue-

ment in the masonry line was completed in t$90/t$95, uiz: the cutting of the mouth
of the Weichsel T,t km in length for the better abduction of drifting ice and high water.

2. Riuer canalisations. Great progress has been made in the nauigability of

riuers by the formation of mouable weirs, the object of whidi is to dam up lesser

quantities of water, which can be crossed by locks with chambers. This plan was
first adopted in the sixties in the case of the Saar, and then was followed in the

Brahe, Spree, Maine, Upper, Oder, Fulda, Ems and Mosel, whidi are now nauigable
for ships of from 300400 t burden.

3. Improuements in riuer mouths. Riuers opening out into the Baltic which do

not suffer from floods, haue as a rule delta mouths.

Here most of the riuers are peculiar in that they do not flow direct into the sea but

first enter socalled bays connected with the sea by narrow canals. Rs these

bays become silted up, the chief task is to keep them free. Moles are necessary,
300800 m long, to keep the mouths of the canals the right depth, and maintain

the strength of the outflowing water in spite of the sand deposit caused by the

coast streams. The mouth of the Oder is kept nauigable as far as Stettin for ships
of T m draught, that of the Pregel as far as Konigsberg has a depth of 6,5 m, that

of the Hogat up to Danzig T m, while ubeck is about to deepen the mouth of the

Traue to 8 m as far as the town harbour.

The riuers which flow into the north sea form a flood funnel.

In consequence of the entrance of the floods into this funnel the actual flood water

is dammed up, and at the ebbtide carries out the silt into the sea, gradually heaping
it up at the mouth in such a manner as to become a hindrance to shipping. Quite

considerable work is being carried out for the improuement of the mouths of the

Weser and Elbe. The funnels at the mouth are altered in such a way as to increase

the amount of flood water which enters.

Especially noteworthy are those being carried out by Franzius at the mouth of the

Weser, which were begun in 188T and ended in 1893, by which the draught of the

ships was increased as far as Bremen to 6,3 m.
4. Marine and inland shipping canals. Great actiuity is now preuailing in

Germany in the direction of ship canals in the interior. Between t890 and t898 the

most important canal built was the Dortmund -Ems canal, which cost a round sum
of T5 million marks and is 2,5 m deep and t8 m broad at the bottom.

It is 248 km long and contains besides 2t sluices the epochmaking shiplifters near

Henrichenburg, an iron trough -sluice build by Gerdau of the firm of Haniel & ueg,

t$9
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under the direction of Offermann, which can be raised and lowered t4 m by means
of 5 floats t4 m high. Further we must mention the Elbe-Trave canal built by Rheder

and completed in 1899, which is 61 km long, 2,50 m deep and 22 m broad at the

bottom. It contains T sluices with exceptionally favourable arrangements for traffic

by Hotopp. The Rhine -Elbe canal, of which, the Dortmund -Ems canal is a portion and

which is destined for cross -sectional measurements, is nearing completion. The means
haue been granted for the Dortmund -Rhine canal 39,5 km long and the central canal

from Bevergen, a point of the Dortmund- Ems canal, to Heinrichenberg on the Elbe

325 km long, with which the canalisation of the Weser from Bremen to Kameln and

a number of cross canals are connected.

The marine ship canal Emperor William canal > between the tlord and Baltic sea,

completed in tS94 by Bansch, is too km long and 8,5 m deep, is provided with

2 end sluices, and cost 150 millions of marks.

5. Harbour constructions. The seaports are situated for the most part at the

mouths of rivers, in order to render direct communication possible between riuer and

sea ships, and mostly possess fore -harbours for ships of larger dimensions to disembark

their passengers and relieve the sea ships wishing to proceed with a portion of their

freight to the chief harbours. Thus Bremerhafen has been built at the mouth of the

Weser in course of time for Bremen, and Cusrhaven at the mouth of the Elbe for

Hamburg. In both harbours there are docks, in which the large Rmerican fast steamers

can put in immediately at the quay. Similarly conditions have been developed in

a corresponding manner for the smaller harbours: for instance one at Travemiinde

for ftibeoX, at Warnemunde for Rostock, at Swinemunde for Stettin, at Heufahr-

wasser for Danzig, at Pillau for Konigsberg.
The main harbours of Bremen and Hamburg have undergone very great changes,

having been converted, increased and fitted out by Franzius, Hehls and R. Meyer
into ,,Freihafen" in 1 885^1890. Rt Ciibeck and Stettin too similar seaports have

been constructed considerably smaller it is true, but furnished with every modern
method of facilitation for traffic.

The inland harbours also with their increasing traffic and ever rising recognition of their

importance for the inland shipping traffic have developed in the free competition of indi-

vidual centres of trade and industry into pattern, well apointed centres of commerce.

Of especial importance in this respect are Cologne, Mayence, Mannheim, Frankfort-on-

the-Main, Duisburg, Diisseldorf, Ruhrort, Dortmund, Dresden, and Magdeburg.
The following tables will show of what importance are the arrangements for goods
traffic to the shipping industry, and how they are ever increasingly being turned

to account.

I. German inland harbours:
1880 1890 1896 1898

Mannheim t OT3 469 t 2 683 t50 t 4 182 482 t 4 508 27t t

Cudwigshaven 239 658 - 8t5 500 - t 093 59T - t 324 49T -

Cologne 21436T - 523 600 - 895 421 -

Diisseldorf t3t42t - 24tOtt - 600036 -

Duisburg 2T286t8- 4092096- 5596971-
Ruhrort t6t0664- 34464t3- 5592221- 5791296-
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weatherproof wall coverings, simple and de-

coratiue (Majoliha). Raw material. Tactory dt-

pot in Cologne-on-rhe-Rhine, Perlengraben 8$.

See also gr. XII cl. 66 p. 320 and cl. 12 p. 331.

183 6 Erich Sduuanenberg, architect * Hanouer *

Rrtistic lithographic stone plates. See also

gr. Ill cl. tt p. 135.

183 1 Weber-Talckenberg * Berlin * 9 gold and siluer

medals. Ceiling linen stuffs, the use of which

for covering ceilings u>ith and without boarding,
to couer rooues and walls of detachable barracks,

and to couer interior of factories is shown
in a little house. Paris exhibition covered

without boarding : German Machine hall, electric

railway stations, &c.

Class 29.

Models, Plans and Drawings of Public

Buildings.

Collectiue exhibits of German
Engineering Works (Hr. tS4S^t90t).

Management: Directors of the exhibition of German

engineering works at the Paris World Exhibition of

1900. Berlin Tl.W., Charlottenstr. 43.

1848Rhtien-6esellschaft fur Eisen- Industrie und
Briickenbau uormals Johann Caspar Harkort *

Duisburg-on-the-Rhine * "Founded 1846. Bridge

building, carriage building, pneumatic sound-

ings * Watercolour paintings and photos re-

presenting the Red Sand lighthouse in the

north Sea, the railway bridge ouer the Rhine
at Worms and carious ,,Harkort System" joint

bridges for export.

1849RUgemeine Elehtricitats-Gesellschaft * Berlin*
Plans and drawings of central stations arrange-
ments for transmission of force, installations,

and electrical lines executed by the Rllgemeine
Elektricitats-Gesellschaft. See also gr. V cl. 23,

cl. 25 2T p. 113 116, gr.VI cl. 32 Oincennes

p. 402, gr.Xl cl. 63 p. 261.

See advertisement page t.

t850 Duisburger Maschinenbau-Hktien-GeseUschaft,
uormals Bechem & Keehnan * Duisburg *

Connected in Russia with the Jekaterinoslawer

machinery Company , 3ekaterinoslaw - Rmur,
South Russia, founded 1862. 1 000 workmen.
Chief products building of complete plants,

euery kind of leuers, compressed air machines,
and rock drill machines, chains, forging and

casting machinery. Objects of exhibit: Models of

complete rolling mill works, steam machines,

auxiliary machines for plant and cranes up to

t50 tons strength.

1851 I ekrriz i rats-Rhhen-6esdlschaft uormalsW . ah

meyer & Co. * Trankfort-on-the-Main * Plans

and drawings of electrical plant. See also

gr.V cl. 23 p. 113.

See aduertisement page 49.

Elektrizitats-Rktiengesellschaft uorm. Schuckert 1852

& Co. * nuremberg * Drawings of central elec-

trical stations and of a suspended railway.
See also gr.V cl. 23, 25 and 21 p. 113 116,

gr.VI cl. 32 Uincennes p. 402 and cl. 33 p. 209,

gr. XVIII cl.lt 8 p. 388.

See aduertisement page 13.

Generaldtrektton der Grossherzoglich Badischen 1853

Staatseisenbahnen Harbour arrangements in

Kehl and its motor apparatus (8 drawings).

Gesellschaft fur Cinde's Eismaschinen, founded 1854

1819. Capital 5 000 000 marks, technical central

office at Wiesbaden. Branch offices in Berlin,

Munich, Uienna, Paris and Rntwerp. Total

number of the inde ice machines executed

till 1. January 1900 3 815 producing annually
26 millions of tons of ice. Model of an ice

plant, Cinde's system for brewery, of an ice

factory and cooling rooms to preserve
meat

and other food. See also gr.XIV cl.8T p. 299.

Gutehoffnungshutte, Rktien-Oerein furBergbau 1855

und Huttenbetrieb * Oberhausen (Rhineland) *

Pounded 1808. Capital 18 000 000 marks, num-
ber of officials and workmen 14000. Coal

and ore mines, blast furnaces, Thomas and

Martin steel work, rolling mills, machinery
and bridge building centre. Representation
of Rhine bridges at Bonn and Dusseldorf and

Rare bridge at Berne.

Freie und Hansestadt Hamburg, Bau-Depu- 1856

tatton * Plans of Hamburg harbour and that

of Cower Elbe: Stores, sheds, cranes and quay

arrangements. Cighthouses, dredges. Sta-

tistical tables. Elbe correction plans in case.

Haniel & Cueg *Dusseldorf-6rafenberg* Machine 1851

factory, iron and steel work. Diews of some

plants executed: Ship leuering works at Hen-

richenburg on the Dortmund -Ems -Canal for

ships of 600 1 burden, lift 16 m, 4 turn bridges,

each 100m long with hydraulic motion at the

Emperor William Canal. Mine draining and

pump works. Shaft pumps. Subterranean

draining works driuen by steam, electricity

and hydraulics. Rolling mill plant. arge

centrifugal pump plant for drainage, feeding

of docks and canals. Hydraulic forging press,

shot press, &c.

,,Helios", Elehtrizitats-Rktiengesellsdiaft * Co- 1858

logne-Ehrenfeld* 12 drawings and watercolours

of different electrical works carried out by
the Helios Co. at Petersburg, Rmsterdam, Co-

logne and Dresden, the trams at Como, elec-

trical works at Holtenau to light up the fiord

East sea canal and the lighting up of the

Ems canal and Red Sand light house. See

also gr.V cl. 23 p. 113 and cl. 25 p. 115.

See aduertisement page 39.
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t859Philipp Holzmann & Cie., G.m.b.H. * Frank-
fort - on - the - Main * Plans and drawings of

'

bridges and foundations carried out on the

compressed air system.

I860 Prof. 0. Intze, Geheimer Regierungsrath * Rix-

la-Chapelle * Plans and photographs, t. Dams
and pumpstation of the town of Remscheid.

2. Water works of toion of Solingen. Dam,
irrigation works, accumulator station. 3. Water

power at Heimbach-on-the-Ruhr 6400 HP; urft

stop 45
'/2 millions of cubic meters. 4. Dams

in Rhineland and Westphalia. 5. Dams in

Silesia. 6.WaterpoweratRheinfeldent6800HP.
I. Water power Cend-Gastein T 500 HP. 8. Fac-

tory buildings: Canon workshop V of Krupp,
ssen; ships wharf Blohm & Uoss, Hamburg;
sugar factory Rrlof; cloth factory Malmo.
9. Intzesche water towers and gasometers.

Hr. 18191882 exhibition*) from the Irri-

gation Department, arranged by the Royal
Prussian Ministry of Public Works.

l8I9K6'niglidi Preussisches Ministerium der dffent-

lichen Rrbeiten * Berlin * Drawings, photo-

graphs, models, instruments, printing works,
&c. of recent buildings and scientific building
works, especially as regards: t. Improvement
of the Oder with participation by town of

Breslau; 2. the building of the Dortmund-
Ems-Canal with participation of the town of

Dortmund and the ascertaining of obstacles

to shipping by experiments with ships dred-

gers; 3. Germany's inland shipping; 4. pre-
cision levetlings and water marks in Prussia;
5. inuestigation into Prussia's water ways
network; 6. the buildung of the Konigsberg
sea canal; I. the building of downs on

Germany's coasts. See also gr. XVI cl. 106

p. 115 and cl. tOI p. tie.

t880Kaiserliches Kanalamt * Kiel * Drawings,
graphic uiews, photographs and prints relating
to the Emperor William (florth-ast-Sea-)
Canal.

1881 Koniglich Preussisches Ministerium der 6'ffent-

lichen Rrbeiten, gemeinsdiaftlich mit dem Senat
der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg, dem Senat
der Freien und Hansestadt Bremen und der Kauf-
mannschaft von Stettin * Drawings and

paintings, photographs, models and memo-
randum relating to the icebreaking methods
in the German Empire.

1882 Senat der Freien und Hansestadt Ciibech *

Drawings, photographs and description relat-

ing to the building of the Elbe-trace Canal.

1883K6nigluh Wiirttembergische Ministerialabthei-

lung fur den Strassen- und Wasserbau * Stutt-

*) More specific details about this exhibit see special guide to

the Exhibition of German Engineering toorhs.

gart * Roadbridges, ironbridges, stone and
concrete bridges with joints.

6. Cuther, Rktiengesellschaft * Brunswick * 1884
Machine and mill building de"pot. 1. Plans to

study harbour building at Montevideo. 2.

Plans of a floating pneumatic corn raiser for

unloading river and sea ships * The firm of

G. Cuther was commissioned by the govern-
ment of the Republique orientate d'Uruguay to

execute the plans for the projected new harbour
at Montevideo; this was in open competition.
The corn raisers are executed for the Hamburg-
Rmerican ine and the north German Ooyd.

Magistral der Stadt Berlin * Catalogue of the 1885

objects exhibited: t. 6 photographs of bridge

building works; 2. t model of the water
works plant as a whole; 3. 5 perspective views
of the water works ; 4. 2 drawings of a water

engine on lake Miiggel; 5. 1 picture represent-

ing water investigations; 6. 3 models Riesel-

feld, pump station and madiine; I. t model
of a dwelling and business house; 8. 2 plans
of Berlin; 9. t canal cleaning apparatus with
model of canal; 10. t Hobrecht work. See

also gr. XVI cl. ttt p. 381.

Magistrat der Stadt Charlottenburg
* town 1886

gas institute II * Fig. t: Plan of site; fig. 2:

ground plan of retort house II; fig. 3: facade

and section of retort house II; fig. 4: fagade,

ground plan and section of the condensation

building II; fig. 5: ground plan, facade and
section of the cleaning building II ; fig. 6 :

workmen building.

Magistrat der Stadt Coin a. Rhein * Plans and 1881

drawings of Cologne harbour. See also gr. XVI
cl. ttt p. 381.

Maschinenfabrik Esslingen
* Esslingen-on-the- 1888

Heckar * 2200 workmen. Rnnual production
of value of 9 million marks. Plans of cable

bridges. See also gr.V cl. 23 p. 114 and Uin-

cennes Hr. 5351.

Maschinenfabrik Germania vorm. 1 S. Sdtwalbe 1889

& Sohn * Chemnitz * Plans and drawings of

cooling apparatus plant.
See advertisement page 61.

Oscar von Miller * Munich * technical office. 1890

t. Model of an electrical work on the Brenner
of6000H.P. for light, power and electro-

chemical objects.. 2. Plans of electrical central

stations, executed according to plans and under
direction of or too under general management
of Oscar von Miller's office. Rmongst these

the first German turn stream central of Cauffen,

known by its transmission of power to Frank-

fort, the first German change stream-equal
stream central at Cassel, the first electrical

full line in Germany with electrical work at

tettnang, &c.

6. Oesten, civil engineer * Berlin H.W., Strom- 1891

sfr. 55 * Drawings of the ice freeing plant

13
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of the town waterworks at Insterburg, Stade,

Mittweida and of a Berlin peoples' bathing
establishment.

t892 J- Pohlig, Rktiengesellsdiaft * Cologne
- 2oll-

stock * With brandies at Uienna, Budapest
and Brussels, and office at Madrid. Specialties :

a. Otto's wire railway; b. Hunt's reloader.

Objects exhibited: t. Drawings ofwire railways
executed; 2. photographs of wire railways

executed; 3. 1 model of carriage, complete;
4. large model of a Hunt moveable elevator,

with catdter working, and with moueable auto-

matic line, scale t : 20; 5. drawings of executed

Hunt plant; 6. photographs of executed Hunt

plant. See advertisement page 16.

1893 C. R. Riedinger, Masdiinen- und Bronzewaaren-

Fabrih, Rktien-Gesellschaft * Rugsburg * 1200

employers; 3300000 marks capital * Plan of

cooling plant of the large market hall in

Uienna. See also gr.X d. 55 p. 258.

t894Senat der Treien Hansestadt Bremen * I. Har-

bour arrangements in town of Bremen: "Fi-

gure t. Plan of site of the free district in

town of Bremen. Section through harbour

basin; Tig. 2. Details of harbour. II. Cor-

rection or lower and further Weser: Pig. t.

Comparative representation of the lower and
outer Weser, depth diagrams: Tig. 2. Graphic
views. III. Harbour arrangements ofBremer-
haven : Tig. 1. Plan of site of harbour ofBremer-

haven; Tig. 2. Carge Imperial sluice; Tig. 3.

Sliding door to large Imperial sluice ; Tig. 4.

Shore walls; Tig. 5. Imperial dodi; Tig. 6.

Cranes on Imperial dooX See also gr.XVI
cl. tit p. 381.

1895 Siemens & Halske R.-6. * Berlin * Collection of

plans and drawings of the Berlin overhead

railway. See also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90, cl. 15

p.UT, gr.IV cl.2t and cl.22 p. 165 and t66,

gr.V cl. 23 21 p. 114 1Z6.

1896 Stadtgemeinde Mannheim gemeinsdiaftlidi mit
der Grossherzoglidten Generaldtrehtion der Ba-
disdienStaatseisenbahnen in Karlsruhe (Baden)
und der Direhtion der Pfalzisdten Eisenbahnen
in Cudwigshafen a. Rhein * Plans of the Rhine
harbours at Mannheim and Cudwigshafen,
and views of prominent buildings at Mann-
heim and Cudwigshafen.

189lStettiner Chamotte-Tabrih Rhtien-Gesellsdiaft
uormals Didier * Stettin * and Berlin -Rnhal-
tisdie Masdtinenbau-Rhtien-Gesellsdiaft * Ber-
lin * Model of a retort furnace with retorts

lying slantwise, with accompanying miring
arrangements, automatic coal magazine and
automatic coke transport. Didier owns the

patents
for retort furnaces with slanting or

horizontal retorts with generator firing, also

for retort miring apparatus and coal maga-
zining. I 200 workmen * Berlin-Rnhalt madiine

factory prepares transport arrangements and

apparatus of every kind for gas factories.

2 000 workmen.
Union, Rkttengesellsdiaft fiirBergbau, Eisen 1898
und Stahl- Industrie Dortmund * t. Road-

bridges over the Elbe at Magdeburg (in course

of building); 2. Railway bridge over the

Serajoe at Poerworedjo in 3ava; 3. Railway
hall at main passager station at Cologne

- on-

the-Rhine; 4. Hew bridge building centre of

the Union, Dortmund. Tounded t8T2. U438
men. Produced in 1898/99 316 646 t coals,

266 404 coke, 136 309 t iron stone, 299 081 t

rough iron, 304 580 t rough steel, 386 332 t

ready rolling will and 35 904 1 ready work-

shop factories.

Uereinigte Masdiinenfabrik Rugsburg und Ma 1899

sdiinenbaugesellsdtaft Hurnberg R.-G. Rugs-
burg - tluremberg * Model of the Emperor
William bridge at Miingsten

l

/so
th of the na'

tural size, watercolours , photographs and

drawings of the roadbridges over the Rhine
at Worms. angen's electric suspended rail-

way for Barmen -Elberfeld-Uohwinhel * Road-

bridge over the Southern Elbe at Harburg.

Railway bridge over the Weser at Minden *

turnbndge at tleuhof (Hamburg) * Roadbridge
over the Danube at Straubing * See also gr. Ill

cl.lt p. 135, gr. IV cl. 19 p. 164, gr.XVI cl.106

p. 116.

Wasserwerksamt der Stadt Chemnitz i.Sadisen * 1900

Chemnitz (Baurath Hedtler and Director Hau) *

Plans of the dams at Einsiedel and Tleun-

zehnhain for provision of water at the town
of Chemnitz.

Gebriider Weismuller Trankfort - on - the- 1901

Main * Madaine factory. I picture with designs
of ship elevators, granaries, and so on. 1 pic-

ture with designs of unlading arrangements
at harbours and rivers and crane appliances.

Class 30.

Carriage Building and Cart Manufactory.

Samtnelausstellung deurscherTahrradfabrihan t9to
ten * see section Uincennes p. 392.

Individual exhibitors.

Berliner Motorwagenfabrik Gottschalk & Co. *t9l4
Berlin -Stralau * See Uincennes p. 392.

Rudolf Chillingworth , riuremberg * Sqeezers, 1915

sweeps, and tube drawing madiines. Connect-

ing parts for building cycles from one piece
of steel. Steel and iron implements for car-

riage building. See also cl. 28 p.191, gr. XI.

cl. 64 p. 261 and cl. 65 p. 268.

See advertisement page 32.
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19 te Franz Clouth, Rheinische Gummiwaarenfabrih,
See Uincennes p. 392 and ct. 33 p. 209.

1911 Continental Caoutchouc- und Guttapercha-Com-

pagnie * Hanouer * See Dincennes p. 392.

1918 Deutsche Rutomobil-lndustrie Friedrich Hering*
Gera-Untermhaus * See Uincennes p. 392.

1919 Dick & Kirschten * Offenbach -on -the -Main *

Court carriage factory. Manufacture of ready
easy carriages of euery hind in finest and most

thorough manner. Rlso easy carriages in the

rough and all articles for building of easy

carriages and transport vehicles and arles of

euery hind of construction, springs, wheels,

forewheels, body, &c. ,,Hahn" aarles and springs
with factory marh.

1920 de Dietrich & Cie. * tliederbronn in Rlsatia *

See Uincennes p. 392.

1921 Fiedler & Jaeckel * Berlin, Hollmannstr. IT *

See Uincennes p. 393.

1922 Gabriel & BergenthaU Warstein in Westphalia *

Founded 1834. Worhs for carriage aarles of

euery description, freight carts and coaches.

1923 Gesellschaft fur Rutomobihuagenbau * Berlin *

See Uincennes p. 393.

1924 Gesellschaft fiir Uerhehrsunternehmungen *

Berlin * See Uincennes p. 393.

1925 C. Globeck * Berlin S.O., Kopenickerstr. 22 *

Factory for wheel tyres, turned from full steel,

of euery size and manner for rubber for motor,

easy and inualid carriages. Deliuery of com-

plete wheels.

1926 Kuhlstein-Wagenbau Charlottenburg * Pro-
uider to H. M. Emperor and King. Tounded 1833.

300 worhmen. Gold and siluer medals. 3 easy
carriages ,

5 motor carriages (electro and ben-
zine motors). Rt the Champs de Wars and
at Uincennes. See also Uincennes p. 393.

See aduertisement page 59.

1921 Gottfried Cindner * Halle -on- the -Saale * Easy
carriages. Rt the Champ de Mars and at

Uincennes.

1928 Motorwerhe R.-G. * udwigshafen-on-the-
Rhine * See Uincennes p. 393.

1929 nahmasdiinen- und Fahrraderfabrih Bernh.

Stoevuer, Rht.-6es. * Stettin * See Uincennes

p. 393.

1930 Oberrheinische Metatlvoerhe, G.m.b.H. * Mann-
heim * See Uincennes p. 393.

1931 J. E. Pengel * Hamburg, Steindamm 28 * Court

carriage toorhs. t
couptf

on split and C-springs.

Specialty: Easy carnages. Factory founded
1842. Prizes at many exhibitions.

1932 Rheinische Gasmotorenfabrih, R.-G. Benz & Co.*

Mannheim * See Uincennes p. 392.

See aduertisement page 4.

1933 Herm. Riemann* Chemnitz-Gablenz * See Uin-
cennes p. 393.

C.Riihe, Inhaber Mar Ceuschner, Berlin S.W. 68* 1934
Prouider to H.M. Emperor and King William II.

Easy carriages. Oum worhshops.
Heinrich Scheele * Elberfeld * Cologne -on -the- 1935
Rhine * Carriage factory. 3 easy carriages.
See also Uincennes p. 393.

Paul SMtje * Oggersheim * See Uincennes 1936

p. 393.

,,Staubs<hutz", G.m.b.H. , Berlin * See Uin-t93I
cennes p. 393.

Dr. Utetor & Westmann * Wiesbaden * Berlin * 1938
Technical enterprises. Model of an epicycle

railway; entrance into or erit from carriage

during motion. Many patents.

,,Uulhan" Rutomobilgesellschaft m.b.H. * Ber- 1939
lin * See Uincennes p. 393.

Wilh. Wippermann jr. Hagen in Westphalia * 1940
See Uincennes p. 393.

Class 32.

Railway and Trams.

Sammelausstellung der deutschen ohomotiu (943
fabrihen , See Uincennes p. 401.

Sammelausstellung der Morddeutschen Wagen- 1944
bauuereinigung*See Uincennes p. 402.

Individual exhibitors.

Rllgemeine Elehtricitats-Gesellsdiaft * Berlin *194T
See Uincennes p. 402.

Rdolf Beeru Rugsburg * See Uincennes p. 402. 1948

Continentale Gesellschaft fiir elehtrische Unter 1949

nehmungen * tluremberg * und Elehtrizitats-

Rhtiengesellschaft uormals Schudkert & Co. *

Huremberg * See Uincennes p. 402.

Felten & Guilleaume, Carlsvoerh, Rctien-Gesell 1950

schaftMulheim-on-the-Rhine* Electrical cables

and connections. Wire, tuire ropes and wire
wares. See also gr. V cl. 23^26 p. 113 115

and gr. XI cl. 64 p. 261.

See aduertisement pages 40 and 41.

Impragnirungs-Gesellschaft, System Hassel-tgst
mann, 6. m. b. H. Berlin tl., Friedrichstr. 1 3 1 c *

See Uincennes p. 402.

Rrthur KoppeU Berlin (Branch: Paris, Boule- 1952

uard des Italiens 28) * Field railway materials.

See also cl. 28 p. 191.

Julius Rutgers Berlin, Kurfurstenstr. * See 1953

German Machinery building p. 118 and Uin-

cennes p. 402.

P. Suchow & Comp., Tnhaber: Robert Meyer * 1954

Breslau * See German Machinery building
fir. 1108.
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The development of German shipping to its present stage did not commence much
before the last quarter of the t9th century. It is true there were a number of tovuns

engaged in shipping. There was a certain amount of traffic in their harbours, and

there had been certain facilities for it for years.

Ship building was carried on to a limited esrtent, a number of small shipping esta-

blishments had existed for ages past at the mouths of the rivers and at the sea towns

on the sea coast. Traces of sea fishing were to be found on the lower Elbe. German
whale -harpooners appeared at times of the Greenland coasts and in the South seas.

Rfter 1842 Prussia began to build a war fleet. But up to t$6T one of the most im-

portant conditions for any great activity in this direction was ladling. Up to that

time there had been Prussian, Mecklenburg, Hanseatic, Oldenburg ships, but there had

been no really German flag, no German shipping. The flag of the north German
Federation and then that of the German Empire, the foundation of an economically
and politically united state rendered possible a decided increase in maritime prosperity
and a participation in the international rivalry ,,on the highway of the globe and on

the parade ground of the nations, the scene of action of the energy and spirit of enter-

prise of all nations of the world".

Since then however there has been in all the directions under consideration a very
considerable and ever growing increase, and Germany has now gained for herself in

the direction of commerce the second place amongst the seafaring nations of the world.

Rccurate details on this head have existed since t8T2/T3.

nothing is more characteristic of the former conditions of things than the fact that

Germany during the first three quarters of the t9th century took no active part in

the achievement of any great and notable deeds in this direction whereas within the

space of hardly 25 years she won for herself a leading position in many branches.

By building the most splendid harbours, by regulating the river mouths, by building
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the north Baltic canal, by bringing up Hamburg to being the first continental and
the second European harbour, by organising and developing the largest shipping com-

panies in the world, by founding large fishery companies, by building the largest
and siuiftest steamers, and the largest sailing uessel and the best and swiftest tor-

pedoboats in the best wharves, Germany has shown her capacity for the highest tech-

nical and mercantile achievements and has begun to found anew the old seafaring

reputation of the Hansa toums.

t. Harbour Buildings and Riuer Regulation.

It is the great tedinical progress in the art of deep -working and dredging that enabled

Germany to free herself to a great extent from an euil situation which had formerly
contributed towards leauing her behind in the course of development: the difficulty

of approach to her shores, and the limited exploitation of her rivers and harbours

for the traffic by sea is now overcome. Up to the year t866 when the foundations

of the first quays were laid, even the harbour of Hamburg was very primitive in

its arrangements. Hot till the commencement of the eighties, in connection with the

preparations for the customs -union of Hamburg and Bremen, did people begin to

consciously and uniformly turn to account the combined progress of modern technics.

The building of the gigantic Hamburg free- port with its enormous basin, quay, sheds

and barns and the sensible connexion between ship and railway traffic is a landmark
in the history of modern harbour building. Then followed Bremen, which in im-

mediate connection with the building of its free district undertook the regulation of the

lower Weser, in order to render possible the traffic of ships of fairly great draught
to Bremen. Similarly enormous harbours and docks were begun at Bremerhaven
and at Geestemuende a firstclass fishing harbour was built.

The progress made in the traffic on the Elbe and the Weser has of late resulted in

further buildings being erected. Twice since t88t has Hamburg added new gigantic

buildings to those formerly existing.

Rt Cuxhaven a repairing dock has been opened; Bremen is about to more than

double the size of its harbour, and the Weser is by the continued regulation of the

lower and outer Weser developing into a first class waterway. 6m den too has lately

received a modern harbour: the water is to be deepened to 9 meters, the Dortmund-

Ems canal is to form a direct water connexion with the western centres of industry.

What the above mentioned customs union was formerly, for the north sea harbours

the opening of the north sea canal is for the Baltic. It gave the impetus to the

regulation and deepening of the water of the Trave and the Cuebeck harbour and

the formation of the Elbe -Trave canal. The mouths and the course of the Oder were

regulated, Stettin was supplied with a modern free district. Similarly one has been

made for Danzig at the mouth of the Uistula, and Koenigsberg is setting to work

after making the Haff canal and a waterway of I meters depth to form modern

harbour arrangements. In addition to the total expenses which have required more

than tOOO millions must be mentioned the further buildings of the different canals,

the coast canal from the Ems to the Elbe, the Central canal, the great waterway for
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ships from Berlin to Stettin, the extension of the eastern canals, the Wasurian canal &c.,

achieuements which have all ta*ed to the highest the technics of building above and

below ground and haue been accomplished by them in a brilliant manner in both

State and priuate vuork by German firms.

2. Marine Traffic.

How necessary these improvements haue been and how favourable their effects is

proued by the statistics of German marine traffic. Diagram R represents the rise in

the traffic in the German harbours from t8T3 1898.

In these 25 years the traffic increased:

from 98800 ships with tt,9 million reg.-tons in 1873

to U4300 - - 35,5 - - - 1898

Four points are especially worthy of note:

t. The relation of the tonnage of the sailing ship to that of the steamers tuas in t8T3

as t : t,0t, and in t898 as t :6.

In both the traffic districts of the north sea and the Baltic the relation was es-

sentially in the fauour of the former.

2. In t8T3 there traversed the north sea 39800 ships with 6,6 million reg.-tons
- t898 - - t04tOO - - 23,6
- t8T3 - - Baltic 59000 -

5,3
- t898 - TO 200 - - t2,0

The share of the north sea in the shipping was according to that:

in t8T3 40 per cent of the ships and 55 per cent of the tonnage
- 1898 60 - - 66 - - - -

3. With regard to the direction of the traffic that with transoceanic lands developed
the quickest, but not so quickly that with European countries and along the coasts.

a. In t8T3 there came to the German coast 44000 ships with t,96 million reg.-tons
- 1898 - - tOTTOO - - 8

In the coast shipping both along the German coast and in connexion with neighbour-

ing countries the traffic by so-called sea -lighters has increased considerably in im-

portance.

b. Further:

in t8T3 there traded with European countries 4T 500 ships with 8 million reg.-tons
- t898 - 62400 - -

t9,t
-

c. and
in t8T3 with non European countries 3200 ships with 2,0 million reg.-tons
- t898 - 4200 - 8,4

Reckoning the coast traffic by tons the three groups were proportioned according to

tonnage as follows:

t8T3 as t:4,2: t,05

t898 - t:2,4:t,05
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4. The participation of the German flag in the traffic in the German harbours has

continuously risen, absolutely and comparatively. There traded:

in t$T3 98800 ships with tt,9 millions of tons, of whidi 61350
with 5,5 millions of tons were German,

in t898 tT4300 ships with 35,5 millions of tons, of whidt t3ttOO
with t9,2 millions of tons voere German.

Therefore

in t8T3 62,2 per cent of the number, and 46,2 per cent of the tonnage were German
- t898 T5,2 - - - - -

54,0 - - - -

It is true that in the individual groups this participation varies. In European traffic

beside the coast traffic the foreign flags are still in preponderance.
In German coast traffic the German flag participated:

in t8T3 with 94,8 per cent of the number, and with T8,8 per cent of the tonnage
- t898 -

95,0 - - - - - 90,0 - - - -

In transoceanic traffic:

in t8T3 with 6t,6 per cent of the number, and with 70,0 per cent of the tonnage
- 1898 - 59,0 - - - - - 6T,5 - - - -

In the European traffic on the other hand the German flag participated:
in 1873 with 36,7 per cent of the number, and with 3t,3 per cent of the tonnage
- t898 -

42,t
- - - - - 33,5 - - - -

Rs to the quantities of goods transported in German marine traffic, the following

particulars are at hand; one registered ton = one and a half specific ton. The traffic

of laden ships amounted to:

in 1 873 on the arrival 5,5 million reg.-tons and on departure 4,t million reg.-tons
- t898 - - -

t6,5 t2

Consequently we find the amount of goods transported to be:

in t873 on arrival 8,3 million reg.-tons and on departure 6,2 million reg.-tons
- t898 - - 24,75 - t8

The increase in quantities of goods arriving amounts according to this to 189,5 per

cent, that of the goods sent out to t57,t percent.
In redioning up the German sea traffic one must of course remember that a quite

considerable portion of it must in view of the geographical position of the country

go via the Dutdi and Belgian harbours of Rmsterdam, Rotterdam, Rntwerp, further

a smaller proportion via Havre, Genua and Triest statistics of which cannot be made
out. In conclusion, however, a considerable portion of German sea traffic outside

Germany must be noted, in the so-called transoceanic coast traffic, in whidi

in t873 8400 loads with 2,7 million reg.-tons were exported

and in t897 22000 - - 28,4 -

3. Merchant Shipping.

Rs long as there was a preponderance of foreign ships in German harbours ' and

this was the case far more in the first years of the commencement of steam shipping
than in the preceding time of sailing ships , the progress of German merdiant
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shipping remained comparatiuely slow. German merchantmen were in regular con-

nexion only with single parts of Europe.

Hot till the year 1847 was the first continuous transoceanic line formed by the Ham-

burg-Rmerican Packet Compamj with sailing uessels to the United States of Rmerica,

and not till t$58 did the north German Ooyd begin its passages with four steamers.

It was as early as the sixties that the foundation of a regular line to South Rmerica

proued a failure. Hot till the beginning of the seuenties did the Hamburg South

Rmerican line come into life.

Rbout the uear t800 Germany is said to haue had 200000 reg.-tons of ships
- t86T - TOO 000 -

Rbout the year t8Tt she possessed t50 steamers with 82 000 reg.-tons and 4 350 sailing

uessels with 900000 reg.-tons.

Putting the steamship ton at the equiualent of 3 sailing uessels' tons, this would

giue a capacity of transport of 1228000 reg.-tons. Up to the tst January t899 these

figures had increased to:

2490 sailers with 60 1 t6t reg.-tons

t 223 steamers -
t 038 400 -

(cf. diagram B). This giues a transport capacity of 3Tt6000 tons (according to the

new results). Taking into consideration the changes in computation effected in t895

which make the present day tonnage figures appear about 5 per cent too low for

sailing uessels and for steamers about 18 per cent too low, this shows a rise in the

transport capacity of German merchant uessels of 355 per cent. The rise in capability

of transport is howeuer still greater in reality, the technical progress hauing resulted

in a considerable increase of speed and yet a decrease of space for coal, so that the

aduantage gained on all sides is materially increased.

The centre of grauity of German merchant shipping has now moued completely from

the Baltic to the north sea. Out of the total German fleet:

Hamburg possesses, , 690 ships with 767 1 86 reg.-tons including 392 steamers of

542 200 reg.-tons,

Bremen , , 517 - 556665 - 225 steamers of

285 500 reg.-tons,

both together t207 - - t32385t - 6t7 steamers of

827 700 reg.-tons;

that is 33 per cent of the total merchant fleet, 8t per cent of the tonnage, 50 per cent

of the total fleet of steamers, 79 per cent of the total steamer tonnage.

Rmongst these ships must be reckoned the greatest ocean giants. Germany possesses
ouer 20 steamers of more than tOOOO tons, more than any nation in the world.

In older days merchant shipping was essentially on a small scale. The indiuidual ships
were in the hands of one or more ship owners, nowadays the inclination towards

conducting traffic on a large scale becomes daily stronger. In 1886 there were only
four large steamship companies, in t898 there were already twelue. Rt Bremen too

besides Cloyd's there haue been founded in the last few years three large shipping

companies.
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The means of the German shipping companies amounted for 1 89 8/9 9 to:

273 millions capital in shares,

T2 of preference loans.

The ualue in exchange of the share-capital not counting the Hamburg and Bremen
merchant shipping is reckoned at 324 millions of marks. The total German ship-

ping capital runs to ouer 500 millions of marks.

the first cost of all German sea ships ran at the end of t898 to 640 millions of

marks, the present ualue is 426 millions of marks. In consequence of the recent in-

crease of the number of ships and ualue of the shipping the uatue of the total German
commercial fleet must be put at least three quarters of a milliard of marks.

The auerage age of the German merchant fleet amounted on the 3tst December 1898

to 8,2 years, that of the sailing fleet to tT,3 years.
The receipts from the freight of the German merdiant shipping vuere reckoned at the

beginning of t898 at 200 millions of marks per year but haue since then conside-

rably risen.

In t8T2 the steamers formed 4 per cent of the number, to per cent of the tonnage and
22 per cent of the transport capacity.

-
1 898 - - 34 68,T percent of the tonnage and 85,4

per cent of the transport capacity.

Hence results an increase of their percentage share in the transport capacity of about

350 per cent.

The ship holds haue enormously increased in this time. In t8T3 the steamship had

an auerage contents of 558 tons, the sailing ship one of 20T tons, the ships of the

total fleet auerage contents of 2tT tons. In the end of 1898:

the steamer had an auerage hold of 849 reg.-tons
- sailer - - 240 -

the ships of the total fleet - - > - 45 1 -

according to the more recent measurements.

The crews of the German merchant fleet contained:

in t8T3 on sailers 33 t03 men, on steamers 8293 men
- 1898 - 13550 * 291U -

In t8T3 in the merchant fleet the proportion was 25 reg.-tons per man
{
- t898 - - - 35 -

That is to say in consequence of the increase in the size of the ships and of the

improuement in the technical traffic arrangements a considerable proportionate decrease

tuas effected in the personnelle.

4. Shipbuilding.

In old days German ships vuere built essentially in German shipbuilding yards numerous

small ones existing along the whole coast. Then howeuer on the rise of steamer

traffic most of these collapsed, as their owners possessed neither the knowledge,

capital, plant, nor material necessary to compete with the new branch of steamship
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building and especially that of the iron ships. The typical merchant ship of olden

times was a sailing ship of about 500 tons costing about 50 000 marks. It was built

essentially of wood: 60 per cent of the cost was the ship's body, 40 per cent the ankers

sails, rigging and so forth. R swift steamer of fairly large dimensions howeuer

nowadays costs from t3^t4 million marks, of which the ship's body costs 5 million

marks the engines 6y2 to 7 millon marks, the equipment, &c., t'/2 millions.

The old wooden ships required only limited knowledge of handiwork in uarious

branches: the modern building of steel ships demands enormous factories for the

building of ships and engines, for the making of boilers, metal foundries to say

nothing of numerous detachments of artisans, such as carpenters, smiths, repairers, &c.

RU this must be at the disposal of a scientific and commercially perfectly educated

enterpriser.

It is true that at the end of the fifties there were indiuidual attempts at building

steamships on the Oder and the Uistula, but not till the middle of the seventies was

any energetic progress uisible, when the Stettin ,,Uulcan" was entrusted by the Im-

perial nauy with the building of the first warship; soon after that orders arriued

from China and finally the Hamburg Rmerica line had the first fast steamer built at

the end of the eighties. But it was not till the end of the eigth and ninth decade

that a number of the old wharues were increased and reorganised and originated new

enterprises. Since the beginning of the nineties Germany has really made considerable

progress. Today she possesses 27 of the 42 wharues on the coast, which are used

for shipbuilding, namely t3 in the Baltic and t4 in the north sea. Of these the

three imperial wharues are destined e*clusiuely for the building of warships, four to

fiue private wharues are now already fitted up for the building of battleships and

fast steamers, two or three further are in this respect capable of deuelopment, the

rest being fitted up for ships of medium and smaller size.

These shipbuilding institutions apart from the Imperial wharues haue altogether the

control ouer about ttO millions of marks. The eleuen most important German shipping
wharues employed at the end of February t$9$ 24220 workmen, and besides that

force was used to the extent of 12494 horse power. In the total shipbilding industry
with its side industries there were about 50 000 workmen engaged. Owing to con-

siderable enlargements and renouations which are partly fully completed and partly

only in course of building the German wharues will soon be in a position to meet

the greatest demands of shipbuilding, for besides the T2 launch -ways now in use

for seagoing ships about 20 will be complete in the near future.

The arrangements for repairs too are uery esrtensiue. The war harbours possess

large docks. Rt the mouth of the Weser there is a large drydock for ships of the

largest dimensions. The Elbe and the Oder haue swimming docks of similar magni-
tude. There are numerous small swimming and drydocks in the larger sea ports,

and others in the course of building. The result is that Germany has learnt more
and more how to meet her need for ships. Rs early as the beginning of the nine-

ties she had more than 3

/8 of her ships made in England, in 1S98 the number had

sunk down to
'/,. The deuelopment of German shipbuilding can be seen from dia-

gram C. In 1898 according to official data the number of registered ships built in

Germany was:
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Wade in Germany Wade abroad

tlo Brutto reg.-tons Tlo Brutto reg.-tons

merchantships 250 3T2366 39 5t 524

Warships 2t 50244 34 32 5T6

The increasing capacity of German shipbuilding is shown by the fact that not only
at Gibing are built torpedoboats for all nations and in private wharves at Danzig,

Stettin, Kiel and Bremen for abroad but that also merchant ships are being produced
in increasing numbers for Russia, Scandinavia, Holland, lately for the first time for

France, and also for transoceanic states in all German wharf districts.

Besides the building of ships hulls' and engines the manufacture of all hinds of ma-
terial for the equipment of ships has made great headway in Germany. The materials

for the first shirps were all obtained from abroad. The requirement of German ma-
terial for shipbuilding and for steamers of subsidized lines has called into life home
industries whidi are competing successfully almost everywhere. With the exception

of a few specialities the entire equipment of a ship can now be obtained at home,
and soon the whole worlds market will also be able to be supplied as well.

5. The fisheries.

The modern means of fishing has been introduced too only lately into Germany and

even nouadays three times the amount of home fishery productions are exported from

abroad. Until the eighties sea fishing was still exclusively carried on in the old fashion

with sailing ships. Hot till t$85 was the steam fishing boat introduced. Prom
t$88 1$98 German fishing was increased from 440 ships with 3$t29cbm hold

space to 510 ships with more than 96 000 cbm hold. There are no reliable statistics

at hand respecting the produce of coast and sea fishing, but it is calculated to amount

to a total of 20 millions of marks.

It was carried on formerly entirely on a small scale, lately a number of large firms

have been started on a large scale with considerable capital. Such fishery companies
exist on the Horth Sea at Emden, Geestemuende, Hordenham, Uegesack,
Brake and Glsfleth, Hambourg, Rltona and Glueckstadt. Herring fishing is

carried on partly with sailing vessels, fishing on the high seas almost entirely with

steamers.

There have been even of late three Dutdi companies founded on the German coast,

whereas on the contrary formerly German fishermen often emigrated to Holland. In

t89T, there was a capital of from 2 to 2 1

/2 millions of marks being used for sea

fishing, but now it amounts to about 20 millions.

In the Baltic the fishing is still carried on mainly on a small scale. Still a large

fishmarket has been developed at Hela, and at Stettin a large fish trade is flourishing

for whidi more than tOO boats are used to convey the fish from the fishermen at

sea and distribute them amongst the buyers. Besides the introduction of several

great exporting businesses connected therewith, as for instance the ,,tlorth Sea" firm

at tlordenham, the erection of fishery harbours and fish auctions at Geestemuende

Bremerhaven, Hamburg, Rltona, where there was a turnover in H99 of almost

to millions marks from the fishing and at Hela is of great importance as too the
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organisation of the fish export at the railway stations. Here too have been developed
numerous branch industries for the manufacture of fishing tackle and the selling of

products and by-products of fishing.

6. Institutions for the furtherance of Maritime Matters.

R number of important institutions haue been started in Germany on the initiative

of the State and of private individuals for the promotion of German maritime traffic

and German maritime affairs generally.

Prominent among these stand the nautical section of the Imperial ftaual Office and

the German maritime observatory, which provides the material for maps and in-

structions for sailing for the war and mercantile fleet, and undertakes the exami-

nation of instruments, arranges the meteorological service, &c., as also the educational

institutions for waterworks and shipbuilding in the technical high schools, navigation
schools and naval engineering schools, and lately too at fishery schools. Uery im-

portant too has proued the founding of a German surveying institute, the German

Ooyd. Great activity has been shown by the German nautical union and the German
sea fishing union. The German union for saving shipwrecked mariners people has

also been a great blessing. The development of sailing as a sport serves to encourage
enthusiasm for maritime affairs, as well as being at the same time a form of amuse-

ment. R society for the promotion of the technics of shipbuilding was founded at

the end of last year. The fact of His Majesty consenting to become its patron proves
to the whole world what importance is paid in Germany to the development of these

practical and scientific interests.

Ernst von Halle.
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Class 33.

Merthant Shipping.

Collectiue Exhibit of German Ship-
ping and Wharues.

Management: Committee for preparation of the
German shipping exhibition in Paris 1900.

Hamburg, Dovenfleth 18 21.

Rrtistic arrangement by Georg thielen, architect

in Hamburg.

I. German Shipping Pauilion.

Shipyards.
1981 Deutsche Ost-Rfriha-inie * Hamburg * Regular

mail connexion by contract with the German
Empire between Hamburg, East Rfrica, and
transvaal ; touching at Rmsterdam or Rntwerp,
isbon and ttaples. Express trips to Beira

and Delagoa Bay. the steamers are splendidly
fitted up for passengers in all classes. Direct

through connexion from places in interior of

Germany to all harbours touched at and to

transvaal (Johannesburg and Pretoria) via

Delagoa Bay. See advertisement page 43.

1982 Hamburg -Rmeriha-inie (Hamburg-Rmeriha-
nische Pachetfahrt-Rctien-Gesellschaft * Ham-
burg * Steamer connexion to north Rmerica,
West India, Mexiho, Rrgentinia, East Rsia, &c.

Excursion trips to the East, to norway, &c.

Model of the light shaft and great dining hall
on steamer Deutschland " executed by J. C.

Pfaff, Berlin. See also gr. XVI cl. tit p. 382.

See advertisement page 80.

1 983
Hamburg-Sudamerihanische-Dampfschifffahrts-
Gesellschaft * Hamburg, Holzbriicke 8 * Direc-
tors : Rd. P. Bernitt, P. Franzen, th. Rmsinck.

Weekly steam trips to Brazil and a Plata.

See advertisement page 58.

1984norddeutscher loyd
* Bremen * Steamship

company. Model table: Representation of the
north German loyd and the new administra-
tive building at Bremen in models. Wall

paintings : the north German loyd premises
at Bremerhafen, in the foreground a number
of the chief loyd steamers.

1985 Rob.M. Sloman & Co., Schiffsrheder *Hamburg*
Pounded 1193. Ship models.

Wharves.

1992 Rktien- Gesellschaft ,,Weser" * Bremen * Ships
models.

1993 Rctien -Gesellschaft .Jteptun"
* Rostock in

Mecklenburg * Shipping wharf and machine

factory. Model of a freight steamer in course
of construction for the firm of Roy & ebreton,
Rouen.

Blohm & Doss * Hamburg * Shipping wharf, 1994
machine factory and boiler foundery. Pounded
in 18TT. Rbout 5 500 workmen. Establishment
for building the largest war and merchant

ships. Exhibited: ineship ,,Kaiser Karl der

Grosse", steam yacht ,,Prinzessin Uictoria

uise", floating dock with continuation of

the steamer ,,Preussen" of the north German
loyd, Bremen, floating dock of IT 500 1 leverage
power with steamer ,,Potsdam" of the Holland
Rmerica One, Rotterdam, next the dock at

the quay a turn crane of 150 t strength.

Gebriider Sachsenberg 6. m. b. H. * Rosslau-on- 1995
the -Elbe * Branch Cologne -Deutz. Shipping
wharf, machine factory, iron smelting works,
boiler factory.

P. Schichau * Elbing * Iron and steel foundry, 1996
machine factory and shipping wharf, locomo-
tive factory and boiler factory. P. Schichau,

shipping wharf at Danzig.
See advertisement page 19.

Schiffs- und Maschinenbau-Rctien-Ges. * Mann- 1991
heim Telegraphic address: Schiffbau Mann-
heim. Since 1852 specialty: Dredgers, elevators,

winding and transport plants. More than 300
orders executed for all countries. Paddle and
screw ships, ships engines, boilers, steam

prams, steam cranes.

See advertisement page 6 1.

Stettiner Maschinenbau - Rctien - Gesellschaft 1998

,,Uulcan" * Bredow near Stettin Iron and
brass founders, boiler makers, engine and
locomotive builders, shipbuilders and marine

engineers, floating docks. The works con-

struct locomotives for broad and narrow

gauge lines, steam engines and boilers, heavy
castings, dredgers, torpedo boats, men of war
and merchant vessels, marine engines of the

largest size. Established 1851. The company
employs over 1500 hands. See also gr. VI

cl. 32 (Uincennes) p. 402 and gr. XVIII cl. U8
p. 388. See advertisement page 42.

Joh. C. techlenborg R.-6. * Bremerhaven-Geeste- 1999
miinde Ships wharf and machine factory.

Shipsmodels. Pounded 1841. t 200 workmen.
Rrea 82 500 sq. metres. Building of passenger
and freight steamers, sailers, &c. of every
kind and size. Dry dock and patent ship
for repairs.

Other Exhibitors.

Rktien- Gesellschaft ,,Rlster" * Hamburg * ta- 2004
bles, plans and drawings.

Rlsen'schePortland-Cementfabriken 'Hamburg* 2005

tables, plans and drawings.
M. 6. Rmsinck * Hamburg * tables, plans and 2006

drawings.

C. Rndersen * Hamburg * tables, plans and 2001

drawings.
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2008C. Rrenhold, sea painter, LI. capt. R. H. 24

original drawings to the work ,,the historical

deuelopment of the types of ships from the

Roman warship to the present time". Siluer

medal 1 890 , Cologne , War Rrt exhibition. Gold

medal 1896, Kiel, International Shipping Ex-

hibition.

2009 H. P. C. Rrp * Hamburg * tables, plans and

drawings.

20 10 Bau- Deputation Hamburg * Model of the har-

bour of the free hansa town of Hamburg,
scale t: tOOO with customs frontier and parts
of the town

appertaining
streets as well as

the railway buildings included.

2011 Carl Becker, painter
* Diisseldorf * Carge

paintings in the German Shipping pauilion.
See also next page and gr. II cl. I p. 126, and

gr.XII cl. 66 p. 319.

20t2 H. Bischoff & Co. * Bremen * Tables, plans and

drawings.

2013 H. Bogel * Hamburg * tables, plans and

drawings.

2014 R. Boll Berlin Booh printing and publishing
establishment: I. ,,Tull steam ahead!" Ger-

many's trade fleet and ship building in words
and pictures. Published by 6. Cehmann-
Telskowski. 2. Trench translation of abpue
work. 3. Rrt supplements. 4. German nautical

almanack. Illustrated annual on shipping,

nauy and ship building for 1900. Published

by 6. ehmann-Telshowsky.

2015ugen Cellier * Hamburg * tables, plans and

drawings.
2016 Central -Herein fur Hebung der deutsdten Tluss-

und Kanalsdtifffahrt und Deutsch-Oesterreich-

Ungarischer Uerband fur Btnnenschifffahrt *

Berlin * Own publications from 1869 to 1900.

Map of the German water ways. By Major
a. D. Kurs. Contents: treatises on inland

shipping.

2011 Franz Clouth * Cologne-TUppes * Rhenish rubber

factory. Founded 1862. 500 workmen. Dioing
apparatus and individual parts thereof and
hard rubber articles for the nauy. (Sole pro-
vider to the Imperial German nauy.) See also

Dincennes gr.VI cl. 30 p. 195.

20 18 Continental Rhederei R. -6. * Hamburg *

tables, plans and drawings.
2019 D. Cordes & Co. * Bremen * tables, plans and

drawings.
2020 Dampfschifffahrts-Gesellschaft ,,Rrgo" * Bre-

men * tables, plans and drawings.
2021 Dampfschifffahrts-Gesellschaft ,,Tleptun" * Bre-

men * tables, plans and drawings.

2022Dampfschtfffahrts-6esellschaft ,,triton" * Bre-
men * tables, plans and drawings.

2023Dampfs<hiffs-Rhederei won 1889 * Hamburg *

tables, plans and drawings.

Deutsdi-Rmerihanische Petroleum-Gesellsdiaft * 2024
Bremen * tables, plans and drawings.

Deutsch-Rmerihanische Petroleum-Gesellschaft * 2025

Hamburg * tables, plans and drawings.

Deutsch-RustralischeDampfschiffs-Gesellschaft
* 2026

Hamburg * tables, plans and drawings.

Deutsche Dampfschifffahrts-Gesellschaft ,,Han- 2021

sa" * Bremen * tables, plans and drawings.

Deutsche Dampfschifffahrts-Gesellschaft ,,Kos- 2028
tnos" * Hamburg tables, plans and draw-

ings.

Deutsche Gesellschaft zur Rettung Sdiiffbruchi- 2029

ger
* Bremen * See Uincennes p. 402.

Deutsche euante-inie * Hamburg * tables, 2030

plans and drawings.

T. th. C-chhusen * Hamburg * tables., plans 2031
and drawings.

Elektrizitats-Rktiengesellschaft norm. Schuchert 2032
& Co. * nuremberg * Search lights with glass

parabolic mirror, in use on the tower of the

German shipping pauilion; model of the

greatest hitherto existing search light, only
beaten by the search light exhibited in the

German division for army and nauy, which has
a mirror 2 m in diameter. See also gr. V cl. 23

p. 113, cl.2T p.H6, gr.VI cl. 29 p. 192, cl.32 Uin-

cennes p. 402 and gr. XVIII cl. 118 p. 388.

See advertisement page 13.

S. "Fischer * Berlin W. * Publishing office. 2033
I example of the work ,,Der Welthandel in

Bildern".

Tliigge, Johannsen & Cubinus * Hamburg * 2034

tables, plans and drawings.

W. R. Tritze & Co. * Bremen * tables, plans 2035
and drawings.
Gerhard & Hey * Hamburg * tables, plans 2036
and drawings.
Hanseatische Dampfer-Compagnie * Hamburg * 2031

tables, plans arid drawings.
M. Jebsen * Hamburg * tables, plans and 2038

drawings.
C. M. D. Jorgensen * Hamburg * tables, plans 2039
and drawings.

Kette, Deutsche C-lbsdufffahrts-Gesellschaft, 2040
Schiffswerft Uebigau * Uebtgau near Dresden *

Shipping wharf; machinery building establish-

ment, boiler factory , iron factory. 800 work-
men. Model of a chaingear apparatus, Bel-

lingrath system. Germ. Imp. Pat. Tlr. 61813.

R. Kirsten * Hamburg * tables, plans and 2041

drawings.
Joh. Heinr. Klencke, captain * Bremen Boat 2042

boist apparatus: ,,uuboote nadi ee". Safe

boat lowering and detaching windlass. In the

exhibit of the competitors for the Rnthony-
Pollok- prize.

14
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2043 Knohr & Burdtard nfl. * Hamburg * Tables,

plans and drawings.
2044 Florian Krajca

* Carlsruhe in Baden * Sawing
and swimming belt made of two separate bags,
tlr. I : Bears if necessary weight of 3-<4 men.
In the exhibit of the candidates for the Rn-
thony-Polloh- prize. Patented in all the ci-

vilized waterbound states. Patents to be dis-

posed of. Rward at the Munidt Sport exhi-

bition.

2045 F. taeisz * Hamburg * Tables, plans and draw-

ings.

2046 LF.Mathies & Co. * Hamburg * tables, plans
and drawings.

204T nordisdierBergungs-Uerein* Hamburg* Tables,

plans and drawings.

2048 nordsee.-inie, Dampfsdriffs-Gesellsdiaftm.b.H.*
Hamburg * Tables , plans and drawings.

2049 Ma* Oertz & Harder * Tleuhof-on-the-Reiherstieg
near Hamburg * Uadit wharf. Half-model of

sailing yadits. See aduertisement page 6T.

2050 Wm. O'Swald & Co. * Hamburg * Tables, plans
and drawings.

2051 c. Plath * Hamburg, Stubbenhuh * nautical in-

strument manufactory : Sextants, octants, fluid

and dry compasses, logs, sounding madtines,
course guide, log glasses, instruction apparatus
for navigation schools.

2052 Reidisamt des Innern * Berlin * Model of the

expedition ship for the German South polar
expedition in t90t.

2053 Rethneyer & Hessenmuller * Hamburg * Tables,

plans and drawings.

2054 Rhederei -Rctien-Gesellsdiaft von 1896 * Ham-
burg * Tables, plans and drawings.

2055 Rhederei oon 3. Tideman & Co., Commandit-
6es. auf Rctien * Bremen * Tables, plans and

drawings.

2056 Rhederei vUisurgis"
* Bremen * Tables, plans

and drawings.

205T Ernst Russ * Hamburg * Tables, plans and

drawings.
2058 6ebr. Sauber * Hamburg * Tables, plans and

drawings.

2059 Sdiaffer & Budenberg * Magdeburg -Budiau *

Madiines and steam boiler fittings: Mano-
meters of all hinds, indicators, counters, pace
measurers, regulators, lubricators, valves,
codts , injectors , elevators , and heating appa-
ratus

; pulsometers, steam and hydraulic pumps,
water drivers , condensation water conductor,
&c. Brandies in Paris, ille, Manchester, ion-

don, Glasgow, Hew Dork, Milan, Cuttidt, Euridi,

Hamburg. General depots in Uienna, Prag, St.

Petersburg, Stofcholm, Berlin. Pounded 1850.

Rbout 3 000 workmen. Often awarded. See
also gr.IV cl. 19 p. 163 and cl. 21 p. 165.

H. H. Sdimidt * Hamburg * Tables, plans and 2060

drawings.

R. SdiM, captain * Hamburg * Maps and pam- 2061

phlets, respecting results of several years' mag-
netic observations on the north Sea and Ger-
man coasts.

n. H. P. Sdwldt* Hamburg * Tables , plans and 2062

drawings.

6. 3. H. Siemers & Co. * Hamburg * Tables, plans 2063
and drawings.

R. Tobias * Brake near Bremen * Tables, plans 2064
and drawings.

Uereinigte Bugsir- und Fraditsdiifffahrt-Ge- 2065
sellsdiaft * Hamburg * Tables, plans and

drawings.

DerlagvonHeerundFlotte (Reginald R.Wyon)* 2066
Berlin W. 35 * t bound volume of the illustrated

periodical ,,Heer und Tlotte".

Wachsmuth & Krpgmann * Hamburg * Tables, 2061

plans and drawings.

H. D. 3. Wagner * Hamburg * Tables, plans 2068
and drawings.

R. H. Wappaus * Hamburg * Tables, plans 2069
and drawings.

D. H. Watjen & Co. * Bremen * Tables, plans 2010
and drawings.

Cesar Wehrhahn * Hamburg * Tables, plans 201 1

and drawings.

Ernst WenA, sculptor, together with Otto 2012
Bommer * Berlin * Rotating globe with ground
work of embossed copper. See also gr. XV
cl.9T p. 362.

B. Uendte Sohne * Hamburg * Tables, plans 2013
and drawings.

Wilhelm Weule * 6oslar-on-the-Hartz * Grind- 2014

ing of optical lenses, medtanical workshop.
Tresnel lenses for ships position lanterns.

Illumination and seardi lights. Mirrors, light-

ing lenses.

Woermann-inie m. b. H. * Hamburg * Tables, 2015

plans and drawings.

II. 6eneral exhibition Hall for Commercial

Shipping.

nr. 20T9 2081. Historical Collective Exhibit
of Ships' Models with Co-operation of:

Carl Befcer, painter * Diisseldorf * t ship's 2019
model. See also former page and gr. II cl. T

p. 126 and gr. XII cl. 66 p. 319.

Kaiser I ith Deutsche Seewarte * Hamburg * R 2080
Dutdt merdiant ship of the second half of the
tlth century (full rigged ship). R Dutdi mer-
diant ship (bark) of the end of the 18th and
the beginning of this century. R Dutdt war
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ship from the beginning of our century (cor-

uette under sail). Rn English voar ship of the

first half of the tlth century. R German
liner (two decker) of the end of the former

and the beginning of the present century. R
wooden merchant man (full rigged ship) of

the sixties. Rn iron and a wooden merchant
man (full rigged ship) of the present time.

R wooden merchant man (barh) under full

sails, of the present time. R wooden schooner

brig in full sail, of the forties. R wooden

brig under sail of the thirties. R wooden
three-masted schooner in full sail of the pre-
sent day.

208tK6nigliche Schlossbauuerwaltung zu Marien-

burg in Westpreussen * Marienburg * Polish

conuoy ,,6uldene Sonne" of 1640. (Model,
executed by H. Schneehagen, Hamburg 1896,

after original drawings at the time.)

2082 Ciibecktsdie Schiffergesellsdiaft * Ciibeck * Model
of a war ship of 1 13$ and of a merchant man.

2083 Magistral der Stadt Emden * Model of a war

ship of the tlth century.

2084 J. 6. Poppe, architect * Bremen * R model of a

ship.

2085Senat der Preien und Hansestadt Bremen * R
model of a ship.

2086Uorstand des Museums ftibeduscher Kunst
und Kulturgeschichte * ubeck 3 models of

war ships, amongst which the ,,Ciibecker 6'we"

and ,,Hoffnung".

208T6ustao Wendling, painter * Diisseldorf * R
model of a ship (a koff).

2093Bremer tauwerk-Tabrik R.-6. oorm. C. H.

Michelsen * Grohn-Uegesack * The business has
existed since 1190. Rope factory, hemp and
wire rope factory, twine factory, hemp spin-

ning, capital 2 too 000 marks. 450 workmen.
4 engines with ouer 1 000 HP, producing an-

nually 3500000kg rope work for shipping

of hemp, iron and steel wire, manila, cocos-

nut, &c. Rope work for industry, mining,
Hues, transmissions, lifts. Packing thread and
twine, yarn made of hemp, manila, sisal,

aloe, tlewzealand hemp and other fibres.

Dusseldorf-Ratinger Rohrenhesselfabrik worm. 2094
Diirr & Co. * Ratingen-Diisseldorf * ,,Diirr sys-
tem" water tubular boiler. The firm builds

as a specialty ,,Diirr system" water tubular

boilers; ouer 3000 boilers working, amongst
them some for seoen armoured and line ships.

6ath & Peine * Hamburg *
"Flag factory, depot, 2095

and export. Tarpaulins and couers of water-

proof sail cloth, especially used for eirport

made from Hamburg tar. Often awarded.

Hannouersche Tahnenfabrik Irani Reinecke *2096
Hanooer * Seamless flags.

R. Holtz * Harburg-on-the-Glbe * Steam engines 209T

for boats. Model of steam boats for the co-

lonies and riuers in tropical countries.

Konigsberger Segeltuchwaaren- und Tlaggen- 2098
Pabrik 3. 6. W. Hellgardt *K6nigsberg (Prussia) *

Hags for war and merchant uessels.

ICPfaff * Berlin * Model of light shaft and 2099

large dining room of the fast steamer ,,Deutsch-

land" of the Hamburg - Rmerican line.

R. Wolf* Magdeburg-Buckau * Machine factory 2tOO

and boiler factory, founded t862. 2 wrought
iron ships screws with carb steel screw pro-

peller boss, 1 150 and 1 250 mm diameter, for

shallow draught riuer steamers. Telegraphic
address: ,,ocomobile". Branches: Berlin W.,

Breslau, Trankfort-on-the-Main, Cologne-on-
the -Rhine, St. Petersburg, Moscow. Rbout
t TOO workmen. Export to all quarters of the

globe. Specialty : Cocomobiles with detachable

boiler tubes and cylinders fured in the steam-

dome, practicable, and on feet of 4 200 HP,
steam engines, detachable tube boilers, centri-

fugal pumps, ships screws, deep boring appa-
ratus. See also gr. IV cl.t9 p.t64, gr.XVI
cl. 108 p. III.

Group VII.

Rgriculture.

The Exhibit of this Group is connected urith that of Group X. See therefore p. 236 sqq.
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I. Horticulture.

Historical. Horticulture is very old in Germany. Rs early as the fifth century

gardening was practised in Bavaria, and we know from the statutes of Charlemagne
what flowers, vegetables and fruit were grown, or at least what he ordered should

be cultivated, there was a considerable advancement in gardening after the Crusades,
and a still more important rise after the discovery of Rmerica and of the way to

India round the Cape of Good Hope. The new plants imported were cultivated partly
in the gardens of the princes and rich landowners, and partly in the botanical

gardens which were first made in South Germany after the pattern of the one in
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Padua which dates from t545. In the tTth century the flora of the parks was en-

riched by the introduction of a great many plants from Canada and north Rmerica,

owing to the zeal shown by the French explorers in collecting specimens; the same

thing was repeated at the end of the t$th century; still later many different kinds

of trees and shrubs were imported from Horth Rmerica, Russia in Rsia and the

East Indies, and the hot houses supplied with a great many new esrotics.

t. Scientific horticulture is carried on in the numerous botanical gardens of

which the largest, in Berlin, is now being transplanted to Dahlem where a space of

40 ha has been allotted to it. R large botanical museum is attached to it and a

special department for the cultivation of colonial plants. Scientific gardening is done

in the different horticultural training schools, particular attention being paid to the

effects produced by the use of artificial manures; the same applies to the German
Candowners Rssociation and the ,,Kaliwerke Syndicate" in Stassfurt with regard to

the manuring of fruit trees, &c.

2. Ornamental gardening is in a very flourishing condition at present owing to

the success of the various institutions for teaching that branch, and it will be repre-

sented in Paris by the collective exhibit of the ,,6erman Horticultural Rrtists

Rssociation". R style peculiar to Germany has been growing up since the be-

ginning of the 1 9th century which differs considerably from the English one, though
it was originally taken from it. In Germany much more stress is laid upon the im-

portance of making good paths, and planting out borders and plants to combine the

grass and the groups of shrubs than in any other country. Wen like Sckell, Prince

Piickler-iviuskau, enne", Meyer, Effner and others were the masters, and their pupils
continue to follow them in the spirit of their work. Ornamental gardening was

formerly confined to court gardens and the grounds belonging to a few rich private

families, but within the last few decades the town grounds have provided a new
field for the ingenuity of the ornamental gardener, and the public squares and open

spaces have been laid out at the esrpense of the town councils. Many a beautiful

old garden has had to be cleared away to make way for the encroachments of the

sea of houses in the larger towns, but they are more than made up for by the new

gardens in the suburbs, where there are now villas upon villas with ground attached,

the love of gardening is now almost universal, as is evident from the innumerable

quantity of little gardens outside the town which are kept up by the poorer part of

the population on ground which they get free, or at a nominal rent. In eipzig those

kind of gardens are called ,,Schreber gardens". The cemeteries, which used to afford

such a gloomy prospect, are now frequently laid out in ornamental style after the

pattern of the one at Hamburg. Italian gardens with splendid patterns in exquisite

taste are planted in the Palm Garden at Frankfort-on -the-Main, and in many other

pleasure gardens.
There are not many school gardens, but the pleasant custom has long esristed of

giving slips and cuttings to the children in the upper classes of the Board Schools

to take care of; in the autumn a small show is held of the plants which have been

successfully reared, and in some places prizes are distributed.

3. Horticulturists and market gardeners. There were market gardeners as

early as the t6th century. Italian market gardeners settled in Rugsburg at that
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time, and the trade received a fresh impulse at the end of the Uth century under

the auspices of the French refugees who came into Prussia after the relocation of

the edict of Hantes in t6S5, during the reign of the Great Elector. This branch is

almost the most widely spread of all gardening operations. It is not only for gardens
that the nursery man has to provide, there are many new buildings, even inside the

town, which have large balconies and verandahs to be filled. Flowers are wanted
in the houses, and the graves are much more magnificently decorated than they used

to be. The flowers required for home decoration haue given rise to a new brandi of

the industry: the cut flower shop whidi is now nearly at the head of everything.
In fact a great division of labour has taken place. In some towns sudi as Dresden,

Leipzig, Eeisnig, Rltenburg, Erfurt, Quedlinburg, Frankfort -on -the-Main, Hamburg,
Berlin and so on, there are regular plant factories where the plants are reared, and
then sent to other towns for further cultivation and to be brought to bloom. In

other towns one shop makes a speciality of ferns and green plants, another takes

up flowers almost exclusively, the nursery man, however, cannot always be a party
to this division of labour sdieme, for he must always have something to sell all the

year round. So called general salesmen who grow all kinds of flowers and plants
exist in Stuttgart, Munich, Darmstadt and Erfurt. In Dresden azaleas (in tS93:

ty2 millions, 25 per cent large plants), Camellias (in 1893: 300000, but more with

buds than formerly), Rhodedendrons (200000) and heathers are groivn, besides

cyclamens, palms, araucarias, dracaenias, primulas, chrysanthemums, orchids, lilies

of the valley, forced lilacs and roses. In Leipzig, eisnig, Rltenburg, Hamburg, Frank-

fort-on -the-Wain, Mayence, Darmstadt palms in especial and other green plants beside

flowers. In Erfurt and Quedlinburg in addition to flower seeds, palms, fine kinds

of green house plants and stock plants for groups. In Berlin : orchids, azaleas, heathers,

cyclamen, bulbs, and ferns, there has been an extraordinary increase in the cultivation

of cyclamens, and the German plants can afford to compete with the best of the English

ones; similar results can be pointed out in chrysanthemums and dahlias, besides pansies,

violets, carnations, petunias, asters, and stocks. Many firms make a speciality of shrubs
which are extensively cultivated, and a great many more bulbous and tuberousrooted

plants are reared. Stuttgart is famous for the beauty of the Cannae grown there. Berlin,

Erfurt and Leipzig grow fine gladiolus. Hyacinths, tulips and lilies of the valley have

always been specially beautiful in Berlin, and take up 25 ha of ground.
Berlin hyacinths are earlier than the Dutch kinds; about t2 million lilies of the valley

germs are sold annually in Berlin of which about half are exported. One firm with

4 ha planted out with lilies of the valley sold six millions. There are large lily

of the valley fields near Hamburg and a few new places have taken up the culti-

vation of the lily of the valley within the last year or two where they are magni-

ficently grown, we may mention Magdeburg and Drossen (Province Brandenburg).
Flower forcing. There is a good deal of flower forcing done, but unfortunately
the profits of the German nursery man are very much curtailed by the import of

flowers from the Riviera. Rosegrowing only begins to pay at the end of the Winter

when the supply from the South begins to fall off. Still there are very beautiful

flowers to be had earlier, and a great many people are quite aware of the superiority

of a home grown rose to an imported one.
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Olac forcing is a uery important branch in which Berlin stands first; other toums

haue followed suit and consequently there has been a drop in the importation of

French lilacs. ilies of the ualley are uery much grown, and are kept bach by put-

ting the germs in cold places, so that the blossoms are now to be had nearly all the

year round. Uiolets, carnations and Guelder roses are all grown under glass.

4. Bouquets and floral arrangements were formerly made up by the nursery

gardener, but this is now only partly the case; there are shop keepers which make a

speciality of the work and who buy the flowers through a commission agent from the

grower, the arrangements are uery tasteful, and the German bouquet and wreath

maker can compete with euery other country, indeed in many respects, his example

might be followed by other lands with advantage. The flower shops are frequently

an ornament to the towns. R special paper has been newly brought out with illu-

strations of the most beautiful combinations, and the other newspapers haue begun
to consider the subject in a suitable manner.

5. Vegetables are generally grown in the neighbourhood of the large towns, though
there are large landowners who giue up tracts of land to the cultiuation of vegetables.

The sewage farms of the large towns are used for the cultiuation of vegetables, espe-

cially for cabbages. White cabbage which is made into Sauerkraut", red cabbage,

cauliflowers, broccoli, &c. Erfurt is specially celebrated for its broccoli, Hamburg for

its red cabbage, in spite of the enormous quantities grown at home white cabbage
is imported from Denmark, red cabbage and cauliflowers from Holland, which lowers

the home prices. In Rutumn howeuer a great deal is exported. Cucumbers are grown
in frames and in green houses, though often in the open especially round Oegnitz,

Calbe and Cubbenau where there is a special market held for horse radish. Rsparagus
beds are being laid out euerywhere and enormous quantities are sent to the market,

and grown for tinning, the asparagus fields near Brunswick are celebrated; from

300 to 3TO ha haue been laid out besides which there are the grounds of Schwetjingen,

Cubech, Mayence, Horburg in Rlsace, &c. The uegetable preseruering factories buy up
huge quantities for tinning, and consequently a great deal is grown in the neigh-
bourhood of such factories.

Partly in consequence of the amount of uegetables preserued, partly on account of the

large importation of cauliflowers, beans, tomatoes, &c. from Italy and Rlgiers, uery
few uegetables are forced, and the few which are grown in this way are upon the

decrease; they are only grown in any quantity in the surroundings of Wurzburg.
Mushrooms are grown all ouer the country.
There is a special association in Brunswick for the cultiuation of uegetables, which

consists of 33 district unions with 4T communities and. t200 members who fix the

prices, under the co-operation of the tinning factories, for the uegetables of the

ne*t year.
The following prices haue been agreed upon for 1900.

Rsparagus I (25 heads to t kilogramme) . , 53 marks for 50 kg
II (40

- - t ) , . 43 - - 50 -

III (60
- - t ) . , 23 - - 50 -

IV (thin and broken bits) to - - 50 -

Peas grown on sticks 9 - - 50 -
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Beans, Hinrich's Giant 5 marks for 50 kg

Stangenbutterbohnen to - 50 -

Stangenperlbohnen 1 1 - - 50 -

Spinach 6 - - 50 -

Kohlrabi I (about 25 cm in circumference) 60 pf. for 60

II (
- 18 - -

) 40 - - 60

The amount of esrport from Brunswick to Denmark and Sweden for the presenting
factories is very much on the increase.

6. Seed growing and the seed trade. Seed growing has always been carried

on in certain parts of Germany. Erfurt and Quedlinburg are indeed known all over

the world for their seed cultivation. In Erfurt flower and vegetables seeds are pro-

pagated, partly under glass, partly in the open, and in Quedlinburg: farm seeds

white sugar beets seed and wheatseed is grown, the largest firm in Quedlinburg
has 2910 ha under cultivation for seed only, it is divided up as follows:

Corn t050 t too ha, sugar beets 500600 ha, salads and onions 60 TO ha, water-

cress and spinach 60 TO ha, leeks, rampion and chervil 4050 ha, peas t20 130,

beans too ttO ha, from that 2530 ha for long pod beans, then 2530 ha lettuces,

4050 ha parsley, and tOO 150 ha for flowers. Of the tOO 150 ha for flowers

there are: astern 25 30 ha, mignonette 12 1$ ha, phlo* 2 3 ha, viola tricolor 5 ha,

sweet peas to 12 ha.

For potting plants seed is grown as follows: 300000 Summerstocks, 50000 Rutumn
and Winterstochs, 25000 wallflowers, 20000 cinerarias, 8000 calceolarias, 5000 car-

nations, 6000080000 primulas sinensis. R space of 4880 qm is taken up by the

green houses, 9 620 qm by the hot beds. The buildings alone are insured for 3 millions

marks, without any contents. There are more than 230 assistants, 20 apprentices
and t600 ordinary men and women workers employed; from 220240 horses, 340

o*en for ploughing, sheep for their dung to the number of 6 0008000. 3 dynamo
machines each of ttO volts and t220 ampere to generate electrical power for lighting

by means of 2tOO incandescent and arc lamps, as well as for driving t2 electro-

motors from t 12 HP, for lifts, thrashing and purifying machines, besides which there

are still tt gas motors of from 2 12 HP.

In Erfurt the principal plants grown are: asters, balsams, pansies, verbenas, zinnias,

phlo*, Summer carnations and mignonette which cover many hectares of ground. To-

wards the end of Rugust when the fields of flowers are all in full bloom they are

the resort of a great many travellers from the country and abroad. Rbout a million

pots of stocks are grown with from T 9 plants to a pot, tOOOOO pinks and too 000

wallflowers. 4000 persons are employed, and from t 2 million catalogues sent out

every year.
One firm alone grows tOOOOO stocks, 40000 primulas, 35000 petunias, 20000 pinks,

besides 5000 calceolarias, to 000 cinerarias (in three hot houses), t500 coleus (in

two hot houses), 5000 glosrinias (in eight hot -houses), 3000 tuberous -rooted bego-
nias and fuchsia-hybrida (in two glass houses) all in pots for seed. There are

600 hot bed frames for covering an area of 9000 qm. There are t6 large firms

at Erfurt for which about another 50 smaller ones work. To obtain seed from those

plants which cannot be reared in German soil, the largest firms have their own special
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cultiuators and collectors in the South of Europe, Rlgiers, Horth Rmerica and the

Tropics.

Seeds are grown in Rsdiersleben, Eisleben, Halberstadt, Stendal, &c.; in South Ger-

many, especially in Mayence, Darmstadt, Bamberg, Rschaffenburg, Wittenberg, tlurem-

berg, Munich, Ulm, &c.

In accordance with the great production, the trade in seeds is uery esrtensiue, grass
and clouer seed is a uery important item and also forest seeds. The chief places for

the first named are: Hamburg, Berlin, Stettin, Breslau, Kdnigsberg, Darmstadt,

Plieningen (in Wurtemberg) and so on, for the latter: Gross -Tabarz in the Thuringian
Forest, Darmstadt, Rschaffenberg, Munich, Blankenburg in the Harz Mountains, Celle,

Rathenow, &c. Want) of the firms for forest seeds haue their oum drying rooms

(Kleng Institutes), and also prouide the State forests so that the number of drying

institutes, formerly kept up by the State, haue fallen into disuse.

7. The German tree-nurseries are, in number and size, among the first in the

world. There is a uery well hnovon one quite in the neighbourhood of Berlin which

couers an area of 200 ha and employs 400 workmen, sudi an establishment is certainly
not to be found any where else on the European continent. The directors of the

nursery are uery particular about choosing good kinds of trees and shrubs, and are

uery careful to name them correctly. Formerly a great many green house eirotics

were imported and but little wood, now the proportions are reuersed. Many nursery
men send their own trauellers abroad, others get foreign trees through correspondence,

and, thanks to the scientific object of the collections, the result is ridi, uaried and

complete. The German Dendrological Society has a uery fauourable effect upon the

tree culture. The demand for ornamental wood is exceptionally great, in consequence
of the newly laid out grounds mentioned before, the demand for fruit trees is not

much less. There are some splendid new plantations of forest plants especially in

Schleswig-Holstein.
$. The cultiuation ofroses is a special branch of the tree cultiuators work, and
is carried on in nearly all gardens euen on a uery large scale, but by far the greater

part is in the hands of a few growers who make a speciality of it, and who go in

for competition with other countries. The chief places for the cultiuation of roses are

Treues (and that part of u*emburg lying in the neighbourhood which belongs to the

German ,,olluerein"), Dresden, Hamburg, Berlin and its surroundings, Kdstritz, Er-

furt, Rugsburg, &c. The entire work of cultiuation is greatly supported and encouraged

by the German ,,Rosenfreund" Society to which we owe the growth of a great many
nouelties among the German cultiuators, although a large portion still comes from

France, the land of roses, England and the United States.

9. The cultiuation of fruit trees is being encouraged in euery possible manner

by Gouernment, the different communities, the teaching institutes and innumerable

societies who look up to the German Pomological Society as their head. In many
places a trauelling gardener is appointed and the teachers in the board schools are

instructed in the art of growing fruit trees though not generally before they haue a

permanent appointment. The different uarieties are frequently limited to two or three,

and they are planted wholesale, and uery frequently on the roadside. On the paths
of the sewage farms near Berlin there are 1 20 000 fruit trees.
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The fruit trees are generally standard or dwarf bush Kinds though a good deal is

grown on espaliers. The
apple

is the chief fruit, it thrives toell, even in the most
northern and Easterly districts and indeed, as in Scandinavia, acquires a particularly
warm colour and rich aroma.

The largest apple orchards are in Wurtemberg, where the trees generally stand

along the way sides and are planted out in fields. From t$89 tS9S there was an

average of 3 l

/2 million fruit bearing trees there. Recording to the latest enquiries
there are 5394023 core fruit trees and 1908430 stone fruit trees there at present,

(still 544 2T4 trees less than before the severe winters of t8T9/t880). The average

yield is reckoned at the lowest: t apple tree 60 pf., t pear tree T4 pf., t plum tree

23 pf., t apricot tree 9T pf., t cherry tree t mark t9 pf. The fruit crops in Wurtem-

berg were, however, very unfavourable during the last few years, and the fruit yield
is always more uariable than any other kind of crop. R few growers had very good
harvests. One sent off, in tS98, 3 TOO packages by post of dessert fruit, weighing
2000 double centners, besides many waggon loads of kitchen fruit.

Rmong other fruit growing countries there are: Baden, especially the Bergstrasse,

Heidelberg, and the neighbourhood of Buhl (district for Btihler plums) , Rlsace Eorraine

(in tS98 from Wets about 7 900 double centners of mirabelle plums were sent away and in

the three large preserving manufactories about 3 800 double centners were used up),

Hesse-Hassau, the Grand-duchy of Hesse (Friedberg), in Bauaria especially in the

Palatinate and the district of tower Franconia, the kingdom of Saarony, the province
of Sasrony, Brunswick, the ,,Rlte and" in Hanouer near Stade, the place from which

the fruit comes which is sent to Hamburg and England, especially cherries and plums,
Werder and Guben which supply Berlin with fruit, especially cherries, Schleswig- Hoi-

stein, Mecklenburg, and the whole of the Baltic Sea Coast up to West and East Prussia,

then Silesia. In the government district of Wiesbaden in the province of Hesse-

flassau, there are 1 525 896 core fruit trees and t025t25 stone fruit trees, to each

inhabitant 2,86 trees and to every hectare of land 4,69 trees. The mild climate of

the Rheingau, especially Geisenheim, allows the fruit to ripen so that it can be put
side by side with the best French products. R great deal of fruit is grown in the

Rhine province.
Fruit forcing is almost restricted to peaches and grapes; the cultivation of fruit

trees in pots has come into fashion of late. R great deal of fruit is imported es-

pecially from the Tyrol and France, dessert fruit especially from the Tyrol, kitchen

fruit from Bohemia and in great quantities from north Rmerica. The import from

the United States in t89T was t03365 double centners in weight, and valued at

2584000 marks, in t898 only 26860 double centners; the import from British north

Rmerica t89T was 13186, in t898: 2945 double centners.

Berry bearing plants. Much attention has of late been paid to the cultivation of

berry bearing plants, chiefly because the crops are more certain than those of the

core and stone fruit bearing growths. The demand has risen a great deal and a

great quantity of berry wines are now made especially currant wine.

For strawberries the Dierlands near Hamburg have been celebrated for many years;

lately splendid plantations of strawberries have been laid out on the ground at os-

nitz near Dresden, which was formerly the vineyard which was devastated by the
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phylloxera from 3400 ha. From the chief place Kotzschenbroda, where the market
is held euery day, 39436 kg of fruit were despatched by railway between the 2Tth
of Way and the t5th of June in t$92, and between the 29th of May and the tst

of July in t899: 4t02t kg, at least as much was sent direct to Dresden. The straw-

berry plantations in the neighbourhood of Wetz are uery important, and haue been

uery much extended during the last few years, especially in the milage Woippy where
about too ha haue been laid out in strawberry beds. In t$9T: 246550 kg were sent

off by train, and in t89$: 413600 kg besides that, the three largest preserving fac-

tories used up tt5 000 kg in Wetz.

Fruit products, a. Fruit wines. The consumption of cider whidi is the most

important item among fruit wines is increasing. The chief presses used to be in

Wurtemberg and at Frankfort -on -the -Wain, but now many other places take part
in making the beuerage, there are priuate firms as well as joint undertakings. In

Wurtemberg the cider made is mostly consumed at home, but in Franhfort-on-the-

Main it is more an article of export and is sent to the most distant countries,

the largest portion is howeuer sold in the country. In spite of the many factories

in other districts there are nowhere such grand cellars as there are at Frankfort-on-

the-Main, the returns show from t20 1500 hi annually. For the home consumption
in Wiirtemberg the fruit production of the country is insufficient, and in 1896: 3tt2

waggon loads of fruit, eacir weighing tOOOO kg were sent into the country, in 1891:

62Tt, in t898: 67tO, from September to Houember in t89t as much as 1004 from

other countries. The ualue of the fruit introduced into Wurtemberg from other coun-

tries, of which only a small fraction was not used for making cider, is put down at

7 millions marks.

Germany's esrport in fruit wines, principally cider, in 1898 was t033 double centners

in casks, ualued at 32000 marks, and 3244 double centners in bottles, ualued at

UTOOO marks, altogether 42TT double centners against a total of 3240 double cent-

ners in t89T. The chief places of consignment being the West Rfrican harbours.

Berry wines are made in great quantities, especially currant and bilberry wines.

Bilberry wine is uery much drunk in the hospitals; Frankfort -on -the-Wain is the

centre for its manufacture, and there is an annual return of 2 000 hi.

b. Dried fruits. Owing to the immense quantity of dried fruit imported from the

United States it is not a uery profitable business here. It is euident that it is more

profitable to use the fruit for wine making. In the many institutions founded for

obtaining the best ualue from fruit, the wine making branch receiues by far the most
attention. Of course the uery best ualue is to be obtained by the sale of fresh fruit.

c. Uarious products. R sort of jelly is made on the Rhine out of apples which

goes by the name of ,,Rheinisches Kraut"; in Thuringia plums are boiled down to a

sort of mash and is sent with the ,,Rheinisches Kraut" (or fruit paste) to uery distant

countries. The preseruing factories make a great demand upon the supply of fruit.

Fruit markets. The ,,Central market for the Utilisation of Fruit and the

Fruit market Committee" in Frankfort-on-the-Main has a most beneficial effect

upon the intercourse between the grower and the consumer. In the year t899, there

was t62tOOt5 offered and a demand of t3989T60 kg; the returns, regulated by the

interuention of the central market, were about 9 000 000 kg. Since the foundation of
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the central market seuen or eight years ago, the supply was 98505828 and the demand
80 826 OT4, the returns 36 T32 935 kg. There are fruit markets held in seueral towns,

to. Garden machinery and implements. With the extension of gardening the re-

quirements in machinery and implements haue grown more exacting. Great impor-
tance is attached to good heating apparatus, and practical, fairly inexpensive green
houses which again may be said to raise the standard of horticulture. The tools,

kniues, shears, and watering pots haue been much improved of late. The implements
for syringing the plants with liquid manure haue been adopted in the nursery gardens.
tt. Horticultural teaching. Training in this branch has made a great deal of

progress. For higher education there three institutes in Prussia: The Royal Horti-

cultural Institute at Wildpark near Potsdam which has been in existence for 15 years,
and will be moued to Dahlem near Berlin next year in the neighbourhood of the

new botanical gardens; the Royal Pomological Institute at Proskau near Oppeln (Upper
Silesia), and the Royal Training School for Fruit and Dine Cultiuation at Geisenheim-

on-the-Rhine. In the Kingdom of Wiirtemberg there is a priuate institution at Reut-

lingen founded I860; in the Kingdom of Saxony since t892, the higher school for

horticulture at Dresden. There is a medium priuate institute at Ko'stritz.

Cower schools are partly connected with the higher ones and are partly independent,
also supported by the different states in the Bund or else by the prouincial munici-

palities. In Prussia there are 23 of them, in Bauaria 5, in Saxony 2, in Wiirtem-

berg 4, in Baden t, in Saxe-Weimar t, in the grand-duchy of Hesse t.

There are lectures on the cultiuation of fruit trees and on the uses of fruit and uege-
tables held in the institutes and the same are held at different places by the travelling

teachers of gardening.
In some towns there are euening schools for gardening for the benefit of those young
people who are practically engaged during the day time, especially in Berlin and

teipzig; in some places the workmen themselues haue arranged classes for their own

improuement, particularly in Berlin; and in others, the apprentices and assistant-

gardeners attend the euening classes for general higher education. In many places

there are school gardens and orchards especially for pupils.

12. Rssociations, periodicals, literature. The inclination to form clubs and

associations is uery uniuersal and the number of such unions has risen from 367

in t893 to 423 in t900; a great many special unions haue been formed as for instance:

The German Rosenfreund Rssociation, the German Dendrological Society, the German
Dahlia Society, &c. The largest society embracing all Germany is the Association of

German -Market -Gardeners" with about 3 too members, that is followed by the German
Rosenfreund Rssociation with about 1 600 members, and the German Pomological

Society with about t400 members. The oldest of the larger societies is the Society

for the Promotion of Horticulture in the Prussian States; it was founded in t822

and is under the patronage of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor. There are seueral

auxiliary societies for gardeners assistants most of which haue joined the ,,6eneral

German Gardeners Ceague" which has founded a sick fund for all Germany. Most
of the associations publish annual reports or periodicals. The horticultural press has

grown uery much within the last few years, and many periodicals on a large scale

haue been brought out and haue a large circulation. There is a total of about
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20 periodicals and seueral advertising papers. The works on gardening increase in

number euery year, some are uery ualuable, and it is owing to the interest some few

publishing firms in Berlin, Stuttgart, Frankfort-on -the-Oder and eipzig show in them
that all brandies of horticultural science are suitably treated.

t3. Insurance against damage done by hail. The German Mutual -Hail -Insurance

Company for flursery gardens, &c., has been in existence in Berlin since t84T. It is

uery satisfactory in its effect and takes in the greater part of the market gardens in

Tlorth and Middle Germany. The books show:

the Insurance capital the Premium receipts Reserue fund

tSTO t OT6 745 marks H t09 marks 39 2t t marks
tSSO 4108604 - 56488 - 8t T63 -

1890 6679063 - t00552 - 243060 -

1899 10802000 - 168800 - ?

the number of policies amounted to 6 t80 in t899.

Statistics. Recording to the census of the professions and industries on the

t4th of June t895 (Statistics of the German Empire, new set, uol. tt2, p. 50*) it appears
that there were in the German Empire 32 540 ornamental and market gardeners

establishments, including bouquet and wreath shops and the tree nursery gardens;
the surface used for the ornamental and market gardeners purposes amounted to

235TO ha; 94,06 percent of the establishments used under 2 ha, i. e. 23,9t percent
under to a, 59,Tt per cent to a to t ha, tO,44 per cent t-^2 ha. In Prussia there are

23 024 establishments, in Saarony 240t, in Bauaria 2242, in Rlsace-Corraine 953, in

Baden 885, in Wurttemberg 646, &c. there were 1 08 462 persons employed in ornamental

and market gardening as their diief occupation, ttt24 as e*tra work, total 1 19586.

In the diief establishments, 26 haue ouer too fellow workers, t95 between 2t and too,

438 between tt and 20, tt06 between 6 and to, 10996 between 2 and 5.
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Rppendi*.
Rs the lists of the exports and imports in the uear 1899 haue come out while we
are still printing, we add them, particularly as the different fruits haue been diuided

up into separate lists for the first time, whidi we gratefully acknowledge.

Sorts of goods
Import

Double Ualue in

centners tOOO marks

Export
Double Ualue in

centners t OOO'tnarhs

Flowers and green for bouquets, &c.,
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6roup VIIL

Gardening and Rrboriculture.

Collective Exhibit of German
Gardening.

Business manager: Mr. Seidel, Horticulturist

and owner of nurseries, taubegast near Dresden.

213IHeinridt Henkel * Darmstadt * Court purueyor.

landscape gardener to the English and Russian
courts. Special culture of new and rare plants,

green-houses, palm-houses, trees and coniferas.

213819. Hinner * Treues-Pallien * Culture of roses

Groups of roses (show-groups). Groups of

one kind, and different specimens arranged
together. Rlso new specimens of own rearing.

2 139 Peter Cambert * Irenes- on -the -Moselle (St.

Marten) * Rose nursery gardens. By appoint-
ment to the Grand Duhe of Baden, newest
uarieties of roses of own rearing, and a

collection of the newest uarieties or roses of

the last fine years. The ,,Rosen-2eitung" exists

for many years.

2 140 Paul Corenz * Zwickau in Saxony * By appoint-
ment to the Court of Saaronu. Landscape and

nursery gardener. Specialty: flew uarteties

of Canna plants.

214tWilhelm Pfitzer * Stuttgart * nursery gardener
and seedsman. Establishment for all new
hinds of flowers and plants. Export trade to

all parts of the world. Canna, Montbretien
and Begonia bulbs.

21420. Posdiarshy * Caubegast- Dresden Tree

nursery. 1 group of fine trees, 1 group of

coniferas.

21431. 3. Rud. Seidel * nursery gardens, Manor of

GrungrabdiennearSdiwepnitz * Rhododendrons

grown for winter climates in dwarf and show
sizes.

2t44Robert Steffen * Dalldorf near Berlin Rose

nursery gardens. 100 long -stemmed roses,

200 short -stemmed grafted roses (one year

old).

2145C. P. Strassheim * Trankfort-on-the-Main-
Sadtsenhausen Rn assortment of 360 uarieties

of wild roses.

2146H. Wrede * Cuneburg (Prouince of Hanouer) *

Uiola tricolormaxima, cut flowers for temporary
exhibitions in late summer and autumn.

Collective Exhibit of Designs of

Gardens by the Society of German
Rrtistic Gardeners, Berlin.

Business manager: Mr. Tindelmann, town In-

spector of gardens. Berlin n. 31, Humboldthain.

Carl Coers & Sohn, Landscape Gardener * Dort- 2152
mund.

Cordes, Rrdiitect and Cemetery Director * Ham- 2153

burg.

Endie, Director of the Royal Gardens * Potsdam. 2154

Tinken, Landscape Gardener * Cologne -on -the- 2155
Rhine.

Glum, landscape Gardener * Berlin. 2156

Goebel, Head Gardener * Trankfort-on-the-Main. 2 1ST

Haak nadifolger (Kohler), Landscape Gardener * 2158
Berlin.

Halleruorden, Garden-engineer
Berlin.

Steglitz near 2159

Senat der Treien und Hansestadt Hamburg *2160

(Cemetery of Ohlsdorf).

Magistrat der Stadt Hannouer. 2161

Hei&e, town Inspector of gardens * Radten. 2162

Hoppe, Landscape Gardener * Zehlendorf near 2163

Berlin.

Klaeber, landscape Gardener * Wannsee near 2 164

Berlin.

Klawun, Landscape Gardener
felde near Berlin.

T. Korner, landscape Gardener
Berlin.

6ross-idtter-2165

Steglitz near 2 166

Gottfried Mehler, Builder of grottos * Hamburg. 2161

Menzel, Garden-engineer * Breslau. 2168

Sdiulze, town Head Gardener * Hanouer. 2169

Gebriider Siesmayer, Landscape Gardeners *2UO
Bodienheim - Frankfort - on- the- Main.

Trip, Director of the town gardens Hanouer. 21 It

Wendt, landscape Gardener * Berlin. 2112

Weiss, town Head Gardener * Berlin. 2113

ahn, Town Gardener * Stendal. 2114
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II. Forestry.*)

the German forests are closely bound up with the German people's Hues in legends,

poetry and history. In times of old they were protected by laws and statutes, under

pain of corporal punishment, and they are still kept up with the greatest care in

acknowledgement of their great national value, not only by the State, but by private
landowners and provincial corporations, to whidi bodies, in accordance with historical

development, more or less rights belong, whidi are also conceded by the State. Re-

cording to the census for professions and industries of June t4th, t895 (statistics of

the German Empire, new set, vol. tt2 p. 52) there are

in the German Empire 953 $74 forest economy establishments

of these there are connected, with farming industry 93t$33 or 9T,69 per cent.

Forestry only, and these are the most important 2204t - 2,3t -

the actual surface used for forestry by these establishments amounts to 13 725 930 ha,

1. e. 27,66 per cent of the entire cultivated surface of the German Empire, whidi em-
braces 49627751 ha.

Whereas, on an average, a quarter of the cultivated surface of Germany is taken

up by forests, the shares of the different States in the Bund and their provinces in

it are very varied in size. Over a third of the Prussian provinces of Brandenburg,
Hessen-Hassau and the Rhineland is wooded, the Prussian province of Sdileswig-
Holstein (7,25 per cent), parts of Hanover (the government department Ruridi 3,57,

Stade 7,74 per cent) are poor in wood, for there is a great deal of pasture, moor
and heath land in those parts, thus the average for all Prussia sinks to 25,56 per
cent, the grand -dudiy of Oldenburg is likewise poor in wood. Bavaria (33,47 per

cent), Baden (40,93 per cent), the grand-dudiy of Hessen (35,0 percent), the thuringian
states (3545 per cent), and Elsass-Cothringen (34,45 per cent) are on the contrary
ridi in wood.
From Borggreve's plant geography point of view it is divided up as follows:

t. the Tlorth -East- German Scotdi- pine district, 2. the Horth-West- German heath district,

3. the Cower-Rhine-Westphalian oak district, 4, the West-German beedi district, 5. the

Middle-German fir-tree district, 6. the South-German pine and fir district, 7. the

Pfalzisdie beedi and Scotdi-pine district, $. the Imperial provinces fir and beedi district,

9. the meadow and deciduous wood district, this last named cuts across every other

district and comprehends those parts of the low -lying neighbourhoods of the great
rivers whidi are liable to inundation, so far as they are wooded at all. Recording
to this the trees whidi are dtaracteristic for the wood landscapes as well as for the

forest economy can be put as follows:

t. the oak for the small Cower- Rhine-Westphalian district,

2. the beedi for all the rest of north-West- Germany from Pomerania to theOdenwald,
3. the fir tree for South-Germany,
4. the pine for the high- lying Middle- Germany hill country,
5. the Scotdi-pine for all the north- East-German plains,

6. the varied deciduous mixture (elms, oaks, ash trees with splendid growth), though as a

rule without either beedies or birdies in the low -lying woods whidi are often inundated.

*) With the hind assistance of Herrn Kgl. forstmeister Kottmeier.

15
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The State Commission has a fisred end in mew and a systematic method of procedure
with regard to the interests of the peoples well- being, settlements, regulations of the

water at the sources of the riuers, utilisation of waste ground, the rise of wages in

poor milages by giuing work in the woods: loading, carting, &c. In the East of the

Empire large tracts of unprofitable land have been bought up and planted out, and
in the prouince of Silesia a great deal of work has been undertaken to regulate the

water conditions of the Oder by planting forests in the neighbourhood of its source.

The German Forest Commission is held in high esteem abroad and the State requires

higher education of the officials employed who are expected, in addition to the tedi-

nical ordering of the forest, to work from a political economy point of mew for the

welfare of the German woods and the Fatherland.

The trade in building wood and timber is uery considerable. The import is now
t4 times greater than the export.

Import Carport
of building wood and timber

double centner walue in double centner ualue in

100 kg 1 000 marks 100 hg 1 000 marks

1892 32963974 156666 2964688 t5872
t898 47725712 308698 3 3T9 305 22 6T3

out of that from Trance out of that to France

t898 121941 730 175301 1163

the 22041 establishments for forestry only include the largest forests, and the

forests of orjer 1000 ha in the mpire take up on an average half the entire forest-

couered surface.

34,54 per cent of the surface of the Empire used for purely forest economy falls to

the State and crown forests; the number of the State and crown forests amounts
to 2215. the entire surface cowers 4998802 ha, of whidi 4741422 ha or 94,85 per
cent is pure forest.

Recording to the papers on the forest statistics of the German Empire of the year 1884,

the State share amounted to 32,4 per cent; town forests 15,2 per cent, private forests

48,3 per cent, endowments 1,3 per cent, associations 2,5 per cent. Recording to the

same statistics the entire surface of the forest ground (whidi was given at that time

as 13900611 ha or 25,78 per cent of the entire surface) is taken up by evergreens:

65.5 per cent and deciduous trees 34,5 per cent. The evergreens are composed of

42.6 per cent Scotdi pines, 0,3 per cent lardies, 22,6 per cent pines and firs; the

deciduous trees: 14,7 per cent beedi wood, 3,5 per cent oak wood, 3,3 per cent birdi,

alder, and aspen wood, 3,1 per cent oak coppice, 0,3 willow enclosures, 3,1 per cent

of other underwood of different kinds, 6,5 per cent coppice with standards.

Of the different kinds of growths, we distinguish: high wood in whidi th etrees

are grown from seeds; under wood whidi comes up from coppice shoots; coppice
with standards, in whidi the high trees come from seeds, the under growth from

coppice shoots. There are besides irregularly grown forests, in whidi only single
trees or groups of trees are felled, not whole spaces cleared; pollard wood and

pruned wood growths.
L Wittmack.
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Group IX.

Forestry
* Hunting *

Fishing
* Products of the Ground

grow without Cultivation.

Class 5t.

Hunting Weapons.

(Machines and Manufactories.)

220tduard KeUner * Cologne-on-the-Rhine Ma-

nufactory of arms, rifles, &c. in Cologne -on-

the-Rhine and Suhl in Ihuringia. Double-

firing rifles, three gun -barrels, single cases

for loading, and repeating -rifle for shooting.

2202 Haynauer Raubthierfallenfabrik 6. Grell & Co. *

Haynau in Silesia * fcrport of the Haunauer

original wild animal traps or cages, machine
for making clay pigeons and glass balls, game
locker and other implements of the chase.

See also cl. 53.

Class 53.

Implements, Fishing TadUe and Products

of Fishery. Fish Culture.

Berliner mechanische fletzfabrik "Franz Klinder * 2208

Heubabelsberg * Manufacture of fishing nets

in cotton, hemp and linen thread, &c. export
to all

parts
of the voorld. exhibited are diffe-

rent kinds of nets, turine for nets.

Haynau cr Raubthierfallenfabrik E. Grell & Co. * 2209

Haynau in Silesia. See cl. 51.

Triedrich Knaack * Stettin Manufacture of 2210

oiled materials. Oiled and imperuiable clothing
for sailors , fishermen , labourers , railway and
custom house officials, miners, yachting, &c.

Gustat) Kroeber, Owner of the fish culture 22 tt

Diirenhausen (Baoaria) * R fish feeding machine.

15*
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The total area demoted to agriculture in Germany is about 32
'/,

million hectares.

Of this total, about t9Vi million hectares = 60 !

/4 per cent constitute the peasant

holdings, these varying in size from S^tOO ha. Trom the percentage it is seen that

these form the ba(h bone of German agriculture. Indeed the future of German

agriculture depends on the preservation of a prosperous peasantry.

Rgriculture is very highly developed in Germany and is carried on mostly on the

intensive system. Rgricultural production has been greatly blessed by the wide spread

systems of drainage, deep -culture, drilling and hoeing of the crops (not only of sudi

crops as beets, potatoes, &c., but also the cereals), the proper crop succession and

above all the use of artificial fertilizers. By these measures, together with the use

of nitrogen -accumulating plants, it has become possible to make the lightest sandy
and moor soils productive, and so entire stretdies of land hitherto uncultivated are

noiu utilized in providing food for the people. The intensive system of culture arose

diiefly in connection with the sugar industry, the sugar beet requiring the most care-

ful attention and working.
The advancement of agriculture in Germany is cared for by 50 experiment Stations

belonging to the Rssociation of experiment Stations and supported by the government
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and by t9 private Experiment Stations. Higher instruction in agriculture is given in

t4 Universities or Rcademies, while instruction in the lower brandies is prouided for

by 283 Middle and Rgricultural Winter Sdiools, these latter hairing proued themselves

especially valuable. The training of farmers' daughters is prouided for by household

schools. The great interest for the development of agriculture is divided among 3 900

agricultural unions whidi have as their heads Rgricultural Central Unions or in Prussia,

Rgricultural Boards. The Minister of Rgriculture is diosen by these latter bodies.

The German Rgricultural Society, urith a membership of over t2000, and with head

quarters in Berlin, looks after the technical advancement of agriculture. There exist

also Federations of Farmers. The association system is very highly developed in

Germany. There are at present in Germany in the form of credit, purdiasing and

selling associations, dairy associations and breeding associations, about t2000 asso-

ciations whidi for the most part are combined into greater unions and form a con-

siderable power in the land.

Sto<k Breeding.

This has experienced a gratifying growth during the last decade in Germany both as

regards number and quality. The etablishment of breeding associations, the intro-

duction of pedigree books, &c., have roused the desire on the part of the German far-

mers for a rational system of cattle breeding. Recording to the Imperial Statistics

of t89T there were at that time in Germany:

Horses , , , , 4 03$ 485 head

Cattle 18490TT2 -

Swine , , , , 122T455T -

Sheep t0886TT2 -

Horse breeding. The breeding of light horses on whidi the fighting ability of the

German Empire depends, is carried on mostly in the Eastern part, that of heavy

draught horses of Belgian or English descent, more in the Western and Southern

part of Germany. Since 1883 the number of horses has increased y, million head.

Cattle breeding. This is in the most flourishing condition. With the exception of

a few indigenous or mountain varieties suitable mostly for local purposes, the diief

kinds raised are lowland cattle of Dutdi or Rustrian descent, or highland cattle of

Simmenthaler origin. Since 1883 there has been an increase of 3 million head of

cattle and furthermore a marked increase in their productivity. The milk obtained

is worked up in numerous Rssociation- Dairies, whose number increases yearly.

Hog breeding. This has also experienced a gratifying increase (more than 5 mil-

lions since 1883). The principal varieties raised are indigenous varieties and those of

English descent which give with the former a cross breed best suited to the purposes
of hog-raising.

Sheep breed ing. Rsa result of the decline in the price of wool this has decreased

very notably. Instead of the 28 million sheep whidi were raised during the sixties,

we have now only about tO,9 millions.
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Tarm Produce.

Recording to the Imperial Statistics, Germany produced in t$9T:

Rye .......... 6932506 t

Wheat and Spelt , . , 3 259 996 -

Barley ......... 2242015 -

Oats .......... 4$4t446 -

Meadow hay ..... 2t2tt535 -

Potatoes ........ 29 80t 092 -

Sugar beets ...... t369T892 -

The agricultural production increases uisibly from year to year as a result of the

introduction of measures for intensive agriculture. Especially worthy of mention

is the aduance made in the raising of new, especially fruitful, uarieties of plants

in latter years. Germany stands in the uery front rank of this important branch of

agriculture.

Rye culture. This is the most important brandi of agriculture in Germany, about

40 per cent of the agricultural area being deuoted to this purpose. The lighter and

medium soils of East Germany are best adapted to this purpose. The best uarieties at

present are: uon Cochow's Petkuser, Heine's Zeelander, the Probsteier and Pirna rye.

Wheat is cultivated diiefly on the better soils of Middle and South Germany. The

principal uarieties planted are those of English origin, especially ,,Square Head" wheat.

These giue larger yields and by careful cultiuation are constantly improved.
The cultiuation of barley is a uery important branch of agriculture in Germany,
so much being required for brewing purposes, in fact at the present time the home

production is not sufficient to meet this demand. Howeuer, the efforts to extend the

cultiuation of barley ar meeting with marked success. The best uariety for brewing

purposes is Cheualier barley, but recently the easily cultiuated Hanna barley is largely

planted. Quite recently the raising of winter barley has greatly increased.

Oat culture. Outside of indigenous uarieties chiefly Probsteier uarieties are grown.
These are characterized by the large yield and stiff stalks.

Potato growing is well deueloped. Its aduancement has been aided chiefly by a

rational system of fertilizing and by the use of new uarieties, productiue in the ex-

treme and capable of resisting potato -blight. The best and most esrtensiuety cultiuated

uarieties at the present time are Richter's Imperator, Professor Waercker and Geheim-

rath Thiel, Cimbal's Silesia, Prince Hatzfeld and Bismarck, Paulsen's Rthene, &c. The

old uarieties of potatoes are disappearing more and more.

Sugar beet culture. This is carried on in a most rational manner, and indeed

has become the model for the intensiue and rational agriculture of Germany. By
improuements in the method of cultiuation of the growing beets and in the method
of selection as carried out by Dippe in Quedlinburg, Klein -Wanzleben, &c., the sugar
content of the beets and their manufacturing ualue has been increased to such

an extent that the German sugar industry with its superb beets is able to pro-
duce sugar on an enormous scale, and to serue as a model for other lands in this

industry.
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Rgricultural Industries.

The manufacture of sugar in Germany is confined exclusively to the sugar beet, the
condition of the beet is being constantly improved, and in medium years has a sugar
content of from t4 to t5 per cent, while in more favorable years it runs as high
as U per cent. Rt the present the German sugar beet seed, because of its excellence,

governs the markets of the world. The dtief seat of the sugar industry is the Prussian

province of Saxony, in latter years, however, the sugar yield of eastern and northern

Germany has largely increased. Southern Germany possesses only a feu? sugar manu-
facturies. In 189T/98, 13697 892 t of sugar beets were worked up in 402 sugar
factories. These beets were raised on 43TU4ha, giving thus an average yield of

320 double hundredweights per hectare. "From these beets 1844400 t of sugar of all

grades were manufactured. For the production of one double hundredweight of raw

sugar T,43 double hundredweights of sugar beets are required. On an auerage 240 t

of beets are worked up in one factory during a working period of 12 hours. The

large factories work up in the same time ISO to tOOO t. 95162 persons are em-

ployed in the sugar factories and refineries. Since only 636 399 t of sugar were con-

sumed in Germany in the years t89T and 1898 it will readily be seen how valuable

is the exportation of sugar, amounting in these two years to t03252t t, valued at

2t2,4 million marks. The largest quantities are exported to England and the United

States of Rmerica. But the consumption of sugar in Germany is rapidly increasing.

From T,4 kg per capita in t89T it rose to tt,8 kg in t898. The sugar factories are

constructed according to the most approved methods of modern technique. The great
madiine factories of Halle-on-the-Saale, Magdeburg, Brunswick, &c., produce exemplary

plants not only for Germany , but for the whole world. These factories also produce
much machinery for the cane sugar industries in the tropics.

The diffusion method for obtaining sugar from beets has been generally introduced.

The juice is next clarified with lime, the excess of lime removed by saturating
with carbonic acid, this process being repeated, and finally in many factories the

juice is still further purified by treatment with sulphurous acid. The deposits
from the sugar juice are always remoued by admirably constructed filter presses.
These are produced in large numbers for the foreign trade by the German factories.

The evaporation of the juice is carried on in the vacuum apparatus and in ap-

paratus so constructed as to make the greatest possible use of the steam produced,
this being used three and mostly four times for heating the cool juice. The crys-
tallization of the sugar is effected in almost all cases by keeping the juice in motion

in so-called ,,Sudmaischen" (seething mash). Several factories prepare granulated
white sugar, but for the most part only raw sugar is produced. This is afterwards

worked up in special refineries in the form of pure sugar, refined sugar, &c. The

lixiviated residues of the sugar beet are used as cattle food, being preserved in silos

where it is transformed into an acid food. Many factories have attached special

drying apartments for these residues and produce thus a valuable food stuff called

,,Trockenschnitzeln" (dry clippings).

Molasses, the last product in the manufacture of sugar, is either worked up for

its sugar in special manufacturies according to the Strontium method (since the
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introduction of this process the works for obtaining sugar from molasses, formerly
a part of the raw sugar factories, haue wholly disappeared) or it is used as a ualuable

food stuff either in its original form or misred with other food stuffs. The nutritiue

ualue of sugar is becoming more and more widely recognized. Indeed the last

crystalline after product is now prized as cattle food. The interests of the German

sugar industry are guarded and promoted by the Central Rssociation for the Beet

Sugar Industry, with its headquarters and scientific laboratories in Berlin.

The manufacture of spirit. This is for the most part an agricultural industry
in Germany, there being only a few industrial distilleries. In spite of this fact that

the amount produced in Germany is uery great, 3 281 890 hi were produced in t89T/98.
Of this total amount 2 258 800 hi was consumed in the Empire, making 4,2 I per capita.
889800 hi were used for industrial purposes, and only 38202 hi were exported. The

export of spirit is accordingly not nearly so great as that of sugar. The greater part
of the spirit is made from potatoes in distilleries situated on the farms. In 1891/98,
5985 distilleries worked up 226tOOOt of potatoes, obtaining 259tt54hl of spirit,

while 8 052 distilleries produced from the cereals only 5TT 262 hi. Thirty distilleries

produced 134202 hi spiritus from molasses. In t89T/98, 9T6 pressed yeast factories

combined with spirit manufacturing produced 384689 hi spiritus. "Finally in 465Tt
smaller distilleries 25 268 hi were produced from fruits. 35 458 persons were em-

ployed in the distilleries and manufacturies for pressed yeast.
The arrangement of the distilleries, whether they be for potatoes or grain consists

in practically all cases of a conical steamer (Henze-steamer) in whidi the raw
material is treated with compressed steam in order to bring the stardiy meal to a

pulp. The further working of the material takes place in the first-mash-tun which
is generally kept cool by flowing water and is always prowded with a powerful

stirring apparatus. Here the sugar is formed upon the addition of malt. The acid

process has not been largely adapted in Germany, because it makes the residue

valueless as a f9od stuff. ,,ong or Strong Malt" is mostly used, this being pre-

pared from barle*y. The fermentation is carried on in oats holding from two to fiue

thousand liters, the fermentation being produced by a yeast made mostly in the

distilleries from pure culture yeast. In all the newly constructed distilleries the

alcohol is obtained from the mash by stills made up of columns and working
continuously. Remarkably fine apparatus of this kind is made in Germany. The
old forms of stills are rapidly disappearing. The raw spirit is rectified in special
refineries. The best produced is obtained from potato spirit. Koweuer by the use of

llge's apparatus it is possible to obtain a uery fine spirit directly from the mash.
The distilling industry of Germany is highly deueloped and carried on in a scientific

manner. This is due most largely to the excellent work of the experiment Station

for the spirit industry situated at Berlin and directed, by Delbruck. The association

of spirit manufacturers, with headquarters in Berlin looks after the technical and
economical interests of this industry. Rt the instigation of this association most of

the distilleries haue recently united into a Central Spirit Sale Rssociation, in order

to be able to influence the selling price of the products, athing which could not be

done by the single distilleries.

The residues from the distillation of potatoes and grain, ,,wash", is of great ualue
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as a food stuff. Rs a matter of fact the potato distilleries edst more for the sake of

the food stuff obtained than for the spirit, since the more estensiue raising of cattle

made possible by the feeding of ,,wash", produces a larger quantity of fertilizer and

consequently a ridier condition of the soil. In this regard the distilleries haue a

higher agricultural ualue than the sugar manufacturies. the residues from the di-

stillation of grain are often dried in especial apparatus and brought on the market as

a valuable food stuff, ridi in protein and fats.

The manufacture of pressed yeast in Germany is always carried on in connection

with the manufacture of spirit. Rye, maize and buckwheat are the raw materials.

The chief centers of this industry are Stettin, Hamburg, Breslau, Dresden and Cologne,

many of the factories being very large. The crushed raw materials are ,,tnashed"

with hot water but not under high pressure, the starch changed to sugar by malt

and fermentation set up by addition of pure culture yeast. The yeast rises to the

surface, is skimmed off, washed, and pressed in moulds. Formerly starch was mUed
with the yeast before pressing but this is being rapidly giuen up. The airing process,

which giues a greater yield of yeast, has been generally adopted in all the larger

pressed -yeast manufacturies and has proved very satisfactory.

Uinegar is manufactured in T06 establishments where this is the chief article pro-

duced. Furthermore, its manufacture is carried on as a side industry in 43 1 manu-
facturies. In the former it is produced chiefly from spirit by the Schiitjenbach method,
in the latter, malt, beer and wine vinegar are produced.
The amount of vinegar and acetic acid exported in t$9T/t$9$ was 495tt, valued at

three million marks.

The chief raw material for the manufacture of starch is the potato. These are

grated, then thoroghly washed with water. This water is then drawn off, allowed

to stand and the starch settles on the bottom of the uessel. It is purified by washing
and then dried, or used in the wet condition for the manufacture of starch sugar,

syrup and dextrin. The residues from the manufacture of potato starch, the pulp,

possesses a slight value as a food stuff but does not equal in value the residues

from the manufacture of sugar by the diffusion process or the mash from the di-

stilleries, nevertheless it always finds a useful agricultural application. Starch is

obtained from the grains of wheat, maize or rice either by the fermentation process

or by treatment with such chemicals as sulphurous acid or caustic soda, such treatment

being necessary in order to destroy the cohesion between the starch and the gluten

of the grain. On account of the fact that the manufacture of starch is not subject

to taxation it is impossible to give an accurate statement of the amount produced.

However, it is evident that Germany produces much more starch than is needed at

home from the fact that in t$9T/t$9S 2662Tt were exported. It is manufactured in

663 principal and 54 side establishments, 5 516 workmen being employed.

Starch-sugar manfacturing. Starch-sugar is obtained from wet, raw potato

starch which is converted into dextrose by treatment with sulphuric acid. The pro-

duct obtained always contains about t5 per cent of desrtrin, the change into dextrose

never being complete. However, only a small part is worked up into pure starch-

sugar by far the greater part is used in the preparation of starch syrup which must

contain larger quantities of de*trin in order to prevent crystallization.
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In 1897/98 there were 2$ stardi sugar factories; producing 7527 t of stardi sugar
and 35413 t of stardi syrup. The stardi sugar industry is now in a very flourishing
condition. 2tTl workmen were employed in the 2$ factories.

Beer brewing and malt manufacturing. Formerly beer breweries manufactured

all of the malt they required. More recently, however, conditions have (hanged, the

breweries still making some malt, but buy large quantities of malt manufactured in

factories especially for this purpose. In malt factories and breweries the older methods
are still employed, but of course with the most modern medianical arrangements.
But in the larger factories the medianical pneumatic manufacture of malt is being

largely introduced. There are in Germany T92 principal and t2 side establishments

engaged in the manufacture of malt, employing a total of 609t persons. Malt is

manufactured almost exclusively from barley. Beer brewing is one of the most im-

portant industries in Germany, the home consumption being very great. There are

H859 breweries in Germany whidi give employment to 91 682 persons.
There were produced:

1 000 hi Beer
'

,

ConsumpHon^per
capita

t$97 t$90 1880 1891 1890 1880

Horth Germany ,,. 4t 636 322T9 2t t36 99 84 62

Bavaria 16982 t442T U82T 286 258 224

Wurtemberg 4100 3508 3396 t94 tT2 tT2

Baden 274t 1 6T9 t 156 156 102 14

Rlsace-Corraine , , , 964 83T 983 58 52 63

66423 52730 38498

In 1897, 9t099 hi of beer were exported, against whidi, however, must be counted

an import of 68965 hi, mostly from Rustria (Pilsener beer).

In the German beer breweries, all of the most modern tedinical and scientific methods

haue been introduced. There is in Berlin a sdiool and experiment station for brewers,

under the experienced direction of Delbriid*. There is a similar establishment in Munich

conducted by Rubry, still another in Hohenheim conducted by Behrend. RU first class

breweries now use pure culture yeast, whidi is prepared in the special establishments

mentioned above. The German breweries profit by every advance of bacteriological

and mycological investigation particularly as made practical by tinder in Berlin.

Proper regulation of temperature as necessary during the process of fermentation is

gained by admirable cooling apparatus arranged according to the tinder system. By
far the greater part of German beer is made by fermentation from below, only in

north Germany is beer made by surface fermentation. 7775000 hi of the latter

beer were made mostly from wheat malt (type, Berlin White Beer). In most of the

German States there is a surrogate prohibition for the breweries, in the north German

Brewing Rssociation sudi a prohibition is striven for; the view is rightly held that

beer is a drink whidi should be prepared only from malt, water and hops. Rs a

matter of fact the use of surrogate in Germany is now very slight (only 14207 t of

surrogate as against 759088 t of malted grain).
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Summary of agricultural Products used in the agricultural Industries'
and their Dalues.

Sugar making
t4 million tons sugar beets 252 million marks

Spirit making
20 million double hundredweights potatoes 50

t barley t3

Whiskey and pressed yeast making
2 million double hundredweights grain 30

Starch making
20 million double hundredweights potatoes 50

1 grain to

Beer brewing
tS million double hundredweights barley 325

20,2 -
hops 53

0,28 - wheat 5

Total, , , TSS million marks

Residues from the aboue, used for agricultural purposes:
In brewing 42 million marks
Potato distilleries t5

Whiskey distilleries 5,5

Stardi manufacture 6

Sugar making 25 -

93,5 million marks

Ma* Maercker.
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6roup VII.

Rgriculture.

Rrtistic arrangement of group VII and X by Professor Carl Hoffacher, Berlin.

Collectiue Exhibit of German
Rgriculture.

Management: Herr Ministerialdirehtor im Mini-

sterium fur andwirthschaft, Domanen und Torsten

Dr. Thiel. Berlin.

Group I. Class 5.

Agricultural Instruction.

2245 R. Brendel * Colony Grunewald near Berlin,
Bismarck-RUee 31 * Models for the instruction

in botany.

2246 Deutsche andwirthschafts-6esellscnaft *Berlin*

Map, showing distribution of agricultural
schools in Germany. See also Tlr. 229T.

224T S. C-lster Berlin Tl.O., tleue Konigstr. 61/68 *

Factory for gas appliances. The respirator

apparatus in use in the animal physiological
institute of the agricultural college together
with burette bath as suggested by professor
Zuntz. Apparatus for measurement of breath-

ing products for marching experiments Prof.

Zuntz. See also gr. Ill d. 15 p. 145.

2248 Gartnerlehranstalt Witdparh- Potsdam.

2249andwirthschaftliche Rkademie Poppelsdorf-
Bonn , Picture of the college and its institutes

together with plans. Rhine prouince specimens
of stone and earth. Agricultural and natural

science means of instruction.

2250 andwirthschaftliche Hochschule Berlin ptan
of building of agricultural high sdtool. Scienti-

fical apparatus see Hr. 2 241.

225t andwirthschaftliche Institute der Uniuersitat

Breslau pians of the institutes. Publications,

pictures, prospectuses.

2252 tandwirthschaftliches Institut der Uniuersital

Giessen Models relating to sugar manu-

factory, distillery and thrashing machines.

2253 andwirthschaftliches Institut der Uniuersitat

Gottingen pictures and plans of the institute

and practice ground. Publications of the

institute.

2254 tandiuirthschaftliches Institut der Uniuersitat

Halle * pictures and plans of the institute,

garden for domestic animals, practice ground

and geological section, apparatus for examin-
ation of soil, other means of instruction in

agriculture and publications of the institute.

Candioirthsdiaftliches Institut der Uniuersitat 2255

Kdnigsberg * Plan of the institute and experi-
mental aduantages. Publications of the in-

stitute.

andtuirthsdiaftlidies Institut der Uniuersitat 2256

Ceipzig.

andwirths(haftssdiule Bitburg * Uieio of the 2251

college. Means of instruction see Hr. 2211.

andvoirths(haftssduile Cleue * Models of plou- 225$

ghed and pasture land utensils.

andiuirthschaftssdiule Dahme * Specimens of 2259

seed, manure, and luool, model of the different

sowing machine spreading apparatus.
andunrthsdiaftsschule Dobeln * Projection ap-2260
paratus to demonstrate scientific preparations
and pictures.
andu)irthsdtaftssdiule ldena * teadiing of 2261

knowledge of the soil.

andwirthsdtaftssdiule Tlensburg * Uiew of 2262
school. Collection of food stuffs.

andwirthsdtaftss(huleHeiligenbeil * Collection 2263

of horse shoes. Collection of milk testing

apparatus. Spirit preparations for instruction

in fish cultiuation. Collection of models of

ploughs.
tandwirthsdiaftsschule Helmstedt * Means of 2264
instruction.

andwirthsdiaftssdutleHerforduiew of school. 2265

andwirthschaftssdiule Hildesheim * Means of 2266

instruction in chemistry.
andwirthschaftsschule iegnitz * Models for in- 2261

struction in cattle breeding.
andwirthschaftsschule udinghausen * Fruit 2268

models.

CandwirthsdtaftsschuleMarienburgi.Pr. uiew 2269

of school.

andwirthsdtaftsschule Schiuelbein * uieuj of 2210

school. Means of instruction in bee cultiuation.

naturwissenschaftltches Institut innaea ger- 22T1

lin * TO preparations respecting fruit destruc-

tiue agents.

Pomologisches Institut Proskau Plans and 22 1 2

uiews of the institute.
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22T3 thierarztliche Hodisdiule Hannover * Diew of

veterinary high sdiool.

2214 Uerlagsbuthhandlunq P. Parey
* Berlin * ite-

rature and means of education in agriculture.
See also Tio. 2303.

Class 35.

Rrrangements and Management of Rgri-

cultural Rffairs.

Improvement of Rgriculture.

2282 Koniglidi Bayerisdies Staatsministerium des

Innern * a. Roual supreme building board:

Plans for building of torrents ; b. Royal com-

mission on cleaning of land: Maps dealing urith

cleaning of land ; c. tedinical office for water-

ways: Plans of the waterways in the country;
d. Institute for cultivation of moorland: Maps
of Bavarian moorland: models of moorland
cultivation processes.

2283 Koniglidi Preussisdies Ministerium fiir~and-

wirthsdiaft, Domanen und Torsten * * Wap
of the north German streams district; b. Office

for improvements office of Konigsberg: Memel-
delta improvements; c. Royal government,
Slesuridi: Reclaiming of land on north sea

coast; d. General royal commission, Miinster:

Plans of combinations and improvements con-

nected therewith; e. Marshland investigation
station of Bremen : Plans of cultivation of

moorland, sections of moors, models of moor-

drainage.

2284K6niglidi Wiirttembergisdie Eentralstelle fur

die andwirthschaft * Plans for cleansing of

land, laying out of roads, dykes and irrigation
works.

Class 98.

Science of Rgriculture, Rgricultural

Statistics.

2296RUgemeiner Uerband der deutsdien landwirth-
sdiaftlidien Genossensdiaften * Offenbadt-on-

the-Main * Representation of spread of agri-
cultural associations in Germany.

229TDeutsdieandwirthsdiafts-6eseUs<haft * Berlin*

Representation of the distribution of members
in Germany ; representation of the distribution

of horse and cattle breeds and endeavours for

breeding of same in Germany ; representation
of use of potassic salts for purposes of manu-

ring 1898; representation of the spread of the

most important plant diseases ;
9 photographs

of types of wen; 224 photographs of animals
from the exhibitions of the union; carto-

graphical representations of the keeping of

cattle in the German empire in comparison
with the agriculturally utilized surface and
number of inhabitants; 98 volumes of writings;

representations of the extent and prices of

manures, foodstuffs and seed used by the

union and of a farmstead built by the union;
extent and plans of the exhibitions of the

German agricultural union; corporal represen-
tations of the use of potassium and phosphoric
acids. See also Tlr. 2246.

Deutsdier andwirths<haftsrath * Berlin, Konig- 2298

gratjerstr. 43 * Map of the extent of the pro-
duction of corn in Germany.

andsberg
* Berlin, uisenstr. 3 * Models of 229 9

Germanys cattle breeds.

Uerein der deutsdten Zudierindustriellen * Ber- 2300

lin, Kleiststr. 32 * Representation of the cul-

tivation of beetroot and sugar manufactory
in Germany.

Uerein der Spiritusfabrihanten in Deutschland * 2301

Berlin, Seesrr. * Representation of the culti-

vation of potatoes and manufacture of spirits
in Germany.

Uersudts- und ehranstalt fiirBrauerei * Berlin, 2302

Seestr. * Representation of cultivation of hops
and barley and manufacture of beer in Ger-

many. See also Hr. 2421 and 2463.

Uerlagsbudihandlung von P. Parey
* Berlin * 2303

Rgricultural and forestry works and periodi-
cals. See also flr. 22T4.

Exhibition of the Union of Rgricultural
Experimental Stations in the German

Empire.

RgrikulturbotanisdieUersudtsstationHamburg
* 23 1 1

Collection of weedseeds among trade clover

and grass seed especially as regards their

origin.

Rgrikulturdiemisdie Uersudtsstation Halle a. 2318

Saale * Photographs of manuring experiments
in pots. Rpparatus for the determination of

phosphoric acids, nitrogen and raw fibre.

Rgrikulturdaemisdie Uersudisstation Kiel * Rp- 23 19

paratus for control of foodstuffs and examin-

ation of soil..

f. R. Bayes * Hildesheim *
Rotary apparatus 2320

to determine phosphoric acids dissoluble in

citron acid in Thomas meal invented by Prof.

Dr. Carl Miiller.

X H. Budiler * Breslau * Drying cupboard for 232 1

drying vegetables and ether extracts.

C. Desaga * Heidelberg * Rpparatus to control 2322

foodstuffs and examine soil.

Dierks & Mollmann * OsnabrM * Rpparatus 2323

to examine milk.
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2324 C. Gerhardt * Bonn DesHlling apparatus for

ether in determining fat. See also fir. 2409
and gr. X cl. 55 p. 251.

2325 Johannes Greiner * Munich * apparatus to

examine milk. See also Hr. 2410 and gr. X
cl. 55 p. 251.

2326 n. Gressler * Halle -on -the -Saale * Rids to

the determination and examination of plant
diseases and their combating.

232 T P. R. Hase * Hanover * Rpparatus for examina-
tion of marsh land.

232S Ins ti tut fur 6ahrungsgevoerbe und Starkefabri-

kation * Berlin * Bacteriological apparatus and
means of instruction and laboratory use in

the institute. Publications of the institute.

2329 R. 3ung * Heidelberg * Rids to determine,
examine and combat plant diseases. See also

gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 146.

2330 Koniglidte Pflanzenphysiologische und Samen-
Kontrotstation * tharand * Rpparatus for seed
control. Uiews of the effects of nitrogen.

233lKrewel & Co. * Cologne * Rids to determine,
examine, and combat plant diseases.

2332 tandujirthschaftliche Kreis - Uersuchsstation *

Speyer * together urith L Hormuth * Heidel-

berg * Chemical work table with apparatus
for chemical examinations.

2333andu)irthschaftlidie Uersuchsstation Bonn *

Destillery apparatus for ether in determining
fat. Rutomatic pipette.

2334Candwirthschaftliche Uersuchs- und Kontrol-
station Breslau * Dry cupboard to dry vege-
tables and ether extracts after Prof. Dr.Schulze's

patent.

2335 Candwirthschaftliche Uersuchsstation Darm-
stadt Photographs of Prof. Wagner's manure
experiments.

2336andwirthschaftliche Uersuchsstation Hildes-
heim * Rotary apparatus for the determination
of phosphoric acids dissoluble in citron acids

in thomas meal after Prof. Dr. Carl Muller.

233 T Candwirthschaftliche Uersuchsstation Marburg *

together with "Franz Hugershoff Ceipztg *

Rpparatus to determine extent of decompo-
sition of soil forming stone. Triangles for

platinum crucible.
Object

bearer of mirror
for examination of food stuffs.

233$Candwirthsdiaftliche Uersuchsstation Mockern *

Model of a Pettenhofer respiratory apparatus,
models of experiment stall for oxen and sheep.

Graphic representations of experiments and
their results. Rutoclave to determine ,,pen-
tosenfreie" raw fibre after 3. Koniq. The latter

together with Dr. R. Miinche, Berlin H.W.,
uisenstr. 58.

2339 Milchwirthschaftliches Tnstitut Hameln * Uiew
of institute, statistical news of institute.

Graphic representation of results of experi-
ments.

Moor -Uersuchsstation Bremen * Rpparatus 2340
and graphic representations respecting examin-
ation of marsh ground and its cultivation.

Photographs of experiments at cultivating
marsh soil in pots.

T. W. Pest * Berlin * Rpparatus for yeast. 2341

C. Platz * Deidesheim * Rids to determine, 2342

examine, and combat plant diseases.

Thierphysiologisches Institut Poppelsdorf * 2343

together with Dr. H. Geissler flachrolger "Franz

Muller * Bonn * and Wilh. Heinen jun. *

Bonn * Collecting apparatus for urine and

dung for balancing experiments of change of

food for milk kine. Rpparatus to determine

dry substance.

Uersuchsstation fur Molkereiwesen Kiel * Rp- 2344

paratus and graphic representations of milk
examination.

Uersuchsstation fur Molkerei Kleinhof-Tapiau * 2345

Graphic representation of milk secretion of

126 lactation periods.
Uersuchsstation fur Pflanzenschutz Halle a. 2346
Saale * Rids to determine, examine, and
combat plant diseases. Representations re-

specting importance and use of plant protection.
See also fir. 2512.

Uersuchsstation Rostock Rpparatus for exami- 2341
nation of soil together with collection of soil

sections of the agronpmical-pedological insti-

tute of the Royal agricultural high school of

Berlin.

C.Zeiss * Jena * Rids to determining, examining 2348
and combatting plant diseases. Rpparatus for

examination of milk. See also gr. Ill cl. 12

p. 90, cl. 15 p. 148, gr. X cl. 55 p. 252.

See advertisement page 10.

Rd. 2wickert * Kiel , Rpparatus for control of 2349
food and examination of soil. See also gr. Ill

cl.15 p. 148.

Candwirthschaftliche Kreis - Uersudtsstation 2350
Wurzburg * Metal filtering apparatus.
Sommer & Runge * Berlin, Wilhelmstr. 122 * 2351

Rpparatus to control dairies. See also Hr. 2419
and gr. HI ct.15 p. 141 and gr.X cl.55 p. 251.

Class 39.

Rgricultural Products, Food of Oegetable

Origin.

Seeds Exhibition.

Oekonomierath O.Beseler * Weende (Hanover) * 2360

Sheaves, samples of corn and tables of Schlan-

stedt rye, Petkuser rye, Beseler's squarehead
wheat I, II and III, Rivett's bearded and Mold's
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red prolific wheat, mammoth winter barley,
Beseler's oats, Duppau oats, galician bolted

and Sdilanstedt summer wheat.

2361 Rittergutsbesitzer H. uon Borries * Ediendorf

near Bielefeld (Westphalia) * Samples and
seeds of the original 6<kendorf beetroot.

Sheaues and seeds of the Ediendorf mammoth
winter barley , squarehead winter wheat field

beans , Beseler's oats and Swedish oats. See

also Hr. 2404.

2362 Gutsbesitzer Oehonomierath 0. Cimbal *Froms-
dorf near Munsterberg (Silesia) * Plants and

photographs of to original wheat seedlings.
21 sorts of potatoes of own growth. See also

tlr. 2405.

2363 Fiditelgebirgs-Uerhaufs-Genossensdiaft * Rns-
badi (Bauaria) * Fiditelgebirgs and Sedisamter

seedling oats.

2364Klostergutsbesit2er Oberamtmann F. Heine *

Hadmersleben (Saarony) * Representation of

Heine's rye, winter wheat, summer wheat,

barley , oats and beetroot seed. Potatoes. See
also fir. 24t3 and 2438.

District Committee of the Rgricultural Unions for

Oberfranhen, Bayreuth (Bauaria), under Co-oper-
ation of:

2369 Cagerhausuerwaltung Stammbadi (Bez. Mfindi-

berg) * Sedisamter seedling oats.

23TOProduzentenuerein Oberroslau (Bezirh Wun-
siedel) * Sedisamter seedlings oats.

2311 Produzentenuerein Haag (Bezirh Wunsiedel) *

Sedisamter seedling oats.

2312 ProduzentenuereinFranhen(BezirkWunsiedet) *

Sedisamter seedling oats.

23T3Produzentenuerein Seussen (Bezirh Wun-
siedel) * Sedisamter seedling oats.

23T4Burgermeister Modsdiiedler * Buttenheim

(district of Bamberg I)
* Franhen seedling

barley.

23T5Biirgermeister Mundi * Sansparel (district of

Kulmbadi) * Franken seedling barley.

23T6tandwirth Karsdiner * Rlladorf (district of

Kulmbadi) * Tranhen seedling barley.

23IItandwirth Kolb Weizendorf (district of Kulm-

badi) * Tranhen seedling barley.

23I8Candwirth S. Grampp * See (district of Kulm-

badi) * Franhen seedling barley.

Palatinate Rgricultural District Committee, of Speyer

(Bauaria), under Co-operation of:

23$3Heinridi Braun * Ransweiler * Melon barley.

2384Peter Gerladi * Ransweiler * Sa*on imperial
barley.

2 3$5 Gutsbesitzer Konsul Julius Goldsdimidt * Cud-

wigshafen- on -the -Rhine * Seedling barley.

Gutsbesitzer JohannKoeth * Gonnheim * Webb's 2386
beardless barley and melon barley.

Gutsbesitzer Joseph Haegele * Hodidorf * Webb's 2381
beardless barley and palatinate country barley.

Johann TUff * Fussgonnheim * Hanna barley. 2388

Midiael Sdiafer * Gangloff * Palatine country 2389

barley.

udwtg Sdiifcert * Sdiniftenbergerhof Heine's 2390

improved dieualier barley ana hanna barley.

Jakob Steitz * Ransweiler near Dullhirdien239l

(Rhenish -Palatinate) * Melon barley and Saron

imperial barley. See also lir. 2460.

Philipp Steitz * Sdimalfelderhof near Rlsenz 2392

(Rhenish Palatinate) * Hanna barley. See
also Hr. 2461.

GutspaditerFriedridi Blessing * Dreihof* Hanna 2393

barley, Webb's barley and goldthorpe.

Rittergutsbesitzer Don odiow * Petkus (Bran- 2394

denburg) * Plants and seed of the original
Petkus rye.

Rmtsrath Dr. W. Rimpau * Sdilanstedt (Pro- 2395
oince of Sairony) * Representation of Sdilan-

stedt wheat, barley, oats, and rye cultivation.

See also Hr. 2415.

Rittergutsbesitzer Oehonomierath 0. Steiger * 2396
Ceutewitz near Meissen (Kingdom of Sarony) *

Original plants and seed of the Ceutewitz

beetroot, the Ceutewitz squarehead wheat and

yellow oats. See also Tlr. 2420 and 2493.

Eudit- und Uerhaufsgenossensdiaft fur Pirnaer 2397

Saatroggen * Dresden - Rltstadt * Represen-
tations of the Pirna original seedrye, its growth
and grain capacity.

CandwirthsdiaftUdie Hodisdiule Berlin * Our 2398
kinds of corn with botanical analysis. Pre-

historic remains of corn.

Statement of Methods and Rids to Culti-

vation of PI ants by Prof. Dr. uon Rum her,

Breslau, with Co-operation of:

W. Rpel * Gottingen * K. uon Rumhersdie corn- 2403

weighingmadiine, large pronged fork, Jolly's
ear weigher, aluminium weigher with semi-

circular protractor, glasstube to determine

specific weight of single grains. Phomoscope.

Rittergutsbesitzer oon Borries * d*endorf near 2404
Bielefeld (Westphalia) * Beetroot model, diffe-

rent cutting outs from boring, water mea-

surers, apparatus to determine hydrogene,

isolating house model and planting table.

See also Tlr. 2361.

Gutsbesitzer Oehonomierath 0. Cimbal * Froms- 2405

dorf near Munsterberg (Silesia) * 2 plates

showing kinds of potatoes, si* plates showing
crossing of wheat. See also Tlr. 2362.
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2406 Kommerzienrath C. oon Dippe
* Quedlinburg *

4 photographs of types or sugarbeet, uiew of
the chief establishment at Dippe. Sugar beet

model.

2401 Domanenpachter Rmtmann Rd. Diedtmann *

Heimburg (Brunswick) * arge map, model of

experiment field, comparatioe representation

according to pattern of results of cultioation.

2408 H. Dreefs, Mechaniher und Optiker
* Halle-

on-the-Saale * Beetroot seed sieoe, dandy
roller for clooer silk, clooer sieoe.

2409 c. Gerhardt, Marquart*s ager chemischer Uten-
silien * Bonn-on-the-Rhine * Baking apparatus
with appurtenances after Prof. Kreusler. See
also nr. 2324 and gr. X el. 55 p. 25t.

24 to
. Greiner * Stutzerbadi (thuringia) * Glass

instruments, apparatus, and hollow glass

factory. Rpparatus for extraction of sugar, with
water bath and appurtenances. Uolumetric

apparatus. See also nr. 2325 and gr. X cl. 55

p. 251.

2411 Herm. Kayser
* eipzig * Corn centrifugal fac-

tory. * Plale representing corn centrifugal ma-
chine.

2412 Keil&Dolle* Quedlinburg (Prooince ofSaxony)*
Machine factory. Beetroot segment rasp for

hand use. Beetroot boring madiine for ma-
diine power.

2413Klostergutsbesitzer Oberamtmann T.Heine*
Cloister Hadmersleben (Prooince of Saxony) *

Beet skeleton, 5 photographs under glass and
framed, yellow and green grained Zeeland rye,

grain tester, sample receiver, germ bed marker.
See also Tlr. 2364 and 243$.

2414 Dr.R. Muencke * Berlin, uisenstr. 58 * Institute

for scientific apparatus. tarirwaage and differ-

ent utensils for beetroot cultivation, extraction

apparatus with appartenances, lead-oinegar
burette, beetroot press, aleuroscope. See also

gr.X cl. 55 p. 251.

2415 Rmtsrath Dr. W. Rimpau * Schlanstedt (Prooince
of Saxony) * Diaphanoscope. See also Mr. 2 39 5.

2416 Gebr. Rober * Wutha (Thuringia) * factory of

cleansing and sorting machines. 4 tables of

machines for cleansing and sorting corn.

24U HeinrichRohde.Ritterguts-undTabrikbesitzer *

Kurtwitz near Prauss (Silesia) * Picture show-

ing types of beetroot; glasses with beetroot

seeds.

2418 Tranz Sdimidt & Haensch * Berlin, Stallsdtrei-

berstr. 4 * Optical and mechanical workshop.

Rpparatus for polarisation of roots together
with appurtenances, patent obseroing tubes,
tube Pellet normal quartz plate, 100/110 con
head, German siloer bowl with tareweight,
German siloer weights, obseruing lamp for

petroleum. See also gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 14T and

gr.X cl. 55 p. 251.

Sommer & Runge * Berlin, Wilhelmstr. 122 * 2419

Workshop for medianical precision work.
13 corn testers. See also Mr. 2351 and gr. Ill

cl. 15 p. 141 and gr. X cl. 55 p. 251.

Rittergutsbesitzer Oekonomierath 0. Steiger
* 2420

Ceutewitz near Meissen (Kingdom of Saxony) *

Results of cultivation. See also Tlr. 2396 and
2493.

Uersudts-undehranstaltfurBrauerei * Berlin* 2421
Different cleansing and testing apparatus for

barley and hops; Reimann's potato weighing
machine; Steduhermometer; uolume weighing
machine for breweries; germ apparatus. See
also Hr. 2302 and 2463.

M. Wahrendorf * Oschersleben (Prooince of 2422

Saxony) * Dep6t of agricultural and industrial
machines and utensils. Root boring machine for

hand use with appurtenances.

Brewery Barley Exhibition, arranged by
the Berlin Brewery Trial and teaching

Institute.

Prof. Dr. T. Rlbert * freehold of Benndorf2428
(Prooince of Saxony) * arge grained winter

barley, haroest 1899.

Domanenpadtter H. Bennecke & Sohn * Rthens- 2429
leben near Coderburg (Prooince of Saxony) *

Scotch pearl barley (late crop), haroest of 1899.

leopold Cordier * Winzenheim near Kreuznadi 2430

(Rhine Prooince) * Goldthorpe barley, haroest
of 1899, and Webb's beardless barley, 1899
haroest.

Rckerer 3oh. Triedr. Dietz * Rlsenz (Rhenish 2431

Palatinate) * Emperor Alexander barley, 1899
haroest.

Gutsbesitzer 3oh. Eisenburger * Polch near 2432

Mayen (Rhine Prooince) * Cheoalier barly, 1898

haroest, and Scotch pearl barley, 1899 haroest.

Rittergutsbesitzer oon Gerladi * nordhausen 2433
near uietnitz in neumark (Brandenburg) *

Cheoalier barley, 1899 haroest.

andwirth Peter Gerlach * Ransweiler near Dull- 2434
kirchen (Rhenish Palatinate) * Goldmelon barley,
1898 haroest.

W. Grobe * Roschwitz nearBernburg (Rnhalt) * 2435

Goldthorpe barley, 1898 haroest.

Inspektor Hampel * Domain of udwigsdorf 2436
near eutmannsdorf (Silesia) * Goldthorpe
barley, 1899 haroest.

Guts- und Brauereibesitzer 6g. und Seb.Heil *243T
tuckelhausen near Ochsenfurt (ower Tran-

conia) * Webb's barley, 1899 haroest.

Oberamtmann T. Heine *Wonastery ofHadmers- 2458
leben (Prooince of Saxony) * Original Heine's

goldmelon barley, 1898 haroest, and Rlbert's

winter barley, 1899 haroest. See also nr. 2364
and 2413.
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2439 Ernst Heinridi * tliederbogendorf near Sduueid-
nitz (Silesia) * Goldthorpe barley, 1899 haruest.

2440 Gutsbesitzer Ridiard Hirdie * oioer Tarm of

Sohr Reuendorf near Sohra (Silesia) * Imperial

barley, 1898 haruest.

244t Kaufmann und andu>irth S. Hirsdi * Osthofen

(Rhenish Hesse) * Webb's beardless barley,
1899 haruest.

2442 Ma* Hoffmannsdte Gutsuerioaltung * Striegau

(Silesia) * Goldthorpe barley, 1899 haruest.

2443 Gutsbesitzer Wilh. Iggensen * Winterbergshof
near Strasburg in U&ermarh (Brandenburg) *

Goldthorpe barley, 1898 haruest.

2444 Burgermeister und andioirth Joseph Issing *

Binsbadi near Rrnstein (ouier Tranconia) *

"Frank barley, t898 haruest, and Cheualier

barley, 1899 haruest.

2445 Rittergutsbesitzer C. R. Keding * Great-Walms-
dorf near Greuesmuhlen (MedUenburg) * Danish
melon barley (Imperial barley), t898 haruest.

2446 6utsbesitzer Heinr. Keldenidi * ouier-Dlatten
near Zulpidi (Rhine Prouince) * Cheualier

barley, 1898 haruest.

244T Candujirth Philipp Kuland * Tarm of Tausten-
badt near Rrnstein (oiuer Tranconia) * Tranh

barley, 1898 haruest.

2448 Kulmbadier MalzfabrikenlRudidesdiel * Kulm-
badi (Bauaria) * Barley and malt samples.

2449 Inspektorudung* Domain ofPolnisdi-Weistritz
near Sduoeidnitz (Silesia) * Goldthorpe barley,
t898 haruest.

2450 WithelmMaduoUniederbogendorfnearSdiujeid-
nitz (Silesia) * Goldthorpe barley, 1898 haruest.

245 1 Rittergutsbesitzer Montu * Gross -Saalau near
Strasdiin (West Prussia) * Hanna barley, 1899
haruest.

2452 Eandioirth C. Miiller uon Bernedi * Mandel near
Kreuznadi (Rhine Prouince) * Goldmelon barley,
t899 crop.

2453 Rittergutsbesitzer Karl Reinhardt *Burgiuerben
near Weissenfels-on-the-Saale (Prouince of

Saxony) Heine's improued dieualier barley,
1898 crop.

2454 Rmtsrath R. Sauberlidi * Grobzig (Rnhalt) *

Cheualier barley, 1898 crop.

2455 Rittergutspaditer C. Sdilidimann * Berga-on-
the-Kyffhauser (Prouince of Saarony) * Gold-

thorpe barley, 1899 crop.

2456 Gutsbesitzer Joh. Sdionfeld * Pyritz (Pome-
rania) * Goldthorpe barley, 1898 crop.

245 T Rittergutsbesitzer W. uon Sdioning * ubtoiu
near Pyritz (Pomerania) * Probsteier barley,
1899 crop.

2458 Rittergutsbesitzer uon Heyden-inden * Megotu
nearPyri^ (Pomerania) * Hanna barley, 1899

crop.

6utsbesitzerM.Sperling*BerlinC.,Hegelplat5 2 2459
Chili barley, 1898 and 1899 crop, Oregon bar-

ley, 1899 crop.

Gutsbesitzer Jakob Steitz * Ransiueiler near 2460
Diillkirdten (Rhenish Palatinate) * Melon bar-

ley, 1898 crop. See also Hr. 2391.

Gutsbesitzer Philipp Steitz * Sdunalfelderhof 2461
near Rlsenz (Rhenish Palatinate) * Hanna bar-

ley, 1898 crop. See also Hr. 2392.

Rittergutsbesitzer 6. Sduilze * Sammenthin 2462

(Brandenburg) * Hanna barley, 1898 crop.

Dersudis- und ehranstalt fur Brauerei * Ber- 2463

lin, Seestr. * Malt tests. See also tlr. 2302
and 2421.

Gast- und andioirth Rndreas WedUein * Bins- 2464
badi near Rrnstein (ovuer Tranconia) *

Trank barley, 1898 crop.

Domanenpadtter Rmtsrath Wessling * Domain 2465
of Westeregeln (Prouince of Sa*ony) * Cheualier

barley, 1898 and 1899 crop.

andiuirth Martin Wittmann * Kitzingen-on-2466
the -Main (Bauaria) * Trank barley, 1899 crop.

Herrsdtaft Wonsoioo * Wonsoioo near fleuto- 246 T

misdiel (Prouince of Posen) * Imperial barley,
1898 crop.

andioirth Heinridt Eerger * Heudorferhof near 2468
Odernheim (Rhenish Palatinate) Hanna bar-

ley, 1899 crop.

Class 40.

agricultural Products: Food Stuffs of Rni-

mal Origin.

(the exhibitors under this class are placed in the

collectiue exhibit for food stuffs. 6r. X p. 252.)

Class 4t.

Rgricultural Products whidi possess no

tlutritiue Properties as Food.

R. Wool.

Kammerherr Graf uon Brunnedi - Bellsduoitz, 2485

Burggraf uon Marienburg * Betlsduuitz near

Rosenberg (West Prussia) * Bud* and sheep
fleeces, wool samples and photographs of the

merino electoral- herd. Tounded 1820.

Rittergutspaditer Otto Gadegast * Mannsdiatz 2486
near Osdtatz (Kingdom of Saxony) * Buck and

sheep fleeces, voool samples and photographs
of the electoral merino herd. Tounded 1810.

Rittergutsbesitzer R. Heine * tlarhau near248T
Dtrsdiau (West Prussia) * Budi and sheep
fleeces, tuool samples and photographs of the

Rambouillet thoroughbred herd. Tounded 1864.

Trau Rittergutsbesitzer Hertz * Kleptoio near 2488
Prenzlau (Brandenburg) * BUOA and sheep
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fleeces, wool samples and photographs of the
Trendi merino herd. Tounded 1865.

2489 Rmtsrath W. Maass , Kenzlin near tleuwolh-
witz (Pomerania) * Bud* and sheep fleeces,

wool samples and photographs of the negretti
herd. Tounded 1812.

2490 Rittergutspadtter C. Mehl Poburhe near
Weissenhohe (Posen) * Bud* and sheep fleeces,

wool samples and photographs of the Trendi

thorougbred herd. Tounded 1885.

249t Rittergutsbesitzer Rssessor a. D. Sdilange

Sdioningen near Colbitzow (Pomerania) * Budt
and sheep fleeces, wool samples and photo-
graphs of the merino combed wool herd.

Tounded 1862.

2492 Rittergutsbesitzer Georg Prinz zu Sdionaidi-
Carolath , Mellendorf near Sdilaupitz (Silesia) *

Budi and sheep fleeces, wool samples and photo-
graphs of the electoral negretti herd. Tounded
1820 1830.

249$ Rittergutsbesitzer Oehonomierath 0. Steiger ,

eutewitz near Meissen (Kingdom of Sa*ony) *

Budi and sheep fleeces, wool samples and

photographs of the thoroughbred merino herd.

Tounded 1805. See also fir. 2396 and 2420.

2494 Tiirstlidi Sdiaumburg-ippisdie Central-Uerwal-

tung oietgest near alendorf (Mefclenburg-
Sdiwerin) * Budi and sheep fleeces, wool

samples and photographs of the original tho-

roughbred merino combed wool herd. Tounded
1814.

2495 Oehonomierath Zifcermann
Hungerstorf near

Gross -Giewitz (Me&lenburg-Sdiwerin) * Budi
and sheep fleeces, wool samples and photo-
graphs of the Rambouillet thoroughbred herd.

Tounded 1865.

B. Hops.
2500 Kollehtiuausstellung des deutsdien Hopfenbau-

Uereins.

a. Samples of German hops
and one sample of eadi

from Spalt (town), Middle Tranconia

Spalt (country),
-

Spalt (district),
-

Kinding,
Wotnzadi , Upper Bavarian Hallertau

ttandelstadt, -

Pfaffenhofen, -

Geisenfeld, ower
Ru,
Mainburg ,

Siegenburg,
Risdigrund, Middle Tranconia

Hersbrudi,
auf-Rltdorf, - -

,

Rottenburg
- on - the -

tle&ar, De-
\

partment of Bladi Torest [

tettnang , Department of Danube
(

Weilderstadt, - - Tlediar j

from Sdiwetzingen, Baden

Country District of Strassburg , ower
Rlsatia

Country District of Hagenau, ower
Rlsatia

-
CountryDistrict ofWeissenburg, ower

Rlsatia
- Tkutomtsdiel , Gubernatorial District' of

Posen, Prussia.

b. Collection of cartographical representations
of mouements of production and prices of

hops in the different "Federal States, of scenes of

prominent hop districts, of seals and stamps.

Class 42.

Useful Inserts and their Products.

Injurious Insects and Parasitical Plants.

Kaiserlidies Gesundheitsamt , Berlin * Biologi- 2511
cal department for agriculture and forestry.

Representation of plant diseases and animals

injurious to
plants.

Influence of useful fungi.
See also gr. X p. 251.

Uersudisstation fur Pflanzensdtutz * Halle -25 12

on-the-Saale * See also tlr. 2346.

(The other
exhibitors in this class are in the col-

lectiue esrhibit for food stuffs. Gr. X p. 252.)

Individual exhibitors.

Class 35.

Rrrangements and Management of the

Rgricultural Industry.

Rgricultural Wadiines.
Rhtien-Gesellsdtaft H. T. e&ert , Berlin -Tried- 2525

ridisberg * Possessor of the Royal Prussian
Gold State Medal for industrial adiieuements.

Manufactory of agricultural madiines and
utensils, existed since 1846. Specialty: Original
constructions of ploughs and sowing madiines
for all countries ; important erport to all parts
of the world. More than 600 first prizes
gained in work competitions.

See aduertisement page 52.

Tr. Dehne * Halberstadt * Tactory of agri- 2526
cultural madiines. Madtines and utensils for

the cultivation of beetroot.

See aduertisement page 5.

Gebriider Eberhardt , Ulm- on -the -Danube *252I

Plough factory. Specialty: Manufacture of

ploughs of completely hammered steel uni-

versal, single, and several shares. Catalogue

?ratis

and post free,

abrih landwirthsdiaftlidier Masdiinen Hennef, 2528
Rhtien-Gesellsdtaft , Hennef-on- the -Sieg *

Mowing madaines.
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2529 6. Hampel * Haunold near Gnadenfrei in Silesia*
R manure spreading machine.

2530 H.Hauptner * Berlin n.W. * Instrument factory
for veterinary surgery and agriculture. Special
factory for veterinary instruments. Pounded
1 851. number of workmen 180. Direct export
to all countries. Shearing apparatus for ani-

mals, for hand or motor use. Rpparatus for

branding animals: a. lattoving apparatus, b.

slitting and marking pincers, c. earmarkers,
d. footrings for birds. Cydtin's measuring
instruments for animals. Uarious apparatus
for breeding and care of animals. Special
catalogue in three languages with over 3 000

plates. Rewarded by 2 Prussian State Medals
for industrial achievements. See also gr. Ill

cl. 16 p. 148. See advertisement page 3.

2531 Jelaffke & Seliger * Ratibor * Machine factory.
R ,,rriumph" hay and corn rake. Pirst rake
with corner iron a*is without rackwheels and
clicks. Easiest to lift, so that a boy can work it.

2532 Kalker Trieurfabrik und Pabrik gelochter Bleche

Mayer & Co. * Kalk in Rhineland * Branch fac-

tories at Dresden and Rugsburg. Pounded
1862. Rbout 400 workmen. Deliver to all

parts of the world especially sorting machines
for corn (trieurs) , then similar machines and
stone sorters and picking machines for coffee,
and corn cleansers for mills, granaries, malt-

ing houses, with all necessary machines and
arrangements, and perforated metal sheets of
all kinds in all metals.

See advertisement page 30.

2533 Heinrich anz * Mannheim * Over 3 500 work-
men. Cocomotives, steam thrashing machines
and smaller agricultural machines. Exhibited:
2 steam thrashing machine fittings. See also

gr. IV cl.19 p. 163. See advertisement page 45.

25346ebriider Rober * Wutha (Middle Germany) *

Special factory for cleansing and sorting ma-
chines. Clover and corn cleansing machines,
root seeds stubble picking machine. ,,Triumph",
winnowing machine.

2535 Rud. Sack * Ceipzig-Plagwitz * Rgricultural
implements and machines. Rnnual manu-
facture TO 000 ploughs. 3 800 drillmachines, &c.

2536 W. Siedersleben & Co. * Bernburg * Special
factory for sowing and reaping machines,
machines and implements for treating the soil.

Pounded 1868. About 25 000 drillmachines de-
livered by the autumn of 1899. Export to

most European countries. Exhibited : 1 ,,Sa*o-
nia normal" driller, driving wheel system, 2 m
broad, t ,,Bernburgia" driller, adjustable driv-

ing wheels, 2 m broad. I collection of models
of the other makes.

253T Garett Smith & Co. * Magdeburg-Buckau * Coco-
motive factory. Specialty: Cocomotives of
6 200 HP. and steam thrashing machines.

See advertisement page 5 5.

BUKDIHG

P. 2immermann & Co., Rkt.-Ges. * Halle- on- 253$
the-Saale * Pactory of agricultural machines.
Pounded 1864. Exhibited: I clover seeds thrash-

ing machine, 500mm broad, t drill machine
for corn of all kinds with clover sowing
apparatus, t drillmachine for poppies and
chicory, t tobacco seed drill machines, 2 hand-
drillmachines for roots and corn, t potato
uprooting machine, t root extractor, I corn-

mower, t grassmower, t grindstone.
See advertisement page 53.

Uerkaufssyndikat der Kaliwerke zu Ceopolds- 2539
hall-Stassfurt * Potassic salts and represen-
tations of potassic manure trials in all parts
of the world. See also gr. XIV cl. 8T p. 298.

See advertisement page 46.

Class 36.

Dines.

Pilter- und Brautechnische Maschinen - Pabrik 255!
Rct.-Ges. vormals . R. Enzinger * Worms -on-
the- Rhine *

Piltering apparatus with machines

belonging thereto, cask filling apparatus with
pressure regulator and air pumps, bottle filling

apparatus, bottle cleaning machines, filtering

paper and filtering pulp. See also German
Machinery building p. 178.

Class 3T.

Rrrangements and management of the

Rgricultural Industries.

Bergedorfer C-isenwerh * Bergedorf near Ham- 2562

burg * Hand and machine driven butter

machines, hand and machine butter kneader,
milk and cream raiser, milk and cream heater,
milk and cream cooler.

See advertisement page 8.

Plensburger Eisenwerk, Rktien -
Gesellschaft, 2563

vormals Reinhardt & Messmer * Plensburg *

Dairy machines and implements. Specialty:
Germania milk centrifugal machine, complete
dairy arrangements.

See advertisement page 34.

Koeber's Eisemoerh * Harburg - Hamburg *2564
See German Machinery building p. IT8.

W. Schmidt * Bretten in Baden * Cooling appa- 2565
ratus factory. Cooling apparatus for beer and
milk. See also gr. X cl. 55 p. 258.

See advertisement page 15.

Joh. Steimel sel. Erben * Hennef-on-the-Sieg2566
(Rhineland) * Machine factory. 3 hand milk

centrifugal machines: t Preia 15 I hours work-

ing; 1 Ceres 1001; 1 Ceres 3001.
See advertisement page 13.

16*
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In the branch which deals with articles of food there is naturally much controversy over

the furture of prices. Production and consumption me with each other all the keener

because the consumption of food is absolutely necessary, and on the other hand do-

mestic production has to contend against imports from abroad. Moreover, the consumption
of food in the housekeeping of most families plays a most important part, which, calcul-

ating the whole outlay per cent, increases in proportion as the income diminishes. Prom
T5 per cent of the income, the outlay for food falls to 22 per cent and 20 per cent.

Taken as a whole, the value of food consumed in the Empire of Germany is esti-

mated at 9,6 milliards of shillings yearly.
The increase of outlay for the various articles of food changes according to the varying
income, and the knowledge of the average consumption of the different varieties can

therefore offer only a general estimate.
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Recording to my inquiries it is as follows:

R. Rrticles of food of animal extraction:
per head yearly

t. Meat (raw) 39,9 kg
2. Fish 4,OT -

3. Eggs 4,3 -

4. milk ST,T5 -

5. Butter 5,00 -

6. Cheese 5,13 -

B. Rrticles of food of vegetable extraction:

t. Meal t29,00 -

2. Rice, grain &c 3,5T -

3. Pulse t4,3 -

4. Potatoes tOO,0 -

5. Vegetables 38,8 -

6. Fruit 1,95 -

T. Sugar tO,t
-

C. Drinks:

t. Wine 5,3 -

2. Beer UO,6T -

3. Brandy 4,96 -

That portion of expenditure devoted to meat dianges according to the income, show-

ing clearly not only a prosperous state of things in general, but also in particular.

For example, the class of population with the smallest income consumes on an average
meat to the value of 4,T pf. daily; the next class t3,5 pf., whidi means that the con-

sumption increases t8T,2 per cent. R peculiarity whidt attends increasing prosperity
is that there is a decrease in the consumption of breadstuffs, and an increase in that

of meat; e.g. the consumption of meat yearly per head amounted to:

I860 tT,3T kg
now 39,9 -

whilst the consumption in corn per head amounted in t884 to t8Tkg, and fell in

1889/90 to t62,35 kg.

Considering the constant transformation of Germany from an agricultural country into

an industrial state, it is not striking in the ordinary higher liuing that the imports
in food (unmanufactured) increase from year to year. For example, whilst the

imports in raw materials for articles of food in the years 1885/89 were ualued at

645,1 million shillings, in the average year from 1890/94 they amounted to 95T,2

million shillings, and in t89T to as mudi as 1 209,6 million marks. Recording to the

list drawn up in t895 of workmen employed in their respective vocations, the follow-

ing is the number of workmen in the different brandies of the industry for articles

of food:
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a. Vegetable food stuffs 493 T50

1. Corn-mills t to 261

2. Bakery 23t 09t

3. Confectionery : Gingerbread bakeries, , , , 30825
4. Beet-sugar manufacture 95 162

5. Dermicelli and macaroni manufacture , , 2 055

6. Factories -stardi and starch syrup , , . . T T4T

7. Cocoa and chocolate manufacture 8 T4T

8. Manufacture of coffee substitutes 5 TtO

9. Manufactories for roasting coffee 2 t46

b. Rnimal food 206 T69

t. meat H88T3
2. Salt fish 2 5t6

3. Butter and (heese manufacture 23 200

4. Margarin manufacture 2 t80

c. Preserves and mustard manufacture tt 136

d. Drinks:
t. maltdrink 609t
2. Brewery 9T 682

3. Brandy distillery 35 458

4. Sparkling wine and cider 5063
5. Dinegar manufacture 2 390

In all, there were 1 021490 persons in this brandi of industry, equiualent to 2,t per

cent of all actiue inhabitants, receiuing on an auerage 2,56 marks daily.

The manufacture, as well as the consumption, of articles of food uaries according to

the locality. In the West and South of the Empire a far greater amount of meat is

generally consumed than in the Horth and East.

The consumption of alcoholic drinks affords parallel instances; e. g. in beer the con-

sumption per head in the year 1891/98 was as follows:

Bavaria 243,5 I

Wurtemberg t94,8 -

Baden 154,8 -

Rlsace-orraine 16,0 -

Tlorth Germany t03,5 -

Within the last to years the increase is as below

Bauaria tO,5 per cent

Wiirtemberg tO,t
-

.

Baden , 66,2 - -

Rlsace-Corraine 31,4 -

Horth Germany 33,1 -

On the other hand it is a pleasure to record that the quantity of concentrated drinks

-" alcohol in the form of brandy
-~ has not increased, but decreased. For instance

in 1889/90 it amounted per head to 4,1 1, in 1892/93 to 4,5 I, and in 1896/9T to 4,3 I.
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In intimate connection with the industry for the manufacture of brandy is the cognac
distillery. Since the duty on brandy was imposed in t88T, this industry has de-

veloped very rapidly, there exist in Germany about SO larger distilleries of this kind,

the most important of which are in Griinberg, Wilthen and Cangen. Since the accu-

mulation of old stodi is only a question of time a most essential feature in this

industry a prosperous future in this direction may be considered highly probable.
The above mentioned difference in the quantity of consumption is similar to the de-

tails in our industry for articles of food, which, although distributed oner the whole

Empire, is only partially known and valued by Germans who have migrated abroad.

In the brandi of preserved meats, especial mention should be made of the pro-
ducts of Pomerania, where smoked goose is a speciality; likewise the Strassburg

,,pate de foie gras", which is deservedly world famed, and finally the Westphalian
hams, and the Brunswick and Gdttingen sausages. There is another centre for the manu-
facture of sausages in Thuringia (Gotha, Eisenberg). Rs against the soft sausages manu-
factured mostly in these and other places, we should mention the hard smoked sausages,
called Knackwurst. Rlthough all these kinds of sausage are freely exported, and can

compete favourably with the products even of Chicago, yet the most popular sausages
abroad are the Frankfort sausages. R very similar product, the sale of which is,

however, scarcely widespread in Berlin is the Jauer sausage. Fine preserved meats
are manufactured in Cubed*, Strassburg and Hamburg.
Dery well known is the Hamburg smoked meat, selected beef which is salted accord-

ingly, and then hung.

Owing to the extraordinary abundance of hare hunting in Central Germany and in

particular parts in the "West, there is considerable exportation in these animals to

France and South Rmerica. Cike other meats, they are despatched in ice, and are also

preserved, especially in Mete.

Three circumstances have tended to promote the consumption of fish: first the artificial

stocking of our rivers with fry, bred in ponds which are kept for breeding purposes;

secondly the founding of highsea fisheries; and thirdly the fitting out of special trains

for fish furnished with refrigerators, so that sea fish can be obtained in the country
on a large scale. The fish called ,,Wara'ne" and a fish from which caviar is made,
and found only in the interior lakes of Pomerania, are worthy of mention as being

special products; but they are very limited. Smoked fish is to be had abundantly
from Schleswig

- Holstein.

The ever increasing milk industry, divided into companies in 1895, there were

683 companies which produced 513 million kilograms of milk, and sold t6 million

kilograms of butter has had a very beneficial effect .on the quality of milk pre-

parations. The favourite manufacture of cream with the aid of separators" suffers

from the misfortune that bacteria are separated from the milk at the same time as

the cream. Therefore strenuous efforts are being made to manufacture cream only
after the process of sterilising the milk has been successfully carried out.

Rlthough a great number of foreign kinds of cheese are to be found at present on

our market, yet they undeservedly find their way mostly to the tables of the richer

people; for our own cheeses of soft cheeses we have the Backstein or Cimburg
cheese, and the Kloster cheese of Rlga'u and of buttermilk cheeses the Harzer and
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Mayence cheese deserue to find their place also on the rich man's table. Great

excellence is attained also in Germany in the manufacture of large quantities of Swiss
and Trench cheeses.

Between butter and margarine there is great competition, and the ualue of the latter

is by no means underrated by a large portion of our population. The principal
centres of production are Rltona and Cleue. The distinction between margarine and
butter is guaranteed by a special law.

Besides this fat of animal extraction, there is another fat used in the kitchen as

,,Caureol" or ,,Palmin", and made from cocoanut butter (thann in Rlsace and

Mannheim).
The sugarindustry,*) commenced originally in Saxony and the Duchy o f Rnhalt, spread
all ouer Germany, first through Horth Mecklenburg, Pomerania, north-East of West

Prussia, Cast Posen, South Baden, and then through South Hanouer to the Western

Rhine districts. There are 95 162 workmen employed in oner 400 concerns. The low

price of sugar in the last few years has caused a rapid development in the chocolate

industry, of which the chief centres are Dresden, Berlin and Cologne. The best idea

of the importance of this industry can be formed from the fact that the importation
of raw cocoa is fiue times as large now as it was in t$T6; in fact, during t89T

alone, the increase ouer the preceding year was 20 per cent. Certain it is, that the

anticipated profit on our colonial cocoa will lead to a further development in the

industry.
Rnother industry, quite separate in itself and originating from the peculiarity of the

German Christmas, is the manufacture of gingerbread. The principal centres of

this branch are Thorn, Brunswick, Nuremberg, and Halle-on-the-Saale.

There haue arisen manufactories for especially fine rusks (Zwieback) suitable for

children, but also enjoyed by adults, also a uery considerable cake- or biscuit in-

dustry after the English fashion; and all these, in Hanouer, Hamburg, Friedrichsdorf

(Zwieback), and in other places, owe their origin to the improued mode of Uuing.
There is another, which tastes like a combination of gingerbread and cake, called

Print en" from Rix-la-Chapelle and ,,Brenten" from Frankfort-on -the-Main, which

are more spiced.

Special kinds of cakes are the Baumkuchen from Cottbus and Stendal, biscuits from

Hienburg-on-the-Weser, and many others.

Cess known but none the less ualued abroad are the marzipan industries in

Konigsberg, Cubech, and Hamburg, whilst the nourishing rye bread (Pumpernickel)
is made with the greatest success in Westphalia (Paderborn). This coarse bread con-

taining bran, and made from unsifted meal was known only locally, but spread rap-

idly and became so popular that euen the well-to-do classes haue acquired a taste

for it. Since 1895 there has been great improuement in the gristmills. Hot only
has the quantity been increased, but also the quality has been materially improued.
The principal centres are Konigsberg, Hamburg, Berlin, &c.

The industry for preserued uegetables is naturally closely allied to those places

where they are grown. We see manufactories for preserued uegetables and fruit in

*) See also the introduction ,,Rgriculture and agricultural Industries".
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all places tohere uegetable gardens are fauoured with good soil and good climate. Such

places are: Magdeburg, Brunswick, particular parts of the Rhine ualley, and the enuirons

of Frankfort, Metz and Strassburg. Iheir most famous product is preserved asparagus.
In connection with the pure preserved uegetables, special mention must be made of

the manufacture of tinned soups. The small space taken up by dried uegetables
and the substantial nourishment which they not unfrequently contain haue giuen these

products great ualue not only for housekeeping in priuate families, but also for

feeding large numbers of people. Besides the military manufactories for preserved

uegetables in Mayence and Spandau, there are similar priuate concerns in Gerabronn,

Heilbronn, Rnsbadi and Kildesheim.

The most common German form of presented uegetables known abroad and made

chiefly in Frankfort-on -the -Wain, in the enuirons of Mayence and in Magdeburg, is

the Sauerkraut. Rlthough this conuenient form of uegetable, always to be had in

winter, caused many households formerly to make their own Sauerkraut, labour is

diuided in such a way that preserued goods are preferred.

Sauerkraut stands in the same relation to uegetable as the simpler kinds of pre-
serued fruit do to natural fruit. For instance, in Sasrony and neighbouring states,

where the plum is fauoured by a good climate, a great deal of home made plum jam
is produced, and in the Rhine prouinces and adjacent districts there is a similar pro-
duction made in larger concerns from apples and pears as Kraut". In Bauaria a

fauourite article of food is made from hips.

Beer, the German national drink, is brewed in nearly euery place. The most cele-

brated are the Munich, Huremberg and Kulmbach. Cately the beer brewed in Pilsen

has come to the fore, owing to its increasing importation, the statistics in regard
to the consumption of beer haue been already giuen. Rs against the aboue-mentioned

beer fermented from below, we would mention uarious strong kinds of beer containing
carbonic acid, and fermented from aboue, uiz. the Berlin Weissbeer, Cologne beer and

a kind of Dortmund beer, the small amount of alcohol whidi they contain, in con-

nection with carbonic acid, has secured for them and especially for the Berlin Weiss-

beer a great sale.

R fauourite custom whidi preuails in the north is the taking of strong alcoholic drinks

hot, with sugar, called essence of punch", and the diief industry for this is in

Dtisseldorf. Baden is particularly renowned for its cherry wine (Kirschwasser), while

one of the chief centres of liqueur manufacture, besides Berlin and Cologne, is Danzig.
To this category belongs cider. It has its chief centre in Frankfort-on -the-Main. But

although apples were esrclusiuely used for this purpose in former days, yet at present
wine is made with the greatest success almost e*clusiuely from berry -bearing fruit.

Contrary to other countries, as England and Holland, where tea is the fauourite non-

alcoholic drink, Germany giues the preference to coffee. The receipts from the im-

portation of coffee is about 200 million marks, and the quantity 122 million kilograms,
the chief emporium is Hamburg. The method of roasting coffee, and then sweetening
it the so-called iced coffee is especially fauoured, and is carried on in Bonn
and Berlin.

The high price of coffee is no doubt owing to its substitutes. Chicory (cichorium

intibus) which has been cultiuated in certain districts in Germany with no little
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success, has spread especially rapidly. The amount of aromatic oil which it contains

gives the roasted roots of this plant, after they have been boiled, a taste similar to

coffee, and the cheapness of the
chicory preparations made at udwigsburg in Wiirtem-

berg, Heilbronn and Magdeburg give it an extensive sale, especially among the poorer
classes.

The amount of alcaloids in coffee and tea, acting as poison on the nervous system,
if taken in excess, has given special importance to the so-called Wholesome
coffee" made from roasted and ground grain which especially developed under
the influence of the late Prelate Kneipp of Wd'rishofen.

R speciality which is akin to food and medicine is the preparation
- now made in

Germany from the white of egg. This is given to convalescents, and is to be found

in a dissoluble form at the market (Rlbumosen, Peptone); but lately it has met with

success in an indissoluble form (Tropon) , thereby raising the price in the importation
of white of egg for those in health. It is clear that much ualue should be attached

to preparations containing a good proportion of white of egg, and that they should

be in as compendious a form as possible. The indissoluble form, combined with as

much white of egg as possible, as in Tropon, is the best for giving a good proportion
of white of egg to cakes, chocolate, preserves, &c., with which it is mixed. Dissoluble

white of egg solids, varying according to the raw material and nature of the solid,

are made in eiberfeld (Somatose) and in Hochst-on-the-Main; indissoluble vegetable
white of egg, in which there is a greater per cent of amylum, comes from Hamm in

Westphalia; pure white of egg of animal and vegetable extraction, separated or mixed

(Tropon), from Mulheim- on -the -Rhine.

The importance of supplying the population of the German Empire with food has long
since attracted the attention of scientists and statesmen. Rlthough hitherto an adequate
law in regard to articles of food has been wanting, yet there is a law which regulates
the trade in such articles and their consumption. It threatens with punishment not

only those particular articles destined for food or for the enjoyment of others, and

made in such a way as to damage, but also those who sell, keep or otherwise trade

in injurious food, and determines that the attempt at such is punishable. The

imperial board of health has not only protected but also promoted this knowledge.
This knowledge laid down by law is a sign that it is possible to point out adulterations

scientifically. Those who have lately done particularly good service in improving the

examination of food, not excluding former investigators, are Konig in Miinster, and

Soxhlet and Hilger in Munich.

Hans ichtenfelt.
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Group X.

Food.

Collectiue Exhibit of Rpparatus to

esramineFood, arranged bij the Im-

perial Sanitary Office, Berlin.

260t Rllgemeine eiektricitats-Gesellschaft * Berlin *

electrical apparatus. See also or. V cl. 23 p. 113,

cl. 25 21 p.lZ4 116, gr.Vl cl. 29 p. t92,

cl. 32 Dincennes p. 402, and gr. XI cl. 63 p. 261.

See advertisement page t.

2602 Paul Rltmann * Berlin H.W., uisenstr. 41/52 *

Manufactory of diemical and bacteriological

apparatus.

260310. Bitter * Bielefeld * Uacuum drying appa-
ratus of Dr.Eigel, drying by vacuum, chloride

of calcium and also high temperature. R
distillery steam abduction apparatus for ex-

periment laboratories with waterbath, drying

cupboard, patent steam filter and cooler with

bacteria proof collecting vessel for distilled

toater.

2604 Chemisdies Untersuchungsamt der Stadt Breslau.
Direhtor Dr. B. Fischer * Chemical apparatus.

2605 Chemisdies Untersudiungsamt derProvinz Ober-
hessen (Dr. Gtinther) * Giessen * extracting

apparatus.

26066. Christ * Berlin S., Furstenstr. IT * Uacuum

apparatus, extracting, distilling and boiling

apparatus. Rrrangement of complete labora-

tories.

2601 M. Dreverhoff Dresden -Tkustadt * Tittering

papers.

2608C. Gerhardt, Marquarts Caqer diemisdier Uten-
silien * Bonn -on -the- Rhine * Chemical, phy-
sical and bacteriological apparatus and uten-

sils. See also gr.VII cl.38 p. 238.

2 609 Johannes Greiner * Munich factory for pre-
cision instruments. Rpparatus to examine

milk. See also gr.VII cl.38 p. 238.

2610Hartmann St Braun * Frankfort -on -the -Main *

electrical measuring apparatus for scientific

and technical objects. Rrrangement of sta-

tionary and moveable laboratories for electrical

toorks to test connecting nets, control over

counters, &c. See also gr. Ill cl. t5 p. 145.

261 tW. C. Keraeus * Hanau * Utensils of platina.
See also gr.Vcl. 24 p. 114 and cl. 21 p.tI6,
gr. XI cl. 64 p. 261 and gr. XIV cl. 81 p. 299.

See advertisement page 48.

Prof. Dr. Herzfeld * Berlin * (Royal agricultural 2612

high school) * extracting apparatus.

Franz Hugershoff *Ceipzig, Carolinenstr. 13 2613
Chemical apparatus and utensils.

K. Issem * Berlin -Reinidiendorf * electrical 2 6 14

assay furnace.

Max Kaehler & Martini * Berlin W., Wilhelm-2615
str. 50 * Chemical apparatus. See also gr. XIV
cl. 8T section VIII p. 299.

Konigliche Porzellan-Manufaktur * Berlin-Char- 2616

lottenburg * Porcelain utensils. See also

gr. XII cl.T2 p. 336 and gr. XIV cl. 81 p. 299.

See advertisement page 25.

Dr. Rob. Muencke * Berlin D.W., Cuisenstr. 58 * 2611

Chemical, bacteriological and hygienic appara-
tus. See also gr.VII cl. 39 p. 240.

J. Peters * Berlin fl.W., Thurmstr. 4 * Calori- 2618

meter, polarisation apparatus. See also gr. Ill

cl. 15 p. 146.

Dr. Peters & Rost * Berlin R, Chausseestr. 3 *2619
Chemical apparatus.

P. Rassmus * Magdeburg, Wallstr. 2b * Centri- 2620

fugal machines with especial driving power
(electrical, steam or pneumatic), can be used
as assay apparatus for laboratories and in

practical life.

Dr. J. Reiss & Dr. e. Tritzmann * Trankfort-on- 2621
the-Main * Rpparatus to examine milk.

Dr. Hermann Rohrbefc * Berlin fl.W., Karlstr.20 * 2622
Collection of extracting apparatus, &c. See also

gr. XVI cl.ttl p. 383.

Franz Sthmidt & Haensdt * Berlin S., Stall- 2623
sdireiberstr. 4 * Optical apparatus. See also

gr. Ill cl. 15 p. 141 and gr. VII cl. 39 p. 240.

Julius Sdtober * Berlin S.O., Rdalbertstr. 39 * 2624
Chemical and

pharmaceutical apparatus. Fac-

tory founded 1836.

Sdiott und Genossen * Jena * Utensils of resist- 2625
ible glass. See also gr. Ill cl. is p. 141.

Dr. phil. H. Sellnith * Ceipziq * ,,Rrtopton" 2626

apparatus to examine meal. Dough prepared
with baking powder or yeast is baked to

perfection in this apparatus by steam at 100 C.

Sommer&Runge * Berlin S.W.,Wilhelmstr.l 22 * 262T

Physical -tedinical apparatus. See also gr. Ill

cl.15 p. 141 and gr.VII cl.38 p. 238, cl.39 p. 240.
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2628 Prof. Dr. thorns * Berlin (pharmaceutical-
diemical institute of the university of Berlin) *

Rpparatus to examine tobacco smoke (plate).

26296. Westphal * Celle, Province of Hanover *

Weighing machine to determine specific weight.

Rnalysing weighing machine up to 200 g weight
registering Vio 9 and a platinised too g set.

2630 Carl Zeiss * Jena * Optical apparatus'. See also

gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 90 and el. t5 p. 148.

See advertisement page 10.

Collectiue Exhibit of the German
Food Industry.

(Class 40 to 69.)

Management: Committee for the collective exhibit

of the German food industry at the World's exhibition

in Paris 1900. Frankfort -on -the-Main, TUddastr. 62.

Class 40 and 42 (see also page 24t

and 242).

Food of Rnimal Origin.
' Useful Insects

and their Products.

2645 Ceonhard Braden Sohne* Budesheim-on-the-

Scharlachberg in Rhenish Hesse * Milk sterili-

sation institute. Sterilised childrens milk,
sterilised full milk, sterilised cream. See also

Tlr. 26T6.

2646 Martin Brandt * Cubedi * Conserves factory,
tinned salmon. Rll kinds of fish and meat
conserves, tinned butter. Rlready gained prizes
at Paris World's Exhibitions of 1818 and 1889

and various large exhibitions. Pounded 1816

Ringkjb'bing (Denmark), 1 88 ttopolsk (Siberia),
1886 Cubech. See also cl. 58 Hr. 2T56.

2641 Chemische Fabrik ,,Rhenania" R.-6. * Rix-la-

Chapelle * Childrens milk (Prof. Dr. Bachhaus),

preparation of caseine, dry substances of

different kinds of milk. D.R.P. 92246 and
numerous foreign patents. See also gr. XIV
cl. 81 p. 295.

2648 1 Diethelm * Guldenboden in West Prussia *

Cheese factory, tilsit and Edam cheese.

2649 Elsass-Cothringischer Bienenzuchter-Derein, Seh-
tion Strassburg-Mundelsheim * Honey.

2650 X M. Gabler-Saliter * Obergunzburg, station

Giinzach in Bavarian Rllgau * Steam dairy.
Sweet cream melted butter (melted sweet cream
butter from the Bavarian Rllgau).

2651 Charles Hannion Succr 5
.
* Chevillon near Kurzel

in Corraine * Carge Brie cheese, small Brie

cheese, Hannion cheese, Corraine, Heufchatel

cheese. Many prizes.

2652 K. Hoefelmayr* Kempten in Bavarian Rllgau *

Purveyor to the Bavarian court, export con-

fectionary factory. Edelweiss brand. Guar-

anteed durable fat cheese. Delivered only to

European exporters. Representative for German
export: Gebruder Broemel, Hamburg, Deich-

ftrasse.

Wilhelm Cindheimer * Frankfort -on -the -Main, 2653
Hochftr. 48 * Milk cure and sterilising insti-

tute. Sterilised cows milk in bottles. Sale
8900000 bottles per annum.

Molkerei-Genossenschaft Hagenberg * Hagen-2654
berg near Ttorburg on Risen * Butter, salted

and unsalted, from sour cream. Edam cheese,

very fat, Gonda cheese, very fat.

Molkerei-Genossenschaft
Stolp, E.G.m. b.H. * 2655

Stolp in Pomerania * Keeping butter, Romatour
cheese.

Molkerei-Genossenschaft Stumsdorf, E.G.m. b. 2656
H. * Stumsdorf (Province of Saxony) * Butter
from sweet cream, salted and unsalted, butter

from sour cream, salted and unsalted.

Hatura- Milch -
Exportgesellschaft Bosch & Co. * 2651

Waren in Mecklenburg * Sterilized milk and
cream tinned, tropical climate proof; keeps
unlimited time.

Heinrich Prinz * Gensungen, Gubernatorial 2658
District of Cassel * Factory of French soft

cheeses. Specialty: conserved tinned camem-
berts.

Rheinische nahrmittelwerhe R.-6. * Cologne- 2659
on -the-Rhine * Dr. Riegel's Eulactol. Rose's
diabetes milk, Dr.Riegel s Ems and Soden milk

pastilles, Dr. Riegels milk and white of egg.

Rug. Schmetzer, Frankische Central - Molkerei *2660
Brettheim in Wurtemberg * Railway station

Roth-on-the-lake * Butter. Highest distinctions.

Max Steiner * Pastures in the Upper Bavarian 2661
hills. Butter and cheese manufactory, table

butter, salted and unsalted, Ramadou cheese,

very fat. Gold, stiver, and bronze medals.

Carl Steepler * Rngersbadi in Hesse * Hard 2662
and soft cheese. Business was founded in

1899 and participates in the first exhibition.

Uereinigte Sterilisator-Werke Kleemann & Co., 2663
G.m.b.H. * Berlin * Sterilized milk, sterilized

cream, condensed milk and cream. See also

cl. 5551 p. 253254.
Gebruder Wiedemann * Wangen in Rllgau *2664

Rllgau fancy cheese, castle cheese, dessert

alpine cream cheese, anchor cheese, large and
small camembert cheese. 12 gold medals and
various highest distinctions.

Class 55.

Rrrangement and Management of Food

Industries.

Ceonhard Braden Sohne * Biidesheim-on-the- 2616

Sdiarlachberg (Rhenish Hesse) * Dr. Rlt's bottle
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and pneumatic stopper, sterilising system.
See also Tlr. 2645.

26TT Rich. Hengstenberg , esslingen-on-the-Tleckar *

"Founded 1 81 6. Queen" conserve glass. See
also cl. 5$ p. 254 and d. 59 p. 255.

2678 Karl Kiihne * Berlin * Purveyor to royalty.

Rpparatus for emptying mustard, &c. Royal
Prussian State medal. See also Tlr. 2806.

2619 Uereinigte Stertlisator-Werhe Kleemann & Co.,

6. m. b. H. , Berlin * Management of sterili-

sation: Bottles, stoppers, and apparatus. See
also Hr. 2663, 2108 and 2740.

2680 M- Mendelssohn, Inhaber Menno Biidde, Uer-

lag des tlahrungsmittel-Rnzeigers Duisburg-
on-the-Rhine * R years food advertising.

268t 3oh. Phil. Wagner & Co. Mayence * Buder's

Milchhodter, winebotttes, water, &c. without
corhs. German patent 110516. Prize at Paris
World exhibition 1861. See also Tlr. 2180,

Class 56.

Meal and Weal Products.

2695jBauer & Co. Berlin S.O. t6 * Sanatogen works.

Sanatogen; a means of invigoration, especially
in cases of weak nerves. Recommended by
doctors. Citerature at service. See also Tlr. 2 1 24
and 2194.

269$ Chemisdie Pabrik won Heyden, Rhtiengesell-
schafU Radebeul near Dresden * Pood Heyden.
See also gr. XIVet. 81 p. 295.

269T frste Preiburger Tlahrmittelfabrih Muffler & Co. *

Preiburg in Brisgau * Muffler's sterilised

dtildrens food in glass cases with bacteria

proof stopper. D. R. P. 66 T6T.

2698 Parbenfabrikenvorm.Priedr. Bayer & Co. , Rktien-

gesellsdiaft eiberfeld * Brandi factories at

everkusen-otvthe-Rhine, Barmen, Sdtelploh,
Moscow, and Tiers par Croix. Somatose, iron

somatose, milh somatose. See also gr. XIV
cl. 81 p. 296.

2699 Parbwerhe normals Meister ucius & Bruning *

H6chst-on-the-Main * Tlutrose (patented, name
protected as ,,trade mark"). Pirst class in-

vigorator and food. See also gr. XIV cl. 8T

p. 296, gr. XVI cl. 106 108 p. 115-HI. and
uincennes p. 402.

2 TOO Priedridtsdorfer Tludelfabrih theodor Haller ,

Priedridasdorf in taunus * Diatetic preparations,
dough wares. Sole export representative : Hugo
oon Pein, Hamburg. See also Tlr. 2I2T.

2iot 6ebr. Stollwerh * Cologne-on-the-Rhine * Pur-

veyors to the Court. Mutase and mutase
preparations. See also Tlr. 28tt.

2t02L.H.Knorr, R.-6. Heilbronn-on-the-HeaXar *

Oats preparations, soup savouries, dried ve-

getables, egg noodles. Carport to all countries

in the world. See also Tlr. 2T66.

Kdnigsberger Sdialmiihle S. Winter * Konigs- 2T03

berg in Prussia * Mill products. Specialty:
Shelled pease, yellow and green, pease meal,
oats fabrication, Prendi barley.

Tlahrmittelwerhe H. tliemoller * 6utersloh in2T04

Westphalia * Tnvigorator; white of egg food,
contains in the dry substance about 99 per
cent pure, natural, unchanged, digestible
white of egg, tasteless, soluble powder as
fine as dust, gained from corn. Rbout half

again as cheap as meat white of egg and egg
white of eqg. extremely valuable for invalids,
for food for the people and army. See also

cl. 51 59 p. 254 255.

emil Seelig, R.-6. Heilbronn-on-the-Hetkar * 2105
Coffee surrogate and food. Pounded 1858.

300 workmen. Rwards: Condon t862, Paris

186T, Chicago 1893, Berlin 1896. See also

Hr. 2809.

Siebold's Tlahrungsmittel-Gesellsdiaft m. b. H. * 2T06
Berlin * Pactories at Heubrandenburg in MeoX-

lenburg and Zauditel in Moravia. Plasmon

(Siebold's milk white of egg). Mixed prepa-
rations: Plasmon rusk, biscuits, cakes, flour,

cocoa, chocolate, oatmeal cocoa and various

pharmaceutical preparations.

Iropon-Werke, 6. m. b. H. * Mulheim-on-the- 2TOI
Rhine * ,,tropon" (nourishing white of egg).

Splendid food. Percentage of white of egg in

the dry substance 98y2 99. See also Tlr. 2139,
2812 and 2867.

Uereinigte Sterilisator-Werke Kleemann & Co., 2708
6. m. b. H. * Berlin * Milk egg powder. See
also Tlr. 2663, 2679 and 2740.

Walzenmuhle Wilhelmsburg, Georg Plange *2709

Hamburg * Mill products.

Class 5T.

Bread and Cake Baking Products.

Julius Baader, Preiburg in Breisgau * Twisted 2723
rolls. Court purveyor. Specialty : Small
Baader twisted. rolls.

Bauer & Co. * Berlin S.O. 16 * Sanatogen works. 2724

Sanatogen cakes. Sanatogen, an invigorator, es-

pecially for week nerves. Recommended by
doctors. Citerature free. See also Tlr. 2695
and 2794.

U. ehrlidi Prankfort-on-the-Main * Priedridts- 2725
dorf rusk factory. Rusks. Often received

gold and silver medals.

CrstePrankfurterBrentenfabrikHeinridi Kurtz * 2726
Prankfort-on-the-Main. Prankfort biscuits.
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2727 Triedridisdorfer tludelfabrik theodor Haller *

Triedridisdorf in taunus Diatetic preparations.

Dough wares. Sole export representative Hugo
won Pein, Hamburg. See also fir. 2100.

2T28 Triedridisdorfer Ewieba&fabrih Terd. Stemter *

Triedridisdorf in Taunus Tounded 1788.

Triedridisdorf rusks (exportable in tins).

2T29 Hannouersdie Cakes-Tabrik H. Bahlsen * Ha-
nover * Cakes, biscuits, loafers. Chicago world's

exhibition 1893, highest distinction. See also

llr.2799.

2130 R. Hundhausen Hamm in Westphalia * Rleu-

ronate preparations.

2T3t Hiibner & Germann * Charlottenburg factory
for Salzwedeter pyramid cakes. Pyramid cakes.

2132 R. H. Cangnese Wwe. & Co. * Hamburg * Biscuit

factory. Biscuits, Cangnese's nutrose food bis-

cuits. Everywhere obtained first prizes.

2T33 Rlioin Mutoe * Dresden-Rltstadt, Blasewitzer-

str. 36 * Tine bakery. Queen Carola rusk,Muches
salt food cakes, Dresden yule cakes. Mudies
salt food bread. Rleuronate cake. Highest
distinctions. Patent 19512.

2734Hahrmittelwerke H. TUemoller * Gutersloh in

Westphalia Roborate cakes. Roborate, white
of egg food contains in the dry substance
about 99

per cent pure, natural, soluble, di-

gestible white of egg. See also tlr. 2704, 2712

and 2808.

2735 T. R. Pauly * Triedridisdorf in taunus * Rusk

factory, Court purveyor, tenant : Ph. Bernhard.

Triedridisdorf rusks.

2136 Gustau Schilling * Trankfort-on-the-Main * Ob-

long cake and gingerbread factory. Tranhfort

oblong cakes, gingerbreads and vanilla biscuits.

See also tlr. 28 to.

2T3T . Sokeland & Sohne * Berlin tl.W. * Hamburg *

Bladi bread factories. In Paris bei Olida & Co.

and 3. Patin. Cut bladi bread in tins (weighing
t Ib. gross) D.R.6.M. 69738. Often obtained

prizes and highest distinctions.

2738 Gebr. liede Brandenburg-on-the-Havel * Ger-

man cake works, own mills. Cakes and wafers.

5 steam madiines of altogether 500 horse power
and 4 water power ones of altogether 160 horse

power. Over 300 different kinds of cakes.

Specialty: Siligo cakes and varicoloured pine
cakes.

2739tropon-Werke, 6. m.b.H. * Mulheim-on-the-
Rhine * tropon biscuits. See also tlr. 2TOI,
2812 and 2867.

2740Uereinigte Sterilisator-Werke Kleemann & Co.,

6. m.b.H. * Berlin * Cakes and preparations of

milk egg powder. See also tlr. 2663, 2619

and 2T08.

Class 58.

Meat, Fish, Uegetables and Fruit Preserues.

Heinridi Bauer * Trankfort-on-the-Main * Saus- 2T55

age factory. Trankfort small tinned sausages,
tinned liuer sausage. Gold medals and diploma
of honour. Representative in Paris: Walter

Sdiadit, 14 rue Demarquay.
Martin Brandt * Ciibeoji * Preserues factory. 2 T56

Smoked salmon preserves for export. Rlready
obtained prizes at the Paris world exhibition

in 1818 and 1889 as well as at other large
exhibitions. See also Hr. 2646.

Carstens & Winter * Tleumunster in Holstein * 2T5I
Tinest manufacture of meat and smoked goods,
for instance sausage, ham, &c., meat and saus-

age preserves for tropical climates. Highest
awards.

Cls. Konservenfabrik und Importgesellsdiaft * 2158

Strassburg in Rlsatia * Uegetable and fruit

preserves in tins and glasses. Candied fruits

(fruits con fits). Specialty: liquorice pastilles

(liquoriar). See also tlr. 2T96.

C-rste Bayerisdie Krautverwerthungs-Genossen- 2159

sdiaft, e.G.m.u.H. * Ismaning near Munidi *

la fancy sour crout. Products home grown
and prepared in own Co. factory.

J. Tromm * Trankfort-on-the-Main Court pur- 2160

veyor. Myrtle preserves, containing the effec-

tive properties of rasp berries in concentrated

form. Real diatetic effect. See also tlr. 2894.

C.6. Hartmann * Trankfort-on-the-Main * Steam 2161

sausage factory. Sausage preserves. Specialty:
Trankfort sausages.
Ridi. Hengstenberg * esslingen-on-the-tlediar * 2T62

Tounded 1816. Preserved wine vinegar spice
cucumbers. See also tlr. 2 6 IT and 2802.

Maison Rlbert Henry, R Sdiott Succr. * Strass- 2163

burg in Rlsatia Provider to H. VI. the King
of Prussia and the King of Italy. Gooses liver

pasties in pots and tins for export. Crust pasties

(Patte en croutes). Illustrated price list on
demand.

Rdolf Jung * Trankfort -on -the- Main * Sausage 21 64

manufacture. Specialty: Trankfort sausages
and sausage preserves. Highest awards.

T. W. Kamping * Buer, District of Osnabrudi * 2165

Tactpry of fine meat wares. Westphalian hams
in different forms. Highest awards in Condon,
Uienna, Berlin, &c.

C. H. Knorr, R.-G. * Heilbronn-on-the-tlediar 2T66

Oat preparations, soup savouries, dried vege-
tables and egg pasty wares. See also tlr. 2702.

H. Kb'lsdi tladifolger, 6. Stoll * Trankfort -on- 2767

the -Main * Sauer crout, salted cucumbers, split

beans, &c., cucumbers in vinegar. Manufacture
on large scale. arge mineral water trade. Im-

port. Export.
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2T68 P. W. Kruger * Earth -on -the -East Sea * Royal
Prussian Court purueyor. Baltic sea preserued
fish, packed in tins.

2169 R. Midta * Berlin * Purueyor to the court. Pre-

serued crabs. Specialty: Ciue crabs. Carport
from Berlin and Deutz- on -the -Rhine.

2 T TO Rug.Midiel * Sdtiltigheim-Strassburg in Rlsatia*

Purueyor to the court. Goose liner pasties
and preserves. 40 first awards at exhibitions.

2Tit Cmil Moitrier * Metz in Corraine * Preserues

factory. Uegetables and meat conserves. Brandt
in Paris: 2$ rue de Chateaudun. Often obtained

first prizes. See also fir. 2801.

2TT2 Hahrmittelwerhe H. Tliemdller * Giitersloh in

Westphalia * Soup meal mixed with roborate.

Roborate, vohite of egg food, contains in the

dry substance about 99 per cent pure, natural,

soluble, digestible white of egg. See also

tlr. 2104, 2IT2 and 2808.

2TT3 Gustau Panzer * C-isenberg inthuringta*argest
German sausage factory for only saueloy and
Ttalian meat sausage.

21 T4 Eugen Panzer & Co. * Cisenberg
- Saasa in Ihu-

ringia * Sausage and meat conserves factory.

Special article for the continent and export
of saueloy and Italian meat sausage, &c.

2 ITS Rlbert Rehse Sohn Wiilfel near Hanouer *

Conserues factory. Conserues loith cooking
apparatus.

21 1 $ Rheinische Praeseruenfabrik Raffauf & Co. *

Cob lenz- on -the -Rhine * Bouillon capsules.
Brandt at Paris: VI. Henry, Petit Salaison,
38 Bouleuard Haussmann.

2in W. Sdtendel * Cauenburg in Pomerania * Pine
Pomeranian goose wares factory. Court pur-
ueyor. Goose breast, goose fat, goose salted
meat. Rtuards: Diisseldorf t88Z; Cologne-on-
the-Rhine 1893.

2TT8 Heinr. Schmidt tladtf. , prankfort-on-the-Main *

Steam sausage factory. Pounded 181 1. Dif-

ferent preserued sausages.
2TT9turh & Pabst * Prankfort-on-the-Main * Pre-

serued Frankfort sausages in tins. Rrticles

of consumption for export under guarantee to

keep. Many first prizes.

2180 2oh. Phil. Wagner &'Co. * Mayence * Pactory of
fruit conserues in tins and bottles, Roman
plums (Carlsbad plums). Prizes at the Paris
world's exhibition 1861. See also Tlr. 2680.

Class 59.

Sugar and Sugar Wares, Spice.

2T94Bauer & Cie. , Berlin S.0. 16 * Sanatogen works.

Sanatogen chocolate. Sanatogen, a tonic es-

pecially for weak nerues. Recommended by
doctors. See also fir. 2695 and 2124.

Pritz Brenner * Deuant-les-Ponts near Metz in 2195
Corraine * Conserues factory. Conserued fruit

in sugar in glasses, glazed fruits in wooden
chests. Specialties: Metz fruits, French uege-
tables, Roman plums.
Els. Conseruenfabrih und Import-Gesellsdtaft * 2196

Strassburg in Rlsatia * Frankfort-on-the-Main
See also tlr. 2158.

6rste Wiirzburger Konseruen- und Chokoladen- 2T9T
Pabrik W. P. Wucherer & Co. * Wurzburg * Pur-

ueyors to the Court. Beautifully worked fi-

gures and sweetholders of chocolate, preserued
fruits, &c.

Gebr. de Giorgi * Pranhfort-on-the-Main * Cho- 2T98
colate factory. Pounded IIT8. Different kinds
of chocolate, cocoa and cocoa preparations.

Hannouersdte Cakes -Pabrik H. Bahlsen * Ha- 2199

npuer * Marmalade. Chicago 1893 exhibition,

highest awards. See also tlr. 2129.

Hartwig & Dogel * Dresden * Cocoa, chocolate, 2800

jams, marzipan, &c. Factories: Dresden and
Bodenbadt (Bohemia), ouer 1 600 workmen.

Specialty: ,,Kakao uero". 32 first prizes.

Franz Hellwig & Co., G.m.b.H. Berlin * Dif- 280 1

ferent fruit juices and essences. Rwards:
I state medal, 2 French gold medals and I dis-

tinction cross, I Belgian gold medal, 5 Ger-

man gold medals. See also tlr. 2831 and 2895.

Rich. Hengstenberg * esslingen-on-the-tleckar * 2802

Founded 1816. Genuine wine uinegars. See

also tlr. 26T7 and 2162.

6. C. P. Herrmann * Hanouer * 3elly extracts; 2803

pudding powder; baking powder; uanilla

sugar; uanilla sauce powder; iron cocoa; oat

cocoa; iron oat cocoa; jelly and marmalade
fruits; jelly and marmalade pasties.

Hoffmann & liede * Berlin Cocoa, chocolate, 2804

marzipan, sugar wares. Rbout 1 000 persons.

Factory trade mark: Sarotti.

Kathreiner's Malzkaffee-Fabriken, G.m.b.H. *2805
Munidt * Uerdingen-on-the-Rhine Malt coffee.

Patents in all ciuilised states.

Carl Kuhne * Berlin * Uinegar, wine uinegar, 2806

Bismarck mustard, mustard. See also tlr. 26T8.

C-mil Moitrier * Metz in Corraine * Preserues 2801

factory. Fruit preserues. Brandt in Paris,

28 rue de Chateaudun. Often awarded first

prizes. See also tlr. 21 It.

tlahrmittelwerke H. tliemoller * Gutersloh in 2808

Westphalia * Chocolate and cocoa, mixed with
roborate. Roborate, white of egg food, con-

tains in the dry substance about 99 per cent

pure, natural, soluble, digestible white of egg.
See also cl. 5658 p. 253255.
mil Seelig, R.-6. Heilbronn-on-the-tleckar* 2809

Coffee surrogate. Pounded 1858. 300 workmen.
Rwards: Condon 1862, Paris t867, Chicago
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1893, Berlin 1896. Diwerse patents. See also

tlr. 2105.

2810 Gustau Sdiilting
* franhfort-on-the-Main *

Trankfort fig coffee. Best and finest coffee

admixture to improve fine taste of the coffee.

See also Tlr. 2136.

2811 6ebr. Stollwerdi * Cologne-on -the -Rhine *

Purueyors to the court. Chocolate, cocoa and

sugar wares. Pounded 1846. factories at Coin,

Berlin, Pressburg. Brandies at Breslau, frank-
fort-on -the -Main, Munidt, Uienna, Brussels,

Rmsterdam, Condon, flew Uorh and Chicago.
See also Tlr. 2IOt.

2812 Tropon-Werke, 6. m. b. H. * Mulheim-on-the
Rhine * Tropon holatablets. tropon chocolate

tablets, tropon cocoa, tropon oats cocoa. See
also nr. 2TOI, 2139 and 286T.

Class 60.

Wines and Spirits.

2828 Rlbert Budthote * Grunberg in Silesia * Co-

logne-on-the-Rhine * Cargest brandy distillery
in Germany according to imperial statistics.

Highest awards in all world and special ex-

hibitions.

2829 M. CanthalWwe. *Hanau-on-the-Main * Spi-
rits, fruit and wine distillery. Steam distillery.

Tounded 1823.

2830 frankfurter Cognac -Brennerei, Gebr. Rdler-

Sdiott*franhforr-on-the-Main * German brandy.
See also Tlr. 2850.

2831 Franz Hellwia& Co., 6. m. b. H. * Berlin * Brandy.
Hwards : t State medal, 2 frendi gold medals
and t cross of distinction, t Belgian gold
medal, 5 German gold medals. See also

Hr. 280t and 2895.

2832 C. I. Hunlidi * Wilthen in Saxony * Brandy.
Tounded 1842. Export representative : Schulz
& Schroter, Hamburg, Gr.Burstah 25'.

2833 Herm. 3os. Peters^& Co.inadif. * Cologne-on-the-
Rhine * German brandy. Often high awards.
See also ttr. 2861.

28346eorg Sdierer & Co. * Cangen, District of

Darmstadt * Brandy, factory founded 1833.

See also nr. 2864.

Collective exhibit of German Dineuards.

See in the section German House p. 102 ff.

Class 61.

Surup and ttqueurs; Different Spirits;

Rlcohol for Industrial Objects.

28496. f. 6lmendorf * Tsselhorst in Westphalia
Corn brandy distillery, malt and German

yeast factory. Pure genuine corn brandy
,,Elmend6rfer" trade mark in different qua-
lities. ,,Rough" corn spirit, ..rectified" corn

spirit.

frankfurter Cognac
- Brennerei Gebr. Rdler-2850

Sdtott * "Frankfort-on -the -Main * Cherry juice
and plum juice. See also nr. 2830.

Oscar Grossmann, sonst Rugust Burger *285t
Dresden * ,,Corona" and ,,Supretna" wine

spirit, filtered ..Superior" spirit, prima spirit,
absolute alcohol.

Mar Homburger * Carlsruhe Bottled spirits. 2852

Specialties: Cherry juice, plum Juice, green-

gage spirit. Highest awards in all exhibitions.

H. C. Konig * Steinhagen in Westphalia * Stein- 2853

hager and corn spirit distillery. Genuine best

double strength Steinhager. Rwards: World
exhibitions of Rmsterdam 1883 and Chicago
1893. Representative for

export:
Harder & He

Doss, Hamburg, who prooide specimen dtests

containing 12 original jugs (or t litre eada).

Export to all parts of the world.

P. Kufs Wwe. (lnh. 3. Heinridi Kufs) * treues- 2854
on -the -Moselle * Genuine Treues wine pundi.

Candauer & Madioll * Heilbronn * Distillery. 2855

Cherry juice, plum juice,
ice cummin, cummin

nr. 00, gentian, hill eucalyptus.

Whiskybrennerei uon 3ulius appe * neudieten- 2856
dorf in Thuringia * 4 -leaued-clouer- whiskey.

Th. appe * neudietendorf in Thuringia * Th. 2851

Cappe's aromatica, finest digestive liqueur,

Thuringian hill dew, finest table liqueur.

Henry oebel * Hamburg * Rngostura bitter, 2858

,,0rruro" brand. Gold and Siloer Medal Rnt-

werp 1894. Brand introduced into all quarters
of the world.

Cucca Company Hamburg * ,,ucca" (Bouquet 2 859

liqueurs).

Otto Oberfoll * Rdiern in Baden * Blad* forest 2860

dierry and plum juice. Steam distillery.

founded 1870. Rwards at all exhibitions.

Export to all countries.

Herm. Jos. Peters & Co. nadtf. * Cologne- on- 2861

the -Rhine *
liqueurs, pundi syrups. Often

obtained highest awards. See also nr. 2833.

Th. Ripke * Hamburg Tenant: Rlphons ib- 2862

bertz. Rngostura bitter of Dr. To. Meinhard

Suer, formerly at Ciudad Bolioar (antes Rn-

gostura).

Emil Wilh. Sehmisdi * Sdteibenberg in Saxony 2863

(District of Zwidiau) * Sdteibenberger cabbage

liqueurs (trade mark protected by law).

6g. Sdierer 8t Co. * Cangen, District of Darm- 2864

stadt * Ciqueurs, spirits, factory founded
1833. See also nr. 2834.

H. W. Sdtlidite Steinhagen in Westphalia 2865

Steam Steinhager, and brandy and corn dis-
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tillery. Founded HIT. Steinhager, brandy,
and corn brandy. Rwards at 93 exhibitions.

2866 C. W. lasche * Steinhagen in Westphalia *

Genuine Steinhager (juniper) distillery, 6e-

nieure de Steinhagen.

2861 tropon-Werhe, G.m.b.H. * Mulheim-on-the-
Rhtne * tropon egg brandy. See also tlr. 2 TO I,

2139, 2812.

2868 H. Underberg-Rlbredit * Rheinberg - on - the-

ower Rhine * Inuentor and distiller of the

Underberg-Boonehamp, motto: Semper idem.

Purveyor to H. M. the King and Emperor Wil-

liam II, &c. Pounded 1846. Export to all

quarters of the globe. Sole agents for north
America and Canada: Cuyties Brothers in

new Uork. Rwards at 24 world and indus-

trial editions.

Class 62.

Different Drinks.

2881 Rctienbrauerei Erlanaen tiorm. Gebruder Reif *

Erlangen (Bauaria) * Export beer. Often highest
awards.

2882 Rctienbrauerei zum Cowenbrau * Munidi * Beer.

Often crowned with first prizes. Represen-
tatiue in Paris: Robert Muller, 35 31 Bou-
leuard Bonne Houuelle, and 6 8 Boulevard

Montmartre; for transoceanic export Ebert &
Weiszflog, Hamburg, Rathhausmarkt 4.

2883 Bergsdilossdien-Brauerei Wencher & Co., Rktien-

gesellsdiaft * Dortmund * Bottled beer. Pounded
189T.

2884 Berliner Weissbier - Brauerei , Rctien - Gesell-

sdiaft, uorm. Carl andre" * Berlin n. 31, Strass-

burgerstr. 6 8 White beer.

2885Brauerei zum Stordien Rctien-Gesellschaft *

Speyer- on -the -Rhine * Beer.

2886Brauhaus Mrnberg *nuremberg * newly built

brewery able to produce 300000 hi of beer

per
annum, tight and dark lager beer, export

beer, both beer.

2881 C. Breithaupt, Weissbierbrauerei * Berlin * Ber-

lin white beer.

2888Burgerlidies Brauhaus Mundien (Mundiener
Burgerbrau) * Munidi * Beer. Pounded 1 6 54.

2889 Dortmunder Rctien-Braueret * Dortmund * Beer.

Own malt house. Main market: Rhineland
and Westphalia. Export to: Prance, England,
Holland, and Belgium.

2890 Ernst 6ridi zum Kodielbrau * Munidi * Beer.

Sold in the exhibition at nr. 4 restaurant,

Champ de Mars, and in many restaurants in

Paris.

289trste Kulmbadier Rctien-Exportbier-Brauerei *

Kulmbadi in Bauaria * Export beer. Branch for

Paris: Mes Prudhqn, 101 rue du Bois, and
43 rue Martre at Clidiy (Seine).

Export- Bier -Brauerei Reidtelbrau R.-6 *Kulm- 2892
badi (Baoaria) * Beer. Representative in Pa-

ris: R. Dupays, II rue du Pont neuf.

6ebr. Preyeisen *Franhfort-on-the-Main * Rpple 2893
wine ana apple wine champagne,

1. Promm * Prankfort-on-the-lXlain * Purueyor 2894
to Royalty and to the Grand Duke. Beer red
wine and beer red wine mousseux. See also

nr. 2 1 60.

Pranz Hellwig & Co., 6. m. b. H. * Berlin * 2895
Pruit wines. Rwards: t State Medal, 2 Prendt
Gold Medals and t Distinction Cross, t Belgian
Gold Medal, 5 German Gold Medals. See also

nr. 280t, and 2831.

6ebr. 3osty, Brauerei * Berlin * Pounded I8t9. 2896

Specialty medical and sanitary beers. Distinc-

tions 1899: Gold Medal, Berlin. Diploma of

Honour and Gold Medal, Magdeburg.
Kaiserbrauerei Bedi & Co. * Bremen * Export 289 1

beer. Can be kept in euery climate: free of

sediment.

Wilhelm Ketterer * Pforzheim * Beerbrewery. 2898

Export beer. Por more see Special Catalogue
of Pood Industry.

Kulmbadter Export
- Brauerei ,,M6ndishof" 2899

H.- 6. * Kulmbadi (Bauaria) * Beer.

Kulmbadier Rizzibrau Rktiengesellsdtaft *Kulm- 2900
bach in Bauaria * Beer.

6. Psdiorr, Psdtorrbrau * Munidi * Dining room 290t

beer. Export beer. Bodi beer, light and dark

lagerbeer.

Joh. Georg Radiles * Prankfort-on-the-Main * 2902

Purueyor to Roumanian court. Prankfort

applewine, foaming applewine. Export to all

parts of the world.

Gabriel Sedlmayr, Brauerei zum Spaten * Mu- 2903
nidi * Beer.

Jos. Sedlmayr * Munidi * Brewery of the 2904
Franciscan cellar (Ceistbrau). Export lagerbeer.

Export in casks and botles.

Preiherrlidi uon tudier'sdie Brauerei, R.-6. *2905

nuremberg * Beer. Highest awards at all large
exhibitions. Chief brandi for Prance: H. Eng-
laender, Paris , 1 1 rue Rmbroise Thomas.

Wilhelmshaoener Rktien-Brauerei * Wilhelms- 2906

hawen * Export beer. Purueyor to the imperial

ships and commandos.

Class 63.

Mining, Wining Works and Quarries (Rr-

rangements, Management and Products).

Salinen - Direktton JCuneburg * Rll kinds of 2 9 23

cooking salt in sacks, glasses and other kinds

of uessels.

IT
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Individual Exhibitors.

Class 55.

Rrrangements and Management of Food

Industries.

2939 Leo Bahr* Berlin -Halensee, Kurfurstendamm
t3T * Patented cooling rooms with dry cold

air for meat, wine, &c., in the German wine
restaurant.

2940 6. W. Earth, Fabrik fur Patent-Sidterheitsroster*

Cudwigsburg * See German Machinery building

p. 118.

294t Hermann Bauermeifter, Masohinenfabrik und
Muhlenbauanstalt, 6. m. b. H. * Rltona-Otten-

sen Specialty : Besides mills machines for

manufacture of cocoa and chocolate. See Ger-

man Machinery building p. tt8.

2942 Braunsohweigische Miihlenbau-Rnstalt Rmme,
Giesedhe&Konegen * Brunswioh * Paris: St. Ho-

nor^ 131; Brussels: rue Floris 50; 2 rolling

mills and t sifter.

2943 Cannstatter Misdh- und Knetmasohinenfabrik,

Cannstatter Dampf-Badhofen-Fabrik, Werner 8t

Pfteiderer * Cannstatt (Wurtemberg) * See

German Machinery building p. U8.

2944 Filter- und Brauteohnische Masdhinen-Fabrtk,

Rct.-Ges. vormals C. R. Enzinger * Worms-on-
the-Rhine * See German Machinery building

p. ITS.

2945 Terdinand Gothot * Muhlheim-on-the-Ruhr *

Specialty: Patent quick roaster. Highest aioards

at all special exhibitions. First prize of honour

from special unions. See German Machinery

building p. us.

2946 Gesellsdiaft fur Cinde's Eismasohinen * Wies-

baden * See gr.VI cl. 29 p. 192 and gr. XIV
cl.81 p. 299.

2941 Rtdiard Cehmann * Dresden * Madiine factory.

See German Machinery building p. 118.

J. M. Cehmann * Dresden-6btau, tharandter- 2948

str. 8/9 * Machine factory. Machines for manu-
facture of chocolate and cocoa.

See advertisement page 38.

Masohinenfabrik Germania oorm J. S. Schtoalbe 2949
& Sohn * Chemnitz * See gr.VI cl. 29 p. 193.

See advertisement page 6t.

Muhlenbauanstalt und Masdhinenfabrik uorm 2950
Gebruder Seox * Dresden * Share capital and
reserves 3 000 000 francs; about 1 000 workmen
and officials. Millmadiines of every kind.

Building of Cornmills after automatic system.
Silo and warehouse arrangements. Exhibit ob-

jects. I double rolling, 2 quadruple roller mills,

2 ,,Reform" semolina and vapour cleaning

machines, t zentrifugal sifting machine, t Plan-

siohter, t Trieur, t pattern roller, I universal

hopper feeder.

. R. Riedinger, Masohinen- und Broncexoaaren- 2951

Fabrik, Rctien-Gesellsdhaft * Rugsburg * Cooling
machines after the carbonic acid compression

system, number of cooling and ice machines

made by the firm on this approved system
about 600. See also gr.VI cl. 29 p. 194.

W. Schmidt * Bretten (Baden) * Cooling appa- 2952

ratus factory. 2 irrigation apparatus for wort,
t irrigation apparatus for sterilised milk, t irri-

gation apparatus for freshly milked milk. See

also gr.VII cl.3T p. 243.

See advertisement page t5.

F. H. Sohule * Hamburg * Machine factory. 2953

Specialty: Rrrangements for stelling rice and

patent winnower for all cereals. Rpproved
as paddy winnower. Hundreds delivered to

all important ricemills in the world. Hourly
total working capacity over 1 000 t. Splendid
madiine to help sorting in grits and

pats
fac-

tories and sorting stones in cornmills, for

shelling coffee, &c. Suited for difficult sorting.

Export to all quarters of the globe. Rbout
too workmen. Rwards at Munich 1898.
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Rmongst all the various brandies of German industry the mining industry ranks as

one of the first. Its importance is certainly far too little appreciated by the public
at large, because our mining works are limited to small districts of Germany lying
moreover partly out of the usual routes. The surest standard by which to estimate

the economical importance of any brandi of industry is incontestably the value of its

productions. This means, however, is nowadays unfortunately impracticable, comparative
statistics being unobtainable for most of the groups of industry until the conclusion

of the present pending commercial -political investigations. R less reliable result could

be attained by attempting to determine the importance of mining, as compared with

that of other brandies of industry, from the number of workmen employed,
the comparison would be still more valuable if not the number of persons employed
but the wages earned by them were reviewed, for this would show the consumption
of this brandi. The basis for these calculations is already laid by the memorable
accident-assurance-law introduced by the first Emperor and his great diancellor. This

too, however, will not give an absolutely reliable result, for by law the amounts paid
on wages amounting to more than 4 marks per diem are reckoned at only a third;

more than half the German miners and smelters receive wages above the amount

just mentioned and too always in cash paid to them .after the subtraction of the

amount payable for the assurance for illness and old age; the burden of assurance

against accidents being borne by the enterpriser himself.

Dery closely connected with mining is smelting, especially too the working and making
of iron and steel. The term ,,mining industry", however, can be quite well applied
to all these different brandies; still the figures appertaining to the iron industry must
not be omitted, because in both of the closely connected industries are embodied the

most important supports of German industry. There belonged then in all in the

year t$9T (the last year to which the figures given apply):

IT*
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a) to the industrial accident assurance: 45541T works with 6043000 workmen

receiving wages to the amount of 4253 620 60t,92 marks;

b) of this to the (mining) society of journeyman-miners alone: t83$ works

(0,4 per cent of the total number) with 469000 workmen (T,T per cent of the total

number) and wages to the amount of 45T54$Ot2,TT marks (tO,$ per cent of

the total);

c) further to the seuen societies of the iron and steel industry: 2t6t6 works

(4,7 per cent of the total) with 6T5000 workmen (tt,2 per cent of the total) and

wages to the amount of 605483 TtS,8$ marks (t4,2 per cent of the total);

b) and c) together = German ,,mining" industru: 23454 works (5,2 percent
of the total) with 1 144000 workmen (t8,9 per cent of the total) and wages to the

amount of t06303tT3t,65 marks (25 percent of the total).

The small percentage of the works in the mining industry as compared with the

total number of the works contributing to the industrial accident assurance together
with the percentage of the workmen point to the fact that mining and smelting are

the most important of the large industries in Germany: but the figures show still

clearer that the workmen in mining and smelting have a share in the amount of

wages paid far greater than their numbers would lead one to esrpect. R complete

diange has taken place in the economical importance of the individual brandies of

the mining industru. Formerly mining was necessarily limited by the difficulty of

traffic to very expensive means of conveyance. The working of higher- grade ores was in

olden times the sole means of conveyance possible in mining. Owing to the inadequacy of

the madiinery obtainable the diief enemy of mining was at that time the inrush

of water; people therefore always used to try and work beds on sloping ground whidi

afforded natural outflow for the swallet by means of galleries.

This work was therefore always limited to hilly ground; hence the reason for the

term used in German for mining meaning if literally translated ,,hill- industry". Rl-

though we read in very early times of coal being obtained, yet it is hardly a century

ago that the coal industry in for instance the most important mining district of the

whole of Europe, in that of the Ruhr, attained any proportions really worth men-

tioning.

The transformation undergone by all traffic by the introduction of the railway opened

up undreamt of markets for the coal industry. This development caused German
coal mining to blossom forth and become one of the most important brandies of in-

dustry. This prosperity was also considerably enhanced by the passing of farsighted

mining laws, whidi most of the federal states in imitation of Prussia introduced in

the place of a number of narrowminded regulations.

Unfortunately no comparative statistics on German mining produce and its value were

made before the formation of the Empire; for this reason it may be permissible to

draw up some data respecting the prosperity of coal mining dating from a century

ago. Recording to a publication printed on the centenary of the foundation of the

Dortmund head mining office (t892) that district contained:
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year number of works
Rmount Dalue

of produce
Workmen

in tooo t in tooo marks

1792 t54 tTT 684 1357
tSOO 158 231 1039 1546
1830 172 5Tt 3368 445T
1850 t98 1666 10385 12741
1810 220 11813 67626 51391
1890 177 35469 282442 127794

and 1898 168 51002 373036 191846

these figures speak uolumes; although the number of works has hardly at all ap-

preciably (hanged, and has if anything diminished owing partly to amalgamation,
since the year 1792 the number of workmen employed has increased 140 fold, the

amount of output 288 fold, and the rjalue 545 fold.

The whole of the productions of the German mining industry together in the short

period of time that has elapsed since the foundation of the Empire cannot show sudi

an enormous aduance as the aboue; and still the coalmines haue been continually

increasing in the last few decades. The following figures refer to the German Customs'

Union, including the grand -dudiy of u*emburg:
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importance as regards the younger branch of coal production, namely of broum coal.

In this branch too the kingdom of Prussia is at the head of all. The industry espe-

cially in the provinces of Saxony, Brandenburg and along the Rhine has developed

uery much of late years. Originally the first place was held by lignite for the manu-
facture of paraffin, but lately it has become more usual to turn to account the lignite

coal found largely in that district for the formation of bricks.

Slack too, which is uery poor in gas, has been utilized similarly with uery good
results, but the most important use to which bituminous coal has been put is that

of forming it into coke, which is irreplaceable for many smelting processes in the

present state of technics. In t$98 more than to millions of tons of coke were manu-
factured in the German Empire, nearly three quarters coming from the Ruhr district.

Here especially there haue been started since the beginning of the last decade secon-

dary works connected with the produce of coke, which haue as their object the pro-
duction of tar, ammonia, and benzol from the gases from the coke furnaces. The

results obtained in this direction in Germany from methodical investigation are the

pioneers as it were in this branch of science. The German coal industry can also boast

of standing foremost among the combatants againt the inimical forces of nature. The

gases issuing from the layers of coal, firedamp, are especially when conjoined
with clouds of coal dust -^ the miners' most deadly enemies, exhaustive researches

and continual practical experiments haue been made and with success in the king-
doms of Prussia and Saxony for the combatting of these dangers.
Public attention has been especially drawn to these accidents, because they generally
entail uery great loss of life; but yet far less loss of life is caused by them than

by the unexpected breaking away of rock. Hearty half the casualties in mining in

all countries are to be attributed to this latter cause. The Prussian mines administra-

tion has of late paid uery great attention to this point with the hope of minimizing
as far as may be all accidents.

Although these measures are being taken in the province of coal mining, the same

precautions will also hold good in the other branches of mining industry. This is

especially the case with iron ore mining; this latter has deueloped extensiuely every-
where as well as in the older works in Siegerland and Silesia. Thanks to the dis-

coueries of Thomas and Gilchrist the iron ores containing large amounts phosphorus,
which were formerly almost useless, haue been able to be utilised. But euen the

great increase of the production of these ores, especially in Hanouer and Lorraine

and the grand-duchy of Luxemburg, which also belongs to the Customs' Union, does

not suffice to completely supply the rising German iron industry with raw material;

to supplement the supply euer increasing amounts of Spanish, Rlgerian, and lately

especially Swedish ores haue had to be used. The import of these ores might be less

if the cost of transport of the inexhaustible natural supplies in Lorraine and Luxem-

burg could be effected at cheaper rates than at present.

Rs regards potassium salts on the other hand Germany is quite independent of other

countries, enjoying euen a monopoly in them, no other land possessing such abund-

ance of these salts. Mining, which is only a few decades old, and was originally

limited to the prouince of Saxony, has meanwhile extended far into Central Germany.
It is just here that a syndicate was formed by the producers, in cooperation with
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the state mines, some time ago and showed itself to be profitable, an example which

was followed more or less by the most important of the coal districts. The doubts

originally expressed as to the right use of the great power acquired by the syndicate
haue been gradually silenced in face of the careful prices set by the sellers unions,
and haue given place to recognition of the excellent manner of conducting business.

Had it not been for this syndicate in the coal industry the balance of our mining

industry, also as regards foreign countries, would haue been far more unfavourable

than we specify. In tS9$ its value was as follows:

Export
Bituminous coal Coke Brown coal total
Millions of marks Millions of marks Millions of marks Millions of marks

t33,5 36,6 0,t2 U0,22

Import
64,0 5,9 53,2 t23,t

Of the esrport of the two first named fuels nearly two thirds go to Rustro -Hungary
and the Hetherlands; Belgium and Switzerland too take a considerable amount of

coal, whilst France with her important blast furnace industry in the department of

Meurthe et Moselle buys but a small amount, it is true, of coal, but quite a third

of the total amount of coke exported, tike Belgium, Rustro -Hungary makes up for

its import of German coal and German coke partly by exporting the same products.
But at the same time Rustro -Hungary is the sole carrier of the annually rising im-

port of brown coal from Bohemia, which to a great degree reaches the heart of Ger-

many up the Elbe, the water way it is too that has obtained for British coal, that

is four fifths of the total import, a perfectly firm position in the whole of our Ger-

man coast territory; and hitherto it has proued impossible to dislodge it. flor is it

probable that a change therein will be effected by the newly introduced raw material

tariff, which makes considerable reductions for distances of ouer 350 kilometres as

compared with the tariffs hitherto in use; the mining industry as the most important

freight provider is the most interested in the construction of better and cheaper means
of traffic for this very reason, and also on account of the comparatively small value

of its products and in view of the fact that every improvement in this direction means
a saving in favour of the people, and may promote fresh productive investments,

the following are data on the turnover of all German railways which were known

only since t8S5, and may serve for purposes of comparison:
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fto less significant than the doubling of the goods turnover in little more than one
decade is the fact that the share of the most important mining products, especially
of coal, amounts to about half even of the double turnover. In this is not included

moreouer the raw materials not mentioned sudi as the finished products of tht

smelting works and the other materials in mining; the Ruhr district for instance

alone used in the sending of about 50 millions of tons in the year t$98 alone over

2 million cubic meters of mine- timber worth more than 30 millions of marks.

Just as traffic and mining have constantly acted and reacted on eadi other so mining
and the other brandies of German industrial life haue affected eadi other advanta-

geously. Tor want of the surest data the productive value of the individual groups
a comparison of the relations of the motor forces may not be out of place here. Tor
t$T5 only the horse-power of steam engines is ascertained, but for t$95 that of the

various motor forces are also known (steam, water, air, &c.).

In all German industries were:
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to all who possessed the knowledge, power, courage, and endurance to make her

treasures their oum. When nature distributes her gifts, and she does so in the most
liberal manner possible, it is impossible to bear them away by hand; one must use

certain tools in order for instance to utilize steam in the boiler, motors, and various

other machines, and the diemical forces of certain apparatus, the more means one

uses to take advantage of the resources of nature, the greater is the number of people
who can participate in the blessings thereof, and unwittingly benefit thereby. Thus

only can one explain the enormous amount of capital contributed to steam enterprises
whidi in their turn will exercise a beneficial influence on all. Most of these means
are converted into workmens' wages."
^et in spite of this very great prosperity the German mining industry ranks only
third in comparison with other important mining states. Of course Great Britain,

the United States of Rmerica and Germany provide alone 80 per cent of the total

coal in the world, France and Belgium covering about 9 per cent, so that the follow-

ing figures represent about nine tenths of the coal produce and similarly of the

pig-iron.
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Group XL

Mining *
Metallurgy.

Rrtistic arrangement by Johannes Radke, Kaiserlicher Post-Bauinspektor in Berlin.

Class 63.

Wining, Mines and Stone Quarries (Madiin-

ery, Methods and Products).

Collective Exhibition of the Rmber
Industry.

By Order of the Royal Prussian Ministry for

Commerce and Industry.

Management: Hr. Prof. Dr. Klebs. Konigsberg.

299! Christian Badi * Ruhla inthuringia Rmber
and ambroid cigar- and cigarette-holders,
also in combination with metal-, stone- and
enamel-cases. Rlso amber and ambroid mouth-

pieces. Established 1866. Steam factory.

2992 Gustat) Triedridi * Oliva near Danzig * Rmber-
ware factory. Stands with urns. Uarious
articles of jewelry, &c. Stands and urns
ornamented with amber.

2993 GesellsdtaftzurhunstgewerbUdtenUerwerthung
des Bernsteins. 6. m. b. H. Managers Rud.

Kopche and Hugo Kadadi * Konigsberg in

Prussia * Rrt goods in amber combined with

precious woods and stones, especially art

furniture, executed after designs of ardiitect

tob. Reiff under his direction and that of

manufacturer Conrad Engelbredtt (of the firm

W. Engelbredit, export furniture works) with
the assistance of Prof. Dr. R. Klebs. (the metal-

work of the door- and window - handles is

from R. Rmsberg's factory, Rur-la-Chapelle.)

2994 Otto Jaglinsky & Co., Inh. Johannes Jaglinsku,
Head master of the Rmber -turners Guild *

Danzig * Rrt goods (diest of ebony and

amber, &c.), ornaments and jewelry.
Esta-

blished 1855. Rwards 18Z5 Chile, Santiago,
1891 Condon, 1895 Bremen, 1895 Konigsberg
in Prussia, 1899 Coslin in Pomerania.

2995 Prof. Dr. Richard Klebs, Koniglidt Preussisdter

Candesgeologe * Konigsberg in Prussia * Geo-

logical map, profile drawings, tables of out-

put and photographs relating to amber, its

natural bed and extraction.

2996 Koniglidte Bernsteinwerke * Konigsberg in

Prussia * a. Rough amber of uarious kinds,

pressed amber (ambroid), melted amber for

Uarnish manufacture, succinic acid, oil ofamber.
b. Scientific evidence about the formation of

amber, its occurence, its fauna, flora and

industry. Collected, identified and arranged by
Prof. Dr. Richard Klebs.

Koniglidie geologisdte Candesanstalt und Berg- 2997
ahademie* Berlin * Specimens from the Rmber
Collection.

Othnuller & Cehmann, art -turner * Konigs- 2998

berg in East Prussia * Rmber goods.

H. . Perlbadi * Danzig * Rmber -corals for 2999

north, West, East Rfrica, amber beads and

earrings for India, China, Siam, Burma. Rgent
H. Boese", rue du Faubourg St-Denis 151.

Tr.Rosenstiel Purveyor to the Court * Berlin 3000

n.W.,Unter den inden48 * Rmber cigar and ci-

garette holders, small pipes. Rmber utensils.

Rrt goods.
Moritz Sdtlossmann * Ruhla in Thuringia *3001
Genuine meersdtaum cigar holders. Holder
of the Royal Saron State medal and of the

sitoer medal of Sa*e- Weimar.

Hermann Sdiwarz * Magdeburg * Manufactory 3002
of oil- and spirit -varnishes of all kinds.

Liquid and dried samples of amber varnishes.

Established 1861. The firm supplies varnishes
for house painting, carriage

-
building , rail-

ways and shipbuilders also for industrial

purposes e. g., tin -boar-, cycle-, madu'ne-,

furniture-, toy-, wall -paper-, waxcloth-,

tape-measure-, label-, &c. factories.

Carl Steyl, jeweller * Konigsberg in Prussia * 3003
R ridily embossed art salver set with amber.

Design by Prof. R. Offterdinger-Hanau.

Carl Tiedemann * Dresden Darnish- and 3004
lake -works. Rmber varnishes, amber -lakes

and samples ofboth products. Established 1833.

Specialty : Coloured amber-lakes for flooring, &c.,

with German, Trendi, English, Italian and

Spanish labels according to the importing
countries. In 1898 the firm bought 61 356kg
of rough amber for its manufactures.

J. H. Werner , Berlin W., Triedridtstr. IT3 *3005
Court jeweller to His Majesty the Emperor and

King. Rmber art goods mounted in gold
and silver.
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3006 I Woythaler * Danzig * Rmber jewelry, cigar

and cigarette holders of all kinds. Gold and
situer State medals awarded.

300T R. Zausmer * Danzig, Canggasse 26, friiher 65 *

Rmber goods. Wholesale export house. Esta-

blished 1816. 16 prizes awarded.

Individual Exhibitors.

3021 Rllgemeine Elektricitats-Gesellsdiaft * Berlin *

Riedler express pump driuen directly by a

rotary current electromotor. See also gr. V
cl. 23 p. U3, cl. 2521 p. IT4 116, gr. VI

cl. 29 p. 192 and cl. 32 Uincennes p. 402, gr. X
cl. 55 p. 251. See aduertisement paget.

3022 Barytwerke Gewerkschaft Weitzhelle & Rrz-

kaute * Cologne-on -the-Rhine * Heauy spar
(baryta) in rough pieces and ground.

3023 Ehrhardt & Sehmer, 6. m. b. H. * Post office

Saarbrucken * Machine factory ,,Sdileifmuhle".
Established 1816. number of hands and
officials TOO. Brandies ofmanufacture: Machines
for mines and smelting works, especially

pumps, winding engines, trains, blast engines,
steam furnace-top lifts, factory steam engines.
See also cl. 64 Hr. 3041.

See advertisement page 9.

3024 Triemann & Wolf * Zwickau in Saarony * Safety
lamps and apparatuses pertaining thereto.

Rock drilling machines.

3025 Gewerkschaft schlesische rUckelwerke * Glaisen-

dorf near Frankenstein, Silesia * Represented
by the President ucien Pierron. Drawings
and plans in relief, samples of minerals.

3026 Impragnirungs - Gesellschaft System Hassel*

mann, 6. m. b. H. * Berlin, Friedrichstr. 13 1 c *

Impregnated wood for mines. See also Uin-

cennes gr. VI cl. 32 p. 402.

See aduertisement page 18.

3027 Salinendirektion luneburg * See Collective Ex-

hibit of Foods gr. X Tlr. 2923.

3028 Siemens & Halske R.-6. * Berlin * Electrical

rock drills for soft and hard rocks. Mine
Fuses. Electrical mine signals.

Class 64.

Metallurgy (Machines, Methods and

Products).

3039 Chemisdie thermo-Industrie, G.m.b.H. *ssen-
on- the -Ruhr Refractory metals, free from

carbon, and their alloys. Method for obtaining
high temperatures. See also gr. XIV cl. 81

p. 295. See aduertisement page 15.

3040 Rudolph Chillingworth * fluremberg * Pressing,
stamping and drawing works. Fittings for

steam boilers, also joints for steam, water

and gas pipes, joints for cycle building,

fittings for carriage building, drums for driuing
belts. See also gr. VI cl. 28 p. 191 and cl. 30

p. 194, gr. XI cl. 63 p. 268.

See aduertisement page 32.

Ehrhardt & Sehmer, 6. m. b. H. * Schleifmuhle- 3041
Saarbrucken * Reuersing rolling mill with
three cylinders without condensers. Rn electri-

cally driuen pump for high speed of rotation.

See also cl. 63 tlr. 3022.

See aduertisement page 9.

Felten & Guilleaume Carlswerk Rctien-Gesell- 3042
schaft * Mulheim- on -the -Rhine * Electric

cables and wires. Wire, wire ropes and wire

goods. See also gr. V cl. 23 26 p. 113115,
gr. VI cl. 32 p. 195, gr. XI cl. 65 p. 268.

See aduertisement page 40 and 41.

W. C. Heraeus * Hanau * Rluminium appara- 3043
tuses manufactured by a new method : R four-

cornered bo*, a large uessel withstanding
pressure, a cylinder with tubes attached^

crosspieces made of tube. See also gr. V
cl. 24 and 21 p. 114 and 116, gr.X cl. 55 p. 251,

gr.XIV cl. 81 p. 299.

See aduertisement page 48.

Kalker Werkzeugmaschinen-Tabrtk L W.Breuer, 3044
Schumadier & Co. * Kalk near Cologne -on- the-

Rhine * I forging -press for 1 200 tons pressure,
1 hydraulic girder-cutting machine, driuen by
an electromotor.

Julius Pintsch * Berlin 0., Rndreasstr. I2/T3 *3045
Welded wrought iron boiler for 10 atmospheres
working pressure, of about 52 cbm content.

See also gr. Ill cl. 15 S. 146.

See aduertisement page4T.
B. OttoRoosen * Hamburg, Kirchenallee 35 *3046

Graphite crucibles for melting copper, steel,

iron, and other metals.

CUSS 65.

Small Iron, and Metal Industry (Machines,
Methods and Products).

Collective Exhibition of the Goldleaf-

and Bronze-colour-, &c. Industry.

Management :' Hr. Koniglicher Oberbaurath uon
Kramer, Direktor des BayerischenGewerbemuseums.

tluremberg.

Eiermann & Tabor furrh (Bauaria) * Bronze- 3058

colour, brocade, aluminium and metal leaf

works. Paris , 4 Ruenue Parmentier ; Condon

E.C., 8 Wood Street Square; Berlin S. 53, Ur-

banstr. 2; Milan, 16 uia Dante. 10 prize me-
dals. Paris 1895 and tluremberg 1896: Mem-
ber of the prize jury, out of competition.

See aduertisement page 51.
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3059 Joh. 69. Heckel's seel. Erben * Rllersberg near

nuremberg * eonic gold and silver loire and
Hnsel factory. Established 1642. tinsel Christ-

mas tree ornaments, copper, gold and sitoer

wires, coloured wires, copper, gold and sitoer

Hnsel, coloured tinsel, spun wire, angels
hair, fancy articles, decorations, spangles,
metal powder, smooth and patterned.

3060 Franz Kainzinger * nuremberg Decorative art

institute. Copies of miniatures ('/$ natural

size) of Franconian vessels of 16 th and IT th

centuries, wrought and chased in copper. See
also gr. XV cl. 9T p. 360.

306 1 Metallpapier-, Bronzefarben- und Blattmetall-

Werhe normals Ceo Haenle, Ernst Sdtoll, Cind-

ner & Doit und Jakob Heinridt, 6. m. b. H. *

Munich * Rll hinds of genuine and imitation,
smooth and patterned gold and sitoer papers,
German gold and German sitoer, smooth and

patterned in sheets and rolls. Rlso borders

and ornaments in gold, sitoer and coloured

papers. Special factory for metal paper ma-
nufacture with works in Munich, Nuremberg
and Fiirth in Bauaria. See also gr. XIV cl. 88

p. 305.

3062 6g. Ernst Schaetzler * tluremberg, Webers-

platz 8 * Genuine gold leaf factory. Exhibit:

Genuine gold leaf in various colours and

shapes, chemically pure gold leaf for wire

manufacture, fine gold stopping for dentists.

3063 Rrthur Schi&edantz & Co. * 2wi<hau inSa*qny <-

Manufacture of moulds for gold and sitoer

beaters.

3064 Segitz & tleidhardt * Furth (Bauaria) High
lustre bronze brocade and metal leaf factory.
Established U9T. Specialties for art printing:
Diamond bronzes, type metal, yellow metal,

aluminium, hard solder, moulds, gold and
sitoer slip, patent bronzes, &c. E*tra brilliant

brocades for wall paper printing. Factories in

Hofen, Pommelsbrunn and Haunritz. Rgents
in all countries. Paris establishment, 16 rue

Meslay.

3065 udw. Spiegelberger ftirth * Genuine gold
and sitoer leaf, aluminium and imitation gold,
hard solder. Established t86T.

Collectiue exhibition of the German
Wire Hail Manufacturers' Union.

Management: Hr. Generaldirehtor Kamp. Ruhr-
ort. Uerhaufsstelle des Uerbandes: Berlin W.,

Mauerstr. 8t.

Established 6th Sept. 1898. yearly output of the

united works about 225 000 tons. Exhibit of wire
tacks and nails of all kinds which are made in

the workshops of the united 85 nail works of the

German Empire.

Individual Exhibitors.

Gebr. Rrndt * Quedlinburg * Berlin S.W., Rlesr- 3081
andrinenstr. 22 * Kitchen and table utensils

in nickel, copper, tin-plate and wire gauze,
tinned wire goods. Depot in Paris, IT rue
du Faubourg St.-Denis.

Ernst Bechert * Chemnitz in Saarony * needle 3082

factory for knitting machines , and first Sasron

factory for cast steel balls of all sizes, for

cycles, motor-cars, machines, &c.

J. M. Caron & Co. - Barmen-Rittershausen * See 3083
German Machinery building p. 118.

Rudolph Chillingworth nuremberg * Pressing, 3084

stamping and drawing works. Joints for

steam, water and gas pipes, joints
for cycle-

building, fittings for carriage-building, drums
for driving belts. See also gr. VI cl. 28 p. 191

and cl. 30 p. t94, gr. XI cl. 64 p. 261.

See advertisement page 32.

H. C. . Eggers & Co. * Hamburg * Fire-, burg- 3085

Jar-
and powder-proof safes, vaults, art work

in iron and aluminium bronze.

See advertisement page 64.

Eisenwerk Joly * Wittenberg * See German 3086

Machinery building p. ITS.

Elmore's Metall-Rctien-Gesellsdiaft * Schladern- 3081

on-the-Sieg (Rhenish Prussia) * Seamless

electrolytically prepared copper goods, i. e:

Steam and water pipes of various dimensions.

Cylinders up to 2 m diameter for
paper

and

textile
machines. Condenser casings ror war-

ships. Rir chambers, vessels, fluted pipes and
other special articles. Pipes for boring with
socket coupling. Copper plated iron pipes, cast

cylinders and press rams. Samples.
See advertisement page 2t.

Felten & Guilteaume Carlswerk Rctien-Gesell-3088
sdtaft * Mulheim-on-the-Rhine * Electric cables

and wire, wire-ropes and wire -goods. See

also gr. V cl. 23 26 p. 1Z3 1T5, gr.VI cl. 32

p. 195, gr.XI cl. 64
p.

261.

See advertisement pages 40 and 41.

Frankfurter Bronzefarben- und Blathnetall-3089
Fabrik Julius Schopflodter*frankfort-on-the
Main.

Gebr. FunkenRijr-ia-Chapelle* Sewing machine 3090
needle factory. Has manufactured needles for

sewing machines, as a specialty, for the last

25 years. 10 highest awards.

Galvanische Metall- Papier -Fabrik, Rktien-6e-ao9t
sellschaft * Berlin n., Gerichtsstr. 2 * Galvanic

metal leaf, articles made from it such as:

Packing for stuffing bo*es, dynamo brushes, &c.

Goetz & Co. * Stuttgart * Safe and lock factory. 3092

Bank safe rooms, strongest safes, iron-plate

doors, &c., with the latest improvements, new

26$
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safe plating affording greatest security. Spring-
less unopenable safety locks and other novelties,

supplied to governments, offices, railways,

post-offices,
the Reichsbanh and hundreds of

me largest banks in Germany and abroad.

3093 Gruneberger Werkzeugwerke, Rktien - Gesell-

schaft * Grunebero, near Strassburg in Rlsatia *

R kiosk, containing cut files.

3094 1 H. Hobis & Ihissen * RuMa-Chapelle * needle

factory. Specialties: Steel safety pins with
secure fastening, opening

on one or both sides.

Crochet needles or all kinds. Steel hair and

curling pins. Tancy articles: Dress holders,
belt holders, boa holders, &c. Sole prize Chicago
1893. Gold Medal Rntwerp t894.

3095Fran Schilling, i. T. Carl Triedrich Ulridi, Hof-

glockengiessermeister * Rpolda in thuringia *

Specialty: Church bells and belfries.

BUUDHIG

LSchuler * Goppingen in Wiirtemberg * Machine 3096
tool factory. Machines for tin plate manufacture.
See German Machinery building p. ITT.

See advertisement page 69.

Sensemoerh Muhlbach * Oberaudorf depot of 3091
the Bavarian and Tyrol scythe-makers Union
in Jenbach * The firm has a large esrport busi-

ness to western and southern countries.

th.Tourtellier & Sohn * Mulhausen in Rlsatia * 3098
Patent drums made of steel plate, for looms
and beaming machines.

R. & H. Uorster * Hagen in Westphalia * Iron 3099
and steel goods factory. Cleavers, knives,

a*es, pick-ares, hammers, railway-, mining-
and plantation-tools. fcrport to all countries.

Specialty: Cast steel tools. Established 1812.

Depot under the same firm R. & H. Dorster in

Hamburg. fcrport agencies in Berlin, Bremen,
ondon, Paris, Rmsterdam.

6roup XII.

Decoration and Furnishing of Public Buildings and Priuate Dwellings.

the Exhibit of this Group is connected with that of Group XV. See therefore p. 3t4 sqq.
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The tesrtile industry occupies first place in the list of German trades. Tt includes in-

deed a mudi smaller number of establishments than seueral other industries, but

giues employment to the greatest number of persons, about one tenth of all in-

dustrially actiue persons, and boasts the largest exports and imports. It is especially

worthy of notice that this high position has been readied in spite of the fact that uery
little of the requisite raw material is produced in its own land and must therefore,

for the greater part, be imported from distant points and in troublesome ways.

Recording to the trade statistics of t$95 the textile industry of the German Empire
embraced 248 6tT establishments, of whidi t62 569 belonged to domestic industry, this

last is characterized by the fact that it is carried on principally in one's own dwelling

2TO
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for an outside business. It has obtained diiefly in the mountainous parts of Silesia,

Thuringia, Sasrony, Bavaria, &c., but has recently greatly declined because it cannot

compete with the large manufactories, consequently the above number must now be

considerably reduced.

the variation, with the seasons, in the consumption of textile goods, and the fact

that in a number of cases workmen without special training can be used has led in

many cases to the development of the textile trade as a side trade. The presence of

still strongly deueloped domestic industry on the one hand and the possibility of the

production of certain goods without the assistance of other workmen and without the

use of motors on the other hand, condition the existence of a large number of indi-

vidual establishments (employing no help). The proportions are shown in the fol-

lowing table:

205 292

principal
establish-

ments248 61T
total

number
of esta-

blish-

ments

43325
side

establish-

ments

;UO 139

establish-
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R division into owners, officials and workmen shows:
Male Temale total

Owners of establishments employing no help, 8t 8T9 66654 t48 533

help, . , 4TTt9 4t9t 5t 9tO

Officials 42 6tt t 489 44 tOO

Workmen 359 833 388 88t T48 Tt4

Total , , , 532042 46 1 2t5 993 25T

Comparison of males and females shows that the number of females nearly equals
that of the males, moreover amongst the workmen alone the number of females ex-

ceeds, in round numbers, by 29 000 the number of males employed. Children are

largely employed, the percentage being about 8,1 of the total, there are tO,90t ap-

prentices, 8 7 to males and 2 t9t females.

In the following table are shown the branches of the textile industry, represented in

Germany, and their extent. The last column of the table, giuing the number of per-

sons, refers only to the principal establishments.

Total number

of

establishments

Of these

principal domestic industry

establishments establishments

a) Preparation of spinning mat-

erial t t57 924 U3
t. Silk drying 8 8

2. Wool preparation 969 834 104

3. Rasr retting and breaking ,180 82 8

b) Spinning 9 t24 T T2t 4426
t. Silk winding 140 t3t t04

2. Silk spinning t 458 t 20T t 242

3. Wool spinning 26tt 2326 T02

4. Mungo and Shoddy prepar-
ation t62 t53 34

5. 7la* and hemp heMng and

spinning 1 662 1 3T3 145

6. Jute spinning 33 32

7. Cotton spinning 2446 t 99 1 1432
8. Uicuna-wool spinning , , , tOT t06

9. Spinning of other material t50 t24 50

to. Spinning of unspecified mat-

erial 355 2T8 ttT

c) Weauing, including ribbon

wearing t44548 U9326 t0025T

t. Silk wearjing tT 658 t6 859 t5 428

2. Wool weaving 26 035 23 756 19 767

3. inen weaning 50453 34493 24572
4. Jute weamng t87 tt2 t30

number of

persons

t7237
t78

t6358
70t

183543
232

6577
54488

7390

22228
8645
74807
8235
679

302

508 OtO

56082
153098
67792
5839
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total number

of

establishments

Of these

principal domestic industry

establishments establishments

number of

persons

5. Cotton UJeauing 32751 2S99T 27564 t4Tt2t
6. Weauing of mi*ed goods . 16332 14495 t2667 77292
7. Weaving of unspecified mat-

erial t t32 6t4 129 786

d) Rubber and hair plaiting and

loeauing 25S5 t423 2t63 3852

e) Knitting industries 35740 29864 23957 80688

f) Crodieting, embroidery and lace

manufacture 21660 18253 15276 43674
1. Crocheting and embroidery , 9242 7359 5894 14599
2. ace manufacture and linen

embroidery 12418 10894 9382 29075

g) Bleadiing, dyeing, printing and

finishing 9607 8458 2303 102825
1. Silk dueing and printing , 311 300 93 6732
2. Wool dyeing and printing . 1789 1653 244 22731
3. Cinen bleaching and dueing 802 633 246 5671
4. Cotton bleadiing and dueing 1223 1109 356 32618
5. Finishing for stockings and

knitted goods 618 506 434 5556
6. Washing and bleaching of

laces, &C 778 575 727 1 156

7. Other bleaching and dueing
establishments 4086 3682 203 28361

h) trimming manufacture , , , , 16367 12368 13734 32511

i) Cordage 7829 6955 340 20917
1. Rope manufacture 7131 6352 207 17464
2. Manufacture of nets, sails

and sacks 698 603 133 3453

Total , , , 248617 205292 162569 993257

the number of machines in use in the textile industry, according to the statistics of

1895, is as follows:

1. Carding machines in 2060 establishments 31282 machines
2. Combing machines - 288 - 5253
3. Mule machines - 1 159 - 6308
4. Rouing machines - 912 - 19072
5. Spinning frame machines - 2032 - 10 076 900 spindles
6. Jacquard hand looms - 5 830 23 139 machines

7. 3acquard power looms , , , 1 026 41 026

ii

2T3
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8. Hand looms without Jacquard ma-
chine

9. Power looms without Jacquard ma-
chine

to. Rrrangements for production of gold
and siluer threads, hand power , ,

tt. Rrrangements for production of gold
and siluer threads, motor power , ,

t2. Hand ribbon looms

t3. Power ribbon looms

t4. Hand twisting machines

t5. Power twisting machines

t6. Hand bobbin and plaiting machines

tT. Power bobbin and plaiting machines

t$. Hand bobbin-net-madiines

19. Power bobbin-net-machines , , , , ,

20. Hand embroidering-machines , , , ,

2t. Power embroidering-machines . , ,

22. Hand multifold embroidery-machines
23. Power multifold embroideru-ma-

diines

24. Hand stodiing looms

25. Power stodiing looms

26. Hand warp machines

2T. Power warp madiines

2$. Hand English looms

29. Power English looms

30. Hand French looms

3t. Power Trench looms

22 35T establishments

2679

18

65

2428
1089

438

1416

228

400

t53

2T9

232T
494

t22

t

228t
462

2452
220

t03

Tt

235

221

T4 583 machines

255468

226

9T4

5485
8TT9
T80 spindles

H406
839 madiines

26t22
288

t60t

4678
239T
300

40

9501

not*
5591

3780
320

828

t36t

8437

Motor power was used in t2360 establishments, tt ttt establishments using 514986
horse power. This power was developed by:

Wind t6 establishments horse power
Water 1 936

Steam 7689
Gas

Petroleum , , , ,

Benzine or ether

Hot air

Compressed air ,

Electricity , * . ,

t936
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Province of East Prussia t 960 establishments altogether 3 OT4 persons
- West Prussia 612 130t

Cihj of Berlin 29t4 t5266
Prouince of Brandenburg 7 454 54 4T4

- Pommerania t 9t2 3 t$4
- Posen T65 1 534
- Silesia 33498 909tt
-

Sa*onij 9 t4t 22 $09
-

Schlesioig-Holstein , . 24T4 7279
- Hannouer 33t5 22690
-

Westphalia 7 087 3T 269
- Hesse-Hassau , , , , 3ttO 892t
- Rhineland 28 321 t7t8t6

Hohenzollern 380 - - t 35T

Prussia 1 03 009 establishments altogether 441885 persons
Bauaria 2t 252 T5222

Sasromj 85428 267 44t

Wurtemberg 95t3 39968
Baden 4798 29303
Hesse 1 645 35t8

Wechlenburg-Sduuerin 1 285 1 720

Sa*e-Weimar 2844 88t8

Metklenburg-Strelitz 250 36t

Oldenburg , , , , 389 3996
Brunswick 647 3839

Sa*e-l*leiningen 730 4t94

Sa*e-Rltenburg 667 3754

Sa*e-Coburg-6otha 8t2 1 447

Rnhalt 287 1 302

Sduoarzburg-Sonderhausen , , , 382 5 12

Sdtiuarzburg-Rudolstadt 363 795

Waldeth 79 t2t

Reuss the older t Ot5 t2 t65

Reuss the younger 843 t4 147

Schaumburg-Cippe 495 629

Oppe 746 677

ftibedi t2t t7t

Bremen t52 1 597

Hamburg 566 1 99t

Rlsace-Corraine to 922 - - 73 684

German Empire 248617 establishments altogether 9 93 25 7 persons.

The ualue of the textile goods produced in the German Empire cannot be stated, no

statistics of the amount produced hauing been published up to this time : hoioeuer

the amounts exported and their ualue are known. In the uear t895 253749 t with

ts*
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a value of TT94T2000 marks were exported. The most important export goods and

their value are shown in the following table:

Sheep wool, raw 23,4 million marks
Carded wool 25,0

Wool yarn 44,6

Cloth and woollen goods 144,4

Woollen hosiery 23,8

Cotton yarn 21,0

Cotton goods 62, T

Cotton hosiery 53,6

Half-silk goods, cloths, shawls . . 66,0

Rs above mentioned Germany obtains most of its raw material, partly or wholly,

from foreign countries. Ho cotton or jute is produced in Germany; the former is

imported principally from the United States of Rmerica, the British East Indies, Egypt,

&c., the latter from the British East Indies. Flair and hemp are raised in Germany
to a slight extent, the greater part, however, is imported: flair from Russia, Rustria-

Hungary, Belgium, &c., hemp from Russia, Italy, Rustria-Hungary, &c.

The production of wool in the German Empire is decreasing yearly: in 1861 the number
of sheep was, in round numbers, 28 millions, while in 189T it had fallen to 11 millions.

Sheep-raising prevails to the greatest esrtent in Prussia, while ne*t in importance stand

Wiirtemberg and Bavaria. The enormous quantity of wool whidi is manufactured in

addition to this comes from the Rrgentine Republic, British-Rustralia, Great Britain,

British South-Rfrica, Belgium, France, &c. Cardeds wool and woollen yarns are also

imported from Great Britain, Belgium and France.

Silk is produced in quite unimportant quantities in the German Empire; raw silk comes

principally from East Rsia, Italy and France, in addition, floss silk from Switzerland

and Rustria-Hungary. Silk cocoons are imported from France, Italy and China.

The importance of the import of raw-materials is shown by the following figures:

Cotton, raw 231,0 million marks
Flair V. 26,9 -

Hemp 23,9

Jute 21,9
-

Wool (also goat's hair, camel's hair, &c.) , 218,T

Carded wool 32,9

Woollen yarn 91,4

Silk cocoons 0,3T5 -

Raw silk 89,6

Floss silk 20,9 -

Ma* Gurtler.
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Group XIII.

Hams, Cloths and Clothing.

Rrtistic arrangement by Johannes Radke, Kaiserlicher Post-Bauinspehtor in Berlin.

Class T6.

Wartimes and Methods for Spinning and

Rope Making.
3139lsaessische Masdiinenbau-Gesellschaft * Miil-

hausen in Rlsatia t Belfort in Trance * Grafen-

staden in Rlsatia * RU kinds of machines
for wool washing and carding, yarn-, cotton-,
and silk-spinning. Exhibit: Cotton spinning
madtine. See also gr. IV cl. 22 p. 166, gr. XIII

cl. T8 Hr. 3168.

See advertisement page 20.

Class IT.

Machines and Methods for Manufacturing
Wouen Goods.

3t4T Claes & Tlentje * Miihlhausen in ttturingia *

Machine factory. Specialty : Knitting, sewing,
and toolmahing machines. General agent:
Cucien Cepicier, Dillemomble- Paris, 28 rue
Circulaire. See aduertisement page 68.

3148 6. Hilscher * Chemnitz in Sasrony * Knitting
machine factory. Established t85t. Specialty:

Knitting machines, Cotton's system ; ,,Hilscher
Schnelllaufer" (Patent) for stockings, socks,

drawers, and vests, of all sorts, also for

latest fancy articles ; bobbin machines, chain-

stitch machines * Knitting machines, Cotton's

system. Rgents: Paris, Georges Hilscher,
368 rue Saint Honored Milan, Carlo Schmidt;
Schonlinde (Rustria), Rudolf Kogler. Office:

Tlew Uorh, 43 ieonard Street, Manager H. M.
Schnarr.

3149 a Perleuse, Cedreuar & Badter Rnnaberg in

Sa*pny
* Machines for manufacturing ribbons,

exhibited in the German Machinery building.

3150 Tr. udorf & Co. Barmen -Rittershausen *

Ribbon loom factory. Ribbon looms of all

systems and all accessory machines, t ribbon-

loom for flowered silk ribbons with sirfold

shuttle changer, and 1 divided ribbon loom for

brocaded goods and conical borders.

3t5t Maschinenfabrik Kappel, Rkt.-Ges.
Kappel-

. Chemnitz * t shuttle embroidering machine of

6 m working length, with perforating and

pitting apparatus. I shuttle embroidering ma-
chine with automatic frameguiding by the Jac-

quard apparatus, t doubleaction tulle loom.

See also German Machinery building gr. IV

cl. 20 and 22 fir. 1683 and 169T and gr. XIII

cl. 19 Hr. 3t9T. See advertisement page 60.

Seyfert & Donner * Chemnitz in Sairony *3t52

Knitting machine factory. Established 1815.

300 hands. Sole manufacturers of the patent

diminishing knitting machine ,,teutonia", now
exhibited for the first time, for the automatic
manufacture of seamless stockings, and of

the patent ,,teutonia" handknitting machine.

Specialty: Motor driven knitting machines
with and without patent arrangement for

diminishing or increasing; automatic motor

Jacquard burling machines. RU kinds of hand

knitting machines.

Priedr. Suberg & Sohn * Barmen * Manufac-3153
hirers of ribbon looms of the latest types.
t ribbon loom.

C. Terrot * Cannstatt in Wurtemberg * Machine 3154

factory. Established 1862. Specialty: Circular

knitting machines for all kinds of hosiery.
Circular knitting machines on the Rmerican

system.

Class 18.

Machinery and Methods for Bleaching, Due-

ing, Printing and Dressing textile Goods

in the uarious Stages of Manufacture.

Elsaessisdie Maschinenbau-Gesellschaft * Mill- 3 1 68

hausen in Rlsatia * Belfort in Trance Gra-

fenstaden in Rlsatia * Exhibits: R machine
for cleaning textile goods, dye house, hydrau-
lic press, duple* printing machine for four

colours with eight rollers, machines for con-

tinuous steaming^ soaping, washing and dry-

ing, solely for printing industry. See also

gr. IV cl. 22 p. 166, gr. XIII cl.T6 fir. 3139.

See advertisement page 20.

Erste Thuringer Wasdtmasdiinenfabrik Otto Hor- 3 1 69

hold * Coburg. See German Machinery buil-

ding p. 118.
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31101*. Gebauer * Charlottenburg- Berlin * Machine

factory for bleaching, dyeing, printing and

finishing machines. Roller press for eight
colours driuen by electricity at variable speed
without loss of current; universal calander, with
si* rollers for dull, beetle, rolling and friction

finish with adjustable ringlubricator wedge
bearings and electrical driving gear; hydraulic

mangle with electrically driuen rollers, Tr. 6e-

bauer's patent; measuring and folding machine

for varying lenghts, with electromotor and
mechanical Breah. eiectrolyseur, patent.

31T1 . Ph. Hemmer, 6. m. b. H. * Rix-la-Chapelle *

Machine factory. Established 1858. Specialties:

Milling and washing machines. Highest awards
at to exhibitions.

31T2Joh. Kleinewefers Sohne * Crefeld * Machine

factory and roller engraving works. See Ger-

man Machinery building p. tT8.

3H3 emil Martin, 6. m. b. H. * Duisburg * See Ger-

man Machinery building p. tT8.

3tT4Werhstatte fur Maschinenbau uormals Du-
commun * Miilhausen in Rlsatia * Calico

printing machines. See also gr. IV d. 22 p. t6I

and gr.V cl. 23 p. tT4.

CUSS T9.

Machinery and Methods for the Seuring
and Clothing Industries.

3189 Claes & Tlentje * Muhlhausen in Thuringia
See gr. XIII cl.II p. 2IT.

See advertisement page 68.

3190 ,,Columbus", Hahel-Stridunaschinen-Gesellschaft

m. b. H. * Berlin * See German Machinery
building p. 11$.

3191 Deutsdi-Rmerihanische Maschinen-GesellschafU

?rankfort-pn-the-Main
* See German Machi-

nery building p. 1T9.

See advertisement page 8.

3192- 0- Dietrich * Rltenburg in Saxony * See

German Machinery building p. tT9.

3193 ,,6loria", Rhtien - Gesellschaft fur selbstthatig
arbeitende Kurbelstichmaschinen * Berlin * See

German Machinery building p. 119.

3194H. Grossmann * Dresden * Sewing machine

factory. Specialty: Straw -hat ouerstitdi and
understitch sewing machines. See German

Machinery building p. t?9.

3195intz & Eckhardt * Berlin ? Chain stitch em-

broidering machine. See German Machinery

building p. tI9.

3196 Maschinen-fabrih Gritzner. Rct.-Ges. * Durlach

in Baden. See German Machinery building

p. 119.

Maschinenfabrih Kappel, Rht.-Ges. * Kappel- 31 9T

Chemnitz * 2 embroidering machines, 1 threading
machine. See also German Machinery building

gr. IV cl. 20 and 22 fir. 1683 and 1691, gr. XIII

cl. IT fir. 3151. See aduertisement page 60.

Philippsohn & Ceschziner * Berlin HO., Kaiser- 3198
str. 41 * Factory for cutting out machines of

all hinds. In use in the German Rrmy and

Tlauy, in the Rustrian flauy and in about
1000 workshops of the clothing industry.
Patented in all ciuilised countries. State medal,

gold medal, siluer medal. The machines ex-

hibited by the firm are in the Rrmy and

Tlauy exhibition. See also gr. XVIII cl.120 p. 388.

Class 80.

Collective Exhibition of the

United Manufacturers and Duers
of Zanella and Cining Stuffs.

Management: Hr. Gustau Blank, in Tirma

Herminghaus & Co. Glberfeld.

Objects exhibited: Cining stuffs and allied ar-

ticles ; halfwool zanellas and serges, cotton zanellas

with silk finish, sewing thread sleeue lining, &c.

H. 6. Rchenbach * Barmen * Piece dye works. 3211

C. Rshauer * Dohwinkel * Piece dye works. 3212

Boeddinghaus, Reimann & Co. * Elberfeld. 3213

Wilh. Boeddinghaus & Co. * eiberfeld. 3214

Tr. W. Boelling * Barmen. 3215

H. Briininghaus, Sohne * Barmen * 6rottau32t6

in Bohemia.

Otto Budde & Co. * Barmen * Piece dye works. 32 IT

Edelhoff & Schulte * Barmen. 3218

Herminghaus & Co. * eiberfeld * Uohwinkel *3219
Wulfrath * Mettmann * Reichenberg in Bohe-

mia.

Jung & Simons * eiberfeld * Haan * Schede- 3220

witz in Saxony.
C. T. Klein-Schlatter * Barmen. 3221

Cinkenbach & Holzhauser * Barmen * Hattingen. 3222

Terd. Momtner & Co. * Barmen * Piece dye works. 3223

Mm. Morgenroth * eiberfeld Piece dye works. 3224

Heumann & Biiren * Barmen Tmmigrath * 3225

Reichenberg in Bohemia.

W.Paashaus Barmen. 3226

D. Peters & Co., 6. m. b. H. * eiberfeld * tleuiges. 3221

G. 1. Pott & Hinrichs * eiberfeld. 3228

Schaefer & Co. * eiberfeld * tleuiges. 3229

Joh. Wilh. Scheidt * Kettwig-on-the-Ruhr. 3230

Schlieper & englander * eiberfeld * Schlebusch. 3231

R.Schlosser&Sohn *eiberfeld * Piece dye works. 3232

2T8
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3233 Rug. & Ferd. Schoeller

works.
Opladen * Piece dye

3234 Joh. Simon's Erben * Elberfeld * Cangenfeld.

3235 Sondermann & Co. * Gummersbach.

3236Iriep & Gronemeyer * fleuiges.

3231 de Weerth & Co. * Elberfeld * Erkrath * Grottau

in Bohemia.

3238 R. & . Wolff * Elberfeld.

-3239 Carl 6. Wolff & Co. * Elberfeld-Sonnborn.

Individual exhibitors.

3246 1. P.Bemberg,Baumwoll-1ndustrie-6esellschaft *

Oehde near Barmen-Rittershausen Cotton yarn
with genuine silk lustre and articles made
from it; mercerised piece goods, turkey -red

yarns, siamoses, flannels, apron stuffs.

3 241 Moriz Heymann * ?rankfort-on-the-Main * Tac-

tory in Rpolda in Sa*e- Weimar. Manufacture
of silk and cotton brilliant tulles with and
without metal threads. See also cl. 83 p. 280.

Class St.

yarns and Textures made from Flax,

Hemp, &c. * Rope Waking.
3262 6g. Cangheinridt * Schlitz (Grand-Dukedom of

Hesse) * Established 1832. Manufacture of

all kinds of table linen and towels in ticking,

Jacquard, damask. Own bleaching works.

3263 Weberei Elmendorf * Isselhorst in Westphalia *

licking, damask and linen factory. Manu-
facture of all-linen and half-linen table linen,

towels, &c., with wouen-in name if desired.

Class 82.

Woollen yarns and textures.

Collective Exhibition of the Rix-la-

Chapelle Cloth Industry.

Management: Hr. Kommerzienrath Carl Deli us,
Uorsitzender der Handelskammer Rachen. Ri*-la-

Chapelle, Borgraben IT.

3217 Bedburger Wollindustrie Rctien-Gesellschaft *

Bedburg (Rhineland) * Specialty : Gentlemens'

suitings (homespun and cheuiots). Established

1813. yearly production 1 50 000m. 1 000 hands.

3218 3. Cupper, Sohn * RUr-la-Chapelle * Cloth works.

Specialty: Homespun dyed in piece and skein.

Established t8Tt. Rbout t 000 hands.

3219 C. Delius * Ri*-la-Chapelte * Cloth works.

Specialty: Cloths and mantle stuffs for ladies.

Established 1842. t 000 hands. Dearly pro-

duction a million square metres of cloth. "First

prizes: Philadelphia, Sidney and Melbourne.

Rgent: Gaston Worms, tt rue Montyon, Paris.

3. H. Kesselkaul, Enkel * Ri*- la -Chapdie *3280
Established 1815. Cloths for uniforms, co-

loured cloths for ladies, homespun, cheuiots

and ouercoatings. Registered trade marks.
Honours: Prize Medal Condon I85t, t

re Classe

Paris 1855, M^daille d'honneur Oporto 1865,
Hors Concours Uienna 18T3 and Hors Concours
Rmsterdam 1883. "First Order of Merit Mel-
bourne 1888, Rward Medal and Diploma Chi-

cago 1893.

RloysKnops * RuMa-Chapelle * Cloth works. 3281

Established 1833. Specialty: Esquimo. Medals:
Paris 1855 t

rf
Classe, Philadelphia 1816 1st Prize.

T. & M. Meyer * RUMa-Chapelle * Gentlemens' 3282

suitings. Homespun and dieuiots dyed in

skein and piece. Specialty: Homespun nouel-

ties. Established 1868. t 000 hands.

Individual Exhibitors.

Tilzfabrik Rdlershof, Rctiengesellsdiaft * Ber- 3289
lin C. 2 * Impregnated felt with prepared sur-

face. German patent 90800, Trench patent
249411. Isolating material for preuenting
uibrations and troublesome noises, for use
under motors and machines of all kinds,
steam hammers, &c. In use for plate laying,

bridge-, railway-, car- and ship-building and
for iron work in house building. In use
at the Exhibition: 6r. IV cl. 22 under machines
of the firm Kirchner & Cie., Rktienges., Ceipzig-

Sellerhausen, and gr.V cl. 23 under motors
of the firm Siemens & Halske, Berlin.

Wilhehn Benger Sohne * Stuttgart * Bregenz * 3290
Established 1844. Sole licensees for Prof. Dr.

Gust. Jaeger's patent normal underclothing.
Sole manufactures of the Pallas tricote under-

clothing, patented in all ciuilised countries.

Highest awards. Diplomas of honour, Gold-

and Siluer Medals, &c.

See advertisement page 31.

Classe 83.

Silk and Silk Textures.

Collective Exhibition of the Crefeld

Delvet- and Silk-Industry.

Management: Hr. Kommerzienrath Seyffardt,
President der Handelskammer. Crefeld.

Christoph Rndreae * Miilheim- on -the -Rhine * 3303

Established Ut4. Smooth and figured ueluets

and plushes for clothing and furniture. Ueluet

ribbons.
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3304 Cd. & Hch. von Beckerath * Crefeld, Sudwall 21 *

Berlin W., Mohrenstr. 33 * Uelvet and silk

factory. Established t$4t. Steam factories

in Crefeld and Kaiserswerth.

3305 H. vom Bruck, Sohne m. b. H. * Crefeld * Delvet,

plush and ueluet ribbons.

3306 dm. Corty & Co. * Crefeld * Delvet for ladies'

dresses. Silks for dresses and ties.

330T F. W. Deussen * Crefeld * factory of smooth
black and coloured ueluets for trimming hats

and dresses. Specialty: Collar velvet.

3308 Deuss & Oether * Crefeld * factory of whole
and half-silk goods, dyed in skein and in

piece for dresses, lining and ties.

3309 F. Ebeling & Co. * Crefeld * "Factory of smooth and

figured velvets for trimming hats and dresses.

Black and coloured collar velvet.

3310 th. Gotzes* Crefeld * Rrt weaving works for

mediaeval vestments. State pontificals con-

sisting of 4 vestments: t chasuble, 2 dalma-

tics, t pluvial, the velvet brocade is entirely
woven with teazed gold, the figured stripes
and ,,K" are also woven, only the carnation

parts, &c., are embroidered.

33 tt M. de 6reiff & Co. * Crefeld * Manufacturers of

velvet and mantle plushes. Silk velvet and

plush.

3312 6ebr. Keussen * Crefeld * Rrt weaving works.

Specialty : Vestments, banners and decorations.

White pontificals (chasuble, pluvial and dal-

matics).

3313 Krahnen & Gobbers, 6. m. b. H. * Crefeld * Whole
and half-silk goods factory, dyed in skein
and piece for dresses, lining and ties.

3314 Ewatd Cangerfeld & Co. * Barmen * Silk weaving
works for silk shawls, sashes and aprons.

33 1 5 Rrthur Ceysner & Co. Crefeld * Silk- and half-

silk tie materials.

Michels & Co. * Crefeld * Steam silk weaving 3316
works. Warehouse: Berlin, Ceipzigerstr. 43,
corner of Markgrafenstr. Purveyors to Her

Majesty the Dowager Queen of Holland and
to Her Highness Princess Rribert of Rnhalt.

Silk dress materials.

Mottau & Ceendertz * Crefeld * Silk velvet. 33 IT

Risler & Kerner * Crefeld * Silk tie materials. 331$

Sdieibler & Co. * Crefeld * Silk velvet, plush 3319
and velvet ribbon factory. Gold medals: Paris

18t3, Berlin 1844, Paris 1855. Medals: Condon
!85t, Hew york 1853, Condon 1862, Uienna

1813, Chicago 1893.

Wm. Sdiroeder & Co.* Crefeld * Zviridi * Con- 3320
don * Hew york Uicenza * Rasica * Rovereto
and 10 branch factories.

C-ugen Uogelsano * Crefeld * Scarfs, sashes 33 21

and tie materials.

Individual Exhibitors.

Rtelier Dunsku * Berlin * Silk textile goods. 3328
See also gr. XII cl. TO p. 325.

3ps.
Ebner & Co. * Munidt * Silk and art wea- 3329

ving works. Wall and furniture goods in

Eman. Seidel's room gr. XII cl. 66 p. 318.

Gutermann it Co.* Waldkirch-Gutadt in Baden * 3330
Brandt establishments: Perosa (ttahj)> Uienna,
Predithal. Sewing silk. (Undyed and dyed
yarns made of sewing silk.)

Moriz Heymann * Frankfort -on -the -Main *3331

Factory in Rpolda in Sa*e-Weimar. Brilliant

tulles with and without metal threads. See

also cl. 80 p. 2T9.

Rugust Midtels * Berlin, Ceipzigerstr. 41 *3332
Silk warehouse. Silk curtains, wall decora-

tions and furniture covers in the German Ex-

hibition building.
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Because of the greatly diversified development of these industries in the last huenty-
five years it is necessary at the outset to specify their various brandies and to mention

their principal centres. These are:

t. Hand and machine embroidery in Sa*on Uogtland and the Erzgebirge, Ba-

varia, Silesia and in Pomerania,
2. Hand and machine spachtel and tambour industry in Sasron Dogtland

and Erzgebirge and in Wurtemberg,
3. Open work and double tulle manufacture of curtains and laces in Eiben-

stock (Sa*ony),
4. The bobbin lace industry in the Sasron Crzgebirge,
5. Uet guipure, point lace and ribbon lace industries in Silesia, the Sasron

Erzgebirge and Bauaria,
6. Mechanical lace iceauing and manufacture of bobbin lace in JCeipzig, Dresden

and Barmen.

Furthermore, individual establishments are frequently engaged in the manufacture of

specialties, sudi as tapestry, flag embroidery, bonnaz embroidery, &c., a uery large amount
of such ioork being done in Berlin.

Embroidery, spaditel, tambour and lace luork were formerly entirely made by the

skilled and cleuer hands of the mountain population, but the invention of machinery
for manufacturing such goods has not only changed the manner of preparation but

increased the amount produced and opened neuj markets for it.

The artistic character of these products has been by no means changed by the intro-

duction of machinery; pure mechanical skill in the workman being of little value as
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compared with cleverness and intelligence in order to follow the richly artistic patterns.
In all the important centres of these industries, technical schools have been established

for training pattern makers and lace workers. Directors and teachers haue brought

unquestionable advantage to the industry in its forward movement.
The embroidery industry was introduced into Saxon Uogtland and the

Erzgebirge by Rnna Hollain in the latter half of the t$th century. For a hundred

years it was confined exclusively to hand work and became a remunerative means
of livelihood for the clever population of the entire district. Embroidery machines

were invented in t$29 by Heilmann of Rlsace and were introduced into Dogtland
in t85T. Hand embroidery was slightly crippled by their introduction, but even now,

despite the immense production of machine made laces, holds its own.

The manufacture of fancy wash articles, monogram and flat stitch embroidery in white

and in colour, passamentries, embroidered covers and many other articles form an

important industry in Uogrland and the Erzgebirge.

Intercourse with the superior methods in use in Bohemia and the consequent training
of the Bavarian border population in certain kinds of technique has greatly improved
the status of this branch of industry.
Saxon manufacturers have certain articles embroidered in Pomerania (Stolp) and in

Silesia.

Hand embroidery has recently reached a position of great importance in Munich.

It is confined principally to the making of table and fancy wash articles and tapestry.

Munich and Uogtland control the German market in these goods. The yearly output
amounts to one million marks. Considerable quantities are exported to England,

France, Rustria and Rmerica.

ttmited space prevents a detailed account of individual establishments engaged in the

manufacture of specialties.

In Uogtland embroidery is chiefly machine made. The number of embroidery
machines now in use is 4400. Of these 2000 are hand power embroidery machines

and the remainder shuttle embroidery machines mechanically driven. These are mostly
used in manufacturing cotton and silk embroideced laces, no less than t60 firms in

Plauen (Uogtland) are so engaged, a smaller number manufacturing white embroideries

for wash goods and ready made clothing, embroidering in colors on velvet and on

silk, also embroidery on gloves is carried on to a great extent in many parts of

Uogtland and the Erzgebirge.

But the great growth of Saxony's machine industry has taken place since the intro-

duction of tulle embroidery in tSSO and the etching method for the production of

laces, introduced about the same time.

Previous to t8$0 only solid stuffs were embroidered by machine in Uogtland, but

the introduction of tulle embroidery opened a new field for the intelligence of manu-

facturers, designers and embroiderers. Embroidered tulle lace under the name of

Point de Saxe soon won an important place in the markets of the world, which,

despite the changes of fashion it is destined to hold. Its popularity and that of

etched lace is assured through the constant production of new and original patterns.

Etched lace receives its name from the method of its preparation. Cotton or silk

thread is embroidered by machine on a solid groundstuff, which is afterward etched
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out, the embroidery alone remaining. ace making in Uogtland is mainly devoted

to the production of etched lace and tulle lace.

By this new method it is possible to prepare all kinds of laces at once faultlessly

and artistically .

Before the introduction of lace embroidery there was but little exportation of embroidered

stuffs from Uogtland. It scarcely amounted to one-twentieth of the present production.
Before t$80 the only markets were, Rustria, Russia, Denmark and Sweden, but since

that time most of the products are sold in England, France and Rmerica.

The (hief centres of spachtel and tambour embroidery industry are Saxony
and Wiirtemberg (Ravensburg) ; this industry is carried on partly by hand and

partly by madiine.

Under the peculiar designation ,,spachtel or spoke-work" embroidery is understood

that kind of technical execution in which the ground stuff forming the interstices

of an embroidered or tamboured pattern is cut out. It takes its name from the

spoke like appearance of the threads which hold the embroidery together.

Hand spachtel and tambour industry is for the most part engaged in pro-

ducing trimmings for finer confections, for wash goods, for children's wash clothes,

small covers, &c., while the machine work is principally used in the making of cur-

tains, stores, bed covers and other articles intended for room decoration.

Ho definite date can be giuen for the introduction of this technique into Germany.
The tambour or chain stitch must have been learned and industrially utilized by the

people of the Saxon Erzgebirge about the end of the t8th century.
It was only after the introduction of the three needled Comely sector machine that

the spachtel and tambour industry became of much importance. Until then the

business in curtains and covers had been crippled by foreign competition. Rt the

present time however, this branch of industry has developed itself in Germany to

such an extent that neither foreign competition nor the prosperous manufacture of

woven tulle curtains in Saxony can affect it. Rside from the commercial cleverness

of the manufacturers and th egradual training of the workmen this success is mostly
due to the artistic character of the products. Recording to latest reports business is

greatly increased in machine tamboured spachtel curtains, bed covers, window shades

and window shade edging, all partly executed in loop stitch. Increase in productiveness

especially as regards tasteful novelties assures to this branch of industry a brilliant

future.

Besides the above mentioned spachtel and tambour goods, curtains, stores and covers

trimmed with laces and ribbons have of late come very much into fashion. The

market of this branch of industry is principally Germany, although considerable

quantities are exported to Rustria, Holland, Belgium, Sweden, tlorway, England and

Canada.

There are 424 firms in Uogtland and the Erzgebirge engaged in manufacturing laces,

hand and machine embroidery, tambour and spachtel goods. The yearly production
reckoned upon the selling price is valued at 65 000 000 marks.

In Wiirtemberg the tambour and spachtel industry has its chief seat at

Ravensburg. It was introduced there about the middle of this century but reached

its present importance about t$$0 through the manufacture of fine curtains. These
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are characterized by the clever use of Venetian lace patterns and by excellent technical

execution.

It is generally known that the Wiirtemberg tambour and spachtel industry produces
excellent goods in this particular line and to this must be ascribed the fact that the

yearly output amounts to about one million marks, ten Ravensburg and one Ulmer
firm are engaged in the production of spachtel curtains and covers. These firms

employ from 1 500 to 2000 women, working 300 madiines. The markets are Germany,
England and Horth and South Rmerica.

The manufacture of open work and double tulle curtains in the Saxon Erz-

gebirge (Eibenstock and Schonheide) is related to the previously mentioned industries

in so far that the tambour or chain stitch is used. It is distinguished from them
however by the avoidance of euery plastic effect and by the fact that solid stuffs are

never used for sewing upon. The preparation of these curtains, couers, laces, &c., is

exclusively by hand, and indeed with such consummate skill that these products must
be classed among the most valued and exquisite productions of the Saxon textile

industry. These expensive curtains are exported almost exclusively to Rmerica, strange
to say they are scarcely known in Germany, and therefore very little used.

In spite of the competition of machine laces, the Saxon hand bobbin lace in-

dustry is still of great importance for by many persons such laces are highly
valued and bought. Consequently many thousand women in the Saxon Erzgebirge

(Schneeberg, Schwarzenberg) are still engaged in bobbin lace making.
Good markets are continuously found for linen laces and insertion in twisted and

plaited groundwork, linen edging for cushions, covers and scarfs, torchon laces, torchon

and guipure pocket handkerchiefs and table covers, table cloths and curtains. In fact

it often happens that the demand for these articles can scarcely be met.

The object of the 28 bobbin schools in the kingdom of Saxony is to train skilled bobbin

work women. In t$96, these schools enrolled t329 women and 36 men, in t$9T,

t3$0 women and 23 men, and in 1898, t39t women and t6 men. Beside these

bobbin schools there is a school for bobbin lace designing in Schneeberg. Students

are not admitted into this school unless they have already completed the course in

the ordinary bobbin school. These students are taught to make the most artistic

patterns of different kinds of bobbin lace as well as other varieties.

Since the introduction into Silesia of point lace and net guipure, the lace industry
during the last ten years has developed so greatly as to form a valuable means of

livelihood for the population; in winter it is chiefly carried on as a domestic industry
and gives occupation to about 1 500 women in the districts lying along the Rusthan

frontier.

The youngest lace industry in Germany is the manufacture of woven and bob-

bin laces by machinery in Leipzig, Dresden and Barmen; it originated in England.

So many difficulties were experienced at the outset in manipulating the extremely

complicated weaving and bobbin machines likewise in the finishing of the laces, that

only after many years could the manufacture be carried on profitably. Even at pre-

sent, the manufacture is limited to such easily prepared laces as can compete in the

market with the products from tlottingham and Calais, e. g. wash trimmings, tattings,

Torchons and Ualenciennes.
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5t lace weaving machines are operated in eipzig and Dresden. One lace madiine

loorking twelue hours per day produces in one year lace valued at from 30000 to

40000 marks.

Curtain machines are used for the production of certain particular hinds of laces, used

more for sudi decorative purposes as church ornamentation, &c.

In Barmen, laces are made on both the ribbon loom (ribbon loom laces) and the

belt driven madaines (mat or bobbin lace) ; the lace weaving madiine has been only

recently introduced. ace manufacture in Barmen is not carried on as an independent
business but always in conjunction with the manufacture of ribbons, tapes, braids, &c.

flo definite figures exist concerning the exact amount of the output.
In Barmen and its surroundings there are about 5000 ribbon looms and about

t20 belt driven madunes with about 50 000 mat machines, tOO 000 runners, and 3 mil

lion bobbins.

With favorable fashions most of the looms and belt driven madunes are used for lace

making. 7^8000 workmen can be employed in these establishments, the wages
paid out during a year approximating 8000000 marks.

the number of establishments in the lace and embroidery industry (including crodiet

work) in Germany is 2t 660, of whidi number t5 277 belong to the domestic industry.
The number of persons engaged in this industry, including proprietors is 436T4;
t2tt3 males and 3t56t females.

In 1898, the export of laces and embroidered goods from Germany was:
Cotton laces t7 670 000 marks
Cotton embroidered goods t2 (26 000

Embroidery upon linen groundstuffs, also with metal threads 24T 000

Thread lace, (bobbined or sewed), also in conjunction with me-
tal threads 656 000 -

Caces and blonds (silk or half silk) in conjunction with metal

threads such as figured tulle 2tO 000

Caces, blonds and embroidery, wholly or partly silk, without

metal threads 965 000

Woolen laces and tulles; embroidery upon woolen ground-
stuffs 1 368 OOP -

Total 33 242 000 marks

Richard Hofmann.
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Class 84.

ace, etnbroidenj and Trimmings.

Collective Exhibit of the Plauen
Caces, Embroideries, and Curtain

Industry.

Manager: Hr. Hofrath Prof. Hofmann, Director

of the Industrial School. Plauen in Dogtland.

3311 T. 6. Baumann * Plauen in Dogtland * Em-
broidered lace. Paris agent: ouis Mortier,
6 rue Paul Cetong. Esrport agent: R. Deitz,

t rue d'Enghien.

3312 Tritz Bergmann * Plauen in Dogtland * Woven
and embroidered curtains, blinds and counter-

panes in cream, ochre and different colours.

3313 Wilhelm Berhling * Plauen in Uogtland (Sa-

*ony) * Tulle and thin laces. Specialty : no-
velties. Rgent : 3. Blum, Paris, 1 1 rue Bergere.

3314 Blanch und Comp. * Plauen in Dogtland * Em-
broidered laces.

33T5 C. R. Eichhorn * Plauen in Dogtland * newest
fashions in tulle and other laces in cotton

and silh. Rgent in Paris: E. Cion, 33 rue
Poissonniere.

3316 Palhensteiner Gardinen-Weberei und Bleicherei

R.-6. worm. Georg Thorey * Talhenstein in Dogt-
land * English curtains, covers, &c.

3311 6. R. Jahn * Plauen in Dogtland * Manufacture
of newest fashions in tulle and other open-
worked laces, hand and machine - embroideries
and lace dresses. Specialties: Embroidered
tulle and muslin dresses, scarves, collars and

spachtel articles. Paris agent: R. Billaut,

34 rue du Mail. Earport agent: H. Moesch,
8 "Faubourg Poissonniere, Paris.

33 18 Klemm & Steger * Plauen in Dogtland * Cotton

and silk laces. Established t870. Rwarded
Chicago.

3319 Oertel & Co. * Palhenstein in Dogtland (Saarony) *

Weaving establishment of tulle curtains, blinds,

counterpanes, window curtains, &c.

3380 Walther Poppitz * Plauen in Dogtland (Sa*ony)*
Manufacture of lace and cambric embroideries.

Specialties: novelties, tulle and guipure laces

in cotton, silh and glossy thread. Paris agent:
Rbel Rozier, 12 Boulevard Bonne -Houvelle.

3381 Gebr. Schindler * Plauen in Dogtland * Machine
embroideries of all hinds. Rwards at Munich

1888, Chicago 1893.

3382 Schrage & Roessing * Plauen in Dogtland *

Embroidered laces. Rwards at Chicago 1893.

3383 Johannes Singer * Plauen in Dogtland * Em-
broidered laces. Rgent: L Pages, Paris, 160

rue Montmartre.

Unger & Echardt * Plauen in Dogtland * Em- 3384
broidered laces and trimmings. Paris agent:
Eugene Bouysson, rue d'Hauteville. Earport

agent: Ma? Hanff, 21 rue de Paradis.

Doigtlander & esser * Plauen in Dogtland * 3385
Cace and guipure embroideries in cotton and
silh. Paris agent: Rrthur Reidtmann, 30 rue

Bergere.

Wilhelm Weindler & Co. * Plauen in Dogtland * 3386
newest fashions in lace and machine-made
embroideries. Rwards at Melbourne and Chi-

cago.

3. Wild-Mammen & Co. * Plauen in Dogtland * 3381
Embroidered laces and lace articles, hand-
made lace and lace goods.

3. & B. Wolf * Plauen in Dogtland Manu- 3388
facture of curtains, stores, counterpanes. Spe-
cialties: Cacet and renaissance curtains.

Individual Exhibitors.

Blanch & Co. * Plauen inDogtland * Embroidered 3394
laces.

Heinrich Breitfeld * Ceipzig * Manufacture of 3395
all hinds of ruchings. Established 1861. Rgent
and ware-house in Paris at S. Bonnaire, 12 rue

Saint -Sauveur.

Cohrs & Michaelis * Chemnitz * Manufacture 3396
of embroidered stuffs for upholstery purposes.
Rrt embroideries for curtains and covering
furniture.

Kaiser & Diche * Barmen * Trimming goods 339T

for ladies apparel: Braids, laces, fringes, &c.

Established 1869. 150 worhmen. Office in

Paris, 41 rue de I'Echiquier.

Karl Rug. Kindler * Carlsruhe (Baden) * Rrt 33 9 8

embroidery establishment. R pennon for the

Baden Singing Society, entirely hand -made.
R paravent in three parts, entirely hand-made,

commonly called ,,needle painting".

Konigliche Spitzenhloppel-Musterschule
* Schnee- 3399

berg in Sa*ony. 9 pieces of hand -made lace.

HenrietteManhiewicz * Dresden *Dienna,Stroh- 3400

gasse 35 * Officier d'acade"mie. Embroidered

tapestries: a. Tropical landscape; b. Spring's
Rdvent (Madonna); c. Roses (salve regina)

appendix to the Madonna; d. R meadow;
e. Chestnuts ; f. Poppies ; g. R branch of Canter-

bury-bells. See also gr. XII cl. TO p. 325.

Gustav Schreiber * Dresden -Rltstadt * fancy 3401

braids for furniture decorations.

Class 86.

Various Rrticles of Dress.

Paul Hubner Berlin, Marhusstr. 5 Manu- 341 1

facture of collar and cuff studs. Established
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1882. Worked by electricity. 200 workmen.
Rrticles for export Rgent : 1 De Jongh & Co.,

Paris, tt rue Martel.

3418 Klein & Klauder * Dessau * Stone and other

ornamental buttons.

34t9 Kraft & Jacobi * Berlin C., Miinzstr. 4 * Blouses,

shirts, collars, cuffs, mens' shirts, shirt fronts.

3420 Philippsohn & Ceschziner * Berlin * Factory of

madtines for cutting out. See also gr. XIII

d. 19 p. 2T8 and gr. XVIII cl. 120 p. 388.

342 1 6ebr. Ritter * Berlin tl. 4, Chausseestr. 99 *

Trade mark shamrock. Collars, cuffs, shirts,

shirt fronts. Rgent in Paris : Wagener & Co.,

Paris, 154 Bouleuard Magenta.

Conrad Sauerwald * Berlin W., eip2tgerstr. 20 * 3422
Manufacture of fans, established 1849. Rioarded:
Carlsruhe 1891, Berlin Industrial exhibition

1896. Tans in great oariety.

Jacques Sdiiesser * Radolfzell (Baden) * Manu- 3423
facture of machine made knitting. 1 300 hands,

daily production 1200 dozen drawers of all

kinds. Machine made goods with coloured

patterns wouen in according to own patent,

underclothing made from Indian ramie fibre:

,,Schiessers Rbhartungswasche". Hot to be

improved upon for the tropics and athletic

games. Many times awarded, export to all

parts of the world.
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Chemical industry is to euen a higher degree than other industries a creation of the

t9th century. In former centuries the demand for all hinds of diemicals was uery

slight, being limited to a series of substances used as curatives, and prepared by
the apothecaries and doctors to that extent only to whidi they found application,

and to several metallic oxides and mineral dyes, obtained partly as side products in

smelting establishments and partly prepared according to ancient and troublesome

receipts by the glass makers and potters who used them. Sudi products as alum,

saltpeter, and potash were here and there prepared on a somewhat larger scale for

the trade and it is quite a suggestive fact that the Rldiemists, who were obliged to

make with their own hands most of the materials used by themselves, sold a part
of their products.
On the other hand, the idea of a systematic manufacture of diemicals on a commer-
cial scale is first met with toward the end of the tsth century, coincident with the

laying of the foundations of the chemical science of to-day. With the recognition
of the many useful applications, in all brandies of trade, of such products as sul-

phuric acid, nitric acid, soda, &c., enterprising people were found, primarily in England
and Trance, ready to undertake the manufacture of these products on a large scale.

The results exceeded the fondest expectations, for the reason that at exactly the same
time the commencing scientific penetration of the old industries resting upon diemical

foundations, such as dyeing and printing, bleaching, soap making, glass industry
and ceramic arts, produced everywhere the necessity for diemical methods of working,

up the materials. Chemical industry was soon established in Germany where it was
hailed by the large number of well trained apothecaries as a welcome enlargement
of their former field of work; on the other hand, only a limited market was found
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for the products so long as the other industries remained undeveloped. The deve-

lopment of German chemical industry to its present much admired magnitude was

brought about only after the decided transformation of Germany from an agricultural

to an industrial State, the development of means of intercourse and the opening of

foreign markets. For the possibility of so sure and rapid development through
more favorable outside relations the chemical industry is indebted to the excellent

training which its representatives shared meanwhile in the rise of scientific chemical

investigation.

Correspondingly with this course of development the sequence in which the various

branches of German chemical industry have worked their way up has differed from

that in other industrial countries. For example, in England the acid and alkali in-

dustries developed very soon to such an esrtent that it became necessary to look to

foreign markets for the disposal of the greater part of the products, but in Germany
these industries made such slow progress that for many years it was impossible to

prevent the importation into Germany of such products as soda, bleaching powder
and caustic soda. On the other hand the manufacture of finer grade chemicals and

pharmaceutical preparations, undertaken in connection with the old apothecary establish-

ments, soon developed to extreme importance which grew all the more constantly as

young investigators, fresh from the schools of such men as tiebig, Wohler and Bunsen,

sought in the chemical industry a field for the application of their scientific attain-

ments. The dye stuff industry originated in France in the second half of the

t9th century and was received in England with much enthusiasm, developing however
to only a limited extent. In Germany, on the contrary, the most favorable conditions

were found for its ultimate fullest development and it soon grew to undreamed of

greatness, this too in spite of the fact that for a long time it remained dependent
on foreign countries for the necessary raw material, the enormous needs of the

dye stuff industry for chemicals of all kinds, the continuous formation of entirely

new chemical factories, the establishment and development of potash mining in

Germany, the growing importance of the ammonio-soda process and the increasing
use of electro -chemical methods of manufacture all of these and still many other

factors have finally at the close of the t9th century conduced to the establish-

ment of a German chemical industry whose every part enjoys unbounded prosperity
and contributes to the welfare of the whole. RU branches of chemical industry are

developed to so great a degree that they not only supply all the needs of home con-

sumption, but are ennabled to export large quantities to foreign countries.

In the following is briefly shown the present position of the most important branches of

chemical industry , and at the same time those achievements are commented upon which

have played especially prominent roles in the development of the several branches,

the acid and alkali industry, whose sphere of activity was narrowly limited

and definitely prescribed so long as it was restricted to the eblanc soda process
with its side industries, has safely passed the crisis brought about by the intro-

duction of the ammonio-soda process and has been elaborated to an astonishing

manysidedness. The Eeblanc method has not been abandoned, but is used in the

preparation of caustic soda and most of all in preparing caustic potash from the

potassium chloride of Stassfurt. The hydrochloric acid obtained as a side product in

19
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this process is indispensable for the dye stuff industry. The enormous use of this

hydrochloric acid for the preparation of chlorine and bleadiing powder has steadily

decreased, the final solution of the problem of electrolytic decomposition of alkali

dilorides having opened an extremely abundant source of pure chlorine. Independent
of these methods of work, the greater part of Germany's salt riches is worked up

by the ammonio-soda process.

The sulphuric acid industry, whose raw material is almost exclusively Spanish pyrites,

is no longer bound to the (in so many respects) troublesome lead chambers. Follow-

ing the pioneering work of the greatest of German manufacturies, the ,,Badische

Rnilin- und Sodafabrik" at udwigshaven-on-the-Rhine, several establishments now

employ methods which produce sulphuric acid by direct union of sulphurous acid

with the oxygen of the air, by which method acid of any desired concentration can

be prepared.
R large number of inorganic industries are closely connected with the acid and alkali

industries. The manufacture of artificial fertilizers, the alumina, borax, baryta and

strontia industries, the preparation of compressed and liquefied gases, the cyanogen
and chromium salts, the manufacture of sulphites and hyposulphites supplement and

enlarge the operation of the old acid and soda manufacturies in various directions.

The manufacture of fine chemicals has long ceased to be a small industry. II

has developed to an astounding extent both in the diversity and the quantity of its

products. The large number of laboratories scattered all over the land and supported

by either public or private means, the extent of scientific work carried on in all che-

mical manufacturies, the increasing needs of the dye works, printing houses, paper
factories and other industrial establishments using all kinds of chemicals, the marked

expansion of photography these all conduce to the creation of an ever increasing

market for this branch of chemical industry.

To the interesting enrichments of this branch of industry belongs the manufacture of

salts of the rare earths. Only a few years ago these were almost unknown even

to most chemists, but to-day they are prepared on a large scale for the incandes-

cent gas lamp industry. The raw material for this new manufacture is the mineral

monazit, that from Brazil being almost exclusively used.

The industry of the coal tar derivaties, called also ,,tar distillation", could not

reach any very great importance so long as it was confined to tar produced in gas

works, this quantity being necessarily small during the time previous to the general

introduction of gas as a means of illumination in private houses. Since this has

happened, however, and since gas has been introduced so greatly for heating purposes,

but chiefly since the coke factories in all German coal districts recover all by-products,
such a great quantity of tar has been placed at disposal that the factories for work-

ing up this product have been able to develop to enormous proportions.

The distillation of tar is carried to a further extent in Germany than is customary
in England, for not only are the crude fractions of the tar prepared, but also the

pure hydrocarbons and phenols from these, and thus are brought into trade.

The transformation of these constituents of tar into the direct raw materials of the

dye stuff industry (aniline, naphthylamine, napthol, &c.) has developed into a special

branch of industry, carried on partly quite independently, partly in connection with
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great dye stuff factories, but in every case completely isolated from the particular

due stuff factory.

Rs is well knoum, the industry of the coal tar dye stuffs has developed to an

exceptionally high degree in Germany, producing without doubt the diief quantity of

dye stuffs used throughout the whole world. It exacts of those diemists in its ser-

vice the broadest and most thorough scientific training and receives therefore the very

greatest benefit of the extreme development of scientific diemical instruction in Ger-

many. But for the purpose of its further development it is compelled to maintain

extensive and expensive laboratories for investigation and thus on its side to further the

development of theoretical diemistry. Rs a matter of fact a great number of important
scientific achievements have issued from the laboratories of the dye stuff factories.

During the last two decades the number of new dye stuffs introduced into the trade

by the German manufacturers counts up into the hundreds, of whidi only a few

groups can be mentioned here.

the technical synthesis of alizarin, accomplished toward the end of the seventies,

has led to the discovery of a whole family of dye stuffs, closely related to alizarin

in their nature and method of use and like it characterized by great purity. These

dye stuffs have readied a great importance for the wool dyeing industry. Still more

extensive, more diversified and by far more numerous are the azo dye stuffs, a cer-

tain subdivision of which, the so-called substituted azo dye stuffs, has entirely revolu-

tionized the dyeing of cotton goods, in that they have made entierly unnecessary
the use of mordants. The group of triphenyl methane dye stuffs, to whidi belong
the oldest and first introduced aniline dye stuffs, has been largely enriched during
the eighties by a large number of new members, which can scarcely be excelled in

brilliance, lustre and shade. But by far the greatest triumph of the dye stuff in-

dustry is the technical synthesis of indigo, successfully accomplished towards the close

of the present century, after many years of experiment, by the Badisohe Rnilin- and
Sodafabrik. By this discovery costly indigo dye stuff can be prepared from the

cheapest constituent of coal tar, naphthalene, by a series of chemical transformations

and thus a successful competition with the native indigo has been made possible.

The perfume industry has experienced a development similar to that of the dye
stuffs. It began with the separation of the fragrant essences of numerous, chiefly

foreign, drugs. Dery soon the investigation of ethereal oils began and by means of

the knowledge thus gained the preparation of these products was carried still further.

Guided by the pioneering work of Tiemann on vanillin, many other syntheses of

perfumes soon followed. These syntheses produced many new perfumes, substances

not existing in nature, and also made possible, with the help of laboratory means,
the preparation in any desired quantity of perfumes occurring in nature in only very
limited quantities. The most brilliant triumph of this extensive scientific work has

been the artificial production of jonon, the pure perfume of the violet.

The perfume, soap and food stuff industries have derived great benefit from these

achievements and with their help have readied far greater success.

The industry of pharmaceutical preparations likewise began with the sepa-
ration of curative substances from imported drugs, but has later replaced these native

products, inconstant in their contents and effectiveness, by products which enable the

19*
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physician to give more certain treatment because of their purity and regularity. This

was especially important in the cases of those drugs whose healing power depended
on their content of extremely active alkaloids, for example, opium, quinine, and the

fruit of the strychnos species. But in the beginning of the eighties the investigation
of the physiological action of many coal tar derivatives was undertaken and these were
soon utilized. Rt the present time we possess a large and daily increasing number
of synthetically prepared curatives, many of which, for example antipyrin, phenacetin,

guajacol, &c., are absolutely indispensable to the physician. Under this head come also

the great number of antiseptics, used not so much for external purposes as for fighting
the menacing invisible enemies of mankind from the bacteria kingdom. It would
almost seem that the number of achievements in this field has been too great.

Most recently this industry has turned to the production of luxuries and easily digested
food stuffs. Saccharine, whose extreme sweetness enables us to sweeten our food

without overloading the digestive organs with sugar, is a blessing for many sick

persons. Rmong the great number of soluble albumens recently brought on the

market some will certainly be found whose value will remain permanent after the

many sided testing of a several years use.

The problem of the artificial production of food stuffs, considered from many sides

as the noblest task of technical chemistry, has not yet been fully solved, numerous
successful experiments in this province have been made, which promise further

success, as now the veil gradually begins to lift, which only a few years ago ap-

peared impenetrable to every glance into the finer chemical structure of those sub-

stances which form the chief constituents of our food stuffs.

The active life so strongly exhibited in all of the above mentioned chief branches of

chemical industry is reflected also in the smaller special provinces which cannot be

detailed here. We cannot conclude these considerations, however, without alluding to

the valuable help given to the entire chemical life of Germany by the multiplicity and

completeness of those industries devoted to the preparation and sale of chemical ap-

paratus and instruments, there are factories in Germany capable of making quickly,

intelligently, and with a view to its later use any desired piece of chemical apparatus.
Great machine factories work exclusively for the needs of chemical industry and pre-

pare the boilers, valves and digestors which are required in such great numbers. Others

are engaged in the production of stonewares of immense size and capable of great resist-

ance. Rgain, others stand ready to produce apparatus of platinum, nickel, lead or other

resisting material, however complicated the ever changing designs may be. Rnd another

extensive industry, in which a marked division of labour is conspicuous, is engaged in

the skillful preparation of the numerous glass, metal, rubber and porcelain objects which

form a part of the equipment of every well arranged laboratory, there is no doubt but

that the accessibility and cheapness of chemical utensils has contributed in a marked

degree to the brilliant development of scientific and technical chemistry.
The economical importance of chemical work in Germany is best illustrated by the

statistics which follow.

The number of workmen employed in chemical industry and their wages is given in

the reports of the trade association. These latter are divided into eight sections, em-

brace the whole of the German Empire and are designated according to their chief
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centers. The number of establishments in each section, workmen employed, and the

wages paid during 1898 are shown in the following table:

Sections
[lumber of
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Group XIV.

Chemical Industry.

Class ST.

Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry

(Rppliances, Processes and Products).

346 1 Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft * Berlin * Histo-

rical exhibit, showing the development of the

German Chemical Industry: Collection of speci-

mens, showing inventions made by Germans

during the t9th century, which exercised con-

siderable influence on the development of the

industry. See also Special Catalogue issued

by the German Chemical Society.

Collective Exhibition of the Chemical

Industry.*)

Managers: Uorstand der Deutschen Russtellung
der chemischen Industrie auf der Weltausstellung in

Paris 1900. Berlin W., Tranzosisdtestrasse 2 tin-

Section I:

Products of the acid and alcali industry. Salt

works and Stassfurt industry; artificial fertilizers.

Section II:

Chemical and pharmaceutical products and drugs;
chemical products for photographic use.

Section III:

Chemical products for dyers, printers, &c.

Section IV:

Mineral colours and pigments, lakes, varnishes,

gelatine and bye -products.

Section V:

Products of dry distillation, obtained from coal

tar, shales and wood, aniline, &c.

Section VI:

artificial dyestuffs.

Section VII:

Essential oils.

Section VIII:

apparatus and fittings for laboratories and chemical

factories.

*) note: Sec also Special Catalogue of Collective Chemical

exhibit.

Please observe:

In the following list of exhibitors numbers
are added in brackets to the names of the

firms; these refer to the sections of the group to

which these firms belong. The firms belonging
to section VIII are classified separately.

administration der Minen uon Buchsweiler 3412

(Elsass). (III.)
* Chemical works, established

in the beginning of the 19th century. Since

181 1 branch establishment in Trance. 260 work-
men. Uellow and red prussiate of potash,

potassic cyanide, prussian blue and steel blue,
oxalic acid, oxalates, potassic permanganate,
sulfo- cyanides, decolorizing powder.

aktien - Gesellschaft fur anilin-Tabrikation *3473
Berlin S.0. 36. (II. III. V. VI.) * Works in Ger-

many : Berlin , Rummelsburg and Greppin ; in

Trance: St. Tons (Rhone); in Russia: Moscow
and Libau. agents and warehouses in all

industrial centres, agents for Trance: ucien

Picard & Cie., St. Tons (Rh6ne) * artificial

organic dyestuffs (for colours) ; raw materials

and intermediate products of their manu-
facture. Chemical preparations for photo-

graphic and pharmaceutical use. Dry plates
and films. See also group III cl. 12 p. 8$.

aktien - Gesellschaft fur chemische Industrie * 3414
Schalke in Westphalia. (I. V.) * acids, salts,

products of dry destination obtained from
coal tar.

aktien -Gesellschaft fur Theer- und Erdol-In- 3415
dustrie * Berlin W., Tlottwellstr.T. (V.) * Direc-

tors: Dr. 6. Kraemer, d. Rohl. Works: Erkner
near Berlin, Hiederau in Saxony, Grabow in

Mecklenburg , Pasing near Munich * Technical

and scientific preparations obtained from coal

tar and petroleum , more especially : Benzene,
toluene, xylene, phenol, cresol, anthracene,

naphthalene, pyridine, creosotoils, roof var-

nish, pitch.

anciennes Salines domaniales del'Est, Rctien- 3476
Gesellsdiaft * Dieuze in Corraine. (I. III.)

*

acids, alcalis, salts.

arsenik-.Berg- undHuttenwerk,,ReicherTrost", 3411
H. Guttler * Reichenstein in Silesia. (I.)

* ar-
senic ore and arsenic preparations; gold re-

covered by a wet process.
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34T8Badische Rnilin- und Soda-Fabrih in udioigs-
hafen a. Rhein. Cudwigshafen factory esta-

blished 1865. number of hands employed in

Cudwigshafen: 6000, number of higher offi-

cials: 500. Branch establishments in neuville-

on-the-Sa6ne and in Butirhi near Moscow.

(I. III. V. VI.) * Rrtificial dyestuffs: Rniline-,

Resorcine-, naphthaline- and Rzo dues (in-

cluding substantive cotton dyes), aniline oil,

aniline salts. Hlizarine colours, gallic acid

dyes. Raw and accessory materials for their

manufacture. Pure Indigo BRSF (manufactured
on a large scale by synthetic processes), Indigo

preparations. Chrome and other mordants for

dyeing and printing. Strong and fuming sulphu-
ric acids and sulphuric anhydride. Phtalic acid.

3419 uan Baerle & Spqnnagel
* Berlin n.3t. * Manu-

facture of chemical technical products. (I. III.)

finishing products; soluble silicate, solid,

powdered and in solution, telegraphic address :

Carbonicum.

3480 Balzer & Co. * Griinau in the Mark. (II.)
* Pro-

ducts : Kal. bromatum , natr. bromat., ammon.
bromat., hal. jodat., natr. jodat., iod. resubli-

mat., jodoform, bora*, boric acid, Ral. perman-
ganic., chloralhydrat, natr. and hali causticum,

potasstc cyanide, ferrum sulfuratum, acid, and
natr. salicylicum.

3481 R. Beringer * Charlottenburg Paris * Moscow.

(IV.) * Chemical works for the manufacture
of pigments for wall- and other coloured

papers, for printers and lithographers inks,
artists and wall painters, &c.

3482 Berliner Capsules -Fabrik Joh. Cehmann * Ber-

lin. (II.)
* Gelatine capsules, empty and filled

with medicaments. Chemical, and pharmaceu-
tical preparations.

3483 Joh. Diedr. Bieber * Hamburg- U. (II.)
* Manu-

facturer of chemical and pharmaceutical pro-
ducts. Specialties : Jodine and jodoform , tinc-

tures and alkoholic preparations for e*port.

Import and carport of drugs. Established 1845.

3484 C. F. Bohringer & Sohne * Manufacture of che-

mical products * Mannheim-Waldhof. (II. III.)
*

Pharmaceutical products; artificial perfumes.
Quinine, cocaine, codeine, cumarine, ferratin,

ferratose, glycerin, lactophenin, strychnin, ter-

pineol, terpine hydrate.

3485 Bonner Bleiweiss- und Farbenfabrik Dr. Carl

Overhage* Bonn -on -the -Rhine. (IV.) * Spe-

cialty: white lead and Kremser white.

3486 R. Brauer* Cuneburg. (IV.) * Glue, powdered
glue prepared by patented process; bone grease.

3481 Leopold Cassella&Co.*Francfort-on-the-Main.

(V. VI.) * Factory inMainkur, established 18TO.

Factory in France : Manufacture Cyonnaise de

Matieres Colorantes, Cyon. Factory in Russia:
Russische Rnilinfarben-Fabrih Ceopold Cassella

& Co., Riga. Deposit in the United States:

Mm. I Matheson & Co. Cd., new 9ork, 182 & 1 84
Front Street. See also gr. XVI d. 106 and tOT

p. tt4 and tie.

Chemische FabrihaufRctien (vorm. 6. Schering) * 3488
Berlin. (II. III.)

* Chemical products for pharma-
ceutical, photographic and technical use.

Chemische Fabrik in Billwarder vorm. Hell & 3489
Sthamer R. 6.* Hamburg. (I. III.)

* Established

1846. im. liab. Company since 1889. number
of hands: 300. Rnnual production in tons:
10 000 1 potash and soda saltpetre, 9 000 1 crude
kitchen salt, 3500t bora*, tOOOt boric acid,
300 1 camphor, 500 1 liquid carbonic acid, 1 500 1

potassium and sodium bichromate, 1500t
Glauber salt, 1 50 t cyanides and somejodine.

Chemische Fabrik Gernsheim * 6ernsheim-on-3490
the-Rhine. (I. II. V.) * Chemical, pharmaceutical
and technical products.

Chemische Fabrik Griesheim-Elektron * Frank- 3491
fort -on -the -Main. (I. III. V.)* Established 1856.

Works: in 6riesheim-on-the-Main, Mainthal,

Spandau, Kiippersteg, Bitterfeld, Rheinfelden *

Products: Mineral acids, soda, alcalis and
chloride of lime (prepared, electrolytically),
bichromates and permanganate, phosphorus
and sulphur, compressed gases (chlorine and

hydrogen) , organic nitro-, amido- and chlorine

deriuatioes , e*plosiues.

Chemische Fabrik won Heyden * Radebeul-Dres- 3492
den. (II. III.l * 1000 workmen and officials *

Oldest and largest works for the production
of salicylic acid. Original producers of salol,

areroform, kreosotal, guajacol carbonate and
other medicinal substances. Sweetening pro-
ducts: 2uckerin, krystallose. nahrstoff Heyden.
See also gr. X d. 56 p. 253.

Chemische Fabrik Cist, E. de Haen * Hanouer- 3493
Cist. (II. III.)

* Products for technical, pharma-
ceutical and photographic use. Established 1861.

Chemische Fabrik Rhenania * Rur-la-Chapelle. 3494

(I. II. VIII.) * Products of the Ceblanc Soda

Industry; organic preparations and nutritives.

See also gr. X d. 40 p. 252.

Chemische thermo-Industrie. G.m.b.H. * Essen- 3495
on -the -Ruhr. (II.)

* Pure metals free from

carbon, such as chromium, manganese, ferro-

titane , ferrobor, &c. Refractive materials and

grinding wheels prepared from artificial corun-

dum, called ,;corubin". Materials for Gold-

schmidt's welding process, applicable to rails,

tubes, &c. and for repairing faulty steel cast-

ings. Patents in all countries. See also gr. XI
d. 64 p. 267. See advertisement page 15.

Chininfabrik BraunschweigBuchler&Co. * Bruns- 3496
wick. (II.)

* Factory established 1858 by H.

Buchler. Principal products: quinine and its

salts, cinchonidin, chinidin, cinchonin, cocaine

and its salts, prepared from coca leaves and

synthetically.
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349TDeutsdte Gelatine - Fabrihen * H6dtst-on-the-
Main and Sdtweinfurt. (II. IV.) * Manufacturers
of all hinds of gelatine, and genes. Specialties:
Heinridts' and Dresdter's gelatines for photo-

graphic dry plates. Gelatines for kitchen pur-

poses white and red.

3498Duisburger Kupferhutte Rctiengesellsdtaft *

Duisburg. (I.)
* Established 1816. 100 hands

employed. Manufacturers of copper from

pyrites residues, pure copper and pig iron.

3499Fabrih dtemisdter Praparate oon Sthamer, Hoa(h
& Co. * Hamburg. (II. III.)

* Principal products:

thpric
and cerons nitrates. Borneo!, benzoic

acid, acetone, ethers of carious hinds, chlo-

roforme, collodion, opodeldoc, absolute alcohol,

amylic preparations, s trydm in e salts.

3500Farbenfabriken uorm. Friedr. Bauer & Co.,

Rktiengesellsdtaft * Elberfeld. (I. II. III. V. VI.) *

Brandt establishments: euerkusen-on-the-

Rhine, Barmen, Sdtelploh, Moscow, Flers

(France). Capital: 12 000 000 marks bonds,
8 000 000 securities. Officials: 145 dtemists,
2T engineers, t48tedmical employes, 520 mer-
cantile employes; 5200 workmen and 1000

professionals. Managers : Friedridi Bayer, Dr.

H. Th. Bottinger, H. Konig, Dr. C. Duisberg,
C. Hulsenbusdt. Established 1850 by Friedr.

Bayer sen. Products: aniline and alizarine

colours, pharmaceutical products dietetical

preparations, anorganic and organic raw and
intermediate products. See also gr. X cl. 56

p. 253.

350 1 Farbwerk Muhlheim oorm. R. Ceonhardt & Co. *

Muhtheim-on-the-Main. (V. VI.) * Rnitine

colour works..

3502 Farbwerke worm. Meister, Cucius & Bruning *

H6<hst-on-the-Main. (I. II. HI. V. VI.) * Manu-
facturers of tar colours: aniline-, resorcine-,

naphthalene-, azo- and alizarine-colours, syn-
thetical indigo and the corresponding raw
materials: aniline, resorcene, a and /? tlaph-

thol, acids, calestic soda, benzylic diloride,

benzoic aldehyde, benzoic acid, sodium, &c.

Rntipyrine, migranine, orthoform, dermatol,
&c. tuberculine, diphtheria and tetanus serum,
susserin, &c. Established 1862. Capital
1 7 000 000 marks, number of hands employed
3 TOO. See also gr. X d. 56 p. 253 and gr. XVI
cl. 106, 101 and tO* p. 115 111.

3503 Walther Feld & Co. , 6. m. b. H. * Chemical

works inH6nningen-on-the-Rhine. (I.)
* Che-

mical products. Specialties: Strontium and

baryum salts, pure acids.

3504 H. Flemming * Kalk near Cologne- on -the-

Rhine. fill.)
* Guanidine salts, animal dtarcoal

extracted with acids, didtlorhydrine and epi-

dilorhydrine.

3505 6ademann& Co. * Sdtweinfurt, Baoaria. (IV.) *

white and coloured -pigment works, esta-

blished 1T92. White pigments: Zinc sutfide

white or lithopone , (substitute for zinc oaryde),
white lead; coloured pigments: Sdiweinfurt

green, dtrome and zinc pigments, redwood
lakes; iron red; lustre gold.

Jacob Goebel Siegen. (IV.) *Ceather glue works, 3506
established 1806 * Specialty: Ceather glue, free

from fat and acid * Rwards: Condon 1862,
Paris 186T, Uienna 1813, Dusseldorf 1880, Mel-
bourne 1888.

In. Goldsdimidt * Essen -on -the -Ruhr. (I. II.)
* 350T

Chemical works, established in Berlin 1841.

number of hands employed: about 300 * Chemi-
cal products for tedtnical use: Tin-, zinc- and

phosphorus preparations.
See aduertisement page 58.

Haarmann & Reimer, Commandit-Gesellsdiaft * 3508
Holzminden. (III.)

* Manufacturers of artificial

perfumes and scientific preparations. Spe-
cialties: UaniUine and ionone, first prepared
and introduced by the firm.

Heinridi Haensel * Pirna, Sasrony. (VII.) 3509
Manufacturer of essential oils and essences.

Brandt factory in Russig, Bohemia. Esta-

blished 1841. Specialty: Essential oils, free

from terpenes.

3. Hauff & Co., 6. m. b. H. * Feuerbadi, Wurtem- 3510

berg. (II. III.)
* Chemical works. Salicylic acid

preparations. Sulfocyanides. Picric acid. Car-

bolic acid. Patented photographic deuelopers :

Metol, adurol, amidol, glycm, ortol. See

also gr. Ill cl. 12 p. 89.

HeidelbergerGelatine-FabrikStoess&Co. *iegel- 3511

hausen-Heidelberg. (IV.) * Rll kinds and quali-
ties of gelatine for kitchen and technical use.

Stoess' emulsion gelatine for photographic dry

plates and papers *
Carport.

Heine & Co. * Ceipzig. (VII.) * Essential oils, 3512

essences, fruit ethers, artificial perfumes, scien-

tific preparations.

Gebr. Heyl & Co., 6. m. b. H. * Charlottenburg. 3513

(IV.) * Established 1833 * Brandt factory:

Rktiengesellsdtaft der Reualer Chemisdten

Fabrik, Reual * E*port to all countries * Pro-

ducts: Pigments for stained and wall papers,
for printers' and lithographers' inks. Blanc
fure for dtromo-, gloss- and photographic

papers. Paris blue and steel blue ; all mineral

pigments. Wood and aniline colour lakes.

Oil paints for artists and painters; painting
essences. Chemical products, alumina, calcic

and magnesic carbonates, manganese borate,

manganese hydrate, metal white, diluting

agents for pigments.

Idithyol-Gesellsdtaft Cordes Hermanni Si Co. *3514

Hamburg. (II.)
* Tdtthyol and other pharma-

ceutical products.
Benno Jaffe" & Darmstaedter * Charlottenburg, 3515
Salzufer 16. (II.)

* Glycerine of all concentra-
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tions and states of purity, from crude to

chemically pure, double distilled * The same.
anoline works. Martinikenfelde near Berlin.

(II.) anoline iebreich, hydrated and an-

hydrous. Rdeps lanae B.3.D., hydrated and

anhydrous.
35 1 6 Kalle & Co. * Biebridi-on-the-Rhine * Established

1863. Brandies: tlew Uorh and Warsaw.

(II. III. V. VI.) * Tar colours, chemical and

pharmaceutical products. Dyes for silk,

mordanted and unmordanted wool, mordanted
and unmordanted cotton, colouring matters
for printing. Tndigo salt and artificial indigo.

ignorosine, an artificial mordant. Hetol,

hetocresol, iodol, mentholiodol, oresrintannate

and orearin preparations, guajacol, crystallised,

synthetical metacresol, dormiol * Rgents in

all industrial centres.

3511 Kast & Ehinger, 6. m. b. H. * Stuttgart. (IV.I *

Rgent for Paris: W. Jong, 29, rue des petites

e"curies; Rgent in Paris for esrport: R. Riittner,

6, rue Cadet * Dry and ground colours for all

graphic arts, warnishes, roller mass, litho-

graphic ink. See also gr. Ill cl. tt p. 18.

See advertisement page 56.

35t8 Knoll & Co. * udwigshafen-on-the-Rhine. (II.)
*

Manufacturers of chemical and pharmaceutical
products. Specialty: Rlcaloids and modern
medicaments. *port to all countries.

35t9K6lner Russfabrihen Rlbert Bente * Cologne-
on-the-Rhine. (IV.) * Specialty : amp- and soot

black, also calcined, for all technical purposes.

Grport to all countries.

3520 Kbnigswarter & Ebell * inden near Hanouer.

(III.) * Chemical, technical and pharmaceutical
products.

3521 Gebriider Koepff * Goppingen (Wurtemberg).
(IV.) * Red and white gelatine for kitchen and
technical purposes. Patent gelatine powder.

3522 Rudolph Koepp & Co. * Oestridi (Rheingau).
(III.)

* Chemical products, especially oaralic acid,

potassic, ammonic and antimonic oaralates,

double antimony fluoride, antimony salt,

chromic fluoride, ammonic and sodic fluorides,

hydrofluoric acid.

3523 Kunheim & Co. * Berlin n.W. (I. III.)
* Chemical

works in Tliederschoneweide near Berlin and
in Mine Use (ower usatia).

3524 Dr. . C. Marquart * Beuel-Bonn. (II. III.)
*

Manufacture of diemical, pharmaceutical and
technical products, especially lithium salts.

Established 1846. Owner: Dr. Rlfr. Koelliher.

Rgents: Rmsterdam: H. J. van Houten. Rnt-

werp: Ch. Botlinck* & Co. Brussels: . Wes-
mael, Watermael near Brussels. Catania:
5. Romano fu Rlessandro. Hamburg : R. Dith-

mers, Grimm 20. ondon: Spies Bros & Co.,

6. C. Fenchurch Street 102. Milan : B. Rnsbacher.
Moscow: Osc. Sdiuster. flewUorh: Fr. Schroe-

der, William Street too. Paris: R. Barbier,
rue Barbette 2. Ualencia: Ernesto StierUn.
Uienna: Carl R. Hatzinger, HI Hansalgasse 3.

. Matthes & Weber * Duisburg- on -the -Rhine. 3525

(I.)
* Eeblanc and ammonia soda works, esta-

blished 183T.

6. Merck, Chemische Fabrik * Darmstadt, bran- 3526
dies in Condon, Moscow and Hew Uork. (II.

III.)
* Maker of products for therapeutic, tech-

nical, photographic, microscopic and scientific

uses. The pharmaceutical products correspond
to the requirements of all the Pharmacopoeias.
Price lists and correspondence in German,
French, English, Italian, Russian, Dutch and

Spanish. The scientific department is always
ready to giue competent adnice.

TUtrirfabrik Goldschmidt & Co. * Copenick. (1. 352T

II.)
* Sodic nitrite. D.R.P. 83 546 und 83 909.

Tlorddeutsche Wollkammerei & Kammgarnspin- 353$
nerei, Chemische Rbtheilung * Bremen * Del-

menhorst in Oldenburg * tleudek in Bohemia.

(II.) * Wool fat products for medicinal use:

Rlapurin, adeps lanar n.W.K, anhydrous and
hydrated, &c.; for technical use: neutral wool
fat, fatty acids from wool grease, &c. Patents
in all important industrial countries. Branch
factories besides those already mentioned in

Bahrenfeld-Rltona, Fulda, Glucksbrunn in Thu-

ringia, Kappel in Sairony, Muhlhausen in Thu-

ringia, and in Reiherstieg
- Hamburg.

K. Oehler Offenbach -on -the -Main. (V. VI.)* 3529
Rniline and aniline colour works. arge
assortment of blues, uiolets, magenta, phos-
phine, leather yellow, azo dyes, substantine

dyes; also aniline oil and salt, paranitraniline
and other intermediate products for the manu-
facture of dye stuffs and for dyeing. Esta-

blished 1850. 500 workmen and officials.

Th. Pyrkosch, Chemische Werke ,,Ceres" , Rafj_ 3530
bor. (IV.) * Glue in tablets and powder, gela-

tine, phosphate of lime for technical and feed-

ing purposes. Export of first quality glue
and gelatine for technical purposes.

Rheinische Uaseline-, Oel- und Fett- Fabrik 3531
Gebr. Stern * Hamburg * Cologne * Paris *

ondon. (II. III.)
* Refiners of white uaseline

oils, filtered uaseline, white and yellow; ma-
nufacturers of consistent machine grease and
of all other industrial fats. Cylinder- and
machine oils; oils soluble in water.

See advertisement page 44.

Gustau Rhodius * Burgbrohl. (I.)
* Pure car- 3532

bonates and bicarbonates prepared by means
of natural carbonic acid.

Salzwerk Heilbronn , R.-6. , Heilbronn. (I.)* 3533
Established t6 HOD. 1883. Rock salt mine.
Salt refinery. Rock salt in lumps and ground,
brine salt for kitchen and technical purposes.
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3534Sauerstoff- Fabrik Berlin 6. m. b. H. vorm. Dr.

Theodor Elkan * Berlin. (I.)
* Compressed hy-

drogen and orygen.

3535 Ernst Sdtliemann's *port-Ceresin- Fabrik, 6.

m.b.H. * Hamburg. [III.)
* Ozokerite, refined

ozokerite, ceresine, ceresine compositions, arre-

sine, pitch.

3536 Dr. Theodor Schudtardt * Gorlitz (Silesia) and
Oederan (Sarony). (II.)

* Established 1863.

Rwards from 26 Eirhibitons Chemicals for

scientific, photographic, pharmaceutical and
tedmicat purposes.

353TTrit Schulz jun. * Ceipzig and Eger. (IV.)
*

Chemical works (Owners : F. R. Sdiulz & 6. R.

Philipp) ; also owners of the Oereinigte tleubur-

ger Kreidewerke Schulz & Philipp, fteuburg-
on - the - Danube. Established 1818. Rbout
400 employes. Products: Globus- cleansing

soap and extract. Silicious chalk for polish-

ing. Soaps for scouring, tooth pasfe and

soap powder; gloss starch, washing blue, fur-

niture polish, stone polish, tnentholine. Rgent
for Trance: H. Marie & Co., Paris; Degraaf,
Say^&Begutf, Bordeaux; Entile Daloz, Dole.

Several awards. Trade mark: Globus in red
ribbon. 1 04 000 cases despatched during the

last year. See advertisement page TO.

3538 6. Siegle & Co., 6. m. b. H * Stuttgart. (IV.) *

RU pigments for printers and lithographers.
Tor painting, paper

-
staining , wall-papers

and artificial flowers, flon- poisonous points.

Turkey red oil. Colours for calico printing.
Colours soluble in fat. Rgent : in Paris : Paul

Steinfels, t5 rue d'Hautevitle.

See advertisement page 36.

3539 Stassfurter Chemisthe Fabrik vorm. Uorster &

Gruneberg, Rct.-Ges. * Stassfurt. (I. II. III.)
*

Potassic dtloride and sulfate, Potash fertilizers.

Bitter salts. Bromine, magnesium chloride,

potassic cyanide, ferrocyanide; urea; sul-

phuric and oaralic acid; oralates, sykorine
(benzoic sulftnide).

3540 Strassburger Gelatinefabrik, 6. m.b.H. *Strass-

burg in Rlsatia. (IV.) Gelatine for technical

and kitdten purposes.

3541 Tropon 6. m. b. H. * Seat of company: Berlin *

factory and Head Office: Mulheim - on - the -

Rhine. (II.l
* Manufacture of pure albumen-

oids for alimentary purposes: Tropone (pure

albumen) and various alimentary preparations,
which, through the admixture of tropone re-

present a high nutritive value in a small
volume. See also gr. X d. 56, 5T, 59 and 61

p. 253251.

3542 Oerein fur chemisdie Industrie in Mainz * Central

office in Frankfort-on-the-Main. (V.) * Capital
3 000 000 marks. Carbonisations of wood in

retorts and utilisation of the products of des-

tination for the manufacture of: acetic acid,

crude and pure, glacial acetic acid, essence of

vinegar, acetic anhydride, acetates, wood
spirit, methylic alcohol acetone, formic aldehyde,
choroforme, wood -tar derivatives.

Oereinigte Chininfabriken 2immer & Co. * Trank- 3543
fort -on -the -Main. (II.)

* Factory inTeuerbach
near Stuttgart, established 1806 by Fridr. Jobst.

Factory in Frankfort-on-the-Main, established

183T by Conrad 2immer * Principal products:
Chemical and pharmaceutical products, espe-

cially: Quinine, cocaine, euchinin, eunatrol,

urosin, iodine preparations, extracts.

Oereinigte Sdtwarz-Farbwerke, Dr. Dietrich & 3544
Brochhues * Upper Walluf in Rheingau * Durk-
heim * Birkenau * Erpolzheim. (IV.) * Black

pigments and bone black. Intermediate products.

Oerkaufssyndikat derKaliwerke * Eeopoldshall- 3545
Stassfurt. fl.) The following concerns par-

ticipate in the syndicate: Kgl. Berginspection,
Stassfurt; Herzogliche Salzwerksdirection, eo-

poldshall; Consolidirte Rlkaliwerke, Wester-

egeln; Salzbergwerk fleustassfurt, Stassfurt;
Kaliwerke Rsdiersleben; Gewerkschaft Cud-

wig II, Stassfurt; Oienenburger Kali-Salzwerk
der Gewerkschaft ,,Hercynia", Oienenburg;
Deutsche Solvay-Werhe Rctien-Gesellschaft,

Bernburg; Rchen - Gesellschaft Thiederhall,

Thiede; Gewerkschaft Wilhelmshall, Rnderbeck;
Gewerkschaft ,,6luckauf", Sondershausen ; Ge-

werkschaft Hedwigsburg, Heindorf near Hed-

wigsburg * Raw materials and products of

the Stassfurt mining district and the potash
industry. See also gr.VII cl. 35 p. 243.

See advertisement page 46.

Rdalbert Oogt & Co. * Berlin 0. 34. (IV.) * Chemi- 3546
cat works. Specialty: Metal polishes. Gold
and silver medals and first prizes: Condon,
Rmsterdam, Berlin, Hew Orleans.

Oogtenberger & Foehr, Chemisdte Fabrik * Feuer- 3541
bach -Stuttgart. (II. III.)

* Makers of tannine for

pharmaceutical and technical purposes; gallic

acid, pyrogallol, borol for medicinal use and
for tanning.

Dr. F. Wilhelmi Ceipzig-Reudnitz. (I. II. III. 3548

IV.) * Established 1869 * Sulfites for brewers
and photographers. Specialty:

Potassic meta-
bisulfite. Oegetable colours for essences, oils,

soaps; especially chlorophyll, alcannine. Ben-
zoic aldehyde; plastilma (modelling voar);
aluminic palmttate , cupric palmitate. Products
for the manufacture of varnishes, such as
soluble rosinate and linoleate of manganese
and lead. Manganese hydroryde and borate,
hard rosin, I ino lei c acid.

Section VIII

for Rpparatus and Rppliances.

Chemisdte Fabrik Rhenania * Rir-la-Chapelle * 3559
See Tlr. 3494.
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3 560 Deutsche Steinzeugwaarenfabrih fur Canali-

sation und Chemische Industrie * Friedridisfeld

in Baden * Wake a specialty of furnishing

complete stoneware plants for the manufacture
of nitric, hydrochloric, sulphuric and acetic

acid , also electrolytic apparatus. "First awards
at Chicago 1893, Antwerp IS94.

356 1 de Dietridi & Cie. * Hiederbronn (Rlsatia) * Tron

foundry and enamelling works. Reid -resistant

cast iron enamelled apparatus for the chemical

industry. Pressure pots, vats, evaporating
dishes, jacketed pans, stills, drying trays,

pails, pipkins, &c. See also gr. VI cl. 32

(Uincennes) p. 402.

3562ushirchener thon- und Cementwaaren-Fabrik,
6. m. b. H. * C-uskirdien (Rhineland) * large

factory capable of extension
production.

450
hands. Nearly output 5 000 truck loads. Car-

port to all countries. Increased facilities for

over-sea transport. Makers of all acid-proof
and refractory products for all brandies of

the industry. See advertisement page 12.

3563 Fritz Fischer & Rower * Stiitzerbadi in Thuringia.

(VIII.) * Glass instruments and apparatus for

physical and diemical use.

35646esellsdiaft fur Cinde's Cismasdiinen : Technical

office in Munich for the construction and sale

of apparatus for the liquefaction of air and
other gases according to Cinde's system. So
far supplied : 5 1 plants for the liquefaction of air.

Crhibit: R machine capable of yielding 5 litres

liquid air p. hour, and a small ammonia refrig-

erating madiine. See also gr. VI cl. 29 p. 192.

3565 C. Goetze & Co. * Berlin Rutomatic tablet-

making machine.

3566 W. C. Heraeus * Hanau * Platinum in all shapes
for all technical purposes such as chemical and
others; for sulphuric acid and anhydride
works, electrotedinical and electrochemical use,
for dentists, jewellers, photographers, ignition
of gas , &c. Tridium and alloys with platinum ;

rhodium, osmium, ruthenium, palladium.
Silver apparatus for manufacturing purposes.
Custre, gold and silver. Electric resistances

for heating purposes, Holborn and Wien's

pyrometer. See also gr. V cl. 24 p. 1 14 and
cl. 2T p. tT6, gr. X cl. 55 p. 25t, gr. XI cl. 64

p. 26T. See advertisement page 48.

Ma* Kaehler & Martini * Berlin W., Wilhelm- 3561
str. 50. * factory and warehouse of chemical,
electrochemical and bacteriological apparatus
and appliances. Glas blowing. Owners: Ma*
Kaehler & Dr. phil. C. Sauer. See also gr. X cl. 55

p. 251.

Fritz Kilian * Berlin * flutomatic compressing 3568

machines, pill- and pastill machines and weigh-
ing machines for powders.

Konigliche Porzellan-Manufaktur * Berlin *3569
Dessels and apparatus for chemical and techni-

cal purposes made of porcelain. See also gr. X
cl. 55 p. 251, gr. XII cl.T2 p. 336.

See advertisement page 25.

Mannheimer Cisengiesserei und Maschinenbau- 3510
R.-6. * Mannheim * Reid -proof enamelled

apparatus for the diemical industry, drying
plants, desintegrating machines,

thonwaarenwerk Bettenhausen * Cassel * Ma- 351 1

nufacturers of all kinds of stoneware for chemi-

cal, electrochemical and allied use. Specialties:
Coolers and condensers (Dr. Plath's systems),
stoneware pans of 8 000 litres contents (Pan-
zerkessel), electrolytic apparatus, stop cocks,

pressure- and vacuum apparatus. Rgent in

Paris: W. P. Weinsdienk, 15, rue des petites
ecuries. German, Trendi, English correspond-
ence. Drafting office.

Warmbrunn, Quilitz & Co. * Berlin C., Rosen- 35T2
thalerstr.40 * Glass works Tsdiernitz in Cusatia,
qlas blowing, signature painting, apparatus
for chemical, pharmaceutical, physical use,

packing and exhibiting vessels of all shapes.

Individual exhibitors.

Cannstatter Misdi- und Knetmaschinen-Tabrik, 3518
Cannstatter Dampf-Backofen-Tabrik, Werner &
Pfleiderer * Cannstatt in Wurtemberg * See
German Madiinery building fir. tI22.

See advertisement page 6.

Friedridi Krebs * "Frankfort -on -the-Main * n- 3519

gineering works. See German Machinery build-

ing Hr. II8T.

F. Herz & Co. * Berlin, Rite Jakobstr. tc *3580
Colours and paints used in decorating the

facade of the German representative building.
See also gr. XV cl. 92 p. 339.

ut>
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Our splendid paper industry of today can be said to owe its commencement to the

land of the Pharaohs on the tlile where the first paper was made of the papyrus

plant in B. C. $00.

Rbout a thousand years later the Chinese began to make paper of the bast of the

paper mulberry tree. This was the first paper made of plant fibres bleached in the

sun and misred to a pulp in oats.

In China and Japan large quantities of paper are still laboriously made by hand in

the same old fashioned manner and used to form writing material and clothing.

This method of making paper was introduced at the time of the crusades in the

twelfth century into Italy and probably at the same time by the Moors into Spain.
In the thirteenth century the first paper mills were erected in France, and a hundred

years later we find in Germany and in Switzerland the beginnings of the paper

industry, which spread ma the Hetherlands from the fifteenth to the seventeenth

century to England and thence to Horth Rmerica. Meanwhile the rough plant fibre

had been replaced by old rags as a raw material. In tT99, a century ago, a French-

man named Robert, of Essonnes near Paris, constructed the first machine for making
endless paper, but reaped no further success. This idea of his was taken up a few

years later by an English machine manufacturer named Byron Donkin, of Dartford

in Kent, who indented a practical paper machine. Between tS03 and t8t3 he made
23 such machines, which were in working use for long years. The first paper machine

that appeared in Germany was erected by him at Heilbronn in t8t$. But for de-

cades great distrust was harboured by the users of paper, and it was not till the

fifties that the paper made by hand gaue way to that produced by machinery.

Rlthough the production of paper became cheaper, yet owing to the high price of rags
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the price of paper remained relatively high. It was in tTTO that the idea first pre-

sented itself of using other plant fibres, especially those of wood. For a long time

all attempts in this direction remained fruitless: finally in 18401845 Gottfried Keller

of Saxony succeeded in mechanically turning pinewood into paper pulp by grinding
on millstones, thus obtaining the so-called wood stuff or wood grindings. The paper

engineer Doelter and after him the machine manufacturer Doith both of Heidenheim

on the Brenz constructed on the model of Keller's apparatus in t846 essentially the

same wood grinding apparatus as that which is now in use.

In 186T the same men exhibited at the Paris exhibition their system of medianically

turning pinewood into paper. Rt the same time the diemists attempted to decompose
straw and wood by means of sharp hot lyes and thus use the pure cellulose for

the preparation of paper. Mellier of Paris invented straw cellulose, which was first

used in t856. His invention has been mudi improved, and nowadays caustic soda

or sodic sulphate are employed in different systems. In 1 85 1 1 865 many patents
were taken out in England, France and the United States for the production of wood
cellulose. Hone of them were practically exploited. It was not till the year t866

that the Gloucestershire Paper Company in England utilised the Haughton soda

invention for the regular production of wood cellulose for the manufacture of paper,
this fibre stuff is called for sake of shortness soda-cellulose.

The high price of caustic soda and the imperative necessity of bleaching the pulp by
means of dilorine forced our diemists to seek for another dissolving method both

cheap and possessing bleaching qualities. Rn Rmerican named Tilghman found such

a means in the calcic bisulphite. His patents did not succeed, because in spite of

all the expense to which he had gone in making his experiments, he could not render

his method practical for general use. In t8T2 the chemist Professor Witscherlich of

Miinden began his experiments for the replacing of soda -cellulose by a better and

cheaper method. Quite ignorant of tilghman's patents he very soon came to the

conclusion that calcic bisulphite was the most suitable disintegrating means.

Rfter expending considerable sums of money he succeeded in a few years in esta-

blishing in his experimental factory at Wunden a splendid system of apparatus and

machines and in founding the so - called ,,sulphite process". Rll former methods used

for the production of paper raw material were ousted by this new one. Other similar

means were thought out and introduced into use in Sweden by Eckman and Francke

and in Rustria by Dr. Kellner. But Professor Witsmerlich undoubtedly deserves the

credit for having invented the sulphite method, which is so important to the whole

world, and of having perfected it in all its details for use on a large scale. R further

substitute of rags, especially in England, is esparto; its use is however limited to

the manufacture of the finer sorts of paper.
While pointing to the most important landmarks in the development of the paper

industry the following may be characterised as the most signal:
the invention of the paper machine,
the invention of the ground wood stuff,

the invention of sulphite cellulose.

Paper raw materials can be divided according to their qualities into fibrestuffs and

fillingstuffs. the best kind of fibrestuff is and remains the rags of white linen, which
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is worked up mostly after the old hand method into the finest fancy, writing, and

drawing papers. The less fine linen and all cotton rags are made up into pulp for

the better kind of writing paper and paper for documents. RU these papers enjoy
the reputation of being extremely durable, whidi has not been proved yet for the

paper made of wood fibre.

Straw cellulose is only used after being bleadied to mi* with longer fibre stuffs

for a better class of writing papers.

Sulphite cellulose has an unlimited field for application. When bleadied by
dilorine it replaces the finest rags, whilst in the unbleadied state it is used, on

account of its whiteness and strength, to form the sole constituent part of countless

sorts of paper, and is to be found as an admixture in nearly all papers. Sulphite
cellulose is utilised in other branches of industry besides the paper one. It is woven
into cloth, it is dissolved and used for making artificial silk, into celluloid in imitation

of horn, into indiarubberlike viscose, into cottonwoollike hospital wool and many
other articles. R very instructive exhibition of these articles is that of the German
cellulose manufactories.

The soda-cellulose is diiefly used to mi* with paper more with the intention of

rendering it pliable than firm.

Ground wood pulp is used to form the basis of all dieaper printing and

writing papers throughout the whole paper industry, newspapers for instance

consist of four fifths white wood pulp and one fifth sulphite cellulose, the brown
cardboard and smooth brown paper used so mudi for padiing purposes is made
of steamed brown wood fibre. It would take too much time to describe how all

the residue of textile and rope factories is worked up into paper: the diief prin-

ciple in the paper industry is to turn to account everything, even the apparently use-

less rubbish, for the production of paper, thus the idea was taken up of making
use of the various peat bogs in Europe in the same manner: but the want of firm-

ness of the fibre points to this idea as being Utopian in nature. Pinewood is and will

remain for a long time the main raw material for the manufacture of paper. In this

way the paper industry has come into close connection with, nay even has become

dependent on, forestry. In t$9T 1950000 com of fir, pine, and to a small degree

too, scotdi fir were used in Germany for the manufacture of paper.
Of this four fifths were obtained from the German woods, one fifth being brought
from Rustro- Hungary and Russia. The care bestowed in Germany upon the forests

ensures German paper industry a plentiful supply of raw material for all times, and

this is all the more important as the neighbouring countries, especially Russia, is rapidly

approadiing the period when the supply of wood will come to an end. The German

paper industry is the most highly developed in all the world. There is no kind of

paper whidi is not produced in Germany. It is to a high degree independent of

foreign countries in regard to raw material and machines. German paper and cellu-

lose tedinicologists are valued in all countries, and are found to hold the foremost

positions in the whole of Europe, Rsia and Rmerica. In Hofmann's ,,Handbook for

the manufacture of paper", the work recognised as the first of all our tedinical liter-

ature, there is a summary of the manufacture of paper in all cultured lands. The

first place is taken by the United States with their enormous water power and their
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wealth of woods, which haue meanwhile uery much diminished in size. Germany
comes second with $43 000 1. Far behind her as regards amount produced is England
urith 4t2000t, Prance with 350 000 1, Rustria with 260 000 1, Italy with 200 000 1,

Russia with tOSOOOt, &c. Hofmann reckons the total manufacture of paper in the

world at 4 3

/4 to 5 millions of tons, that is 5 milliards of kilos of paper. The sta-

tistics of our professional unions, the Imperial statistical office in Berlin, and the

priuate statistics of our papermakers societies render it possible to giue an idea of

the importance of the German paper industry. The figures refer to the year tS9T and

are giuen roughly.

t. By to 000 collectors there were collected 260 000 1 of rags, of these rags there

were imported from abroad t9 400 1. This makes a total of 2T9 400 1. Of this 99 400 1

must be subtracted (i. e. 25 per cent) for woollen rags. Thus there remain tSOOOOt
for paper and pulp.

2. Of paper refuse 85 000 1 are reckoned to be consumed (import 6200t, export
2 TOOt).

3. The use of straw amounted to

30 000 1 for yellow straw pasteboards and common yellow straw paper
and 6$ OOP- for straw cellulose manufacture,

total 9$ 000 1.

4. In the making of wood pulp, white and brown, T300 workmen were employed
in 524 wood fibre grinding establishments, which are connected partly with cardboard

and partly with paper manufacture and 62 000 horsepower waterpower and 1 1 000 horse-

power steampower were utilised.

There were manufactured: 292 000 1 stuff of ualue of 2T T40 000 marks
of this imported were 9700- . - . - 92tOOO -

Total.** 30tTOOt - - - - 2866 1 000 marks

subtracting export * * , 5700- - - 540 OOP -

Use in Germany 296 000 1 - - - - 2920t OOOmarks

of this 9t300t for cardboard and the remainder of 204 TOOt for paper; of this

125 000 1 fall alone to newspaper.

5. Cellulose was manufactured in 86 (sulphite cellulose in 55, soda cellulose in T

and straw stuff in 24 factories), in which about 12000 workmen are employed. The

statistics as to production are as follows:

Sulphite cellulose . , 2tOOOOt oalued 39 000 000 marks
Soda cellulose t3000- - 2400000 -

Straw stuff 30000- - 7000000 -

Total , . , 253 000 1 - 48 400 000 marks
added hereto import t7400- 4000000 -

Total.., 2T0400t - 52 400 000 marks

subtract therefrom for esrport . . . 55tOO- - t3T70000 -

Use in Germany 215 300 1 - 38 630 OOOmarks
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6. Paper was made in 508 factories with 920 machines and t20 uats (for finest paper).
39 500 workmen were employed in it.

Rttogether there was produced , 6T3000t ualued 183000 000 marks
added to this import 4300- 3020000 -

Total , , , 6TT300t - 186020 000 marks
subtracting export 78900- - 28 TOO 000 -

Use in Germany 598 400 t t5T 320 000 marks
There were used as raw material:

Rags 142 000 1

Other refuse 4T 000 -

Raw straw T200-
Wood grindings 204 TOO -

Wood cellulose including straw stuff 215300-
Unnamed fibre stuff, glue, colours, and fillings , 105800-

T. For cardboard of all kinds 580 circular sifting madiines were used in 436 factories.

6900 workmen were employed, and the manufacture was:

UO 000 1 oalued 2t TOOOOOmarks
added to this import 4260- - 670000 -

Total , , , tT4260t
'

- 22 3TO 000 marks

subtracting export, , . 2t 620- 5TOOOO -

Use in Germany . , , t52640t
"

- 22 000 000 marks

Of raw materials were used:

Refuse 38 000 t

Cheap rags, nets, ropes, &c. . 38000-

Rough straw 15000-
Wood grindings 91300-

Filling stuff 6TOO-

Total ... 189 000 1

Recording to this the total use of paper and cardboard in the German empire amounts
to TStOOOt ualued 1T9 320 000 marks.

Of this a large quantity is sent abroad in the form of books, printed matter, chromo-

lithographs, picture postcards and many such fancy and useful articles. The business

brandi of working up and fitting up paper is on a uery high leuel in Germany, which

country in advance of all other countries in this direction. Unfortunately the com-

mercial importance cannot be pointed out by means of figures; but the turn -oner

amounts to several millions of marks, and the number of workmen employed in

this brandt of industry and especially of workwomen exceeds 20 000.

The use of paper by a nation is the surest graduator of its leuel of education. Where
the printed word cannot find its way into the most humble cottage, where censure

iand erasure and, not least of all, ignorance of reading and writing rule supreme, that

is to say where the influence of printing and writing paper is but uery small, there

can be no question of a high grade of average civilization. It has been reckoned that

in the United States (western states), in Great Britain, France and the Hetherlands
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about 2kg of newspaper paper are used per head throughout the country, whereas
in Rustria and Hungary only 0,TOO g. For the year t$9T the following is the cal-

culation respecting the German Empire:

Production of unglazed newspaper paper , , t56000t
added to this import 30T -

subtracting export 32 t3T t

there remains for the use in Germany , . , 1 24 not
This means a use of 2,400 kg per head in a population of 52 millions. This high

figure has been readied in consequence of the cheapening of paper through the use

of wood, and thus the German paper industry has been instrumental in raising the

importance of the Empire both as regards culture and commerce.
0. Reuther.

Class 8$.

Paper Manufacture (Raw Materials,

leadlines, Processes and Finished

Products).

exhibition of Cellulose and Paper
Manufacture.

Management: Hr. Kommerzienrath Haas. Wald-
hof near Mannheim.

Rrtistic Rrrangement by Professor KarlHoff-
acher in Berlin.

3615 Rctien - Gesellsdtaft fur Buntpapier und eim-

fabrikation * Rsdiaffenburg * Established
1850. 400 hands. Produces white and stained,
smooth and moulded

papers,
marbled paper,

fancy paper imitation leather, baryta paper for

photographic use.

3616 Rctien-Gesellsdtaft fur Masdiinenpapier-(Zell-
stoff-)Pabrikation *Rsdiaffenburg * Established

1813. Three cellulose factories with t6 boilers

make bleached and unbleached Mitsdierlidt and
Ritter Kellner cellulose; a paper factory with
two madiines for glazed-, wrapper- and co-

loured paper for painting and printing.

36 1 1 Robert Dietrich, in Tirma 6ebr. Dietrich * Merse-

burg-on-the-Saale * Patented madiines for

manufacture of paper and cellulose, t. Rotating

lump catcher without wheel gearing, 2. spray
pipe with outlet at top, 3. spray and jet values,
4. automatic wood sorter, 5. ahaust disinte-

grator, 6. cellulose separator, T. knot and

splinter catdier, 8. cellulose purifier and cellu-

lose washing machine, 9. recovery of wood
from bark shavings.

See advertisement page 26.

1 andauer * Brunswidi * Established 1852.3618

tracing linen and cloths for bookbinding.
Paris agent: Bernhard Heilbronner, 5 rue

Papillon. Exhibit: tracing linen.

Gebruder Ceichtlin * Carlsruhe in Baden *3619

"Factory for chemically prepared papers. Spe-
cialties: Tracing parchment, photographic tra-

cing papers, endless drawing paper mounted on
cloth.

Metallpapier-, Bronzefarben- und Blattmetall- 3620

Werke vormals eo Haenle, Ernst Sdioll, ind-

ner & Uoit und Jakob Heinridi. 6. m. b. H. *

Munidt * RU kinds of bronze colours, high
lustre bronze colours, coloured bronzes, silver

bronzes ,

' bronze lakes for lithography and
wall paper manufacture. RU kinds of metals,

in leaf, for soldering, in bars and leaf brass.

See also gr. XI d. 65 p. 268.

C. Mildisack & Co., Inhaber . Holtzmann & Cie. * 3621

Brohl- on -the -Rhine and Weisenbadifabrik in

20
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Baden * Paper works. Harrow paper ribbons
of all hinds, especially for telegraphy and for

electrical insulation. Paper snakes.

3622 Papier- und Cellulose-Tabrihen R.-6 * Heidenau-
Dresden * Manufacture pergamyn, artificial

pardtment, strong hemp- and envelope- paper
(patent), post-, writing-, foolscap- and paper
for printing illustrations. Specialty : Stamped
paper. Daily output 28 t. Correspondence in

all languages.

3623 Papier- und Zeilstoff-Tabriken-Rct.-6 * Wolfadt
in Baden * Manufacture as a specialty bleached

first class sulphite cellulose, a soft, long
fibred article, suitable for the manufacture of

the finest papers. References in Germany and
abroad, wport to all countries.

3624 Hetnr. Rug. Sdioeller Sohne * Diiren in Rhine-
land * Paper manufactories Sdtoellershammer
and Heumuhl. Three paper machines, steam
and water power, 525 hands. Products: Tinest

note-, post- and writing-papers, drawing paper,
white and coloured card board, card board for

diromo -
printing and photo -lithography, co-

loured fancy papers, blotting paper.

3625 Simonius'sdte Cellulosefabrihen Rchen-Gesell-
sdiaft * Wangen in Rllgau (Wiirtemberg) and
Kelheim -on -the- Danube (Bavaria) * Sulphite
cellulose works (Mitsdterlidt). Established

t88t, rebuilt and fitted with latest improve-
ments 1896. Bleached and unbleached cellu-

lose excelling in strength, whiteness and purity.
Rbout TOO hands. Nearly output 15 million

kilograms air- dried product. Gold Medal
Paris 1894. See advertisement page 21.

3626 udwig trick* Kehl- on -the -"Rhine * Cellulose

works. Cellulose, boiled indirectly, of toughest
and strongest fibre for best and strongest

papers, unsurpassed for pardtment.

3621 Uereinigte Strohstoff-Tabriken * Coswig in

Sajrony Tour factories with daily output of

60000 kg air- dried, highly bleached straw
cellulose for fine and best papers.

3628 Zellstofffabrih Waldhof * Waldhof near Mann-
heim * Sulphite cellulose, bleached and un-

bleached, of excellent quality of fibre and

purity, manufactured by our own method.
3 factories with a daily output of uoooo kg
dry product. Brussels t888: Prize for im-

provements and honours diploma. Edinburgh
1890: Gold Medals. Chicago 1893: 2 Medals.
Brussels t89T: Chief prize and memorial di-

ploma.

Individual *hibitors.

3635 H. Tullner * Warmbrunn * Madiine building
works. Established 1 854. Specialty: Rll kinds
of machines for paper and cellulose manufac-
ture. Congsieve and roundsieve paper ma-
dtines, lump catchers, muring mills, calanders,

cross and diagonal cutting madtines, rolling
madtines, cylinder machines of best build, pulp
catchers, Brev. d'Inv. Ho. 222 886, for purifying
waste water. Excellent references. Rgents in

Christiania, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Condon,
St. Petersburg, Moscow, Paris.

Terdinand Tlinsdt, Rht-6es. fur Masrhinenbai:3636
und Eisengiesserei * Offenbadt-on-the-Main *

Exhibited madtines: Seven cylinder mill, stain-

ing machine. Specialties: Madiines for stain-

ing both sides of paper, madtines for making
baryta-, copper-printing, dtromo- and variegated
paper, photographic emulsion papers, raw
paper, glued paper, glass paper, emery paper
and emery cloth; machines for powdering
emery, &c., for manufactering wall papers,

playing cards, tinfoil and metal capsules. See
also German Machinery building nr. 1689.

Terdinand Emil Jagenberg * Diisseldorf * See 3631
German Machinery Building p. tT9.

3oh. Kleinewefers Sohne * Crefeld * See Ger- 3638
man Machinery building p. tI8.

Maschinenfabrik 2umBruderhausReutlingen 3639
and Kdniglidt Wurttembergisdte Hutten-Uer-

waltung * Konigsbronn * See German Machi-

nery building p. tT9.

Triedridt Miiller * Potsdtappel-Dresden Ma- 3640
dtine factory. See German Machinery building

p.tT9.

P. Suchow & Comp., Inhaber Robert Meyer * 3641

Breslau * See German Machinery building p. tn.

CUSS 89.

eather and Hides.

Deutsch-Rmerikanische Masdtinengesellschaft
* 3649

Trankfort-on-the-Main See German Machinery
building p. U9.

Class 90.

Perfumery (Raio Materials, Madaines,

Processes and finished Products).

Collective Exhibition for Perfumeru.

Management: Hr. Kommerzienrath L Ceichner.
Berlin S.W., Sdiiitzenstr. 3t.

Rrtistic arrangement by Professor Carl Ho ffacker
in Berlin.

Georg Dralle * Hamburg * Perfume and soap 3658
works. Registered specialties: Rugusta Uic-

toria Uiolet perfume, Malattine Hair -wash.

Sapodont dentifrice.

See advertisement page 12.
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3659 Erste Karlsruher Parfiimerie- und Toiletten-

seifen-Tabrik P. Wolff & Sohn * Carlsruhe in

Baden * Purveyors to H. R. H. the Grand Duke
of Baden, established 1 85 1. 18 Prize Medals.

Brandt establishments and Wholesale depots
in Berlin, Dienna, Basle, Milan, Brussels,
Rmsterdam and ondon. fcrport to all coun-

tries. 400 employees.

3660 Johann Maria Farina gegenuber dem Julidas-

Platz* Cologne -on -the -Rhine * Oldest distiller

of genuine Eau de Cologne. Original firm

established in H09. Prize Medals: Condon
t851 and 1862, Paris 1855 and 1861, Oporto
1865, Uienna 1813. 52 Diplomas.

See advertisement page 21.

3661 Johann Maria Farina, Jiilidis-Platz Tlr. 4 * Co-

logne-on-the-Rhine * Eau de Cologne.

3662 Dr. Graf & Comp * Berlin * Dienna * Brussels *

Purveyors to Their Majesties the King and
Queen of Rumania. Purveyors to the Imperial
German Havy, to numerous medical boards
of the German and Rustro-Hungarian Rrmies,
and to the du'ef hospitals and sanatoriums.

Byrolin and Byrolin soap for the shin, for

wounds, for medical and household use, in

winter and summer, in hot and cold climates.

Dictoria Byrolin, Uictoria Byrolin soap for

the toilet table.

3663 Jiinger & Gebhardt * Berlin * Manufactory of

toilet soaps and perfumes. Established 1813.

Specialties: Kaiser Wilhelm II Uiolet perfume,
Canolincream products, export business.

3664 C. Ceidiner * Berlin S.W., Sdwtzenstr. 3t *

Theatre perfumery. Perfume chemist. Pur-

veyor to the Royal Theatre Berlin. Only prize
Berlin t8T9. Tirst Prize Hamburg 1819. Gold

Medals Brussels 1880, Melbourne I88t. Me-
dals and Diploma Chicago 1893, &c.

J. 6. Mouson & Cie. * Frankfort-on -the -Main * 3665

Manufactory of perfumes and toilet soaps.
Established 1798.

Treu & Huglisdi * Berlin * Purveyors to H. M. 3666
the King. Manufactory of all hinds of fine

perfumes and toilet soaps, established 1823 as

the first Perfume works in Prussia. Royal
Prussian Gold Medals 1844 and 1896; nume-
rous highest awards in Uienna, flew Or-

leans, &c.

Class 9t.

Tobacco- and Matdi Manufactures

(Machinery, Processes and Finished Pro-

ducts).

Continental Havana - Compagnie G.m.b.H. *3674
Berlin and Hamburg * German cigars and

cigarettes. Historical development of the cigar.

Ferdinand Tlinsdi, Rht.-Ges. fur Masdu'nenbau36I5
und Eisengiesseret * Offenbadt-on-the-Main*
See German Madiinery building p. III.

See advertisement page 12.

Manoli Cigaretten-Tabrik ,,Rrgos" * Berlin *36T6
German cigarettes.

Julius Wilhelm von Pittler* eipzig-6ohlis *36II
See German Madiinery building p. 119.

R. Roller* Berlin * Masdiinenfabrik. Specialty : 3618

Madiines for manufacturing matdies. See

German Madiinery building p. 119.
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The art industry in Germany has during the last decades been extensively and methodi-

cally cultivated. Till after the middle of the century any degree of attention was

paid to the art industry only so far as the decoration of monumental buildings was
concerned. The middle classes affected unassuming forms whidi were influenced in

the direction of simplicity and rectalinealness by the newly arisen industry of madiines

and factories.

When in the course of the seventies industrial life brought in its train greater wealth

these unassuming forms no longer satisfied the need of luxury. The ridt forms of

past ages were imitated in the wish to further embellish the appearance of the dwel-

lings. Owing to political influence preference was shown for the forms of the re-

naissance and especially to the German renaissance of the t6th century. The latter

with its great perfection of ornamental details met the need awakened for fanciful

shapes. In this direction Wunida led the way and exercised a great influence over

Southern Germany and this spread also to the north.

In Berlin the overflowing wealth of renaissance forms was moderated by the classical

education of the leading architects, and the palaces too of the beginning of the former
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century exercised considerable influence in replacing the somewhat playful style of the

German renaissance by the forcible baroque stule of Schliiter.

In the eighties there are many attempts to be noted in the rococo forms which were
not always favourably influenced by the heavy character given in Germany to these

forms in the t8th century.
For ecclesiastical purposes the gothic style held firm; it was not however considered

advantageous, as in the beginning of our century, to use the late gothic but the

early gothic and Herman period patterns were imitated. Rttempts to introduce the

shapes of the middle ages also into eueryday art met with success only in the resto-

ration of old castles. Uet these attempts increased the mass of historical recollections

which finally acted as a ballast to the decoratiue art and rendered difficult the growth
of a free style suited to our modern needs.

In the beginning of the nineties this feeling that historical art played too great a part

began to be clearly felt, this was especially caused by the introduction of English
furniture and utensils which showed how it is possible with the greatest possible

simplicity of shape to fulfil the real aim needed in a light and practical form. The

English ornamental forms, many of which are to be traced to Japan, or are borrowed

straight from nature, were especially welcomed above all in flat patterns.
R short period of external imitation of these patterns and models, which also include

specimens of Horth Rmerican art industry was soon followed by an extension of this

direction in art which is characterised as modern". Whereas until ten years pre-

viously the designing of patterns had been entirely in the hands of trained architects,

there now came forward painters, spulptors, and enthusiastic amateurs who often

vigorously opposed the historic forms of style. Of course in the constant endeavour

to find something new at any price it was impossible that there should not some-

times be exaggerations, but the result of it was that the status of industrial art has

undoubtedly been raised. People began to recognise the invention of new forms of

ornamentation as an object worthy of an artist and the products of the modern di-

rection gained access to the art exhibitions. If these products were at first considered

only as curiosities yet the taste for them on the part of the public increased more
and more, though not exclusively, neither for the church nor for the palace will

people give up the historic forms, and even the houses of the middle classes hold

tenaciously to the style of the last century with all its traditions.

This contrary action of stream and stagnation contributes greatly to the difficulties of in-

dustrial art establishments. The way has been cleared as yet only for the furnishers'

industry, for furniture, hangings, lighting apparatus, &c. In this direction it must be

acknowledged that in accordance with the modern deman'ds of society and hygiene new
forms must be introduced.

People agree that excess of architectural forms should be banished from the sitting room
and that every piece of furniture should be constructed in accordance with its use

without any thought of historical reminiscences.

This movement moreover finds unexpected support in the simple, constructive

forms which unconsciously grew out of the changed technics in the first half of the

t9th century. People are now inclined to value as useful models the mahagony
furniture of 1830, which was extremely despised about the year t8TO, higher than
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the sumptuous loorks of the renaissance. In this direction of common sense con-

struction the gothic type has come more into use especially in the wood work of

modern artists.

The modern machine with its forms based purely on technical science such as the

sewing madiine, motor, cycle, &c., has accustomed the eye to finding a line which

is suited to the purpose required and also satisfactory to the aesthetic sense.

II has been much harder for the fancy goods industry, which ought to bring forth

newly invented artistic forms and is cut off from the source of old tradition. It is

true that artists are coming forward more than formerly in the execution of promi-
nent tasks, but on the other hand the broader classes of this industry

' work in

gold, silver, bronze, ivory, artistic pottery, &c. are in a position of transition

which renders it very difficult for them to enter a world's exhibition.

On the other hand the flat pattern industry which is dependent on natural forms

and reproduces them in fanciful shape, progresses with less difficulty.

Rustic technics which are still to be found in outlying districts have proved to be full

of life and capable of development, the most simple hand work, carpentry, bold

fusions of colour and simple but effective glazings have become starting points for

modern formations of refreshing effects.

Rn important feature in the modern direction is this that the centres of creative art

are greatly increasing, as the modern direction is opening up a wide field to indivi-

dual invention. Whereas for centuries Berlin and Munich with their academical in-

stitutions were the standards for art, we now see Dresden, Hamburg, Karlsruhe,

Darmstadt, &c., coming forth independently. Here princely patrons or single inde-

pendent groups of artists can exercise decisive influence. Public education too is

elevating artistic taste even in provincial towns, nearly every fairly large town has

its industrial art school with library and sometimes even no mean collections arranged
as a museum. In the centres of large industries there are technical schools, in smaller

towns at least evening classes combined with drawing and modelling classes.

The finishing of houses. Consequent on the historical direction is to be seen a

preponderance of ornemental forms, but this inclination is yielding in the capital

towns, especially in Berlin, to simplicity of form. On the exterior of the houses

in place of stucco work, freestone or simple frame work or brick work is being in-

troduced, in the interior instead of moulded plaster of paris freely cut stucco. For

doorways and wainscoting architectural forms are being gradually abandoned and
smooth or gracefully curved lines are taking their place.

The recesses so liked in the renaissance movement are being restricted to window-

places and fireplaces, as the room ought to be spacious and easily adaptable to all

purposes. The dark colouring of former times is giving way to light shades alto-

gether. Rs ceiling decorations instead of painted representations really new inventions

in decorative art, lightly sketched tendril and flower work with figures interspersed,

everything bodiless in bright local colour.

The modern wall paper is made in the same style with flower and leaves pattern;

they are in themselves hardly noticeable and serve only to give colour to the back-

ground. The wall paper is content to appear as paper and does not attempt to imitate

cloth or leather. The walls and ceilings are no longer decorated with stucco friezes
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but by painted or printed edgings. Rs compared with this modern direction the older

fashion with its often splendid luork takes up a far broader space.
The furniture as shown above is gradually undergoing a change, which is, it is

true, only beginning to be taken up in exceptionally active circles and has as yet

hardly entered the precincts of old princely houses. Where in the latter or too in the

obstinately conservative middle class circles a need is felt for simple and smooth

furniture, the style of the Empire is used, especially the form designed for the English
middle class house. The patterns of Sheradon, Heppelwhite and Rdam of the end
of the tSth century are mudi used.

Older palaces of a definite period must of course be furnished in harmony with that

period, so for instance the Royal castle in Berlin is fitted up with rococo furniture

and baroque furniture was used for ewis II. of Bavaria.

Fixed furniture is against all modern ideas of furnishing especially against the

Rmericain taste. People are banishing from their rooms the high heavy cupboards, the

large immovable divans and heavy cumbersome tables. Sofas and chairs, &c., are

fashioned in great diversity of form, so as to suit every taste and are so lightly
built as to be able to be grouped according to the wish of the moment. The power
of invention in this direction has proved so great that no fixed type has become
the fashion. The architectural forms being unpopular it is customary to use either

light contours in imitation of plants or carpenterlike angular constructions. Many
of the ideas for curved furniture must have been inspired by the treatment of

wood in shipbuilding. Carving is losing cast in this furniture, the surface being now
brightened by inlaid work. The excellent cabinet work for which Berlin, Cologne,

Mayence and other places have long been renowned offers a splendid field for new
inventions in the furniture line. Cheaper furniture of pinewood is often stained after

the English fashion and sometimes painted to represent rural scenes.

For bedrooms, nurseries and summerhouses the smooth washable furniture with

rounded edges is increasing in popularity. It is becoming more and more the fashion

to shape furniture in every detail in accordance with its practical use, and it is this

that can be said to be the feature of modern taste.

Small articles of wood, ivory and kindred material suffered first of all much from
the disappearance of historical patterns. Original invention in this direction was not

easy, but now individual artists are beginning to use wood and ivory for plastic

art, and this will probably infuse new vigour into the industry.
Wet a I. The working of precious metals received great encouragement from the

events of history and the need of objects for presentation consequent thereon. The

large number of objects from former centuries still preserved in Germany offered a

rich store of suitable patterns for the execution of presentation silver ware. Such

orders have become rare in the last decade. The ornamentation of the table too

with heavy centrepieces, &c., is no longer the fashion. The prizes, &c., for sport

are, it is true, very numerous but in extent and execution retrogression rather

than progress is to be noticed. But even for the orders received the silversmith

and his modellers are uncertain as to what direction they should follow and
content themselves for the most part with smooth forms, partly in the Empire

partly in the Japanese style with light flower ornamention. Various original orna-
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ments have been made at Munidi by artists in phantastic form and destined for

no particular use. Glass and porcelaine articles are being made by the silversmiths in

light fancy shapes with decided modern tone.

Jewelry has developed of its oum accord; mottoes enough have been found from the modern

plant ornamentation, whidi are well suited for imitation in coloured stones and enamel.

Enamel painting has assured a place for itself in technical work and has deve-

loped from the smaller imitation of ftmoges work to more extensive colour effects.

The bronze industry has received a great impetus from the numerous orders in the

monumental line. In the last few years sculptors have begun to do independent
work for small plastics, instead of remaining satisfied with imitating on a small

scale already existing models. Goldbronze work has been discouraged by the disappearance
of the taste for rococo as fas as private orders are concerned but much has been re-

quired for palaces of older origin; mudi for instance has been ordered for the castle

in Berlin. Plastic bronze is less in demand too for fireplaces and lighting apparatus;
for electric lighting thin smooth brass holders are used by preference, whidi fashion

seems to haue originated from Rmerica.

Embossed copper is best suited for the renaissance style and is only slowly pushing
its way with the new forms.

Tin is the metal whidi has come most of all into use with the new fashion. Instead

of the small reliefs of the style of former ages the mild brilliancy of the smooth
surfaces is reproduced and a totally independent style with simply moulded forms

and figures has been fashioned (Cologne, Munidi, Berlin).

Wrought iron had been accorded almost excessive favour in the last decades and
had been used for almost every kind of ornamentation both in middle aged and ba-

roque style even in the most outlying districts. The modern movement, however,
does not make any demand for it at all worth mentioning. R happy combination

is made with it and the wrought malleable reddish golden aluminium bronze.

Rrtificial pottery. In Germany the traditions of the golden age of porcelaine
of the t8th century have not disappeared. The rococo models of are preserved in the

Royal manufactures of Meissen and of Berlin. In Berlin since tSSO numerous
models in the baroque style have been completed and partly of to an enormous esrtent

some of whidi are of enormous size and of exceptional technical perfection and painted
in a peculiar dull colour with flowers. It has been possible to adorn the walls of

large rooms with monumental wall pictures and pilasters. Of late Meissen and Berlin

have greatly increased the pallet of their hard fire colours and have obtained successes

with their running glazes suited to the modern models.

Fayence and majolica received the best support in the stove industry. How that

central heating has made sudi progress in the best houses the surest and best source

of employment in this direction is disappearing. Wall decoration is progressing but

slowly. The old German bowls and similar vessels are likewise passing away, and
no particular progress is noted in the painting of utensils. Coloured glazing on
rustic clayware is making good headway.
Stoneware for flagstone flooring is as important as ever. The patterns are tra-

ditional. Stoneware vessels like old German jugs are not so mudi in demand. The

larger breweries have begun to have special types made for their beer jugs.
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Glazed stoneware is only used for (heaper wares with printed ornamentation. RU
the above named technics have been influenced by the Japanese claywares with simple

groundwork, running glazings, and light apparently diance decoration. Besides the

real utensils ornamental utensils are made in great quantities in phantastic form.

Glass retains for the most part, so far as cut table glass is concerned, the traditional

forms. Hew shapes appear here and there, especially in ornamental dishes. Plashed

glass, cut glass and glass in running colours are to be found in orraine, Cologne,
and Silesia.

Glass painting is executed for churches according to tradition (Berlin, Munich, Offen-

burg, Freiburg). Great development is to be obserued in the vitrification with partly
Rmerican glass after sketches in modern placard style.

Glass mosaics are now executed in exactly the style of the old Roman and Uenetian

mosaics (Berlin, Mettlach) , so that assistance from Uenice can be dispensed with even

in carrying out the most extensive orders. The necessary glass liquids too are made
in Germany.
eat her enjoys the greatest favour nesrt to wrought iron. It is pressed, cut and

easily coloured, the patterns have broken free from historical dependance, and follow

a broad path with a predilection for the study of nature (Hamburg, Munich, Berlin).

In the textile art, clothingstuff follows in the wake of international fashion. Silk

and velvet weaving (Crefeld and Clberfeld) supply the more simple patterns of longer

lasting power in large quantities for abroad too. Uery rich patterns for only limited

use are only executed by way of exception. For church ornaments the most splen-
did patterns of the middle ages have been adopted with perfect success. Silk and
woollen stuffs for furniture are for the most part adorned with light flower patterns
and are beginning to adopt the peculiar modern forms.

the linen weaving industry has a rich treasure of old damask patterns with

loose flower work which need no essential change to make them suit every style.

The old German edge patterns are falling somewhat into the background.
Rs regards treatment with colours machine embroidery offers greater advantages than

the weaving of coloured stuffs, in which it is difficult to leave fairly large spaces
white and restrict the pattern to definite spots.
For carpets knot work (Smyrna technics) has been largely adopted. Rt first great
success was obtained with the old oriental patterns. Rttempts to supply special

carpets after the style of the tsth century were not, in spite of a large turnover, of

lasting duration. They were lately relieved by attempts to work in modern style

with broken colours and undecided patterns.

tapestry and too furniture are being worked in Berlin (Ziesch) after the esract manner
of the French Gobelins. Besides this there is a simpler kind founded on the nor-

thern peasants weaving work especially on the Swedish, which has now gained
for itself an independent position in modern placard style, and which has been

spread far and wide. This is carried on in the suburb of Scherebech in Holstein.

Curtains which were formerly much used to cover the windows with are going out

of use. ight white gauze with few patterns is preferred.

Embroidery has developed in a most brilliant manner. RU old technics are coming
to life again. They are sufficiently well understood to attain all effects desired even
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after modern taste. Machine embroidery is made much more serviceable for artistic

demands by the crank engine directed by hand. Pieces for furniture and clothing

ready cut to pattern are arranged in mass so that this hind of decoration which was

formerly so expensive has become common property.

tacework has made similar strides. With the help of the embroidery machine threads

and odds and ends are converted into trimming which can be quite well used for

skirts.

ace is prepared in endless masses by the machines mostly consisting of lacelike

embroidery on an indented ground; hand lace, pillow and point, is manufactured after

old patterns in Silesia.

In conclusion in practically all branches of art industry there prevails a real ferment

of life and activity.

Julius Cessing.

Group XII.

Decoration and Furnishing of Public Buildings and Priuate Dwellings.

Rrtistic arrangement of group XII and XV and of the German exhibition in the Quinconces by Professor

Karl Hoffacker in Berlin.

Class 66.

Permanent Decoration of Public Buildings
and Private Dwellings.

R. furniture Fittings for Dwellings.

Committee for Rrt applied to Handi-
craft in Munich.

I. Room Bruno Paul * Munich.

Hunting room.

3TH Bruno Paul, Rrtist * Munich * Drawing of the

room, the furniture and lighting arrangements.

Uereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Hand- 31 12

werk * Munidi * Makers of all the woodwork
and carpentry.

Steini&en & ohr, kunstgewerblidte Werk- 3113

statten Munidt * Makers of the lighting ar-

rangements.

II. Room Bernhard Panhok * Munich.

Room with recess.

Bernhard Pankoh. Rrtist * Munidi * Drawing 31 1 9

of the room, of the furniture fnews -paper
holder and cornered seat), of the wall de-

corations and cushions, of the rugs and of

the electrical lighting arrangements and of

the fire place fitted with gas.
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3120
Uereinigte Werhstatten fiir Kunst im Hand-
xoerh * "Munich * Maker of all the woodwork in

nut and cherry voood , of the wall decorations,
cushions and of the fire

place
fitted toith gas.

[System 16. HoubenSohn Karl, RUr-la-Chapelle).

3T2t UereininteSmurna-Teppichfabrthfn R.-6. * Ber-

lin * Scfimiedeberg * Cottbus * Hanouer-inden *

Manufacturer of these carpets.

3T22Steinicken & ohr,hunstgewerbliche Werk-
s fatten * Munich * Makers of the lighting ar-

rangements.

III. Room Richard Riemersdtmied *

Munich.

Room of an art louer.

3I2Z Richard Riemerschmied , Rrtist * lleu-Pasing
near Munich '* Drawing of the whole room
and of the furniture (consisting of a music
or portfolio cupboard, music stand, different

chairs, electric standing lamp, candlesticks in

oak and cam wood) and carpet.

3128 Otto Ubbelohde, Rrtist * Munich * Drawing
of embroidery for a screen; worked out by
Mrs. Hanna Ubbelohde in Munich.

3T29 Hermann Obrist, Sculptor Munich * ibrary
in oak, fruit dish in siluer, wall fountain,
uarious embroideries and a writing case.

3130 Bernhard Pankok, Rrtist * Munich * Dumb
waiter for a corner, different chairs.

3T3t Margaretha uon Brauchitsch, Rrtist * Munich *

tape'stry worked with the application stitch.

3T32 Iheodor Schmuz-Baudiss, Rrtist * Munich *

Uarious original art pottery and art porcelain
(hard porcelain).

3133 Pamilie uon Heider * Schongau-on-the-ech *

Darious art pottery.

3 134 Elisabeth Sdimidt-Pecht * Constance * Uarious
art pottery.

3T35 7. R. 0. Kriiger, Rrtist * Munich * Ornamental

glass ware,"blown from tubes.

3138 Sophie Burger : Hartmann , Sculptor * Basel *

Different bronzes.

3I3T Eugen Berner, Rrtist Munich * Oases of car-
ious metal alloys, patinised.

3138 Eudwig Habich, Rrtist * Darmstadt * Uarious
small plastics in bronze.

3139 theodor uon Gosen, Sculptor * Munich * Uar-
ious small plastics in bronze and tin.

3140 Uereinigte Werhstatten fiir Kunst im Hand-
werk * Munich * Execution of all carpentry
work and embroidery under number 3I3t.

3141 Rktiengesellschaft fur Marmorindustrie Kiefer *

Kiefersfelden * Oberalm * Berlin * execution
of marble work.

Uereiniqte Smurna-Ieppichfabrihen R.-6. * Ber- 3142
lin * Scnmiedeberg * Cottbus * Hanouer-inden *

Execution of rugs and carpets.

Jlnhalter tapetenfabrih Ernst Schiitz * Dessau * 3143
Manufacturers of the wall paper.

K. M. Seifert & Comp.
* Dresden-6btau * re-3T44

cution of chandelier and balustrade.

Tranz Ringer, Sculptor * Munich * Modelling 3145
of a stucco frieze and of a porch.

. Weipert & R. tlowotny, Bildhauerei- und 3146

Stuchaturgeschaft
* Munich * Plaster casting

and stucco work.

Silber- und Broncewaaren-Tabrik Geislinoen * 3T4T
execution of a fruit dish and of a wall foun-
tain under number 3129.

Bertha Ruchet, Kunststickerei * Munich * *e-3Z48
cution of embroideries and of a writing case
under number 3T29.

IV. Ma* Bodenheim, Studio for Arranging
and Furnishing Elegant Houses * Berlin.

Rrrangement for furnishing two small
niches in the walls of the staircase.

H. Werle, Rrdtitect * Berlin * Sketch. 3153

V. two Rooms belonging to 3, Buuten &
Sdhne * Diisseldorf.

arge room I.

Prof. H. . uon Berlepsch-Ualendas und Charles 3151

Hinne" * Munich * Sketch of the room.

X Buuten & Sohne * Diisseldorf * Furnishers 3T58
and Upholsters. Complete furnishing of houses
in the modern style with use of rylehtipom
(relief wood). Patented in all countries. i-

cence for these patents in Switzerland and

Germany (esrclusiue of Rhineland and West-

phalia) in the hands of Georg Schottle, Stutt-

gart-Berg, for Rustria and Hungary, Belgium,
&c., in the hands of Uereinigte Reliefholz-

werke Rctiertgesellschaft, Diisseldorf (Rhine-
land) * Execution of wood parts with appli-
cation of rylektipom (wood relief). See also

cl. 69 p. 323. See aduertisement page IT.

H. Schmid & Co. * Munich * Glass window. 3159

Michael Kiefer & Co. * Munich Fire place, in 3160
hammered iron and copper.

3. Winhart & Co. * Munich * Mantle piece and 3I6t

decoration ouer a fire place.

J. 3. Scharuogel * Munich * Coloured tiles. 3T62
See also cl. T2 p. 331.
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3163 Uereinigte Smyrna-teppichfabriken R.-6. * Ber-

lin * Carpet Brandt establishments in Schmiede-

berg, Cottbus, Hanover-inden.

3164 H. de Pries * Crefeld * Book bindings.

3T65 Eimmermann & Co. * Munich * ighting ar-

rangements.

Room II.

3T661 Buyten & Sohne * Dusseldorf * Drawings
from designs of Prof. 6. Oeder, Dusseldorf.

two pieces of furniture decorated with *yleh-

typom (relief wood). Patented in all States.

One piece polished.
See advertisement page IT.

3T6TK6nigliche Porzellan-Manufactur * Berlin *

Ornamental pieces. See also cl. 12 p. 336 and

gr. XIV cl. 81 p. 299.

See advertisement page 38.

VI. Rooms of the Dresdener Werkstatten

fur Handwerkskunst Sdimidt & Multer *

Dresden -Striesen.

3IT2 Rooms and furniture under the assistance of

Prof. Karl Gross, Sculptor and Chiseller, Dres-

den, Prof. Gussmann, Rrtist, Dresden, also of

the Rrtists Walther, Pischer, and Cissarz and
of the Architects Kreis and Schlicht in Dresden.
See also cl. 69 p. 323.

VII. Room Rlfred Dunsky * Berlin.

31 T6 furniture of room, furniture with coloured

inlaid work made after especial trial. Irans-
lucide enamels.

VIII. Room Professor Hermann 66tz *

Carlsruhe.

Room reserved for marriage services.

3T8tRmtliches 2ei<henbureau der Grossherzoglichen

Kunstgewerbeschule Karlsruhe under the ma-

nagement of Direktor Prof. Hermann Gotz and
Prof. Karl Gagel * Sketch of the room.

3T826ebriider Himmelheber, Mobetfabrih * Carls-

ruhe * Wood and upholstery work.

3I83HeinrichMayba<h, Sculptor * Carlsruhe * Inlaid

work.

3T84 Direktor Prof. Hermann Gotz * Drawing and
execution of the wall decorations. See also

gr. XV cl. 94 p. 349 and cl. 91 p. 359.

3185 Rugust Gehrig
* Carlsruhe * Wooden ceilings.

3I86Uereinigte Smyrna -
teppichfabrihen R.-6. *

Berlin Branch establishments : Schmiedeberg *

Cottbus * Hanover-inden * Stair carpeting from
the drawing of the Grand Ducal Industrial

School of Rrt.

IX. Room Kiinstler-Kolonie Darmstadt.

R reception room.

Prof. Jos. M. Olbrich * Drawing of a room. 31 9 1

Prof. Hans Christiansen * Drawing of the win- 3192

dow, of the carpet, and of various decorations

and enamel work.

Prof. Peter Behrens * Drawing and execution 3 1 93

of wood carving, and of various jewellery
and book bindings.

Paul Biirck, Rrtist * Drawing of the wall carpet, 3T94
embroideries and application work.

Rud. Bosselt, Sculptor * Drawing of the dial, 3195
of the plaketts and of various jewels.

udw. Habich, Sculptor * Design of ornamental 3196

sculpture.

Patriz Huber, Rrchitect of the interior * Designs 31 91

of different book bindings.

3ul. Gliichert, Court furnisher Execution of the 3198

carpentry work.

H. Emmel, locksmith to the Court. Execution 3 1 99

of artistical wrought -iron work.

Tr. Endner, Rrtist in stained qlass work, fur- 3800
nisher to the Court * Darmstadt * Execution

of artistic glazing.

Hausleiter & Eisenbeis * Trankfort-on-the- 380t

Main * Huremberg * Execution of the stove.

Trau Kathe Steiner * "Freiburg in Brisgau Eire- 3802

cution of the wall carpet.

Guido Roeder & Co. * Rnsbach in Bavaria * and 3803

Uereinigte Smyrna -teppichfabriken
* Berlin*

Makers of the carpet.

W. Schlemmer * Offenbach -on -the-Main * *e- 3804

cution of the book bindigs.

3. B. Schreger, Court jeweller * Execution of the 3805

jewelled things.

ouis Kuppenheim
* Pforzheim * Paris, 61 rue 3806

de Richelieu * Execution of some enamels. See

his principal exhibit in gr. XV cl. 94 p. 358.

Edda Stoffregen
* Portrait of H. M. the Em- 380 T

press of Russia.

X. Professor Max tauger * Carlsruhe.

a. Sitting room with fire place.

Prof. Ma? auger
kinds of work.

Drawings for different 38 12

Kunsttdpferei der thonwerke Kandern * E*e-38t3

cution of the painted tiles (fayence).
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3814 R. Dietlet * "Freiburg in Brisgau * Rrt car-

pentry work.

38t5 W. Weiss * Carlsruhe * Hammered iron work.

3816 H. Drinneberg * Carlsruhe * Glass window.

3811 Kunstweberei in Sdierrebeh * Cushion.

b. Wall decoration with fountain.

3821 Prof. Mar auger * Carlsruhe * Drawing.
3822 Kunsttdpferei der thonwerke Kandern * Exe-

cution of the painted tiles.

3823 W. Weiss, Carlsruhe * Hammered metal work.

c. Mantle piece over a fire place for

central heating and for burning loal.

3828 Kunsttopferei der thonwerke Kandern . *e-

cution of the painted tiles.

3829 W. Weiss , Carlsruhe * Hammered ironioorh.

3830 Brufcenhaus & Lorenz
Halpe in Westphalia *

Apparatus for central heating.

383 1 R- Dietler Freiburg in Brisgau * Rrt car-

pentry work.

d. Heating burners.

3835 Friedr. Siemens * Dresden * Execution of a

gas apparatus and of the fire place exhibited

under c.

XI. Room Robert Macco * Heidelberg.

"Furniture of a room in modern style
fitted up with inlaid work.

3839 Julius Sussenbada, Rrdutect * Berlin * Shetdi

of the room.

3840 W. Ritmuller & Sohn * Gottingen * Piano.

See also gr. Ill cl. IT p. t5T.

384t Uereinigte Smyrna -
leppidtfabriken R. - 6. *

Berlin * Carpet.

3842 R. Miller * Berlin * Stuffs for walls, curtains

and cowers.

3843 Sdiule fur Kunstweberei zu Stherrebek * Rn
ornamental wall carpet. Design by Prof. Otto

Edimann in Berlin.

3844K6nigl.WurttetnbergisdieHuttenwerhe*Wasser-

alfingen * Stove.

3845 H. Beiler, Hetdelberger Glasmalerei * Heidel-

berg * Window, glass mosaics and stained

glass windows for churdtes and private
houses * Window.

3846 Robert Macco,Intarsienfabrikund kunstgewerb-
lt<hes Rtelier * Heidelberg * Rll other furniture

and carptentry. Wall and ceiling panelling.

XII. Room of the munchener Wobel-

fabrikanten.

R smoking room in modern style.

Rnton Pdssenbadier, Hofmpbelfabrik* Munidi
* 385 1

Design of the whole, execution of the upholstery
and decorative work as well as supervision
over the execution of the carpentry work.

Otto Fritzsdie, Hofmobelfabrih * Munidi * Exe- 3852

cution of the carpentry work.

. Kdllmayr, Mdbelfabrik Munidi * The same. 3853

Wilhelm Midiael, Ebonist * the same. 3854

Rktien-Gesellsdiaft furMarmorindustrieKiefer, 3855

Kiefersfelden in Upper Bavaria * Tire place.

Reinhold Kirsdi, Hofkunstsdilosserei Munidt* 3856

Candelabra.

F. X. Zettler, Kb'niglidte Hofglasmalerei * Wu- 3851

nidi * Window.
F. Eldilepp, Decorative painter * Munidi * Pla- 3858
fond and panneaux.

XIII. Room 6. Olm * 3. Zuriener * Berlin.

Cabinet made of Florida cedar wood.

6. Olm, Kunsttisdilerei for furniture and in- 3864
teriors of buildings, doors, ceilings, panellings,
&c. * Berlin S.O., Kopeni&erstr. t2I * Execution

of the room. See also cl. 69 p. 324 and Ger-

man House p. 59.

Prof. Karl Hoffatker * Charlottenburg * Drawing 3865

of the room.

Julius Zwiener * Berlin Design of the fur- 386*

niture and execution of same, with the help
of C. Taubert, Sculptor and 0. Rohloff, Chiseller *

Berlin * Model and dtiselling of the bronzes

in the wainscot.

C. Preetz, Brazier to the Court* Bronze orna-386T
ments on the panelling.

Dereinigte Smyrna-Ieppidifabrihen R.-6. * Ber- 3868

lin * Carpets.
Frau . Dunsky * Berlin * Design of the counter- 3869

pane and carpet.

Kunst-Handarbeitsatelier des Cette-Uereins 38TO

Berlin * Embroidered counterpane.
Ferd. Paul Kruger Berlin * Wrought -.iron 3811

railing.

XIV. Room H. Pallenberg * Cologne-on-the-
Rhine.

Room with recess.

H. Pallenberg, purveyor to the Royal Court *38T5

Cologne -on -the -Rhine * Execution.
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38T6 Melchior Cechter * Berlin * Design of the whole

decoration and execution of the large painting.

381 1 Otto Stichling * Charlottenburg * Models of the

figures on the ceiling, on the doors and of

the four bronze figures.

38T8 H. Gladenbech & Sohn * Berlin * execution of

the bronze castings.

3819 Deutsche Glasmosaik-Gesellschaft, Puhl & Wag-
ner * Rixdorf near Berlin * Mosaic work.

3880 Christoph Rndreae * Mulheitn- on -the-Rhine *

Maker of the wall stuffs.

3881 Gebriider Scholler * Duren * Maker of the carpet.

3882 pilleroy
& Boch * Dresden * Maker of the ma-

jolica ware. See also cl. 12 p. 331 and German
House.

XV. Room Paul Pfann * Munich.

388T Paul Pfann, architect and Prtoat Dozent *

Munich * Sketch of the whole.

3888 Wenzeltill, Kunstschreinerei Munich * exe-

cution of the wall and ceiling panelling.

3889 Prof. Ernst Pfeifer, Sculptor * Munich * Models
and execution of the ornamental earning.

3890 Walther Georgi, Rrtist Munich * Drawing
and execution of the wall paintings.

389 1 Carl Ule, Rtelier fur Glasmalerei * Munich

Drawing and execution of the art glazes in

the windows.

3892 Steinichen & Cohr, hunstgewerbliche Werh-
statten * Munich * Execution of the lighting

arrangements (chandelier and brackets).

3893 Wilhelm&ind, kunstgewerbliche Werhstatten

Munich * Design and execution of a corner

fire place in copper and brass.

3894 Wilhelm Bertsch, Rrchitect * Munich * Design
of the furniture (execution by Wenzel Till).

3895 Karl Bertsch, Upholsterer * Munich * Execution

of curtains, cushions, upholstery and of a

fauteuil.

3896 Elisabeth Schmidt-Pecht * Constance * Design
and execution of different metal work.

XVI. Room Heinrich Sauermann * Tlens-

burg.

Low German room.

390t Heinrich Sauermann, Director * Tlensburg *

Drawing and artistic composition.

XVII. Room Schneider & Hanau * Frank-

fort-on -the-Main.

Schneider & Hanau, furniture Makers and De- 3906
corators to the Court * Rrtistic designs and
execution.

Prof. Hans Ihoma * Tranhfort-on-the-Main * 3901
Three oil pictures.

Prof. Fritz Hausmann
, Sculptor * Trankfort- 3908

on-the-Main * Marble fire place, sopraporte
and bronze group.
C. laubert. Sculptor * Berlin * Models for 3909
different ornamental parts.

XVIII. Room Professor Emanuel Seidl *

Munich.

Banqueting hall.

Prof. Emanuel Seidl * Munich * General and 39 14

detailed drawing besides arrangement of the

whole.

Rappa & Giobbe, Sculptors and Stucco workers 39 1 5

to the Court * Munich * Plastic wall decora-

tions, inclusiue of the stucco figures, and
two wall fountains in imitation marble, and

partly incrusted with shells.

Konrad Barth & Cie., Uergolderwaarengeschaft * 3916
Munich * Mosaic work of the ceiling and

staining of the walls.

Rktiengesellschaft fur Marmorindustrie Kiefer * 3911

Kiefersfelden (Upper Bauaria) * Columns, pillars
and pilasters.

Uilleroy & Bodi, Mosaikfabrik * Mettlach, Gu-39t8
bernatorial District of Treues * Mosaic floor.

Josef Ebner & Co., Seiden- und Kunstweberei * 3919
Munich * Wall and furniture stuffs.

Kaufhaus L Bernheimer * Munich t carpet. 3920

Prof. Tranz Stuck * Munich * I sofa, 2 stools, 392 1

I large table, 1 small table. Rlso from the

same artist: R bronze statuette ,,Rmazone"
with stand.

XIX. Room Professor Gabriel SeidU Munich.

Prof. Gabriel Seidl, flrchitect * Design and ar- 392T

rangement of the whole.

Konrad Barth & Co * Munich * Casket with 3928
ornamented and gilded profiles.

Prof. Rnton Pruska, Sculptor and Modeller *3929
Plastic of the aboue casket.

Otto Hupp, Rrtist Schleissheim near Munich 3930

Painting of the ceiling.

Max Ritter con Mann Edleruonliechler, Rrtist* 393 1

Munich * Painting of the walls.
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3932 Ma* Ostenriede? Rrdiitect * Munidi * Draining

of the stone portal; modelling by Prof. Rnton
Pruska, execution by Sculptor Josef Sdimied-
bauer in Munidi.

3933 Kaufhaus . Betnheimer * Munidi * Canuas

stretdting.

3934 Josef Ranch, Sculptor * Munidi * Brackets for

candles, metal parts by Steinidien & ohr,

kunstgewerblidie Werkstatten in Munidi.

3935 Otto Fritzsche, Rrdiitect, Court "Furnisher * Mu-
nidi * Cupboard.

3936 Paul Rttenkofer * Munidi * Easy diair in gold
embossed leather.

3931 Kronenbitter, Upholsterer * Munidi * Fauteuils
and easy chairs in plush.

3938 Wahler, Painter * Munidi * Painted diairs.

3939 Frau Direhtor Sdiiffmann * Munidi * table
cloth in embroidery and application stitdi.

3940 Franz flaager, Rrtist * Munidi * Picture and
screen.

3941 Prof. Rdolf Hildebrand, Sculptor * Munidi *

Bust.

3942 Prof. Fritz uon Miller, Brass-founder * Munidi *

Decorative drinking vessels: a. Goblet, property
of H.R.H. the Prince Regent uitpold of Ba-
uaria; b. table ornament ,,WittelsbadiundHabs-
burg", the property of H.R.H. Prince eopold
of Bauaria; c. myrtle goblet, d. Ftsdigehange,
e. large pike, f. buffalo drinking horn, g. gold
wedding goblet, h. crystal beaker (c h private
property).

3943 Karl Winterhalter, 6oldsmith to the Court *

Munidi * Presentation tankard belonging to the
town of Munidi.

H. Micritz * Forms. 3954

Mergler* tedmical drawings. 3955

Uoltz & Wittmer, Gas- und Wasserlettungs-3956
geschaft * Strassburg in Rlsatia * Gas and
water fittings. See also cl. 69 p. 324.

Ceder & Sdiaaf* fluremberg * Stucco and arti- 3951
ficial marble.

Stein- und Marmorsagerei Sdiadienmiihle Rht.-3958
Ges.* and Rktiengeseltsdiaft fur Marmorindu-
strie Ktefer * Kiefersfelden * Marble.

3. Sdierer * Berlin * Glazures. 3959

Utzsdmeider & Co.* Earthenware. 3960

Paul Stotz* Stuttgart * Bronzes. 39 6 1

XXII. Room 6. WolfeU Stuttgart.

Music room.

G.Woifel, Kunstgewerblidie Rnstalf * Stutt-3961

gart * R music room entirely fitted with in-

laid work in wood, metal, foony and mother-

of-pearl. Oldest and largest workshops in

Germany for inlaid worked grands, pianos
and furniture. Rwarded first prizes only.
Direct business with home and abroad.

Prof.Gustau Halmhuber* Stuttgart * Drawings. 3698

Karl C-ngelbredit * Hamburg * Rrt glass. 3969

Sdiiedmayer, Pianofortefabrik , oorm. J. & P.39TO

Sdiiedmayer * Stuttgart * Grand piano, from
the drawing of R. Knorr, Stuttgart. See also

gr. Ill d.11 p. t5T.

XX. Room Carl Spindler * St. eonhardt

near Boersch.

Music room.

3948 Carl Spindler, Rrtist * St. Ceonhardt near
Boersdi (Cower Rlsatia) * Furnishing of this

room with inlaid panels and furniture, these
exhibits are designed by the artist and made
in the medianical carpentry shop of J. 1 Graf
in Gebweiler (Upper Rlsatia). Representatiue:
Bader-Ilottin in Strassburg. the medianism
of the piano is from the firm Prestel in Strass-

burg.

XXI. Room Uoltz & tflittmer * Strassburg
in Rlsatia.

usrurious bath and dressing room.

3953 Rrmand Uoltz * Rrrangement of the room,
dioice of materials, colour and decorations.

B. Other exhibitors.

RkHengesellsdiaft fiir Marmorindustrie Ktefer * 3916
Kiefersfelden (Upper Bauaria) * Flooring in

the skylight hall of the German Rrt Industrial

Division. See also rooms: Cmanuel Seidl

tlr. 39 1 7, Riemersdimied fir. 3T4t, Mundiener
Mobelfabrikanten Tlr. 3855, Uoltz & Wirhner
tlr. 3958, Pauilion of the Rllgemeine Elektrizi-

tats-Gesellsdiaft, also the German House p. 59.

Carl Be&er, Marine-painter
* Dusseldorf * De- 39TT

coratioe wait paintings for the German Haoi-

gation Pauilion. See also gr. VI cl. 33 p. 209
and 2 to.

M. 3. Bodenstein, Painter * Berlin * Painting in 3918
the vestibule, in the exhibition rooms of the

German House and in the rooms of the Rrt
Industrial Division.

R. Bohland, Painter Sdioneberg-Berlin * the 39T9

paintings of the facade of the German House,
representing the four elements from mottoes
taken from German legends.
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3980 Bretschneider & Kriigner* Panhow near Berlin *

Iron construction of the tower on the German
House.

398 1 Karl Biihler & Sohn* Offenburg * 3 wrought-
iron entrance gates.

3982 Deutsche Glasmosaih-Gesellschaft, Puhl & Wag-
ner * Berlin-RUrdorf * Decorative glass mosaics,

large wall decorations with cartoons by Prof. Ma*
Koch; 2 oval pictures with cartoons by R.Bembtf,

Mayence; portrait Kaiser Wilhelms II., from
the painting by Prof. Ma* Koner; enthroned

Christ, after an old motive; head of Christ,
after Guido Reni. Columns and chapiters en-

tirely mosaic work. Golden State Medal Prussia

1898; golden medal of the town Leipzig 189T.

See also el. 13 p. 33T.

3983 R. Telderhoff, Sculptor * Charlottenburg* t figure

,,itelheit" (Danity) property of the German
Parliament in the Division for Textile Industry
(gr. XIII).

3984 Herrmann Gerson * Berlin * Interior fitting up
of the Restaurant in the German House.

3985 6esellschaftzurkunstgewerblichenUerwerthung
des Bernsteins* Konigsberg in Prussia * Rmber
furniture for a boudoir. See also cl.69 p. 323
and gr. XI cl. 63 p. 2 66.

3986 Grisebach & Dinklage.Rrthitects * Berlin * Design
of the cupboards and decoration in gr. XIV cl. 81,
Collective Exhibit of the German Chemistry.

398T Prof. Gussmann, Rrtist * Dresden * 2 decorative

pictures in the German Representation Building.
See also room of the Dresdener Werkstatten
Hr. 3TI2.

3988 Reinhold Hansche, Rrtist * Berlin * Wall paint-

ings in the German Restaurant.

3989 3. 6. Hess & Sohn * "Frankfort -on -the -Main *

Manufacture for zinc and copper work and
architectural tin-smith. Copper work and light-

ning conductors in the German House, and
on the eribition buildings under the quin-
conces. See there p. 59.

3990 Prof. Karl Hoffacker, Rrdtitect * Charlottenburg-
Berlin * Design of the whole decoration of

gr. XII and XV, of the building under the

quinconces for gr. XII and XV, of the cup-
boards and decoration in gr. XIV cl. 88, 90,

gr.VII and X, gr. XVI cl. ttt (hygiene) and
in the Court of Honour of the German Di-

msion of the Hall for Electricity (gr. V).

399 1 Hermann Kahler Sculptor * Berlin * Richly
carted casks in the German Restaurant, from

designs by Rrno Kornig, Triedenau near Berlin.

3992 7. Klimsch, Sculptor * Charlottenburg * "Figure

,,Rnmuth" (Charm) property of the German Par-

liament in the group for fertile industry(gr.XIII).

3993 Hugo Koch, Rrdtitect * Crefeld * Design and
whole arrangement for the exhibit of the

Crefeld velvet and silk industry (gr. XIII).

Prof. Ma? Kodt * Potsdam * Decoratiue wall 3994

paintings on the staircase in the German Rrt
industrial Division, also design of three mosaic

pictures.

Prof. Carl Kornhas , Sculptor and Ceramist *3995
Carlsruhe* t wall -fountain. See also cl. 12

p. 33T.

"Ferdinand Paul Kruger, Kunstschmtcde* Berlin 3996
S.W , Uorkstr. 59 * Wrought -iron railing and

lighting arrangements. See also gr. XV cl. 91

p. 360.

Camberty, Servais & Cie.* Ehrang near Treves 3991

(Rhineland) * Clay and mosaic tiles. Glazed

weather-proof, wall coverings, simple and
decorative (majolica). Raw material. Ware

houseinCologne-on-the-Rhine,Perlengraben88.
See also cl. 12 p. 331 and gr.VI cl. 28 p. t9t.

S. R. Coeuy * Berlin * Gilded and silver plated 3998
bronze ornaments in the German House.

R.Mannchen.Rrtist * Sudende near Berlin * De- 3999
coratioe wall paintings in the German Restau-
rant (German House) and in the Pamlion of the

Rllgemeine Elehtrizita'tsgesellschaft, Berlin, in

the Court of Honour or Electricity.

Prof. Rdolph Mannchen * Danzig * Decoratioe 4000

landscapes in the German House.

Paul Marcus, Royal Rrt ocksmith to the Court* 4001
Berlin S.W. * Rrtistic wrought iron work,

railings on the gallery, also the balustrades

of the stair case of the Building of the Reichs-

tag in the German Rrt Industrial Exhibition.

See also gr. XV cl. 9T p. 360.

Bruno Mohring, Rrdiitect * Berlin * Design for 4002
the wine exhibit and restaurant in the German
House also for the decoratiue arrangement of

the groups IV, V and XVIII.

Carl Miiller, tischlerei fur Holzardtitektur *4003
Berlin * Glass cupboards and decorations for

gr. Ill cl. t5 18. See also cl. 69 p. 324.

Gebhard Miiller, Rtelier fur hirthliche Kunst*4004

Saulgau (Wiirtemberg) * 4 catuarian stations;
2 framed, 2 in natural wood, in earned oak
frames.

Miiller - Sdtoenefeld , Rrtist * Charlottenburg- 4005
Berlin * Wall paintings in the German Restau-

rant.

Hermann tladge* Berlin tl.O., Pallisadenstr.TT * 4006
Dealer in foreign and native wods and veneers.

Steam cutting mills, veneer cutting, hollow
lath factory. Steam saw mills Oberschonweide.

Joseph Tleuser, Rrt Cocksmith * Mannheim *400I

Wrought iron portal for the building of

the new industrial school in Mannheim.

Specialty: Rrt industrial wrought iron work
of all kinds.

Ed. Puts * Berlin-tempelhof * Iron construction 4008
and artistic wrought iron works. Wrought
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iron work in the German Restaurant The
exhibited toorh is for sale.

4009 Johannes Radhe . Kaiserlidier Post-Bauinspeh-
tor * Gross -iiditerfelde near Berlin Design
and execution of the German House. Decora-

tion of the German Divisions in or. VI, XI and
XIII.

4010 Rappa & Giobbe, Sculptors and Stucco workers
to the Court * Munidi * Plastic wall decora-

tions in the Rrt Division (gr. II).

40 1 1 Prof. 6. Riegelmann.Sculptor * Charlottenburg *

Wooden carving of the staircase gr. XII and
XV, wooden

ceiling
and balustrades, wood

earned panels and furniture.

40t2 Prof. Otto Rieth* Berlin * Design of the cup-
boards and decoration in gr. Ill cl. 15, 16, tl

and is.

4013 Carl Roth, Stove manufacturer * Baden-Baden *

t Pulpit in terracotta, ornaments and stoves,
fire places in fayence and majolica. Design of

pulpit by the Erzbisdioflidien Baumeister Bau-
rath Ma* Me&et in "Freiburg in Brtsgau, modelled

by Sculptor G. Busdi, Baden.

4014 Bernhard Sdiaede, Rrdiitect * Charlottenburg *

readier on the Konigl. Kunstgewerbe-Museum *

Design, execution and gobelin painting, also

window of the hall for the collective exhibit

of social welfare in the German House.

4015 Robert Sdiirmer, Sculptor Berlin W. * Orna-
mental sculpture for the German Rrt Industrial

Division. Design by Prof. Karl Hoffacker, Berlin.

4016 Paul Sdiirmer* Berlin W., Steglitzerstr. 82 *

Wooden panels.

4011 M. C. Sdileidier, Berliner Granit- und Marmor-
werke * Berlin * t fire place in Shyros marble
and t fire place in red Bavarian marble in

the German House.

4018 Schulz & Holdefleiss, Kunstsdimiede * Berlin *

Possessor of the golden state medal. Wrought
iron railing on the Seine Embankment, ba-

lustrades on the south side and the bronze

wrought ornamental part and candelabras of
the German House, also the house door, &c.

of the Rrt Industrial Diuision and all the

portals of the textile Division gr. XIII of the

Gallery of gr. III. Rlso the iron ornaments
on the large electrical crane (German Madii-

nery building) and the artistical wrought
iron work of the pavilion in the Court of Ho-
nour of the German Electrical Division.

4019 Prof. Emanuel Seidl * Munidi * Design of the

whole decoration of the German Division in

gr. II (art). See also room Emanuel Seidl in

this class p. 318.

4020 Franz Jos. Simmler, Sculptor * Offenburg in

Baden * Carved wood work for diurdies. R
motive picture (representing purgatory) in-

tended for a cemetery chapel.

L Sobotta, Decorative painter * Berlin * De-402t
corative wall paintings in the rooms of the
Industrial Rrt Division and of the German
Engineering Exhibit.

Karl Spatz, Director * Cologne -on -the -Rhine * 4022

Design of the decorative building of the Ber-
lin - Rnhaltisdien Masdiinenbau -

Rktiengesell-
sdiaft at the principal entrance of the German
Division in gr. IV and gr. V. The same and

arranging of the Pavilion belonging to Felten
& Guilleaume , Carlswerk R. - 6. in gr. VI an
of a cupboard built in the Court of Honou
of the Electrical Division. The same of an
ironkiosk by Gabriel & Bergenthal in Warstein

(Westphalia).

St. Joseph -Institut fur kirdilidie Kunst, Th.4023
Sdiulter * Cologne-on -the -Rhine * Wooden
carved altars, holy statues and groups, cal-

varian stations, crucifixes. See cl. It p. 326.

Georg Thielen, Rrdiitect Hamburg * Design 40 2 4

of the German navigation Pavilion and of the

decoration in gr.VI cl. 33.

Uilleroy & Bodi, Mosaihfabrik * Mettladi-on-4025
the-Saar * Mosaic flooring in state room
Emanuel Seidl, and of the skylight hall of
the German Rrt Industrial Division and in

the diapel (Quinconces) , also the tile orna-

mentation for the flooring of round the Ger-

man madiine exhibits. See also cl. 12 p. 331,

gr. XVI cl. toe and 108 p. tie and p.m.

Rugust Uoqel, Sculptor * Berlin * Models of 4026
4 wooden figures in the German House (taken
from the "Federal Council Room in the Building
of the Reichstag).

Ferd. Dogts & Co., Kunstmobelfabrik * Com- 4021

plete
household furnisher. Furnisher to the

imperial Court of Germany and to the Royal
Court of Italy * Berlin, Unter den inden 56 *

Established 1865. Steam power. 200 work-
men. Exhibit of the reading room in the

German House. Collaborator: C. Kramme, Pur-

veyor to the Royal Court * Berlin, Gitsdiiner-

str. 16 II * Magazin: H.W., Unter den lin-

den 5455 * Exhibit of lighting arrangements.

Frautein Grete Waldau * Breslau * Two views 4028
of cities, Leipzig and Mayence, for the Ger-

man House.

Wilhelm Weimar, Rrtist * Berlin * Decorative 4029
wall paintings (Tannhauser and Uenus, Par-

sival and the Blumenmaddien) in the exhi-

bition pavilion of the German perfumery ex-

hibit.

P. Wimmel & Co., Royal Stone cutter to the 4030
Court * Berlin H.W. * Fireplace made out of

Carrara marble in the
representation

hall of

the German House. Pattern in the library
of Frederidi the Great in Sanssouci.

2t
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4031 Gustau Witttg * Charlottenburg * Decorative

wall paintings on the staircase of the German
House.

4032 HUQO Wolf, Rrtist * Berlin * Wall paintings
in the German Restaurant.

4033 Zeyer & Drechsler, Sculptors Berlin * Tour
of the wooden ceilings in the German House.

Class 61.

Windows.

4048 H. Beiler, Heidelberger Glasmalerei * Heidel-

berg * Windows, glass mosaics, and stained

glass windows for dturdies and private build-

ings. See also cl. 66, room Macco p. 311.

4049 Binsfeld & Jansen, trierische Glasmalerei und

Kunstglaserei
* Treves - Cowenbruchen , Saar-

str. H5 * t church window in Romanic style
with the representation of St. John.

4050 Prof. Hans Christiansen * Darmstadt * Design
of a window for the Kiinstler-Kolonie Darm-
stadt. See also cl. 66 under Kunstler-Kolonie

Darmstadt p. 3 1 6.

40 5 1 Hans Drinneberg * Carlsruhe in Baden *

Execution of a window in opalescent glass
in the room Prof. Cauger, Carlsruhe, also de-

signed by him. See also cl. 66 p. 3U.

4052 Fr. Endner, Hofglasmateret und Kunstglaserei *

Darmstadt * Execution of the art glazing in

the room of the Kunstler-Kolonie Darmstadt.
See also cl. 66 p. 316.

40 5 3 Karl Engelbredit * Hamburg * Rrt glazing.
Ornamental and naturalistic lead glazing from
own designs, made bu putting together natural

coloured glasses. The design of the Cohen-

grin window by Prof. Hans Christiansen.

4054Prof. Fritz Geiges * Freiburg in Brisgau * three

paintings on glass, made for the Council

Room of the Town Hall in Freiburg i. B.

4055K6nigl. Institut fur Glasmalerei * Charlotten-

burg * Glass window in the German House,
in the room of exhibits for social welfare.

See there p. tt4.

4056 Gebruder Ciebert, by appointment to the Court

of Saxony * Dresden * Rrt glazing from

opalescent glass. Churdt windows and win-
dow: Park on the lake's side, design by
Prof. Hans Christiansen, Darmstadt. Window:
Dineta, design by Rrtist Otto Fischer, Dresden.

Window: The dancing girl, design by Rrtist

Hans linger, Dresden. Window: Uirginia

creeper, design by Prof. Karl Gross, Dresden.

Window: Fairy pictures, for diildrens' room,
and sky light over a door: Evening bells,

designs by Rrtist Paul Cang, Stuttgart. Win-
dow screens, fire screens, and door screens.

RU the plain windows with the exception

of top parts of the diurch window and the

figures of Uineta.

Frau Prof. Cindemann und Maler Joseph Rosl * 4057
Munich * Campros plates, decorative sheets

from double glass.

,,Cuceo Floreo", Kunstanstalt fur Freilicht-Glas- 4058
malerei, 6. m. b. H. * Barmen * 2 windows with
coat of arms for the German House.

R. Cuthi Frankfort -on -the -Main * Stained 4059

glass windows for dturdies and other buildings
window on the staircase in the German House.

Ferd. von Posdiinger * Buchenau near Zwiesel 4060

(Bavaria) Glass works. Glass windows made
of opalescent, cathedral and antique glass.

Design from Prof. Hans Christiansen, Darm-
stadt. Products of the works: Rntique and
cathedral glass, plain and coloured, plain and

patterned (ornamental glass), opalescent glass;
round glass plates (Butzen) ; crystal-, art and
decorative glass. See also cl. 13 p. 338.

H. Schmidt & Co. * Munich * Glass window 4061
in the Room of J. Buyten & Sohne, Dussel-

dorf. See there cl. 66 p. 315.

J. C. Spinn & Co. * Berlin * 5 church windows. 4062
Christ and the four Evangelists, for the German
House.

Carl Ule, Rnstalt fur Glasmalerei, Uerglasung 4063
und Glasmosaik * Munich * Rrtistical exe-

cution in the old and modern line. Window

f
lazing in the room of Rrdtitect Paul Pfann.

ee there cl. 66 p. 318.

Otto Oittali * Offenburg in Baden * Painting 4064
and etching on glass and artificial glazes.
Branch establishments: Berlin W., Grunewald-
str. 21. Purveyor to the Court at Baden.
Established 1868. t4 awards. 60 workmen,
t Painted glass window: Christ on the cross.

F. X. 2ettler * Munich Konigliche Hofglas- 4065
malerei. Window in the room of the Miin-

chener Mdbelfabrikanten. See there cl. 66

p. 3U.

Class 6$.

Paper Hangings (Raio Material, Rrrange-

ments, Process of Manufacture and Pro-

ducts).

Rnhalterrapeten-Fabrik Ernst Sdiutz * Dessau * 4014
Wall paper in the room Riemerschmied. Wall

papers of every description. Export to all

countries. See also cl. 66 p. 315, cl. TO p. 325.

Ferdinand FHnsdi, Rkt.-Ges. fur Masdtinen- 4015
bau und Eisengiesserei * Offenbach-on-the-
Main * Machines for manufacturing coloured

wall papers, machines exhibited: Calender

machine, paper dyeing machine. Specialties:
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Two-sided stretdting machine for the manu-
facture of baryt-, artistically printed diromo
and coloured papers, emulsive prepared papers
for photographic purposes, raw paper, paste-
board, glass paper, emery paper and fine-

boring, &c.; for the use of mall paper, playing
cards, fine metal covered paper; silver paper, &c.

and metal capsules for preserving. See also

German Machinery building tlr. 1689.

See advertisement page 12.

40 T 6 Eduard Gabelsberger * Munich * Oorsatz paper.
See also gr. XV. cl. 98 p. 362.

40tfMelchior echter, Rrtist * Berlin * See room
Pallenberg cl. 66 p. 3 18.

4018 Franz ie<h & Heider * Berlin * Wall paper
in the German House.

4019 Rommel & Holting , Berlin * Wall paper in

the German House.

Class 69.

Cheap and fcrpensiue Furniture.

4088 Paul Rttenkofer * Munich * Court Furnisher.
Gold embossed leather mair in the room
Gabriel Seidl cl. 66 p. 319.

4089 Reinhold Beck, Werkstatte fur Rrchitektur und
Innendekoration * Berlin * furniture for the
room of the Kaiserlidi Deutsdie Reichsdrucherei
in the German House.

4090 Wilhelm Bertsdi, Rrdtitect * Munich Turniture
in the room of Rrchitect Paul Pfann. See this

room cl. 66 p. 318.

4091 Mar Bodenheim * Berlin * Turniture manu-
factory. Turniture. See also room IV cl. 66

p. 315.

4092 3. Buyten & Sohne Dusseldorf * Turniture

manufactory and furnishing establishment.
See room V cl. 66 p. 3t5.

See advertisement page IT.

4093 Rdolf Dietler * Treiburg in Baden * Turniture

purveyor to the Court. Rrt carpentry work.

Designs : Prof. M. auger, Carlsruhe. See also

room auger cl. 66 p. 317.

4094 Prof. T. Dietsche, Sculptor * Carlsruhe * Rrt
shrine with silver decorations.

4095 Dresdener Werkstatten fur Handwerkskunst,
Schmidt & Muller * Dresden -Striesen * Diffe-

rent articles of furniture (sofa, table, diairs,

&c.) from designs by Sculptors Gross, Prof.

Gussmann, from the Rrtists Walther, Tisdter,

Cissarz, and the Rrdiitects Kreis and Sdilicht.

See also cl. 66 p. 316.

4096Konrad Thick, Drechslerei (R. Dengler's tlach-

fo\qer} * Carlsruhe * t table with inlaid work
for a chest. Design by the Grossherzoglidi
Badische Kunstgewerbesdiule. Tigures on it

by Sculptor H. Maybach, Carlsruhe. the car-

pentry toork by Ernst Hiibner, Carlsruhe.

0. B. Triedrich, Kunst- und Curusmbbel-Fabrih * 4091
Dresden * Purveyor to the Royal Sa*on Court.

Tancy cupboard (meuble a bijou*) in ebony,
ridtly inlaid in ivory and decorated

ivithjeiuels,
from the design Rrchitect Manfred Semper.
Drawing room table in the Italian renaissance

style in ebony with ridily engraved ivory
ornaments. The ornamented slab of the table

by Prof. Krumbholz in Dresden.

Otto Tritzsdie * Munidi * Turniture purveyor 4098
to the Court. Cupboard in the room Gabriel
Seidl cl. 66 p. 319; see also room of the Mun-
dtener Mobelfabrikanten cl. 66 p. 3tT.

Herrmann Gerson * Berlin * Tables, (hairs, &c. 4099
for the Restaurant in the German House. See
also cl. 66 p. 320 and ct. TO p. 325.

6esellschaftzurhunstgevoerb lichen Ueriuerthung 4 too
des Bernsteins * Konigsberg Rmber furniture
for a boudoir. See also cl. 66 p. 320, gr. XI
cl. 63 p. 266.

Jul. 6lu<kert * Darmstadt * Purveyor to the4tOt
Courts of Hesse and Russia. Interior building
and decorations in the room of the Kiinstler-

Kolonie Darmstadt cl. 66 p. 3 16.

3. Grosdtkus * Berlin fl.O. * Sale rooms ands- 4102

bergerstr. 25/26, factory and office Gollnowstr.

19/20. telephone Rmt VII fir. 5331. Carpenter
to the Imperial Court of Germany. R dining
room in baro& style in rose wood with inlaid

work and ridily carved. Turniture for the

book trade museum in the German House.
See there p. 59. See advertisement page 4.

Heinridi Gundel * eipzig * Turniture for the 41 03
book trade rooms in the German House.

Gebruder Himmelheber * Carlsruhe * Turniture 41 04

factory. Wood work in the room of Prof.

Gotz, Carlsruhe, cl. 66 p. 316.

Rdolph Hoffmann, Sculptor to the Court *4t05
Berlin, Gitsdiinerstr. 64 * Turniture.

Hans Kaiser jun. * Ratisbon-on-the-Danube *4106

Carpentry for building and manufacturer of

furniture. R cradle in empire style.

Kardier, Chiseller * Trankfort-on-the-Main *4tOI
Chest from design of theGrossherzoglidteKunst-
gewerbesdtule , with inlaid work and bronze
ornaments.

C. Kollmayr * munidt * Turniture factory. See 4108
cl. 66 p. 3 1 1 under Miindtener Mobelfabrikanten.

Georg KronenbWer, Upholsterer and Decorator * 4109
Munich * Plush diairs and fauteuils in room
Gabriel Seidl cl. 66 p. 319.

W. Kummel * Berlin, Trankfurter Rllee UTa 4UO
Turniture manufactory. 1 mahogany drawing
cupboard. Design: Rrmitect Moritz Hirsdiler.

2 small fancy cupboards.
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41 tt Robert Macco* Heidelberg * Tactory for inlaid

work and industrial art work. See room Macco
cl. 66 p. 311.

4H2 Maschinenfabrik Gritzner, Rktiengesellschaft *

Durladi in Baden * I sewing machine -cover,

table, &c. See also German Madiinery building

p. tT9.

4tl3Heinrich May bach, Sculptor and Marceteur *

Carlsruhe * t madonna shrine with relief inlaid

work, t chest with inlaid work and bronze

ornaments. See also cl. 66 under Prof. Gotz

Tlr. 3783.

4114 Wedianisdie Schreinerei von J. J. Graf * Geb-

weiler (Upper Rlsatia) * Panelling and furni-

ture in room of Carl Spindler cl. 66 p. 319.

4tt5WHhelm Michael, Rrdiitect and artistic car-

penter * Munich * See cl. 66 p. 3tT under fur-

niture manufacturers of Munich.

41 16 Carl Wilier, flachfolger B. Burdihardt * Berlin *

Furniture for the room of the exhibition of

social welfare in the German House.

4HI R.Mittag* Berlin * Execution of the cupboards
for the collective exhibit of the Chemical In-

dustry gr. XIV.

4118 Carl Muller * Berlin * Carpentry for the wooden
architecture. Glass cupboards and decorative

ardies for gr. III. See also cl. 66 p. 320.

41 1 9 Tranz tlaager, Rrtist * Munich * Screen and

picture in the room Gabriel Seidl cl. 66 p. 319.

4120 Hermann Obrist, Sculptor * Munich * Cibrary
in oak, executed by the Uereinigten Werkstatten
fur Kunst im Handwerk in Munich. See also

cl. 66 p. 315.

4121 Bernhard Pankok, Rrtist Munich * Turniture

(see cl. 66 p. 314), executed by the Uereinigten
Werkstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk in Munich.
See also cl. TO p. 325, gr. XV cl. 91 p. 361.

4122 Bruno Paul, Rrtist * Munich * Turniture in room
Paul cl. 66 p. 314, executed by the Uereinigten
Werstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk in Munich.
See also gr. XV cl. 91 p. 361.

4123 t. J. Peter * Mannheim * "Furniture manu-

factory to the Court. Industrial art establish-

ment. 1 fender with hammered iron railing;
2 large chairs; t sofa covered in with cupboard
brackets, &c. ; t balustrade with figure (Daphne).

4124 Rnton Possenbacher * Munich * Royal Turniture

Purveyor to the Court. See cl. 66 p. 31 T

under Munchener Mdbelfabrikanten.

4125 Richard Riemerschmied, Rrtist * Pasing near

Munich * Permanent furniture and fittings of

one of the exhibition rooms. Turniture.

Household articles. See cl. 66 p. 315, gr. XV
cl. 94 p. 350 and cl. 97 p. 361.

4126 Ceonhard Schaupp, Sculptor * Carlsruhe * Ma-
donna shrine from the design of the Grand
Ducal Rrt Industrial School, with relief work.

Schmidt & Cie., Inhaber Julius Mossel und412T
Conrad Schmidt * Munich Workshops for

decorative art. 1 painted screen.

Schneider & Hanau, Turnishers to the Court 4128
Trankfort-on-the-Main Elegant furniture.

See also cl. 66 p. 318.

Hans Stark * fluremberg * Workshop and 4129
studio for industrial art work. Cupboards
with wooden mosaic pictures and frames in

old Tluremberg character. Design by the

Bavarian Gewerbe- Museum.

Strobele-Osburg
* Constance * Turniture manu- 4130

factory. Carved oak chair for the Council Room
in Constance. Design: Heinrich Muller, Rrchitect

and Teacher of industrial art.

Prof. Tranz Stuck * Munich * Designs for a 41 31

sofa, two stools, a large table and a small
table. See cl. 66 room m. Seidl p. 318.

Carl taubert, Sculptor * Berlin * Turniture 4132
and looking-glass in reception room of the

German House. See also cl. 66 p. 311 room
6. Olm and p. 318 room Schneider & Hanau.

Wenzel lilt * Munich * Rrtistic carpentry. Exe- 4133
cution of the furniture from the design of

Wilhelm Bertsch in Munich, in the room of

Rrchitect Paul Pfann cl. 66 p. 318.

C.Trost * Berlin Execution of the carpentry 4134
work in one of the representation rooms of

the German House, also maker of the cupboards
in gr. XI and partly in gr. XIII.

Otto Ubbelohde, Rrtist * Munich * Screen 4135
worked with embroidery. Execution of the

same by Trau Hanna Ubbelohde. See also

cl. 66 room Riemerschmied p. 315.

Gottfried Ueberle, Carpenter * Heidelberg *4136
Worked together with Heinr. Maybach , Sculp-
tor of wood * Carlsruhe * R reading desk
and book.

Unterrichtsanstalt des Koniglichen Kunstge- 4131
werbe- Museums * Berlin S.W. * Turniture of

a music room for a grand piano, quartett
and oktett. Design: Prof. 0. Eckmann; exe-

cution: C. Bechstein, Berlin, Siebert & Rschen-

bach, Berlin. See also gr. XV cl. 94 p. 350.

Otto van Uenroy, Sculptor * Ruppur near 4138
Carlsruhe * Casket in carved wood.

Uereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Hand 4139

,werk * Munich * Carpentry work, inlaid work,
embroideries in the rooms Riemerschmied,
Pankok and Paul, cl. 66. See also cl. 71 p. 326,

gr.XV Cl.94 97 p. 350 361.

Uoltz & Wittmer * Strassburg in Rlsatia 4140
Closet and dressing rooms in the German
House. See also cl. 66 room XXI p. 319.

Julius Zwiener * Berlin, Cindenstr. 75 * Car- 4141

penter for artistic furniture. Rrtistic furniture

with bronze ornaments and inlaid work. See
also cl. 66 p. 317 room XIII.
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Class TO.

Carpets, machine made Tapestries, and

other Materials for the Furnishing of

Houses (Rrrangement, Process of Manu-

facture, and Products).

4152 Rnhalterrapeten-Pabrih Ernst Schutz * Dessau

Paper hangings in euery uariety, from cheapest
to the best. Export to all countries. See room
Riemerschmied d. 66 p. 315.

4153 Bech, Tarberei tolz * Wall stretching made of

fast-dyed hand made linen.

4154 L Bernheimer * Munich * Purveyor to the Court.

Wall stretdiing and carpets in the room Em.
and Gabr. Seidl cl. 66 p. 319.

4155 Margaretha uon Brauchitsch. Rrtist * Munich *

Wall drapery, executed by the Uereinigten
Werhstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk inMunidi,
in the room Riemerschmied, also table centre

pieces, table cloths, cushions.

4156 Paul Burck, Rrtist * Darmstadt * Wall carpets
and embroideries. See under Kiinstler-Kolonie

Darmstadt cl. 66 p. 316.

4151 Prof. Hans Christiansen * Darmstadt * Design
for a carpet. See also cl. 66 room IX p. 316
and cl. 61 p. 322, gr. XV cl. 94 p. 34$ and cl. 95

p. 351.

4158 Deutsche Cinoleum-Werhe Hansa * Delmenhorst
near Bremen * Oldest Delmenhorster Cinoleum

factory, established 1883. Specialties: (Pattern

penetrating to bad* of material) : Granit- and

Moire"elinoleum, Patent -Rdergranit, D.R.P.

64422, carpet and flower inlaid, D.R.P. 82 330,

parquet and tiles inlaid. Rwards: Rntwerp
1885, Oldenburg 1885, Bremen 1890, iibe(k

1895, Berlin (Colonial) 1896, Berlin (Rothes
Kreuz) 1898 * Cinoleum flooring in the urine

restaurant of the German House and of the

German Rrt Industrial Division.

41 59 Deutsdie Cinoleum- und Wachstuch-Compaqnie,
Rhtien-Gesellsdiaft * Rixdorf near Berfin *

flooring in the German House.

4160 Eberswalder Cinoleum-Werhe, Trentzel & Sohne*
Cberswalde * Cinoleum.

4161 Prau . Dunsky * Berlin * See room XIII cl. 66

p. 311.

4162 Josef bner & Co. * Munich * Silk and art weav-

ing. See also cl. 66 room XVIII p. 318.

41 63 Herrmann Gerson * Berlin * Carpets, &c. for

the urine restaurant in the German House.
See also cl. 66 p. 320 and cl. 69 p. 323.

4164Rdolf Grunow, Gebhardt und Roessel flachf. *

Berlin * Silk toall hangings.

4165 Karl Hozah, Berlin - Heuendorfer Smyrna-Iep-
pich-Tabrik

* tleuendorf-Tlowawes * Hand
knotted Smyrna carpets in rococo, empire-

and ,,libre esthttique" style; a wouen Smyrna
carpet.

Georg Hulbe * Hamburg * Berlin * Tranhfort-4166
on -the -Main * Purveyor to the Court of

H. 1 M. Rrt industrial workshop for the

execution of caroed and embossed leather.

Rrtistic leather work. Established 1816.

200 hands employed (artists, modellers, &c.)
Possessor of 18 medals and of the diploma
of honour of the Rnhoerp exhibition 1885.

See also gr. XV cl. 98 p. 362.

Krefelder teppichfabrih Rkt.-Ges. uorm. Joh. 4161
Kneusels & Co. * Crefeld * 3 knotted carpets.

Design: Prof. VI. Cauger in Carlsruhe.

Kunsthandarbeitsatelier des Cetteuereins *Ber- 4168
lin * R counter pane. Design: E. Dunsky,
Berlin.

Prau Henriette Manhiewicz * Dresden * Dienna, 4169

Strohgasse 35 * 6 embroideries: 1. Klingsprs
garden (Parsifal), 2. Rnnouncement of spring
(Madonna), 3. Salue regina (appendix to the

madonna), 4. Tlovoer studies (meadowl,
5. Poppy, 6. Chestnut brandi. See also gr. XIII

cl. 84 p. 286.

Rug. Midiels * Berlin * Silk stuffs, &c. in the 41 TO

German House. See also gr. XIII cl. 83 p. 280.

R. Muller , Berlin W., Kronenstr. IT * Wall 41 II

stuffs and sofa couering as well as the em-
broidered curtains in room Robert Macco,
Heidelberq. Drawings: Rrdtitect Sussenbadi,
Berlin. See also cl. 66 room XI p. 3 IT.

Hermann Obrist, Sculptor * Munich Em- 41 12

broideries and writing case (s. room Riemer-
sdimied cl. 66 p. 315), executed by Bertha
Rudiet (s. these). See also gr. XV cl. 95 p. 351

and cl. 9T p. 361.

Bernhard Pankok, Rrtist * Munich * Carpet 4113

(see cl. 66 Room II p. 314).
Clara Ripberger * Dresden * Embroidered copy 41 14
of the Sixtine Madonna by Raphael, in ori-

ginal size and colour. Own working, not

gobelin.

Guido Roeder & Co. * Rnsbach in Baoaria *41T5

Smyrna carpet factory. See under Kiinstler-

Kolonie Darmstadt cl. 66 p. 316.

Rommel & Holting * Berlin, Charlottenstr. 51 *41T6
Wall

paper factory. Wall papers for the Ger-

man House. .

Bertha Rudtet, Kunststickerei * Munich *xe-41TT
cution of the embroidery copied from design
of Hermann Obrist in Munich. See also cl. 66

room Riemersdimied p. 315.

C. Sdiaffer, Friedr. Tode Hadif. * Hamburg *4IT8
Silk wall couering in the German House.

Schule fur Kunstweberei in Scherrebek, e. 6. 4119
m. b. H. * Wall carpets, carpets, furniture

couers. Drawinqs: Prof. Otto Echmann, Ber-

lin; Prof. Hans Christiansen, Darmstadt; Rl-
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fred Mohrbutter, Rltona; Mommeflissen, flie-

biill; Heinrich Uogeler, Worpswede; . Hicholay,
Crefeld; Otto Westphal, Crefeld; Trl. Hahn,
Hamburg. 2 cushion covers in the room of

Flasr Cauger, Carlsruhe I wall carpet, ordtids

in the room of Robert Macco, Heidelberg.
Cushion covers, and chairs in the room direc-

tor Sauermann, Tlensburg. See also cl. 66.

4180Kathe Steiner * Treiburg in Brisgau * See

under Kunstler-Kolonie Darmstadt cl. 66 p. 316.

41 8 1 Dereinigte Smyrna
-
Teppichfabrihen R.- 6. *

Berlin, Schmiedeberg, Cottbus, Hanover -in-
den * Carpets. See also rooms Prof. Gotz,
Robert Macco and 3. Buyten & Sohne cl. 66 and
German House.

4182 Uereinigte Werhstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk *

Munich * Embroideries. See also cl. 66 p. 314,
cl. 69 p. 324 and cl. II, gr. XV cl. 94 to 91

p. 350 36t.

4183 W. Eiesch & Co. * Berlin S.O., Bethanienufer 8 *

Gobelin manufacture also cleaning and re-

pairing workshops for valuable gobelins 1888.

Diploma of Honour and Medals for reintro-

ducing the gobelin hand wearing into Germany
in very beautiful execution. 1896 Large Gold

State Medal.

Class It.

Moueable Decoration and Carpentrtj.

41 9 1 L Bech, Hofposamentier * Munich * Wall can-

uas stretching.

4198 Karl Bertsch, tapezierer * Munidt Curtains,

cushions, upholstery and fauteuils in room
Paul Pfann. See also cl. 66 p. 318.

4199 Paul Btirdi,
Rrtist * Darmstadt * Wall carpets

and embroideries also application toorh. See
room of the Kiinstler-Kolonie Darmstadt cl. 66

p. 316.

4200 Trau Direhtor Emma Cunow * Mosaic embroi-

dery (Madonna).

4201 Traulein Grber * Munidt * Curtain embroidery.

4202 1 B. Mertz * Munidi * Wasr-ioare manufactory
to the Royal Bavarian Court. Products made
from

Meurer & Braun * ahr in Baden *
"Factory 4203

of gilded and polished fillets. Speciality:
ornamented fillets in euery stile and execution.

R. Muller Berlin W., Kronenstr. II * Wall 4204
stuffs in so-called gobelin iceauing and curtains

with drapery for a window in room Robert

Macco, Heidelberg. See there cl. 66 p. 311,
and cl.IO p. 325.

Heumann, Hennig & Co. * Berlin S.O., Zeug-4205
hofstr. 21 * R flat cupboard. Containing pat-
terns of gilded polished barodi fillets.

Hurnberger Trauen - Rrbeits - und Ko<hs<hule *4206

Huremberg * Rltar cloth, Rrt needlework in lace

work on linen. Original in drawing and execu-

tion. Property of Prau Reidtsrath Baronin uon
Cramer-Klett in Munidi Sdtool , useful institu-

tion for the education of girls in housekeeping,
cooking, managing a family, in industry, art

industry and teadting. for Statute apply
to managress Henriette Rotter, Huremberg,
Burgstr. 15.

Rnton Possenbadier * Munich * "Furniture ma- 4201

nufactory to the Royal Court. Upholstery and
decorative works in the room of the Miinchener
Mobelfabrikanten. See there cl. 66 p. 31 1.

Carl Reidtold jun.
* Munidi * Rrt industrial 4208

objects: still life in miniature grouping, brought
together from different motives.

Carl Rohlidt norm.

Berlin, Beuthstr. 6

and frames lathes.

Robt. Caue & Rebling *4209
Manufacture for frames
Wholesale and export.

St. Joseph -Institut fur kirdilidte Kunst, th. 4210

Sdiiilter * Cologne -on -the -Rhine * Rltar, holy
statues and group, Calvarian stations, Cruci-

fixes . See also cl. 66 p. 321.

Prau Direktpr Sdiiffmann * Munich * Table 42 11

cloth embroidered in application stitch in the

room Gabriel Seidl. See there cl. 66 p. 319.

Uereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Hand- 42 12

werk * Munich Cushions and upholstery as

well as some of the white embroideries in

silk and cotton, machine embroideries on linen

and cloth. See also cl. 66 p. 314, cl. 69 p. 324,
cl.IO and gr. XV cl. 9491 p. 350361.
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The manufacture of glass and that of ceramic products haue a common basis, in as

much as both form practical applications of the silicates, or deriuatiues of silicic acid.

But whilst the glass industry endeauours to produce fusible silicates whidi are ca-

pable of being formed in a semi-fluid condition, the ceramic art uses as a raw ma-
terial the nonfusible silicates of aluminium, the so-called clays which occur in nature,

and haue the property of being plastic in a damp condition, and of retaining the

shape giuen to them when being submitted to subsequent drying and ignition,

thus the methods of work in the two industries are totally different, yet they haue

seueral points in common : they are both of extreme antiquity and based on purely

empiric foundations, whidi haue only quite recently been elucidated by science, and

they are both extremely capable of lending themselues to artistic purposes ; thus they
both require a consideration from an artistic point of .mew as well as from a purely
tedtnical one. the former has been bestowed on them in the introduction on ,,Rrt

Industry", in the present article it is proposed to reuiew them from a diemical and

technical point of uiew.

I. The Glass Industry .

It is probable that the first impulse for glass making came from the Romans, but it

is a noteworthy fact that the beginning of the German glass industry is marked by
a new indention whidi for the time it was made must be called a brilliant one. It
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is a well known fact that the Romans used the natural soda imported from gypt as

the alcali indispensable for glass making. This was inaccessible to the old German

glass workers and they replaced it by potash extracted from the wood which they
used for heating their furnaces.

The other raw material necessary for glass making, sand, is found in many parts
of Germany, and, thus the new industry was at once based upon raw materials

accessible in its own home. The steady progress which glass making underwent in

the middle ages is in no small degree due to this independence of importation from

abroad. The early development of the mining industry in Germany supplied the

glass maker with many oxides suitable for the production of coloured glass, and
the good use which the old practitioners made of this commodity may be still seen

and admired in the beautiful mediaeval stained glass windows in the old German
churches.

The t9th century brought scientific elucidation to the glass industry as well as to

many other old trades, and thus prepared it for new progress and development.
The fundamental work of Schwarz demonstrated the principle, underlying the extre-

mely varying chemical composition of different glasses, and thus created a sound
basis for the study of the constitution of glass. The tedious experiments which in

former times so often misled the glass maker, disappeared with all their disastrous

consequences, and an opportunity was created for the production of durable and
resistant glass by methods based on scientific principles.

The potash so exclusively used during the middle ages was in a part again replaced

by soda after the development of the soda industry ; and soda again had, at any
rate in cheap glasses, to make room for sulphate. This cheap raw material, however,

requires greater heat for melting down than could be obtained in the furnaces of

the old glass makers. There was yet another reason why these furnaces had to be

abandoned : they were only suitable for wood as a fuel, and the vast forests which

had once covered almost the whole of Germany had gradually disappeared. The

difficulties which arose from this state of things were most happily overcome by the

invention of the regenerative gas heating system made by Priedridi Siemens. This

brilliant progress not only permitted of obtaining temperatures quite inaccessible in

the old furnaces, but it also lent itself to the use of very poor fuel, such as low

class lignite, and by this means made it possible to introduce the glass industry as

a remunerative occupation for the people in districts where it had previously not been

able to exist. In its ultimate development the regenerative gas heating system trans-

formed glass making from an intermittent process into a continuous one. This

progress which, it is true, is only of advantage to such factories which require vast

quantities of cheap glass (such as bottle and window glass works), was realised by
the invention of the vat furnace.

It is owing to such advantages that the system of regenerative gas heating, which

subsequently made its way into so many other industries, was first adopted and

developed by the glass industry. Siemen's original constructions have been supple-
mented by those of other engineers, some of which have found lasting favour.

The great importance of the gas heating system to the glass industry gives interest

to the question, how many glass works have adopted the gas furnace? There are
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no official statistics on this subject but the author of this article has attempted to

find an answer by private investigations made in t893 and t$9S, and which have
furnished the following data.

In t893, 3t2 glass works possessed together 255 gas furnaces. In t$98, 324 glass
ujorhs had together 320 gas furnaces in operation, a result which shews a marked

progress of the gas system during the intervening Rue years. Of the 320 furnaces,
t$T were built according to the Siemens' sustem. 53 glass works worked with vat

furnaces of different construction.

The most important raw material for the making of glass, white quartz sand, is

found in Germany in many places and in large quantities. It is important that such
sand should be free from iron oxide, as only in that case it yields colourless glass,
whilst the smallest trace of iron produces a greenish colouration. The occurrence of

very pure sands in the neighbourhood of Rix-la-Chapelle, in the ausitz, and Silesia

has been the cause of an important glass industry springing up in those parts.
The necessary alcali salts are supplied to the glass industry by the chemical works.
Rs a third ingredient for ordinary glass we haue to consider limestone, whidi is to

be had everywhere in a sufficiently pure state. For glass crystal the limestone is

replaced by lead oxide or minium. Glass which contains both lime and oxide of lead

is called half- crystal, and its production has increased of late; it is chiefly used for

pressed glass objects.

The bottle glass industry, whose products contain a good deal of iron which causes
their dark colour, is dependent upon very cheap raw material which leads to the use
of compound minerals, such as, granite and trachyte in the composition of the glass.
Coloured glass is obtained by the addition of various metallic oxides and other ma-
terials. There are but few factories in Germany which produce coloured glass, but
their work is excellent, and even in Germany not as much appreciated as it deserves
to be. Chemicals which produce a colouration in glass haue also some importance
for the manufacture of white glass, as they are added in order to hide the greenish

tinge resulting from the last traces of iron. Manganese peroxide which was formerly

exclusively used for this purpose has of late been replaced with great success by
small quantities of selenium and of didymium oxide.

The shaping of blown glass is still done by the old means of the pipe, and though many
attempts haue been made to introduce mechanical blowing apparatus, they haue led to no

practical success. Great hopes are entertained for Sievert's new shaping process, which
consists in pouring liquid glass upon perforated metal plates and subsequent tilting of

the latter. The glass sinking down by its own weight, sucks in air through the metal

plate, and the process is helped by compressed air being blown into the perforations.
This process permits of the production of glass uessels of enormous sizes; a modification

of the process consists of pouring liquid glass upon damp asbestos, the sudden genera-
tion of steam serues to blow the glass into a metal form placed ouer it.

The sheet glass industry utilises the well known process of cutting open a cylindrical
vessel of large dimensions and flattening it out in a stretching ouen. This industry
is highly developed on the banks of the Rhine, in Saxony, Silesia, and the Causitz.

Some factories in Bavaria still produce very thick sheet glass which is finished by
grinding and polishing.
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The manufacture of true plate glass of large dimensions consists in pouring liquid

glass upon metal tables, and flattening by rollers. The glass sheets thus obtained

are finished by mechanical grinding and polishing. The tiuo largest plate glass fac-

tories of Germany are in Stolberg near Rix-la-Chapelle and Waldhof near Mannheim,
and both belong to a French company.
The industry of pressed glass stands in the same relation to the production of blown
hollow glass, as the plate glass industry to the manufacture of sheet glass. Rmeri-

can influence is traceable in the development of this process which has obtained a

good footing in Germany, and is carried on as a supplementary occupation by many
glass works. For pressed glass the introduction of regenerative gas heating has been

of vital importance, as only by its help glass can be obtained in a sufficiently liquid

and clarified condition.

the crystal and half- crystal glass industry is less highly developed in Germany than

one might expect; it is true that there are a few very important works of that Kind.

Of these the largest is in torraine, where it has been established more than too years

ago by a Trench company. R few other factories on the Saar and the Moselle are

likewise of French origin. R large works in the neighbourhood of Cologne and the

well known 3osephinen-Hutte in Silesia are probably the only large crystal glass works
which owe their existence to German enterprise. Of late, art objects consisting of

coloured crystal glass in many layers elaborately ground and engraved have come
into fashion, and have shewn once more that it is impossible to replace the true lead

crystal in all cases by half -
crystal.

Glasses especially manufactured for scientific purposes are not produced in such large

quantities as those hither- to mentioned, but they are particulary interesting on account

of the extraordinary progress made in their production during the last 20 years in

Germany. Two kinds of these glasses have to be considered, optical glasses, and

glasses for chemical and physical use. The manufacture of the former began in Ger-

many more than a century ago, and Frauenhofer's work on this subject secured for

them at once a good reputation. Their production was small and large quantities

of both crown and flint glass had to be imported from France and England. In the

beginning of the Eighties, Prof. Rbbe of 3ena shewed that further progress in the

construction of optical instruments was only possible if a greater variety of optical

glass were placed at the disposal of the working optician. Together with Dr. Schott

and supported by the Prussian Government he started an experimental works at 3ena

with the object of preparing glasses of varied composition and of examining their

physical constants. Immediate success crowned these endeavours to such an extent

that very soon the experimental works became a large factory, which at present

supplies almost the whole world with glass for fine optical instruments. Countless

experiments have led to the definite adoption of a number of glasses which possess

optical constants totally different from the old crown and flint. Baryta enters largely

into the composition of these glasses. Their importance for the production of optical

instruments is more fully explained in the introduction ,,Mechanics and Optics" and

,,Photography". Schorr's glass works did not, however, confine their labours to optical

glass but tried with equal success to improve the glass necessary for the manufacture

of physical and chemical apparatus.
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The first problem to be solued here was the production of glass free from the trouble-

some fault of thermometric depression. Darious compositions haue been found to

answer this purpose; a glass vuhidi is free from depression and yet uery resistant

to chemical attacks is the so-called ,,6erathe"- glass, and the latest nouelty ,,Boro-

silicate" glass
> has the additional advantage of a uery high melting point. It must

be mentioned that Schorr's inualuable work has been to some extent supplemented by
the Imperial Physical Institute of Berlin. Undoubtedly it had also a uery beneficial

influence on the whole German Glass Industry. R great improvement is noticeable

in all glass intended for chemical purposes, and the fact that Baryta and Boric acid

are frequently met with in new glasses, shews that factories which were formerly
content to work according to the old rule of thumb haue turned their attention to

intelligent experiment.
Rs an appendix to optical glasses, a peculiar industry may be mentioned which works
for the wholesale market. It is the industry of watch and spectacle glasses, whose

production is so large that the greater part of it has to be sold in foreign markets,

these glasses are partly cut out of large balloons, a process which reduces the

necessary grinding and polishing to a minium. The greater part of the factories here

concerned is situated in orraine and the Bauarian Palatinate.

The importance and uariety of the German Glass Industry is best shewn by the follow-

ing statistical data:

R. Production.

Quantity in tons Ualue in marks

t. Hollow glass 1332T2 42310000
2. Green glass 5$ 835 29 6T5 000

3. Blown plate glass t3 TT4 to 285 000

4. Window glass T848T tT 502 000

5. Rolled plate glass 39 541 t4 686 000

6. Glass pearls, &c 991 T5T OOP

115215000

B. Import and Export.

Common green
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Empire. The modern means of locomotion haue rendered this industry more inde-

pendent, yet the fact remains that the occurrence of large beds of clays of peculiar

properties inuariably giues rise to the formation of a dense group of factories of

uniform diaracter.

Common claus whidi contain a large percentage of iron oxide and uery often also

of lime are not uery resistant to fire, and are generally utilised for bridunaking
and the production of common pottery. Their occurrence is uery frequent. The

better classes of clay are also to be met with in many places and especially those

whidi are white after burning are greatly appreciated. They are worked up with

greater care and for a better class of goods. Highly refractory clays are somewhat

rare, but Germany can boast of some deposits of these in Silesia, Hessen and on

the Rhine, whidi are of extraordinary magnitude and serue for the production of

refractory bridis and goods for industrial purposes. R peculiar kind of refractory

clays whidi at the same time are uery plastic are the stone -ware clays. Owing to

a certain amount of feldspar whidi they contain, they are capable of producing a dense

non -porous substance when subjected to a uery high temperature. Most of these

clays turn gray or brown on burning and haue been used for centuries for the pro-
duction of stone-ware couered with a salt glaze and embellished with blue ornaments

by means of cobalt oxide. Stone-ware, the production of whidi formed an excellent

sdiool for the subsequent invention of porcelain, has assumed a great importance in

our times because it is uery suitable for the construction of large and highly resistant

uessels and apparatus for the diemical and other industries. The manufacture of

floor tiles of great hardness and impermeability is also based on the use of stone

ware clays.

The purest and most refractory clay is Kaoline, large deposits of whidi are found in

the kingdom of Saxony, in the neighbourhood of Halle, near Passau in Bauaria, and

in Silesia. They haue not been utilised in former times, and haue only obtained

their present importance through the invention of the manufacture of porcelain, whidi

as everybody knows was introduced in H09 by the aldiemist Bottger. The German
Kaolines cannot be used for the manufacture of porcelain in their crude state, but

haue to be mixed with feldspar whidi is generally imported from Horway and Sweden.

Quartz is also added sometimes, though they contain some of this in their original

state. In consequence of the addition of feldspar, porcelain enters into partial fusion

when ignited and loses its porosity. It is well known that the burning of porcelain

is accomplished in two separate operations, and that a mild heat is giuen in the

first whilst the highest temperature attainable is necessary for the second. Between

the first and second ignition the object is dipped into the glaze, whidi in its com-

position is similar to the porcelain itself but more fusible. Porcelain is uery often

decorated by ridi painting and coloured glazes, and it is certainly the most exquisite

material for all artistic endeauours in connection with pottery. The painting of porcelain

can be done either under or ouer the glaze, in the former case the colours must be

able to resist the high temperatures at whidi the porcelain is burnt. Colours painted
on the glaze can be burned in at the temperature best suited to them in muffle

furnaces.

The necessity of mixing various materials for obtaining proper porcelain masses, has
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led to the application of clay mixtures also in other domains of the ceramic art. The

preparation of such mixtures has been made easy and reliable by Seeger's important

investigations on the influence of the various constituents of clay on the formation

of the ceramic object. Seeger's rational analysis of clays" gives a better judge-
ment of the nature of a clay than the ordinary chemical analysis, and allows of ascer-

taining what is wanting in a clay which is to be used for a certain purpose. Clay
mixtures or artificial masses" are therefore nowadays largely used in all domains of

pottery.

There is no industry in whidi artificial masses" are more important than the manu-
facture of the better classes of earthen -ware, which was originally introduced from

England. It produces ware of a white or light coloured porous body from a mass

composed of white plastic clay, feldspar and ground flint, and is covered with a trans-

parent plumbiferous glaze. Rs the heat of the earthen -ware furnace is much lower

than that of the porcelain furnace, earthen -ware may be decorated with a large variety
of under- glaze colours, which are generally applied by mechanical processes. Though
the products of the earthen -ware industry cannot compare with porcelain either in

durability or in the good taste of their decoration, yet they go a long way in sup-

plying the wholesale market.

Clays which do not turn quite white on burning form the material for the many va-

rieties of common earthen-ware and majolica, the glaze of which also always contains

lead and sometimes tin. Common earthen -ware is manufactured in a great many
places in Germany, mostly in small establishments which have recently met with a

good deal of encouragement from artists.

The manufacture of white earthen-ware is generally carried on in large factories, some
of which and notably those of Saargemiind, Dresden and Schramberg have developed
to extraordinary size and give occupation to thousands of workmen.
Stone-ware, especially that for chemical use, is manufactured in Charlottenburg near

Berlin, Krauschwitz in Silesia, Zwickau in Saxony and in various places in Baden,
Hesse and on the Rhine. R good many factories are occupied with the production
of stone-ware pipes. R special kind of stone-ware which is remarkable for its light

colour, and therefore capable of coloured decoration is manufactured in the famous
works of Dilleroy & Boch in Wetttach-on-the-Saar, and used both for vessels and for

very pretty and extremely durable tiles. The latter are formed in a dry state by

powerful presses; similar tiles are also manufactured in other parts of Germany, for

instance in the neighbourhood of Dresden.

R peculiar ware, similar to stone- ware, of small porosity and covered with a brown
and white glaze prepared from mixtures of clays, is the so-called ,,Bunzlauer 6e-

schirr", which is manufactured in Bunzlau in Silesia from clays occurring on the

spot. This ware is well known for its durability and enjoys a ready sale in all

Germany.
The manufacture of porcelain is without any doubt that part of the ceramic industry
which has reached the highest perfection in Germany. It is true that amongst the

many porcelain factories of Germany there are no few which have only developed the

technical part of their industry, and, working for wholesale exportation only, leave

much to be desired from an artistic point of view; on the other hand, however, there
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are many that have cultivated both directions and justly enjoy universal fame. Of

these the two Royal Works of Meissen and Berlin take the first rank.

The Royal Saxon Porcelain Works at Meissen is as everyone knows the oldest por-
celain works of Europe and still the largest. In its products it justly clings to its

old traditions of the rococo period from which it dates its fame. Still it is always

open to modern artistic ideas; in its technical development it is unsurpassed. The

purity of its porcelain, the gloss of its glaze are too well known to be here spe-

cially insisted upon. Ho other works has such a variety of under-glaze colours and
no less admirable is its dexterous management of the difficult technique of pdte-

sur-pate.
the Royal Prussian Porcelain Works at Berlin has gone through a peculiar develop-

ment; it was founded in tT50 as a private enterprise, bought up by Frederic the Great

in U63, and administrated since then by the Prussian Government according to vary-

ing principles. Rt present it is supposed to be in a large measure instrumental in

stimulating the ceramic art in Prussia. Carge means are devoted to the solutions of

problems of the ceramic art, and not so much attention is devoted to the culture of

old traditions as to the creation of new achievements. We cannot go here into the

discussion of the very original and remarkable artistic productions of the works, but

we will enumerate a few of the technical achievements. We may draw attention to

the fact that objects of an extraordinary size, such as baths, have been produced in

the works, the introduction of peculiar coloured and flowing glazes must be men-
tioned here as well as glazes which contain well developed glistening crystals. Of

no small importance are also the experiments of the factory in the domain of the

production of new porcelain masses, which may be burned at low temperatures and

consequently allow of a much richer scale of under-glaze colours than ordinary por-
celain. These products, known under the name of Berlin soft porcelain, possess an

agreeable milkwhite colour, and are totally different in their composition from the

phosphate or bone porcelain so largely manufactured in England.
Of the private porcelain factories, no few are distinguished by a combination of ex-

quisite technical skill with refinement of artistic treatment.

R peculiar branch of the porcelain industry which is represented by a number of fac-

tories, devotes its attention to the manufacture of goods for chemical and technical

use. In this branch too the Royal Porcelain Works of Berlin takes a prominent po-

sition, producing apparatus of the highest resistance to high temperatures and chemical

attacks, and solving successfully the most difficult problems, as far as the complicate
form and size of objects is concerned. Special methods are used for the wholesale

production of telegraphic isolaters and small parts of electric apparatus which have to

be very exact and uniform in shape. Besides the Royal Works, the firm of Schom-

burg in Berlin must here be mentioned whose works are very extensive.

The foregoing sketch cannot claim to be complete, but it may be supplemented by
a few statistical data.

Recording to the statements of the Potters' Trade Rssociation there were in Germany
in the year tS98 altogether 939 ceramic establishments with It 883 workmen. This

does not include brickmaking works which form a trade association of their own. In

this there are t256T establishments with altogether 280 T02 workmen.
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Rmongst the 939 ceramic establishments there were:

1ST porcelain works with 34030 hands
43 earthen-ware factories - t534t
43 porcelain -painting establishments , ,

< 8T2 -

t6 kaoline mines 2t6

343 stoue works - t0083
tt6 potteries

- 1 503 -

21 stone -ware factories t T46

t$ tile factories - 1 02t -

The largest number of establishments is found in Prussia (499), Bauaria (99), and

Saarony (8t).

The following numbers giue an idea of the importance of ceramic industry in Ger-

many:

R. Production,

the following quantities of uarious ceramic objects were produced in Germany in t89T:

Quantity in tons Ualue in marks

t. Porcelain goods 18 148 5t 251 t3T

2. Earthen-ware goods 66 26T 2T 345 003

3. Stone-ware goods 58 858 3 368 820

4. Tiles U43T7 9 T2t 08T

5. Diuerse 22 085 409

U37TT456

B. Import and export.

earthen-,^ *"**- >~
t$94 IS98 1894 189$ 1894 189$

Dalue of import in millions of marks , , , t,S 2,t 0,2 0,2 0,6 t,t

-
export

-
, , . 6,9 9,T t,4 3,4 1t,9 30,3

Otto H. Witt.
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Class 12.

Ceramics (Raw Materials, Appliances,
Processes and Products).

423 1 Relteste Uolkstedter Porzetlanfabrih
,
uormals

triebner, Rktiengesellschaft * Uolkstedt near

Rudolstadt in thuringia * Makers of fine

porcelain
of all hinds. Specialty: tiles in

high and flat relief (imitation Wedgewood),
vases, flower pots, table decorations, &c.,

partly
in modern style, export

to all coun-

tries. Warehouses in Berlin, Paris, Uienna,
Brussels and Rmsterdam. Established 1762.

4232 Bauer, Rosenthal& Co., Commandit-Gesellschaft *

Kronadi in Bavaria * Porcelain works. Makers
of artistic porcelain, coloured in the mass
and with {iridescent glaze, tea and coffee

services for house consumption and for abroad.

Deposit in eipzig, Universitatsstr. 7^9.

4239 Dr. Julius Bidtel, keramisdi-chetnische Fabrik *

Colin-Meissen * Wall fountain, designed and

painted by Prof. Otto Gussmann, Dresden,
with enamel colours and porcelain glaze;
made by the Meissener Chamotteofen-Fabrih
vorm. theod. Rlex. Marhowsky, R.-6., Colin-

Meissen.

4234 C. Robert Dold * Offenburg in Baden * Enamel
and metal sign boards.

4235Dressel, Kister & Co. , Passau in Bavaria

Porcelain works. Figures, candle sticks, flower

pots, clocks, animals, table decorations, or-

naments. Designs and models by Prof. Tilippo
Cat), uff. Cifariello. Rgent in Paris : Taudier,
105 Faubourg St- Denis.

4238 Ph. Elchinger & Sohne * Sufflenheim in Rl-

satia * Earthware works. Rrchitectural and
artistic earthen -ware.

4231 Ens & Greiner's Kunstwerkstatten (Inhaber
Richard Eckert) * Rudolstadt -Oolkstedt * Rr-

tistic porcelains, figures, candle sticks, clocks,

groups , flower pots , wall plates , medaillons.

4238 Galluba & Hofmann * Tlmenau in thuringia *

Elegant porcelain figures, artistic models and
decorations. Over 600 workmen. Carge choice

of novelties. Gold Medal Ceipzig t$9I for ar-

tistic figures moderate in price.

4239 Reinhold Hanke * Hohr in flassau Purveyor
to H. M. the King. Maker of stoneware jugs
with

plastic
and painted decorations, beer

jugs, beer services with and without tin lids,

decorative jugs, vases, umbrella stands, fil-

ters, &c.

4240 Hausleiter & Eisenbeis, Purveyors to H. M. the

King * Frankfort-on-the-Main * Nuremberg *

Ofen * See also cl. 66 room IX p. 3t6 and
cl. 74 p. 33$.

Mar, Hans, Fritz und Rudolf von Heider,424t
Painters and Sculptors Schongau-on-the-ech *

Wall fountain (head of wolf), same (Fish head),
qas stove (Phonix) , painted fire

places (Ibis),

figures, &c. See also room Riemerschmied
cl. 66 p. 3t5.

Gebruder Heubach * Cichte near Wallendorf4242

(S.-M.) Porcelain works and painting esta-

blishment. Products : Rrtistic porcelains such

as figures, vases, flower-pots, &c., figures of

saints, porcelain pictures, miniatures. Rgent
in Paris: Etienne Seeloff, 25 rue Paradis.

Rgent in Berlin: theodor Meyer, Komman-
dantenstr. 60. Rgent in Bologna: C. Pedrelli e

figlio, Piazza San Martino 4B. 450 workmen.

C. M. Hutschenreuther * Hohenberg-on-the-Eger 4243
in Upper Franconia (Bavaria) * Porcelain works
and painting establishment. Decorative porce-
lain and articles of every day use. Rgent:
W. F. Weinschenck, rue des petites Juries 15.

R. W. Fr. Kister, fruher Dressel, Kister & Co * 4244
Sdteibe (Schwarzburg- Rudolstadt) * Porcelain

works. White biscuit, imitating old Meissen,
old and stained ivory, &c. Reproduction of

classical models. Sacred objects. Grave de-

corations, &c. Established t$38. Gold Medals
from Exhibitions at Porto Rlegre t88t, Chicago

t893, San Francisco t894, Brussels 1891.

Knye & Wenzel * auscha (Sachse-Meiningen) * 4245

Establishment for porcelain painting. Pain-

tings on porcelain in all sizes carefully exe-

cuted.

Koniglich Bayerische Porzellanmanufactur Uym- 4246

phenburg * Established U4T. Manager: Rlbert

Bauml. Exhibits: Rrtistic porcelain of many
kinds, such as figures and groups, table,

dessert, coffee and tea services.

Konigtiche Porzellan - Manufactur * Berlin *424T
the Royal Porcelain Works, established list,

is a state institute for the development of the

ceramic industries front a scientific, technical

and artistic point of view. For this purpose
suitable chemical laboratories and schools for

the instruction of painters, modellers and
formers are kept up. the products of the

works are for sale. See also gr. XIV cl. 81

p.
299 and gr. X cl. 55 p. 25t, and Special Ca-

talogue of the Chemical Industry.
See advertisement page 25.

Koniglich Sachsische Porzellan -Manufactur *4248
Meissen * Oldest porcelain works in Europe.
Established 1 1 1 0. number of artists and work-
men over 700. Rwards at all exhibitions.

Export to all countries. Ware-houses in Meissen,
Dresden and Ceipzig. Commission ware-houses
in the principal cities of the Empire, in Paris:

Rvenue de I'OpeYa 34, a la Paix. Models and

sign (crossed swords) registered.
See advertisement page 38.
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4249 Prof. Carl Kornhas * Carlsruhe * Wall fountain,
art pottery with custer glaze. See also cl. 66

p. 320.

4250 Kunsttopferei der thonwerhe Kandern * Exe-

cution of tile paintings and ceramic exhibits

of Prof. Ma* auger, Carlsruhe.

4251 Camberty, Seruais&Cie. * Ehrang near Treues

(Rhineland) Stone -ware and mosaic tiles.

Weather-proof wall plates, simple or highly
decorated. Ware- house in Cologne

- on - the-

Rhine, Perlengraben 88. See also cl. 66 p. 320,

gr. VI cl. 28 p. 191.

4252 Prof. Max Cauger * Carlsruhe * Ceramic works,

pottery
with under glaze painting. Executed

by Kunsttb'pferei der Ihonwerhe Kandern in

Baden. See also cl. 66 Hr. X p. 316.

4253 Carl Cudowici * Jochgrim in the Palatinate *

Established 1851. Rnnual production 20 000 000

pieces. Maker of all sorts of roof tiles. Own
patented shapes. RU kinds of richly glazed

pottery for ornamental roofs supplied.

4254 Franz Rnt. Mehlem, Inh. Franz Guilleaume,

Steingutfabrik u. Kunsttopferei * Bonn- on - the-

Rhine * Section I. Rrtistic goods, simple and

highly ornamented. Uases, flower-pots, wall

plates, clocks, &c. Section II. Porcelain goods
for house and kitchen use. Section HI. Sani-

tary articles made of hand stone-ware, clo-

sets, dishes, lauatories, &c. Rgent in Paris :

3. Cehmann, 14 rue de Paradis.

4255 Hermann Mutz Rltona-Hamburg *
Uaripus

uases in earthen and stone-ware with flowing,
mate and irridescent glazes.

4256 Porzellanfabrik Ph. Rosenthal & Co., Rhtien-

gesellschaft * Selb in Bauaria * Dinner and
coffee seruices, also artistic ware and tiles.

Export to tlorth- and South - Rmerica, England,
Russia, Scandinauia, Holland, Belgium and
Trance.

4251 Franz Reither * Munich * Fire place.

42 5 8 Sachs. Porzellanfabrik Carl Ihieme (Inhaber
C. Kuntzsdi) * Potschappel-Dresden * Makers of

finest artistic porcelain such as oases, table

decorations, clodis, candelabras, mirror frames,
flower pots, &c. with flowers in relief, groups
and figures. Fine plates and uases , gilt and
with paintings after designs of old and new
masters. Designs by Prof. Rade, painter Rcher-

mann, Handrick, Sdtutz, Wolf and others.

Models executed by the Sculptor Herzig, Mo-
dellers 66'tze, Storch, Biittner, &c.

4259 3. 3. Scharuogel * Munich XXV * Rrtistic pottery.
Flower pot of stoneware, glazed in high tem-

perature. Process inuented by the exhibitor.

Model by the Sculptor L Habich, Darmstadt.
Plate and collection hand made stone-ware with

high temperature flown glazes. See also cl. 66
room V p. 315.

C. 6. Schierholz & Sohn, 6. tn. b. H. piaue in 4260

thuringia * Porcelain works, producing artistic

goods such as uases, flower-pots, table de-

corations, candle-sticks and figures with flower
decorations in Meissen and more modern style.

C. Schlickeysen * Rixdorf near Berlin * Oldest 4261

factory for machinery for brick, peat, mortar
makers and potters.

Elisabeth Schmidt -Pecht * Constance * Coloured 4262

pottery and earthen-ware. Rgent: 3. R. Pecht,
Constance. See also rooms Riemerschmied and
Pfann cl. 66 p. 315 and 3t8.

Iheodor Schmuz-Baudiss, Painter and Potter* 4263
Munich * Complete dinner seruice, executed by
Swaine & Co., Hiittensteinach. Diuerse art pottery
and porcelain. See also cl. 66 room III p. 315.

F. R.Schumann * Berlin, eipzigerstr. tOI *4264
Furnishers of porcelain, &c., porcelain table

seruice, decorated in own workshop, glass and
uases in use in the German Wine Restaurant.

3. uonSchwarz *nuremberg-0stbahnhof * Maker 4265
of artistic earthen -ware. Exhibits: Coloured
ouer- and under -glaze paintings.

Swaine & Co. * Hiittenstainadi * Execution of 4266

porcelain dinner seruice designed by theodor
Sdimuz-Baudiss in Munich (see this).

Oeretnigte lleue Miinchener Rktien-Ziegelei und 4261

Dachziegelwerke R. Einstag R.-6. * Kareth near
Ratisbon * Roof tiles for German House.

Uilleroy & Boch * Mettlach-on-the-Saar * Stone 4268
ware. See also cl. 66 room Em. Seidl and

Pallenberg gr. XVI cl. 106 p. 116 and cl. 108

p. ttl.

Dolkstedter Porzellanfabrik, Richard Eckert & 4269
Co. * Rudolstadt-Uolkstedt * Rrtistic porcelains,

figures, &c.

Class T3.

Crystal, Glass Ware.

(Raw Materials, Rppliances and Products.)

Burgun, Schuerer & Cie * Meisenthal in Corraine * 4285
Rrtistic objects made of glass, painting be-

tween two layers of glass, etched, engraued,
ornamented .and incrusted.

De"sire" Christian & Sohn * Meisenthal in Cor- 4286
raine * Rrt glass.

Deutsche Glasmosaik - Gesellschaft Puhl & 4281

Wagner * Berlin -Rixdorf * Decoratiue glass
mosaics. Prussian Gold Medal 1898. Gold

Medal Leipzig 1891. See also cl. 66 p. 320.

Cudwig Felmer * Mayence * Court Purueyor to 4288
the Grand -Duke of Hesse. Medal in Chicago
1893. Imitations of old Roman, Franconian
and mediarual glasses from the Museum at

Mayence.
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4289 Karl Koepping * Berlin * Rgent in Paris : ,,'Rrt

tlouveau", 22 rue de Provence, t. artistic

glass; 2. spirit and wine glasses.

4290 F. R. 0. Kriiger, Painter Munich * Designs for

glasses blown in the name.

42 9 1 Ferdinand von Posdiinger * Buchenau near

Zwiesel (Bavaria) * Glassworks. Crystal, ar-

tistic and decorative glass objects. See also

cl. 61 p. 322.

4292 Rheinische Glashutten-Rktiengesellschaft, Ma-

nager: . von Kralik * Cologne -Ehrenfeld *

Decorative artistic glasses in old and modern

style, with reference to technical execution.

Ideas: Director uon Kralih. Shapes and de-

signs: Rdolf Hahnel. draughtsmann.
4293 Graflich Sdiaffgotsdt'sdte Josephinenhutte *

Schreiberhau in the Giant Mountains * Richly
cut and decorated crystal drinking glasses,
table services, oases, cups and other artistic

objects.

4294 theod. Sdimuz-Baudiss * Munich * Glasses.

See also cl. T2 p. 331 and cl. 66 room III.

4295 Sievert & Comp., 6. tn. b. H. * Dresden Hollow

glass, produced by Paul Sievert's mechanical

blowing process. Rolled glass plates, inlaid

with coloured glass powder. Pressed glass.

4296 Wilhelm Steigerwald sel., R. Rock * Regenhutte
in Cower Bauaria * Rrtistic objects in crystal,
coloured and decorated glass.

4291 Walter, Berger&Cie. * Goetzenbruck intorraine *

Watch glasses, spectacle and optical glasses,
bells and chemical glass ware, silvered glass
balls, glass rollers.

Class T4.

Heating and DenKlation.

4310 Brukenhaus & Corenz Haspe in Westphalia
Jackets for stoves in the exhibit of Prof. Ma*
Cauger, Carlsruhe. See there cl. 66 p. 311.

43 1 1 Triedrich Geisendorfer, d. Mayers Hadifolger *

Carlsruhe in Baden * Portable majolica stove

,,teuton" with one -handle regulation.

David Grove * Berlin S.W. Friedrichstr. 24 43t2
See gr. XVI cl. Ut p. 382.

Hausleiter & Eisenbeis, Purveyors to H. M. the 4313

King * Frankfort-on-the-Main * fturemberg * R
stove. See also under Kiinstler-Kolonie Darm-
stadt cl. 66 p. 316.

Hildesheimer Sparherdfabrih R. Senking 4314
Hildesheim * Fittings of kitchen in the German
Wine Restaurant. May be seen in use and
consist of I large, isolated stove, t baking
oven, t grill, t heating table, t coffee stove,
4 water heaters; all heated with gas, and 5

washing sinks. Outsides protected by move-
able enamel plates. Rgent: 6. Hoppenstedt,
Paris, Passage des petites dairies 9t"s.

Koniglich Wurttembergisches Huttenwerh 43t5

Wasseralfingen * Iron foundry and mechanical

workshop. Speciality : Stoves of all kinds for

dwelling rooms, workshops, churches, &c. yearly
production 15000 stoves, fcrhibit: R cast iron

continuous stove of modern shape, enamelled.

Design by Julius Sussenbach. Registered. See
also cl. 66 room Macco.

Meissner Chamotteofen-Fabrik vorm. Iheodor43l6
Rle*. Markowsky , Rktiengesellsdtaft * Meissen-
Colin * Fire place with high temperature glaze
of the chemical works of Dr. Julius Bidtel,

Colin-Meissen. Designed by Prof. Karl Gross,

Dresden, in the room of the Dresdener Werk-
statten.

6. Mohrlin * Stuttgart * Heating and cooking 43 1 T

stove for flats and family houses, steam and
water stoves built up of plates, cooking stove

for isolated invalides. Electro ventilator.

Carl Roth, Stove manufacturer * Baden-Baden * 43 1 8

Earthen-ware stoves and fire places in fayence.
See also cl. 66 p. 32t.

C. R. Sdiuppmann
* Berlin * Factory for 43 19

central heating appliances. Hot water stove.

Compound boiler. Indirect heating arrange-
ment. See also gr. XVI cl. ttt p. 384.

Friedr. Siemens * Dresden * Factory for pa- 4320
tented lighting and heating appliances. Spe-

cialty: Regenerative gas fire places and gas
bath stoves, hot water apparatus, plate war-
mers and drying ovens for industrial purposes.
See also room of Prof. Ma* Ouger cl. 66.
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Different Industries.

Class 92.

Writing and Drawing Materials, Paper and

Card -board Goods (Material and Rrticles,

Process of Manufacture and Products).

4355 Louis Rtzert * Cassel * Inuentor and manu-
facturer of moueable and folding writing desks
and tables. Patents in England and Rmerica;

registered in Germany.
4356 Bleistiftfabrik oorm. Johann Faber R.-6. *

nuremberg * Branch house in Paris, 26Boule-
uard Poissonniere. Cead , coloured and copying
pencils, &c. at all prices. 1 000 workmen
employed, yearly production 600 000 gross.

See aduertisement page t4.

4351 B. Dondorf * Frankfort -on -the -Main * Esta-

blishment for chromolithographs and manu-
facture of playing cards. See also gr. Ill cl. It

p. 18.

4358 R. W. Faber * Stein near nuremberg * ead pen-
cils and slate manufactory, the factory was
established in tie I. Euery uariety of lead and
coloured pencils, rulers, geometry angles and

implements, and other writing and drawing
materials. See also gr. Ill cl. 15 p. t45, gr.XVl
cl. 108 p.ttl.

4359 Ma* Frankel & Runge * Berlin n. * Chemical

factory. Established 1856. Ink, Indian inks,

stamp dyes, all kinds of glues, &c. Repre-
sentatiue in Paris F. W. Weinsdtenk, rue des

petites dairies t5.

See aduertisement page t9.

4360Wenzel Fritsch * Berlin, Wasserthorstr. 35 *

Work shop for technical wood work , models.

Specialty: Proportion compasses. Surueyors'

implements. Looms and rollers.

4361 F. Herz & Co. * Berlin S.W., Rite Jakobstr. t c *

Manufacture of weather -fast silicate artists'

and house painting colours, for caseine and

distempering colours, for etching and spirit
uarnish. Objects exhibited: The painting of

the facade or the Representation House of the

German Empire. See also gr. XIV cl. 81 p. 299.

Julius Hoffmann * Stuttgart * Publishing Book- 4362
seller. ,,Hoffmann's Siegelmarken", Cetter

seals stamped in gold and coloured paper.

Ferd. Emil Jagenberg * Diisseldorf * Branch 4363
factories Berlin n.O. 55, WienVII, Paris, Con-

don. See German Machinery building p. 119.

Meissner & Buch * Ceipzig * Menu cards. See 4364
also gr. Ill cl. tt p. 19 and cl. t3 p. 82.

Shannon-Registrator
-
Co., Rug. Eeiss & Co. * Ber- 4365

lin, Ceipzigerstr. t26 * Registers, copying and

writing machines, furniture, utensils and

fittings for automatic, time -sailing discharge
of office work. By appointment to the courts

of Bawaria, Italy, florway and Sweden, Rou-

mania, Sasrony, Bulgaria and others. Paris,

II rue d'Hauteuille, Brussels, Dienna, Milan,

Cologne, Dresden, Zurich.

Schreibtnaschinenfabrik Sundern, Scheffer- 4366

Hoppenhofer * Sundern in Westphalia Type-

writing machines. Without turning up the paper.
Dtsible writing tabulator, arrangement for

automatic writing of columns, bills and rows
of figures, with automatic backward and for-

ward mooement of the balance. Electrical

writing machine. Rppurtenances. See also

gr. Ill d. tt p. 135.

Uereinigte Pinselfabriken Rktiengesellsdiaft *436I

nuremberg * Branch establishments in Cinz-

on- the -Danube, Condon, Hew Uork. Esta-

blished 1889 by union or partnership of t5

factories, number of employed officials and
workmen: t 300 to 1 400. Manufacture of eoery
kind of brush for art and industrial purposes.

Specialty: Patent brush. Rwarded with tl

first class medals. See also gr. XV cl. 98

p. 362.
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RU sorts of hardware, made of all hinds of metal, from the most beautiful object

of art doum to the cheapest thing in eueryday use are manufactured in Germany,
and form one of the chief articles of German trade.

Rfter dividing up the materials, the German industrial statistics show, in metal work,

group V, three principal diuisions, with 34 lower departments.
The following statistics are drawn up on that plan. *

R. Precious Metals.

Gold, Siluer and Jewelry. Fine gold and siluer work is best done in such places

where the fine arts are cultiuated, and the works of artists haue an opportunity of

really influencing the taste and ingenuity of the workmen. The museums and art-

schools, which e*ist in all the larger towns, possess examples of work done in all
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times and all countries, and are important factors in the development of the highest
class of industrial art.

In Hanau, which is the chief toum for the manufacture of gold and siluer articles,

the goldsmith's work was introduced in the t6th century by the reformers from the

Tktherlands. From that time it has groum to be an important place for German gold-
smith's work. R great deal of its success is due to the capital drawing school which

was founded at the beginning of the industry.
Pforzheim is one of the most important manufacturing towns for jewelry. There are

about 600 establishments, which turn ouer about 40 million marks annually. Besides

the wholesale production, objects of a highly artistic stamp are turned out. There is

a special school for training intelligent persons in gold and siluer work.

There are large establishments for making siluer table decorations and dinner-services

in Geislingen and Schwa'bisch-Gmiind. Taken altogether the German gold, siluer and

jewelry trade comprises 6t23 establishments, employs 34 145 hands, including home
work giuen out to 9TT places, employing tTOO people.

Gold and Siluer beating. This is an industry for the manufacture of gold and siluer

leaf used for useful and ornamental purposes, i. e., for gilding picture, or mirror frames,

book edges, wrought metal work, &c., as well as for gold and siluer paper.
The metal which is to be turned into leaf is smelted, cast into bars, rolled out, and

then laid in strips, one on the top of another, in the hammer mill, after which it is

put between parchment (goldbeater's skin) and then beaten out as thin as possible
with the gold-beater's hammer. Much the same kind of process is gone through for

the production of bronze and tinsel colours which are stamped out of ingots. Real

gold and siluer bronze is made of the parings left ouer in the manufacture of gold
and siluer leaf.

Gold and siluer beating was brought into Germany in the t4th century. It came from

the East by way of Italy. The first settlements were in Rugsburg and Huremberg
where the trade with Italy was then in a uery flourishing condition. Cater on it found

its way into other towns in Germany notably in Saseony. How-a-days the chief places
are under Bauarian gouernment; the towns of Huremberg, Fiirth, Schwabach and

Roth-am-Sand.

The group ,,gold and siluer beating" consists of 265 establishments with 2828 hands,

including home work giuen out to 64 places, employing 2T2 people.

Gold and Siluer Drawn Wire, Gold and Siluer Braid and Thread. This in-

dustry which is known by the name of the ,,leonic wire trade" was first brought
into Trance from Italy to Cyons, from thence it was carried into Bauaria in the

t6th century by French reformers; there the production of ,,leonic" wire in the towns

of tturemberg, Weissenburg, Treuchtlingen, Rllerberg and other places gradually de-

ueloped into a world famed trade.

For the rest of Germany, the greatest number of factories for this kind of wire are

in Sa*ony: Rnnaberg, Chemnitz, Dresden, Freiberg and Leipzig.

Gold and siluer wire is made in specially constructed wire drawing machines. Copper
rods couered with a certain thickness of either gold or siluer are drawn through cone-

shaped holes in the draw plate which is made of the best and hardest steel; the

perforations get gradually smaller till the wire has the required fineness, the uery
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finest sorts are drawn through drilled diamonds. Most of the factories for gold and
siluer wire make, in addition, gold and siluer braid, lace, fringe, and euerything for

the decoration of costumes, uniforms, church robes, &c.

Tor the manufacture of gold and siluer wire, braid and thread there are 455 establish-

ments with 3 59$ hands, including home work giuen out to 64 places, employing
2T2 people.

Mints and Stamping Works. The coining of German gold and siluer money is

done at the State Mints of Berlin, Munidi, Dresden, Stuttgart and Carlsruhe.

There are a few establishments for stamping medals, commemoratiue coins, &c. in

genuine and mured metals; the best known are at Berlin, Magdeburg, Dresden, flurem-

berg, Stuttgart, Franhfort-on-the-Main and Pforzheim.

Esrclusiue of the state mints, the coining and stamping establishments number t6

with 356 hands, including home work giuen out once to one person.

B. Base Metals (e*clusine of Iron and Steel).

Coppersmith's Work. The general remarks upon gold and siluer work giuen aboue,

will likewise apply to coppersmith's work of an industrial -art nature.

Rt the present day, mudi is done for the satisfactory production of ornamental and

useful articles made of diased or embossed copper: uases, flower pots, wine-coolers,

bowls, &c. Berlin and Munich are at the head of this trade; though certain articles

made in Huremberg, copied from old models, are found to be greatly to the public taste.

Copper articles of a purely industrial nature are being pushed out of the market by
the growing taste for enamelled, or lacquered sheet iron utensils.

There are 3 504 establishments for this industry with to 596 hands, including home
work giuen to 36 houses, employing t05 people.

Copper and Brass Foundries, Ore and Bell Foundries. Under this heading we
find armatures, taps and ualues for machinery; pumps, gas and water work fittings;

lamps, candlesticks, &c.; finer sorts of cast bronze work: door handles, fittings, mount-

ings, bells, &c.

The manufacture of these articles is carried on in seueral large towns; there are

t 03 1 establishments with 5 t88 hands, including home work giuen out to 45 places,

employing 159 people.

The Pewter Industry generally includes the making of useful articles for domestic

use, drinking mugs, made entirely of the metal, though it is often only employed for

the lids. Berlin, Munich, Huremberg and Habburg are the chief towns for the manu-
facture of the finer sorts of pewter articles, such as dinner-seruices, &c. There are

t 032 establishments with 235t hands, including work giuen out to 32 homes, em-

ploying 83 people.

Metal Toys. This is a uery flourishing business, and is a speciality of Huremberg
and Furth. Further information on this subject is to be found in the introduction to

the group ,,Toys"
Tlumber of establishments 244, employing 2 832 hands, home work to 86 places, em-

ploying 255 people.

Small Shot and Bullet Factories. The chief places for this industry are Risr-
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la-Chapelle, Berlin, Heuss, Stolberg and Durlach. number of establishments 15 with

215 hands, home work t, employing 3 persons. Under the heading ,,Sundry Rrticles
of Manufacture in Cead and Pewter", the German Industrial Statistic Office men-
tions 254 establishments with 2t6T hands, including home work to t25 places, em-

plouing t49 people.

Zinc Foundries, and Zinc Ware Manufactures. Zinc casting is largely em-

ployed in the making of works of art, such as bronze figures, candellabra, lamp-
holders, &c., it is also much used in architecture as cast zinc, and sheet zinc, number
of establishments t39 with 2290 hands; home work giuen out to 3 places, emplouing
to persons.
Manufacture of Rluminium Goods. Rluminium, which has been made so much
use of within the last ten years, was first made in t82T by Prof. Wo'hler in Gottingen,
whose process was so much improved by Deuille in Paris in t$54, that large quan-
tities could be turned out. The wholesale production of the substance dates, howeuer,
from t888, when electricity was first used for producing the metal starting from the

oaryde. Rluminium can be cast at TOO degrees, and all sorts of objects made of it

for technical as well as scientific use. Raw aluminium is used for making cast iron

close, and as an alloy, especially in combination with copper in sheet form; it has of

late been combined with other metals, particularly copper and iron, and rolled out

as a bi-metallic sheet.

Sheet aluminium is used for many things: door and window fittings, furniture

mountings, caskets, cylinders, cups, mugs, hinges, screws; for building decorations,

kitchen utensils, hunting flasks; for scientific and musical instruments, &c. Rluminium
leaf has likewise been beaten out, and threatens to replace siluer leaf; the same

applies to aluminium-bronze dust obtained from the crushing of compact aluminium,
which is often taken instead of real siluer, and for pewter bronze. Rluminium wire

is frequently employed instead of siluer.

There are 2T establishments with 1 48 1 hands, including home work giuen out to 5 places,

employing t5 people.

Manufacture of Electro-plated Rrtictes. By obtaining a metal deposit with the

help of galuanism, a metal precipitate can be procured in a mould, technically called

a ,,matrice", taken from any object, which after the mould has been remoued, giues

a lasting and esract copy of the article in question, besides this, a slight metal cowering
can be giuen to any moulded figure; ifor instance, an embossed or cast copper mug
can be provided with a coating of either gold or siluer. The inuentor of electro-plating

was Moritz Hermann Hakobi who was born in Potsdam in t80t, and died there in

t8T4. In t839 he succeeded in obtaining galuanoplastic reproductions, but only from

metal matrices; now-a-days they can be obtained from almost any kind of material

which is rendered conductiue on its surface.

In the same way reliefs, stereotype plates, copies of coins, medals, etched copper

plates, euen large monumental figures and architectural ornamentation, capitals, fes-

toons, &c., further pipes, wires, plates, uessels, leaf metal, metal papers, raw products
for the manufacture of bronze, and finally articles made of glass, china, crockery,

things made of animal and uegetable organisms, wood, textile things, and lace are

all metalized by this process.
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There are celebrated works for electro-deposition in Munich and Geislingen.

Rltogether there are til establishments for the making of electro-plated articles with

90T hands, including work giuen out to t2 homes, employing 33 people.

Sundry Works for Base Metal (e*clusiue of iron and steel) and for the Pro-

duction of Rlloys. In this group are to be found: leaf metals, bronze and brocade

colours, tin and copper foil, leonic wire, braid and fringe of common metal, gold and

siluer paper, coin ornaments (chiefly made for oriental trade), society insignia, theatre

jewelry, tin-foil, metal caps, pewter tubes, tin pipes, Christmas tree ornaments, &c. Chief

place of manufacture fturemberg and its surroundings; further, Britania metall, Ger-

man siluer, alfenide goods, also the manufacture of cables, drawn lead, brass and

copper pipes, &c.

tlumber of establishments: 2 254 with 544 hands, including home work giuen out to

352 places, employing 95T people.

Brazier's Work. Brazier's specialities are the accoutrements of military and ciuil

official uniforms, helmet-ornaments, belt and strap buckles, buttons, hooks, &c.; also

mountings for furniture, and trunks, leather and wood fancy articles,

number of establishments t 031 with 24 544 hands, including home work giuen out

to t05 places, employing t$t people.

C. Iron and Steel.

Iron Foundries and Iron Enamelling. The manufacture of cast iron ware is a

mudi used process in many directions, from the simplest article in use such as

harness, stable, household and domestic goods, up to the most artistic creations in

figures for architectural ornamentation.

For iron foundries and enamelling there are t556 establishments with S49TT hands,

including work giuen out to tt homes, employing 42 people.
Manufacture of Iron, and Tin-plate. There are 52 establishments for the ma-
nufacture of iron- and tin-plate with 646t hands; they prouide material for the great

majority of the tin and ironmongers' establishments for the making of articles for

building, kitdien and decoratiue purposes.
For wholesale Ironmongery there are 2t5t2 establishments with 49953 hands,

including home work giuen out to 434 places, employing 99$ people.

Kitchen and Domestic Rrticles, made of Embossed and Enamelled Iron-

plate, haue been uery much in demand within the last twenty years, and are preferred
to ordinary black goods on account of their pleasing appearance.
The Manufacture of Cacquered Tin has also uery much increased, especially in

nuremberg where large quantities are made.

For that ware, there are t 3$4 establishments in Germany, with 3t 238 hands, in-

cluding home work giuen out to 8t places, employing 233 people.

The nailsmith's Trade has gone down uery much since the introduction of machine-

made nails, there are still 426T establishments with 483T hands, including home
work giuen out to 583 places, employing 58 1 people.
The manufactures for Iron -wire are principally in the Rhine Prouinces and West-

phalia.
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tit establishments with 4099 hands, including home luorh giuen out to to places,

employing 20 people.

Manufacture ofRiuets, Hails, Irons, Screws, Chains, and Rings. The diief

places for the manufacture of these articles are likewise in the Rhine Prouinces and

Westphalia, after which come Upper Silesia and the South German States.

Berlin is one of the most important places for the manufacture of wooden screws;

Huremberg for wire nails; there are t4tT establishments with t6936 hands, includ-

ing home work giuen out to 685 places, employing 864 people.

The Blacksmith's Trade is with respect to size the largest among the metal workers;
there are 80656 establishments with 142 35 1 hands, including home work giuen out

to t 402 places, employing 2 655 people.

This high figure is explained by the circumstance, that machinery has not been able

to replace hand work in the blacksmith's trade or only to a uery slight degree. The

blacksmith's principal work is mounting vehicles of all sorts, making horse shoes,

and shoeing the animals.

There are numerous schools for training blacksmiths, especially for the last named
branch of the trade, kept up at the cost of the State and communities.

Manufacture of ocks and Safes. The German art-locksmith's trade has fairly

attained perfection within the last few decades. RU kinds of lamps, railings, gateways,
staircase balustrades, door and furniture fittings are made, and exported in great

quantities.

Rn important part of the locksmith's work includes the making of wrought iron fur-

niture, such as bedsteads, washhand-stands, garden chairs and tables, &c., and the

manufacture of safes and cash bo*es.

This division of the metal working group has 26546 establishments with 1 04 905

hands, including home work giuen out to H62 places, employing 3060 people.

Lightening Conductors are only made by a few firms who make a speciality of it,

there are 83 establishments with t09 workmen, this trade is generally carried on in

combination with the trade of an ironmonger or mechanic.

Tools, Scythes, and Cutlery. Rnuils, windlasses, pulleys, pick-a*es, shouels, spades,

ploughs, scythes, shears, and all kinds of kniues, forks, scissors, cut-and-thrust wea-

pons, irons, &c. come under this heading.
The principal places for this industry are the Rhine Province (Solingen, Barmen, Rem-

scheid), Suhl in Sa*ony, and Berlin, number of establishments: 99t5 with 28T52 hands,

including home work giuen out to 1 063 places, employing 1 648 people.

Scissors, Kniues, and Tool Grinders. There are about 4T25 establishments for this trade

with 7 098 hands, including home work giuen out to 564.places, employing 1 021 people.

File cutting. Piles were made entirely by hand up till quite lately, but in the pre-

sent day they are forged, ground and cut by machinery. The sharpening of blunt

files, as well as the smoothing off of rough turned edges in new files is done with

the help of the sand-blast.

There are 2 T28 establishments for file making with 8 340 hands, including home work

giuen out to 1 063 places, employing 1 648 people.
Manufacture of Steel and Iron Hardware. This includes door and furniture locks,

hasps, padlocks, hinges and the ornamentation of chased, embossed, or open work iron
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plate. Skates haue to be reckoned among the steel articles which are mostly manufactured

in the Rhine Prouinces, then the making of steel strings for pianos and other musical in-

struments (Huremberg), watch springs, fret saws (Rugsburg), spectacle frames (Fiirth)

and lastly the cast steel bullets which haue come up within the last few years,

number of establishments: 2t24 with 20T4t hands, including home work giuen out

to 460 places, employing 946 people.

Sewing and Knitting needles, Pins and Crochet Hooks are chiefly made in

Westphalia (RuMa-Chapelle, Iserlohn and Stolberg) and in Bauaria (Schwabach).
There are seueral thousand millions of these articles made in the course of the year,

number of establishments TS with 4t35 hands, including home work giuen out to

9 places employing 26 people.

Pin and Wire Makers. Iserlohn is the chief place for the manufacture of hairpins,

hooks and eyes, wire work fencing and wire netting, nuremberg is also a great place

for hooks and eyes.

number of establishments: in all Germany t44T with 903t hands, including home
work giuen out to 150 places, employing 25 1 people.

Steel Pens and Holders, &c., are manufactured in great quantities in Berlin, Bonn
and Ceipzig-Plagwitz in 6 establishments with 444 hands, including home work for t place,

employing 2 people.

Rltogether for the manufacture of metal hardware, there are: U4240 establishments

with 639 155 hands, including home work giuen out to to 803 places, employing 20 156

people, t8T 15 males and 144t females,

this total is diuided up into three principal groups:
R. Precious Metals. 6859 establishments with 40836 hands, including homework

giuen out to 9TT places, employing t TOO people.
B. Base Metals. 9 T 14 establishments with T4212 hands, including home work

giuen out to 802 places, employing 1 950 people.

C. Iron and Steel. t5T 66T establishments with 524 TOT hands, including home work

giuen out to 9 024 places, employing 16506 people.

The auerage annual export of German metal hardware amounted in the last fiue years
to t50 000 tons, and the auerage annual worth to 40 million marks in round numbers.

th. uon Kramer.
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Group XV. Class 93.

Cutlery (Material, Processes of Manu-

facture, and Products).

4391 3. n. Eberle & Cie. * Rugsburg * Manufactory of

fret-saws, watch and clock springs, needle-

files, &c. Established 1836. 360 workmen.
Better class goods made from polished steel.

See also gr. XV cl. 96 p. 358.

See advertisement page 53.

4392 3. R. Henckels Zwillingswerk * Solingen *

Steel goods. Own selling places: Berlin, Trank-

fort-on-the-Main, Hamburg, Cologne, Utenna.

Registered trade mark I3th3une 1131.

Class 94.

Rrtistic Work in 6old and Siluer Metals

(Material, Processes of Manufacture, and

Products).

Collective Exhibit of the Pforzheim
Precious Metal Industry.

Under management of: the committee for the

collective exhibit of the art industrial precious
metal group of Pforzheim at the International ex-

hibition in Paris 1900. Pforzheim.

R. Precious metal work.

4400 Ridiele & Co. * Pforzheim * Manufacture of

silver goods, t jardiniere with figures, I chi-

selled goblet, t decorative bowl.

4401 Benckiser & Cie. * Pforzheim Ornamental pieces
in gold, worked with precious stones.

4402 theodor Tahrner * Pforzheim * Manufacture
of gold articles. Rings, cravat-rings, broodies,
buckles.

4403 Gebr, Talk* Pforzheim * Plaques and ornamen-
tal pieces.

4404 ouis Tiessler & Cie., Tnh. Dal. Bross & Etnil

Triederidi* Pforzheim* Established 1851. Manu-
factory of gold drains, and fine gold goods.

Carport.

4405 GrossherzoglidieKunstgewerbeschule Pforzheim
unter Mitwirkung der Professoren Riester,

Kleemann, Weiblen, Wolber und der ehrer

Rd. Wittmann, Rud. Bucklin, Terd. Hardt *

Rrrangement of the collective exhibit.

4406 Rugust Kiehnle * Pforzheim * Manufactory of

gold articles, from the most inexpensive to

the finest quality, for all countries. Established

1840. Workmen employed 125. Bracelets,

broodies, studs, buckles and photograph frames.

440T ouis Kuppenheim . Pforzheim * Paris, 61 rue
de Ridielieu * Manufactory of gold and silver

goods. Special manufacture of articles for

smoking and writing, also fancy goods in

gold, silver, oxidised steel, and enamel. See
also gr. XII cl. 66 room IX p. 3t6.

B. H. Mayer's Prage-Rnstalt * Pforzheim * Me- 4408
dais and plaques.

R. Pantlen * Pforzheim * Jewelry and fancy 4409
articles worked with precious stones.

Rau & Steinmeyer * Geneva * Pforzheim * Ira- 4410

veiling and writing-table clocks, with striking
and alarm works, 8 days anker, cases in gold,
silver and bronze.

Jul*. Schneider * Pforzheim * Manufactory of44tt

gold articles. Pencils, rings, lockets.

Stadtgemeinde Pforzheim . Rn inkstand with 44 12

figures in silver. Design by R. Wittmann.
Model from Prof. Wolber. Executed by Carl

Deibele & Cie., all in Pforzheim.

With. Stoffler * Pforzheim * Manufactory of 4413

jewelry. Opera glasses, cigarettes cases, budiles

in gold, set in enamel and precious stones.

The same in chatelaines, broodies, pins and

rings.

D. ?. Weber * Pforzheim * Manufactory of fine 4414

jewelry. Specialty : Diamond rings. Established

1869. Rings, broodies and bracelets.

Weber & Co. * Pforzheim * Diadem, bracelets, 44 15

brooches, combs.

Carl Weiblen, Professor at the Grand -Ducal 44 16
Industrial Rrt School * Pforzheim * Industrial

art objects and ornaments.

Wimmer & Rieth * Pforzheim * Small silver 441 1

goods of every kind and enamel articles. Rwards
at the Chicago and Pforzheim Exhibitions.

Paul Wissmann, Chiseller * Pforzheim * Rsil- 44 18
ver wrought photograph album.

Tritz Wolber, Sculptor, Professor at the Grand- 4419
Ducal Industrial Rrt School * Pforzheim * Sil-

ver plaque. Execution of the models for ink-

stands for the Town of Pforzheim.

F. 2errener * Pforzheim * Manufactory for 4420
middle class jewelry in modern style * * * *

On exhibit: Bracelets, broodies, chatelaines,

buckles, combs and hat pins.

B. Plated goods.

Beckh & lufba * Pforzheim * Manufacture of 4431

plated chains. Established 1886. 300 work-
men. Rwards at Pforzheim and Rntwerp.
Chains for ladies and gentlemen. Chatelaines,

fan chains, collars and bracelets.

Heer&Wipfler * Pforzheim * Manufacture of 4432

jewelry and chains. Manufacture of gentle-
men's chains, fan diains, colliers, chatelaines,

chain bracelets, broodies in plated gold and
silver.

Gebruder Koch , Pforzheim * Plated chains. 4433
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4434Kollmar & Jpurdan R.-6. Manufactory of
watch chains in Pforzheim * Watch chains of

euery hind made in the so-called ,,Rmerican
plate".

4435 Rodi & Wienenberger, Rctiengesellsthaft fur Bi-

jouterie- und Kettenfabrihation * Pforzheim *

Ladies' and gentlemen's chains, brooches,
crosses, bracelets, medals, buttons and pen-
cils in Rmerican plate.

4436 Stochert & Kern* Pforzheim * Manufacturers
of chains. Gentlemen's and ladies' chains in

euery uariety in all qualities of plate. Chain
bracelets. Gold Medal, International exhibition
1894.

Collective exhibit of the Precious

Metal1ndustryofSdiujabisdt-6mund.
Business manager: Geschaftsleitung: Hr. Hermann
Bauer, President of the Industrial Museum in

Schwabisch-Gmund.

445 1 Hermann Bauer * Schwabisch-Gmund * Ma-
nufactory of jewelry. Specialties: Fancy ar-

ticles in siluer, and finest imitation jewelry.
Cast works of art such as nick-nacks, ttouel-
ties. Export to all countries.

4452 Bihlmeyer & Kohler * Schioabisch-Gmund *

Gold rings.

4453 Gebruder Deyhle, Inhaber Otto Deyhle * Schioa-
bisch-Gmund * Manufacture of real siluer

foods
in euery weight for home and abroad,

pecialty: targe objects in euery style and
value.

4454 Johann Tranz jr. * Gmiind (Wiirtemberg) *

Manufactory for siluer goods. Rwards. Es-
tablished 1843. Small and large siluer goods
in euery uariety and for all countries. Re-

presentatiue in Paris: ?. Guyen, 3 rue Camille-

Desmoulins.

4455 Gustau Hauber * Schioabisch-Gmund * Siluer
watch chains, chains for the neck, chatelaines,

purses, buckles, &c.

4456 Holbein -Bindhard * Schioabisch-Gmund * Rrt
Industrial Studio for metal luorh. Plaques
and small siluer goods.

445T Gebruder Kiihn, Manufactory of siluer goods *

Schwabisch-Gmund * Rrticles for the table,

trauelling, toilette, office, smoking and fancy
articles, umbrella and stick handles. Small
articles of euery hind in the greatest uariety.

4458 P. etzer & Co. * Schwabisch-Gmund * Brooches
and buckles.

4459Soergel & Stollmeyer * Schwabisdt - Gmiind *

Gold and siluer thimbles.

44600ttmar Zieher * Schwabisch-Gmund * Manu-
facture of gold articles: Bracelets, brooches,
boutons, medals, chatelaines, gentlemen's pins,
rings, &c.

Individual Exhibitors.

Ernst Bastanier, Painter on enamel and Teacher 44T2
at the Royal Industrial Rrt Museum * Berlin,
together with Prof. Hans Ihoma, Rrtist *

Tranhfort-on-the-Main. Enamel paintings: The
4 elements. R painting box (Roumanian di-

uision) Richard Wagner, Rdolf uon Menzel,
portraits.

Marhus Behmer, Rrtistic painter * Munich * 44T3
Design of a siluer engraued champagne beaker,
executed by the Uereinigte Werhstatten fur
Kunst im Handiuerk in Munich.

Bergmannslndustriewerke*6aggenau (Baden) 4414
Rrt enamel pictures on metal plates for in-
terior decoration and fagades of houses. De-
signs: Prof. Gagel in Carlsruhe.

C. Bertsch, Jeweller to the Court * Carlsruhe *44T5
Gilded siluer drinking cup.

Brems-Uarain , Gold-smith to His Holiness the 44T6
Pope and the Court * Ireues * Church decorations,
chiefly copied from the middle ages, such as

pyxes, chalices, &c., worked in precious metal.
Enamel work. Designs by Rudolf Wolff, n-

grauer and Draugthsman, Christoph Kay, Mo-
deller and Chiseller, Emil Iser, Enameller, and
Johann Probst, Siluer-smith and Master of the
works.

P. Bruckmann & Sohne * Heilbronn * "Fountain 44TT
for a room , design : Prof. Rieth, Berlin, model :

Sculptor Rdolf Rmberg. Tigure with a basin,
jardiniere with swans, design and model:
Rdolf Rmberg. Centre-piece ,,Siegfried", design
and model : Sculptor Kiemlen

, Stuttgart. Table

centre-piece for flowers, design and model:

Sculptor Tliess, Heilbronn. Casket, plate -ser-
uices with trays, jardinieres, goblets, candle-

sticks, &c., designs and models: Sculptor Karl

Stock, Heilbronn. Siluer seruice of plate, de-

sign: Prof. Rieth, Berlin.

6. Cheualier Rachfolger, Inhaber Wilh. und 4418
Herm. Krieghoff * R siluer goblet.

Prof. Hans Christiansen * Darmstadt Jewelry, 4419
enamels. See also cl. 95 p. 35t, 6r. XII cl. 66
room IX p. 316 , cl. 61 p. 322 and cl. TO p. 325.

Ceopold 6berth,Chiseller * Strassburg in Rlsatia 4480

Prayer -booh, chatelaine, small siluer cup,
set of coral ornaments with pearls, bracelet
to match, small crystal crucifixes. See also
cl. 95 p. 351.

Eduard Toehr, Jeweller to the Court * Stutt-4481

gart * Industrial art products in siluer. Colla-

borator: Prof. R. Ofrterdtnger, Hanau; Rud.
Bosselt, Darmstadt; Jos. Schinagl, Siluer-smith,

Stuttgart; Prof. Paul Christaller, Stuttgart.

P. Pritsch, Gold-smith * Mayence * Insects 4482

copied from nature and cast in massiue metal.
flew discoueries for sale.
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4483 Prof. Hermann Gb'tz, Director * Carlsruhe *

Precious metal work. See also cl. 91 p. 359,
Gr. XII cl. 66 p. 316.

4484theodor uon Gosen, Sculptor * Munich * Siluer

table centre piece, executed by the Uereimgte
Werkstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk in Munich

(see these). See also cl. 95 p. 351 and cl. 91

p. 359.

4485 Karl Gross, Sculptor and Chtseller * Dresden *

Work in tin and siluer. The last many times

repeated by Behrend, Dresden. See also cl. 95
351 and cl. 91 p. 359.

4486Harrach&Sohn,CourtSituer-smithandChiseller
Munich * t. R goblet, presentation gift of the

knight of the order or St. George property of

H. R. H. the Prince Regent Cuitpold of Bauaria.
2. two large siluer candelabras, property of

H. R. H. Prince Frederick Rugust, Ducke of

Saxony. 3. R table centre piece ,,Schiff" own
prioate property. See also cl. 95 p. 351.

448ltheodor Heiden, Court Gold-smith * Munich *

t. R gold plated presentation tray, the pro-
perty of H. R. H. the Prince Regent of Bauaria,

design by Otto Hupp in Sdtleissheim. See this.

2. R siluer tray property of H. Excellency, Ge-

heimrath Dr. uon Pettenkofer in Munich. 3. R
large drinking cup. 4. tvoo siluer (hampagne
botols. See also under Otto Hupp and Rudolf
Seitz.

4488 J. H. Heimerdinger, Court Jeweller * Wiesbaden*
Plate, table centre piece and 2 girandoles.

Designs and drawings: Prof. F. Cuthmer, Di-
rector of the Rrt Industrial School in Frank-

fort-on-the-Main, models: Sculptor Eduard
Staniek, teadier at the same institution.

4489 Karl Heisler, Court Jeweller * Mannheim * Gold

plated siluer goblet.

4490Gebriider Hemmerle, Jeweller and Maker of
orders * Munich, Rugustinerstr. 4 * R pectorale
with enamel work. See also cl. 95 p. 35t.

449 1 Gabriel Hermeling, Court Gold-smith, together
with Josef Kleefisdi * Cologne -on -the -Rhine *

Table centre piece, si? branched table cande-
labras and Crown Prince beaker with lid.

449 2 Jos. Hugger, Gold-smith * Rottweil (Wurtem-
berg * t crucifix, t ciborium, 2 chalices with
enamel, designs: The Beuroner Rrt School.

2 chalices with filigree work and enamel.
2 pairs of mess cans with tray, t cup for con-
secrated water; own designs.

4493 Otto Hupp, Rrtist * Schleissheim near Munich *

Gold plated presentation plate, property of
H. R. H. Prince Regent of Bauaria, designed
and chiselled by Otto Hupp. See also room
Gabriel Seidl cl. 66 p. 318.

4494Moritz Keller & Comp. * Berlin * Furnisher to

the Court. Rrtistic articles in iuory, enamel
siluer, &c. See also cl. 98 p. 362.

Rlois Kreiten, Gold-smith for church and secular 4495
art * Cologne-on-the-Rhine * R siluer gold plated
ink-stand for the siluer seruice belonging to

the Cologne Town Council.

Couis Kuppenheim * Pforzheim * Enamels. See 4496
also collectiue exhibit Pforzheim p. 341 and

gr. XII cl. 66 under Kiinstler-Kolonie Darmstadt

p. 316.

Prof. Rudolf Mayer * Carlsruhe * 2 wrought de- 4491
coratiue bowls, t rococo beaker, about 20 models
for medals in bronze arranged in frames;
t presentation cup of the Town Dortmund;
t ,,6olden Book" with siluer wrouqht reliefs

and richly ornamented with enamel

Prof. Fritz uon Miller, Sculptor (on gold) * Mu- 4498
nidi* State utensils; t. goblet, property of H.R.H.
Prince Regent uitpold of Bauaria; 2. table

centre piece, property of H.R. H. Prince Ceopold
of Bauaria; 3. myrthe goblet ; 4. fishing chains;
5. buffalo drinking horn; 6. gold wedding
goblet; I. crystal cup; 8. hunting drinking
cup; 9. table centre piece ,,Hecht"; to. Hubertus
table centrepiece (priuate property) ; tt. wel-

come-goblet belonging to the building of the

Reichstag. "From t till 8 see also room Gabriel

Seidl gr. XII cl. 66 p. 3t9.

Rlois Muller * Tleu-Pasing near Munich 4499
Rddress in carued leather with rich mountings.
Casket in carued leather with rich mountings.
See also cl. 98 p. 362.

B. tleresheimer & Sohne, Manufacturers of 4500

gold and siluer ware * Hanau-on-the-Main *

Rrt industrial siluer articles. Designs: Cudwig
Tleresheimer, Hanau.

teopold Tlowach, Teacher at the Royal Rca-450t

demy of Drawing * Hanau-on-the-Main *

Rquarium for gold fish with fountain and
nut wood table.

Hermann Obrist * Munich Fruit dish of 4502
siluer. See also cl. 95 p. 351, cl. 91 p. 36t
and cl. 98 p. 362, gr. XH cl. 69 p. 324 and
cl. TO p. 325.

Prof. R. Offterdinger * Hanau * Rrt industrial 4503
siluer articles.

Oskar Ostermayer, Draftsman, Modeller and 4504
Chiseller * Pforzheim * Testified capsules.

L Paar, Court Jeweller * Carlsruhe * Table 4505
centre piece in siluer.

Georg Pezold, Sculptor * Munich * Presentation 4506

gift of the Bauarian Rrt Industrial Society,

property of H. R. H. Prince Regent iuitpold of

Bauaria, executed by different masters in

Munich.

Rheinische Bronzegiesserei Ferd. Hub. Schmitz * 4507

Cologne -C-hrenfeld * Trade mark ,,OR1U1T".
Rrt industrial products: Rrticles of luxury
and household in ,,6delzinn", plated gold and
siluer metals, mounted with crystals, glazes,
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&c., also in precious metal. Real bronzes.

See also cl. 97 p. 361.

4508 Ridtard Riemersdimied, Rrtist * Pasing near

Munidi * Siluer kniues and forks. See also

cl. 91 p. 361, gr. XII cl. 66 room III p. 315 and
cl. 69 p. 324.

4509 Karl Rothmiiller, Gold -smith and Chiseller *

Munidi * t. Ornamentiue casket, 2. casket of

moss-agate, 3. two decoratiue boiols, 4. diffe-

rent ornamentiue articles. See also cl. 95

p. 351.

4510 Salta-Uersand Hug. Wasmuth * Hamburg *

Game of Salta, consisting of a table with

thirty figures made of precious stones and

gold, and together forming the ualue of 1 50 000

francs.

45 1 1 6g. Sanktjohannsers Erben, Inhaber MaxStrobl,
Gold-smith Munidi * Own workshops for

the execution of fine art industrial gold and
siluer work and diurdi requisites. "Firm

established 1812. two table centre pieces.

4512 Hugo Sdtaper, Court Gold -smith * Berlin

Gold and siluer work. Design of the president's
bell: Prof. Dopier d. 3.; beaten work: Chiseller

3. Rohmeyer. See also cl. 95 p. 35t.

4513 Rdolf Sdimid, Chiseller * Carlsruhe * Works
in bronze and siluer. See also cl. 91 p. 361.

4514 Rlexander Sdtoenauer, Sculptor and Chiseller *

Hamburg-St. Georg * Siluer wrought work.

45156. Sdwrmann & Co., Court 3ewellers * Trank-
fort-on-the-Main * R jardiniere, a casket,
a goblet of German Kaisermiinzen, collection

of small art articles.

4516 Prof. Rudolf Seitz, Historical Painter * Munidi
R drinking cup (two entwined hands), exe-

cuted by Heinridi Seitz, Runidi.

45ttStorr & Stein * Berlin * "First electrodiemical

art building. German crystal glass, porcelain,

majolica and ceramic products with fine siluer

decoration.

45t8Steini(ken & Cohr * Munidi * Rrt Industrial

workshops. R siluer tea-seruice. See also

cl. 9T p. 36 1 and gr. XII cl. 66 rooms Gabriel

Seidl, Paul Pfann, Bernhard Pankok, Bruno
Paul p. 314 and following.

4519Hik. trubner, Court 3eweller * Heidelberg *

Tittings for the ,,6olden Book" of the Town
Heidelberg.

4520 Unterriditsanstalt des Komglichen Kunst-

gewerbe-Museums * Berlin S.W. * Siluer and
bronze household utensils and articles. De-

signs: Prof. T. Behrendt, execution: Chiseller

0. Rohloff. See also gr. XII d. 69 p. 324.

452 1 Uereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Hand-
werh * Munidi * Siluer table centre piece,
from design by Th. uon Gosen (see this) and
a champagne cup from drawing by R Behmer

(see this). See also cl. 95 u. 91 S. 351 36t,

gr. XII cl. 66 room I till III, cl. 6910 S. 324
till 326.

Prof. Hermann Uolz Carlsruhe table centre 4522

piece in siluer. See also cl. 91 p. 362.

Prof. Heinridi Wadere\ Sculptor * Wunidi 4523
Siluer table centre piece, property of M. Duen-

sing, Ruize (Flame).
Prof. K. Weiblen Pforzheim * Gold-plated 4524
siluer goblet. (See also Pforzheim collectiue

exhibit.)

3. H. Werner, Court 3eweller to H. 1. M. *4525
Berlin W.8, Triedridistr. 113 * Gold ornaments
and siluer articles of the most modern de-

scription. Designs: 0. R Werner and Bruno

Mohring. See also cl. 95 p. 351.

Prof. Wilhelm Widemann, Sculptor * Berlin * 4526
Siluer globe, designed and executed by ex-

hibitor, engraued by R. Herrmann, Munidi

(see cl. 91 p. 360); 4 siluer candelabras;
t centre piece and one fruit dish in siluer

and gilded; t jewelry casket in ebony, siluer

and enamel; articles of the gold- and siluer

smith handicraft. Rll these articles are de-

signed and executed by the exhibitor.

Prof. R Wiese * Hanau-on-the-Wain * t Ser-4521

pent -tamer in siluer, gilded and ornamented
with precious stones. Gold ornaments thereon

by . Besdior. I Rmazone in siluer, partly

gilded.

Karl Winterhalter, Court Gold-smith * Munidi * 4528
Presentation -

cup property of the Town of

Munidt. See also gr. XII cl. 66 room XIX

p. 319.

Hans2eissig, Sculptor * Deutsdi-Wilmersdorf 4529

I onyx bowl with siluer mounts.

Class 95.

Jetuelnj and Ornaments

(Rrticles, Processes of Manufacture and

Products).

Collectiue exhibit of the German Rmber In- 4538

dustry. See gr. XI cl. 63 p. 266.

Collectiue exhibit of the Pforzheim Fancy 4539

3ewelry. See cl. 94 p. 341.

Collectiue exhibit of the Precious Metal In- 4540

dustry Sdtwabisdi-Gmund. See cl. 94 p. 348.

Individual Exhibitors.

Prof. Peter Behrens . Darmstadt * 3ewelru. 4549
See under Kunstler-Kolonie Darmstadt gr. XII

cl. 66 p. 316.

Rudolph Bosselt, Sculptor * Darmstadt * See 45 50

under Kunstler-Kolonie Darmstadt gr.XII cl.66

p. 316.
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455! Sophie Burger -Hartmann, Sculptor * Basel *

luory and siluer articles also ornaments in

gold and siluer. See also cl. 91 p. 359.

4552 Prof. Hans Christiansen * Darmstadt See

under Kunstler-Kolonie Darmstadt gr.XII cl. 66

p. 31T.

4553 Mar Dasio, Rrtist * Munich Jewelry in gold
and siluer, executed by the Dereinigte Werh-
statten fur Kunst im Handwerh in Munich

(see this).

4554 eopold Eberth, Chiseller * Strassburg in Rl-

satia * See cl. 94 p. 348.

4555 M. Elchinger, Court Jeweller Munich * Hech-

lace in enamel and precious stones.

4556 Gebriider Gabler * Schorndorf in Wiirtemberg *

thimble manufacture. Established 1 82 5. Thim-
bles of gold, siluer and other metals. Elegant

adjustments. Carge manufacture for export
to other countries.

455T theodor uon Gosen, Sculptor * Munich * Je-

welry in gold and siluer, executed by the

Uereinigte Werhstatten fiir Kunst im Hand-
uierk in Munich (see this). See also cl. 94

p. 349 and cl. 91 p. 359.

4558 Karl Gross, Sculptor and Chiseller Dresden *

Designs for jewelry in gold and siluer, exe-

cuted by the Dereinigte Werhstatten fiir Kunst
im Handwerh in Munich (see this). See also

cl. 94 p. 349 and cl. 91 p. 359.

4559 Harrach & Sohn, Royal Court Jeweller * Munich *

See cl. 94 p. 349.

4560 Ma* Haseroth * Berlin W., taubenstr. 41 *

Raised and engraued precious stones and

stamps thereof, two bores with engraued
lids (smoked topaz and rock crystal), plaques.

456 1 Paul Haustein, Rrtist * Munich * Designs for

jewelry in gold and siluer, executed by the

Dereinigte Werhstatten fiir Kunst im Handwerk
in Munich (see this).

4562 Gebriider Hemmerle, Manufacturers of jewelry
and orders * Munich, Rugustinerstr. 4 * R
pectorale with enamel work. See also cl. 94

p. 349.

4563 Koniglidte Zeichen-Rhademie Hanau a. Main *

Gold ornaments. Designs and models of them :

L Beschor, teacher at the Rcademy; enamel

work: H. Hahn, teacher at the Rcademy; gold
work: H. Zwernemann, . Pflaumer, Ph. tiirh,

B. Wolff, J. Soensson, H. Brassier.

Hermann Obrist, Sculptor * Munich * Jewelry 4564
in gold and siluer. See also gr. XII cl. 66

room III and cl. 69 p. 324.

R. Otto, Court Engrayer, precious stones and 45 6 5

metal engrauer * Berlin H.W., Unter den inden
40 * Exhibition articles. Gems and portrait
cameos.

Karl Rothmuller, Gold-smith and Chiseller *4566
Munich * See cl. 94 p. 350.

Hugo Schaper, Court Gold-smith * Berlin, Pots- 4561

damerstr. 8 * Precious stones; designs and
execution in own workshop. See also cl. 94

p. 350.

Moritz Schlossmann * Ruhla in thuringia *4568
Rrticles at the exhibition: Real meerschaum
and amber cigar holders.

J. B. Schreger, Court Purueyor * Darmstadt 4569

Ornaments. See also under Kunstler-Kolonie

Darmstadt cl. 66 p. 3 IT.

Hicolaus thallmayr, Gold-smith and Chiseller * 4510

Dilsbiburg (Bauaria) * Chief products : Rrtistic

modern jewelry in siluer and gold. Different

articles of jewelry are on exhibit. See also

cl. 91 p. 36t.

Dereinigte Werhstatten fiir Kunst im Hand- 45 It

werk Munich * Execution of different articles

of jewelry in gold and siluer from designs

by theodor uon Gosen, Sculptor in Munich,

Sophie Burger-Hartmann, Sculptor in Basel,

Paul Haustein, Rrtist in Munich, Karl Gross,

Sculptor in Dresden, Max Dasio, Rrtist in

Munich, Hermann Obrist, Sculptor in Munich

(see these). See also gr. XII cl. 66 p. 314,

cl. 69 p. 324, Cl. TO p. 326 and cl. It p. 326,

gr. XV cl. 94 p. 350 and cl. 91 p. 36t.

J.H.Werner, Court Jeweller * Berlin, Tried- 4512

richstr.tI3 * See cl. 94 p. 350.

Couis Werner, Court Jeweller Berlin, Fried- 45T3

richstr. t90 * Modern jewelry from designs

by the artist Cukas uon Cranadi.

J. C. Wild IX. * War * Rgate in the room 45T4

fountain exhibited by Bruckmann & Sohne,
Heilbronn.
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German
industry

has gained for itself a conspicuous place not only in the manufac-

ture, but in the indention of time measures, especially of tower, court, and room clocks.

The chief characteristic of present-day clocks is the escapement, one of the long series

of ratchet gears which transfers the mechanical drilling force in most euenly dhrided

time periods to a wheel, the escape loheel, and then checks or stops it, whence the

name of the mechanism. The French and English name it from the initial part of its

action, echapper escape, the Germans, from the final part, Hemmwerk.

Escape clocks came into existence most probably in the ttth century and, so far as

can be determined, first in Germany. Older, much older, are the water-clocks in which

an euen flow of water measured the time. R world renowned water-clock was that

presented long ago by Karoun al Raschid to Charlemagne. This clock was artistically

decorated and contained wheel works.

Water-clocks are still used to a certain extent in China, and euen in other lands one

is found occasionally preserved as a curiosity. Such a one, of stoneware, made in
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the old clay bakery at Hohr near Cobtenz, was recognized two years ago in the former

Cluniacenser Cloister (Hotel Cluny) in Paris, by the zealous horologist M. Planchon.

R fac-simile of the piece, constructed in the Pottery School at Hohr, is to be seen in

the watch division of the German exhibit. The height of the water jet measured the

lesser time periods; the complete emptying of the upper into the lower vessel, the

greater periods. "From their very nature water-clocks easily get out of order, and this

disadvantage has led to their replacement by the more reliable escapement clocks.

The regularity of the movement in escapement clocks is sought to be attained by a

time marker oscillating upon an axis, effecting thus the release and the catch. Tor

fully 600 years the time marker in the upright clocks was a beam oscillating hori-

zontally upon a vertical axis; it resembled the beam of a balance in that it was loaded

on the ends with weights and was therefore called ,,Waag", ,,Bilanz", ,,0bramentum",

,,Requilibrium", ,,Schwengel" (on account of its motion) and also ,,Rastrum", because

of the notches on the beam for weights. Several excellent old ,,Balance clocks" are

exhibited in the watch historical collection.

R balance clock with striking works the striking clocks are among the oldest was
made for Charles V. of France (1364 t3TO) by the German master Heinrich von Wieck

and placed in a tower of the Royal Palace in Paris. It continued to run until the

end of the last century; exact drawings and descriptions are preserved. But older still

is the tower clock of Dover Castle, which could a tale unfold of Shakespeare's times

and those of ,,6ood Queen Bess". It was a balance clock made in Switzerland in t34S

and from then until t8T2, 524 years, did faithful duty in pointing and striking the hours.

It was rescued from the ordinary fate of old iron by a friend of art, and is now an

ornament and interesting relic in the Patent Museum in Condon. Both clocks had only
an hour hand, no minute hand. The same is true of the old tower clock made in t400

for the Sebaldus Tower in Huremberg and now preserved in the Germanic Museum.

Unfortunately it could not be placed in the clock historical collection of the Exposition,

since its removal from the Museum was deemed inexpedient.

Balance clocks used for Tower, Wall, and Mantel were manufactured in the earlier

times by the members of the honorable Cocksmith's Union. Prom this Union the clock-

makers gradually separated themselves and formed a special division called ,,Hormaker",

,,0rmaker", ,,0relmaker". To the ,,0relmaker" Peter Henlein (t480 1542) popularly called

Peter Hele is due the honor of being the first to make portable time pieces, so im-

portant a part of our civilization. Henlein's time pieces possessed the balance: but

whereas in the upright clocks this was always drawn towards the middle position

by gravity, since it hung on two threads which twisted around each other and in this

way raised the balance, Henlein introduced the force of. a spring to bring the pendulum
back to the middle position. In this way the time piece was made independent of the

direction of gravitation, the weights being made fixed on the balance beam and the time

piece thus made wearable. Rs spring for the balance beam which from now on was called

,,Restless" (Unrast, Unruh) since comparison with the balance no longer held good, Henlein

used a small bunch of hog bristles. The motor force was imparted by a spiral spring

called ,,draw spring", this spring had been previously used in mantel clocks.

Watches received the name tluremberger Oerlein (in Ohrmaker parlance from Hora, the

hour). From this arose through misunderstanding ,,ierlein" (little egg) and later still,

23
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,,ier" (eggs). They were from the beginning very prettily decorated, for example in cut iron

tastefully designed. The watch historical collection contains several very beautiful ,,fturem-

berger Oerlein" made probably between t5tO and t520. Hone have minute hands.

The German Watchmakers Federation intends to erect a monument to Peter Henlein

in Huremberg, the scene of his most brilliant labors. The arrangements are well under

way; a clay model of the same is to be seen in the watch historical collection.

From the year t500, the use of both watches and clocks became very common. The

larger church clocks were deueloped in a specially interesting direction, all kinds of

calendar markers, movable figures (puppets), &c. being introduced. The most celebrated

of many examples is the oft renewed Strassburg Cathedral Clock. In our exhibit is

to be found a very beautiful Rrt Clock, rich in figures and time indicators. The need

for time measurers in astronomy increased with a bound at the beginning of the

nth century. The then recently indented telescope serued well the purpose of a tran-

sit instrument, but the balance clocks were too inesract for the determination of small

time internals; the uniformity of which being disturbed entirely too much by the im-

pact with which the swing of the balance ended.

In the observatories it was the springtime of the new astronomy the pendulum
was adopted. This pendulum consisted of a lead ball suspended on fine thread so

regulated that each swing marked a second. The observer gazed through the telescope,

his assistant counting aloud the swings of the pendulum. This method soon esrcited

the wish to replace the centuries-old balance by the pendulum. Galilei (t64t) first

succeeded in doing this. He was closely followed by Kuyghens in 1659. These two kinds

of escapement are now well known and recognized as quite different, not as had long
been believed, the one deueloped out of the other. The period of the pendulum clocks,

accompanied by the gradual disappearance of the balance clocks, now began. Rs early

as t664 we find in the Technica Curiosa of Pater Schott not less than nine pendulum es-

capements; a Rood of proposals flowing in as soon as Kuyghens' discovery became known
in wider circles, a veritable spring of answers to the questions propounded by necessity,

nothing permanent however resulted from these proposals because of the English in-

vention of Clement's hook (t6SO) which to the present is still used for simpler pen-
dulum clocks. This was followed in HtO by Graham's Deposing Rnchor-Escapement"
which has remained in use to the present day for the majority of pendulum clocks.

In the meantime the development of the ,,Restless" (Unruh) clock had not stood still.

It experienced an important improvement at the hands of Huyghens who replaced the

bristle spring by a flat steel spiral spring whose action could be regulated; the beam he

also replaced by a small wheel. This latter, it is true, was not a vital change but still

valuable because it lessened the air-resistance. The disturbances in the bristle-spring

clocks, due to air moisture, causing them to vary several minutes daily, were happily

corrected by the introduction of the balance-spiral spring which is still in use in millions

of cases. It is worthy of notice how soon the importance of the balance spring clock was

recognized for sea-faring. Rs it was independent of the direction of gravitation, longitude

could be easily reckoned on the tossing vessel. Thus through the agency of a small blue

glistening spring was sea-faring made more certain, and through this same agency can

we trace England's rise to its present position among the world powers.

Improvements of the balance-spiral spring clock were soon made. Henlein's escape-
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ment was not essentially a modification of the balance clock since the balance axle

stood at right angles to the others. This was not altogether a disadvantage, for up
to the last decade a similar escapement the spindle escapement was in use and
we find many old matches provided with the same mechanism. lompion, of Condon,
indented the so-called cylinder escapement in 1695.

In his escapement the balance axle lies parallel with all of the other axles, and this

fact made possible the much desired flatness. Other escapements constructed on the

same general plan soon followed, and only these are used at the present day. Pen-
dulum and balance clocks had by the end of the tlth century reached quite a high stage
of development. What happened to them in the two following centuries was in the

nature of improvements and extensions more than of radical changes, the increasing

deuelopment of scientific mechanics and physics essentially contributed to these improve-
ments through suggestion and criticism. The common goal was greater exactness.

Graham, in tit 5, sought to overcome the noticeable variations due to temperature
changes by means of his compensation pendulum, gridiron pendulum and mercury
pendulum. Our fellow countryman Dr. Riefler brought the mercury pendulum to its

present stage of perfection about ten years ago. The Compensation" problem has
been solved by the introduction of certain nickel steel alloys in the construction

of the pendulum rod. These alloys are almost totally insensible to ordinary heat

changes. The newest Compensation" pendulums are found in astronomical instru-

ments. Graham at once applied his ,,6ridiron" pendulum to the balance clocks, but
to do this Huyghens' fixed wheel had to be changed into a beam bearing pennant
shaped flukes and movable weights. The shape of a wheel was retained because it

offered least resistance to the air. Wherever space in the works permitted, especially
in sea clocks, the screw shaped ,,Bre"quet" spiral was introduced in place of the flat

balance spring. The ceremonious name Chronometer was given to sea clocks provided
with such mechanism. The English Parliament and French Rcademy contributed

largely to the advance in this direction by offering prizes. This is the reason that

chronometer construction has been so highly developed in both of these countries,

particularly of late in England, and explains why so many of the later clock escape-
ments bear the names of famous English and French inventors. Germany, in spite
of political troubles and the evils of war, had not failed in elegant watch construction.

How has the lost ground in the field of invention been more than recovered by means
of Riefler's escapement, exhibited at the Chicago Exposition. Riefler's invention applies

equally to pendulum and balance clocks, it effects the release and catch of the escape
wheel by means of the changing tension of the balance spring.
Rs shown in the above sketch, Germany has taken an active part in the manufacture
invention and improvement of escapement clocks and occupies furthermore an impor-
tant place in the clock industry.

Recording to the most careful estimates of t$98 the German clock industry embraced

something over t5300 factories and gave employment to about t6000 workmen, sup-

porting, in round numbers, StOOO persons. But the three different kinds of time

pieces, for personal, home and public use are not at present equally developed.
Foremost stands the production of house, room, wall, mantel and alarm clocks, the

middle class of timekeepers. Their manufacture began as a domestic industry in the

23*
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Black Forest immediately after the middle of the tlth century a century so rich in

indentions. Rt first only balance clocks with wooden wheels were produced; soon

afterwards, howeuer, pendulum clocks with brass wheels. Rt the beginning of the pre-

sent century the industry had developed to a great degree and is still in a uery

flourishing condition, esrtensiue use of machinery characterizing the latest deuelopment.
On this account domestic industry cannot keep pace with the factories.

In the Baden Black Forest there is an annual output of 2 200 000 middle class clocks,

in all its degrees, ualued at about t6 million marks. The Wiirtemberg Black Forest

produces annually about 4500000 valued at 12 million marks. In Schramberg e*ten-

siue use of machinery is made, a single factory producing annually two million clocks

ualued at from Rue and one half to si* million marks and ghring employment to

about 1 800 men and women. Freiburg in Silesia is another centre for this industry,

producing wall clocks, alarm clocks, meters for electricity, ta*ameters and similar ar-

ticles, ualued at two and a quarter million marks, and giuing employment to 1 200 men
and 600 women. Wall clocks are also manufactured in 6lashiitte in the Erzgebirge to

the number of about 5 000 annually. Watches manufactured in Glashiitte compete with

the finest made. Total production about 2 000 annually. The manufacture of chrono-

meters is also well under way, the crude works being made in Glashiitte. Tower, railway
station and similar clocks are manufactured in seueral places chiefly for home use. The

following figures giue information concerning the German clock and watch trade.

Source

or

Destination



Des

Closely related to clocks are the mechanical music boxes. TCagnificient orchestrions are

manufactured in the Baden Black Forest to the number annually of ouer three hundred,

uarying in price from 1 500 to 35 000 marks. The manufacture of portable music

boxes has been uery actively developed in and around Ceipzig. Instead of the toothed

wheel of the larger music boxes and hand organs, perforated discs or sheets are used,

easily exchangeable and thus allowing the most extended use of one and the same set

of works. The number of workmen employed in the Ceipzig music-work industry is about

2 000, the value of the trade being estimated yearly at 6 million marks. This branch of

instrument construction has therefore been developed to a most noteworthy extent.

F. Reuleaux.

Class 96.

Watchmaking (Tools, Methods and

Products).

4601 Historisdte Russtellung der Firma Gebruder

Junghans * Schramberg in Wiirtemberg * Col-

lection of old clocks and watches of all ages,

chronologically arranged. Chief pieces: Clocks

without wheels (sundials, sand-, oil-, candle-

clocks); pilgrim's staff-clock from3ndia; old-

est wheel clock from Huremberg, made of iron

in 1300, and other interesting pieces of the

following periods; oldest watch made by the

inuentor of pocket -timepieces, Peter Henlein

(Hele) out of iron (1500); Black "Forest clocks

since 1650, including oldest musical clock

with glass bells; oldest cuckoo clock; oldest

wooden clock (1613), wheels with iuory cogs;
astronomical art clock; large art glock with
the Oberammergau passion play.

Collective Exhibition of the Clock

Manufacturers of the Badenian
Black Forest.

Management: Grossherzoglich Badische andes-6e-

werbehalle, Tiliale Turtwangen, Uorstand R Bich-

weiler, Rrchitekt.

4612 Rhtiengesellschaft fur Uhrenfabrikation * enz-

hirch Clocks for halls and lobbies, pendulum
clocks, free - pendulum clocks, standing clocks,

alarm- and marine-clocks, weight driuen clocks

with catgut and chain winders, striking half-

hours and quarters; spring clocks with pen-
dulum and anchor -escapement, striking half-

hours and quarters on t, 2, 3 and 5 gongs;
normal clocks for esract measurements. Esta-

blished t85t. 500 hands. Tirst prizes at all

great exhibitions.

Mathias Bauerle * St. Georgen * Clock factory, 4613
1 English houseclock, I seconds chronometer,
1 musical clock, 1 halfhour repeater, 1 clock

striking three quarters, t clock striking four

quarters, t English dial clock, t marine clock.

Tobias Bauerle * St. Georgen * Clock factory. 4614

Specialty: Clocks, current meters and clock-

work for electrical purposes. Established I $64.

Exhibits : Clocks, clockwork, current meters and
other clockwork for electrical purposes.

Grossherzoglich Badische Schnitzereischule *4615

Turtwangen * Uarious woodcarwngs. 40 pu-

pils. See also gr. XV cl. 98 p. 362.

Grossherzoglich Badische Uhrmacherschule *46t6

Turtwangen * Uarious clockwork. 60 pupils.

Ph. Haas & Sohne * St. Georgen * Clock factory. 4611

Black Torest wall clocks (cuckoo clocks), clocks

on the American system, e.g.: nickel alarum,
table and marine clocks, pendulum clocks.

Established 1831. Rgent for Trance: G. Meyer,
Paris, 54 rue de Bondy. Rgent for England:

. Muller, Condon E.C., 58/59 Chiswell Street.

Jonathan Henninger * St. Georgen * House 46 18

clocks.
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4619 Gordian Hettich Sohn * Furtwangen Cloths.

Specialties in cuckoo, quail, and trumpeter
clo<hs. Pendulum clocks.

4620 J. Hofler, in Firma Maurer und Hofler * Eisen-

badi * Clock factory. Clocks of all kinds.

462 1 Jahresuhrenfabrik, 6. tn. b. H. * triberg *9ear
clocks, massive t4 day and 30 day clocks,

silent and striking clocks, also clocks on the

Rmerican system.
4622 3. M. Mauthe * Uillingen * Cuckoo and quail

clocks, Black "Forest clocks, trumpeter clocks.

4623 Joseph Munzer, sculptor Furtwangen * R
rococo clock. Rtelier for art woodcarvings in

all styles.

4624 Philemon Rombadt, sculptor, teacher in the

Grand Ducal Woodcarv ing School Furtwangen *

Rococo hall clock with console.

4625 Josef Sdimidt * Uillingen in Baden * RU kinds
of Black Forest clocks.

Specialty
: Cuckoo and

quail clocks, trumpeter clocks of all sorts.

4626 Rug. Sdnoer * triberg * Clock factory. Spe-
cialty : Small clocks. Rwards at 8 exhibitions.

Exhibit: Small table and wall clocks.

462 T Gustav Sdiyle * Triberg * Cuckoo clocks of all

kinds, cuckoo and quail clocks with weights,
cuckoo clock with weights, small cuckoo clock

with weights, small spring cuckoo clock. arge
spring clocks.

4628 Uhrenfabrih normals L Furtwangler Sohne,
Rktiengesellschaft * Furtwangen * House docks,
table and wall clocks, clockwork.

4629 Oictoria Clock Co. R. Maier * St. Georgen * Clock

factory. Black Forest wall clocks, cuckoo clocks,

clocks on the Rmerican system. Depot: Muller-
leile & Co., 64 rue turbigo, Paris.

4630 Emilian Wehrle & Cie. * Furtwangen * t trum-

peter clock with musical works, I fluteplaying
clock, t singing bird clock.

463 1 C. Werner Uillingen * Clock factory. Branch
factories: Bodevel, Doubs. Depot in ondon 6.C.,

3 Charterhouse Buildings Gosswell Road.

Weekly manufacture to 000 clocks of Rmerican

system and 2 000 fine massive clocks.

4632 Gebruder Wilde , Uillingen * manufacture of

modern clocks for all countries. Best system
of calender clocks, most distinct dates. Illus-

trated catalogue gratis.

4633Johann Winterhalder, cabinet-maker * Furt-

wangen * Clock with woodcarving.
4634 M. Winterhalder &Hofmeier * neustadt * House

and console clocks.

Individual exhibitors.

4646 J- H. C-berle & Cie. Rugsburg * Fret saw,
watch spring, clock spring, &c. factory. Watch

springs. See also gr. XV cl. 93 p. 341.

See advertisement page 53.

Frankfurter Uhrmacher-Werhzeuqfabrih torch, 4641
Schmidt & Co. * Franhfort-on-the-Main-Bocken-
heim * Collection of watchmakers' tools, parti-

cularly turning lathes. See also gr. IV cl. 22

p. 166.

Thomas Uheodor Heine, artist * Munich *464$
Design for a standing clock executed by the

Ueremigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Hand-
werk in Munich (which see).

Jahres-Uhrenfabrih C. Bauer * Fiirth in Bavaria 4649
Established t893. Own house in Condon

(England). Steam factory. Specialty: year
clocks ,,Sylvester".

Gebruder Junghans * Schramberg in Wurtem-4650
berg * Branch Establishments in auterbach,

Rottenburg and Etain (France). Fitting shops
in Utenna, Uenice, Barcelona, Warsaw. Spe-
cialities : Clocks , balance wheel and pendulum
clocks, striking halves and quarters, on the

Rmerican system and complete clocks: Rlarums,
fancy clocks, hall clocks, hanging clocks of all

kinds, pendulum clocks, free pendulum clocks,

bulls eyes, drops, circular clocks, musical

clocks, &c. Rbout 2000 hands; daily manu-
facture 6 500 works and t 200 wooden clock

cases. See advertisement page 50.

R. Cange & Sdhne, Deutsche Uhrenfabrikation * 465 1

Glashutte in Saxony * Watches in gold and
silver cases, measuring tools, marine chrono-

meters, watch case manufacture.

Ferdinand Morawe, artist * Munich * Designs 4652
for standing clocks, executed by the Uereinigte
Werkstatten fitr Kunst im Handwerk in Munich

(which see).

Friedr. Mauthe Schwenningen in Wurtem-4653
bergian Black Forest * Standing, wall, hanging
and alarum clocks on the German and Rmerican

system.

Pfaff & Schlauder * Schramberg in Wurtemberg * 4654

Spiral springs of steel and non- magnetic
materials for watches, pressure guages, baro-

meters, amperemeters, voltameters, &c. Watch

springs of all kinds.

Franz Ringer, sculptor * Munich * Standing 46 5 5

and wall clocks, executed by the Uereinigte
Werkstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk in Munich

(which see). See also gr. XII cl. 66 p. 315 and

gr. XV cl. 91 p.36t.
C. F. Rochlitz, Inhaber H. Ernst * Berlin, Bran- 4656

denburgstr. 55 * R tower clock striking the

hours and quarters, with constant driving-

power, universal escapement and automatic
electric winder (registered in Germany) in

the German House.

Uereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Hand- 4551
toerh * Munich * Hanging and standing clocks

after designs of Franz Ringer in Munich,
Ferdinand Morawe in Munich, Thomas Theodor
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Heine in Munich (which see). See also gr. XII

cl. 66, cl. 69 and cl. It p. 326 and gr. XV
cl. 94, cl. 95 and cl. 91 p. 361.

Class 9T.

Bronze, Rrt- Casting and Rrttstic Wrought
Iron Work * Embossed Metal Work (Ma-

chines, Methods and Products].

4613 Rhtiengesellsdtaft uorm. H. Gladenbech & Sohn,

Bildgiesserei
* Friedrichshagen near Berlin *

Reproductions in genuine and imitation

bronze after models of celebrated German
masters. Model -depot: Berlin S., Ritterstr. 24.

46H Rhtien - Gesellschaft Cauchhammer * Cauchham-
mer * Grdditz * Riesa Burghammer * Statue :

Rudolf of Habsburg, from the German Par-

liament House Technical bureau : Berlin W.,

Ceipzigerstr. 109 * Iron foundries for all hinds
of commercial castings, art castings and

building castings * Rollingmills for commer-
cial and building iron, iron plate and gaspipe
worms * Building workshops for iron bridges
roofs, &c., machine factory , patent governors.

Rpparatus for stoking Martin - furnaces *

Bronze foundry for monuments, statues and
small objects of art.

4615 Gebruder Rrmbruster, Court art forger to H.
M. the Emperor and King * Frankfort- on -

the-Main * Group of wrought iron.

4616 ugen Berner. artist * Munich * Oases made
of various alloys of particular composition,
(see gr. XII cl. 66 room III p. 31*5) also chan-

deliers for electric light and candles, executed

in the Dereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im
Handwerk, Munich.

46TT Eduard Beyrer jun. , sculptor * Munich *

Bronze figure ,,youth". Casting and chasing
by Rdalbert Brandstatter, Munich (which see).

461$ c. RlbertBierling* Dresden *,,EnchainedUenus"
and ,,6trl with Cat", designed by Rdolf Rehm,
Dresden.

46T9 Rudolph Bosselt , sculptor * Darmstadt * See
Kiinstler-Kolonie Darmstadt gr.XII cl. 66 p. 316.

4680 Max Bottcher* Berlins. l4,Stallschreiberstr.59*
Court lock -smith to H. M. the Emperor and

King, t Standing clock of embossed wrought
iron. Established 1851. Rwards 1889, 1893,
1896.

468 1 j. L C. Brandner* Ratisbon * Cast bronze basin

Eagle", after model by Hicolaus thallmayr,
tiilsbtburg, Bavaria (which see).

4682 Rdalbert Brandstatter* Munich * Bronze cast-

ing and chasing (Uouth). Model by Eduard

Beyrer jun., sculptor, Munich (which see).

4683 Sophie Burger-Hartmann,sculptress * Munich *

t handmirror, t statuette. Executed by the

Uereinigte Werhstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk
in Munich. See also cl. 95 p. 351, gr. XII cl. 66
room III p. 315.

Friedrich Christ, sculptor * Munich * Bronze 4684
statuette Salome". Cast and chased by Cos-

mas Ceyrer, Munich (which see).

Prof. Fridolin Joseph Dietsche, sculptor * Carls- 4685
ruhe in Baden * t. Two statues: Duke Conrad
of Zahringen, cast by Hugo Pelargus, Stutt-

gart; Count Egon of freiburg, cast by Peters
& Beck, Carlsruhe in Baden. 2. Terracotta bust

,,The Cord's Prayer". 3. Crucifix, in plaster
of Paris. 4. Relief ,,Women at the Sepulchre",
in plaster of Paris. 5. Relief ,,Christmas Eve",
in plaster of Paris.

Walter Elkan * Berlin * Rntique copper work 4686
combined with silver and bronze.

H. Emmel, Court lock smith * Darmstadt *468I

Wrought iron art exhibits in the room of the

Kiinstler-Kolonie Darmstadt. See there gr. XII

Cl. 66 p. 316.

Gustau Frey, art lock smith * Tluremberg *4688

Wrought ornaments, after old Huremberg
models.

Gladenbech's Broncegiesserei , Inhaber Walter4689
and Paul Gladenbech * Friedrichshagen near
Berlin * Statue: Maximilian, from the German
Parliament House.

Rugust 6 laser, sculptor * Munich * Designs 4690
for tin vessels, executed by Cudwig Cichtinger
in Munich (which see).

Theodor V9n Gosen , sculptor * Munich * Small 4691
statuettes in bronze and tin (see gr. XII cl. 66

room III p. 315), executed by the Uereinigte
Werkstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk in Munich

(which see).

Prof. Herm. Gotz* Carlsruhe. 4692

Hermann Gradl, sculptor * Munich * Designs 4693
for tin vessels, executed by Cudwig Cichtinger,
art tin casting factory in Munich (which see).

Karl Gross, sculptor and chiseller * Dresden *4694

Designs for tin vessels, executed by udwig
Cichtinger in Munich (which see), and for door
knockers in brass. See also cl. 94 p. 349 and
cl. 95 p. 351.

Cudwig Habich,sculptor * Darmstadt * Uarious 4695
small statuettes in bronze and tin. See also

room Riemerschmied and Kiinstler-Kolonie

Darmstadt gr.XII cl. 66 p. 3t5 and 3t6.

Max Haseroth* Berlin Impressions of en- 4696

graved gems and cameos, plaques, &c. See

also cl. 95 p. 351.

Prof. Fritz Hausmann, sculptor * Frankfort- 4691
on-the-Main * Bronze group ,,Will-o'-the Wisp",
marble relief Wedding Offerings", marble

mantelpiece in the room of Schneider & Hanau

gr.XII cl. 66 p. 318.
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4698 Mar Heilmayer, sculptor * Munich * Statuette

,,Paris", cast by Paul Stotz, Stuttgart, engraued

by Wilhelm & Cind, Munich, (tohidi see).

4699 Prof. Rdolf Hildebrand, sculptor * Munich
Bust in room of Gabriel Seidl. 6r. XII cl. 66

p. 319.

4100 Rudolf Horrmann, Court engrauer * Munich *

3 tin plates, engraued (landscapes), 2 copper

plates , etched (tree-study). See also at Wilhelm
Widetnann cl. 94 p. 350.

410 1 J. 6. Houben Sohn Karl * Rix-la-Chapelle *

execution of the gas fireplace in the Pankok

room, also of a mantelpiece
of the uon Heider

family. See this gr. XII cl. 66 room II p. 315

and cl. T2 p. 336.

4102 Franz Katnzinger * fluremberg, Jacobstr. 21

Rrt institute. Embossed miniatures of franco-

nian copper uessels of IT. and 18. centuries.

4T03 Jakob Kaiser * Ratisbon * Rrt wrought iron

work. Prizes: Huremberg 1885. Munich 1888.

Welst894. Carlsruhe t88T. Gold Medal tlurem-

berg t896.

4T04 R. Kallenberg & Co. , Rrt loch smiths * Munich,
theresienhohe 1 * 8 candelabra and 2 electric

chandeliers in wrought iron and brass.

4T05 Hugo Kaufmann * Munich * Statuette in bronze
urith onyx base, representing time hurrying
forward on a wheel (standing clock).

4T06 E. Kayser * Cologne * Purveyor to H. VI. the

King. Rgents for the firm J. P. Kayser Sohn,

manufactory of art objects, Crefeld. Utensils

and art uessels in Kayser tin.

4TOT Emil Kiemlen, sculptor * Stuttgart * 5 bronze
statuettes: t. Right, 2. Elegy, 3. Wild flower,
4. Regret, 5. Juggler.

4I08Reinhold Kirsch, Court lotfi smith * Munich *

Candelabra in room XII gr. XII cl. 66 p. 3 IT.

4T09 Heinrich Kissing * Menden in Westphalia *

Factory for deuotional articles. Medals , cruci-

fixes, church utensils. Established 1 850. Export
to all countries.

41 to 6. Knodt (Inh. Christian & Georg Knodt jr.) *

Frankfort -on -the- Main -Bochenheim * Metal

goods factory. 2 equestrian statues wrought
in copper.

4TitK6'nigl. Erzgiesserei uon Miller * Munich *

Statue of Otto I. from the German Parliament
House.

4Tl2Konigl. Wurtt. Huttenwerk Wasseralfingen *

"Foundry, rolling mill and workshops. Specialty:
Stoues of all kinds for rooms, workshops,
churches, &c. Nearly manufacture 1 5 000 stoues.

Exhibit : I cast-iron ,,Rmerican" stoue ofmodern

style, enamelled. Designed by Jul. Siissenbach.

Registered. See under Robert Macco gr. XII

cl. 66 p. 3IT.

4113 C. Kramme * Berlin, Gitschinerstr. T6/TT

Purueyor to H. M. the King. Electric light fitting

in the readingroom of the German reception
house. See under Ferd. Uogts & Co. Gr. XII

cl. 66 p. 32t.

Krefelder Metallwaarenfabrik Bitter & 6obbers,4It4
6. m. b. H. * Crefeld * Gold and siluer plated
articles of art and luxury in bronze and
britannia metal.

Ferd. Paul Kruger * Berlin, yorhstr. 59 * Rrt 41 15

smith. Wrought railing in the Olm room and
electric light fittings in the German Chapel
and on the German House. See also gr. XII

cl. 66 p. 320.

Cay jr., art lock smith * Mannheim * Wrought 4116
iron stands.

Rudolf Cenck * Passau in Bauaria * Rrt foun- 41H
dry. Bronze objects. Rtelier manager: Prof.

Cau. uffic. Cifariello. Rgent for Paris : Faucher,
105 Faubourg St. -Denis.

Ernst Cenz, Firma Ch. Cenz, Bronzegiesserei *4718

tluremberg * Established 1829. Gold medals
and highest orders obtained. R fountain.

Cosmas Ceyrer, finisher and founder * Mu-4Tt9
nidi * Cast of a statuette ,,Salome". Design
by Fritz Christ, sculptor in Munich (which see).

Jos. Cichtinger Munich * Rrt pewter goods 4120
of all kinds.

Jos. Cichtinger & Hanisch * Munich * Rrt pewter 4T2t

goods of all kinds.

Cudwig Cichtinger Munich * Rrt pewter fac- 4T22

tory. 26 different pewter utensils after de-

signs of the sculptors Karl Gross in Dresden,

Rugust Glaser, Hermann Gradl and Hans
Schmid in Munich (which see).

S. R. Coeuy * Berlin H., Gartenstr. t58 * Bronze 4123

foundry. Possessor of the Prussian State

Medal * Exhibits: The bronze ornaments on
the doors and windows in the apartments of

His Majesty the Emperor in the German House.

Weibert Mahler, lock smith * Furtwangen *4T24

Purueyor to H. R. H. the Grand -Duke. Ex-

hibition sign board of the Collectiue Exhibition

of the Clockmaking Industry of the Badenian
Black Forest.

Paul Marcus, Court art lock smith * Berlin, 4125
Gitschinerstr. 14 * Wrought art objects in iron

and bronze.

Prof. Rudolf Mayer * Carlsruhe * Medals in4T26
bronze.

J. Metzner * Mayence 2 Wrought exhibits. 4T 2 T

Uarious small iron objects.

B. Mihsits * Berlin * Rrt smith. Wrought 4128
flower studies, a wrought dragon and modern

parapet railing in aluminium bronze. Rlso
the great ornamental arch of the large lobby
in the Rrt industrial department.

Milde & Comp. * Dresden * ,,6irl tying san-4129

dais", designed by Robert Ockelmann, Dresden;
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,,Bust in helmet (watdiman)" designed by
Friedridi Offermann, Dresden; ,,Siren", de-

signed by Rudolph Holbe, Dresden.

4130 Cudwig Mory, tin foundry * Munidi 26 ua-

rious fin utensils.

4131 Hubert tletzer * Munidi * Bronze statuette.

4132 Road*, Bildgiesserei
* Berlin * ,,6irl with

tortoise", designed by R. D. Fabricius, Dres-
den -Blasewitz.

4133 Hermann Obrist, sculptor * Munidi * Siluer

fruit dish and wall drinking fountain (see

gr. XII cl. 66 room III p. 315), executed by the

sitoer and bronze ware factory Geislingen
(which see).

4T34 Bernhard Panhoh
, painter * Munidi * Chande-

liers (see gr. XII cl. 66 p. 314), executed by
Steinicken & ohr in Munidi (whidi see), clo-

thes hooks in brass, bronze and wrought iron.

4135 Bruno Paul, decorative painter * Munidi * Chan-
deliers (see gr. XII cl. 66 room I p. 314), exe-

cuted by Steinicken & Cohr in Munidi (whidi
see), also firm signboards, executed by the

Dereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Handwerk
in Munidi (whidi see).

4136 Peters & Bed*, Erzgiesserei * Carlsruhe in Ba-
den * Bronze foundry for monumental, deco-

ratiue and technical castings. R statue ,,gon
of Freiburg" by Prof. Dietsdie, for the town
Hall in Freiburg in Breisgau.

4131 Pirner & Franz * Dresden-Cobtau * ,,R good
Catdi", designed by Ernst Paul, Dresden.

413$ Joseph Raudi, sculptor * Munidi * Carued wood
bradiet for incandescent light, metal parts
from Steinicken & Cohr in Munidi, in Gabriel

Seidl's room gr. XII cl. 66 p. 319.

4139 Rheinisdie Broncegiesserei, Ferd. Hub. Sdimitz*

Cologne-Ghrenfeld * Trade mark ,,ORIOIt".
Decoratiue articles : Rrticles de lure and uten-
sils in ,,delzinn", siluer- and gold-plated
metals, set with crystals, fayences, &c., also

in precious metals. Genuine bronzes. See also

cl. 94 p. 350.

4T40 Ridiard Riemersdimied , painter * Tleu-Pasing
near Munidi * Camps for electric light and
candelabra. See also gr. XII cl. 66 room III

p. 3t5.

414 1 Franz Ringer, sculptor * Munidi * Brackets
for electric light and candelabra in brass,
bronze and wrought iron. See also gr. XII
cl. 66 room III p. 315.

4142 Otto Rohloff, sculptor and teadier at the Berlin

Royal Rrt Industrial Museum * Berlin * Siluer
and bronze work: Candelabra, cups, flagon,
siloer drinking cup; fire screen, fire place
ornaments, writing desk utensils, andirons
in gilt bronze.

4T43 Sdiaeffer & Walcker, Rktiengesellsdiaft * Berlin
S.W. * Factory for lighting utensils of all

kinds, armatures and central heating apparatus,
bronze and art foundry. Statue: Henry I, from
the German Parliament House.

Jos. Sdimeidl * Munidi, Brudermuhlstr. 20 11 *4T44
Rtelier for art work. Rrtistic tin utensils;
embossed in finest plate -tin, containing no
cast work.

Rdolf Sdimid, diiseller * Carlsruhe * Bronze 4145
exhibits. See also cl. 94 p. 350.

Hans Sdimid, sculptor * Munidi * Designs for 4146
tin utensils, executed by Cudwig Ciditinger
in Munidi (whidi see).

Otto Sdiulz * Berlin S.O., Haunynstr. 69 *4I4T
Bronze ware manufactory. Rrticles for electric

lighting and metal articles for the exhibits of

Prof. Otto Eckmann. See p. 324 Itr. 4131.

Sdiulz & Holdefleiss, art smiths * Berlin * See 4148

gr. XII cl. 66 p. 321.

K. M. Seifert & Co. * Dresden-Cobtau * Chandelier 4149
and balustrade hand-rail, after designs by R.
Riemersdimied in Rew-Pasing near Munidi *

See there gr. XII cl. 66 p. 315.

H. Seitzttadifolger.Court coppersmith * Munidi* 4150
1. R tankard, 2. a case, 3. a hot water appa-
ratus, 4. a jardiniere.

Heinridi Stahl, cabinetmaker * Magdeburg *4T5t
and Rugust Caubisdi, locksmith * Magdeburg *

Carued cup holder on a pillar with wrought
iron ornaments (design and cabinetwork Hein-
ridi Stahl, ironwork Rugust Caubisdi).

Steinichen & Cohr * Munidi * Rrt workshops. 4152
R tin breakfast serwce; collection of copper,
tin and brass utensils; lighting utensils in

the rooms of Paul Pfann, Bernhard Pankok
and Bruno Paul (gr. XII cl. 66).

Paul Stotz * Stuttgart * Rrt workshops. 4153
Bronzes.

Franz Stuck, professor at the Royal Rcademy4T54
and painter * Munidi * R bronze statuette

,,Rmazon" with pillar. See also gr. XII cl. 66

room m. Seidl p. 318 and cl. 69 p. 324.

Ignatius Tasdiner * Munidi * Small sculptures 4155
in bronze and wood.

Hicolaus Thallmayr * Uilsbiburg (Bauaria) *4T56
Rtelier for small art. t bronze basin: ,,agle"
(cast by 3."C. C. Brandner, Ratisbon). See also

cl. 95 p. 351.

Paul thorn * Berlin, Uorkstr. 44 * Embossed 41 51

copper work for the exhibition pawllon of the

Rllgemeinen eiektrizitatsgesellsdiaft, Berlin.

Uereinigte Werkstatten fur Kunst im Hand- 4158
werk * Munidi * Small sculptures and uten-

sils in bronze, tin, brass and iron.

Rugust Uogel, sculptor * Berlin * Plaques, 4159
medals and a bronze plate. See also p. 32 1

nr. 4026.
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4T60 prof. Hermann Oolz * Carlsruhe * Bronzes.

See also cl. 94 p. 950.

4T81 ernst Wench, sculptor * Berlin * The earth

held by Thor the god of thunder, surrounded

by Day and night; embossed in copper by
Otto Bommer. See also gr.VI cl. 33 p. 210.

4162 Wilhelm & Cind * Munich * Rrt workshops.
R collection of art objects in embossed copper,
also corner fireplace in Paul Pfann's room

(gr. XII cl. 66 p. 31$). See also under Ma*
Heilmayer.

4163 j. Winhart & Co., Inh. J. Winhart & R. Heusch *

Munich * Rrt workshops. Manufacture of

art objects in embossed copper, exhibits:

14 copper utensils (mall fountains, oases,

basins, dishes, jardinieres, flowerpots, &c.).

4164 n. Wrba * Munich * Bronze statuette.

4165 wiirtt. Metallwaarenfabrih mit Eweiganstalt
Galuanische Kunstanstalt Geislingen

* beislin-

gen * R wall fountain, after design by H. Obrist

in Munich (which see).

4166
Joseph 2immermann & Co. * Munich * Rrt
metal works * Wrought iron candelabra, bras

lamps, clothes stands. See also gr. XII cl. 66

room V p. 3t6.

Class 98.

Brushes, Morocco Ceather Goods, Fancy
Rrticles and Basket Work (Madiineru,

Methods and Products).

4IT9 Sammel-Russtellung der Bernstein-Industrie *

See gr. XI p. 266 f.

4180 Hennina Rhrens * Hamburg * Tine wicker-

work after old Japanese models.

418 1 prof. Peter Behrens * Darmstadt Book

bindings. See under Kiinstler-Kolonie Darm-
stadt gr. XII cl. 66 p. 316.

4182 w. Collin, Kunftgewerbl. Werkstatt * Berlin *

Purveyor to H. M. the Emperor and King of

Prussia and to the emperor of Russia.

Stained leather goods * Collin leather.

4183 Rdnhard Dieffenbacher * Heidelberg * Rrtistic

book binding. See also gr. Ill cl. t3 p. 135.

4f84 eduard Gabelsberger
* Munich * Paper for

bookbinding. Depot: Dereinigte Werkstatten
fur Kunst im Handwerk, Munich. See also

gr. XII cl. 6$ p. 323.

4T85 H. de fries
* Crefeld * Book bindings. See

under J. Buyten Sohne gr. XII cl. 66 p. 316.

4186 prof. Hermann 66tz, Director * Carlsruhe *

Address portfolios. See also gr. XII cl. 66

p. 3t6.

Grossherzoglich Badische Schnitzereischule *4I8T

Turtwangen * Wood caroings. See also cl. 96

p. 351.

6atriz
Huber architect for interior rooms *4T88

armstadt*Book bindings. See under Kiinstler-

Kolonie Darmstadt gr. XII cl. 66 p. 3t6.

Georg Hulbe * Hamburg * Berlin "Frank- 4189
Fort-on -the -Main * Purveyor to H. M. the

Emperor and King. Rrt workshop for the

manufacture of cut and punched leather. Rr-
tistic leather work, established 1816. 200 em-

ployees (draughtsmen, modellers, &c.). Holder
of 18 medals and of the honours diploma of

the Rntwerp exhibition 1885. See also gr. XII

cl. TO p. 325.

Moritz Keller 8i Comp.
* Berlin * Purueyors to 41 90

the Court, luory art goods. See also cl. 94

p. 349.

Rlois Muller, decoratiue artist and leather 4T9t
decorator * Tleu-Pasing near Munich Rddress
cover belonging to H. R. H. Prince Regent
Cuitpold of Bavaria. See also cl. 94 p. 349.

Hermann Obrist * Munich * Book bindings, &c. 4192
See also gr. XII cl. 66 room III p. 315.

Wilhelm Peiler * Crefeld * Book bindings. 4193
See also gr. Ill cl. 13 p. 135.

Rlbertine Romer * Treiburg in Brisgau, Hebel- 4194
str. 9 * Painted and burnf Black Torest wood
articles.

Bernhard Rudolph, ivory sculptor Stuttgart * 4195

Purveyor to H.m. the King of Wiirtemberg.
Holder of uarious honours. Paper case in

iuory with figured ornamentation and lining.

J. e. H. Saueracker * nuremberg * Turned art 4196

goods in various materials, principally iuory
and wood.

W. Sdtlemmer * Offenbach -on -the -Main *4I9T
Book bindings. See under Kiinstler-Kolonie

Darmstadt gr. XII cl. 66 p. 316.

Steinicken & Cohr * Munich * Rrt workshops. 4198
R casket of cut leather with rich ornamen-
tation. See also cl. 94 p. 350, gr. XII room I,

II, XV cl. 66.

OereinigtePinselfabriken (Rktien-Gesellschaft)* 4199

Huremberg * See cl. 92 p. 339.

Rugust Wilhelm Ooegtle
* esslingen-on-the-4800

necRar * Tine iuory earnings, a mirror frame,

caruings on the harp-zithers of the firm R. K.

Kochendorfer, Stuttgart.

Tranz Xauer Weinzierl, decorative artist and 4801
leather decorator * neu-Pasing near Munich *

Memorial gifts and artistic work in cut and
caroed leather, combined with gold ornaments:
I. a ,,golden book", 2. a leather casket belonging
to His excellency the Prime Minister Krafft

Treiherr uon Crailsheim, Munich, 3. an address
coner.
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Germany has two towns Nuremberg and Sonneberg which form centres of the toy
manufacture, they have become famed not only for their historical development, but

chiefly on account of their great productivity, and of the important part they hold in

the commerce of the world. In olden times the collective name of ,,Tluremberg toys"
had its origin from the fact, that in the middle ages till the tSth century, Hurem-

berg was the great commercial trading place for toys of all kinds.
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ong before Tluremberg had any toy factories of Us own, its merchants travelled to

the most distant parts of the globe with the products of different parts of Germany,
such as the mountainous districts of Bavaria, Thuringia, Saxony, and this gave rise

to the old saying: ,,tluremberg toys all the world enjoys". Rfter a time, however,

tluremberg was successful in becoming world-famed for its own products and in de-

veloping together with Sonneberg the seat of the Ihuringian toy manufacture into

one of the principal centres of the German toy industry.
In order to make a complete list of the German toy products, there are still several

other places to be considered, where, in some cases the industry has been carried on

for many years, and others where it has only begun of late years to develop.
One of the first to be mentioned is the town of Tiirth in Bavaria, whose toy manu-
factures both historically, as technically and commercially, greatly resemble those of

Tluremberg. In the Kingdom of Saxony the towns of Dresden and Zwickau with their

surrounding suburbs are especially to be considered on account of their increased and

developed wooden toy manufacture, while of the other confederate states Rlsace-Cor-

raine has almost no toy industry only the duchy of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha with its rich

production of china and papier mache toys is worthy of special mention.

Tluremberg and Sonneberg, however, on account of their leading position in the com-

merce of the world, and of their own peculiar style of manufacture, rank as the chief

representatives of the German toy industry, and as such, take their place at the ex-

hibition, and are divided into two separate groups.
Therefore in the following short account of the general relations of the German toy

industry, these two towns must be allowed to rank first.

One look at the products of the Tluremberg industry at once shews their characteristic

qualities, both as regard to the material as well as to the nature of the objects. In no

other part of Germany, where toys are manufactured, has metal, and chiefly tinned

sheet iron, and tin, and alloys of it, such extensive and manifold application as in

Tluremberg and her sister town Fiirth. Of the 20T toy establishments of these two

towns, t4S belong to the metal toys, in which department t 602 persons are employed,
whilst the total number of hands employed in the Tluremberg -Fiirth toy industry is

about 2 000. The last figure may appear small considering the great importance of this

industry; it must be remembered, however, that the ,,domestic industry" which in

other toy manufacturing districts forms such an important feature, here hardly comes

into consideration at all, and that in the manufacture of tin toys by machinery,
manual labour is to a great extent entirely dispensed with.

In the manufacture of tin toys Tluremberg distinctly holds its own. It is probable
that this industry has developed out of the old handicraft of the tin-smith, which in

former years was very flourishing in Tluremberg, and which has been forced by the

growth and development of the mechanical industry, to gradually give up the old

fashioned manual methods.

Rt the present time Tluremberg has many establishments in this branch, which com-

paratively only a short time ago were small beginnings, and which have now de-

veloped into an industry of great importance. Through the skilful usage of the ma-
terial and the application of self made machinery and tools, which not only allows

of greater production in comparatively short time, but also reduces the expenditure,
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and consequently the prices of the articles to be sold and together with the fact

that the commerce of Tluremberg already in the time of the middle ages was in a

fairly deueloped condition, the manufacturers haue succeeded in bringing the tin in-

dustry to an almost unparalleled rise.

Rmongst the products to be considered here are: railway trains with all their ap-

purtenances, the manufacture of which was suggested by the first German railway
in the year tS35, whidi ran between Huremberg and Fiirth ^, ships and complete

equipments of marine vessels, magnetic toys (swimming animals) and other medianical

figures, magic lanterns, hinematographs, phonographs, tops, rattles, trumpets, swords,
steam engines, mills, fountains, dolls' services, &c. Models of machinery, optical and
electrical toys are made to such perfection that children are able to deriue great in-

struction as well as amusement from them.

Rn important branch which helps to make the Huremberg-Furth toy industry so

famed is the manufacture of tin toys, especially the so-called lead soldiers. Rlready
in the t8th century figures were made out of an alloy of tin and lead, and were
sent to all parts of the world by the Huremberg merchants. The portrait figures by
a certain Christian Kilpert of Tluremberg, who died in tT92 were highly ualued. Rt

present millions of tin soldiers of the armaments of euery country are manufactured

euery year and sent to the market, the figures are cast in moulds of slate which

haue been engraued from drawings of artists; for the so-called full figures the

mould is generally cut in metal after a plastic model. Uery popular are the tin

goods, made in a similar manner, representing dolls' furniture, chandeliers, candle-

sticks, kitchen utensils, frames, &c., and euen altar decorations of euery kind for

children.

In Fiirth the manufacture of tin toys as articles of commerce began to deuelop in the

middle of the t8th century. Rt present there are 20 establishments in Tluremberg and
Fiirth employing about 150 hands, though three and four times as many people are

engaged in their own homes (so-called ,,domestic industry") in painting the tin figures,

these are made in euery kind and quality, and the prices differ accordingly; for example,
for fiue marks can be had a gross of bo*es each bo* containing 800 soldiers and

yet some other figures cost fiue marks each, there are bosres containing whole reuiews,

camps, artillery parks, in which regiments with their officers, men, the band and trum-

peters euen to the smallest detail are to be had. Tluremberg and Turth send each

year to the market tin toys to the ualue of about t million marks, and of which two

thirds are exported to other countries.

Tluremberg has 44, and Fiirth S establishments for the manufacture of wooden, horn

and such like toys, these manufacture magic bo*es, croquet-games, all turnery goods,
work bo*es, dolls' houses, stables, shops, fortresses, wooden snakes, games of lotto,

tiuoli, drafts and dominoes, &c. Ordinary wooden toys such as fanciful little houses,

dolls' beds are sold by the dozen for a few pfennige, and are made in Bauaria, Ober-

ammergau, and Berchtesgaden, where the large forests enable the wood to be had

uery cheaply, the mountain districts of the Rhon also make wooden toys, chiefly

animals, carriages and carts of all kinds, and they are principally sent to the Tlurem-

berg and Fiirth market.

For the manufacture of all card and paste-board toys, such as band-bosres, scrap books,
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transfer pictures, theatres, Tluremberg and Fiirth have 23 establishments. The transfer

pictures have an especially large trade, for they are not only used for decorating all

sorts of toys, such as wooden boares, dolls' furniture, botanical bosres, &c., but they
are sold in many thousands of little boohs every year for the amusement of children.

Of great importance are the older articles of the Tluremberg toy industry, children's

whips and counters; the latter, made in metal, are called ,,Dantes" and sent in large

quantities to the East.

Widely different to the Tluremberg toy industry is that of Sonneberg in Sasre-Meiningen.
The Sonneberg toy industry looks back upon a history of many hundreds of years,
and owes its origin and continuation to the large quantities of excellent wood offered

by the forests of Ihuringia. Even to-day wooden toys play an important part in the

Thuringian toy industry, but out of this oldest brandi and the home industry founded

on it, new forms of the toy industry have developed, some of which have become of

paramount importance.
The centre, on account of its being the source of the industry and market for the

whole of the Thuringian toy industry is Sonneberg, and therefore all products made
within a radius of fine hours of Sonneberg, are called Sonneberg toys, and as

such go to all parts of the world, and succeed in friendly rivalry with Tluremberg,
in being acknowledged the head of the German toy industry in the international

market.

Whilst in Tluremberg metal is dtiefly worked and made into innumerable railway

trains, fleets, models of machinery, swords, trumpets, tin soldiers, &c., diiefly toys
used for the growing masculine population, Sonneberg, on the other hand, chiefly pro-
duces wooden, porcelain, glass and papier mache toys for the female world, and sees

that the future mothers and housekeepers are provided and well stocked with dolls

and all household articles.

Tluremberg and Sonneberg each succeed in bringing their products to such high per-

fection, that each of the towns manufactures a specialty of its own, which forms its

chief industry; in this way they are easily able to hold their own against the pro-

ducts of other countries.

In the Sonneberg toy industry the papier mache" goods hold a very prominent po-
sition. This branch of the industry had its origin from the so-called art of wasr

modelling, which especially in the tsth century was very popular, and consisted in

modelling by hand portraits and little figures out of clay and wax.

Rt the beginning of the t9th century toys were still made by hand, by kneading a

mixture of small pieces of paper, sand and glue together. In the following years,
the prices of wood having gone up, which made the sale of toys more and more

difficult, the industry found a quicker and ever increasing market by introducing an

easier, more profitable and highly successful method that of pressing the mixture

into moulds.

The Sonneberg dolls are very varied in price they cost from about 60 pfennige the

dozen, to t2 marks and more apiece. The cheaper kinds are chiefly made in the little

neighbouring districts belonging to Sonneberg.
Rlso in Tleustadt, the neighbouring town of Coburg the dolls are made in the most

various kinds and qualities; in spite of this industry being at home as it were in
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Coburg, still both there, in Rodach, Eisfeld, Hildburghausen, and other places, they
are all looked upon as affiliated to the Sonneberg industry. During the last twenty

years the dressed dolls have become quite an important industry. Dolls ujith wa*
heads have gone very much out of fashion of late years, partly on account of their

fragility and sensitiveness to touch and climate. To some esrtent they have been

pushed out of the market by the papier mache and porcelain dolls.

The demand for dolls' heads is a very large one. In some of the establishments of

Sonneberg the number manufactured every day readies to several thousands of dozens.

The domestic industry plays an important part in making dolls' heads out of papier
mache and wood, in making and stuffing the dolls' bodies of linen and leather with

hair, sea-weed, wood-shavings, and also in making the dolls' clothes.

Under the head of papier mache goods of Sonneberg are also counted the stuffed ani-

mals for very young children, and which are almost works of art, so much care is

bestowed on their manufacture. These animals are made in felt, plush and fur -*

they even count amongst their number milkable cows; show-pieces fitted up with

machinery, speaking dolls, and all the various movable figures children are so fond

of playing with, are also under the heading of papier mache" goods.

Rmongst the most important wooden toys of Sonneberg are the ships and boats,

which are manufactured in all varieties of shape, size and colour. Then come the

shooting targets, grazing cattle, menageries, horses and stabling, theatres, paint-bo*es,
worh-bo*es and all kinds of round games.
One of the branches of the Sonneberg toy industry which has increased very much
is the manufacture of glass decorations for Xmas trees. This branch is chiefly carried

on in Causcha, Ernstthal, and Steinheid. Glass marbles, beads, and transparent draw-

ing boards are made in great numbers.

This industry which has existed many hundreds of years is very closely allied to the

doll industry in Thuringia, as they manufacture all the necessary eyes required for

the millions of dolls' heads which every year are sent to the market.

Rnother very important branch and especially of late years of the Sonneberg

industry is the manufacture of easter eggs, and all the various fancy articles used

for celebrating Easter -, such as Easter hares, hens, &c.

In order to encourage, develop and raise the standard of the domestic industry of

porcelain and earthenware toys, a school of industry was built in the year 1883 by
the manufacturers of Sonneberg and the neighbouring districts, and which ever since

its foundation has been partly supported by the duchy of Sasre-TVleiningen and the town
of Sonneberg.
In other parts of Thuringia toys are also made in great quantities; in Waltershausen

and Ohrdruf in Sa*e-6otha, dolls, animals covered with fur, carriages, &c., and in

llmenau in Sa*e- Weimar dolls' heads, dolls' bodies and surprise toys. Rlso in the

many porcelain factories of Thuringia dolls, dolls' heads, all porcelain toys, and dolls'

services are largely manufactured.

The total number of hands employed in the Thuringian toy industry is more than

30 000. Of these more than 15 per cent are employed in the domestic industry. In

these apparently unequal numbers a distinct difference is to be seen between the

productive systems of Huremberg and that of Sonneberg. Whilst the one works with
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machinery the other is dependent on manual labour, and this again is entirely due
to the different hinds of raw material.

To complete this account of the German toy manufacture, it is still necessary to mention
the industry of the Erzgebirge, remarhable for the perfection of some of its branches.

Here the uast extension of the forests provides the home industry with the neces-

sary raui material for wooden toys; the principal seats of this industry are: Olbernhau,
Grunhainichen and Waldkirchen, where the wholesale merchants of the goods manu-
factured in the neighbourhood reside. Certain specialties are made exclusively in

certain villages, thus for instance, the hamlet of Seifen produces little animals by
the radial splitting up of wooden rings, turned on the lathe in such a manner, that

each section represents the outline of an animal, which only requires a few finishing
touches from the earner. This cleuer process of production on a large scale explains
the extraordinary cheapness of these goods.
Seifen is the oldest seat of the toy industry of the Erzgebirge; at the end of the

t8th century Grunhainichen and Olbernhau joined in, and the importance of the whole
district rose rapidly. The ualue of the output at present amounts to seueral millions

of marks. Wooden guns, skittles, children's perambulators, wooden horses, and dolls

form important objects of this industry, which occupies about to 000 hands.

The sum total of hands employed in the toy industry of the German Empire may
be estimated at 50 000, and the total ualue of the production at 50 millions of marks;
of these 35 millions are exported, and SO per cent of the exportation are supplied by

tluremberg and Sonneberg,
Th. non Kramer.

Class too.

Toys.

Collective Exhibit of the tluremberg
Toy Industry.

Manager: Hr. Oberbaurath von Kramer, Direhtor

des Bayerischen 6ewerbemuseums. fluremberg.

483 1 C. Baudenbacher * Nuremberg * Tirst manu-
facture of wooden toys in Tluremberg. Manu-
facture of all hinds of summer games, rackets,

hoops, tops, shipping -ropes, swings, magic
bores and all finer hinds of varnished wooden

goods, easter eggs, powder -bosres. Established

1835. Rbout 100 worhmen. Extensive sale at

home and abroad.

1 R. Baselsoder tluremberg * Manufacture 4832
of tin and wooden tous. Rrticles exhibited :

t high altar and different dolls' furniture.

Established 1858.

6ebruder Bing, Rht.-6es. * tluremberg. Manu- 4833
facture of metal goods, t 500 worhmen. Pine

nickel plate. Uarnished goods of the latest

fashion. Wire and strainers, bath and toilet

articles. Tirst class toys in great variety.
Models of steam engines, magic lauterns,

hinematographs, trains fitted with clock worh,
railwau-train fittings, such as : stations , brid-

ges, signals, &c. Childrens hitchen ranges,
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enamel services in bosres. *tensiue special

catalogue, well illustrated.

4834 Christian Hatker * TUiremberg, Brunnengass-
dien 14 * Manufacture of toooden toys. Articles

exhibited: Doll's house, castle, shops, stables.

4835 Joh. 6g. Hegel's sel. Erben * Rllersberg near

Huremberg * Established 1642. Manufacture
of diristmas - tree decorations, cotillion deco-

rations, Iconic gold and siluer wires, and goods
made therefrom. See also gr. XI cl. 65 p. 268.

4836 6ebriider Heinridi * Piirth i. B. * Itn figures

manufactory. Rrticles exhibited : tin soldiers,

bathing articles, animals (composition and
britannia metal).

4831 Bernhard Kolltsdi * Tluremberg * Manufactory
of metal goods. Rbout 200 workmen. Esta-

blished 1813. Rrticles exhibited: Models of

magic -lanterns, and steam engines.
4838 Metallwaarenfabrih normals Ma* Dannhorn

R.-6. * Huremberg * Rrticles exhibited: Magic-
lanterns, hinematographs, tops, Jews' harps,
and perambulators.

4839 6. J. Pabst * Huremberg, Rlbrecht Diirerstr.lt *

Rrticles exhibited: Toys in boares, games in

boares and harness for diildren in best finish.

Established 183T.

4840 Ernst Planh * Huremberg * Manufacture of

optical and mechanical goods. Established
1866. Specialties: Magic- lanterns, steam

engines, optical lanterns, hinematographs,
hot air motors, electric motors , physical games
and appliances for instructions.

4841 J. 6g. Ruppredit * Turth i. B. Manufactory
of tin figures. Rrticles exhibited: Tin figures

4842 Jean Sdioenner * Tluremberg Medianical- op-
tical toy manufactory. Owner : Jean Sdioenner
and Rdolph Dihlmann. Specialties : Magic- lan-

terns, steam engines, railway trains, steam
boats, gas motors and toy phonographs.
Cheap medianical toys. Established 1815. 6 med-
als, II patents, 300 workmen. Brandt esta-

blishment at Muggendorf.
4843 C. Uebeladier * Tluremberg * Manufacture of

swimming toys. Rrticles exhibited : Magnetic
and medianical lead toys (swimming toys).

Many times awarded. Established t864.

Collective exhibit of the Sonneberg
Toy Industry,

arranged according to the drawings of Director
R. Moller by the Industrial Sdiool Sonneberg.

Manager: Hr. Kommemenrath R. llgen-indner,
President of the Chamber of Commerce Sonneberg.

Total number of persons employed in the Sonne-

berg toy industry 25 000 30 000; total yearly
production to the oalue of 25 million marks.

Emil Bauersadis. 4351

Julius Bahring. 4$62

6eo Borgfeld & Co. 4863

Craemer & Hfron. 4864
Julius Dorst. 4865

Cuno & Otto Dressel. 4866

Wilhelm Dressel. 4861

Hermann Engelhardt. 4868

J. 6. Esdier Sohn. 4869

R. Tleisdimann & Craemer. 4810

6ebruder Fleisdimann. 4811

Carl 6eyer. 4812

6 ebruder Haag. 4$|3

Hermann Hadimeister. 4814
Carl Harmus jr. 4815

Robert Hartwig. 4816

Hugo Heubadt. 48 IT

C. Hoffmeister. 4818

M. Hofmann & Co. 4819

Heinridi Horn. 4880

Rndreas Konig. 4881

Ridiard Ceutheuser. 4882

Johann Christoph indner. 4883

Couis Cindner & Sohne. 4848

Coffler & Dill. 4885

Hermann Cutzelberger. 4886

J. H. Cutzelberger. 4881

R. Cuge & Co. 4888

Terdinand Cuge. 4889

Carl Meyer. 4890

Muller & Froebel. 4891

Philipp Sarnhammer. 4892

Carl Sdiaitberger. 4893

T. M. Sdiilltng. 4894

6. Sdimey Hadifolger. 4895

Rrthur Sdioenau. 4896

Georg Spindler. 489 1

Gustau Stter. 4898

Triedr. Edmund W inkier. 4899

Zeudi & Causmann. 4900

Individual Exhibitor.

Dr. Riditer, Kommerzienrath * Rudolstadt 49ll

,,Rnker"- stone boies of bridis.

24
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The Imperial insurance system includes at the present only workmen's insurance,

nevertheless an Imperial law concerning private insurance is now in course of pre-

paration. It is the purpose of the exhibit of the Imperial Insurance Department in

the Palais d'&onomie sociale (notwithstanding the limited space at command) to give

a complete picture of the system and workings of the German workmen's insurance.

The workman's insurance stands in correlation with legislation relating to his pro-

tection, mutually supplementing one another in the politico-social provision for workmen
whidi will assure the masses of wage workers in the realm of modern civilization

(agricultural and industrial) against the dangers of their calling.

On the one hand protective legislation aims to preserve the working ability through

protection of life and health, on the other, in those cases where either through sith-

ness, accident, or other invalidity the working ability is temporarily or permanently
lost, the workmen's insurance seeks to restore this, or by means of corresponding

indemnity unlike mere almsgiving to protect the workman and those dependent
on him. Sudi provision for workmen has been carried into effect by Imperial Cegis-

lation based upon the Imperial Messages of Tlovember tTth, t$St and February 4th,

1890, Germany acting as a pioneer in this domain. R complete picture of the whole

system could not be given because of lack of space.

The work of conciliation and social reform began with the memorable message of

His Majesty the Emperor William I. dated Hovember tTth, t$8t. This message expressed
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the conviction that in the inevitable exigencies of modern means of livelihood the needy
circles of the population had a claim upon a higher measure of protection and that

it should be the object of an administration resting upon true Christian principles to

meet these claims by developing the actual capabilities of the people. R thorough
adjustment of sickness, accident, invalidity and old age insurance was accordingly

designed as the most urgent object.

Since experience had proven that neither the workman nor the state atone could suf-

fice, new ways were adopted and the concerned portion of the population was brought

by means of insurance made compulsory by the state into corporative bodies pos-

sessing self-administration. The trade or district (township) associations consequently

becoming the natural bearers of the insurance risk, the foundation stone of the

whole system is mutuality and self-administration.

Compulsory insurance is limited in general to wage workers and under officials whose

salary does not exceed 2 000 marks. However, higher officials and persons carrying
on small businesses are allowed to participate in this compulsory insurance or to

voluntarily insure according to need. Every insured person has a lawful claim,

sueable free of cost, upon assistance, legally defined.

Sickness insurance is regulated for commerce and manufactures by the imperial
law enacted 3une 15th, t883 and the supplementary law enacted Rpril tOth, t892 but

for Rgriculture and Forestry, because of their peculiarities, by state or parish,
the minimum of relief in case of sickness entitles the beneficiary to free medical

treatment and medicine for 13 weeks, and in case of incapacity for work, sick money
to the extent of one-half the average daily wage, or, to free hospital service and

nursing, besides one- half of the sicK money for the family. Further it entitles sick

relief to women during four weeks after confinement, and in case of death burial

money amounting to twenty times the average daily wage. The necessary means
are procured by weekly contributions (not higher than 3 per cent of the average

wage) two-thirds of which is borne by the insured and one-third by the employer.
The administration is carried out through sick clubs organized according to trades or

localities whose presiding officers are chosen from the insured and the employers

according to the ratio of the contributions, the insurance against sickness embraces

(inclusive of the miners' clubs) about nine million persons in more than twenty thou-

sand clubs, and involves an annual expenditure of about 150 million marks.

Rccident insurance replaces the old law making the employer liable (its many defi-

ciencies being equally harmful to employer and employed) by a legal (social) provi-

sion which insures the injured one or his survivors also in cases of accidents brought
about by chance, through fault of his co-workers or .through his own carelessness.

The personal liability of the employer is changed into an economical charge upon the

entire trade concerned, which is apportioned to single establishments according to the

measure of their risk (workmen required and danger).
Because of lack of precedent the regulation of accident insurance could proceed but

slowly. The original law of July 6th, 1884, was limited chiefly to industrial (manu-

facturing) establishments.

The insurance is carried out under guarantee of the Empire on the mutual system

by the employers united in trade associations which are formed according to the

24*
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different branches of industry, and the self-administration of the associations can

be decentralized by the formation of sections" and appointment of confidential

agents".
The accident indemnity embraces: t. in case of wounded persons; for t3 weeks

is receiued the benefits of sick insurance. Rfter this time until a cure is effected, the

cost of the cure and an allowance amounting to two -thirds of the yearly salary is

given; or, in place of these benefits, free hospital treatment until cure is effected and

an allowance for those dependent on the injured person just as in the case of death;

2. in case of death the funeral expenses to twenty times the amount of the daily

wage, and from the day of death, for the family an allowance of not more than 60 per

cent of the yearly income for the widow and children and 20 per cent for needy

parents of the deceased.

The indemnification is determined by the organs of the trades association, against whose

decision appeal can be made (within four weeks) to the court of arbitration in which

employer and employed are represented equally, and final recourse may be had to

the Imperial Insurance Department. The indemnifications are advanced by the post-

offices upon notification of the board of directors, and at the end of each fiscal year
is pro-rated among the association membership according to the payrolls and risk

attending the occupation. In order to diminish the chance of accidents and accident

charges" the trade associations after consultation with the workmen representations

have the right to issue special regulations for the prevention of accidents. Based

upon the fundamental law of July 6th, t$84, accident insurance was extended to traffic

and transport establishments; to agriculture and forestry; to building industry and navi-

gation by the imperial laws of Way 28th, t8$5; Way 5th, t886; July ttth and t3th, t88T.

The inclusion of commerce, handicraft and small factories (about t million establish-

ments with 2 million workmen) has not yet been accomplished. The accident insur-

ance embraces in round numbers 5 million establishments with almost t8 million

insured among which about 4,5 million farmers with less than to ha of land and

t,5 million persons insured who are occupied in side industries or in more than one

trade. During the first decade (t 885-^1895) one -fourth milliard marks were paid
out in indemnities for accidents.

Invalidity and old age insurance complete the system of workmen's insurance. It

was enacted June 22th, t889, and took effect January tst, t89t. The bearers of the

insurance, which includes all branches of trade, are territorial insurance institutions,

guaranteed by the State, whose self-administration is equally shared by the employer
and employees. The insurance entitles those incapable of work to pensions without

regard to age, and gives old age pensions to septuagenarians regardless of working

ability. Further it assures a return payment of the contributions paid by the insured

women who marry before receiving a pension and to widows or orphans of those

insured persons who die before receiving an income. The means necessary for this

insurance are raised through a yearly contribution from the government of 50 marks
for each pension together with weekly contributions from employer and employed. The

amount of the same is for a definite period so estimated in advance, that the capi-

tal value of the pension amount which the insurance institution must bear, is covered

as well as the reimbursements of contributions and the other expenses of the insurance
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institution. For the purpose of estimating the contributions and pensions four wage
classes are formed, with yearly incomes of not more than 350, 550, 850, and over

850 marks; and the contributions are fured at 14, 20, 24 and 30 pfennigs.
Certain transitional regulations, in favor of sudi insured who, during the first five

years after the enactment of the law became incapable of work, or at the time of

its enactment had passed the age of forty, guarantees the immediate acquisition of

the invalidity or old age pension by shortening the waiting time concerned.

Rn amending law of July t3th, t899, has, since January tst, t900 greatly simplified
and improved the former law. These (hanges have been especially favorable to the in-

sured by lightening and broadening of pension fees and by the formation of a fifth

wage class with a yearly salary of over tt50 marks and a weekly contribution of

36 pfennigs.
The invalidity insurance embraces nearly the total body of wage workers, in round

numbers twelve million insured, and has paid out in the first five years (t89t 1895)
for 425477 pensions (269450 old age and 156027 invalidity pensions) the sum
of t43 million marks including 57 million marks contributed by government. It has

received 488 million marks in contributions.

To the Royal social policy is due the blessing that in Germany nearly the whole body
of workmen is insured in case of sioXness, accident and invalidity. Every day a

million marks is spent for this branch of workman's protection alone. In countries

without compulsory insurance scarcely one-tenth of the workmen enjoy a similar pro-
tection which moreover falls considerably short of the German workmen's insurance

in certainty and scope.

Recording to the latest statistics (for t897), the beneficiaries of workmen's insurance

have enjoyed the benefits of:

t. Sick Insurance:
2964937 sick persons with t20,5 million marks indemnities;

(with 51515183 sick days) (sickness, death money as well as cost of the cure)

2. Rccident Insurance:
433485 wounded
to 407 married women
22 369 children

as ^ePen(^en^ uPon ^ne wounded

t93 parents
beinq cared for in

40965 widows
72061 (hildren of deceased

25t5 parents

total 58 1 995 persons with 7t,t million marks indemnities;

3. Invalid Insurance:

294000 invalid pensions with 34,4 million marks pensions
222 500 old age pensions

- 27,5

5t6 500 total number pensions
- 6t,9

in addition 1 46 OOP persons 4,5 refunded

total 662 500 persons with 66,4 million marks indemnities.
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From the above table it is seen that in one year over four million persons in need

of help have received about 260 million marks indemnities as a result of workmen's

insurance measures.

Rlthough the most comprehensive law, that of invalidity insurance, has been in effect

only since January tst, tS9t, nevertheless during the first twelve years (t885^t89T)
31486243 persons have received in indemnities t T02t84tOO marks.

The employers have contributed t 33T T4t t76 marks, the workmen t tT3 449 805 marks,
so that the workmen have already received 528 TOO 000 marks more in indemnities

than they have paid in as contributions.

Reckoning together the amount from the last two years with that for the Winers'

clubs (whose share equals about one-tenth that of the other sick clubs) raises the

total amount of the indemnities accrueing to the workmen to about 2,5 milliard

marks, this, in gold coin, would weigh one million kilogrammes, or would furnish

material for an obelisk 25 m high with a base 2 qm.
The importance of this German workmen's insurance towers far above its financial

aspect. It has become a socio-political school for the whole nation. Through the mutual

participation of the employer and employee in the administration and the payment
of contributions, the workman is himself daily reminded of the moral duty of making
provision for the future out of his own resources, and the employers of their social

duties to their employees; both parties of one common interest. Thereby social recon-

ciliation is effected where otherwise special organisations array themselves against each

other as antagonists. The workmen's insurance with its self-administrative bodies,

its concentrated means and powers, has made goals hitherto considered unattainable

easily readied. Thus the free initiative of the accident trades associations, invalidity in-

stitutions and sidi clubs has been directed toward restoring lost or menaced working

ability, the cure of invalid and disabled workmen is made more rapid through the

erection of special institutions (compare their types in the exhibit of the Imperial In-

surance Department). Becauce of the success readied through these measures public

sanitation has been directed into entirely new channels. Rbove everything else, the

cooperation of these organisations with those of free charity, especially with the Red
Cross Society and national Woman's Club, has made it possible for even the smallest

and poorest country parish to establish systematic cure for the sidi, and to undertake

a systematic warfare against tuberculosis, that frightful public pestilence (compare the

statistics and graphic representations of the exhibit of the Imperial Insurance Office).

Instead of smothering the free initiative of self helping bodies, as many had feared,

workmen's insurance has, on the contrary, enabled them to develop to their highest

powers.
The oft combated reserve capital (over one milliard marks) has furnished the means
to solve the most important politico-economic questions. Up to this time, out of the

funds of the invalidity insurance institutions, one hundred million marks has been

expended for the construction of workmen's dwellings, sick and convalescent houses,

sanitariums, public hospitals, homes for journeying workmen, public baths, blind asy-

lums, kindergartens, butcheries, systems of water works, sewerage and draining plants,

street paving, savings banks, cooperative stores, &c., as well as the payment of agri-

cultural loans (mortgages, small railroads, land and road improvement, development
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of cattle raising, &c.) alt measures whose final aim is to cause the masses of the people
to participate in an ever increasing degree in civilisation's advance.

The advantages of German workmen's insurance, in contradistinction to other systems,
consists in the facts that it

t. assures to needy persons the necessary help immediately, and as a well earned

right;

2. employer and employee have a common interest in the service, and in this way
social reconciliation is effected;

3. it makes the feeling of social duty active throughout the whole population;

4. the working and the defensive power of the nation grows stronger.

Dr. Zacher.

Group XVI.

Rational Economy *
Hygiene, Social Welfare.

Collective Exhibit of the German
Workmen's Rssurance in the Palais

des Congres (Cour la Reine).

Management: Reidis-Uersicherungsamt. Berlin W.,

Konigin Rugustastr. 25 21.

Rrtistic arrangement by "Franz 3affe\ Koniglidier

Bauinspehtor in Berlin.

4943 Bielefeldt, Geheimer Regierungsrath in the Im-

perial Rssurance Office * the treatment of

workmen in Germany assured against accidents

and illness.

4944 Prof. Hartmann, Geheimer Regierungsrath in the

Imperial Rssurance Office * The danger tariff

of the German assurance.

4945 Kaiserlidtes Statistisches Rmt in Berlin * Sta-

tistics of the 1897 assurance against illness

and other works for social statistics.

4946 Dr. Klein, Regierungsrath in the Imperial Rssu-
rance Office * t. Memorandum: Rdtieoements

of the German assurance system. 2. German
accident statistics.

Knappsdtafts-Berufsgenossensdaaft in Berlin* 4941

t. model of the accident hospital Miner's

Comfort" at Halle-on-the-Saale (section IV of

the trades union). 2. Rccident statistics

1885 1895. 3. The Compass, organ of the

Company of Miner's Trades Union for the

German Empire, Xlllthand XlVth annual: 1898

and 1899. 4. Superior Court decisions of the

Imperial Rssurance Office as councilbook in

accident 'assurance matters, uol. tt and t2:

18961898. 5. First help in case of sudden
accident.

Kuratorium der Berliner Unfallstationen * Mo- 4948

del of a Berlin accident station (Ma* Bottdter

jr., special factory for surgical apparatus and
iron furniture, Berlin). To the curatorium

president Director B. Knoblaudi, Curator Di-

rector Ma* Sdilesinger belong 20 accident

stations with special doctors on the staff, to

inoalid carriages in 9 depots. Day and night
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surgical aid obtainable in cases of accidents

or sudden indisposition; to poor people every-

thing gratis, number of applicants for treat-

ment in 1899: 38 185.

4949 andes-Uersicherungsanstalt Berlin" * Uiews
of workmen's convalescent homes at Beelitz

and of buildings connected therewith for di-

rectors, managers, bathing and household de-

partments.

49 50 Or. ass, Regierungsrath in the Imperial Rssu-
rance Office and Dr. Zahn, Assessor in the

Imperial Statistical Office * Memorandum on
the German workmen's assurance system.

495tnorddeutsdte Knappsdtafts
- Pensionshasse zu

Halle a.Saale * model of the miners' ,,Sulz-

hayn", convalescent home in the Hartz (con-
valescent home for consumptive miners).

49520rtskrankenkasse zu Leipzig * 1. Model of the

,,Rugustabad", convalescent home for clubs,
trades unions, assurance institutions, &c.

(founded by Hrn. Komtnerzienrath Dr. W.
Sduvabe in Eeipzig). 2. Business report
(18941899).

4953Reidts-Uersidierungsamt und Kaiserlidies Sta-

tistisches Rmt in Berlin, together with * t. Sta-

tistical sheets : Hssurance against illness, acci-

dent, old age. 2. Plans of the whole assurance

system for workmen.

Uerband der Deutsdten Berufsgenossensdiaf- 4954
ten Regulations for prevention of accidents

as drawn up by the industrial trades unions.

Dr. Zadier, Geheimer Regierungsrath in the 49 5 5

Imperial Rssurance Office * t. Guide to the

workmen's assurance in the German Empire.
2. Workmen's assurance abroad.

The collective exhibit for social welfare is in the

German House (see there p. 114 1 19).

Class t06.

abourer's Dwelling Houses.

Individual exhibitors.

Kpniglidi Preussisdies Kriegsministerium * Ber- 4969
lin * Workmen's dwellings. See Uincennes

p. 402.

Tarbwerke vorm. Meister tucius & Bruning 49TO
Hodist - on - the - Main Workmen's dwellings.
See Uincennes p. 402.
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By Imperial hygiene not only are sickness, infirmity and disease to be avoided or

reduced to a minimum; but the conditions of life of a race made to keep pace with

the progress in civilization of the time and urith the results of scientific investigation.

The increased industrial activity and the tremendous revolution in things tedmical, in

the last half of the t9th century*), as well as the increase in population in the course

of that period**), have lent a greater diversity to the conditions essential to the life

of the individual, as well as to that of whole classes of the population in the German

Empire. But for a large proportion of the population, the higher developed demands
of cultivation and the improved conditions of life***) have produced greater demands

upon their productive powers and health.

In the federal states of the German Empire, health affairs were regulated by law,

when (according to the constitution of t6th of Rpril t8Tt) the sanitary and veterinary

*) Recording to the calculations of the Imperial Statistical Office the number of persons engaged in

industrial activity in 1882 amounted to 38,99 percent of the entire population, against 40,12 percent
in 1895.

**) The population of the German Empire rose by about 1,4 percent annually from 24833000 in 18t6,

to 52280000 inhabitants in the year 1895. Prom December tst I8T5 to December 2nd 1895 there was
an increase of population from 42T2I360 up to 52 219 901, the town population increasing from

2665914 to 1 216 981. The natural increase owing to the surplus of births ouer deaths amounted to

yearly 595622 between 1813 1815 and between 18951891 to TI5402 per annum.

***) The total income of the individual, in Prussia alone, rose between the years 1892/93 and 1891/98

about T,89 percent with a simultaneous increase of the population of 6,13 percent.
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offices of eadi state tuere subjected to the law and supervision of the Imperial Govern-

ment. But as yet the Imperial administration had no special data at its disposal.

Rs the necessity for a technical central office became more imperative, the legislating

bodies of the Empire, Bundesrath and Reidtstag, provided for the establishment of a

Board of Health, subordinate to the Rome Department, and having a consultative

diaracter. this office was created at the end of Rpril t8T6. Its duty being to support
the Imperial administration in the preparation and carrying out of sanitary regula-

tions, to observe the effects of the same, and in appropriate cases to give the govern-
ment authorities its opinion and proper information; as tuell as to study the de-

velopment of hygiene and medical laws of other countries, and to prepare the medical

statistics of Germany.
To meet the growing demands for testing and perfecting by independent experimental
work the results of scientific investigation, the Realth Office has been fitted out with

laboratories, the number and sphere of action of whidi is continually on the increase.

Rs is to be seen from the models of the Official buildings in the exhibition, there exist

in the Imperial Health Office, experimental science departments for specific hygiene

(water, air, soil investigation), Chemistry (particularly of articles of food), Medicine

and analysis of remedial medicines (physiological and pathological diemistry), Bac-

teriology (experimental pathology), and Biology (particularly injurious parasites).

To enter here upon the numerous and extended spheres of activity of this office would

lead too far. Through its participation a great many matters of hygienic interest

during the past 25 years, have been regulated in various of the federal states, partly

by decree of the Bundesrath, partly by Imperial legislature. For instance, in the

medical profession the standard has been made uniform, and through the introduction

of certificates of qualification a uniform training has been ensured.

Regulations have also been made to control the infectious diseases, among whidi,

above all, the Uaccination aw of Rpril 8th t$T4 deserves mention, according to whidi

Jenner's protective vaccination together with compulsory re-vaccination was generally

introduced, and whidt has proved itself as a most efficacious remedy against the

ravages of smallpox.*)
In consequence of the repeated appearance of diolera, an ,,lmperial Cholera Commission"

was appointed by the Government in t$T3, whose duties later passed over to the

Health Office. Rt the instigation of the Chancellor of the Empire, expeditions were

sent to British East India and Egypt to investigate this disease. R similar expedition

to investigate the plague was sent to British East India in t$9T. Deliberations as

to the most effective manner of warding off diolera, plague, and the mudi dreaded

*) The mortality in the Kingdom of Prussia from smallpo* before the introduction of the Uaccination

Law during the following fioe-yearly internals was 1847 '1851, 10291; 18521856, 20369; 1851 1861,

19590; 18621866, 99515; 18611811, 81104; 18721876, 18191 individuals, after its introduction

during the years 18771881, 2315; 18821886, 2500; 18871891, 454; 18921896, 337; in the year
1897 5 persons. In the years 18891893 the mortality from smallpor in Germany was 572, in Rustria

37037, in Belgium 7779, in French towns 5670, in Russia (18911893) 288120 persons. Rlso the

attacks of smallpo* haoe distinctly decreased; for instance, in the federal provinces, excepting Prussia

(i.e., about */ of the Empire], the attacks for every 100000 inhabitants amounted in the years betwee

18861897, to 1,61,71,01,90,720,64 0,54 0,59 0,29 0,070,107 and 0,077 persons.
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yellow-fever of the Tropics from German harbours, have led to the issueing of ,,Regu-
lations respecting the quarantine control of ships entering German harbours" and pro-
tective measures against these three sicknesses.

to prevent the importation of other diseases appearing on board ships instructions
for health regulations on board merchant-vessels", worked out by the Health Office,

have been issued and generally adopted on board all vessels. Rlso the Equipment
of merchant-vessels vuith necessaries for nursing the sick, and the carrying of ships-
doctors" has been ordained upon the suggestion of the Imperial administration by
united decision.

But it is the aim of the Imperial legislature, not only to effectively check the infectious

diseases of man, but also the epidemics among animals and sicknesses transmitted

by animals, such as hydrophobia and trichinosis. The ,,aw of June 23rd tSSO, con-

cerning the prevention and suppression of animal epidemics" subjects all such sick-

nesses to an unconditional registration.

The regulation of the trade in drugs, the dispensing of which had been confined to the

licensed apothecaries for some considerable time in the federal provinces, comprises
a list of enactments which reached a settlement in the year tS90. The Pharmacopeia
of the German Empire" came into force Tlovember tst t8T2 (since greatly revised) and
offers a guarantee for the supply of drugs of uniform quality and composition in

the apothecaries shops. Rlso the trade in all articles of food, as well as toys, wall-

papers, colours, eating, drinking and cooking utensils, and petroleum are subjected to

supervision from a health standpoint, by the law of May t4th t$T9.

R further subject for work and improvement offered itself to the administration in

keeping the drains clear, the purification of surface water by sand filtering (during
times of cholera), and the clarifying of sewage to prevent the contamination of rivers.*)

The industrial callings are kept within the bounds of the Trade Regulations for the

German Empire" particularly factories and industrial establishments, which are sub-

jected by a number of hygienic measures to a strict supervision, for the protection

of life and health of the employes, numerous rules for the regulation of peculiar

and particularly unhealthy callings have been issued, or are in preparation. Rmong
such dangerous occupations must be mentioned; the manufacture of lead colours,

sugar of lead, cigar and match factories, printing and type-moulding businesses, esta-

blishments for the manufacture of alkaline chromates, electric storage batteries of lead

or lead alloys, horse hair spinning-mills, brush factories and Thomas basic-slag

mills.**) Special determinations have also been arrived at, concerning the number of

working hours per day, and the use of male and female juvenile employe's in certain

branches. The mention of these measures leads one to be reminded of the legislative

arrangements reached in social and economic fields, which completes the description

*) the town water supply in the northern portions of Germany, is frequently taken from the surface

waters (sudi as riuers, and lakes) and purified by filtering. When ground water is used, it is necessary
to free it from the iron whidt it contains in those parts, and this is usually accomplished by the Piefke

and Oesten process. In South Germany the formation of the soil admits of the use of groundwater to

a preponderating extent.

**) The decrees relatiue to these cases were issued Rpril 1 2th 1886, May 9th 1888, May 1 3th 1884,

My 3lst 188T, "February 2nd 189T, May Uth 1898, January 28th 1899, Rpril 25th 1899.
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of the health system in the German Empire. It would carry us too far to describe

the way in which Germany leads the world as pioneers in the sick, invalid and old-

age Insurance for workmen. Suffice it to mention that for the workman, a right to

support during sickness has been created, sustained by contributions from employer
and employe", even as he is compulsorily insured against the results of accidents in

his calling and a permanent inability for work.

The medical statistics are an important groundwork of scientific hygiene. From them
the official measures are deduced, as they point out the direction to be given to the

endeavours of sanitary regulations, and show the success of applied remedies. Par-

ticularly in this direction the following facts may be explanatory for the German

Empire.
In the last half century a considerable and almost steady advance of the surplus of

births over deaths has been observed. For instance, the census of the surplus births

ouer deaths for each tOOO inhabitants amounted to between 9,0 and t3,6, during the

ten year averages oft 85 1 1860: 9,0; t86t 1870: tO,3; t87tt880: tt,9; t88t 1890:

tt,7; t89t t$9T: t3,6. In the last three given decades the yearly number of births

varied between 40,T (t87t 1880) and 3T,5 (t89t t89T) for each tOOO inhabitants,

while on the contrary the number of deaths diminished yearly per tOOO inhabitants

from 28,8 (t87t 1880) down to 26,5 (t88t 1890) and 23,9 (t89t t89T).
In the years 1894 t89T in eleven states of the Empire comprising in round num-
bers 50 million population, the deaths among each tOOO individuals annually up to

one year old, were 268,63, among tOOO born alive 2t3,90; between the ages of t 15

years of each tOOO inhabitants tO,TO: of which 3,43 died of scarlet feuer, measles,

diphtheria, croup, hooping-cough, and other infectious diseases; in ages from IS 60

years 9,t4 of which 3,08 of tuberculosis, and 2,95 of phthisis; aged 60 and more

61,85, of which 26,50 died of old-age.

During the same years the number of deaths, in the same states, of each to 000

persons confined 35,2 died in childbed, t5,0 of which of puerperal feuer.

the deaths from diphtheria among juveniles from t 15 years in ten states of the

Empire, in the years t892 and t893, amounted to U3259, after the introduction of

the serum treatment in the years 1896 and t89T: 45950 individuals. In towns of

more than tSOOO inhabitants the total number of deaths from this cause 1892 1 894

was 42719, after the serum treatment introduction 19085.

In the same places the deaths among children in the first year of existence reached

a yearly average during the years t877 t88t of 260, against only 223 during 1893

till t89T.

In the year t8TT there were 62t40 beds in the public general hospitals, that is to

say 1425 for every million of inhabitants, while in the year t896 there were t03t53,
that is t956 at the disposal of every million. In the same years 356395 corre-

spondingly 15 1 502 were cared for in the same.

there were 3t29T disposable vacancies in the lunatic asylums of the German Empire
in the year t8TT for every million of inhabitants, while in 1896 there were T56T5
for every million. In these same years the number of patients cared for amounted

correspondingly to 40 375 and 95 649.

The number of private asylums with ten and more beds was 3t6 in the year 1877,
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with altogether 10079 beds, while in t$96 there was a total of 888 with 38360 beds,
in which correspondingly 50t52 and 222 125 mere cared for.

Of euery tOOOO patients treated in the public and priuate hospitals in the years
I883^t885 there were 2 345 common and infectious diseases, t tt4 complaints of the

digestive organs, t354 diseases of the organs of respiration, while in the uears 1892

to t894 the number suffering from these three groups of sickness were only, respec-

tively, 22T9, 1050, and H55 of the same total number; an increase, however, has

taken place in diseases of the nerves, eyes, ears, se*ual organs, skin, and organs
of motion.

The decrease in abdominal typhus and gastric fever, as far as these sicknesses haue

led to hospital treatment, is proved by the following figures; in which, during the

four periods of five uears between 1877-^896, of euery tOOOO patients admitted to

the hospitals the sufferers from these sicknesses were, respectively, 395, 326, 246, and
t35. The corresponding figures for other sidinesses are to be seen from the follow-

ing list:

18IT t88t 18821886 18811891

Intermittent fever tot

Malignous growths 144

Tuberculosis and consumption 398

Inflammation of the lungs and bronchial catarrh 625

5t

tst

430

644

22

2tO

473

649

18921896

tt

204

39t

563

Dr. Schoen.

Class ttt.

Collective exhibit for Hygiene.
Management: Kaiserlidies Gesundheitsamt.

Berlin n.W., Ktopstotostr. 1920.

Artistic arrangement by Professor Karl Hoffacher
in Berlin.

SOU Prof. Dr. Behring, Geheimer Medizinalrath *

Marburg * a. Model of experimental therapeutic

laboratory at Marburg; b. Collection of speci-
mens and nevo appliances for experimental
therapeutics, more especially test poisons and
test antitorines.

5012 Magistral derHaupt-undResidenzstadt Berlin*
Model of irrigation plant. See also gr. VI
cl. 29 p. t93.

Herzoglidi Braunsduoeigisdies Staatsmmiste-5013
rium a. 4 Drawings, b. Photographs of Ducal

Hospital in Brunswick

Senat der Treien und Hansestadt Bremen * 50t4

Model of Goetze's double filtering plant.

Prof. Dr.Judtner, Direktor des hygienisdten In- 50 1 5

stituts der Unioersitat Munidi * Specimens
referring to preparation of plasmines from

bacteria, &c., to zymase fermentation and de-

struction of bacteria by light and serum.

Residenzstadt Cassel * Model of plant for 5016

drainage purification.
The drainage lohidi

contains the refuse of a toum of 100 000 in-

habitants is purified by mechanical means.

Stadt Coin a. Rhein * t. General plan. 2. Plan 5011

of drainage canal. 3. Plan of main canal.
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4. Profiles of canals. 5. Junction of canals

with rain drains. 6. Junction with chief canal.

I. Graphic representation of self purification
of the Rhine

riper.
8. Plan of site in the

new city. 9. Original plan of same. to. Plan
of slaughtering house, 11. Birds eye mew.
12. Model of pig slanghtering house. t3. Model
ofslaughtering house for large cattle. t4. Models
of dust -free refuse - carts. t5. Descriptive

pamphlet. See also gr. VI cl. 29 p. 193.

50t8Stadt Elberfeld * Plans and views of hospital.

50t9Ministerium fur Elsass-othringen * Strass-

burg * Geologic aspect of water supply in

Rlsace-orraine and existing plants of hygienic

importance.;

5020 Magistral der Stadt "Frankfurt a. Main * a. Sur-

gical station, forming part of town hospital
and containing 212 beds, Built 18951899,
at a cost of 1 195000 marks; b. town swim-

ming baths, containing 3 swimming baths,

steam, and hot air baths and 30 single baths.

Built 18941896, at cost of 550000 marks.

5021 M. Triedrich & Co. * eipzig * Established 18T6.

a. Process of sewage purification by using
charcoal prepared from residues. Germ,

patents 88 504 and 92 424. b. Patented furnace

for utilisation of solid sewage by distillation

with recovery of ammonia, phosphoric acid

and potash.

5022 Teli* Genzmer, Town architect * Wiesbaden *

a. Publication: T. Genzmer, Bade- und Schwimm-
anstalten. Des Handbudtes der Rrchitektur

theil IV, Band 5, Heft 3. Stuttgart 1899. b.

Publication: T. Genzmer, Wasch- und Des-

infektionsanstalten. Des Handbudtes der

Rrchitektur theil IV, Band 5, Heft 4. Stutt-

gart 1900.

5023 Kaiserliches Gesundheitsamt * Berlin * a. Plastic

and graphic representations showing state of

health and distribution of infections diseases

in the German Empire, with special reference

to smallpo* vaccination and re -vaccination.

b. Maps of characteristic pollutions of rivers.

c. Maps showing distribution of cholera in

1892 and measures taken to suppress the

disease, d. Model of Imperial Health Office,

e. Water colour view of same. f. Description
of same and its arrangements (printed), g.

Map of German medicinal springs, h. Publi-

cation: ,,Deutschtands Heilquellen, Brunnen
und Bader". i. Map showing systems of

water supply and removal of sewage in

various towns, and giving mortality and
birth rate of these towns.

5024David Grove, Sanitary engineer by appointment
to the Comt and to Her Imperial Majesty, the

Empress Trederich Berlin S.W., Triedrich-

str. 24 Munich, liirhenstr. 6 * Moscow, Mjas-
nitzkaja, Haus Guskow * Lodz, Wolizansha *

Bromberg, Bahnhofstr. 5 7 a. * Heating and

ventilating appliances, fittings for water and

gas supply and drainage. Peoples baths.

Steam cooking plants, portable baking ovens,

drying apparatus, closets, pissoirs, lavatories

and other sanitary arrangements. Drawings
of heating and ventilating plant of the German
Reichstag Building. Bath of Cadett Institute

in Carlsruhe and plan for peoples baths.

Prof. Dr. R. Guttstadt, Geheimer Medizinalrath * 5025
Berlin * Hospital dictionary for the German

Empire, based on official data.

Stadt Halle a. Saale - Model of plant for 5026

purification of town sewage.

Treie und Hansestadt Hamburg I. Building 502 1

department: a. Por architecture. 1. Drawings
of hospital in Eppendorf-Hamburg, also model
of baths in this hospital; 2. Drawings of

harbour hospital in Hamburg; 3. Drawings
of chemical and physical state laboratory and

hygienic institute in Hamburg, b. Tor en-

gineering. 1. Map of Hamburg scale 1:4000;
2. Model and drawings of plant for combus-
tion of the Hamburg sewage. II. Department
of town water supply: 1. Model of sand-
filters of 8000 sqm surface, in Vao of the

natural size; 2. Model of arrangements for

purifying sandfilters without removing ice

sheet. Scale '/to of the natural size; 3. Col-

lection of photographs of town water works.
See also gr. VI cl. 29 p. 192.

Hamburg-Rmerika-inie . Model of plant in 5028

progress of execution for temporary housing
of emigrants. See also gr. VI cl. 33 p. 208.

See advertisement page 80.

Rhtien-Gesellschaft ,,Heilanstalt Hohenhonnef" 5029
am Rhein * Model of lung hospital

Hohen-
honnef. Situated on south slope of the

Siebengebirge in extensive wooded grounds.

Excellent arrangements. Open summer and
winter. Medical superintendent Dr. med.
E. Meissen.

Prof. Dr. Heubner und Prof. Dr. Rubner * Berlin * 5030
Collection of models and photographs illustrat-

ing the alimention of the infant.

F. & 3. autenschlager * Berlin * In combi-5031
nation with: Becher-Gottingen, Enslin-Berlin,

eitz-Wetzlar, Schanze-eipzig, Zeiss-Jena.

Complete laboratory outfit for bacteriological

investigations.

Die deutschen Cungenheitsta'tten in Uerbindung 5032

mit dem Kaiserlidten Gesundheitsamte * Plans
and views of hospitals for diseases of the

lungs: 1. Edmundsthal near Hamburg, 2. Dr.

Brehmer's in Gorbersdorf (Silesia), 3. Dannen-
fels in the Palatinate, Reiboldsgriin in the

Kingdom of Sa*ony, 5. Plannegg-Krailling
near Munich, 6. Talkenstein in Taunus,
I. Sandbach in the Grand - Dukedom of Hesse,
8. Sulzhain in the Hartz, 9. near iidensdteid
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in Westphalia, to. jCoslau in Upper Silesia,

It. Komgsberg in the Hartz, 12. Erbprinzen-
tanne in the Hartz, 13. Schwarzenbach in the

Hartz, 14. Rlbreditshaus-Marienheim near

Stiege in the Dukedom of Brunswick,
15. Schdmberg in the Kingdom of Wiirtem-

berg, 16. St. Blasien in the Grand -Dukedom
of Baden, IT. Hohenhonnef- on -the -Rhine,
1 8. Sophienheilstatte near Berha in thuringia,
19. Oderberg in the Hartz (Cubeckl, 20. Rl-

bertsberg in the Kingdom or Saxony,
21. Ruppertshain in taunus, 22. Oberolh-
hofen near Munich, 23. Tlordrach in the

Grand-Dukedom of Baden, 24. Heustadtle in

the Kingdom of Wurtemberg, 25. Telurstift

in the Hartz, 26. Belzig near Berlin, 21. Ca-

rolagriin in the Kingdom of Sa*ony, 28. Engel-
thal near Tluremberg, 29. Triedrichsheim in

the Grand- Dukedom of Baden, 30. Gluchauf
in the Hartz, 31. Grabowsee near Oranien-

burg, 32. Gr.Hansdorf near Hamburg, 33.ohr
near Rschaffenburg, 34. Oberkaufungen near

Cassel, 35. Bad Rehburg near Hanoi) er,

36. Ronsdorf (tm Bergifchen), 3T. Sdu'ffrain in

the Kingdom of Wurtemberg, 38. Sonnenberg
(District of Saarbriicken), 39. Dogelsang near

Magdeburg.

5033 Die deutschen ymphegewinnungsanstalten in

Derbindung mit Rnderen * Collection of re-

presentations of the German vaccination system.

5034Rll9emeine Bau-Gesellschaft fur Wasserversor-

gung und Kanalisierung , Eridi Merten & Co.,
6. m. b. H. * Berlin Tl., Oranienburgerstr. 44 *

Canalisation of towns, water supply, purifi-
cation of sewage, deep level borings * Patents
in all countries.

See advertisement page 26.

5035Magistrat der koniglidien Haupt- und Residenz-
stadt Munchen * Model of public school in the
Stielerstrasse in Munich, built by the building
department of the Town Council from drawings
of Prof. C. Hocheder, wood model executed by
J. Eisner, ardiitect.

50363oseph nagel , Chemnitz * Model and drawings
of sterilising apparatus for water. Speciality :

Construction of various systems of apparatus
for water distillation.

503lStadt Hurnberg * a . Pictorial representation of
street section; b. 2 Models and c. 1 plan of
the new town hospital.

50386- Oesten * Berlin Models of plants for re-

moving iron from water: a. Tnsterburg for

water with small percentage of iron, b. Mitt-
weida for high percentage. See also gr. VI
cl. 29 p. 193.

5039Stadt OfTenbadi a. Main a. 9 plans, b. Photo-

graphs of town hospital.

5040Prof. Dr. PfeifTer , Konigsberg in Prussia *

Collection of microphotographs.

Koniglich Preussisdtes Ministerium der geist- 504t
lidien, Unterridats- und Wedizinal-Rngelegen-
heiten und Koniglidi Preussisdies Ministerium
der offentlidien Rrbeiten * Plans of new build-

ings of the Royal Charity Hospital in Berlin.
Plans of an Institute for infectious diseases in
Berlin. Plans of Medical Institutes of the

Uniuersity in Breslau. Plans of unatic Rsylum
of the University of Halle-on-the-Saale.

Riensdi & Co., Gesellsdiaft fur Rbwasserreini- 5042
gung und Rudistandoerwerthung, mit be-

sdirankter Haftung Uerdingen-on-the-Rhine *

Brandi establishment Berlin n.W. 23. a. Ruto-
matic medtanical apparatus for sewage puri-
fication with appliance for transporting im-

purities removed, b. clarifying well with
screens and sedimentation or mud for final

purification
of water from whidi the gross

impurities have already been removed, total

process patented.
Dr. H. Rohrbeto * Berlin * Chemical apparatus. 5043
See also gr. X cl. 55 p. 251.

Wilhelm Rothe & Co. * Gusten (Rnhalt) * Spe- 5044
cialists for the construction and execution of

canalisation and purifying plants. Model of

apparatus for purification or sewage, humus
and diarcoal process, Rothe-Degener's system.

Photographs of working plants and specimens
of materials and products.
Prof. Dr. Rubner, Geheimer Medizinalrath , Di-5045
rektor des Hygienisdien Institutes zu Berlin
a. Photographs and graphic representations

of

investigations on the hygiene or dress; b. Rppa-
ratus for examining articles of dress; c. Model
of weaving system.

Koniglich Sachsisches Ministerium des Innern * 5046
Model of State Cunatic Rsylum at 2sdiadrass,

eipzig district, the asylum is built upon the

principle of the so-called ,,freien Uerpflegung"
and has been opened in 1894. Men and
women are received up to the number of 600.

The inmates are occupied in the dairy of the

asylum.
Der Uorstand des Deutsdien Samariterbundes * 5047

Map showing progress of Samaritan work in

German towns or more than 10000 inhabi-

tants.

H. Sdtaffstaedt * Giessen * Special works for 5048
the erection of baths of all kinds and sizes

with or without arrangements for swimming
and with all modern appliances. Peoples
shower baths, workmens baths and lavatories

for factories, mines and other industrial

establishments. Baths and lavatories for

schools, barracks hospitals and other public
institutions, also for steam boats (passengers
and crew). Own system. 1. Model of peoples
shower bath in the town of Essen. 2. Model
of working mens baths of the Royal Rrtillery
Works at Siegburg.
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5049 C. R. Sdiuppmann * Berlin, Kaiserstr. 3t *

Furnisher to H. VI. the Emperor, a. ,,War-

mespeicher", water heating arrangement with

utilizing gas as a fuel; German and Trench

patent, b. Sterilising apparatus ,,System
Merke" for hospitals , German patent, c. Cast

iron boiler for central heating plants, for euery
hind of fuel. d. Drawings of electrical heating

plants for schools, dnmhes, hospitals, &c.

German and Trench patents, e. Hot water

apparatus for heating with gas for hospitals,
laboratories, &c.

5050 TriedrichSiemens & Co. (InhaberRobert Herbig)*
Berlin * Sterilising apparatus for water, from
models and plans or Dr. Werner u. Siemens.

5051 Julius Springer * Berlin * Publisher. RU
publications of the Imperial Health Office.

5052 Rllgemeine Stadtereinigungs-Gesellsdiaft *

Wiesbaden * a. Models of so-called ,,Krohnhe-
Tilters". b. Drawings illustrating Eidten's

process of water purification. Rpplicable for

water and filtering works of all hinds and
sizes. The Krohnhe -Titter allows of an easy
purification of the filtering material. In use
with the German flawy and Rrmy. Patented.

5053 Statisttsches Rmt der Haupt- und Residenz-
stadt Berlin * a. 4 Plans of Berlin, showing

birth and death rate distribution of wealth
and occupations in the uarious parts of the

city. b. 2 Death rate maps of male and female

population, giuing causes of deaths, c. Cri-

minal map of male and female population,
d. Map showing percentage of unoccupied
population of Berlin.

,,Staubschutz", 6. m. b. H. * Berlin * Dust 5054
free refuse carts for remoual of refuse and
dust from houses. Patented in all countries.

Kreis leltow (Promnz Brandenburg) * Plans 5055
of hospitals in Britz and Gross -iichterfelde.

andes-Uersicherungsanstalt der Hansestadte5056

(fruher: Hanseatische Dersicherungsanstalt fur

Inualtditats- u. Rltersuersicherung) in Cubeck *

Model of hospital for lung diseases in Oder-

berg in the Hartz.

Deutsche Gesellsdiaft fur Uolhsbader * Publi- 5051

cation: Uebersicht des deutschen Uolhsbader-

Wesens.

Prof.Dr.Zettnow * Berlin * Collection of micro- 5058

photographic transparencies.

Tor collectiue exhibit of apparatus for the 5059
examination of articles of food, arranged by
the Imperial Health Office, see gr. X p. 251.
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Even as short a time ago as the thirty years war there was no question of providing the

troops with clothes of a uniform type, or a uniform as we now call it. There were,
it is true, cases here and there of the commander of a division of troops buying a

larger or smaller quantity of cloth of the same colour in order to give the men who
had to buy their clothes themselves an opportunity of obtaining good stuff at a reason-

able price. It was, however, a long jump from sudi cases to a real system of

uniforms.

It is from France that the impetus to this movement was given, the ,,ivre"e" of

the Royal House troops of ewis XIV., being taken as the pattern. By t6TO the

military uniform was spread far and wide, and by tTOO it was so universal that

the word soldier" and uniform" had become inseparable.
The cavalry wore at first the leather doublet of the thirty years war.

This form of clothing was also mudi in use among the infantry; the coat worn over

it was considered more as an ornament of parade than as a cloak. The doublet gra-

dually shrank down to the jerkin and then the latter becoming shorter gave place to

the vest. Instead of leather cloth was worn, but the colour of leather, namely a

whitish yellowish tint, was retained. Rt the same time the coat lost its satklike

form and was replaced by a shape which better fitted the body, and was called the

,,justaucorps". Still on the whole the costume of the citizens at that time gave the

cue to the shape used.

In the heavy cavalry here and there the breastplate was used, as also in a few cases

the iron helmet.

The felt hat used in the thirty years war became gradually changed by the turning

up of the brim into the three cornered hat. Towards the end of the tlth century a

new special head covering was introduced for the grenadiers, which originated from

the fact that it was necessary for the grenadier to have a form of hat which would

25
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enable him to quickly pass the strap of his gun over his head, in order to haue his

hands free to throio grenades. In Bavaria, Sasrony and Wiirtemberg, the grenadier

hats were replaced by fur caps. Under "Frederick William I. the uniform of the Prussian

soldiers was made, in contrast to the costume of the citizens, short; he it was too

who introduced instead of the civilian costume then in vogue, namely the hairknot,

the pigtail as the general military style. Both these innovations, as well as the

King's endeavour to make the soldier's uniform as ornamental as possible, were

soon imitated in other armies. The electoral Sa*on uniforms are especially noted for

their ornamentation.

Rt the time of Frederick the Great, the coats, generally worn open, became gradually
so short that they could no longer be buttoned but were closed by a few hooks fas-

tened over the chest, the facings which were originally intended to be turned up in

case of cold weather now serve only as ornamentation.

Towards the end of the t8th century the uniforms were on the whole uery short.

The pigtail also became shorter and disappeared between 1804 and 1809 from all

German armies.

Rt about the same time the czako was introduced as head covering for the infantry,

while for the cavalry several kinds of helmets were used. Only in Bavaria was there

a special form of headgear used in consequence of the introduction in 1789 of the

Rum ford helmets with their buckle and horsetail, the predecessor of the military

helmet at the turn of the t9th century.
In contradistinction to the other forms of uniform in the German army the troops

of hussars, formed in the different German armies in the course of the t8th century,

wore the characteristic Hungarian costume in the same form as used on the whole

at the present day. Rs headgear were used first of all busbies with bags and cylinder-

shaped felt caps. The latter were mostly surrounded by a so-called wing, and were

therefore called wing caps, Haiduck caps or Hungarian hats. These wing caps form

the original shape of the above mentioned czakos, which originated in there being a

little peak to shade the eyes attached to the front of the wing caps, the wings being
later on done away with.

From 1 808 1 843 1 850 the outward appearance of the uniforms in the German

army changed but little. The chief characteristic was the stiffening of the shape. The

coat developed into a long tail coat finally shrinking to a swallow tail. Then in place

of the knapsack borne on one strap over one shoulder there came into use a ,,tor-

nister" fastened with two straps on both shoulders; cartridge belts and side weapons
were attached by two broad leather straps crossing over the breast.

Ho very essential changes in uniform were introduced till the years 1 843 1 850.

Utility then commenced to dispel conventionality. Tunic and helmet the latter for

the first time in Prussia were introduced. The so -called belt equipment too drove

out the crossed leather straps.
On the whole the modern type was thus formed although many details were altered

in the course of years.
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To obtain some idea of the development of uniforms in the German army in the last two centuries

the types of uniforms exhibited u>ill be of some service, being diuided into fiue groups forming alto-

gether 83 types.

6roup I the period from the end of the ITth century down to H39,
II - - U40t80I,

- Ill - - 18011842,
IV - - 18431863,
V from HT5 at last makes the uniforms of the Royal House troops of Prussia, Bauaria and

Wurtemberg.

Euery group contains types characteristic of the different periods in question; the selection teas made

by the warministries of the federal States affected.

It is possible to see from the pictures accompanying eadi group which diuisions of troops are repre-

sented by the different types.
The pictures of groups in water colours were painted by Mr. R. Knotel, historical painter,
W interfeldstr. 5 6 a, Berlin W. The single sketches for Prussia and Wurtemberg according to which the

figures were modelled and the uniforms of the older periods were made, were painted by the same
artist. Similar sketches were painted for Bauaria by Prof. . Braun, historical painter, of

Munich, Rinmullerstr. 8, those for Saarony by Mr. 6. Mutter, painter, am Quedibrunnen 4, Dres-

den. The shetdies of the older types were based upon original uniforms and equipments, engrauings,
oil paintings and gobelins of the periods in question.
The figures (of the men) were all made by Mr. Paul Werner, sculptor, indenstr. T9, Berlin S.O.,

those of the horses being furnished by Mr. 0. Boch, animal stuffer to the court, Kronenstr. I,

Berlin W.
The Prussian, Bauarian and Wurtemberg uniforms, as well as the majority of the articles of equip-

ment, were supplied by Mr. Leopold Uerch, of the firm of Uerch & Tlothow, Charlottenburg,
eibnitzstr. 8T, those of Saarony by Mr. R. Metzger, tailor to the Sasron Court Theatre, am

Sdaiesshaus t, Dresden, and by Mr. T. Hoffmeister, master tailor, KdnigsbrMerstr. 54, Dres-

den. Tndiuidual equipments and arms of olden days as also all the uniforms, equipments and arms
of the groups of modern days are original.
The uitrines which serue as sketches of the figures are supplied by Terd. Uogts & Co., Unter den

inden 56, Berlin tl.W.; the cartouches and other ornaments on the uitrines were worked after models

and sketches of Prof. Otto essing, Wangenheimstr. to, Berlin -Grunewald.

Royal Prussian War Office.
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Rrmy and Tlatnj.

Rrtistic arrangement by Bruno Mohring, architect in Berlin.

Class tt6.

equipment and Rrtillery Material.

5099 Polte, Rrmaturen- und Patronenfabrih Suden-

burg- Magdeburg * Gun ammunition, cartridge
cases, Polte's mill system, special madiines
for making the same.

Class U9.

Cartography, Hydrography, Different

Instruments.

Uerlag oon Heer und Ftotte (Reginald R.WuonJ. 512!
Berlin W. 35 * See gr.VI cl. 33 p. 2tO.

Class U8.

flaual Shipbuilding, Waterworks, Torpedos.

5ttt Blohm & Ooss * Hamburg * See gr. VI cl. 33

p. 208.

5H2
eiektraitats-Rktiengesellsdiaft worm. Sdiu&ert
& Co. * Tluremberg * t seardilight 6 200,
t seardilight 6 90, on transport carriages,
t seardilight 6 90 with double spreader,
normal model for nauy; t lighting carriage
with petroleum motor and attributes. See
also gr. V cl. 23 p. H3, cl. 25 p. ITS and cl. 21

p. tT6; gr.VI cl. 29 p. 192, cl. 32 Dincennes

p. 402 and cl. 33 p. 209.

See adoertisement page 13.

5U3F. Sdiidiau * Elbing * Madiine factory and

shipping wharf , locomotiue factory and boiler

factory, iron and steel moulding. * T. Sdiidiau,

Danzig wharf. See also gr.VI cl. 33 p. 208.

See aduertisement page T9.

5 1 14 stettiner Masdiinenbau - Rktien - Gesellsdiaft

,,Uulcan" * Bredoio- Stettin * See gr.VI cl. 33

p. 208. See aduertisement page 42.

Class t20.

Rdministration.

KistorisdieRusstellung uonllniformen der deut- 5 1 39
sdien Rrmee, arranged by the Royal Prussian

Warministry in Berlin, the Royal Bauarian

Warministry at Munidi, the Royal Sairon

Warministry at Dresden and the Royal Wiir-

temberg Warministry at Stuttgart. Details

see in the article about the deuelopment of

uniforms p. 385.

Philippsohn & esdiziner * Berlin * Cutting 5 140
madiine for military clothing, euery kind of

gentlemen's and ladies', tailoring, washing-
clothes, working clothes, aprons, corsets,
shoes. See also gr. XIII cl. T9 p. 218 and
cl. 86 p. 28T.

Class 12t.

Sanitary Rppliances.

KoniglidiPreussisdiesKriegsministerlum *Ber- 5t5t
lin * Model of the garrison hospital at Pots-
dam. See also gr. XVI cl. 106 and tOT p. tt5
and tie, Uincennes p. 402.
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Group IV.

Machinery.

Class 20.

Power engines of uarious kinds.

5192 6ebriider Korting
* Kortingsdorf near Hano-

uer * ConHnuous current dynamo, coupled with

spirit motor. See also gr. IV cl. 20 p. 164 and
cl.21 p. 165, gr.V cl. 23 p. 114 and cl.25 p. tT5.

5193 Friedrich Krebs * Trankfort-on-the-Main *

Engineering works. Benzinmotor. See also

German Machinery building Hr. ITT and 1 19.

5t94
Uereinigte Maschinenfabrik Rugsburg und
Maschinenbaugesellschaft niirnberg R.-G. *

Rugsburg -Tturemberg * Heat motor, Diesel's

patent, 60 TO HP. with two cylinders, for

liquid fuel, driwng a continuous current dy-
namo of 40 kilowatt efficiency exhibited by
,,Helios" eiehtrizitats-Rktiengesellschaft, Co-

logne-Ehrenfeld. Seealsogr.IIIcl.tlp.l35,gr.IV
cl. 19 p. 164, gr. VI cl. 29 p. t94, gr. XVI cl. 106

p. 116.

Class 2t.

Various appliances for engineering.
5206 Deutsdie RettunQs.fenster-Rktien-6esellschaft

*

Beuel- on -the -Rhine * tower, 25 m high,
with safety escape windows.

5201
. C. Flader,m.

anufarturer * Johstadt in Saxony
Sbrgenthal' in Bohemia * established I860,
too awards, mostly first class. Manufacture

of steam and hand fire engines of all de-

scriptions, engine hose, fire brigade tools and
fittings, engines and appliances for drainage,
street and town cleansing, pumps of all kinds.
Hew patents. export to all countries, exhibit:
Steam fire engine deliuering 800 I and throw-

ing to a distance of 40 50 m.

Conrad Gautsch * Munich * Chemical laboratory. 5208

Impregnation of wood; fire proof paint and
fire extinguishers.

1 6. iep
* Biberach-on-the-Riss in Wiirtem- 5209

berg * Manufacture of fire brigade appliances.
3 mechanical fire escape ladders. R collection

of other appliances and extinguishers.
See aduertisement page 36.

C. D. Magirus, Feuerwehraerathefabrik * Him- 52 to
on - the -"Danube. Mechanical and renoloing
ladders. Scaffoldings, fitting carts, escape
appliances, motor engines. Fire and garden
pumps, illuminating appliances, sanitary arran-

gements. established t864. Highest awards.

Export.

Richard Schapler, Captain of Fire Brigade *

Reuolwng laflder, made of steel tubing, un-

folding by air pressure or rack and pinion
movement.

52tt

Itfagenbauanstalt und
Jrische Bahnen (pormm Saxony * 3 steam rtre engines ,

filled with automobile movement.

d Waggonfabrik fur elek-5212
. W. C. F. Ruschl * Bautzen
fire engines, one of them

6roup VI

engineering
* Weans of Transit.

Class 28.

engineering Materials, Implements and

Management.
5239 R. Kurka * Trankfort-on-the-Main * Under-

taker of filtration on a large scale. Builder
of filtering plants for water supply with stone

filters, Kurka's system, Germ. Pat. 96 04T.
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the first half of the t9th century saw the development of railway travelling, and in

subsequent years the publie have accustomed themselves to the victories of time over

distance, but the advantages of travelling are sacrificed by the train being bound to

the lines. This restriction has noiv been to some extent set aside; cycles and motor cars,

as improved by the inventions of the last feiv years supplement the railways, render

the individual free of the restrictions of the metals, and yet insure quick progress.

Cycles and motor cars are tied to the streets; the better these latter are the less the

amount of power required to get along. In designing the wheels and framework
for an automobile account has to be taken not of the best but of the worst roads
in the poorest condition over which it may happen to travel, and also of the heaviest

load it is required to carry. In cycle designing the starting point is the riders weight
which varies according to nationality, being considerably more for the German and
Scandinavian than for the Catin races. In Germany the cycle is much used for longer
excursions and then it is required to run not only on pavements and highways but

also on byeways and tracks through woods.
The powerful frames and excellent rimmed wheels of the German cycles are made
to comply with the conditions set by the character of the roads and the weight of

the riders. Rn increase in the weight of the wheels and difficulty of running requires
a greater expenditure of power for motion; the last as far as it is due to friction is

lessened by good dust tight axles and ballbearings, and by arranging the gearing
so as to obtain the best mechanical advantage. R powerful frame prevents bending
and the consequent distortion of the axles, or the occurrence of injurious pressure
on the bearings,
the following figures represent Germany's production and commerce in cycles:

1897 Import .... 546 t value 7000000 marks

Export .... 660 - - 9900000 -

1898 Import .... 802 - - 6600000 -

Export . . . . t602 - - 12600000 -
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On account of the essential features just mentioned German cycles have their market
in those countries, where both the riders are heavy and the roads long and not'

always in the best condition, i. e. where there is a great strain on the cycles. The

cycle in Germany is more used as a means of getting about than for sport.
In pattern the German cycles do not differ from those of other countries, nor do they

vary as to material and working.

Rpart from the old and unsuccessful efforts from the time of Hewton to make
self propelling waggons, the recent automobile industry has been greatly developed
in Germany, though it must be admitted that other countries, in particular France,
have also had a great influence in developing the present patterns of motor cars.

Daimler's incessant and very successful work, and the productions of the Mannheim
"Firm Benz & Co. are universally known. Statistical data about this industry are so

far lacking.

Pattern automobiles are derived from the combination of three very different kinds of

vehicles wheels, frame and steering equipment the wheels copied from cycles, the

body of the waggon from ordinary horse carriages, and lastly the driving madiinery
from locomotives. Rs might be

expected
from this remarkable combination and the

short time the industry has been in vogue there is no uniform or leading type of

motor car, and it was to be expected that the pattern would develop and vary in

various directions dependent on the object of the automobile,

there are three systems of working to be distinguished:
t. Rutomobiles with benzene motors,
2. with storage batteries and electromotors,

3. with a mired system, i. e. benzene motor, electromotor and storage battery
combined.

The electrically driven cars have the advantage of possessing a more simple gear for

altering the speed, reversing or steering; but the disadvantage of having to carry about

the very heavy storage battery and further of possessing a secondary and not a primary
engine; the battery has to be diarged with electrical energy from a central station.

The cars with benzene motors are more independent. Even though the little motors
used to drive the cars have a low efficiency, the use of benzene is practically cheaper
than the transformation of the energy stored up in coal into electricity through the

medium of boiler, steam engine and dynamo, especially if there is no opportunity
of utilising big electrical producing stations. Rnother advantage of the motor is that

benzene is an article of commerce to be bought in every town and thus the automobile

is not dependent on a central station; but there are the disadvantages of the greater

complications in the madiinery.
The driver of a benzene motor car must thoroughly know the use of his speed dianging,

steering and brake gear; he has several handles to control and to keep an eye on
the working of the machine. These motors too require special lighting and cooling

appliances.
Thus an automobile driven by a benzene motor is a somewhat complicated madiine

the driving and handling of which has to be carefully learnt before one may venture

upon excursions. Uet the system promises to take the lead in automobilism for the

near future.
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ft combination of the benzene and electrical motor has the advantage that the

complicated driuing gear can be done away with; while in a totun the car may be

driuen by electricity alone, thus getting rid not only of the noise but also the unpleasant

gases from the benzene motor; on country roads one may trauel with the benzene

motor only or aiding it by electricity. The tharging of the battery may take place,

whilst going down hill or on wery easy roads. Sudi motor cars possess both primary
and secondary engines and thus represent a central electric station on a small scale.

The principle of these motors is a good one, but how far it will succeed in practice

must yet be seen by experience.

W. Hartmann.

Class 30.

Carriage Building and Cart Manufactory.

Collectiue exhibit of the German
Cycle Manufacturers.

Business manager: Society of the German Cycle
Manufacturers. President: Kotnmerzienrath Bruno
Haumann. Dresden. Representative in Paris:

Heinrich Hetter (Uincennes).

52T5 Rdler Fahrradwerke vortn. Heinridi Kleyer
*

Frankfort -on -the -Main * Cycles and appen-

dages, cycles for transport purposes, motor

carriages, and writing madiines.

52 Z 6 Continental Caoutchouc- und Guttapercha-Com-
pagnie * Hanover * Massive and pneumatic
tyres for automobiles and cycles.

52ZZDurhopp & Co. (H.-6.) * Bielefeld * Cycles and

appendages.

52Z8tlahmaschinenfabrih und Eisengiesserei uorm.
Seidel & tlaumann * Dresden * Cycles and ap-

pendages.

52T9 nedursulmerFahrradwerhe R.-G. * TUdiarsulm*

Cycles and appendages. Luggage tricycles and

seats, frames, asrle hoops, pedals, all appen-
dages for self-construction.

5280 Rdam Opel
Russelsheim near Franhfort-pn-

the-Mam * Cycles and appendages. Sewing
madiines and motor carriages.

5281 6ebr. Reidistein, Brennabor - Fahrradwerhe *

Brandenburg * Cycles. Established 18ZI.

Worked by 2 500 workmen and steam power
of over 800 horse power.
Wanderer -Fahrradwerke uorm. Winklhofer & 5282

Jaeniche R. 6. * Chemnitz -Schonau * Cycles and

appendages.

Individual exhibitors.

Benz & Co., Rheinische Gasmotorenfabrik R.6. * 529T

Mannheim * Motors and motor carriages.
See advertisement page 4.

Berliner Motorwagenfabrik Gottschalk & Co. * 5298

Berlin -Stralau * Motor carriages: Omnibus
for 1 1 persons, a two seated carriage and a self

driver (four seats).

Franz Clouth, Rheinisthe Gummiwaarenfabrik * 5299

Cologne-Hippes Motor and cycle tyres, accu-

mulator cases of hard Indian rubber for electri-

cal motor carriages, signals with Indian rub-

ber pears, carriage steps covered with Indian

rubber, air pumps for motor and cycle tyres.
See also gr. VI el. 33 p. 209.

Continental Caoutchouc- und Guttaperdta-Com- 5300

pagnie * Hanover * See under collective exhibit

of German cycle manufacturers.

Deutsche Rutomobil-Industrie Friedrich Hering * 530t

Gera-Untermhaus * Rwarded highest prizes.

Rsrles, wheels, springs, complete basis and
lower framework. Hering's Kugeladtsen (ball

arles) for all systems of automobiles,

de Dietrich & Cie. * tUederbronn in Rlsatia * 5302

5 benzine motor carriages.
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5303 Fiedler & Jae&el * Berlin, Hollmannstr. IT *

Electromobiles, a uictoria, a business cart.

5304 Gesellschaft fiir Rutomobilwagenbau Direktion

Boris ioutzky * Berlin * t three seated, and
t two seated motor carriage, t motor tricycle.

5305 Gesellsdiaft fiir Uerkehrsunternehmungen *

Berlin, Unter den inden 43 * Electrical motor

driuing bureau (an omnibus, hotel carriage,

carriages to hold a number of people, uictorias,

broughams, &c.).

5306 Kiihlstein - Wagenbau * Charlottenburg * By
appointment to H. I. M. 5 motor carriages

(electro and benzine motors). See also fir. 192 6

p. 195. See aduertisement page 59.

530T Motorwerhe R. -6. * Hudwigshafen - on - the-

Rhine * t. Gas and benzine motors of own
system in all sizes for stationary works and

driuing purposes **************
2. Motor carts (nans) of oion system for 250,

500, t250, 2500, 5000 kg bearing strength
3. Motor passenger carriage of own system
for benzine or electrical power; hop seated,
four seated carriages, uictoria, omnibus, &c.

See advertisement page 48.

5308riahmaso;iinen- und Fahrraderfabrik Bernh.
Stoewer Rct.-6es. * Stettin * ,,6reif" cycles.

5309 Oberrheinisdie Metallwerke, 6. m. b. H. * Mann-
heim * Rzetylen automobile carriage and cycle

lamps.

Herm. Riemann, Inhaber Rugust Hermann und 5310
Hermann Otto Riemann * Chemnitz -Gablenz
in Sasrony * Manufacture of metal goods. Esta-

blished 1866. 400 workmen employed. Spe-
cialty : Cycle lanterns, motor and carriage lamps,
also all the appurtenances of and parts be-

longing to cycles. Carport to all countries.

Illustrated catalogue in different languages.
See aduertisement page 63.

Heinridi Sdieele * Elberfeld * Cologne -on -the- 531 1

Rhine * 4 motor carriages. See also Hr. 1935

p. 195.

Paul Sdiiitze * Oggersheim in the Palatinate *53t2

Casting house and machine manufactory. Electri-

cal motor oans for 5 000 kg bearing strength.
This firm manufactures carts and uans of up
to to 000 kg bearing strength.

,,Staubsdmtz", 6. m. b. H. * Berlin Tl. * Dust 5313
and rubbish carts with the rubbish bo*es for

carrying away the rubbish from the houses
without creating a particle of dust. See also

gr. XVI cl.ttt p. 384.

,,Uulkan" Rutompbilgesellsdiaft m. b. H. * 5314
Berlin * Rutomobiles.

Wilhelm Wippermann jr.
* Hagen in West- 5315

phalia * Turnery works. Eract automobile and

cycle diains, pedals for tricycles and motor

tricycles, pumps, coolers and lighters for

automobiles.
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The introduction of railways into Germany was beset with great difficulties, partly
because public opinion was against them, and partly because the authorities took up
a waiting policy. The reason of this attitude was diiefly the circumstance that in their

opinion the large network of streets, on whidi so muth money had just been spent, was
sufficient for the traffic at that time considering its proportions then, and that therefore

no need was present for a new means of traffic. Besides this it must be remembered that

the German Empire was derided into a large number of small states, and the pros-

perity of the country was not su<h as to permit of muda spirit of enterprise. When
finally the ualue of railways was recognised and lines were actually laid, the railway
system in Germany uery speedily developed, so that at present, as far as length of

railways is concerned, Germany stands at the head of all European states.

Rs the formation of companies for the building of railways was differently regulated
in euery federal state, and as euery line was an undertaking of itself and indepen-
dent of all others, the necessity soon arose for an understanding with the neigh-

bouring States respecting the forwarding of carriages, uniformity of construction, des-

patdiing of goods and so on. This led to the formation of railway unions between
the different lines connected one with one another. The further extension of railways
resulted in the formation of the ,,Union of German Railway Rdministrations", which
was joined by all lines in Germany. The aims of this union, whidi was so im-

portant for the deuelopment of all the German railways, was as follows: ,,to further
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the efforts of the railway administrations by unanimity, thus seruing their own inter-

ests as well as those of the public".

The union turned its attention chiefly to the use of uniform regulations respecting

building and arrangements of traffic, agreement as to use of each others carriages,

organisation and proper regulation of passenger and goods traffic, formation of general

railway guides, uniformity of time, measure, weight, and coins, granting of prizes
for the improuement of railway systems in general, &c.

The tariffs was the only question whidi the union was unable to influence. This

and the direct conveyance of passengers and goods was arranged in special unions
tariff unions -*, whidi were limited to narrower traffic districts.

In the end of March t896 after the union had existed for fifty years, 74 different

administrations belonged to the ,,Union of German Railway Rdministrations" together
with an extent of traffic of 8099S,ttkm. Besides the German lines there belonged to

it the administrations for the most important Rustrian and Hungarian lines, 4Dutdi,
3 Belgian, t Cusremburg, t Rumanian, and one Russo- Polish administration.

Rs a matter of fact at first the building of railways was left to priuate capital; only
at a later date did the federal states step forward themselues as building enterprisers,
so that in nearly all the states of Germany the mi*ed system -*

priuate lines and
state lines existed. Rfter the majority of the main lines, howeuer, had been built,

and it was only now a question of minor lines, the priuate capitalists drew back.

Finally the deuelopment of the railway system necessitated the mi*ed system giuing

way to the state system. The first to do this were Hanouer, Wurtemberg, and Baden:
Bauaria and Sasrony followed suit in t$69tS76 and Prussia in t$80, after a large

part of the railways had already gone ouer to the state system.
The administration of the railways and the superuision of the priuate lines is left to

each federal state. On the other hand the Empire has to see to the carrying out of

the regulations contained in the imperial constitution, and to the formation of other

laws and constitutional regulations respecting railways, for which a special board
exists called the imperial railway office.

In t$92 the federal council in conformity with the principles and regulations formed

by the Union of German Railway Rdministrations on the basis of the imperial con-

stitution drew up the rules and regulations for traffic and building and equipment
of the main and secondary railways in Germany.
Recording to this the railways in Germany were diuided into main and side lines.

The latter differ from the former chiefly in that they admit a narrower gauge, less

speed, simpler superuision, simpler signalling arrangements, less reuision of the lines

and less brakes, not so many inclosures, barrier's, &c., admission of a greater degree
of wear and tear for tires of locomotiues and carriages, &c., &c.

These essential facilitations rendered it possible to diminish the cost of the lines and
the traffic, thus furthering the extension of railways and connecting more outlying

parts of the country. Recording to the aboue mentioned regulations the side lines

in Germany can haue normal gauges and also gauges of tm and 0,T5m. R dist-

inction is therefore made between broad and narrow gauge side lines, which in in-

diuidual federal states are called local or uicinal railways. On these the motor force

is always that of locomotiues. The total length of the narrow gauge side lines
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by the end of March t89$ was 1384,25 htn, about half of which was in the hands
of the state and half in the hands of private individuals. On these there were used

302 locomotives, T80 passenger carriages, t49 luggage vans and 6 T09 goods waggons.
The money invested amounted to 8t66t 863 marks or 59938m per kilometre: 3069
officials and workmen were employed. The following are the ,,Statistics on the railway
traffic in Germany" taken from the imperial railway office respecting the development,
the importance and commercial conditions of the main railways, including the side
lines with narrow gauge for the year t89T/t898.
The first line ' the Cudwig line was opened in t835 from Huremberg to Fiirth.

This was followed in t83T by the Berlin-Dresden line, in t838 by the Berlin -Potsdam
line and soon after by the Brunswick -Wolfenbuttel line, the first state line. How
quickly the German railways now developed can be seen from the following figures.

The length of line in use in t836 was: 6, t838: t40, t840: 549, t845: 2304, t850:

6044, I860: U660, t8TO: 19694, 1880: 33835 and 1898: 4Ttt9,ttkm, in which as

already mentioned, the narrow gauge lines are not included, the lengths of line in

use at the end of March 1898 are divided as follows:

State railways and private lines worked at the

cost of the state

Private lines under state administration , ,

Private lines under own administration , ,

Total,,. 320TT,38 t504t,T3 4Ttt9,tt
Of these t6 546,t3 km had two and more lines, too sq.km were taken up by 8,T km
length of line, there being to 000 inhabitants to 8,19 km.

The money invested for the full gauge main and side lines for the public traffic

amounted to 1 1 853 828 208 marks or 252 832 marks per kilometre of line.

Rpart from the bridges and subways and tunnels under the lines there were in all

14012 bridges built of more than 2 m span, stretching with their 2t64t openings over

altogether a length of 228 km. Of these 466 bridges alone have arches of more than 30 m.

Rmong these bridges are some of the very first rank with spans reaching up to tTO m.

From the following data it is possible to see the chief facts respecting the large bridges.

Wain lines
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rails were generally used, only 546,66 km having (hair rails. The length of all the

lines amounted to 86 269,5 km. Of these 62 003,5 km rest upon wooden cross sleepers,
of which 55 per cent were made of pine wood, 40 per cent of oak and 5 per cent

of other kinds of foliage bearing trees. On iron cross sleepers rest 1 9 292,5 km, on
stone rests, &c. 442,9 km and on iron longitudinal sleepers (Kilf system, &c.) or

directly on beds for ballast (Hartwig system, &c.) 4530 km. In tS9T/98 200 km of

longitudinal sleepers were replaced by cross sleepers. By this it is clear that the

longitudinal system of sleepers is dying out in favour of the cross sleepers.
Of switches (the triple and English switches reduced to simple switches) there were
t46 409 in use, of traversers TTO, of turntables for locomotives 2 066, for carriages 2 386

and of centesimal balances 4 T29. For the impregnation of the wooden sleepers there

were t8 impregnating and sleeper soaking centres. Tor the lifting of loads 4686 fured

and transportable cranes were used; there were 4 362 water stations for the supply of

water, including water conducts with 64t9 water cocks, at 9224 halting places and

stations, for the beautiftcation of which were laid out 91268 a of garden.
The signalling and telegraph department was carried on by means of 36455 sema-

phores, by an electric plant of t8T598 km of telegraph wire, 23382 Worse apparatus
and t5T9 other kinds of apparatus, further 9956 telephones, 4TOt5 electromagnetical

ringing apparatus, 3t T42 special little belfries, and 3 320 signalling houses (towers),
which latter work the central switch and safety apparatus.
The cost of keeping in repair and renovating the railway and telegraph arrangements

together with the permanent ways amounted to t56 864803 marks per kilometre length
of rail. In March 1898 the rolling stock of the German railways consisted of t6884

locomotives, t2 235 tenders, 33 664 passenger and 36 1 506 luggage and goods carriages.
Of the locomotives there were in 1846: t, t85t: tO, t860: t80, t8TO: t4t4, t880:

6253, t890: U304, 1898: 16848, of which only 419 had been built abroad. The

following figures refer to the construction of means of conveyance:

ocomotives.

Kind of locomotive
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and express locomotiues with turntables as also here and there fiuefold goods loco-

motiues. Of the aboue mentioned locomotiues 8 032 are provided with through brakes,

of whidi 4665 haue driving wheel brakes.

Passenger Carriages.

With entrance

at the
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In the case of goods trains the increased demands have resulted in a rise in the

price of carriage.

the number of mail carriages amounted to 1 808 with 4 904 a*les.

692 000 000 persons loere conveyed, 0,3T per cent of them in first class carriages,

9,50 per cent in second class, 60,80 per cent in third, 27,63 per cent in fourth class

carriages, and t,TO per cent military, further T982T3 t of luggage, t393t90 dogs
and about 301000000 t of goods of all kinds, making an average load of 3,89 t to

every loaded goods waggon a*le. the conveyance of goods is distributed as follows:

Coal about 82000000, bricks 2t 000 000, brown coal 18000000, iron ore 9500000,
pig iron T 000 000, roots 6 TOO 000 t and so on.

the cost price amounted for locomotives and tenders to T 14900000 marks
-

passenger carriages 310900000
-

luggage and goods waggons - t 042 000 OOP

Total . , , 206T800000 marks

The keeping in repair and renovation of means of conveyance amounted to t49 000 000

marks; of this 30tT marks was the cost per locomotive, 22 1 marks per passenger
carriage, and 41 marks per luggage or goods waggon.
The work done was as follows: JCocomotives, including shunting and returning empty,
an average per locomotive of 31 848 locomotive kilometres or 25 608 ordinary kilometres,

for passenger carriages an average per a*le of 46 29T carriage a*le kilometres
-

luggage vans - - - - 494T8
-

goods trucks - - - t594T
- all carriages together

- - - - t9 54t

The cost of draught amounted for tOOO effective kilometres to 539 marks and for

every tOOO carriage a*le kilometres t4,t8 to marks.
There were in use 259 workshops. In these and in the above mentioned t60 gas
centres 4t86 officials, 50656 artisans and tOT93 other workmen were employed.
The total number of officials employed by the German railways was t TO 492, the

number of the workmen 28T269, a total of 46TT60 men.

The year's receipts amounted to t6TT t926t5 marks

expenses - - 95162T433

The profit amounted to , . , T25565t82 marks

or per averagely long kilometre 15624 marks and in relation to the year's receipts

43,26 per cent. The money invested was paying 6,2 1 per cent.

Besides the above mentioned full gauge railways account must also be taken of the

full and narrow gauge lines not for public use '(mining, industry, agricultural and
forest lines). Under this heading must be reckoned connections with private establish-

ments, in so far as they do not serve the general public use and are not included in the

tariffs. These lines are worked by steam, animal, or other force. In the end of March t898

the number of full gauge lines was 5 664 and of narrow gauge lines 35T, making
a total of 602t, of which the industrial lines with 4304 took the first place. The

length of full gauge lines used for traffic was 3268 km, that of the narrow gauge
lines t30 km, making a total of 3398 km, of which 3030 km were in the hands of
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private individuals, and 2 398 km of the whole amount of lines was worked by steam,

the cost of the laying out of these lines amounted for those worked by steam to

55 896 marks, and for those worked by horses to 30 t55 marks per kilometre of line.

Finally those lines must be considered whidi, on account of their small amount of

traffic, are of a purely local character. The general control of the rights of these

lines is left to the individual Federal States, and not till the 28th 3uly t892 did the

law for light railways and private lines come into force in Prussia, while the other states

throughout the German Empire passed laws in this direction mudi earlier. II was
in this law that the term ,,light railway" first appeared. This kind of line can be

considered as belonging to the third category , if one puts the main lines in the first

class, and the side lines in the second class. The light railways are afforded various

concessions, so as to be able to be adapted to every kind of ground. Recording to

the above mentioned law by the term light railways are meant those lines whidi

convey traffic within a community or within neighbouring communities, as also lines

not worked by locomotives. Under the term private lines the law understands sudt

lines as do not serve the public, but are in connection with main, side, or light

railways so that a diange in the means of traffic can be effected. The contractors

of the light railways whidi were passed before this law came into force are entitled

to the benefits of this law on sending a signed declaration to the authorities. The

light railways and the private lines may be full gauge or may have a gauge of t m,

0,15 m, or 0,6 m.

Statistical data as to the light railways throughout the Empire are not at hand, it is

therefore only possible to furnish the data given in the ,,ight railway periodical"

published in the Prussian ministry of public works.

Recording to this up to the 30th September t898 2T4 light railways and private lines

were authorised, of whidi 36 were not subjected to the law. There were t9t working,
83 in course of construction, and their total length amounted to 3 6T3 km, as against

42T8,5 km on the 30th September t89T, that is to say an increase of 1 414,3 km in

the space of one year. Of these:

Passenger traffic especially in towns and their suburbs

is being served by 93 having a length of 1 423,t km
Traffic for strangers (visitors to baths) , t8 - - - 84,8 -

- trade and industry 68 - - 827,8 -

-
agricultural purposes T3 - - - - 2TT6,6 -

-
trade, industry and agriculture 22 - - 560,T -

The gauge is full in 98 light railways or 35,8 per cent

t,00 m - t03 - - 3T,5 - -

0,T5 - - 34 - - - t2,4
- -

0,60 - - t4 - -
5,t

- -

a mi*ed one - 8 - -
2,9

- -

different*) to the common ones - t6 - - -
5,8

- -

In a light railway (flohwinkel-Elberfeld- Barmen) no systematic gauge is used.

*) These lines belong to those passed before the laio came into force and haue become subject to

the law.
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Rs drilling power locomotiues were used in t56 light railways or 56,9 percent
electric machines - 61 - 24,4 - -

wire ropes 4 - * t,5
- -

horses - - 37 - -
t3,5 - -

partly locomotiues, partly electric marines and partly horses were
used in to light railways or 3,7 per cent.

13681 persons were employed as officials, not including workmen, in the t9t lines

in use. The hopes entertained respecting the future of the Prussian light railway
system show euery sign of being fulfilled.

Fritz Herr.

Class 32.

Railways and Tramlines.

Collectiue Exhibit of the German
Cocomotiue Factories.

Manager: Hr. Hugo Ritter uon Maffei, Reidis-
rath der bayerisdien Krone. Munich.

5351 Berliner Masdiinenbau-Rctien-Gesellsdiaft uor-

mals . Sdiwartzhopff * Berlin * Pour asrled

passenger trainjunction locomotiue with tender,
the works, founded in 1852, make locomotiues,
steam engines, boilers, hydraulic water engines,
compressed air pumps, linotype setting up
madiines, dynamos and electromotors, fisn

torpedos, forgings and iron and metal foundries
and employs about 2 000 workmen.

5352 R. Bprsig
* Berlin and Borsigwerh in Upper

Silesia *Pounded 1831. 8000 workmen, the

tegel works build : ocomotiues, steam engines,
boilers, pumping madiines, mammoth pumps,
compressors, blast apparatus and winding
engine, ice and freezing madiines, rubber and
cement making madiines, forging press. Bor-

sigwerk in Upper Silesia produced: Bar iron,
mould iron, boiler plates, plate press works,
forgings and steel casting, ore and coal mining.
Blast furnace products. I steam engine of
2 500 HP and I

2/4 coupled express locomo-
tiue with waste heat. See also gr. IV cl.19

p. 163. See aduertisement pages 14 and 15.

5353 Hannouersdie Masdiinenbau - Rctien Gesell-

sdiaft, uorm. Georg Egestorff * inden before

Hanouerocomotiyes, steam engines, pumping
madiines, steam boiler; founded 1836. 2 300 em-

ployes, year's product about 250 locomotiues.
Built since 1846 : 3 500 locomotiues, 1(200 steam

engines, 150 large water works, 5 000 steam
boilers, exhibited: Pour cylindered 2/4 coupled
express junction locomotiues Borries system.

Hensdiel & Sohn * Cassel ocomotiue and 5354
madiine factory. 2/4 coupled passenger tender
locomotiue of own make, 5/5 coupled tender

locomotiue, Hagan make.

ocomotiufabrik Krauss & Comp., Rctien-Gesell- 5355
sdiaft* Munidi * I. 6a*led express locomotiue,

2coupled arles, I foreframed Krauss system;
main engine inside, 2 cylinders connection
indner- Krauss system, complete mass com-

pensation; auxiliary cylinder outside; deep fire

bo? broadened at side; Krauss sand strewer;
sturm sparkcatdier. 2. 5a*led 2coupled pas-
senger tender locomotiues, type of the Bauarian
state line; Krauss frame and front combined
turntable; cylinders outside. 3. 3a*led 2coupled
small gauge tender locomotiues, 600 mm gauge;
hind radial sellable trailing a*le.

3. R. Maffei * Munidi * Double connection 5356

goods
locomotiue with tender, for the Royal

auarian state railways, the works supply
as well as locomotiues : Steamengines , steam-

ships, boilers, &c.

Masdiinenfabrik Esslingen * sslingen-on-the- 5351
Hediar 2 200 employe's. Rnnual product
9 million marks. Exhibited: I. R combined
adhesion and funicular locomotiue for ladder

rack; this moues in a gradient of 1 : to a gross
freight of 100 t at rate of 8 km per hour;
2. Plans of suspension bridges; 3. Electro-

motors.. See also gr. V cl. 23 p. tT4, gr.VI
cl. 29 p. 193.

Sadisisdie Masdiinenfabrik uorm. Ridi. Hart- 5358

tnann, R.-6. * hemnit2 * Pounded 183T. 5000

employes; grand capital t2 million marks.
1.

2/[3coupled
small gauge junction tender loco-

motiue (Lindner system) petroleum heated for

the flederl. Indisdie Sp. My. 2. 3/5coupled
normal gauge junction locomotiue (Borries

system) with 4a*led tender for the Horwegian
State lines. 3. 2/5coupled normal gauge four

26
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umcennes

cylinder junction express locomotive with four

axled tender for the Saxon State lines.

5359 Stettiner Masdiinenbau - Rctien - Gesellsdiaft

,,Dulcan" * Bredow near Stettin * Locomotive
with tender. See also d. 33 p. 208, gr. XVIII

d. tt8 p. 388. See advertisement page 42.

Collective Exhibit of the Horth Ger-

man Carriage Building Union.

Management : north German Carriage Building Union.

President: Geheimer Kommerzienrath van der

Zypen. Cologne
- Deutz.

5313 Rhtien-Gesellsdiaft fur Fabrication von Eisen-

bahn-Material zu Gdrlitz * Gorlitz in Silesia *

R four axled saloon carriage arranged for

mooing invalids, hand brake, automatic and
nonautomatic pneumatic brake, Westing house

make, and air suction brake, Hardy make;
with all arrangements for working of carriage
in the international traffic and with gas light-

ing and warmwater heating. Pounded in 185 1.

53T4Breslauer Rctien - Gesellsdiaft fur Eisenbahn-

Wagenbau Breslau * Pounded 1843. 2 200

employes. 1 six axled saloon carriage, t four

a? led mail carriage.

5315 de Dietridi & Co. niederbronn (Rlsatia)

Machines, waggon and motorcarriage factory.
Iron and steel work, iron foundries and ena-

melling work. Pounded 1684. Rwarded in

Condon, Paris, &c. Uienna: Member of the

commission. Medals of honour, gold and
silver medals in every exhibition since 1821.

t through-carriage III rd class. See also gr. XIV
cl. 81 p. 299.

53T6Dusseldorfer Eisenbahnbedarf * Diisseldorf

Delivers railroad carriages, electric and small

gauge of all construction needed, t through
carriage I/II. class with central gangway.

53ZIvan der Zypen & Charlier * Cologne-Deutz *

Railway carriages and machinery factory. Existed

since 1845, about 3000 employe's. I sleeping
car of the Royal Prussian State Railway Rd-
ministration. t dining car of the German

Railway dining Company, t saloon carriage
for H. M. the King of Siam. Carriage of the

electric suspension line on the suspension
viaduct.

53T8Waggonfabrik Rctien - Gesellsdiaft vormals P.

Herbrand & Co. * Cologne-Ehrenfeld * Pounded
1866. 1400 employe's. Export to all countries.

Specialty: tramcars of every description.
t through carriage I/II. class with side gang-

way.
5319 Waggonfabrik Gebruder Gastell, 6. m. b. H. *

Mombadi-Mayence Pounded 1845. 1000 em-

ploye's. Premises 12 ha, steam power 600 HP.

Rnnual product 3 000 passenger and goods
carriages of every kind for normal and narrow

gauge. Exhibit t railway directors carriage.

Indiuidual Exhibitors.

Rllgemeine Elehtrizitats-Gesellschaft Berlin * 5392
t normal gauge electric locomotive with 200 t

tractive power at rate of 50 km. See also

gr.Vcl. 23, cl. 25 to cl. 21 p. 113 1 16, gr.Vl
cl. 29 p. 192, gr. X cl. 55 p. 25t and gr. XI

cl. 63 p. 261. See advertisement page t.

Rdolf Beeri * Rugsburg * Miniature model of 5393

an automatic railway carriage coupling.

Continental Gesellsdiaft fur elektrische Unter- 5394

nehmungen * Huremberg * In conjunction with
the Elektrizitats - Rktien - Gesellsdiaft vorm.
Sdiudtert & Co., tluremberg, whidt delivers the

electric part. Short stretdt of a single and
double lined electrical suspension railway with
central supports after Eugen Cangen's patents,
with t carriage, in original size.

Tmpragmrungs- Gesellsdiaft, System Hassel- 5395

mann G.m.b.H. * Berlin H., Priedridistr. 13 1 c *

Overhead building of impregnated wood. See

also gr. XI cl. 63 p. 261.

Julius Rutgers * Berlin W., Kurfiirstenstr. 134 5396
Workable model of a sleeper impregnating
centre. See German madtine building p. 118.

Class 33.

Merchant Shipping.

Deutsdie Gesellsdiaft zur Rettung Sdiiffbrudii- 541 1

ger * Bremen * Collection of models of life

saving apparatus; a life boat with carriage
and rocket apparatus.

Group XVI Class t06.

labourer's Dwelling Houses.

Parbwerke vorm. Meister, Cucius & Brimtng
* 5426

Hb'dist-on-the-Main Workmen's dwelling
for workmen's family with several diildren

containing on ground floor kitchen, dwelling
room and bedroom, upstairs two bedrooms
and storeroom. Specimens from about 550

different types of workmen's dwellings by
the firm at and near Hb'dist-on-the-Main.

Koniglidi PreussisdiesKriegsministerium * Ber- 542 T

Un * Workmen's dwelling with premises after

manner of a dwelling for two families in a

workmen's colony at Haselhorst near Spandau.
See also gr. XVI cl. 106 and 101 p. 115 and
116 and gr. XVIII cl. 120 p. 388.
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JXachinc -Works

Apparatus-Works

lamp*

Works

Cable-Works.

Yearly Output

10000000

Incandescent

Lamps.

chreephase Current.

Electric Railways anS Jramways
lcctric lighting plants

* lectric Transmission ofPower

lectric Central-Stations > Electrochemical plants.

Agencies troughout the
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Perforated Leather Belts

system Kaulhausen D. R. G. M.
have proved themselves the best belts for dynamos
in the world, they run absolutely quiet without noise

and] never slip, even with loads varying greatly

Splendid successes and references

* J.Kaulhausen&Sohn. Aachen
b'9 *

"*=i

?t Iieder- uni Treibriemen -Fabrik

fi* Gegriindet 18^2.

They can be seen working in Paris at the exhibition of

the following firms:

Kirchner & Oji, A.-G., Leipzig

Maschinenfabrik zum Bruderhaus, Reutlingen
and in our own exhibition

Well known specialities and patented many times in:

Rubber -Leathers and Belts

for Spinning Mills of Wool, Yarn and Waste



Manufacturer of Instruments for Ueterinarij
v and Rgricultural Purposes

Largest Special Manu-

for Ueterinarij

factory in the World

Instruments

Trade mark

M?

Rdress

for Telegrams:

Deterinaria

Established

t85T

MJ *K

OR R

t$0 workmen

fSS SK

Prized with:

26 Gold and

Silver Medals

and diplomas
of honour

Mi M.

In a large manufactory provided with the most perfect and modern appliances and

machinery this firm makes a speciality of the production of veterinary instruments

and apparatus for the breeding and treatment of animals. Since the 43 years of its

existence the firm has always been in contact with the veterinary colleges, veteri-

nary surgeons, and breeders, and kept up with the progress made in veterinary medi-

cine and animal breeding by continually improving and increasing the instruments.

The operating instruments are constructed according to the aseptic requirements, of the

very best materials and finished and nickeled according to a special process with the

sand-blast apparatus. The firm fully warrants the quality of every one of their articles ?

the firm also makes a speciality of the manufacture of animal shearing madiines and

marks in form of ear-marks in order to ascertain the identity of an animal M* ,

R special catalogue is published by the firm for veterinary medicine and agriculture

in German, Frendi and English languages with over 3000 illustrations whidi is sent

free of diarge to the veterinary surgeons in all countries. Every year supplementary

pamphlets are published with all the novelties and improvements * * **

In the Paris Exhibition of t900 the products of the firm are exhibited in group III

class 1 6, Surgery, and in group VII class 35, Agriculture R * * *



- - 1 6ROSCHKUS - ~
Cabinet maker to the court of His majesty the emperor of Germamj

and king of Prussia

Showrooms

Eandsbergerstr. 25/26
BeRIH

\MT w v<r

and

house 6ollnoujstr. t9/20

Rtelier for decoration interior

Great choice of classical chambers

Work-shop for abundant and simple joinery, earned

work, bronze and gilding

Rtelier for cushions and tranerses
v'-^"'rv<o^ojojvX"*^'^^o^

No tor-Cars ..

Highest Rioards

at all

exhibitions

r

Brillant results

obtained

in all races

Wore than

2500 Motor -Cars

were supplied by
Messrs. Benz & Co.

Catalogue free

on demand

,,Duc" 1900 pattern

& LO., Rheinisdie Gasmotorenfabrik, Rktien~6esellsohaft

- - Wannheim ~ :

Tirst and most important manufacturers of motor-cars in the world



Trade Mark

C.7. eCCRRDI, Kloster-Kellerei, Krcuznach
Wine Merchant Proprietor of the Wine Estates:

,,Waltershof", ,,6rafenstein
u

, ,,Klosterberg", ,,PelseneGV', ,,ccardt's Kauzenberg", &c.

The largest Shipping House to the United States of n.R. of:

"

German Wines: Rhine, Moselle, flahe, Palatinate
in casks and bottles, from the ordinary to the highest qualities

CM cm a <* a, at X p or t f an countries <<*<'*<*<<*<*
Samples: Rssorted cases, selection and quantity as convenient

Iioetoe Highest Ruiards

By Appointment Purueyor to

H. I. H. the Grand Duke
Rleris Rterandroioitsdi of Russia

v$x'vru$V'^$vvrufrrvojojo^cx^^

FR. cenne
Works for agricultural machines and implements

and "Foundry

304 *3* *o* Kalbcrstadt, Germany o^ *o^ o*

Makes as specialities:

Drills, Horse-hoes for sugar-beets and

corn, Manure-distributors, Reldrollers,

Ploughs, Harrovos, Haumafcers, Horse-

rakes, Turnipcutters, Portable Engines,

thrashing TVladiines, &c. o* *^ o*

The worhs exist since t$56 a Ooer 500 men are employed



Cannstatter TVtisch- und Knehnasdainen-'Fabrik

Cannstatter Dampf-Backofen-Tabrik

Cannstatt Paris

Trade mark

Wurttemberg t"* Bouleuard Magenta

Berlin * Uienna * Condon

Moscow * Saginaw Midi. U. S. R.
Tradr marh

Contractors to H. B. VI. and foreign Governments
Ceading manufacturers of machinery for the RUmentarv and Chemical Industries

2 Deck ,,teUscocar" Steam Pipe Dratoptate Ouen ,,Unioersal" kneading and mixing madtine,
tilted for disdtarge

Peel and Irauelling Ouens on the steampipe principle Special Peel Steam Pipe Ouens

,,Diennara" for Dienna and fanctj breads

cm cm Complete installations for the alimentary Industries cm cm

Special maohines for the diemical Industry

Inspection of exhibits inmted at our

stand in Section for German-madiinery,

adjacent to Dynamos R. 6. 6.

88 highest Rtoards

Tor further particulars please apply to

Offices and Show Rooms:

Paris, t bi* Bouleuard Magenta

Patented in all industrial countries

Trade mark



established t$54 Dutm, Rtuneland supply

Manufacturers of hydraulicallij riuetted Steam Boilers
of euery description and size

go

TS

I

Ihe Maotlicol Boilers

combine all the advantages
of high capacity boilers with

those of water tube boilers

thereby ensuring uniformwork

as tuell as a uniform production
of steam euen if the consump-
tion is irregular

Successfully adopted by many
large manufacturers

The Petry-Dereu* Boilers

Prize awarded at the Industrial Exhibi-

tion at Berlin, t896

These boilers haue a patent partition

in the bath diamber, so that the water

is first introduced into the tubes placed

directly ouer the fire

ctf or

easily transportable parts for the esrport

easy mounting

TO? TO? Steam Ouerheaters, oton system
Tlo clogging in the furnaces

Pipes, 7eed~water heaters, riuetted and welded appara-

tus of euery description

Highest References Estimates and Prospectus free of charge



6erman-Rmmcan Flachinmj Compamj JLimited

Tranhfort-on-the-lVlain

Established _JB| flocnus TranMurt-
inlS62 ^^^DKti main

YMT

Staff and Workmen
450

Code used

Speciatti| :

Rtl kinds of Machines and complete Outfits for the Leather Trades,

for Tanners, Curriers, Belt Manufacturers, Shoe Manufacturers, Boot

and Shoe Uppers, Military Rccoutrements, Saddles, Harnesses, Port-

folios, Bags and Bicycles wallets, &c.

V^T^sruTU<VTUOJe^4TU^OJ<^

Engineers and Iron- founders

Bergedorf-Hatnburg

Dairij- machines and apparatuses
<

Complete Dairu-ioorks

Rgricultural madiines of all kinds

Steam-engines up to 200 HP.

Complete Britk- and tile-making Plants

Catalogues and Circulars free on application



6HRHRRDT
Gesellsdiaft mit besdirankter Haftung

vat Engineers and Enginetnakers

Schleifmiihle, Post Saarbrucken, Germany
telegraphic Rddress: - . ... , . 407 a Telegraphic Rddress:

maschinenfabrik Sdileifmiihle masdunenfabrik Schleifmiihle

cj*cj*cjcM*<y*c&*a*c**cj*cj*<jct*c**cj!f<j

Speciality:

Underground mater raising and pumping

engines of euerij kind and size, to work bij

steam, air or electric poioer
CJCJCM6CJCt*CJ*C&U6U6CJ*U*CJ(J6ai(JCJ

Upwards of tTO engines of this kind now at work with a total capacity

of oner t5626T gallons per minute, on an average height of 252 yards

y- Winding Engines

Engines for Milling and Turnace Works,
as: Rolling Mill Engines, uiz. Single Expansion, Compound, Tandem,

Duplex and Triple steam-engines

otcifci*a^a6ttaa.a6i*aci*aa6i*
High Furnace and Bessemer Blowing Engines

of euery size

Steam Lifts for Turnaces m
Engines of euery hind and description



Carl Zeiss, optical works, 3ena
Berlin H.W. * Condon W.
Dorotheenstrasse 29 29 Margaret Street, Regent Street

Catalogues of the following apparatus forwarded free on application: <<<Of Of Of

Microscopes
Photomicrographic
and Projection

Rpparatus

Optical Measur-

ing Instruments
(Spectrometers and

ftefractometers,

Spectroscopes, Com-

parators, Interference

Rpparatus, &c.)

Hgents and depositaries for

the aboue departments:
Messrs. 6. Rdnet & Tils,

26, rue Oauquelin, Paris

Photographic

Objectives
(Zeiss-Rnastigmats,

Planars,tele-0bjectiues)

2eiss-

Tield- Glasses
and

Stereo -tele-

scopes
(with erecting prisms

after Porro)

yielding an increased ste-

reoscopic effect

Licensees for the manufacture

of our Photographic Objec-
tives and Pield -Glasses in

Trance: Mr. . Krauss, 21

and 23, rue Hlbouu, Paris

tleu) Stand-

Telescopes

Stereoscopic

Range-Finders
(German Patent Tlo. 82 5 It)

(OR R

Rstronomical Objectives and Instruments
Particulars of our instruments are gioen in the ,,Sonderkatalog der Deutsdien Kollehtioausstellung

fur Medianih und Optih" (Special catalogue of the German Collective exhibition for Mechanics and Optics)

10



Drop -Hammers
and Torging IVlachines

Patent Beche~

Sawing Madiines, Power Saws
for Metal

Hadi Saw- Blades

Circular Saws for Metal and Wood

Piercing Saws for Tretvoorkers

DICK'S Hies and Tools
for Watchmakers, Jewellers, Silversmiths, Electricians

riles of each hind for Mechanics , Engineers, Manu-
facturers of Rrms and Cycles, &c.

Engravers' Sculptors, Chasing
Pundies, Riffle Tiles

and tool-Bo*es for Elec-

tricians and Rutomobilists

Of Of

trade -Marks:

a*

Cleavers,

Butchers'

Satos,

Carning Sets,

Balances

CM CM

TRT6DR. DICK
rieckar tool -Works

a* cj a*

DICK'S

Genuine Butdiers' Tools with

the registered trade-mark:

J > F.DICK

Magnet Diamond Steels,

Butdiers' Kniues, Cook Kniues,

Ham Kniues, Sausage

Staffers, ard Presses,

Meat Cutters, &c.

near STUtI6RRT

Established tTTS 40 Medals and Diplomas 400 Workmen

It



Fcmscn
IVladunmj Making and Iron Founding Company

Cimitedat at a* a* <m cm a* a* tm tit tm

on WRin (Germany)

9 Medals, Diplomas awarded on all the exhibitions, where we exhibited

m "* "* Founded 1829 <* m m

Surface Coating Machine

Maohinerij for making:
Rristo-, Barium-, Coated Book or

Rrt Papers, Enamel-, Chromo-
3

and fannj coloured papers
for Photographic emulsioned Pa-

pers, Celloidin and Gelatine Pa- a

pers
lubsized Papers
Glass and Emery Papers and Emerxj

Cloth

Playing Cards 3

Wall Papers, Plain Papers
Machines for coating both sides

of the paper at a time 3

tobacco Cutting Machine

Madiinery for:

Manufacturing Smoking and Chew-

ing tobacco, for snuff

for reducing and sifting emeru,

glass, corundum, basalt, quartz,
&c. in grains

for making Tin- foils and metallic

capsules

Shaftings, Hangers, Pulleus, Bear-

ings, &c.

Complete Plants for heating and

ventilating

12



Stuttgart telegraph wire and cables manufacture

R1TR PTT1 flTB in stuii6RTit
iVrvCr I JUJLCiv Boblingerstrasse 52

Speciality:

Silk and cotton cohered copper wires. Wires, cables and fle*ibles for

a Telephone, Telegraph and Electric Eight Work, &c. a <*

<* Manufacturers of wire cowering and cable madiinerie a
v'^ervoi^o^vojo^-^*^Oi^r^^^

i neus,
Wine-grower and exporter

<* *K at B ? Rgencies: London, Shanghai

Original growths: Rhenish-Wines and

Ober-Ingelheimer and Rssmannshaeuser
,*,, red wines R ? ?

Rsk for the aboue qualities at the restaurant of the exhibition (in the

representation -building of the German Empire)

V'^AS'^rv'^u'^V'S^ru'O^rvvr^

,,C6R6S" and ,/FReiR"
XK Hand driuen centrifugal cream separators *

(model 1900)

are first class manufacture and especially fit for the export

Rsh for an offer from:

scl. erben
Madiine factori|

Hennef (Sieg) Germany ^



DORR JOHRnn FRB6R R-e.
<x <* <* <* ex

riuremberg (Bauaria) <* * <* <* <*

Pencil- factory established t$T9

Contractor to H. M. Government

House in Condon, 1 2 Couell's Court, Pater- -
Rgent for Scandinauia and Denmark:

noster Row, .C. Carl 6. Tisell at Stockholm, Blasie-

House in Paris, 26BouleuardPoissonniere r
holmstorgatan Ho. t4, 1

House in Milan, to ma Tilodrammatici e ... ._

Rgent at Berlin: Ch. Noerl, T6 mark- - ^ for *ussl* :

^*"*> >

grafenstrasse, S.W. Tioerskaja Ho. t6

Rgent at Hamburg: Ridiard Weidmann, *>'
Rgencies at Seuilla, Oporto, Cisbon, Budia-

Bleidtenbrucke no. 3 rest, Rthens, Constantinople, Rle*-

Rgent at Dresden: Oscar Wunderlidi, ^
andria and Cairo

Kaiserpalast III

Rgent for Belgium and Holland: 3acques
~ Sole R9ent for the Umted states of

Benkert at Brussels, Rue de la n.-Rmerica: Richard Best, neuiuork,

Roue 6 a ^ 6t and 63 Duane Street

Specialities:

eadpencils of all hinds and at all prices, Coloured Pen-

cils, Copying Pencils, Slate Pencils, Wedianical Pencils,

Penholders, Inh and Pencil Erasers, for sdiools, offices,

draughtsmen, engineers, photographers, &c., &c.

<X OC <X Ot fK Ot OC CX fK fK OS OC OC fX OC (X <X OC OC fX (X

tOOO hands employed

Weekly production: tt 000 gross

Gold and first-class prize medals, tohereuer exhibited

t4



Chemische Thermo -Industrie, 6. m. b. H.

eSSETURuhr

Pure metals, free from carbon

Chromium, Manganese,Terrotitanium, Terroboron

Manganese Copper, free from Iron, Manganese Zinc, &c.

a* CM Refractory materials and grinding stones ^ *

manufactured from artificial emenj ,,Corubin"

RU requisites for the Welding of Rails, Tubes of euery

description and repairing Steel-Castings by

6oldschmidt
1

s Patent Process -
Cfi Cfi tOK OR ffi

Patented the world ouer a a Ocenses to work Patent for sale

. SCH1VTIDT, BReiten
Largest factory of the world for

Established t$T9 Coolers o,

the coolers are used in

Breweries, Distilleries, Sugarfactories, Dairies, Margarinefactories, &c.

established 1 81 9

t5



Duesseldorf Machine Tool Works
and Foundry

HABERSANG & ZINZEN
DUESSELDORF-OBERBILK

Horizontal Drilling Machines

Moulding
Machines

for toothed
wheels and various

parts of machines

Special
Machines
for rolling-mills

for tubes

We manufacture every kind and size of:

Slide, Surface, Axle, Locomotive and Car-Wheel Lathes, Radial,
Vertical and

Milling, Shaping,

Planing
and Slotting

Machines
as also Punching,

Shearing and

Pressing Machines "**^
,, .

Gold Medal Antwerp 1894

Special Machines
for working plates,

special iron, rails, &c.

Plate-Planing
Machines

with an automatic

headstock, vertical and
horizontal working and
automatic reversing

gear patenter

Cylinder
Boring Machines

patenter

Angle Iron Bending
Machines

Cold Saw Cutting -off

Machines
in a great variety of sizes

Execution of all works
of milling

Speciality:

,,Ph6nix Drills"

(patented in all countries) in

all sizes and kinds, vertical
and horizontal

System A.with simultaneously
adjustable spindles to any

pitch circle

System B. with any number of

spindles separately adjustable

System C. a patented com-
bination of the two previons

types

With the machine of this

class
3, 4, 5, 6, &c. holes can

be drilled equidistant from
one another and on any pitch
circle, as *\ell as in any irre-

gular group by removing the

Keys. Th>. adjustment of the

spindles to any desired pitch
circle is assisted by means of
a graduated scale on each

spindle holder

Numerous references from the first armature works, iron works, &c.
of the home and foreign country

16



OT THDUSIRIRI: RRT
OT rasi CLRSS Hmnrame

and sons
tot Diisseldorf (Rhineland)

CM CM c a* CM CM

Speciality:

the delivery of artistically executed solid furniture,

made from our oum patented relief-iuood as exhibited

at the Rrts Exhibitions of Dienna, Munich, Berlin,

Dresden, Breslau as also at the

Universal Exhibition Paris
Catalogue, group XII, class 66 and 69

a* df CM ae CM CM

Our patents are authorized for Switzerland and Germany,

e*clusiuely Rhineland and Westphalia

660R6 SCHtirae, STUIT6RRT^B6R6 T
For Rustria, Hungary, Belgium, &c.

Uereinigte ReliefhoIzioerke,
Joint-stock Company

CM CM CM Dusseldorf (Rhineland) CM CM CM CM

RU inquiries concerning our patents are to be addressed to

J. BUUien and SOUS, Diissddorf
or to our representative

tT



COTVIPRIUJ 01

Hasselmann Patent

Berlin Tl., Triedrichstrasse t3tc

Impregnation of wood, turf and other textile uegetables, by a new process, tohith,

instead of imbibing the wood mechanically or physically, acts chemically on the

woody fibres.

The principal object of this method is to preserue the wood from putrefaction, but it

can also be made useful for reducing its inflammability.

The wood's hardness is increased by the process, while its elasticity and easy adapt-

ability is maintained.

The impregnating substance penetrates the wood completely and makes euen the false

core of the beedi as hard as oak; it enables the wood also, to acquire an extra-

ordinary fine polish, while it preserues the wood's natural colour or allows this to

be modified as required.

This impregnation, therefore, may be of great importance, whereeuer wood is used

for industrial purposes, be they railroad constructions, mining requisites, habitations

or manufactories, waterworks, pauement, props, store -houses, stables, &c.

The Hasselmann method is patented in all countries, and licences may be obtained.

Works, where this new process is carried out, haue already been established in

seueral countries.
G* a* c*

Tor more particulars please apply to Berlin Tl., Triedridistrasse I3tc

or to Class 32 at the Exhibition, German section.
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~ ~ ~ societe

oe consTRUcnons wecRmcmes
Wulhouse (Rlsace)

6rafenstaden (Rlsace)
- Belfort (France)

formerly Rndre Kcedilin & Cis, Mulhouse and Societe de 6rafenstaden

(Capital: 12000000 francs)

oc<xoc<xoc<x<xococoeoc
ocomotit3es and lenders for ordinary

and other gauges

Machinery of all hinds for Worsted, Cotton and Silk Wills

Steam Engines for Wills, Iron Works, Central Electrical

Stations, &c.

Cooms and Preparing Madiinery for Weaning Mills. Madiinery for

Printing, Bleadiing, Dyeing and Finishing Wouen Goods

Steam Boilers Turbines <* Shafting and Pulleys

cx

Fladiine-tools for metal working. Cifting, Small Toolsocococotocococococococ
The Works at Mulhouse tuere established in t$26,

those at Orafenstaden in 1838, and those at Belfort in IST9

The firm employs 9500 men

20



TCetall-Rctien-Gesellsdiaft
Copper Works Schladern, Rhenish Prussia <*

<* Contractors to the Imperial German nauy <*

Seamless Copper lubes of 'Ao indi to T feet diameter for Steam and

Water piping <x <x

Seamless Copper Cylinders for Paper making machines and Drying
os os drums in all thidinesses and diameters os <x

Seamless Copper Mantles for Condensers up to T feet diameter for

os os War vessels os os

os Copper coated Iron tubes for Rollers a*

eiectrolytical Coatings on Iron Rollers and Hydraulic rams
VO*OiOiF\*?VffVffVOJ5^$%iO^

my Genuine eRU DC COCOene, distilled strictly according to the original recipe of

the intJentor, my ancestor, has been awarded with

prize-medals or diplomas by the Juries of the Exhibitions

of all nations in: London 1862, Oporto 1865, Cordoba 18T1,
Uienna 1813, Santiago (Chili) 1815, Philadelphia 1 816, Cape
Town 18IT, Sydney 1819, Melbourne 1880, Boston 1883, Cal-

cutta 1884, Hdelaide 188T, Melbourne 1888/89, Kingston (Ja-

maica) 1891, Chicago 1893, Hobart (Tasmania) 1895, Brisbane
1891 and at Guatemala 1898. -* It is known in all parts
of the world by the lawfully registered label here shown:

Johann Maria Farina, Julioh-Place no. 4, Cologne o/Rhine
Patented Purveyor to His late Majesty napoleon III.; H. M. Francis Joseph I., Emperor of Austria and King of Hungaria; H. M.
Pedro II., Emperor of Brazil; His Imperial Majesty the Tenno of Japan; H. M. Don Hlfonso XII., King of Spain; H. M. Lewis I.,

King of Portugal; H. M. George I., King of Greece; H. M. Charles I., King of Romania; His R. H. the Prince of Wales.

VOi*TV^eOJ?VrV'4^^V*ru^^^v^

coins
Wine Grower - Wholesale and export

*r " Established tS25 " **

*,*,*,*, BERSHEIIVl R. D. BeRGsiRRsse (Hesse) ~ ~ ~ ~
export in Rhine, Moselle, Pala- ^ Cellars in Ungstein, Wachetiheim
tinate and Bergstraesser Wines *^ and Deidesheim (in the Palatinate)

*r * *r *r References euerywhere ******



BUXENSTEIN

CONP:

GEORG

"PRINTINGS

Trirvnt\6

oj every (description,
<G<DPRCR
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rici ~ w 'w

Platen Printing Presses
oe

Stop Cylinder leadlines

Rioarded:

Cologne t$90

Siluer Medal

Rmsterdam tS92

Bronze Medal

Russig t$93

Gold Medal

Kb'nigsberg t895

Great Siluer

Medal

Rtuarded:

Cube* t$95

Gold Medal

Dresden t896

Medal of the State

Ceipsic t89T

Gold Medal of the

City of eipsic

uMMf
V/ttJ*

s

Gent t899

Gold Medal

*r *r

*r r

HOCKSTROH & SCHneiDETl nadtf. R.-6.

Engineering-Works

Saxony

23



BREKKER
leadline- factory

1PZ16-PR6W1I2

Condon E.G.

33 and 35 Moor Lane
ft

Brandies:

Paris

60 Quai Jemmapes
ft

WienV
Mateleinsdorfersfr. 2

Wire SHtdung and Thread Sewing Machines of

all kinds
for boohs and pamphlets

4N* ^k Sheet-Tolding IXlachines ^ &^
for letter-press- and neiospaper-toorh

Machines for the manufacture of cardboard- and
cardboard- folding bo#es

atest highest awards:

Chicago t893

4 prices

ft
iibe<h 1895

State -medal
ft Leipzig 1897

State -medal
ft

Munchen 1898

State -medal

24



Roijal Porcelain

"Manufactory Berlin

Pieces of Rrt and bric^-bracs
Uases ~

Figures Clocks Candelabras Camps * Jardinieres

Centre -pieces for the Table

Lustres, Palmpots, Bonbonnieres, Dishes, Writing sets

Bronze mountings artistically chiselled and highly gilt

Dinner, Dessert, Tea and Coffee Sets, Sets for the Washhand Stand
plain white and decorated after plain or artistic designs

at at at

Tiles and Pictures on tiles of high art

Original Compositions for special purposes

^fc Rpparatus for diemical and tedxnical use *&
in current patterns according to Price list

as voell as to special order or sketch, as:

Porcelain dishes, Beakers, Crucibles, Pipes, Evaporating dishes, Boilers,

Casseroles, Funnels, Cocks, tiles, Rings, Balls,

Retorts, Coolers, Jars for distilleru, of fire- and acid-proof porcelain
at at at

Pipes and dishes of highly infusible material

Titters and Diaphragms of hardfired and porous material
at at at

Carge and special Rpparatus of all kinds

for the use in factories and laboratories as far as they can be made in the

aboue mentioned materials

at at at

Fire clay Ware and Colours for Porcelain and Earthemuare

Pyroscopes (Seger's Cones)

for measuring temperatures in Porcelain Kilns.

(Prospects are to be had in the Exhibition or on demand from the: Chemisdies Cabora-

torium fur Ihonindustrie, Berlin H.W. 5)
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Robert Dietrich, under the style of Dietrich Brothers

Patented apparatus for manufacturing paper and cellulose

t. Reuoltring pulp -strainer without 6. Separator for cellulose

driving wheels T. Knot- and diip-catdier
2. Spray -pipe with spout at top 8. Rpparatus for purifying and
3. Spray- and jet-ualtje washing cellulose

4. Rutomatic wood sizing 9. Recovery of wood from drips of

5. Exhauster-rasp barks
ot o o numerous and best references ot <x <x

My apparatus are patented in the principal industrial states and there haue been
sold up to December 15 th 1899:

25 reuolmng pulp -strainers without driving wheels (saping
of wheels and repairs)

20 spray -pipes with spouts at top for presenting clogging of the spout -holes

95 sprau- and jet-oalues (uniform and qui&er eoacuation, reduction of the difference of weight)
t automatic wood sizing (saving of work)

12 exhauster -rasps (combines two madtines to one sole, sawing of costs, power and room)
2 separators for cellulose

52 knot- and diip-catdters (sorts thoroughly knots and dtips before they go to the wash-house)
30 apparatus for purifying and washing cellulose (simple and efficacious)
2 recovery of wood from dtips of barks (recovery from 5 to 6 per cent of the wood)

239 patented apparatus sold or working

Rllgemeine Bau-6esellsdiaft
fur

* ERICH menien & c? <* <* <*

6esellsdiaft mit besdirankter Haftung

Oranienburger Str. 44, Berlin Tl., Oranienburger Str. 44

a a a a a CiuiUEngineers and Contractors a a a a

Boring for discovering and acquiring water

Water-supply-works * <* filtration of potable waters

Sewerages <* <* Purification of sewage waters

a a a Utilisation of road sweepings a a a a
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imited

i/FUlgaeu and KeHeiM o/Danube
(Wurtemberg) (Bauaria)

em cm tm

Bleached and unbleached Bisulphite Wood Pulp
(lYlitscherlidi)

of me greatest Strength, Whiteness and Cleanliness

cm a* a*

One of the most ancient firms in this line; established in t$$t. Mills

built anew in 1896 with most modernized and perfect managements
CM* cm cm

Qualities for all papers: from the finest to wrapping -papers

Production: 15000 tons airdry per annum
* <* <* Rbout TOO workmen <* Gold medal Paris t$94 <* <*

:
R gents for:

The United Kingdjom: W. 6. tailor & Co., Cl, $3 Queen Dictoria Street, Condon .C.

Belgium and Holland: Rlph. Barbier, 30 rue Brithaut, Brusrelles

Trance: H. Billemaine, t5 Ruenue des Gobelins, Paris

Germany and Switzerland: With. Roedi, Wiesbaden

Italy: Ferdinando Ueltzen, Piazza Borromei 5, Milan

Russia: John H. Mietzsdi, St. Petersburg

Spain: Ernesto Brunkow y Ci5, San Sebastian
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Schriftgiesserei.

Schriftenlager 300000 Kilo. Neuelnrichtungen innerhalb weniger
Tage. Messinglinien, Holz- und Messingschriftenfabrik. Kunstanstalt fur Autotypien

und Dreifarbendruckstocke. ^* Maschinenfabrik: Tiegeldruckschnellpresse ,,Phonix",

Cylinderschnellpresse ,,Windsbraut". Numerirmaschinen. Regale. Schriftkasten. Buch-
druck-Utensilien. ^ Aufzuge fur Personen und Waren. d* Gegrundet 1819. 900 Arbeiter.

Buchgewerbliche Kollektiv-Ausstellung im ,,Deutschen Hause" am Qua! d'Orsai

&* und Gruppe III (Erdgeschoss) der Haupthalle auf dem Champ de Mars. 3*

J.G.SCHELTER -ft GICSECKE

Fonderie en caracteres. 300000 kilos de
caracteres en magasin LIvraison rapldememe
({'Installationscompletes d' imprimerie Fabri-

quede filets en cuivre et de caracteres en bois.

Caracteresen cuivre pour relieurs. Atelierpour
similigravures et proced6 en trois couleurs.

Fabrique de Machines: Presses a platine

"Phenix", Presses rapides en blanc "Winds-

braut". Numeroteurs. Compteur de Feuilles.

Meubles et casses typographiques. Ustensiles

typographiques. Monte-Charges et Ascen-

Beurs* A 1'Exposition a Paris:

Exposition du Livre dans la ,,Mai-

son Allemande" Qua! d'Orsai, et

Oroupe HI (rez-de-chauss^e) Grand*

Halle, Champ de Mars.
Fonde 1819.

900 ouvriers.

Type Foundry. 70OOOO Pounds of type In

stock. Complete printing plants quickly sup-

plied. Brass rules in labour saving lengths.
Wood types. Brass types for bookbinders.

Studio for Photo Process blocks one and
three colours. Perforating rules.

Machine Factory: 'Phoenix* Platen Print-

Ing Press, Two-revolution Press 'Windsbraut'.

Numb'g mach's. Sheet Counters. Type Cabi-

nets, Cases, and all accessories. Lifts.

In the Paris Exhibition!

Book trade exhibition in 'German
house' Qua! d'Orsai, and 3rd group
(ground floor) in the Large Hall,

Champ de Mars. Established 1819.

900 workmen.



ENZSCH&HEYSE
YPE FOUN DRY
HAMBURG

Our house is by means of its extensive

up-to-date plant and most modern general
equipment in a position to execute the

largest orders. Automatic perfecting
machines built in our own manufactory
enable us to cast a type of unsurpassed
accuracy and clearness. The extraordi-

nary care in the execution of every part
of work, a staff of particularly skilled

assistants and a metal ofunequalled alloy,
warrant our goods being always tip-top

quality r+J r*JrJrJr+Jr+Jf*-<ofJr*Jr+JrJ

All our many series of type and all our
ornaments have been designed by none
but first-rate designers and cut in our own
workshop. A rich choice of them is to

be found in our specimen-book. They
have attracted the admiration of experts
of all nations, and any purchaser of same
will find them to be of good and lasting
value. Our maxim is to beat competition

by the superior quality of our goods and
to serve all our friends with the same
Careful attention r*Jr*Jr*Jr->r*-'r+JrJr-

FOUNDRY

AT

HAMBURG

ESTABLISHED

1833

ABOUT 250000 KILOS ALWAYS IN STOCK

Large export through direct shipping facilities

from Hamburg to every part of the globe

BRANCH :SCHRIFTGIESSEREI E.J.GENZSCH, MUNICH
AGENCIESAND DEPOSITS: PARIS AND BARCELONA
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f\fO Kalk (Rhine Province)
ocococoeoeococococ.oc

Makers of trieurs and Perforated Metal Sheets
Branch works in Dresden-Heustadt and Rugsburg-Pfersee

CK oc oc (x (K Pounded t 862 o <x c* <x <*

Dressing and grading machines for all purposes
Machines for dressing out the seeds of tweeds and for grading

all descriptions of grain, for agricultural

purposes, flour mills, breweries, &c. w

Ouer too 000 Irieurs delivered and in use
Ouer tOO prize medals and diplomes <* <* <* <* <* Cockle separators

Our trieurs are utiiucrsally recognized as the best in existence and hawe always received

the first prizes in competitions for grain cleaning madiinery, as for instance at

Brunswick, Hanouer, Magdeburg, Berlin, Culenborg, Bucarest, Pest, Burst, St. Peters-

burg, Moscow, &c.

JMVJMVJMVJNVJNVl

Dressing and grading machines for coffee beans
Machines for grading the coffee, dressing out the round berries, removing stones, separating the black

berries, &c.

Dressing and grading madiines for rice, Unseed, &c.

Graders for small shot, sand, gravel, coke, &c.

Complete grain and malt cleaning installations
with all mechanical arrangements for mills, warehouses, breweries and malthouses

Cleaning and grading madiines, aspirators, exhausters, fans, eleuator buckets, worm
conueyors, grain clippers, germ extractors for malt, malt cleaners and polishers, &c.

transmissions of movement <* Eleuators of euenj kind

Perforated sheets of euery description in all metals
Couers and sieues for screens and graders, for dressing of ores and coals

; sieves for washing cylinders
and grauel screens; peelers and graters; graders and riddles for threshing machines ; sheets for drying
kiln floors, settling floors; sheets for centrifugal machines; sheets for window blinds, coverings for

heaters; heat conducting channels, &c., &c.

* * trieur sheets of all kinds ***
toith pressed, drilled or cutted indentations of cup or pocket shape

o <x Prices and pattern books free on application * >
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Knitted Underclothing
Patented

<*<* Ho shrinkage, no felting

Unriualled in porositij and elasticity

W. Benger Sons
SIUII6RRI

x Patents in all countries ~ *

See Group XIII, Classes $2 and $6

The Dr. Jaeger's Sanitarij Woollen System Co., 95 Milton Street,

Condon 6. C. has the sole right for the sale of our fabrics for Great

Britain and Colonies
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Show room: Main -hall Champ de Wars, Wines and Metallurgy, Portal entrance tT,

Ruenue de la Bourdonnais

Representative always in attendance Representative always in attendance

trade -mark

5 5 5 5 5 *SP 2 5 5 8 5 5

RUD.
Huremberg-Ostbahnhof

Pressing, Stamping and Drawing-works

CM CM CM CM CM

Drawn and stamped parts of construction for all Kinds

of Rrtillery-, Rmmunition- and Gun-carriages

CM CM fittings for steam -pipes, all sizes also for cruisers CM CM

Drawn and stamped parts of construction for Dynamo-machines,

Electromotors, railway- and tramway-cars

Drawn and stamped

raw -fittings for the manufacture of cycles

ctt cm at as*

Speciality :

a* a* <* a* Bottom brackets, D.R.P. no. $4 352 ** ** *

Pulleys
in two parts, the simplest and best in the world CM Eadt part drawn

out of one piece CM Patented in all countries
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miUS BttltHMR
<* <* Court Pianoforte Manufacturer ^ <*

By Special Rppointment to:

Her Imperial Majesty the German Empress, Queen of Prussia

His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Rustria, King of Hungary
His Imperial Majesty the Czar of Russia His Majesty the King of Saxony

His Majesty the King of Denmark His Majesty the King of Greece

His Majesty the King of Roumania
a Her Royal Highness the Princess of Wales a a a

ist of distinguished personages
to vohom Bliithner Instruments haue been supplied:

His Majesty King Johann of Saarony Her Majesty Queen Cuise of Denmark
His Majesty King Rlbert of Saxony Her Majesty Czarina Maria Feodoroxona of Russia
His Imperial Majesty Kaiser Wilhelm II. Her Majesty Queen Elisabeth of Roumania
His Imperial Majesty Emperor Franz Josef of His Royal Highness Cuitpold, Prince Regent of

Rustria -Hungary Bauaria
His Majesty King Christian of Denmark His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Oldenburg
His Majesty King Cudioig of Bauaria His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Sadisen-

His Majesty King Wilhelm of Wiirttemberg Weimar
His Majesty the Czar Rlearander of Russia His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of MedUen-
His Majesty the Czar flicolaus II. of Russia burg-Sduoerin
His Majesty the Sultan Rbdul Hamid Chan n His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Mecklen-

His Majesty King George of Greece burg-Strelitz
His

Majesty King Carol of Roumania His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of u*emburg,
His Holiness Pope Ceo XIII. Duke of Tlassau
Her Majesty Queen Rmalie of Sairony

'

His Highness the Duke of Rnhalt- Dessau
Her Majesty Queen Carola of Sarony His Highness the Duke of Sadisen-Meiningen
Her Majesty Empress Ruguste Dictoria, Queen of His Highness the Duke of Sadisen-Rltenburg

Prussia His Highness the Duke of Sachsen-Coburg-Gotha
Her Imperial Majesty Queen Dictoria of England

at at ot ot ot

6rand and Upright Pianofortes
awarded urith 1 1 Tirst Prizes on the International World exhibitions at

Paris, Uienna, Philadelphia, Sydney, Melbourne, Rmsterdam

exhibition at Leipzig t$9T. Original Report of the Judges:
the firm of Julius Bliithner has indeed exhibited for disinterested reasons - not competing for

any prize but the judges unanimously recognise that the exhibited Grands and Uprights may seroe

as an example for the Whole industry in their technical and artistic Finish and Sweetness of tone;

and therefore deserue the uery highest praise
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** ** German Wines ** **

JT*1 lYTCTICrUCf <r<7viinv Proprietor: William 6ottlob Meuschel
. W. lUCUJ>LriCL btlllUl Roual Counselor of Commerce

By appointment to the

Winegrower

at Budlbrunn (Unterfranhen) and
Established 1828

Royal

Royal Court of Bauaria

and Shipper

at Rudesheim- on -the -Rhine * .

Established 1863

Proprietor of attended vineyards in the best parts of Buchbrunn, of

the famous Stein atWurzburg, and of Rheinrottland, Rottland and 6nger-

tueg at Rudesheim o/Rhine. Oioner of the large cellars of the former
a a a a a Benedictine-Rbbey at Kitzingen o/lVlain

Specialties:
Stein-Wines in Bocksbeutels and fine Rudesheimer-Idines

4 Gold Medals, 2 Grand Prizes and Diplomas of honor from World Exhibitions; 3 Prizes of honor, highest
awards from the International Exhibitions at Philadelphia and, for Stein -Wines, at Chicago, 5 SiloerWedals

,^ss^ j^ik 50 Rgencies for exportExport to all countries

Registered trade -marks

TROn-WORKS

formerly Reinhardt & Messmer

Tlensburg, Germany
<* <* <*

Makers of euery description of Dairy leadlines

and Utensils

Pasteurizing Rpparatuses
Butter Churns and Kneading Wartimes, Milk Pumps,
milk Testers, Steam Engines, Corn Crushers ,,Re*"

<*
Specialities:

6ermania Separators
for Steam and Hand Potoer

<* <*

Complete Dairy Plants and Outfits
of most up to date designs and constructed to guarantee

greatest capacity

Highest Riuards in t$99

Complete Catalogue free on application

Telegraphic address: Eisenioerh Plensburg
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S6CCO-F1C1V1S
are a splendid substitute for

photographic plates and celluloid films

Patented in 14 countrieso a* u* CM aene n counres ** **

Secco -Films are much cheaper than plates, they are of a uery

great sensibility and can be used in any sizes or in roll- films

for daylight loading. They are without the fault of hallation

or blur. They can be printed from either side tuithout loss of

sharpness (important for carbon printing, &c.); they are uery

durable. The finished negatives require no uarnishing and are

damp- and water- proof

Ihe English patent is already sold

Other patents can be acquired

s S ^ 3 a

Secco-Film-6esellschaft
DR. HeSKT, MOH

a a a a a Berlin H.0. 18 a a a a a a

c*
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6. S166C6 & C

CXS

m. b. H.

Stuttgart *o*
Trade -mark

Carmine, Carmine Cake, Uermilion, Imitation Uermilion, IVladder Lake

CM Milori Blue, Paris Blue *

Permanent and Uictoria Greens (Chromosudtujdrat)

Colours for Utho- and typographic print, painting; Colours in pulp
for vuall papers, for staining and colouring papers
em Innoxious Colours for confectioners and tou,s <m cm cm

Papers for manufacturing artificial flotuers and leaues

Colours for artificial flotoers. Rniline Colours

t cm cm rurkeij~Red-Oil for dyeing and printing cm cm cm

Discharge Colours cm cm Colours soluble in Oil

Riwarded at many exhibitions

Representatiue in Paris: PRUC SIin?eS, t5, rue d'Hauteuille___._
Manufacturer

of all firemen's requisite
Section I: Personal equipment ** * **

Uniforms, helmets of any material and shape, waistbelts,

ares, lifelines, suiords, bugles, &c.

Illumination articles *r *r * *r *-
anterns of euery description for hand and carriage use,

petrol-, pitdi-, uiasr-, and magnesium tordis and flambeaus

Escape and sanitary implements *- *r
Chute-fire escapes, jumping sheets, firemen's respirators and

apparatus, sid* carts and stretdiers, medical dtests

House fire extinguishing and hose requisits*r
Portable fire pumps, hose, hose reels and carts. Material carts

Section II: Factory of fire ladders (escapes) and

euery article connected loith the extinction of fire. Cadders
of any hind and description portable fire ladders. Mediani-

^ cat fire escape ladders for hand and horse
- -^ draft. Unequalled systems, constructed

from 8 to 30 meters height, basing on a

practical experience of 25 years, turning
fire escapes

Illustrated Catalogues mailed free

References, first prizes and awards in almost all countries of the Continent
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H Rctien- Gesellsdtaft
CK o*

ot

Branch -house

Berlin TUG.
HeustadMsdie Kirdistr. 15

andsberg-on~Warthe
Germany

7?

Branch- house

Budapest VIII

3osefsring 25

Steam-engines
Uertical

Compound-, triple-

expansion-
and

Enclosed engines
(own system)

Horizontal

Simple- (single

cylinder) engines
and

Compound-receiner

engines
for all industrial purposes, ships, and electric light -stations

Boilers of all systems
more than TOOO working

cse

Cornish- and high-

pressure boilers

urith gradual flues

(oton system)

Tubular-, Double
and

Uertical boilers
at

Hydraulic Riuetting- and Bending machines
of the newest systems

Ctf Distilleries

Erected

more than 1500 distilleries

in all parts of the world

Tor working off:

potatoes, batatas, maize (corn),

rye, barley, rice, topinambur

(Jerusalem artidtokes), manioc,

molasses, &c.

Steam Saio-miUs ~ Turbines
Special catalogues and estimates gratis



Roual Sa#on China Manufactory at Meissen
Established in tlto * * *

Oldest China Manufactory in Europe

Objects of art: Mirrors, cloths, uases, lustres, sconces, candelabras (for candles and

electric light), centre-pieces, fancy -baskets, groups and figures (decorated and

biscuit -diina), &c. * *

China for household-use: Dinner-, coffee-, tea-, dessert -
services, utensils for the

dressing-table, &c. from dieap to high class -decorations *

Paintings: Own original designs and copies after modern and classic masters, wall-

paintings on hard paste *

Utensils for pharmaceutical, (hemical and tedinical purposes
China-colours ** <*

"First prizes of the greatest exhibitions

Beioare of imitations Y Trade-mark Y Beware of imitations

y V yyA A, ^\ At

Stores at Meissen, Dresden and eipzig
* Commission -stores in several large towns

* * Rt Paris: ,,R la Paisr", 34 Ruenue de I'Opera

Dresden-oebtau !

;

450 Workmen ^ Engineering Works . established 1*34

OC

Complete Plants according to the modern times

Machines for the manufacture
of

Cocoa, Chocolate ^ *

Colours, Toilette Soap
Offices in

W.C., 22 Red Cion Square, BRRIV116K & C

~ new yoRK *r

IS Broad Street, BOrHFD & WeyeRHDT

PRR1S, 92 Bouleuard Ridiard enoir, COUTS



Henos

6KTRICHRIS-RKU 116 S SCHR7T

K(Jn-HR6TVF6D 4

Zioeigbureauaf:

Paris, Berlin, Breslau, Dresden, Dortmund, Frankfurt a. Wain,

Hamburg, Hannoner, Koln, Konigsberg i.Pr., Stra^burg i. lfa, Trier,

Rmfterdam, London, fleapel, Spezia, St. Petersburg, Warfdaau

Electric light && ^ Transmission of potoer

Central stations. Electromotors for driuing machines

of euery kind. Street Railways. IVline Railways

cm u* at cm at at at
.
at at at

^k Elektrifdie i(ht- und Kraftanlagen ^k
fiir Stadtzentralen und Einzelbetrieb. eiektromotoren

zum Rntrieb uon Rrbeitsmafdiinen. Stragen-, Ueber-

land- und 6rubenbahnen

utatatatatatatatatat

Eclairage electrique 4Kk -^ Transport de force

Stations centrales. Electronicteurs pour machines de

tout genre. Chemins de fer nicinau*. Tramways
pour miles et mines, etc.



raren &
RcKen~6esellsdiaft, Wulheim-on-Rhine

Iron, Steel, Copper and Bronze Wire Drawing IVlills,

Wire Ropery, Wire Goods and netting Factory
6aluanising Shops, Copper Smelting Works

Electric Cable Factory: telegraph, Telephone and Electric Eight Cables

<* Dynamo Wire, House Wires, &c. <* <*

Galuanised
^* -^ ^ fr Bright

telegraph Wire Copper Wire

Bronze
and

Patent Double Bronze

Telephone Wires

for

Electric Cight

Irollei| Wire

Carrying Wire

Fencing Wire and Strands, Rope Wire, Card Wire, Music Wire, Wire Springs, Barb

Wire, Wire Hefting, Wire Mats, Wire Heddles and Fauorite Shafts for Weaning,
Patent Steel Wire Chains

at a as CMS Wire
of the latest and most improued systems

* a* u* ctf

Iron, Steel and Copper

OK

Wire Ropes
of ordinary construction

,,Rlbert"
or ang's a\| Ropes

odied

Wire Ropes

Patent

,/Flattened'
Strand Ropes

*r *r Oldest Wire Rope Makers of the European Continent ^
*r Rgent for France: J. Jacquot, 30 rue des Bourdonnais, Paris

I a
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& euiacRuwe CRRCSWERK
Rctien-6esellschaft, Fliilheim- on-Rhine

Manufacturers of

~ Telegraph Cables ~

urith Guttaperoha, India Rubber and
Okonite Cores,

single and double wire sheathing

Patent

telephone Cables
with

Paper and Rir Space
Insulation

Specialities for Electric

Iramtuaus:

Feeder Cables
(aerial and underground)

lead Corjered Cables
for

Electric lighting
and

Transmission of Power
with

one, tioo, three and four Conductors

at cm

Trolley Wire and Carrying Wire , _
n^nhiti^

of high breaking strain Nw*y M llCplUTlC
Copper Rail Bonds

Rgent for France: J. Jacquot, 30 rue des Bourdonnais, Paris *-



Stcttincr lYlaschinenbau-Rctien-Gesellschaft <*

u0,0,0,0, I fM 0,0,0,0,
0,0,0, Bredoio near Stettin

Iron and Brass Founders Boiler Makers Engine and ocomotiue

Builders Shipbuilders and Marine Engineers
*

Floating Docks

The worhs construct ocomotirjes for broad and narrow gauge lines, Steam Engines and Boilers, Heauy

castings, Dredgers, torpedo Boats, Men of war and Merdiant Oessels, Marine Engines of the largest size.

Rmongst other vessels this Company has delivered:

For the German Tlamj:
..Preussen", armorclad; ,,eipzig", cruiser; ,,Prinz Adalbert", cruiser; ..Stosdi", cruiser; ,,Stein", cruiser; ,,Sadtsen", armorclad;

,,Wurttemberg", armorclad; ,,Carola", cruiser; ,,01ga", cruiser; ,,0ldenburg", armorclad; ,,Trene", protected cruiser; ..Brandenburg",
armorclad battle ship; ..Weissenburg", armorclad battle ship; ..Hohenzollern", Imperial yatht; ,,Comet", despatdi boat; ,,Hertha"

and ,,Hansa", second class cruisers; to first class torpedo boats.

Still building: One first class battle ship of the line.

For the German Merchant Fleet:
the atlantic fast liners ..Kaiser Wtlhelm II.", ..Rugusta Oictoria", ..Spree", ..Hauel", .Jurst Bismarck", ..Kaiser Wilhelm der Brosse".

The last named vessel is the largest and fastest Steamer at present afloat, the displacement being 20500 tons, Engine

power 28000 IHP. Her aoerage speed across the Atlantic is 22,60 hnots, the highest average for one day's run well ooer 23 knots.

How building: the twin-screw fast steamer ,,Deutsdiland" for the transatlantic seruice. Cength 208,5 meters = 684' 0",

Engine power 33000 IHP. Moreouer the four twin -screw mail steamers ..Konig Albert", ,,Prinzess Irene", ..Hamburg" and ,,Kiau-

tchou" of 152,40 meters = 500' 0" length and 9000 IHP. Rlso a second twin-screw fast steamer for the transatlantic seroice. fength

202,1 T meters = 663' 4" and 30 000 IHP. ,

For the Russian Hauij:
the torpedo boats : ,,Raketa" and ,,Samopal". Engines and boilers for 25 torpedo boats.

How building: Protected cruiser ,,Bogatyr".

For the Greek
6 first class torpedo boats.

For the Chinese
..ting-Uuen", armorclad; ,,Chen-Uuen", armorclad; both of T500 tons displacement; ,,tsi-yuen", protected cruiser of 2400 tons

displacement; ,,King-yuen", armored cruiser; ,,ai-9uen", armored cruiser; both of 3000 tons displacement; ,,Tei-!Hng", torpedo
cruiser of $50 tons displacement; three protected cruisers ..Hai-Vung", ,,Hai-Shew" and ,,Hai-Shen" of 2950 tons displacement

cadi, two ocean going torpedo boats of 120 tons displacement; 9 first class torpedo boats, 4 second class torpedo boats.

Hopper dredger ,,tau-hai", working capacity 200 cub.-meters an hour. One floating crane, lifting to tons.

For the Japanese Hainj:
,,9akumo", protected first class cruiser of 9 too tons displacement in course of construction.

ocomottues:

nearly 2000 ocomotioes for different Railways at home and abroad haue been built.

o. The Company employs ouer T 500 hands.
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Deutsche Ost-Rfrika-Cinie

German East-African ine of Mail-Steamers
Under Engagement with the Imperial German Gouernment

Eastern route to Rhodesia and South Rfrican 6oldfields

Best, quickest, and most interesting route to IMashonaland ma Beira, and
nuassaland ma Chinde

ftfi ? UK

Fortnightly Seruice between Hamburg, Rmsterdam or Rntwerp, Cisbon, naples, and
ast Coast of Rfrica, Transuaal, and natal, ma Suez Canal

CB J B

express Steamers despatched euenj four weeks arriue at Beira within 24 daus
and Delagoa Bau within 27 daus from naples, calling at intermediate ports for

passengers onlu. Johannesburg can therefore be readied from Condon m'a naples
and Delagoa Bay in 30 daus

*r r *r Cadi alternate Steamer calls at Wombassa *,*,**
CR <CR Cfi

The fleet of the Company:
Kronprinz, rtoin-screio 1000 Hdmiral 3000 ^ Setos 2200

Konig, Iioin-screiu 6000 General 9000 Safari 1600

Herzog, Tiuin-screu) 6000 Reidistag 2600 Peters 600
Kaniler 3600 * Bundesrath 2600 * Rdjutant 500
Kaiser 3300 Sultan 3200 v

The Steamers are fitted especially for the comfort of Passengers in warm climates,

hauing large and airy tioo- berth Cabins, Electric tight, Baths, and ewery modern appliance, and

carry a doctor and stewardess

a Express Steamers homeward bound from Delagoa Baij to flaples a
calling at all the

Interesting East-Coast places, as Beira, Mozambique, Zanzibar, Rden, and Suez Canal

Tor "Freight to Beira, Delagoa Bay, and Durban, apply to

H. D. Boret, 144 Ceadenhall Street, Condon, .C.

Tor further information apply to the Rgents, Ellis, Kislingbury, & Co., t4 St. Mary Hie, Condon;
Miinder & Ruersioald, Ratal; Cudioig Scholz, Delagoa Bay; Deutsche Ost-Rfriha-Cinie,
Beira; or to the _.. . _. . Tf

Deutsche Ost~Rfnka-mie, Hamburg
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Polyphon-TVTusttuuerhe
Rhtien-6esells<haft

TW WRHR6H near Leipzig w
Manufacturers of the

Polijphon-Flusic-Rutomatons and *
'

* .,

Poltjphon-Draiuing-Room'Tnstruments
in the highest perfection

f H. Peters & Co.
|

Sold onhj through: Popper & Co. Leipzig
I erzold&Popitz )

Tor Trance: Manufacture des Boites a Musique ,,Poluphon"
Charles Sondinger, Paris, 25 et 35 rue d'Hauteuille

Rheinisdie Uaseline-, Del- und Tett-Tabrik |

Gebr. ST6RT1, Hamburg j

Coin m <* Paris - ondon
WHIie URSetme-qUS for medical, cos-

r

metic and technical purposes

PRRRTTin. HQU1D. PH. 6. Ill and PH. 6. II, fully J
in accordance with test

, white and ijellow, for medical, I

cosmetic and oeterinary purposes
Rrgd. Tradr fv*irlK Narh

FItRD URSenne, white and yelloio

SOODineD UBRlCRniS

SPCC1RC 6RCRS6S for Stuffing bo*es, Cog-wheels, Beltings; Rust-preoentioe
Pastes, &c.

SOUB OIS for (razing, boring purposes, for dressing and wool

6OR1R CUCU1DCR OICS, specially recommended for high pressure -machines

eneine - 01CS , Marine -Oils, Dynamo- and Motor -Oils, Spindle -Oils, tc.
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HEINRICH LANZ
3500 workmen MANNHEIM 3500 workmen

Branches:
in Germany: Berlin, Cologne, Breslau

? Leipsic, Regensburg, Koenigsberg,
in Russia: Rostow, Wmnitza, Woloczysk

Portable Engines up to 300 HP
The best and most economical power generator

Numbers sold in 1897: 845, in 1898: 1263, in 1899: 1449 engines

Larger sale than any other German firm

Patent Steam Thrashing-Machines
for home and foreign use

Exhibited in Group IV, class 19, and Group VII,
class 35
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DERKRUTSSynDTKRI D6R
eopoldshall~Stassfurt 6ermamj

Central Office for the sale of

Kainite, Syluinite, Carnallite, Muriate of potash, Sulphate of potash, Double Manure

Salt, Kieserite in blocs, Kieserite calcinated and ground, as tuell as Manure Salts

** Rddress for telegrams: Syndikat-Stassfurt tm t a* u a* a*or at of CM

Rgents for

France,Tunis and Rlgeria : riget & Destreither,

Paris, t rue Rmbroise Thomas au coin de la

rue Ridier 8

Belgium and Holland: Proebsting & Rrnold,

Brussels, 120 Chausse"e de Haedit

Rustria: Joh. Hanel, Pilsen * R. Sdiram, Prag *

J.M.Rothauer, Klagenfurt * Tranz Tisslthaler,

Salzburg * 6ebr. Skasik, troppau * H. 3. Zap-

pletal, Prerau * Candwirthschaftl. Rnhaufs-
uerein fiir das nordostl. Bohmen, Triedland *

Marsano & Prager, Prag * Blowshy & Co.,

Prag * Centratoerband der deutsdaen landw.
Genossensdiaften Bohmens in Prag-Smidiow *

Heller & Sdiiller, Prag * h. h. Candw.-Gesell-
sdiaft fur Krain, Caibach Central- 13erband
der deutsdten landwirthsdiaftl. Creditgenossen-
sdiaften Mahrens und Sdalesiens, 6. m. b. H.,

Brunn

Hungary : ,,Hungaria", Kunstdunger-, Sdiioefel-

saure- und diemisdie Industrie -
Rktiengesell-

sdtaft, Budapesth V, Turdo-urcza 8 sz.

Switzerland: Chemisdie Tabrik Sduueizerhall,

Basel * Chem. Dungerfabrik uon Treiburg &

Renens, Treiburg and Gruze near Winrerthur

Spain: Otto Medem, Ualencia and Barcelona

Portugal: 3oh. Sthuback & Sohne, Hamburg

Italy: teupold Tratelli. Genoa

Scandinama, Danemark and Finland:
Moritz Traendiel & Co., Gothenburg

Russia: Gustaf Sieoers, St. Petersburg * Consum-

oereinderCandioirthe, ibau * Chr. Rotermann,
Reual * lOarsdtauer Rktiengesellsdaaft fiir den

Drogenhandel (oorm. Uereinigte Rpotheker &
Cudioik Spiess i Syn), Warsaio * Coioitscher

Gesellschart diemisdaer Produkte und Kunst-

dunger, Wars a to

Great Britain: C. Sdineider & Co., Glasgow,
33 Renfield Street * Hugo Knoblauch, Ceith,

Scotland, 22 Baltic Street * T. W.Berk & Co.,

Ctd., Condon 6.C., t Pendiurdt Ruenue * Bessler,
Waditer & Co., Condon C-.C., 18/19 Tendturdt

Street * 3. Cameron, Swan & Co., neiocastle-

on-tune

Rgents for

United States of Rmerica, Eastcoast: H. 3.

Baker & Bro., tletu ^ork, 100 William Street *

James Bonday, 3r. & Co., Baltimore U. S. R.,

Maryland * Heller, Hirsh & Co., Hew Uork, 62

and 64 William Street * Henry Cauts & Co., Balti-

more U. S. R., Maryland, P. O.Bo* 323 * Wm.R.
Peters & Co., Hew 9ork, 45, 4T and 49 Cedar

Street, Stoks Building * Hamilton H. Salmon
8t Co., Hew york, 133/131 Trent Street * Paul

Weidinger & Son, Hew 9ork, P. 0. Bo* 2916

U. S. of Rmerica, Westcoast: Meyer, Wilson
& Co., San Trancisco

Rrgentina: T. R. Heubauer, Hamburg R. Wien-

green & Co., Buenos Ryres

Uruguay : C. Heldmann & Co., Hamburg, Brands-
wiete 8

Brazil: Oon & Co., Hamburg and Sao Paulo

Guatemala: Ted. Keller, Guatemala (capital city)

Mexico: Carl TelU & Co., Hamburg

Ceylon: Treudenberg & Co., Colombo

Straits -Settlements: Guthrie & Co., Singapore

Japan: C. Rohde, Hamburg, RolandsbrMe 4

C. Rohde & Co., Yokohama

3aua: Mestfabrik, Samarang on Jaua

India: Chemical Works late H. & T. Rlbert, Con-

don 6.C., 150 Ceadenhall Street

Egypt: Kuster & Co., Cairo

Canary Islands: RugustBlumenthal, Hamburg*
Trankfurter & Ciebermann, Hamburg

Cape Colony, natal, Transuaal, Orange
Free State, Mozambique: RugustBlumen-
thal, Hamburg * Terranti & Co., Durban

Iransuaal and Orange Free State: Totte,

Mildi & Co., Rntwerp
Rustralia, Tasmania, flew Zealand and

the islands of the Rustralian Rrohipel

except the Sandwich Islands: Rugust
Blumenthal, Hamburg * Trancis H. Snow,
Rdelaide * Jules Renard & Co., Melbourne

Sandiwidl Islands: J. C. Pfluger & Co., Bremen
H. Hadrfeld & Co., Honolulu * Meyer, Wilson
& Co., San Trancisco
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w Julius Pintsch *

Central Works at B6RHTI 0. Rndreasstrasse T2/T3

cm cm cm

Branch-Works:

at Tuerstemualde o/spm at Trancfort o/wain at Uienna (Rustria)

near the Station Gasapparate- und Masdiinen- the Works: IX, Retnelha Gasse

fabrih Gebr. PiniSCH The Office: IV, Tranhenberg Gasse 9

at Breslau at Dresden
Friedrich Wilhelmstrasse 3 la Seminarstrasse 15

Manufacturer of all kinds of 6as-Rpparatus
cm cm

Gas installations for Railway Coaches and Coast~ighting
at

Mechanical Workshop
for special articles and for manufacture en masse

|ron anci metal-Toundry

cm

C (X (X <X
I I. f H II ^* 1 M

cm

Manufactory of icelded articles

of all forms and sizes

cm cm

Possessor of most important medals of the State and of exhibitions

cm cm cm

the firm, established t$43, is noio employing altogether about 3000 workmen and

officials
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Rhdnische Emulsions -Papier-Tabrik
Heinrich Stolle, 6. m. b. H., Koln-hrenfeld

Platino Bromide, Collodio and Gelatine (POP) papers:
unsurpassed in quality

Sole manufacturers of the Emulsion coloured

Bromide and Collodio papers and postcards,

Cobenzl's indention
Registered trade mark Quite fast colours

m
oiDwiesHRFen am RKem <* muncHen

t. 6as and Gasoline Motors
ot w own system, eoery size, for stationary installations and for carriages

** *

2. Gasoline chariots
<* o* own system, for diarges of 250, 500, t250, 2500, 5000kg * *

3. Motor Carriages
own system, gasoline or electric motors; Cabs with 2 or 4 seats, Dictorias, Omnibus

(Germany)
a*

Platinum in all forms, used in the diemical

and electrical industries, in the manufacture of

artificial teeth and of jewellery, in photography
and in the manufacture of gas lighters

Apparatus of Platinum or Gold -Platinum for con-

centrating Sulphuric Reid. (Patented)

Chloride of Platinum for the manufacture Sul-

phuric Rnhydride

Platinum electrodes for technical purposes (Elec-

trolysis). (Patented)

Platinum wire and Chloride of Platinum for the

manufacture of gas lighters

Platinum -Tubes for automobiles

Platinum -Iridium alloys containing up to 40 per

cent Iridium

Iridium sheets, wire and small vessels

Rhodium, Osmium, Palladium and Ruthenium

Slitter-apparatus for the chemical industry,

especially heating and cooling coils, worms,

boilers, stills, in all dimensions, and without

any solder

liquid 6old, Ciquid Sitoer, lustre

COlOUrS for glass and porcelain

Rods with a couer of Platinum-

Silicium, used as electrical re-

sistances for heating and other purposes.

(Patented)

according to Holborn and Wien,
controlled by the Physihalisch-technische Reidts-

anstalt, Charlottenburg
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W. CRHTCeUeR & Co. Ctd.
Electrical Engineers and Contractors

Trankfort o/Nain
Branches: Breslau, Berlin, Carlsruhe, Dresden, Duisburg, Gotha, Hambro', Munich,

Saarbriitk, Bucarest, Milan, Moscow, Warsaw

ess a*

Paris Office:

22 1, rue

de I'Uniuerstte

Telegrams:

Glectryer Paris

Telephon:

116-68

Continuous -current Steam -Dynamo

tight and Power Central Stations

Power Transmission and distri-

bution

Electric Hallways
Electric hauling for Collieries

Electric plants for:

Factories

Mining
Chemical and
Carbid Works

Continuous Current Dynamos
and Motors

Rlternators and

Threephase
- Dynamos

Syndiron- and Rsynohron -Motors

Belt Dynamos
Dynamos for direct-connecting

with:

Steam engines
Turbines

Gas engines
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Schramberg Schramberg

Junghans & Herion

Uenise
Junghans freres

Trance Etaitt France

Largest

Clodifactory

OR CR

Dailij production

TOOO movements
(K OK

2000 loorhmen
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Berlin tl.

Mullerstrasse IT la/112

Founded in t$5$
R CR R CSS SK

Berlin 11.

miillerstrasse tTta/tI2

Manufactory of beltings for machines

RDOCPH SCHWRRTZ & C
Beltings of all kinds and technical leather merchandises

Specialities: Cemented beltings without joint nor fastener for great trans-

missions, as rolling
- mills, dynamo - electric maohines, &c. Durable leather-

and camel-hair beltings possessing the utmost resistance against wetness
and toet steam. Joint -beltings for centrifugal machines

6um- and asbestos packings

Speciality: Pheni*- packing of the stuffmg-bo* (incombustible till to

13 '/2 atmospheres) for hot steam-engines. Best and improved material

for stuffings at present time

Uniuersal exhibition of Paris o* exhibitor 4th
group class 2t fir. tOT24

Precision Scales

R large stock

always on hand

Established t845

and Weights

'1 *

,fe *

Price Cist

for the Wholesale Trade

With large discount

< I
* |

60HL KRn & sonn, esmeen
Inhaber der Tirma: Rlbcrt Sauter
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RCT.-66S. H, T. ECKeftT in

Works: Ediertiuerk, Berlin-Friedrichsberg

Rvuarded urith the Royal Prussian Gold

State Medal for industrial success

Ouer 600 Medals and Prizes, including the

Gold Medal of the Paris exhibition tS6T

exhibition in the Pauillon of Rgriculture

* At * **

Distilleries and 9east~7actories
Steam Engines Steam Pumps <* <~ Modern Gearings

: Rgricultural IVladiineri) and Implements
Original Constructions of Ploughs and Souring Machines for

all countries

Hay Rakes and Hay Tedders * Horse Gears and Thrashing Madiines

Portable Steam Engines <* Steam Thrashers and Straw -Eleuators
Store-house Machinery Fodder Madiines * Bale -Presses

Madiinery for street cleaning

Rutomobiles <* Military Dans <* Gun carriages <* Vehicles

for special purposes

Toundry-SpecialHes
Tirst class qualities of: Cast Iron, Malleable Iron, Eckertsteel

Clf

<*a a Installation of Electric Cight- and Poiuer-Plants
of oujn systems, adapted to agricultural conditions

Electric Ploughs
** * *k ** ** 4*

The EdierKoorks are founded in 1S46, turned into a 3 The e<herhuorhs are shipping to all parts of the world,
limited Company in 18TI, cooer more than 25 acres are adapting their manufactures to the requirements
of land, work with a capital of about Mh. 6 000 000, 3 of eadi particular country, send their oumErperts to all

and employ more than t 200 hands parts of the globe and are represented by oum brandies,

a* a or % offices and agents in all countries of the world

Catalogues and Correspondence in all modern languages
Telegraphic Rddress: edierhuerk Friedrichsbergberlin
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J. It. BR6 & Cl in RU6SBUR6
OP

for musical

Piercing saves for wood, horn and metal,
Saws for sculptors, ba<h saws,
Band saut blades,
Metal saios with beuilled ba<h,
Iron bow saios,
needle files for wood and metal,

Cold rolling of Steel in strips
3
/too * 2

m
/m thick

founded 1836 * * 360 work people *** Motiue power t20HP.
Prizes awarded: Condon 1862 ae Paris 1J6T a* Ulm 1ST! CM Dienna tits at tlurembrrg tm and 1885 (golden

and situer medals) ae Rugsburg 18(6 a* Chicago 1893 at Huremberg 1(96 (golden medal)

Circular saws for metal,

Drills, Spiral borers for metal,

Springs for clocks of all hinds
boares and telegraphic apparatus, &c.,

Watch main springs of all systems.

Beunn-RemicicenDORF (WEST)

Gear Wheels and Gearing of euerij Description with theoretically correct cut teeth

Spur Gears Rafts and Pinions

Standard Change Gears

Internal Gears

Screw and Spiral Gears

Berjel and Miter Gears

Beuel Gear Sets
for Chainless Bicycles

Compensating Gearings
for Motor Cars

Motor Gears and Pinions
for Street Railway Cars

Worm Gearings
Gears in positive motion by
a new process correctly cut

Worm Gearing Speed Reducers
complete in dust proof case,

Worm in oil bath, end thrust

reduced by ball bearing collars

Run noiselessly at highest speed

without disadvan-
tageous heating
consume less power and give
better results as others

CRIRE06U6
1899 in German
1900 in Trendi

treating all our products in detail , with statements from erperience regarding the construction, useful

effect, calculating of toothing and drawings of the tooth -forms. R manual for the office, for practical

worh, and for the sdiool. Sent to any address after receipt of t sh. for the German and Trs. 2.

for the French edition in postage stamps of whateuer country which amount will be allowed on in-

voice in case of orders, to Machine Manufactories it is supplied free of charge

7. ZmmeRlYlRTm & C2, td., Halle o/S.

Manufactory of agricultural machines
~ ** Founded t$64

- ^

Specialities: Drill-ploughs, all the implements for the cultivation

of rapes and potatoes, reaping machines, steam and horse-

gin thrashing machines for grain and clouer. electric ploughs
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teipziger Werkzeugmaschinen-Tabrik
worm. W. u. Pittler, Rktiengesellschaft

15 times exhibited <* t5 times first awards

We supply as speciality

W. ix Pittler's Patent turret iathes

W. o. Pittler's Patent Turret athe, model TRR

W. U. Pittler's Patent turret Lathes surpass all other types in the following points:

1. in strength and solidity of construction

2. simplicity of tools <*

3. the reuoluability of the turret admits not only of extremely rapid change of the tools, but

also of performing in the most advantageous way all long and transuerse work, copying,

tapping and similar work, that will in euery other turret lathe require supports with trans-

uerse motion and complicated tool holders <<*
4. eadi tool possesses stops for length and cross movement in both directions, that adjust them-

seloes automatically, when finishing the first piece
*

They are the most efficient turret lathes in the world for the simplest as well as the most complicated

parts, that require the greatest exactness, without being compelled to finish the parts coming from the

turret lathe on another machine. They are equally well adapted for diuch- and bar -work. Our turret

will take 16 tools, of whidt I to 4 may work at the same time, independently one from the other.

We warrant the greatest efficiency of our turret lathes

$ sizes with 5

/te to 3 l

/$ bore of the headstock spindle*nmp*M99*KK9l!7K9;*9KMm
Show Rooms at Berlin C.2, Kaiser Wilhelmstr. 48
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6RRR6IT SMITH & C2, Magdeburg
Works established in Germany since 186t

exhibit:

50-60 HP. Semi-Portable Engine
Economical Rutomatic-Espansion Compound Condensing Engine on Hydraulic-Riuetted lelescop Boiler with

Corrugated Firebo*. Firebo* and lubes easily withdrawn for Inspection, Cleaning, Repairs or Renewal.

Carge Water -space below 6rate-leuel for Sediment and the Firebosr therefore practically indestructible<*<* Coal Consumption less than 2 Ib. per Brake HP. p. Hour

CM CM CM

Tlom. to HP. Portable Engine
Economical Rutomatic-Esrpansion Engine suitable for 20 Brake HP. Cylinder in Steam Dome. Crankshaft

on Massiue Cast-iron Saddle- plate and connected to Cylinder by Patent lie-Rod

Coal Consumption about 3 Ib. per Brake HP. p. Hour or about 56 cwt. p. Day of to Hours at 20 Brake HP.

CM CM CM

Semi -Portable Engines up to 250 Brake HP. can be fitted with travelling- Wheels

Steam Thrashing leadlines for all Climates

CM

Correspondence, &c. English, Frendi, German
and Russian

CM

Rnnual Capacity 500 Engines.

6RRR6TT SMITH & C2, Magdeburg
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KRST & eHin6R, 6. m. b. H.

SIUIT6RRI
RU the inks for the entire Graphical trade

(letterpress, litho, collotype, copper -plate, tin printing, bookbinder uiork, &c.)

x* x\

Uarnishes * Roller Composition Rutographic bladi ~ Rutographic ink

Lithographic ink in stidis * Rutographic ink in sticks * Eessiue for types

Rvoarded at:

Ulm t8TI Berlin 1818 Rntxoerp 1885 Chicago 1893
Uienna 1813 ^ Stuttgart 1881 j$ Melbourne 1888 4 iibe(k 1895

Santiago t8I5 Rmsterdam 1883 Rmsterdam 1892 Guatemala 1891

Prague 1899

Carport to all countries of the world x\ Samples and printed specimens gratis on demand

Representatives in Paris: W.Jong, 29, rue des Petites - Ecuries

Tor export: R. Riittner, 6, rue Cadet

This catalogue has been printed with our inks at the Reidtsdrudierei at Berlin

Manufactory of photo cameras, Dresden

Brandi establishment: Ernst Herbst & Tirl,

Special-manufactory of hand-, field-, studio- and saloon-cameras
Best source for exporters and gros-merdiants

at*

Price - currents in three languages

Of all German photo -camera manufactors the only decorated with the State medal
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& IRBOR
rx rx rx TUERIH (Bauaria) rx rx rx rx

Manufacturers of Bronzepowder, Brocade, Rlutninium and Metal eaf

Sole owners and manufacturers of the metal printing inks for direct printing from stone without powdering
OIHOOR for ithography, tUPOOR for typography, ItHRUMin for ithography and Typography

Branfo- house Paris:

4, Ruenue Parmentier

Brandi - house ondon:
6. C., Wood Street Square $

Brandi -house Berlin:

5. 53, Urbanstrasse 2

Brandi -house Milan:
Uia Dante 1 6

rx

rx

a*

rx

rx

Medals:

ondon tS62 Paris 186T * Dienna t8T3

Philadelphia 18T6

Gold Medal Tluremberg 1885

Highest Rioard Chicago 1893

Gold Medal Rnhoerp 1894

Gold Medal Brussels 1891

International Centenary Exhibition of ithography * Members of Prize Committee

,,Rboue Competition" Paris 1895

Bavarian Exhibition Members of Prize Committee ,,Rboue Competition" x nuremberg t896

<*
Eagle Works at Fiirth and neumiihl (Bauaria)

^^>'7V^

Patent Sheet Drying Rpparatus:
Exposed: German Machines Hall, first story, group 14 class 88

Champs de Mars. Suffren

Friedr.
Engineer and Manufacturer

Potschappel near Dresden (Saxony)
speciHcrai:

Machinery . for Making Chromo - Enamel-

Surface-Colored-Papers, Wallpapers and
Cardboards

Best references of the home and foreign country
rx

Representatives: Paris: 6. Wessmer, Rue Fontaine t2.

Condon: H. Keller & Co., Fenthurdistreet t02. Milan: R.Pisani,
B. Cauallieri 4
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IK. 60DSCHTV11DT, Essen-Ruhr
<x (x a* <x <* Chemical Manufacturer <* <* <* <* <*

founded: *4$jt$4&< Proprietors:

Berlin t84T
rjll^

Dr.Karl 6oldschmidt

Workmen employed: Rbout 3 00
.jJEJi Dr.Hans Goldschmidt

* Trade Mark <>*

Metallic Tin I
a

in ingots, bars
*

Chloride of Manganese
and powder 0*y(hlorideofPhosphorus

Tmcrjjslals ^
a truhioride of Phosphorus

Chloride Of tin (solution of and Pentadaloride of Phosphorus
crystallized) Phosphoric acid, anhydrous

stannate of Soda Benzaldehyde
Phosphate of Soda (crust, and ,

Be
f

l

.

zoic a
.

c
i
d

calcined) flcehc acid, anhydrous
Chloride Of Zinc (solution of

Chloride of acetyl

'

and crystallized, technical, diemicallij rranROlin (product for purifying

pure (P. 6. Ill) acetylene)

Hamburg South Rmerican Steamship
30* ^o* ^o* Company *^ *^ *^
This One, established t8Tt, owns a fleet of 30 full -powered Passenger and Cargo
Steamers. Total Gross Tonnage, t to 000. Three Steamers building of SSOOtonseadi(xaaaataaaccitatataa

Regular Sailings for Brazil and the Riuer Plate
oiz. :

Por Brazil: Pernambuco and Bahia (alternately), Rio de Janeiro and Santos euery Thursday, calling

regularly at ei*6"es (Oporto], isbon, and once a month at Victoria

For the Southern Brazil Ports: Paranagua\ Sao "Francisco and Rio Grande do Sul, twice a month,

calling at ei*oes, Lisbon, and occasionally at Cabedello (Parahyba do Horte) and Flaceid.

Tor the Rioer Plate: Calling at Bilbao, Coruna, Carril or Uigo, and Madeira or teneriffe; four

departures monthly. Goods for Rosario taken without transshipment. Commencing about

RugusttS, the Brazil and Riuer Plate Steamers voill also call at Cherbourg.

These Steamers carry Surgeons and Stewardesses, being fitted with Electric tight and excellent

accomodation for Cabin and Steerage Passengers
a a a a a aaaaaaaa
<* For full particulars apply to the Company's Office: HolzbriicheS, Hamburg <x

Tor passengers to: The Hamburg-Rmerican ine, Hamburg, Douenfleth 18 to 21 ; or Rue Scribe I, Paris

Tor cargo to: Mr. Rug. Bolten (Wm. Miller's succr.), Rdmiralitatsstrasse 33, Hamburg
Tor cargo to South Brazil to: Mr. Paul Giinther, Brook t, Hamburg



and carriage
builder

R Ouiner: Ernst Kiihlstdn <* j ,

Supplier to the Imperial Court

OR J

Carriages speciallij adapted for lusfortj and

transport uans
JK 4DR Cfi

Erdmann Kircheis
RUE in Saxony

'"sm"mS'" Machine Works and Foundry B.^ si.*

O? fK OC

Cargest German Manufacturer of machinery, toots and dies

#0* for tin and metal working ^o*
as lathes, turning, spinning, oual and planing lathes; lewer, table, circular shears and guillotines;

beading and flanging machines; presses of euery description (hand, drawing, friction, eccentric presses, &c.);

rolling madiines; edging madiines; drawing bendtes; drop presses; pundiing madiines; complete stamp-

ing plants and tools in only firstrate quality.

Practical constructions. Solid make. Best material used. Highest awards at all exhibitions where

represented.

, . _|JL number of hands
Established 1S6I.

E.tffgtK.
employed aboue $50.

Illustrated price lists in english, German and Frendt,

as well as quotations and particulars in these lan-

guages free of charge.
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Maschinenfabrik KAPPEL
in

KAPPEL-CHEMNITZ (Saxony)
supplies

Hand Embroidering machines and

Shuttle Embroidering machines
Handstickmaschinen und Schiffchenstickmaschinen

Metiers a broder a la main et metiers a broder
a navettes

Net machines Tullwebstuhle Metiers a tulle

Wood Working
machinery

Sagegatter und Holz-

bearbeitungsmaschinen
Scies et machines a travailler

le bois

Machine-tools
Metallbearbeitungsmaschinen
Machines -outils a travailler les

metaux

Gas and Oil Engines
Gas- und Benzinmotore

Moteurs a gaz et a benzine
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Naschinenfabrik
norm. J. S. Sduoalbe & Sohn

* <* CHEiyimiZ (Germany) *

Specialities:

. Brewing and Malting Machineri)

Refrigerating and Tee making machines
Boilers ** Steam engines Turbines

*

* Rrchitectural department
for supplying building plans

OS

Catalogues and full particulars on application

Schiffs- und !Vlas(hinenbau-Rctien-6eseUsdiaft
~ TVlannheim *-

Shipbuilding

Repairing Shops,

Telegraphic Rddress: Schiffbau Mannheim

Speciality:

ing Tools built

T\Y0Af\\v\f\
LJI tUyUlLJ

newest successful Constructions:

wtth dru and toet transporting of Material Imp. German Patent

no. t025t3 - also pat. in other countries ** ** ** ^ ^

Prospects and Projects costless

Paddle- and Screiopropellerships ** Shipengines ** Shipboilers
^ Barges

Cranes of any kind * Steam Hopper-Barges
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Tactorij of Patent Safety Roasters
6. W. BRRIH, Hudurigsburg (Germany)

Complete Forking Plants for the Roasting
of Coffee, Malt, 6rain, Cacao, Chicory, &c.

with all the latest technical improvements

OC OC OC

newest rapid roaster for coffee, cacao, grain, &c.

D.RP. Hr. 9034T, 90348, 9TT32, 95831, 56833,

40522, 3T650, 36t9t, D.R.G.M. lir. 60345, TTT23 Patents in the

foreign countries

Rduantages: Duration of roasting operation reduced to

a minimum of 8^10 mins with consequent full deuelopment
of the arome of the coffee; thorough exposure of the principal

parts of the coffee bean; absorption of all no*ius uapours and

impurities; roasting effected solely by the action of a current

of hot air, without the spherical roasting chamber being heated from without, Ruto-

matic controlling and signal device

D.R.P. Simple rapid roaster for coffee, cacao, grain

Rduantages: Hot-air circulation can be altered to act round and

through the roasting drum, or only round it, the absorption being continuous

Duration of the roasting operation: t0^t2 mins. Suitable for rapid and slow

roasting

Patent Safety Roaster-
with automatic controlling and alarming appa-

ratus, for coffee, cacao, grain, malt, chicory, &c.

Rduantages:
Tarns punctually. Signals with certainty

Precisely at the predetermined moment, the drum rolls

automatically from the fire

Cooling Plants for Roasting establishments
Pans * *haustors <* Cooling Sieues <* Picking Machines

<* ,,Perfecta" Stone-Sorter <*

Higher awards than any other manufactury in the branch

Brussels 1891 Diploma of Honour *r Uersailles 189T Grand Pri* ;w Paris 1891 Gold Medals, &c., &c.
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Registered

6RBenZ (Saxony)

trade nark

r Speciality:

Camps for Cycles and for Motor Cars and ac-

cessories for Cycles

Greatest Factory of the Specia-

lity on the Continent

established 1866 Rbout 400 workmen

Export to all parts of the 6lobe

Correspondence in all modern

languages

Rcetylene Gaslamp ..Piccolo" Pftroleutnlamp ,,Koh-I-noor"

Registered Trade Marks

for Camps

,,6ermania-aterne"
*/

Continental - Catenae
"

,,Koh~l-noor"

Rcetyltne Gaslamp ,,Phaenomen"

HR fti ffi

Rgents on all principal

places of the world

r

Exhibition Paris t900

r

Collective exhibition of Ger-

man Cycle Manufacturers

in flincennes

r

Catalogue group VI, class 30

Rn Rgent is at the exhibition pending the whole duration of the exhibition
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H.C.E.EGGERS&CO
35 38 s & HAMBURG $ s % 35

SAFE-MANUFACTURERS
IRON ARCHITECTURAL
& 35 35 WORKS 35 % %

WROUGHT IRON ART WORK

BRIDGES 4 ROOFS 4 FRAME-WORK

BUILDINGS 4 CORRUGATED IRON

BUILDINGS FOR THE TROPICS 4 4

TRANSPORTATIONS PLANTS 444
FIRE-FALL- AND BUGLAR PROOF

SAFES 4 STEEL PLATE VAULTS 4

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS 4 WROUGHT

IRON ART WORKS 44444
CATALOGUES ON
APPLICATION
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at*

's WRIER TUBE
a* J3 U 1 1*t iv

patented in all countries

o Suited for any Boiler System

L & c. sremraiiaeR

<* <*

ot ot Rhineland ummersa( Rhineland

Eargest tuater tube boilertoorks in Germany

oc

References on 25 years
time of working *A **

established t$T4
Uarious plants of 330000 sq. f. heating
surface for some firms deliuered *i **

Rt the International Erhibition Paris 1900 Hue Steinmiiller Boilers

are working in the German section, producing 18000 hilos steam per hour
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n.w.

P6TZOCD & C OK V Mi

Limited

Boiler and Machine Makers, Iron -Founders and Manufactors
Bertical Compound Engine

Modern

Steam Engines
of the

*

vertical and horizontal types
with trip ualue-, corliss- or

slide-ualue-gear

up to 2 000 indicated HP.

Winding Engines

Rolling Machines

Horizontal Compound Engine

Plants for Breweries and
Malt -Houses

of euery size on our own system

fft ff,

High and Low
z Pressure Boilers

Cornwall Boilers, Tubular

Boilers

Combined Tubular and
Cornwall Boilers

with any desired heating

M surface and for all

pressures

Milt-Plants
for wheat and rye bvj the most

modern machines

Plants for making Briquettes

Starch Manufactories

Modern Poioer Trans-

mission Plants
on Seller's system

Bearings with collar and
continuous lubricators

of the most improved
construction

Belt Pulleus, Rope Pulleus

and Drums
"Friction Couplings

Telo- dynamic
Power Transmission

oo
s
o
-^
?r

ro

Combined tubular and fire-tube Boiler

as at* as ateModern Iron Foundry Plants
Machines for preparing Plans Of Complete plants Of Moulding Machines

moulding Sand
1t

.

f fV rtrt \.

for Wholesale RrticUs

Uertical Grinders with Sieues aU slzes rr m l r ^ 5UO CWIS. B elt Pulleys, Power Trans-

Sand Mining Machines per hour missions and Grate-bars

Cupola Turnaces unth high

pressure blast

Crucible Turnaces

Pneumatic Sand Clearers

Sand Blasts

Oertical Grinder with Sieue Rpply for detailed Catalogue Rrm-Core Madiine for Rope Pulleys
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NRX 06RIZ ,
9a<ht Builders

t* a* t* <m Heuhof am Reiherstieg near Hamburg (Germany)
Steamboat from Baumwall to Reiherstieg euery full hour

Designing and Building of euery kind of Craft for Sporting Purposes

Speciality: RU kinds of Racers and fast Cruisers
of the simplest or the most elegant outfit

yachts' Boats, Ice yachts. Big Slip for all yachts up to 14 feet draught. Caying up
Designs, Estimates and Calculations

in the naual architect's line executed, euen if the firm has no hand in the building
\yj^t%^iZ^'JF\yjT\ffJF\yjF\yJFi^^^

tw HRHS REISERI, cotoene TOP TOP
Rpparatus for chemical purification of Water

for industrial purposes
Water Purifying Plant, Deruau*'s and Reisert's

Patents, t. Chemical Purification: a. of Boiler feed water
and of mater used by Dyers, Bleachers, Dressers, &c.;

b. of Drinking water. 2. Mechanical Purification of water
used by Paper Mills, Wood Pulp Mills, Dyers, &c.

1490 Purifiers in use, hauing a total capacity of 4 JOS TOO

ot a* gallons per hour x o*

Measuring Rpparatus for Boiler feed water,
Reisert's Patent, 2 systems: a. Pro-rata water Measuring
Rpparatus, working under pressure, without pistons
or parts subject to friction; b. Drum Measuring Rppa-
ratus, not working under pressure, hauing no values,

floats, leuers or other parts liable to get out of order.

Heauy Steam "Fittings, especially Self- lubricating
Cochs and Water-gauges, ..International" Injectors, 6rease

and Oil lubricators. Semi -Solid Grease

Tillering Rpparatus for mechanical purification
of crude water

Self- lubricating

Water-gauge

Detailed pamphlets free on application

Detailed pamphlets
free on application

6T
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C 6oeppingen (Wiirttemberg)

Toundry and Tactorij of Machine-Tools
Pounded t$39 <* ~ * number of hands 500 *

supplies in best construction and most precise execution complete installations for

Stamping and Enameling Works, Metal-

and Siluer Wares Manufactories, &c.

Eccentric Cutting Power Presses, Friction-

Screw Presses, Drawing Presses

up to the largest dimensions

Special Madiines to produce canes, tins

(with neui fasteners)

for preserves, jams, petroleum, &c.

Special Madiines for corset

busks makers

Supplementary Madiines for Bucicle and

electrotechnic Manufactories

Set of Madiines for mints and money coining institutions

Rolling-mills, Cutting and Coining Presses of unsurpassed results

Exhibitor in the World Exhibition Paris t900

German Special Pauillon Palais de Tindustrie Champ de Mars and Mining

Metallurgy Champ de Mars Section XI Cl. 64

TKrKrKrKrKrKfKrKn^rxrKfKrxrKrK
Branch at Berlin ni\)., Carlstrasse 20

Agency at ntirnberg: 6. Hertkorn, Glockendonstrasse 8

Dusseldorf: Rd. Boiling, Steinstrasse 46

for Belgium: 6uill. Stern, Rnuers, 19, rue Gerard

rxmnKmrKCKrKrxrxrKrKrKrKaKrK
Shipped to all parts of the world ** a* Prospectus and

estimates gratis

Highest honours tohereuer the machines haue

been exhibited
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Fritz Schulz jun,Leipzig
rounded t$T$ (Proprietors: F. R. Schulz and 6. R. Philipp) Founded tsis

Manufacture of chemical preparations
toith oum manufactory of tins, cases and toes

* Works in dpzig~Plagimtz, Heuburg o/D. and Eger (Bohemia) *
Greatest Polish-works of the world

***,**** Rddress and Principal Office: ,,eipzig" Sa,KOn\)
**

Pate Universelle

a Polir

Globe.

THE

GLOBE/ Sole

METAL POLISH /MANUFACTURER

WMXM^^
GlobcE

Specialities: ** *r

,6lobe" Polish Extract (in tins), best metaUPolish

Globe Polishing Paste (for metals and windows)
Scheuerin (Scouring soap for kitchen, &c.)

Brilliant Starch (in red packets and bo*es)
6lanzine (Brilliant Starch in tablets)
aundru-blue (in tins)

Furniture Polish (paste and liquid) *f

Mentholin (refreshing snuff)

Spap-pouider (in packets)
SilicioUS Chalk (best polishing powder for

metals) in bo*es

Directions for use in all languages

Deportation to all parts of the vuorld *r *r ** Rgents eueruuihere

Rbout too 000 cases sent out in t$99

Rioarded at the Exhibitions in Mrnberg, Bruxelles, Chicago and Leipzig
*r *f *f *f *f

Oum mines for the production of the genuine Silicious Chalk (unriualled rauj material

for the manufacture of Globe Polishing Extract, Polishing soaps, and all kinds of Wetal-

polishes) with steam - washing of greatest effect and all modern auxiliary machines,
under the firm of

Uereinigte fteuburger Kreideiuerke Schulz & Philipp, fteuburg o/Danube

Representatiues in France

of the firm

Fritz Schulz jun., Ceipzig:

i

'

Paris: MR H. Marie & Co., 239 rue St-Martin

Bordeaux: ivim. Degraaf, Saue & Begue
Dole, 3ura, N r Emile Daloz

TO



Oieiu of warehouse for finished stooX or belts (length tOOm)

J Machine Belting Works
of

ftfi ffi OK ffi (fi

C. Otto 6ehrckens, Hamburg
of at at at

This firm was established in 186T, and soon obtained a leading position in the belting trade, and during
the following to years became the most important one in the world. The stock in hand far exceeds

that of any other beltmanufactory in any country.
R further increase of business has tahen place through the introduction of Patent Half-cross Belts, in

making u>hi<h the side parts of the butts can be satisfactorily employed, leaving the centre pieces for

special belts suitable for high speed, sudt as disintegrators, ventilators, and more especially for

electrical purposes.
These belts are exclusively employed by leading firms for electric driving, as they produce an abso-

lutely steady light, and prevent the oscillation occasioned by ordinarily made belts.

Since Rpril 1898 the rapid and continuous increase of the trade necessitated the building of larger

premises (Grosse Reichenstrasse 53^61), containing increased steam power, electromotors, &c., and a

number of neio special machines, the mechanical contrivances of which are unequalled,
the stock consists of leather belting suitable for heavy or light, slow or fast driving, besides cotton,

ballata, india-rubber, gutta-percha, hair, hemp, &c., also chain and link belts and belts for hot climates,

damp places, &c. Technical leather, such as walrus, sea-lion, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, buffalo, &c.,

leather in hides, butts, strips, and discs, also for cups and rams, for hydraulic and other pumps.
R considerable quantity of belting is now exported into the United Kingdom, especially for Government

Workshops, Railway Companies, and consumers of steam in all branches of industry.
R great number of gold medals and diplomas have been awarded to the firm from exhibitions

held

all over- the world, including Chicago, and the only gold medal ever awarded for belting at an Inter-

national Exhibition in Great Britain, was given to our firm.

a* a* a*

Belting can be seen at works at 6. Koeber's Eisenwerk, Galerie des Machines, Rnne*e

Rgents for England: Messrs. Haughton & C, 6, Lombard Court, Condon E.C.

Tt



the Euskirchen Potteries and Cement Works
Euskirchcn, Rhenish Prussia * <*O* C

ICiltIC PltlH iMIftlPHTC ^or a^ purposes of the chemical, ceramic, metallurgi-
rvll[l2> dllU rUl IlaLt;> c& \ giass anci cement industries

especially :

Dinas- bricks, Chamotte -bricks, Chamotte facing -bricks, Fire-bricks, Carbon -bricks for

setting blast-furnaces, Reid-proof bricks for Glouer and 6aij Cussac tovuers, Glouer-

rings, Hearth -plates for decomposing and calcining furnaces, Radial bricks for circular

fire-places, retorts, &c.

Chamotte ware warranted containing 45 per cent argillaceous earth

Guaranteed best material as a* a* Oum experimental laboratory
in all usual forms and diameters for drainage and uen-

tilating purposes, &c. <*(j*imuf(*a*tma*a*

*

Speciality:

Stoneware apparatus and receptacles
for the Chemical Industry : H 2 , S04 , HC1, HHOj, CH3 . COOH apparatus, &c. Denitrating plant, Regene-

rating plant, Phosphoric acid and Fulminate of mercury plant, &c., Condensing towers, Cooling plant,

latest systems, strongest construction

o CM a* a c* a* Cargest earthenware receptacles in the toorld o

Construction of plant for wholesale manufacturers a* Highest atoards CM 450 employees
Rnnual outpout 5 000 double deckers

darling is DRR6's Uiolet

Empress Ruguste Uictoria
Registered trade -mark

Without a riual in the World

GEORGDRALLE.Ham

9
r̂ Sf^f^s

*

R Charm to existence

as

Perfume, Soap tablet, Potoder, 6au de Cologne,

Sachet, &c., none nicer.

Perfumery:

6e D
Hamburg (Germany)

T2



ELEKTRIZITATS-AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

rmals SCHUCKERT & COvor

Work-
in

Capital:

60

Million

Marks

Yearly
Turn-

over:

1898/99:

66

Million

Marks

BERLIN
Capital

fl. 4 millions

3
600 ooo
i million

Mnnnfnr-tnrln o- r^r4mr\anipc "sing our patents andmcinuicicmi ing companies constructions.-

Oesterreichische Schuckert -Werke, Wien II, 7 . . .

Compagnie generale d'Electricite de Creil, Paris, 29 rue
Chateaudun

'

frs.

Aktieselskabet Elektrisk Bureau, Ghristiania .... Kr.
Luth & Rosens Elektriska Aktiebolag, Stockholm . . Kr.

Financial and Working Companies
allie^ith

Continentale Gesellschaft fur elektrische Unternehmun-
gen, Nurnberg ..,..., M. 52 millions

Societe Industrielle d'Energie Electrique, Paris . . . frs. 10

Societa Nazionale per le Industrie ed Imprese elettriche,
Mailand Lire 5

Rheinische Schuckert- Gesellschaft fiir elektrische In-

dustrie, Mannheim M. 3

Electra, Aktiengesellschaft, Dresden M. 6
The British Schuckert Electric Company, Ltd,

London
,
W. C Pfd. St. 200 ooo

Russische Gesellschaft Schuckert & Co., St. Petersburg,
Moskau, Charkow, Kiew, Odessa, Riga .... Rbl. 2 millions

Representatives in: Barcelona, Bilbao, Brussels, Buenos-Aires,
Bucharest, Constantinople, Copenhagen, Haarlem, Helsingfors, Lodz,
Madrid, Milan, Montevideo, Naples, Oporto, Rio de Janeiro, Shanghai,
Sosnowice, Tokio, Valparaiso, Warsaw.

Objects on exhibition see Group V, Class 23, 27; Group VI,
Class 29, 32, 33; Group XVIII, Class 118
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R.BORS16
Machine Shops * foundry <* Boilershops <* Hammer-

works

Work shops at legel near Berlin

*r *r ar

R.BORS16
Mining and Iron works Rdministrahon

Works Borsigioerh (Upper Silesia)

T4



Established t$3T

R.BORS16 BeRCin
ocomotiues

Steam Engines

Boilers

Pumping Engines

Mammoth-Pumps
2/4 coupled Compcund Express Cocomotiue of the Prussian

State -Railways

Ice and Refrigerating Machines
after the Sulphurous -Reid- Compression System

tilm^fi ^t ^^i.Wff <"Tr i ~^^"B

Hydraulic Presses

of enery descrip-

tion

Pumping Engines of the City of Hamburg

Riedler Ex-

press Compressors
cjaaaausaas
IVlachines for the

Rubber and Ce-

ment Industries
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\erial WireJRopeway for the Mount Lyell Mining
and Railway Co. Ltd. at Strahan (Tasmania)

<~1i_
"- ~

IPohlig
Aktien - Gesellschaft

Works at Cologne and
Vienna

COLOGNE o/Rhine
VIENNA III, 4, Paulusgasse 3

BUDAPEST, Elisabethenring49

BRUSSELS, 13, Boulevard du
Nord

MADRID, Felipe IV no. 2 dupdo

OTTO's Aerial

Wire Ropeways
with the latest patented improve-
ments. 20 years' Speciality. Ab-
solutely reliable means of convey-
ance. Little wear and tear. Inde-

pendent of the formation of the

ground. Capacity up to 120 tons

per hour. Spans up to 3 600 feet

without supports. Gradiants up to

i in i. Price medals wherever ex-

hibited. Absolute guarantee for

capacity and satisfactory working.
More than i ooo plants executed

up to 1 8 miles in length. First class references, as well as drawings, estimates
on applicationand free

American Coaling Machinery
after the patents of the

C.W. Hunt Company, New York

especially:

Hunt's Elevators
hoisting machinery for discharging vessels and rail-

way cars

Hunt's Automatic Railways
for transportation on depot and in buildings

Hunt's Conveyors
a kind of Elevators with buckets on an endless chain ;

can be lead as well horizontally as vertically and
inclined

Hunt's Pick-up
to be worked with tub or grab, for transport of coal,

ore, &c. from depots into vessels and railway cars

D

or vice versa Elevator
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& (ft & (ft (ft & (ft

2? 5 5 ? p 5 {

Cdpziger Buchbinderd-Rctiengesdlschaft

Gustau Fritzsche
IPZI6-R. BRin S.W. 48

Crusiusstr. 46 Triedrichstr. 16 Dachauerstr. t3 15

Rrt and Craft Bookbinders, Illuminators and

Embossers; all Kinds of Binding for Presen-

tation Works, Library, School and Ordinary

Editions, Editions de u#e

Rddress and Diploma Coners, Presentation

and ordinary Portfolios, Blotting-Pads, Post-

card Rlbums, Scrapbooks, Herbaries

ft ft p .& ft



DUOOP &
Machine-tool Works and Toundrij
** Improved machine-tools of highest efficiency

** ^ ^

Original designs up to the most advanced manufacturing methods

More than 300 workmen; our

shops are connected by a

branch track with the State

Railway, and their equipment
is modern in euery respect. By
the aid of best machine-tools

and powerful lifting appara-
tus we are able to carry out

work both

regular and special
up to the

largest dimensions
for:

Machine-shops, Builders

of electrical Machinery,

Shipbuilders, Steel-

IDOrhS (heauij machinery for

turning crank-shafts, finishing

armour-plates, &c.), for OCO-

motiue-iuorks and Rail-

road-shops, Rrsenals,
and other branches of metal-

working

XKXKXKX\XKXKXKOKXKXNXxXKXKXkXKXKXKXKXKX\XK

Complete shop equipments of our oion machines
Electrical driuen machine-tools a speciality

XXXKXKX\X\X\XNOXXKX\XKXKXKXKX\XXXKXKX\XKXA.
We had our machines exhibited at two exhibitions where they received the highest awards:

Golden medal, Intern. Exhibition for Shipbuilders Kiel t$96

Medal of the State of Bauaria, Munich 1898
for excellent workmanship and original designing showing important

improuements

x\ x* Rsk for catalogue x*. x\

T$



T.SCHICHRU
Engineer and Shipbuilder

6lbing~Danzig,
Sea- going Torpedo Boats and Cruisers

With speeds up to 36 hnots per hour

the Largest Ironclads and Mail Steamers

the Fastest Greyhounds of the Rtlantic

The Works mere founded in t$3T and employ at the present time 5000 to 6000 workmen

Torpedo Boat Destroyer for the Imperial Chinese Hauij
Speed, with complete outfit, armament, and 25 tons of coal in the bunkers 35,2 hnots = 65, 2 hm;

uiith 61 tons of coal, 33,6 hnots = 62, 2 hm

The Works haue constructed up to date:

2 000 Steam Engines
680 Steamers for Sea and Riuer Seruice

250 Torpedo Boats and Cruisers, with speeds from 20 to 36 knots per hour

85.0 Marine Engines, among them:

500 Triple -Expansion engines of 620000 H.P. Indct. total

50 Dredgers of different systems
t 000 Cocomotiues, among them:
250 Compound Cocomotiues

19
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RETURN CIRCULATION

1

DEPARTMENT

TO ^ 902 Main Library
I

Oce

ab

Hamburg to tie

Hamburg to Tr,

Hamburg to Be

Hamburg to Gtii

Hamburg to Poi

Hamburg to Pa

Hamburg to Bo:

Hamburg to Phi

Hamburg to Gal

Hamburg to lieu
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